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SA WELCOMES ·s oUTHERN WITJ-I BBQ

loom ~:.~RmG
at concert
the park

·

A barbecue atmosphere and
picnic-style games greeted
new and returning students at
this year's Student Association
Welcome BBQ.
Throughout Iles P.E. Center,
students participated in games
like relay races, volleyball and
tug of war. Other competitive
team games included a food
eating contest, dodge ball, the
limbo and sippy-cup drinking competition. A basketball court and table games of
chess and dominoes also
entertained students.
Jason Ortega, SA social vice
president, said he didn't want
this year's event to be' purely
Photo by Tanya Musgrave
entertainment.
.Bryan Nyamwange watches as Kenrie Rimoni, Kenny Blaser and Nathan De Wild compete at food eating.
"I wanted people to just chill
and have a good time, but also laid-back spirit.
nursing major, liked watching and lemonade was shorter.
"The line was really long, so
feel like they could get involved
Katie Roddy, a freshman bi- the competitions.
if they chose to," Ortega said. ology major, said she liked the
"I think they were pretty I didn't eat," said Josh Walker,
"I wanted the party to capture dodge ball game best.
cool," Hernandez said.' "I see a junior architectural drafting
as many people's personalities
"It was scary, but fun in the games as a good pattern and construction management
major, "but the party had a
as possible. If students want- that little room," Roddy said. from year to year."
ed to have a good time, th,ey "The whole event is a good
Some students wished the happy vibe."
Near the end of the party
could have it."
way to mingle."
line for barbe~ue-inspired food
Students enjoyed the party's
Sara Hernandez, a junior and drinks, hot dogs, chips an unexpected fire alarm

a

Strings in the 1960s.
Romance on the GreenGilbert hopes to bring an
romantic sense of
to the audience.
am trying to recreate the
that has been set on
funny little pieces of paMusic is extremely ternOnce the song is done
a memory, so we strive
best."

Academy, where he
since 2000. The
is a non-profit organicomposed of 6o musicollege students to

(continued on page 2)

Collegedale commission votes to allow sale of alcohol
EMILY YOUNG
EmmR

Collegedale city commissioners broke from the city's
traditional Seventh-day Adventist roots on Tuesday when
they voted to allow the sale of
alcohol within city limits.
The proposal faced opposition from many residents,
including some in Southern's
administration,
President • Gordon Bietz
blogged that the commissioners were "committed to focusing on what they believe is an
economic development issue
as compared to the problems

that are associated with alcohol consumption." He also
wrote, he wanted Collegedale
to set an example to the community on alcohol issues.
Supporters of the sale
of alcohol think the new
law will stimulate College9ale's economy by bringing
restaurant chains that sell alcohol to the area.
Some students think the
new law will not change much
for Southern.
"It's not like the alcohol isn't
available elsewhere in stores
such as the ABC off Lee Hwy
or the Wal-Mart," said Cait-
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lyn Mayers, a junior graphic the university," said Collegdesign major. "As far as SAU edale Police Sgt. Darrell Hanis concerned, beer in restau- nah. "People that choose to
rants won't make a bit of dif- drink have already made that
ference."
choice, especially when they
Campus Safety · Director get to be the age of university
Kevin Penrod also thinks the students."
law will not cha!lge much at
Penrod's main concern
Southern.
is that the law will increase
"If they decide to drink drunken driving in non-stuthey're going to go wherever dent driyers_tTI!Ycling through
to get it," Penrod said. "Hope- "'-campus. In response, Penrod
fully students ·will know better is training his officers to'detect
than to frequent a liquor store erratic driving so they-can rein their backyard."
/.
port it to police. Collegedale police officers
IN View video of the meeting
agree.
at accent.southern.edu
"There's already drinking in

THIS SUMMER
I BROKE INTO
A NUCLEAR

MISSILE SIW.

''
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Campus braces for swine flu
two main differences: The
swine flu is affecting people
w~o are not usually affected by
the seasonal flu, like healthy
college students, and it is affecting people outside of the
regular flu season.
If a student thinks they
have the swine flu, Houtchens said they should stay in
isolation until they have been
without a fever for at least 24
hours without using a feverreducing medicine.
"If you have fever, feel better and get a fever again, go to
the doctor," Houtchens said.
"You probably have a bacterial infection. These situations

KATIE HAMMO D
MANAGING EDITOR

In response to the spread of
the swine flu, with one confirmed case at A. W. Spalding
Elementary School, Southern
is taking measures to prevent
an outbreak on campus.
"We are taking steps
and 'Ye will continue to
take
steps
to
prevent
the spread of the swine flu
here on campus," said
Crystal Stitzer, risk management director.
An email was sent to students and faculty by university President Gordon Bietz

' '

We are taking steps and we
will continue to take steps
to prevent the spread of the

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Southern hosts C. S. Lewis dr
CARRIE FRANCISCO

On Sept. 15, David Payne's
drama, "An evening with C.
S. Lewis," will be performed at
the Iles P.E. Center with double convocation credit offered
to students who attend.
David Payne is a successful
British actor who has played
the role of C. S. Lewis in several productions. He wrote,
;,An Evening with C. S. Lewis,"
after having several people ask
him what Lewis was like. Since
then, the play has become one
ofhis most sought-after shows.
The drama was so well-liked
that a DVD of it was released
in 2007.
"To see it in person is so

increase the risk of death,"
he added. Houtchens also
said that the treatment for
the swine flu is the same as the
seasonal flu.
.
Caressa Rogers, a junior liberal arts education major and
student reader at A. W. Spalding, is not worried about contracting swine flu.
"I'm not terrified of the
swine flu, because it's likely
to be on our campus," · she
said. "It's likely to be anywhere. I'm just making sure I
take precautions."

~hcfjonthrrn g,ccrnt J~
AO::ENr.SOlTIHERN. EDU

•

If you're open to it and are
paying attention, it will pull you
in emotionally and you will have
a better picture of Lewis than you
would have had otherwise.

storytelling and is portrayed
talking to Americans visiting
England in 1963. Lewis sh~es
stories about his life and people who had an impact on him.
"I thought it was a very effective portrayal of the writer,"
said Dr. Bill Wohlers, vice
president of student services.

the fall of 2008 to talk
Higgens' C. S. Lewis class.
Higgens said, "I
tened to him before;
laugh with him, and you
with him."

student, disagreed.
"I was having a good time
playing volleyball and now I'm
being eaten by bugs," Jacobson said.
Ortega said Campus Safety
shut the alarm off quickly because there was no danger,
and students were soon let
back into the gym.
The Welcome BBQ was
originally supposed to take
place outside by the track, but
moved indoors because of a

high chance of rain.
games and events cncmg,eq
cause of the move.
Overall, Ortega said
wished a few things had
out differently, but was
see students having fun.
"It's basically a
You can run artmnd
what you want," said
Lindsey, a senior mass
munication major.
no real order, but that's
makes it fun. "

theETSO.
Cherilyn Lacey, a cellist in
the ETSO, learned how to play
the cello when she was 48
years old and has been playing
with the ETSO for two years.
"This music is an affirmation oflife," Lacey said. "Music
is such a beauty in life. When I
hear t)lat beauty, it makes me
know God exists."
In the future, Hickam hopes
to add a Christmas concert to
the repertoire, making three
performances for the ETSO
annually and possibly mov-

ing their concerts to
town Chattanooga. This
would create an avenue
can reach not only a
generational crowd,
multi-denominational
well. The ETSO also has
sion of building a world
amphitheatre in the park.
"We want to contrive to
hance the city of Colle~~edJ·
Hickam said.

David Payne

Welcome party
Continued from Pg.
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forced everyo~e out of the
gym. Smoke from a grill being cleaned outside drifted in
through an open door and set
off the alarm.
Hernandez said the alarm
going off was good for laughs.
However others, like Richard Jacobson, a graduate
health-care administration
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"An evening with C. S.
is" is not the only drama
has written. He also
"Weep for Joy," which is
story of Lewis and his
and "St. Jack and the
astoryaboutLewisand
opted mother.
Payne has also
audio reading of the
Payne has traveled
performing dramas. This
his first time on

-Debbie Higgens

swine flu here on campus. ' '
-Crystal Stitzer
at the beginning of the school
year, advising students to
wash hands frequently, avoid
touching their faces and to get
immunized to prevent getting
swine flu. In addition, David
Houtchens, head of Pandemic
Response Planning, or PreP, is
tracking sickness on campus
and has plans in place if a large
number of students get sick.
"This is a life safety issue,"
Houtchens said.
Houtchens said while the
symptoms and severity of the
swine flu are similar to other
strains of influenza, there are

much more real," said English
professor Debbie Higgens. "If
you're open to it and are paying attention, it will pull you
in emotionally and you will
have a better picture of Lewis
than you would have had otherwise."
In this theatrical piece,
Payne portrays C. S. Lewis in
the one-man drama. The drama depicts Lewis as a creative
and intelligent man with great
humor. He was known for his
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musical professionals to licensed physicians.
"Visual arts are usually symbolic of a healthy community.
You often see arts diminishing,
but we are thriving due a lot to
the health of this community.
We are simply here to provide
a high caliber of classical music free to a community who
normally. cannot get it," said
Hickam about the purpose of
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Campus Safety gets hand cuffs, pepper spray, batons
EMILY YOUNG

Ewmt

As students return to
school, the new roundabout is
not the only change they will
see. Campus Safety officers
now wear new uniforms and
carry pepper spray, handcuffs
and billy clubs. This measure is in response to the increase in violence on college
campuses nationwide along
with a steady increase in incidents reported to Campus
Safety at Southern.
"'There's an expectation
that we will put ourselves between students and harm's
way," said Kevin Penrod, director of Campus Safety. "If
that is the expectation then
we need to be equipped to
do that."
Collegedale police officers
trained Campus Safety officers
to use the new equipment. The
training required that each
officer be sprayed with pepper spray to show them how
powerful it is.
"'That was the single most

painful moment of my life," • "Handcuffs I can understand,
said Bryan Stitzer, a pa- but mace and billy clubs?"
Others are glad to see Camtrol officer at Campus Safe- .
ty. "I wouldn't use [pepper pus Safety's changes. ·
spray] lightly."
"As a female on campus
Penrod said the offi- who's had friends sexually ascers are certified to use the saulted on campus, it makes
equipment and have passed me feel safe·r," said Katie Dexwritten and practical exams.
ter, a senior graphic design
major. "Finally Campus Safety
can do something."
In 2008, Campus Safety
hired full-time employees
in favor of student workers.
Penrod feels that with the
switch to adult employees and
the addition of new equipment, the officers are now
prepared to react if a situation
arises on campus.
"There's always people that
are concerned that we'll be
overzealous or overact," Penrod said. "But we will only
use it in the greatest of exStudents have mixed reac- tremes, in the defense of anytions about the changes.
one's life."
"Campus Safety will get
Though some fear that
carried away, and I'm afraid Campus Safety has plans to
they'll use the equipment un- begin carrying guns, Penrod
necessarily," said Peter Meek- said the option is not even
rna, a senior nursing major. being considered.

''

It makes me
feel safer.
Finally Campus
Safety can do
something.
-Katie Dexter

''

Campus Safety incident reports by year since 1998
490

·want to know more?
To learn more about
Campus Safetystatistics ,
and incidents that happen
on campus, just go to
http:/ I campussafety.
southern.edu and click on
"Crime Statistics (Clery)."
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Ministries Expo highlights
many servic~ opportunities
in the school year to expose
the
student body to all the serNEws Epuoa
vice options available.
"Here at Southern we want
The Ministries Expo last Friday night provided a chance to emphasize that . we're not
for students to learn about the just a bunch of people taking
many ministry opportunities classes. We're also engaged
around campus and to get in- in the great adventure of service," Kibble said. "We want
volved in service.
Student leaders and staff to build fairly early into these
from 30 clubs, service organi- young adult lives that it's not
zations and academic depart- enough to make money. It's
ments answered questions not enough to have a sucand encouraged students to· cessful home life." There
sign up for service at min- is that third component of
istry booths after vespers reaching out to be a blessing to
in the field between Collegedale other people."
Church and A. W. Spalding
Eliud Sicard, the campus
outreach director, said while
Elementary School.
The goal of this annual the event exposes students to
event is to show students how the various ministries around
they can be involved in campus, it is only really effecministries that match their tive if students follow through
with their commitments.
individual interests.
Andrew Dormus, Southern's
"It's not about signing up,"
assistant chaplain, said that Sicard said. "It's about actuwhile students are looking for ally getting involved."
Dormus hopes the expo enplaces to serve, not everyone
wants to become involved in courages a spirit of service and
believes giving of ourselves
the same ministries.
"We all have different ways to serve strengthens our re·that we serve," Dormus said. lationship with God and with
"The Expo is a buffet of min- others.
istry options. It's the only time · "My advice is to just get inin the school year when~ all volved," Dormus said. "Stuthe ministries are in the same dents all have classwork and
want a social life, but just get
place at the same time."
Jana Miles, a sophomore involved. You'll definitely
mass communication major, be blessed."
agreed with Dormus.
Dormus encourages anyone
"It's really cool to have all the who missed the Ministries
options here all in one place," Expo, but still wants to get
Miles said. "There's something involved in service, to stop
for everyone."
by his office in the Student
Kevin Kibble, associate Center. He can help students
chaplain at Southern, said the contact ministry leaders all
Ministries Expo happens early over campus.

Alison Quiring ·

Cleveland, Adventist evangelist and civil rights leader, dies
Edward Earl Cleveland, a
renowned evangelist and former associate secretary for
the Ministerial Association
of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church, died Sunday, Aug.
30 at Huntsville Hospital in
Huntsville, Ala.
Cleveland, who mentored
thousands of preachers -and
served the Adventist church
fur more than 60 years as a
evangelist, church

leader, teacher and civil rights
leader, was 88 years old.
Cleveland became a religion
instructor at Oakwood University, then Oakwood College, in 1977. He also served as
director for the department of
church missions.
During that time, Collegedale Church senior pastor,
John Nixon, heard of Cleveland as an Oakwood theology
student. Nixon didn't take any
classes from Cleveland, but
later met him often at annual

ministerial conferences.
Cleveland baptized Nixon's
wife, Januwoina, at a New
York evangelistic meeting
when she was 12 years old.
Nixon said he has a personal
debt to Cleveland because he
led Nixon's wife to baptism.
More recently, Cleveland
served as a church elder at
Oakwood University Church,
·which was called Oakwood
College Church at the time,
while Nixon was the pastor
from 1997-2006.

Cleveland's integrity stood
out to Nixon.
"In all the years that he was
involved in evangelism, t"aveling all over the country and
all over the world, you never
heard one single word of scandal about Cleveland," Nixon
said. "His integrity was never
questioned, and he should be
highly respected for that ."
Myron Jenkins, a sophomore theology major who
knew and spoke to Cleveland
on several occasions, said

Cleveland's uncompromising
faith impressed hin
"Cleveland was like an unmovable tree," Jenkins said.
"He never contradicted the
Bible, but still made the gospel
of Jesus Christ a joy, never a
burden."
Dr. Carlos Martin, evangelist
and professor in the School of
Religion, first heard Cleveland
in Argentina as 31. high-sch ool
student. Listening to CleYeland speak is a reason Martin
became an evangelist.
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EMILY YOUNG

Position: Editor
Year: Senior
Major: Mass communication
Career Plans: News reporter
Hobbies: Family, friends,
traveling, photography, listening
to music, writing

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10,

. KATIE IIAMMOND
Po~ition:

Managing editor
Year: Senior
Major: Mass communication
Career Plans: Magazine writer
Hobbies: Traveling, basketball,
swing dancing, family, friends

ALISON QUIRING

EMILY KAY

Position: News editor
Year: Senior
Major: Mass communication
Career Plans: Children's
literature author
Hobbies: Reading, traveling,
writing, snow and water skiing,
hockey, cheering on the
Vancouver Canucks

Position: Photo editor
Year: Junior
Major: Mass communication
Career Plans: Wor_k for a
magazine or newspaper as a
journalist
Hobbies: Being outdoors, ~~,~..,....
pictures, riding horses, shopping

STEPHAN CASTRO

AIMEE BURCHARD

Position: Layout editor
Year: Senior
Major: Ptint design/photography
Career Plans: Letterpress and
editorial work
Hobbies: Lomography, physics,
orchestra

Position: Layout editor
· Year: Senior
Major: Mass communication/
graphic design
Career Plans: ADRA
Hobbies: Playing guitar, writing
songs, painting, reading, blogging,
editing photos, traveling, being
outdoors

MATT ZUEHLKE

Position: Web manager
Year: Junior
Major: Computer systems
administration
Career Plans: Computer
contracting abroad
Hobbies: Photography,
snowboarding, racing

DAVIS WALLACE

Position: Sports manager·
Year: Junior
Major: Mass communication
Career Plans: Work for ESPN
or start a sports outlet
Hobbies: Writing articles,
· watching old sit-coms, hanging
out with friends, anything that has
to do with sports
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ADRIENNE VERNON

KALEIGH LANG

Position: Copy editor
Year: Senior
Major: Public relations
Career Plans: Graphic designer,
magazine writer
Hobbies: Blogging, guitar,
photography

Position: Lifestyles editor
Year: Junior
Major: Mass communication
Career Plans: To work for the
church in some way
Hobbies: Gymnastics, summer
camp, wakeboarding, snow skiing

STEPHANIE EDWARD

AUDREY COOPER

Position: Opinion editor
Year: Senior
Major: Print journalism
Career Pfans: Start a mag~zine
targeted or focusing on
Micronesia. I want to try and get
my country on the_map.
Hobbies: Facebook, reading,
writing, making people laugh

Position: Humor editor
Year: Sel)ior
Major: Public relations
Career Plans: Grad school
Hobbies: Knitting, cooking,
playing Trivial Pursuit

CHRIS CLOUZET

AnAMREGo

Position: Religion editor
Year: Senior
Major: Print journalism/
religious studies
Career Plans: Editing?
Hobbies: Soccer, triathlons,
photography, travel, reading

Position: Front page design
Year: Senior
Major: Graphic design
Career Plans: Be happy and
wealthy
Hobbies: Snowboarding, sports
in general

TIM

LALE

P osition: Adviser
Year: 1986
Major: English
Career Plans: English professor
Hobbies: Southern Accent

MUNECA

RAMos

Pos ition: Circulation editor
Year: Senior
Major: Print journalism
Career Plans: Attorney and
magazine writer
Hobbies: Singing, being goofy,
reading, making other people
smile and happy
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Missile silo adventure inspires active Christianity
BEN SCHNELL
CQND!BUTQR

This summer I broke into a
nuclear missile silo-.
Ignoring the many notrespassing signs, my _group
and I used bolt cutters to cut
through a chain to get into
the facility that was surrounded by fences topped with
barbed wire.
It was about midnight when
we reached the silo. It is located way out in the middle of
cornfields, near a small town
in Nebraska boasting a popu- ·
lation of 175 people on its welcomesign.
Currently owned by the
Seward Department of Roads,
this seven-story underground
cylindrical building was buiit
in the 1960s as a missile launch
location during the Cold War.
Built to house and launch a nuclear warhead in our nation's
defense, this amazing place of
history became our amazing
place of illegal adventure.
As we drew close to it, the
only thing that gave it away
was a small concrete-framed .
doorway with another no
trespassing sign and a large
circle of metal on-the ground,
' which I later learned is the
blast door. The door into the
silo was welded Shut, sp we
had to enter through an Eimergency exit, which consisted of
a ladder that stepped down
through a skinny tube into the
living area.
These Atlas F missile silos
were run by 5-man crews. Inside, there are still ~rackers in
boxes marked "Department of
Defense," phone books from

the 1960s and super huge old
computers in the launch control room.
A small tunnel connects the
living space to the actual silo.
the beams of our flashlights
shone through the pitch black
to illuminate the humongous
cylinder in front of us. .

me · to swim in the water. I
started to take off my shirt and
get ready to jump in, but I was
scared of the unknown.
Eventually a friend and I
walked down the stairs into
the hypo!hermic water and
swam out into the middle and
looked up at our friends. They

One of Ben's frien~ peers down into the depths of the missile silo.

The silo is-a jungle of con- snapped a picture of us treadcrete and metal. Large· tubes ing water in the middle of a
for chemicals, with tempera- missile silo. The whole adventure requirements painted on ture was one of the most exhilthem, line the walls from top arating things I've ever done.
We were so cold after the
to bottom. Every floor rings
around. open space in _the mid- swim that we were ready to
dle where the missile would leave. But we stopped long
have stood. About 3 1/2 floors : enough on the way out to diswere filled with water, and a . cover that all the Seward Despiral ! staircase disappeared partment of Road trucks were
unlocked, with the keys in the
into the dark, liquid abyss.
We .explored all the floor's ignition. We also snapped a
above the water and discussed few pictures standing with the
what it must have looked like no-trespassing signs just bewhen !it was fully functional. fore pi.dling away.
The craziness of this whole
This missile silo reminds
adventure stepped up a notch me of myself. Sometimes I put
when my friend Dylan dared tons of investment into my

relationship with God, and
then later I let my spiritual life
deteriorate.
·The silo was originally
meant to hold one of the
world's most destructive
weapons. The crew that ran
the site was always alert.
The country sought to be in a
place of constant readiness for
nuclear war. According to atlastmissilesilo.com, "The construction cost of just the basic
concrete underground structures· was approximately $15
million dollars each (in 1960
dollars!). Today's current value
of the construction cost would
be over $107,00o,ooo!"
Our country invested a lot in
that missile silo.
How much are you spending to go to Southern? Is it a
big investment for you? I don't
understand why students who
have no - interest in building
their relationship with God
would come here.
Were you once on fire for
God? Did you used to be on the
front lines in the Great Controversy? Have you let your
spiritual facilities deteriorate?
I know l have made huge investments into a life with God,
because I believe it is the best
way to live. I've given my entire life to Him. Why would I
abandon it now for something
different?
I don't want my spirituality
to become a piece of history.
I want my relationship with
God to stay vibrant and fully
functional-unlike the Seward
Department's giant missile silo.

{

/

People want
to read what
you have to say.
Whether it's an
inspirational story,
a new revelation
about God or a
controv~rsial religious
the religion page is a great
place to share your thoughts
with others. Th!nk of the
bles~ings you have received
from hearing a thoughtprovoking sermon or just a
simple story from a friend.
Maybe your words are what
someone else needs to read
the next Accent issue.
Don't worry about writing
perfect piece. The point is
provide Southern with
that will provoke thought
inspire aCtion.
Send your submissions
chrisclouzet@southern.edu.
Here are some ideas:
• a summer camp or
student missionary story
• some thoughts about
favorite Bible passage
• your opinion about-a
current religious issue
• a meaningful experience
with God
.
• answered prayers
• poetry
• insights, revelations or
spiritual experiences

"What kind of spiritual activitY would you like
to see at Souther_n this year?"
"Have oneofthe
Christian.singe~ come
for a concert.. I
·'
that'dbe• · ·

-Guevarit··
freshman•busin
admin. m()Jor

"I don'tknowhow

to get

more -•--~---

~Man)'aPerfjtlq, <~<>"''"'...

n1.trsingjrelig_ioits stttdif~tl
.major
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

uidelines for a successful, culturally diverse room ·
Picture, if you will, living
an apartment with four
girls. (For all of you
have yet to experience
in Southern Village, apthis to donn rooms.) Not
any girls, though. These
come from all around the
· Asia, South America,
Caribbean, and the Pacific
This means you get
different cultures caged
this one apartment. What
you expect? What can
take away from this expeHow should you act
them? The list goes
The answer to these quesis: there is no one anMy advice is to read the
H11wir11! guidelines and take

as suggestions; differsolutions may be possible.
is how five girls, from all
the world, learned to
together harmoniously
their little home away

._ ,....,,,;Open Stomachs
Different countries of origin
different food dishes.
l•l>ifli!re:nt dishes can mean eihappy taste buds or hasty
to the bathroom. Take
I·Siee)~y,* for example. She is

the leader of this particular
household, establishing her
territory as a Resident Assistant. She has been affectionately dubbed "High Chief' by
the other girls in the apart- ·
ment. As is tradition, all first
fruits, meaning cooked dishes, go to "High Chief' before
anyone else can partake of
the bounty. The times she has
turned down dishes are few
and far between. Nevertheless,
there are times when she has
spurned international delicacies. "I have issues with smell;
when it smells, I'm not gonna
eat it," she said. "It doesn't
bother me; I accept it. I won't
eat it, but I accept it."
Have Open Schedules
With five girls in one apartment, sharing two bathrooms,

be prepared for late-night
showers and early-morning
preparations before class. Of
course, everyone has their
own .allotted bathroom time,
but for time's sake I'll give just
one example: Trippy.* When
she enters the bathroom, and
you're waiting to use it after,
be prepared for a long wait.
Read a book. Do Some homework. Play with your hair. Do
something to take your mind
off the endless pitter-patt'er of
the shower. You might even

consider implementing shower times and schedules, but
consider the time you take in
the shower. So sit back, relax,
and patiently await your turn
in the coveted bathroom.
Also keep in mind that the
apartment isn't yours alone;
it belongs to all of you. Your
other
roommates
might,
through some miracle, have
friends outside of your household. Ludicrous, I know, but
it is plausible. These friends
might be making some surprjse visits to your house a few
times during the week. It might
be one friend, or it could even
be a group of friends. That's
great, the more the merrier,
except when it means losing the
peace and calm in your home
when that's all you crave after
a long day of work, school

and people.
Have Open Minds
Cultural differences can
bring excitement to your otherwise dull, monotonous routine, but only if you have the
will to open up to them. This
doesn't necessarily mean accepting them as your own, just
tolerating them for the sake of
a happy household. When you
have people from all over living together under one roof,
you get a lot of clashing cui-

tures. Probably the most noteworthy, meaning the one that
pops up all the time, has to do
with shoes.

self sharing more and more of
your life, your past, and your
dreams for the future with this
little group that started out as

''

We eat together, shop
togethe~, stress together,
squabble together, argue
with each other but still
know that we have each
other's backs.

"Please Remove Shoes at the
Door." This sign is hung outside the apartment door. Regardless, visitors still feel the
need to track dirt all over the
carpet because it's not in their
culture to remove their shoes
inside the house. Bubbly* was
not accustomed to wearing
shoes in the house. But her
friends didn't feel the need
to remove their shoes when
entering the house. These
friends would waltz right on to
the liVing-room carpet, muddy
shoes and all, past the heap
of shoes piled up on the shoe
rack beside the door. Even
aft;er pointed looks and delicate coughs, signals obvious
to household members, these
friends traipsed around the
apartment in· carefree abandon, leaving telltale signs of
their presence. Things have
gotten better, as her friends
started noticing that the girls
left their shoes at the door.
Of course there is still the
occasional in-house shoe
wearer, but it has gotten
considerably better.
Have Open Hearts
After living with these girls
for nine months, it's likely that
you'll form bonds of friendship
that will last a lifetime, forgive
the cliche. They will become
your sis~rs away from your
sisters, and will become all the
more treasured if you are an
only child. You will find your-

''

strangers. It will seem strange
that you never knew them before. They will take up residence unintentionally in little
sections of your heart.
Dopey* grew up in a house
with a brother as her only
companion. Of course, she
had friends, but it was never
the same as having a sister,
someone to stay up all night
with, talking about everything
and nothing at all. Moving into
a house with four other girls
has been very interesting for
her. "The girls I live with have
become my family, the sisters
I never had. We eat togethe.r,
shop together, stress together,
squabble together, argue with
each other but still know that
we have each other's backs,"
she said to me.
Living in a house or donn
room with different people
may at times seem too much
to handle. Personal boundaries may be breached, be it intentional or not, and cultures
can clash. However, the experiences and life lessons you
can gain from it are invaluable
and may aid you in future endeavors. These simple guidelines have helped me through
many difficult situations in my
own experience with a culturally diverse house.
*Names have been changed to
protect identities
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We are already two weeks
into school, and I don't know
about you, but nothing seems
different from last year, beside,s the new roundabout that
makes me dizzy about six times
a day. But I guess that's what
I get for living off campus. So
far I have spent my free time
doing the same exact things I
did last year. Boring! It is a
new school year, and it is time for new experiences. If you are
in need of some new places to
go, check out what has come to
town since we've been gone.
The Delta Queen
The Delta Queen, an early
1900s steamboat-now a boutique hotel, is permanently
docked along-side Coolidge
Park. But it's more than just
a quaint hotel. The Queen offers a variety of entertainment
throughout the week. Try the
dinner show package for a
more upscale night out at $3S
a piece. Show-only tickets are
available· for remaining seats
at 7:4s p.m. for $10. Tours
begin at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday-Thursday; tickets are $8.

For mote information and an
events schedul go to www.deltaqueenhotel.com.

McKay's New Location
Many of you already love
McKay bookstqre, but you
will fall in love with it all over
again at their new location off
of Lee Highway, near exit seven. For those of you who have
never been, McKay Books is a
huge used-book store that also
carries CDs and DVDs for as
low as 4S cents. Need to buy a
birthday present? They shelve
thousands of items a daythey've got something for everyone. It's bigger, bright~r,
cleaner and more organized!
For directions, check out mckaybooks ..com.
GiGi's Gourmet Cupcakes
For those of you who don't
read Martha Stewart Living,
cupcakes are the trendiest
dessert right now, and Chattanooga has finally caught on.
No one does cupcakes like Gi.:.
Gi's-they are almost too spectacular to eat! They offer 12 of
their so creative flavors daily.
Flavors like Hunka Chunka
Banap.a Love, Pink Lemonade,
Caramel Sugar Mama, Root

Beer Float and White Midnight Magic Chocolate Chip
are just a few of their unique
specialties. Their prices are a
little high at $3 per cupcake or
$2. 7S per cupcake when buying a dozen, but who can't afford to indtilge every once in
a while. Unfortunately your
mouth will have to water a
couple more · days.They are
scheduled to open September 12. They are located on
. Gunbarrell Road, across from
Smoothie King. Store hours
are Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. and Sunday 11 a.m.
to s p.m. For a list of their cupcake flavors go to www.gigiscupcakesusa.com.

Wee ken

Loo!dngfor a night out or something to break up studyi
Check out these. events going on around town.
The Association for
Visual Arts presents:
"Gallery Hop"
Saturday, Sept. 12, 2 p.m. to
9p.m.
Free
www.downtownchattanooga.·
org/galleryhop
HaiDllton Community
Theatre presents:
"Black Elk Speaks"
Hamilton Community Theatre
Sunday, Sept. 13, 3 p.m.
$s
www.fyi. timesfreepress.com
· Riverfront Nights Music
· Series presents:
Webb Wilder in concert
Ross's Landing Park, downtown Chattanooga
Saturday, Sept. 12, 7:30 p.m.
to 9:30p.m.
Free
www.riverfrontnights.com

Chattanooga Symphon
and Opera presents:
"Stay Tuned"
TV's best tunes from the so
with "Five by Design"
Tivoli Theater
Saturday, Sept.12, 8 p.m.
$38 without student disco
www.chattanoogasymphon
org

Plan Ahead
Want to experience true
southern culture?
Walker County is
hosting: Balloons and
Tunes Festival
September 18-20
$s entrance fee and $10 for
hot air balloon rides
www.balloonsandtunesfesti
val.com

Image courtesy of Google Images.

Question of the

Lifestyles around the world
KUNrZ

wasn't a difficult choice. It was
hot and I was thirsty. I make
similar decision~ each day
I bit off the corner of the
when I bang my bread on the
plastic bag and took a deep
table to clean off ants. It's .
gulp, letting the rich sweetmind over matter, which is
ness of the Jamaica juice slide . a good motto to have as a ·
down my throat.
student missionary.
Jamaica [pronounced hamy-ca] •is a drink made from
dried hibiscus flowers that is
popular in Central American
countries, including. Honduras. Drinkin~juice or water
from a bag is also typical.
As I prepared to take another sip, my eyes fell on a black
object b obbing · near the sur-.
face. I knew what it was immediately, and began to gingerly ·
abstract the unfortunate fly.
I had an important decision
to make, throw the rest away
or continue drinking it. It
HANNAH

CoNTRJBtJTQR

Hannah Kuntz graduated
in May 2009 with a BA. in
Print Journalism. Currently
she is a missionary in _Santa
Barbara, Honduras where
she is volunteering as an English teacher at the Hagar de
Niii.os orphanage.

*•*
* *

. k·
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What is your new
school year resolution?

"I want to study more."

-'-Cassie Hw1t,freshman nursing major
"To not procrastinate, to actually get assignments
done. when they are assigned." -Jacob Mayor, senior

biology major
"To use the Wellness Center until I become addiCted
to it." :.....Maurice Fider,freshman psychology major
"To learn b etter time man agement, develop posit ive
friend ships and spend more time With God." - Nikki

Domaschuk,junior pre-physical therapy major
"Well, last year I m ad e it into a few articles in the

Accent. This year, I want to be on the cover of every
Accent." -Kevin Spaulding, senior business major
"To frequently remind myself how faithful God has
been in my life whenever life gets crazy. And to brush
my teeth after every meal." -Kristina Dunn, junior

nursing major
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Sport teams experience a successful summer
year. The last time Michael
Vick played in an NFL game
was during week 16 of the
Students who share summer
2006 season against the Carollirthdays can relate to this:
lina Panthers. The Eagles hesitbey always tend to get overtated to sign Michael Vick due
and not appreciated
to his past and the PR hit it can
eilough. The same can be said
take. However, Eagles' quarlbout success in sports during
terback Donovan MeNabb
the summer. Some people may
says he "lobbied" for the signnot care as much as they did
ing ofVick.
during the school year. This
According to http:/ fusasummer consisted of many
today.com, Vick sounded
successful sports stories.
.sincere arid reDuring the month
morseful
when
of May, in soccer,
the Eagles introBarcelona defeated
duced him at the
United
news conference.
"Our country is a
country of second
chances, and I paid
my debt to society,"
Vick said. "I spent
two years in prison
away from my fiancee, my mom, my
family, away from
team to win
my kids. That was
Liga, the Copa del
a humbling experiand the UEFA
ence. I can't explain
League
how deeply hurt
the same season.
and how sorry I was
At the beginPhoto by Ronald Martinez/Getty Images once
everything
of June, tennis
Kobe Bryant of the Los Angeles Lakers holds up the Larry went down and I
Roger Federer
O'Brien trophy and the MVP trophy in the NBA Finals. had to explain to
overwhelm€~d Robin
my three kids what
Soderling to win the French Sampras. So now Federer is happened and it was because
for the first time in his considered to be the best ten- of Daddy's faults."
. Federer tied Pete Sam- nis player of all time. Not only
Also returning to the NFL
Grand Slam title victories does he have more slams than was the "Golden Boy" himself,
14 wins. A couple of days Sampras, but he also won at Tom Brady. Last season Tom
in the frozen pond, the the French Open, which Sam- Brady missed most of the seaPenguins, led by pras never won. The mid-sum- son with a torn ACL. This ye~r
Crosby, defeated the mer classic took place a couple he is back and maybe better
Red Wings to win the of weeks later and featured than ever. Patriots wide reCup. Pittsburgh came the best the American League ceiver Randy Moss thinks "the
from a 3-1 deficit to force and National League had to offense can be better."
dramatic game·seven for the offer. The American League
What would be a comeback
Basketball featured Kobe came away with the victory, story without Brett Favre?
of the Los Angeles Lak- · extending their unbeaten Throughout the entire sumagainst Dwight Howard streak to 13 games.
mer Brett Favre changed his
the Orlando Magic on the
There were no more cham- mind 10 times per day on
pions to crown and no more whether he should sign with
The Los Angeles ·Lakers bragging rights to gain fo'r the the Minnesota Vikings. After
the Orlando Magic latter part of the summer. So it seemed like Favre w~uld be
five games to win the NBA August was mostly focused on gone for good, he decided to
for the 15th the return of the NFL. There change his mind one last time
in the history of their have been some big stories and return to the NFL for a
Finals MVP Kobe that surfaced during the off- 19th season. The 39-year old
averaged 32.4 points season. No story is bigger quarterback rejoins his old
game on his way to his than the return of quarterback quarterback coach and is able
NBA championship. Michael Vick. The Philadel- to stick it to Packers general
Angeles Lakers head phia Eagles took a chance on manager Ted Thompson two
Phil Jackson surpassed the ex-Falcons superstar and time~ a year. Some say Favre
Auerbach with the most signed him to a one-year deal went about this all wrong.
titles ~~ .a. b~ad coach. To • with· an -optiea ·fO£ the- second Others still love number four
DAVIS wALLACE

end the month of June, Brazil
was able to rally and beat team
USA in the Confederations
Cup final, with a score of 3-2.
Team USA took a strong 2-0
going into half, but j~st could
not hold on.
The month of July kicked off
the greatness for Roger Federer, as he was able to defeat
Andy Roddick to win his sixth
Wimbledon crown, arid 15th
Grand Slam to surpass Pete

and how he brings joy to the
game. Then .o f course there are
the fans that are justtorn right
down the middle.
Die-hard Green Bay Packers fans loved Favre for 16
years and cannot believe that
he has signed with the archrival Minnesota Vikings. Favre
told fans that they should understand, but it is just not
that easy.
So as the calendar rolls into
fall , the MLB playoff races heat
up and we patiently wait for
the football season to kick-off,
we can still reflect on one of

the great successful sports stories in recent memory. Hopefully this will carry throughout
the rest of 2009 to make it one
of the great years for sports.
Just like those summer
birthdays, people may forget or overlook some of the·
top sports headlines over the
summer. That does not mean
that it was not important, plus
without them, our summers
would just be exceptionally
dull for the most part.

Intramural Schedule
Men's A League
6 P.M. Just Watch/The Funk
9/15 6 P.M. Crazy Jaees/Dirty Dawgs
9/15'. 1 R.N. Just Watch/Diamond Cutters
9/16 9 PM. Tha Funk/Str8 Rippin
9/14

9/16
9/16

9/17

6 PM. St1'8 ~08111 Fresco
c6 Jr.M. Diamond ~/l)ii'ly
Dawgs
i
6 P..v. Crazy Aef!s/Team Fresco

Field2
Field2
Field2
Field 2
Field3
Field2
Field2

Men's B teague North
9/14
9/15
9/15
9/16
9/16

?.P.M.

8 P.M.
9 P.M.
8 P.M.
9 P.M.

Who's on First/The Landscapers
The Auto ClaversjTeam Wucut
The SplacksfYellow Fever
The Splacks/Team Wuc,ut
Who's on First/$bamrock

Field2
Field3
Field 1
Field 1
Field 1

Men's B League South
9/14
9/14
9/15

9/15
9/16

6 P.M.
7 P.M.
6l'.M.
7 P.M.
7P-M.

HurrlcanesjSquitTel Tails
Plank Walkers/Los Toros
Smash Bros/Plank Walkers
Yetis/Dollar Zone
LosToros/Yetis

Field 3
Field3
Field3
Field3
Field3

Women's A League
9/15
9/15

9/16
9/17
9/21
9/22
9/22

7 P.M.
8l'.M.
7 P.M.
8 P.M.
8 P.M.
7 P.M.
8 P.M.

Ballistic/Hit N' Run
No Fear/Unity
No Fear/Hit N' Run
Unity/Ballistic
Unity/Ballistic
Hit N' Run/Unity
Ballistic/No Fear

Women's B League
6 P.M. Heartbreakers/The Runs
7 P.M. Asian Flavor/Ultimatum
8 ut. R.etro Rook/Team Extreme
Fever

Field 1

Field 1
Field 1
Field 1

Field 1
Field 1
Field 1
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Friday,
September 11
Payday
8:30 a.m. Dave Cress Memorial Golf Tournament,
Nob North
Student Missions Re-Entry
Retreat, Cohutta Springs
Youth Camp
8p Vespers, Latin American
Heritage, Collegedale
Church
7:52 p.m. Sunset
Saturday,
September 12
8:45 a.m. "Battle for the
Control of Your Mind,"
Cecilio Clayton, Spanish
Collegedale Church
9 & 10:15 a.m. Adoration 1
& 2, Sam Chetty & John
Nixon, Collegedale Church
9:45 a.m. Breaking Free
Sabbath School, CA,

STUDENT LIFE
Hulsey Wellness Center: New hours for this semester are - Sunday: Noon - 9
p.m., Monday - Thursday: 5
a.m. - 10 p.m. Friday: 5 a.m. 2p.m.
OEC Mountain Meadow
Camping: Go weekend camping in the beautiful Smoky
Mountains. Friday, September
11, 2 p.m. through Saturday,
September 12, 8 p.m. Cost:
FREE. Meet at the OEC.
OEC Whitewater Kayak/
Rafting: Go kayaking or rafting on the Hiwassee River.
Saturday, September 12, 3 to
8 p.m. Cost: $10. Meet at the
OEC.
OEC Guided F1y-Fishing:
Try fly fishing! Spend an afternoon on the Hiwassee River
learning how to fly fish for
only $35. Sunday, September
13, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Cost: $35.
Meet at the OEC.
OEC Whitewater Rafting:
Enjoy an awesome rafting
trip on the whitewater of the
Ocoee River; a perfect way to
end the summer. Sunday, September 13, 12 to 5 p.m. Cost:
$20. Meet at the OEC.

CHATTER
Room105
The Quest for Authentic
Manhood, CA Choir Room
Prism Sabbath School (time
unknown)
10:15 a.m. Collegiate Contin~ntal Breakfast,
Collegedale Church
10:15 a.m. Collegiate Sabbath School
Men Are Like Waffles,
Women Are Like Spagetti,
CARoom103
Steps to Christ/Blue Like
Jazz, CA Library
11:30 a.m. Connect, Jackie
James,CA
11:40 a.m. "Battle for the
Control of Your Mind,"
Cecilia Clayton, Spanish
Church
11:45 a.m. Renewal, John
Nixon, Church
Student Missions Re-Entry
Retreat, Cohutta Springs

OEC Indoor Bouldering:
Practice your rock-climbing
~kills at the Tennessee Bouldering Authority. Tuesday, September 15, 6 to 10 p.m. Cost:
$6/$10 if you need climbing
shoes. Meet at Wright Hall.

BIRTHDAYS
September 11
Brian Beck, Daniela AleSalvo, Danielle Grandy, David
Schilling, Hannah Morgan,
Juan Martinez, Matt Marlin,
Norman Gulley, Regine Alcin,
Robin Knight, Sandy Gomez,
Sharon Gothard
September 12
Aimee Burchard, Andy
Wildman, Ben Leach, Bo
Benge, Brittany Russell, Deandra Gibson, Dustin Gold,
Heather Thames, James Hanson, Jennifer Lowman, Kerysa
Ford, Megan Moore, Michelle
Wildman, Robert Lang
September 13
Alexandria Wise, Brandon
Wilson, Devon Kittleson, Doug
Frood, Evie Nogales Baker, Julie Brandt, Matthew Tinkham,
Rochelle Forney
September 14
Amanda 1ohr. Jessica Villanueva, Joylyn Crews, Macey

Youth Camp
2 p.m. Outreach, Grace in
Action, Wright Hall, front
steps
6 p.m. Evangelistic Series,
Cecilio Clayton, Spanish
Collegedale Church
7:30 p.m. Evensong, Reading & Organ, Collegedale
Church
9 p.m. Open Gym Night, Ties
P.E. Center
Sunday
September 13
8-10 a.m. Southern Union
Youth Director's Pancake
Breakfast, Student Park
Grandparent's Day
Latin American Month Begins (Sept. 13-0ct. 11)
6:45 p.m. Evangelistic
Series, Cecilio Clayton,
Spanish Church
7 p.m. ETSO (Eastern

Tennessee Symphony
Orchestra) Free Concert,
Veteran's Memorial Park
Monday,
September 14
PRAXIS Exams, Lynn Wood
Futsal Intramural Signup Begins, http:/fwww.
southern.edufintramurals
3:30 p.m. University Senate
5 p.m. Club/Dept. Student
Organization applications due (continuing &
returning), Student Life &
Activities
Tuesday,
September 15
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
7:30p.m. Drama: David
Payne, Iles P .E. Center
(Double Credit)

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
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Wednesday,
September 16
6:30 p.m. Graduate Open
House
7:15p.m. SA Senate
tion, White Oak Room
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Thursday,
September 17
11 a.m. Convocation,
tution Day, Ties
Last day for So% tuition
refund
Last day to return textbooks
with a drop slip, Campus
Shop
3 p.m. Immigration Basic
Seminar, Lynn WOO(}
5 p.m. Futsal Team Meeting, HulseyWellness
Center.
7 p.m. Modern Language
Film Series, Miller

Battle, Mehlani Domingo, Michelle Doucoumes
September 15
Erin Novak, Laura Cole,
Michael McGonigle, Nelson
Mercado, Ray Carson
September 16
Anna Grissom, Christopher
McTaggart, Cleise Vilela, Ignacio'.Silverio, Jenny Trubey,
Josh Carithers, Karlyn Ramsey, Kevin Ott, Vanessa
Lezeau
September 17
Alex Mejias, Ruben Covarrubias, Joan Manzella, Katie
Hayhoe, Steven Arauz, Tabetha Greene

13" .Apple Mae.Boolt lUke
New (Aluminum)y Loaded
with Latest Software (OS
X Snow Leopard. iLife,
iWork, Microsoft Office
2008 installed). AppleCare
Factory Warranty. Retail;
$1,300. For Sale: $goo Firm.
Contact Ryan Bunnell {423)
903-5555

mounted speakers, .&..:J•o--L7n.Pentium M 750 chip
1GB of memory. Comes
license for Adobe r ... tii'<1111
Suite CS4. New $1,600.
is $400 obo. Call Emily
423-316-6225.
2 ..

2008 Itasca Navion 2411
RV I 4,6o8 miles, $67,000,
423-598-366o

Laptop I Dell XPS m140
with brand new motherboard,
hard drive, power cord, battery, trackpad and top cover.
Great complrt:er has been restored to be like new. SD card
slot, long battery life, front-

Dali anwork 1call for
specifics. 423-598-366o
Towel Warmers I Wrapture, like new, $250 each.
423·598-366o

CHINA KITCHEN
9 4 08 API!ON PIK E, SU ITE A)
OOLTEWA H, TN 37)6)
F OU ~ C O !l..N E~S

MONDAY· SUN DAY II AM- IQ,JO PM

423.396.9898
PICKUP- 10% DISCOUNT WITH SAV ID
DE LI VER-Y- FR..EE DEL!VER..Y ON CA. M PVS
OV ER.. $10 PUR..SC HA.SE
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HuMOR Emma

With Doug Baasch, Daniel
Cooper and Guian Goulet
As of this week, there are 31
Canadian students on Southern's campus. Although that
is a fairly decent .number, the
truth is that Canadians are
.still a scant minority on our
campus. Since they only make
up roughly 1% of our student
population, the Southern Accent Humor Page feels confident in giving Canadian
Southern students an "endangered species" status.
Because the odds of seeing
· a Canadian at Southern are
· rather bleak, we have com. piled a list of ways to confirm
your suspicions that you may
have stumbled upon a member of this imperiled group. .

You may have spotted a
Canadian if.•.
• They are looking forward
to October 12.

Canadian enrollment up
Number of Canadian students on
ca~pus

• They throw the names One Day Sell Us Their Coun"Stephen Harper" and "Mi- try Fund."
chaelle ~ean" around in every• They've mentioned that
day conversation.
their favorite animal is . a
• They·wear flip-flops in the moose or a beaver.
dead of winter.
• They know that P .E. I. isn't
• They joined your conver- just about Anne.
sation because they thought
• They'll watch Rachel Mcthey heard you talking about Adams, Ryan Reynolds or Jim
hockey.
.
Carrey over Brad and Ange• They're not really aware lina any day.
that there are.summer Olym• They got up and cheered
pics.
. in history class . during the
• They sing the end of the discussion of the outcome of
"Alphabet Song" as" ... S, T, U, Montgomery and Arnold's attack on Quebec, December 31,
V, W, X, Y and Zed."
• They . have a jar labeled 1775·
"In Case America Decides to

= 31

w

Canadian geese up as well
Number of Canada geese on . _ .· .
campus = 131 L-

Gordon Bietz = Confidence
Gordon Bietz sporting pink.
Sightings so far during this
semester = 2.

. .
Roundabout ~No inst~ctions + hidden ~ide- _ _
walks + bikers + pedestrians + '
traffic = recipe for "disaster.
· .

Southern to continue "Go British" campaign
AuDREY CooPER

HuMoR Eorroa

Following in the footsteps of
a successful "Go Green" campaign, Southern has admitted
to launching a . "Go British"
campaign with the surprise
first step being the construction of a roundabout this summer. Experts agre.e that the
decision to begin the 12-year
plan with the installation of a
roundabout in front of Taylor
Circle was "a stonking way to
get the Southern community
into the British spirit."
According
to
sources,
the "Go British" campaign
stemmed from the philosophy that "it's always a smashing idea to get in touch with
your roots." The Southern "Go
British" campaign committee

members thought there was
no better way to honour this
country's ethnic origins than
to "systematically convert back
to its British pedigree."
Therefore, after many latenight planning meetings and
negotiations, "Go British"
campaign officials decided to
do a test run of the campaign
by building the roundabout,
with a more extensive plan to
commence following positive
. reactions.'
Exclamations of "Jjuzzah!"
. and "Jolly good! A roundabout!" could be heard resounding through every corner of campus as students
returned to Southern. Campaign officials took this to be a
green light and have decided to
continue with the campaign.
Other British improvements

seen in the campaign include
the erection of seven red telephone boxes along the Promenade as Jl haven for mobile
phone usage, the renovation of
"l<R's" to "KR's Pubb," where
authentic chips, battered veggie fish and soy-ale on tap will
be served, the replacement of
football and softball intramurals with rugby and cricket,
and the conversion of Southern to Greenwich Mean Time.

Hummus at KR's
And hummus in general.

A hotter Hulsey~
1'-{ot as in "all the good-looking _
people now flock to the Well- t _
ness Center," but as in "the
air conditioning has
been decreased."

Bringing back the face mask
S~ne flu prev~ntion? ~ashion
mghtmare? Mtchael Jackson
tribute? You decide.

HVMOlliDITOR,S WARNING:
1be Humor Editor h8s determined that content found on the Humor Page is strictly
b1JJJ1010U$ in nature 8JlC:I not necessarily to be taken as truthful or offensive.
Enjoy ooJy as ctiJected.
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Profess_or recovers

car-tcrash
Sr.tHWRml

e Spencer, an associate biology proessor, has not returned to teach this
emester after a near-fatal car accident in Canada this summer.
On July 24, Spencer and his wife, Lucinda
Hill-Spencer, were returning from a research
project in northern Canada, when their car
tollided with a drunken driver. Trying to
an accident, Spencer swerved, which
caused his truck to roll multiple times before
anding upright. "My first words to him after the accident
were, 'Are you still alive?'" Hill-Spencer
said. Once she knew that her husband was
alive,_ she crawled out the . shattered back
..,..,.ru1nur of the truck. The truck's back axle
had been broken, but -the vehicle was kept
Jeve] because a freezer they were carrying
lodged in the wheel well. Finding no cell ·
phone service, Hill-Spencer walked 'to the
mad to get help.
Medics arrived an hour later, and a rescue
team used the Jaws of Life to remove Spencer from the vehicle.· He was then taken to
ll nurses' station in Dawson City in the Yulan, Canada. However, the seriousness of
his injuries required that he was _airlifted to
a hospital in Seattle, Wash. where he was in
critical condition while undergoing corrective back surgery, which was broken in an
area covering sevenvertebrae.
During the ordeal, Hill-Spencer recalls
having an incredible awareness of God being
with them. Spencer agrees that God is working through the accident.
"God could've prevented the accident, but
He has a purpose we may not be able to understand," Spencer said.
Recovering from the accident, Spencer is
thankful for his life. He is able to attend staff
meetings and comes in a few times weekly to
work on the research project he was working
on when the accident happened.
Ruthie Gulley, a senior biology-biomedical major, who is conducting research with
Spencer, said, "He comes in after physical
therapy appointments to check on the project, and he's getting back into his research
mode. It's definitely proving that God wants
this project to go forward."
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niversity food planners are
considering replacing the
Styrofoam takeout boxes
currently used on campus with a
more eco-friendly option.
Before investing in a s~tch, however, administrators want to know
if students are willing to participate
by paying more per takeout box and
faithfully returning the containers.
- "The cafeteria could be ready to go
all-recyclable tomorrow," said Doug
Frood, the vice president of financial
administration. "The question is,
will students participate? How much
do they want us to care about helping
the environment?"
Three options for tYPes of recyclable takeout containers are currently

U

on the ta,ble for students to choose
from: washable, compostable or
both.
Option one entails ·using a translucent green plastic cont~iner called
the Eco Clamshell. The Clamshell,
which would cost students roughly
five dollars apiece, can ·be washed
and reused for up to three years.
The advantage, as pointed out by
senior biology major Adrian Wasyly!!hen, is that it "eventually pays for
· itself."
Purchasing one clamshell is equivalent to buying 20 Styrofoam takeout
boxes.
The challenge is devising a convenient method for students to return their boxes and g¢t new ones
without being charged again. Some
universities that have already made
the switch use a card system where

students always have either their
Clamshell or a card indicating that
they have returned their box and
are ready to receive a clean one.
Though it seems fairly straightforward, some students are concerned
that a return system would create
too much of an inconvenience.
"So imagine that I buy a box, eat
out, take it to my room, go to class,
and then I want to eat out again. Do
I have to go back to my room first
and get the box?" asks Kaline Valleray, a senior business major.
The answer is yes, or be charged
for another one.
"I can see that gettinr. complicated," Valleray said.
Frood said making the system
easy and efficient for the students
is one of the main priorities of the
food service team, which is part of
(continued on page 3)
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Joker Release Party to
feature hired acrobats
JULIANA McGRAw
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday at 9 p.m. the
Iles P.E. Center will be converted into a circus big top for
the SA Joker Release Party.
Cristina Hernandez, a social committee" member and
senior public relations major,
said the idea of putting on a
circus was chosen because
the word Joker brings out the
circus theme.
Jason Ortega, the SA social
vice president, said the event
is going to be exciting and his
goal for the evening is for students to have fun.
"I hope people can come
out, have a good experience,
laugh and in general just have
a good time," said Ortega.
Ortega worked with GymMasters coach Rick Schwartz
to include several acrobatic
performances during the
evening. The main event of
the night will be AntiGravity, a three-person professional acrobatic team from
Orlando, Fla.
Since AntiGravity was created in 1990, they have performed in more than 500 different productions in more
than 25 different countries,
employed more than 300 athletes and have four branches:
in New York City, Orlando, Las
Vegas and Toronto, according to their Web site. They
have recently performed at
the Academy Awards and the
presidential inaugural ball.

The other acrobatic events
are Southern-based. GymMasters will do a teeterboard
routine, and a Southern alumna, Leah Owens, now living
in Atlanta, will perform · on
aerial silks.
Schwartz said he hopes
students enjoys the night's
gymnastics events.
"I hope the audience remembers the whole evening
and are able to see what GymMasters does," Schwartz said.
"Since it is the Joker Release
Party it's a good chance for
everybody to get to know each
other on campus."
Schwartz said the theme for
Gym-Masters this year is TC2,
which means totally committed to Christ. He sirid that in
gymnastics you have to be totally committed to what you're
doing, and it's the same with
your relationship with Jesus.
Cotton candy, popcorn and
prizes will help create a circus feeling, and Ortega said
he is bringing in professionals to make balloon animals
and do face-painting. Clowns,
juggling and magic tricks will
also be found at the Joker
Release Party.
Ortega hopes the familyfriendly event brings out both
off-campus students with families as ·well as the single students living on or near campus who traditionally come
to SA events.
Ortega ' said, "It will be an
evening of healthy fun ftlld
entertainment."
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Weight room open after moisture proble
NATHAN THOMAS

Sun WRITER

Fortunately for men in the
dorm, Talge Hall's weight
room reopened Sept. 8 after being· closed for almost a
month because of moisture
problems:
The problems occurred just
inside the weight room door
and caused the room to be
closed down in early August
so repairs could be made.
Plant Services was called in
after Talge Hall personnel
realized that there was an excessive amount of moisture
by the door in the weight
room, said Dwight Magers, a
Talge Hall dean.
Talge staff sprayed the floor
tiles with a disinfectant mixture and pressure-washed
it to get the floor clean, said
Dusty Miller, head of maintenance and housekeeping in
Talge Hall.
A sealant was put down

on the weight room floor to
prevent the re-occurrence of
the moisture problem, and
the tiles were put back. It is
not clear what caused the
moisture.

chines. In addition, new
tures were added to the w
Magers said.
Some Talge Hall reside
like Nicholas Kaytor, a sop
more general studies

''

I don't mind having to go to
the Hulsey Wellness Center, but it
· is a great inconvenience to not
be able to go downstairs and
use the equipment.
-Nicholas Kay tor

"It was a small maintenance
problem," said Talge worker
Sam Nadarajan, a junior theology and computer science
major who worked . on the
project. "It wasn't as bad as
everyone thinks it was."
Although the weight room
was only closed for floor repairs, this summer the carpet
was shampooed and maintenance was dope on the rna-

are happy to have the r
open again. Kaytor said,
don't mind having to go to
Hulsey Wellness Center, b
is a great inco~venience to
be able to go downstairs
use the equipment."
The weight room has
opened for normal ~em
hours, which are posted on
door of the room.

Community rallies support as dean fights cance
JuLIANA McGRAw

Students, faculty and community members are doing
what they can to help a professor who is fighting cancer.
John Williams, dean of the
School of Visual Art and Design, was diagnosed in September 2007 and is currently
on a medical leave of absence
from the university.
Students and . professors
miss Williams' presence in
the department, said Randy
Craven, interim d~an.
"The folks who know him
are the ones who're hit the
hardest," Craven said. "At first
[they were] upset, but then
very hopeful that something
can get changed."
The Social Work Club is

tep 1.
tep 2.
tep 3.
~ 4.
tep 5.
tep 6.

l

taking the lead in scheduling childcare for the Williams' children, ages 2, 5 and
7. Students will devote time
consistently each week assisting the family with childcare. There is also potential
for a live-in student willing to
help with care in exchange for
room and board.
Six Southern students led by
Colton Stollenmaier, a junior
missions major and Campus
Ministries' creative ministries
director, volunteered to paint
rooms and build shelves at the
Williams' home la5t month.
"I just heard about a need
and jumped on it," Stollenmaier said. The student
had planned to return and
finish the painting, but instead neighbors came and
completed the job.

Co to httD:DjOll1l81ism.southam.edu
Click: "Play""
·
Tllll yot.r volume ~
·
laugn, ~ do an ilsh jig
SubSci1)8 on ltunes
Tell everyone about "The Breeze"

One hot meal a day is
dinated by English pro£
Debbie Higgens and B
Cross, a· Collegedale Chu
member. Community me
hers prepare the meals, w ·
are dropped off at the Sch
of Visual Art and Design
fice before being taken to
Williams' home.
"It's helpful knowing peo
care to do the things w
respecting [the Willi
privacy," Higgens said.
Williams began his tea
ing career at Southern
2002 and became the · D
of the School of Visual
and Design in July of 20
Before his leave of absen
he taught classes in pai
ing, digital illustrations
illustration methods.
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to present first church service this year New professor brings international
The Black Christian Union
will host their first
service of the year
Sabbath at 10:45 a.m. in
1J118teber Hall chapel.

tional year of spiritual growth
and ministry.
BCU president Kyle Cox is
looking forward to the event.
"I have high expectations,"
he said. "I am proud to be able
to keep this ministry alive and
to be touching souls."

Come prepared to hear the word
of God spoken through his
humble servant.

-Zaire Burgess-Robinson ' '
"Every year the intensity
service improves," said
Wilson, a junior pretherapy major. "I'm
to see what the outis going to be compared
year."
Wilson said last year's BCU
service was filled with
and hopes this weekend
wiD set the tone for an excep-

The BCU theme this year
Ad Lium, a Latin phrase
meaning "toward the light."
The theme follows junior
graphic design and theology
major Victor Thomas' sermon
for Sabbath, which is titled
"And there was light."
Thomas said his sermon is
a proclamation of our salvation. He will discuss the his-

is

tory of humanity, the salvation of humanity as a whole,
and how God works with us
individually.
"Come prepared to hear
the word of God spoken
through his humble servant,"
said BCU chaplain Zaire
Burgess-Robinson. "I know
he'll bring the word."
Also participating in the service will be One Praise Gospel
Choir singiu.g special numbers
like "High and Lifted Up,"
led by choir director Joyce
Reyna, a senior liberal arts
education major.
Choir member Christina
Ratteray, a senior mathematics and business administration major, said the group
has been practicing most of
its repertoire for the past
two weeks.
"This Sabbath is going to be
a preview of blessings for the
year to come."

Lab's appearance gets an update

$20,100, the renovation in-

chJded new carpeting, desks,
c:ountertops,
paint
and
nised computer counters.
11le countertops were raised
m keep teachers from contllntly bending down to view
lbldents' screens. Rumsey
llid the renovation was done
b instructors and students
alike. The project has been
in the works for more than a
JW", with a goal of bringing
the Mac Lab up to date.
Lorraine Ball, an associate professor in the School of
Journalism and Communication, said, "I think that it has
freshened the look nicely, and
the bar-height counters are. a
nice aspect to the faculty."
The renovation was deBiped by Becky Djernes, interior design coordinator for
Southern, and A. Laure Chamberlain, an associate professor
in the School of Journalism

and Communication.
"I think it's really important
to have a clean and creative
space when you expect students to be creative," Chamberlain said. She worked with
Djernes to make s~re that the
Mac Lab was designed to be as
creative as possible.
Djernes said that the renovation was long overdue, and
students agreed.
"I think it needed it," said
Jason Busch, a senior broadcast journalism major. "It was
so bland in here before the
renovation that the room just
sucked inspiration from people's minds."
The Mac Lab was initially completed in 1993,
and has gone ten years without a redesign.
Rumsey
said
though
the aesthetics of the lab had
not been updated ·before

now, the computers are updated with new software much
more frequently.
Rumsey said that the purpose of the Mac Lab is to
have a combined classroom
and computer lab for teaching the specialized skills
needed in many of the department's classes. '
Aside from being used
for classes, the Mac Lab
also serves the general student body and is open about
30
hours a week for
students to use.
Future plans for the Mac
Lab include finishing up details, such as re-framing the
historically significant newspaper front pages that used
to line the walls of the classroom. For students interested
in using the Mac Lab, it can
be found on the first floor of
Brock Hall in room 102.

Photo by Sean Brinson
The newly renovated Mac Lab in the School of Journalism and Commu-

nication

experience to History Department
EDEN KOUADKO

SuuW.ma

At age 28, Mindi Rahn is
one of the youngest professors
at Southern Adventist University, yet she is one of the most
experienced professors in the
subject she teaches.
History department professor Lisa Diller said that "students, especially pre-law students, are very excited by how
she has expanded our politiCal
science offerings."
Rahn started teaching at
Southern this year, and she
is instructing four courses in
the history department for the
fall semester. Rahn graduated
from Southern in 2002 with a
degree in history and contemplated law school. Instead, she
got an internship in New York
City with the Religious Liberty epartment of the Seventhday Adventist Church at the
United Nations. Her first qay
of work was the one year anniversary of Sept. 11, and she
was there for the beginning of
the war in Iraq.
After nine months working
at the U.N., Rahn got a job
teaching history at Atlantic
Union College in Massachusetts. In 2008, Rahn spent six
months doing mission work
at a hospital in Malawi, Africa
with Adventist Health International and Lorna Linda University. When she returned
home, she assumed that she
would return to Africa.
"I really wanted to go back to
Africa," Rahn explained. "But I
had been praying about what to
do, and I always tell God I will

Going green
Continued from Pg.

1

the reason they are considering a second option called
The Gas.
The Gas is a paper-like takeout box made out of sugar
cane. It is not biodegradable
in a typical landfill. To have a
positive impact on the environment, students would have
to return The Gas to special
recycling containers, where it
would then be collected and
composted with leftovers from
the cafeteria. If students prefer to use The Gas, food planners would set up special bins
across campus - including the
dorms - for students to return
their takeout boxes.
While it may offer more
convenience, The Gas is also

do whatever He wants and
that I am open to His leading."
She was soon contacted by
Southern's history department chair, Dennis Pettibone,
about a semester teaching position. Pettibone had seen an
article Rahn wrote about her
work at the U.N. and thought
she might be good for the
position.

' ' I always tell God
I will do whatever
He wants and
that I am open to
His leading.

-MindiRahn

''

Rahn felt that God was leading her to Southern, so she
took the job for the semester
and has enjoyed teaching thus
far. Her love. and devotion to
God shines through to everyone, especially her students.
Senior history major Adam
Wamack, who is taking two
of her classes, said that he
likes her teaching style and
really appreciates "the fact that
she incorporates the word of
God into all of her politically
based classes."
Rahn also said, "God has
given each of you different talents. I encourage you to surrender these talents to God,
and when you do He will take
you on an adventure of service
better than anything you could
have ever imagined."

a higher cost - So cents compared to the 25 cents students are currently paying for
Styrofoam.
"I'm more in favor of using
the Clamshell," Wasylyshen
said. "I can't really see students wanting to pay [almost]
a dollar more for takeout on
top of an already expensive
meal." Then again, there is
also the option for the cafeteria to offer both the Eco Clamshell and The Gas.
Students will decide which
option is chosen. Frood said,
"Even if only 25 percent of
the student body tells us they
want this, then we're willing
to figure out a system to make
it work."
Go to The Accent Online at
www.accent.southern.edu to
cast your vote for one or both
options.
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EMILY YOUNG

Though administrators are
pleased with the completion
of the new roundabout in the
center of campus, some drivers are fustrated that it is being used incorrectly.
Roundabouts are not as
common in the United States
as they are in other parts of the
world, with only 1,000 roundabouts nationwide, according to the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety. Because
roundabouts are fairly rare in
the U.S., not everyone knows
how to use them.
"I had an experience just
today where a driver failed to
yield to me," said Judy Dedeker, an assistant professor
in the School of Nursing. "He
was rather surprised when I
honked to get his attention
as he pulled directly into my
lane of travel."
Dedeker is not the only one
who has had trouble using
the roundabout.
Jimmy Closser, a sophomore nursing major, has nearly been hit four times while
driving in the roundabout.
"You have near-misses constantly," Closser said. "People
just assume that you'll yield to
them even if they don't have
the right-of-way."
Closser said the biggest
problem is that others do not
know how to correctly use
the roundabout.
Marty Hamilton, associate vice president of financial
administration at Southern,
agrees that people not know-

ing how to use the roundabout
is a problem, but he thinks.it
will improve as people learn
how to use it. Some students
also think people will get used
to the change.
"The roundabout will take
some time for adjustment,
but then nobody will remember University Drive without
a roundabout," said Nathan
Lewis, a junior mass communication major.
Hamilton also emphasized
that though accidents may
happen in the roundabout,
they will likely be side-impact
collisions instead of the more
dangerous head-on or T-bone
accidents that could happen if
there was no roundabout.
"All said and done, we're
trying to keep our campus
safe," Hamilton said.

HilARY PRANDL

SnFFWama

Construction has been delayed on Southern's Outdoor
Leadership pavilion on University Drive. Officials hope
to open the ~acility soon, once
the building's trusses arrive.
The idea for a new park-like
Outdoor Education building
was conceived five years ago
by Michael Hills, an assistant professor in the School
of Education and Psychology,
and Helen Durichek, a former
Southern administrator. Hills,
the head of the Outdoor Leadership program, said the old
building would not meet the
growing department's needs.
There are approximately 70
majors enrolled in the Outdoor
Leadership/Outdoor
Education program this se-

mester. More students are
choosing majors in .t he department or enrolling in outdoor
classes every year.
"We've had no place to
meet for classes," said Marlin
Thorman, a senior outdoor
leadership major. "Most of
our classes have been held in
Summerour Hall this semester
while the new building is being bUilt. One [class] has even
been meeting on top of the
[climbing] tower since there's
no classroom space."
· The Outdoor Leadership
pavilion will become the newest portion of the Outdoor
Leadership complex, which
includes the ropes course, the
southern entrance to the Biology Trail and the Outdoor
Leadership tower. The pavilion will be used for classes and

Ben Eudy, a graduate
sistant for the program,
that the new pavilion will
a more professional
to Southern's many
Approximately 2,6oo
unassociated with
participated in the
programs last year.
groups included
and McKee Foods emplo~~
as well as various other
fessional groups and
universities such as Duke,
the University of Tennessee
Chattanooga and Notre
Hills said he was
thankful that the aUJwu=<~~

The Outdoor Education program is renovating its building on University Drive.

School of Business and Management creates Market Research Institut
KELSEY LARRABEE

SuuWama

Southern Adventist University's new Market Research
Institute will conduct research
for companies in the Chattanooga area as well as provide
Southern students with the
chance to experience first:.
hand marketing.
Lisa Goolsby, an assistant
professor in the School of
Business and Management,
created the Market Research
Institute during the summer.
"I was inspired to start this
after struggling with trying
to find resources for teaching

students," Goolsby said.
The Market Research Institute will perform services such
as focus groups, one-on-one
interviews and telephone surveys. As an additional benefit,
the institute will provide a live
video feed for the client to
view wherever Internet access
is available.
"It is far ahead of the rest of
the industry, which only offers the one-way glass setup,"
said Joshua Michalski, a graduate assistant in the School of
Business and Management.
Not only is the Market Research Institute an advantage
to local companies, but it will ·

also help Southern students.
Goolsby anticipates hiring
students and awarding scholarships pending the company's profitability. Students
will be offered ·positions for
data entry, focus group panels
and more.
"A student can earfl money
from working, gain free money through scholarships, work
on/near campus, [gain] work
experience and have the opportunity to build a market- .
ing portfolio," Michalski said.
"Students will be able to use
the work experience in resumes as real job experience,
not just an internship. •

Other faculty share the
same excitement and estimate
the Market Research Institute will prove to be an asset to the School of Business
and Management.
"I am glad we will have this
resource available for our students and the community,"
said Michael Cafferky, an associate professor in the School
of Business and Management.
"I hope many businesses will
take advantage of this."
Companies have already expressed interest in using the
research service.
"Currently we are working with clients, providina:

quotes, networking to
work and waiting for the
renovation to be completed,
Goolsby said.
The Market Research
tute is predicted to be ·o~eralt·•
ing by the end of October.
office will be located at
ing Plaza in Collegedale.
Goolsby looks forward to using the Market Research Institute as a tool for her students.
She said, "I want my students
to be able to see research in
action, to follow a project from
start to finish; this will serve as
a lab where they can do so."

.,
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Executioners unable to
find vein for death row

NATIONAL
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found her body stuffed in the particular kind of masculine
basement wall of a facility that grace both on and off screen,
from his roles in films like
housed research animals.
· It was unclear whether the "Dirty Dancing" and "Ghost"
technician was the "person of to the way he carried himself
interest," and whether police in his long fight with pancrewere giving the same attention atic cancer. Swayze died from
to any others who had access the illness on Monday in Los
to the lab where Le worked. Angeles, his publicist said. He
Detectives have questioned was 57·
"Patrick Swayze passed
more than 150 people, many
of them believed to be con- away peacefully today with
nected to the medical research family at his side after facing
the challenges of his illness
building.
Le's body was found Sun- for the last 20 months," Anday, the day she would have . nett Wolf said in a statement
been married on New York's Monday evening. She declined
Long Island. Her remains had to give details.
Fans of the actor were sadbeen crammed into a wall recess where utilities and cables dened to learn in March 2008
that Swayze was suffering
run between floors.
Police now have a "person of from an especially deadly form
interest," according to a state of cancer. He continued workofficial with firsthand knowl- ing despite the diagnos!s, putedge of the investigation. The ting together a memoir with
official spoke on condition of his wife and shooting ."The
anonymity because the inves- Beast," an A&E drama series
for which he had already made
tigation is ongoing.
Authorities do not believe the pilot.
Le was killed by a fellow student, and they have sought August retail sales
to assure frightened students on the rise in America
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rethat Le was targeted by her
killer - meaning that others tail sales jumped in August by
the largest amount in more
were not in danger.
Even as investigators and than three years, but econoreporters swarmed outside mists warn that as long as ·
the Middletown apartment credit stays tight and jobs recomplex, police denied they main scarce, Americans probwere looking for a ]>articular ably aren't ready to spend in
suspect. A man answering the force again.
Underscoring just bow fragdoor Tuesday said the technician they were looking for was ile the economic recovery is,
not at home and closed the Best Buy said Tuesday that
customers are spending less
door.
in its electronics stores, and
Swayze dies of cancer
Kroger said grocery shoppers
are still buying only what they
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Patrick Swayze personified a need for the next week.

inmate
LUCASVILLE, Ohio (AP) Gov. Ted Strickland ordered a
weeklong reprieve for a condemned inmate on Tuesday
after the Ohio execution team
bad problems finding usable
veins for the lethal injection
process.
Executioners were unable
for -more than two hours to
find veins that would accept
fluid from an IV without collapsing for 53-year-old Romell •
Broom, who was sentenced to
die for the rape and slaying of
a 14-year-old Tryna Middleton
in 1984.
The team began working
on Broom, in a holding cell
17 steps from the execution
chamber, at about 2 p.m., four
hours after his execution was
originally scheduled. That initial delay was due to a final
federal appeals request.
After the team spent nearly
an hour trying to find a workable vein, Broom tried to help
tbem bring him a quicker
death. He turned over on his
left side, slid rubber tubing
designed to clarify his veins
A member of the Connecticut State Police canine unit walks with a dog in a par/c
tap his left arm, then began
across the street from the Yale medical complex. The laboratory is the last place
moving the arm up and down Annie Le was seen before vanishing on the morning of September 8th. (AP Photo/
while flexing and closing and Jessica Hill)
opening his fingers. The exeOn Tuesday, investigators
cution team was able to access ing the process and appeared
a vein, put it collapsed when to grimace. A member of the descended in large numbers
teclinicians tried to insert sa- execution team reached over on the home of a Yale animal
and patted him on the back.
research technician who lives
line fluid.
Roughly five minutes later, in an apartment in MiddleBroom then became visibly
distressed, turning over on the team returned to Broom's town, about 20 miles from
bis back and covering his face arms to again try to access a the New Haven campus. Le
with both hands. His torso vein and get the saline solu- worked for a Yale laboratory
that conducted experiments
heaved up and down and his tion to work.
After speaking with the ex- on mice, and investigators
feet shook, as he appeared to
be crying. He wiped his eyes ecution team, Collins said he
and was banded a roll of toilet determined that it was time
paper, which he used to wipe he ask the governor for a reprieve, at about 4 p.m. The
his brow.
The team had been asking team told him they didn't beBroom whether he wanted a lieve his veins would accept
break, but he chose to push the saline fluid, or hold if the
ahead, as did the execution execution reached the point
staff, prisons director Terry when the lethal drugs would
Collins said. Collins then in- start being administered.
Collins said the team would
sisted on a break and contacted the governor to let him try to determine, before
Broom's next scheduled exknow about the difficulties.
Broom, who did not have ecution, how to resolve the •
any witnesses · present, re- problem with finding suitable
quested that one of his attor- veins.
neys, Adele Shank, come to
the '~itness area. She asked to Body ofYale student
speak with Broom but was told found
NEW HAVEN, Conn.- Pothat once the process started,
it's protocol that attorneys lice investigating the slaying of
can't have contact with their a Yale graduate student zeroed
in on a "person of interest"
client.
At about 3:20, the team Tuesday after keeping tabs
tried to insert shunts through on an ever-tightening circle of
veins in Broom's legs as he people connected to the medi.
. .
. ,J!·
;o the P.~emiqe of his
sat upright on the table. He cal lap 'r.here )ler bo~1 was In this Nov. 28, 2005 file photo, actor Patrick Swayu, right, accompanied ~1 his wife Lisa Nipni,J:ilse.J'tor
1
film MKeepingMum• in central London. (AP Photo/LefterisPitarakis,file)
J
J11
~ • , Lot;~
looked up several times dur- fourid stUffed behind awall.
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REuGION EorroR: CHRIS CwUZET

Parking permits and issues with authority
CHRIS CLOUZET
REI !CION

EDIIDI!

Walking back to Southern
Village after class the other
day, I noticed the orange slips
of paper dotting the windshields of many cars but didn't
think much of it. That quickly
changed when I got home and
saw one on our couch. Curious, I picked it up and saw
that it was a parking warning
asking for the holder to register his vehicle with Campus
Safety. It was my roommate's.
Suddenly things clicked, and I
rushed outside to inspect ~Y
own windshield, confident
that I too would be acquiring
my own warning. I was right.
Having to pay $40 for a
parking permit is dumb.
There, I said it. I know you're

all thinking it. Why should
"poor college students" with
loads of debt have to pay an
extra $4.0 for a 2X2 inch colored decal with a big letter on
it that merely serves to limit
where we are allowed to park?
It seems a rather absurd gesture on the part of whoever
thought of that idea.
The orange warning slips
themselves thank us for our
cooperation in "helping to
provide a safe parking area."
Are we to assume that by purchasing a tiny decal, parking is
going to be safer?
But wait, this is the religion
page, not the opinion page,
you say. It sure iS. So my next
question is this: Is paying for
that parking permit something that God wants us to do?
I mean, do we need to follow

every single rule there is? Are
we allowed to hate and trash
talk and dispute the rules?
What does God expect of us in
a situation like this, where we
may have trouble paying that
extra $40, or we just feel like
it's a pathetic requirement. So,
for whatever reason, we are
having a tough time deciding
whether to follow the rule or
try to go the whole year without buying a permit? Do I have
to pay for that permit? What
about other similar situations?
Quite frankly, as far as I'm
concerned, it's probably up
for debate.
Trust in authority is something we humans seem to
have a problem with historically. Ask Eve. Or Cain. Or the
children of Israel, or David, or
Jonah. Respect for authority

is a broad topic and one that
contains many facets of discussion. To me, it seems that
it's more important how you
might approach these types of
situations than it is what you
end up deciding to do.
The Bible speaks on the issue in several passages. For
example, in Romans 13, Paul
writes, "Everyone must submit himself to the governing

authorities, for there is no au·
thority except that which God
has established. The authori·
ties that exist have been established by God."
What do you think?
While I just hate leaving
you on the edge of your seat,
you'll just have to come back
next week for the rest of my
thoughts on the matter.

Adventists are like clovers
C HRIS C wuzET
REliGION

ED!mR

A of couple days ago during a moment of boredom I
noticed a big spread of clover in the grass near my feet.
Stooping down, I decided to
see if I could find a four-leaf
clover. After several minutes
of unlucky searching, something dawned on me: quality Seventh-day Adventists are
similar to four-leaf clovers in
many ways. This might sound
like a ridiculous proposition,
but bear with me.
First of all, four-leaf clovers
are rare. There is an estimated 1 four-leaf clover to every
10,000 of its three-leaf counterparts. Similarly, as of October 2008, there were about
15.7 million Seventh-day Adventists out of a worldwide
population of some 6.6 billion people. That comes out to
about 1 Adventist for every 425
people or, less than a quarter of a percent of the world's
population. That's pretty rare.
The second connection is
"clustering." While working
at summer camp, we used to
have an informal competition to see who could find the
most four-leaf clovers. We noticed that when we found one

four-leaf clover, we often discovered several more nearby.
Does that make you think of
anything? "Adventist ghetto,"
perhaps? Anywhere in the
world you find one Adventist,
you are bound to find several
others nearby.
Third, having four leaves
makes the four-leaf clover
unique. They are different
than most clover. Likewise,
Adventists are often considered "different" from others
around them in one of two
ways. Sometimes; Adventists
are viewed as a cult or just
-a bunch of vegetarians who
go to church on the wrong
day. At other times, a quality Adventist is caught being
sincere or kind or helpful,
characteristics that too frequently make a person unique
in today's world.
Finally, though unique,
four-leaf clovers essentially
look the same as three-leaf
clovers, which is what makes
them difficult to spot. This
is the same for many Adventists. Although we consider
ourselves unique, we are often
indistinguishable from anyone
else in the world because we
talk or act the same.
Whether this is good or bad
depends on th~. situation. We

don't want to be so different
from the world that we become
unapproachable or impossible
to relate with. But should others notice something different
about us? Probably so. There
is a common theme in the
Bible that believers are different; that we are citizens of
heaven. Jesus said that the
world hated His disciples because they were not of this
world. Why were they hated?
Because the Holy Spirit lived
in their hearts and that made
them different.
I didn't end up finding a
four-leaf clover that day. Instead, I discovered that I
shared some remarkable char~cteristics with a little plant.
Namely, that we are both part
of a rare family which comes
in clusters, that we are sometimes indistinguishable from
those around us, and that we
are unique. Jesus' love in our
lives will make people perceive us as strange, .but in a
way, aren't they lucky to spot
us? They, too, have a King
who sent His Son to save their
lives and leave them so like
the world, yet so unlike it.
Having a God like that-now
that's lucky.
Photo courtesy http://sxc.hu
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OPINION
OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDwARD

Opinions: ·To share and diversify
Sn!rHANIE EDWARD
. . . . . EIIIIDI!

Everyone has them. I don't

c:are how much you argue
that you don't. Deep down
iaside, you have opinions.
might not realize it, but
J011 go through life every day
bming opinions. Everyday
questions like, "How was your
anmer?" Or "Should I take
this class?" require an answer

that is formed from your opinion. You might not have had a
stellar summer. On the other
hand, you might have had the
best summer of your life. It's
all your opinion.
I never thought that I was
a very opinionated person,
which is funny when you consider that I am the opinion
editor. I never thought about
what opinions I had on certain issues. Having attended

Southern for about four years
now, I have formed very different opinions from those
I had when I _c ame, fresh off
the boat. I have formed some
negative opinions and I have
formed many positive pinions. I have come to love this
school. You might have a very
different opinion. You might
not even agree with my view
on opinions. That is what life
is all about. That is what I

want to convey in this year's
opinion section .
I challenge you to step out
of your comfort zone. Look
around you. How do you see
things? How do you feel about
these things? Feel free to share
your opinions with your fellow
students in a professional
manner. I want this section to
be for you, by you and about
you. Make it yours this year.
I don't know about you, but

I would get tired Of seeing
one person's articles all year
long. Put some spice into
this year's paper, bl,lt not so
spicy it causes other readers
to lose their appetites for it.
Opinions are a part of who
we are. Keep to the ~sence of
Southern and diversify our
student newspaper. '

ight to the death: Exercise vs. healthy eating
Beads of sweat rolled off my
onto the pavement as I

keeled over, hands on
My body fought to take
more oxygen even though
lungs burned so much it
almost impossible. My
quivered. I struggled to
mnain standing; an almost
Herculean feat. No, I had not
just run a marathon and no,
I was not dying. I was merely
trying to get to class on time.
I bad power-walked from my
in Southern Vil-

minute or two to spare, and
stood, taking in as much
&esh air as I could to alleviate
my struggle.
What is wrong with this scelllrio? I was a young adult,
emphasis on young, and fairly
ldive. I played sports as much
I equid, which wasn't often
considering the mountains of
projects and papers I had to
do, and walked to and from

10 I

my apartment to class. At that
moment, all that was thrown
out the window, along with
hopes of feeling clean and
fresh in my morning classes.
What am I doing wrong? I
pondered this question while
•

it's associated with grueling,
backbreaking activities. For
this reason people opt for an
"easy" way out, following a
healthy diet. However, is this
really easier or better than exercising regularly?

Dr. Martin, my World Religions professor, lectured the
rest of the class on the different barriers of evangelizing.
Neil Armstrong voiced a
popular belief when he said,
"I believe every human has a
finite number of heartbeats.
I don't intend to waste any
of mine running around doing exercise." Exercise can be
intimidating mostly because

Many, including myself,
approach healthy foods with
a wary attitude. "Real" food
has always appealed more to
my taste buds than vegetarian dishes. It all comes down
to taste buds. People tend to
eat what pleases the sense of
taste, a fact supported by Judy
Sloan, professor in the School
of Physical Education, Health
and Wellness.

Letter to the Editor
Concerning the convocaon Thursday, Aug. 27,
we would like to a polofor the inappropriate
pnm{mts made during the
regarding
Welcome BBQ party.
of the comments made
clearly in bad taste and

We want to assure evel)'One that those comments
were
not
only
out of character, btrt will
not set the tone of this
year's social events. Once
again we would like to
apologize and hope that
those who were unintentionally offended will
accept our apology and
extend to us their forgiveness.

Sloan says, two important
fac;tors of nutrition are quantity and when to eat.
"Eating breakfast jumpstarts your body for the day,"
she says.
Many college students stay
up late studying and develop
a habit of eating late. When
this happens, the stomach
works overtime to digest
the food. Breakfast doesn't
look so enticing after a long
night of digestion. The best
thing to do is keep drinking water whenever hunger
hits between mealtimes, an
inexpensive alternative.
Anyone can be active, especially college students. Simple
activities like walking, gardening or swimming are more
beneficial than hardcore exercises because people tend
to make it a lifestyle, Sloan
said. The body adapts to regular doses of these activities,
and they become more bearable over time. This fact strips
away some of exercising's fear
factor. One would think exercise, now simplified, would
be practiced more, right?
Wrong. People still choose
cars over walking, elevators
instead of stairs, and watch-

ing exercise rather than doing
it themselves.
Were a person forced to
choose between the two, Sloan
believes exercise would be the
easiest to follow through with
just because it doesn't have to
involve anyone but yourself.
Eating almost always involves
other people. Also, there are
activities people can do in
small areas without the hassle
of exercising equipment.
After all is said and done,
though, it is very difficult to
separate the two. "They're really intertwined," Sloan reiterates. People who exercise become conscious of what they
eat. The whole purpose of exercising is to become a.nd stay
healthy. The same can be said
of following a healthy diet;
once people:become aware of
the nutritional value of foods,
they'll feel the need to exercise
to keep their bodies fit and
healthy. Since my near-fatal experience rushing to class, I
have learned to watch my diet
and do as much moving as
possible. Hopefully, the next
time I make th.e exhausting
trek, I won't be so unprepared.

Jfl
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KAI.EIGH LANG

When being a College student pays off This
SARAH RuF

CoNia•arnoa

I would havebeen a poor
college student even without
help from the worst economy
since the Great Depression.
But now that everyone is worried about money, the least
I can do is rustle up a list of
places where being a student
is actually an advantage.
Your student ID card can
get you discounts on everything from flowers to food
joints, concerts and bike
parts. Even i.f you don't see
your favorite establishment
on this list, ask about a student discount next time - you
never know what might happen! Hit them like a cheapo
and make me proud.
Noteworthy selections:
China Kitchen
An SAU favorite located

at Four Corners. Famous for
inspiring late-night cravings
for sesame chicken - vegetarian, of course. Students get
10% off or free delivery on a
purchase of at least $10.
Bijou
Downtown movie theater
that's close to many other
entertainment options like
Coolidge Park, the aquarium,
and lots of places to eat. It's
the movie theater with the
biggest student discount at
$2.oo off.
Super Bargain Matinee
(4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.): $s.so.
Also, the theater will reimburse your parking fee up to
three hours if you bring your
parking ticket to the theater's
ticket window.
Moe's/Salsarita's
These two are similar
and both offer great deals

to students who present an
ID. On Fridays, Salsarita's
doles out free chips, salsa and
drink. On Sundays from 4-10
p.m., Moe's offers 20% off all
orders.
Chataanooga Symphony
If you consider yourself a
classical music connoisseur or
just want a creative date idea,
head on down to Chattanooga's Tivoli Theatre for a classical music concert. Ten dollars
gets you a new experience and ·
a great concert, so% to 87%
off regular ticket prices.
· Scott's Bikes
This Cleveland-area bike
shop will give you 10% off
bike parts, labor and bike
accessories (sorry, not the bicycles themselves). It's locally
owned and operated.
Even more savings:
Papa John's - Large one

.

.

.

toppmg, piCk up or dehvery
$s, normally $12.s8
Macchu Picchu-10% off
Subway (Collegedale)-10%
off
Chi-r'ia Rose-10% off
Rave Motion Pictures-so
cents off
Taco Roc-10% off
Ruth's Florist-10% off
Hair Designers-$8.oo off
haircuts on Wednesdays

EXTRA: Check out
the coupon section
at http://www.
chattanoogafun.com
next time you are
going out on the town.
You'll be glad you did.
•

•

LEY

CONUIBIIJDII

"Miss Ley, are you pregnant?" These are not encouraging words to hear on the
first day of school! Fortunately
this shocking moment has become a laughable memory.
I've only been a 6th grade
teacher for a little over three
. weeks, but it amazes me how
quickly the transformation
from student ·to teacher took
place. One week I'm sitting
there with a huge stack of
teacher's editions wondering
how these poor kids are going
to learn anything, and the next
I'm grading furiously, trying to
stay on tbp of things."

The day of a teacher is so full
of emotional highs and lows. I
can feel totally accomplished
in the morning after every student has successfully recited
their memory verse, and then
completely frazzled in the afternoon when two kids are
fighting and nobody's comprehended what we just read.
Yet somehow I make it
through each day. The task is
so challenging .and so rewarding at the same time. God really can use anyone, because
without His constant help every second of the school day,
I would be a complete failure.
Southern students, here
is my advice to you: Respect
your teachers! You don't real-

ize how much work they put
in until you've been on the
other side of the desk. And if
you're not sure if someone's
pregnant, please KEEP IT TO
YOURSELF!

•

Nicole Ley is a junior health
science major. Currently, she is
serving as a student missionary on the island of Majuro, in
the Marshall Islands. Each day
she teaches 23 sixth-graders at
Delap Seventh-day Adventist
School.

When are yo~ the happiest?

"When I'm completely content and at peace w:ith God and
with my surroundings. Also when I eat chocolate and hang

"Friday at 8:50 when I'm done with school and the weekend

"When I'm with family." -John Peebles, a senior business

"When rm well-rested aad.able to enjoy friends and family."

-Holly Herman, a senior health science rnqjor

The Fox Theatre:
The Color Purple
660 Peachtree Street NE
Atlanta, Ga.
September 1S-27
$29.so and up
http:/ /www.foxtheatre.org

PLAN AHEAD:

Mix it up. Skip the movies.
Plan on dinner and a <;oncert.

out with Castwell." -Rochelle Forney, a freshman Engiish
major

major
"Right after a big test on a Friday and I have the whole.weekend in front of me." -David SchUling, a sophomore sports '

stUdies mqjor

Tivoli Theatre:
"Rodgers and Hammersteins's Cinderella"
709 Broad Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.
September 17-19, 7:30p.m
and 1:00 p.m. Saturday
$13-23-SO
htpp:/fwww.
humbleswanproductions.com

Tennessee Valley Theatre:
Twelve Angry Men
184 W. Jackson Ave.,
Spring City, Tenn.
September 19-20, 7:30p.m.
$8 general admission, $18
dinner theatre
http:/fwww.fyi.
timesfreepress com/events

"I am the happiest while cruising in my 1994 Accord ("Deborah"), sipping Arnold _Palmer and listening to the sweet
voice of Marvin Gaye." -keith King, a freshman history
major

starts. Or, maybe when I'm asleep, but I don't know 'cause
I'm asleep.;, -Jon Daniel, a sophomore English 171ajor

Balloons & Tunes Festival
Rock Spring Industrial Park,
Rock Spring, Ga.
September 18-20
$s entrance fee and $10 for
hot air balloon rides
littp:/ fwww.
halloonsandtunesfestival.com

Foo~illsCountryFair.org

Flag of the Marshall Islands

Question of the Week:

Try something new this week
end-it's all about thefestiv
and the theater!

Foothills Country Fair
Featuring Little Pro Youth
Rodeo ages 3-19
Tri-State Exhibition Center
offi-75 at Exit 20,
Cleveland, Tenn.
September 16-20
$10 entrance fee, includes
unlimited carnival rides
http:/fwww.

Lifestyles Around the World: Majuro
NICOLE

Wee ken

.•

.~1

Q

The Chattanooga Symphony and Opera:
Beethoven
Violin Concerto - with
guest violinist
Alexandre da Costa
September 24-25, 8:oo p.m.
$7.50 with student ID
http://www.
qha~~opgasymRhony.org

.":rflsg gn • • :
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Students show team s~ppOrt around campUs
DAVIS

wAUACE

I love the game of baseball,
and since I am from Boston I
There are no guarantees in learned about the Red Sox,"
sports. However, the one thing Hernandez-Persia said. "The
to always count on is support reason I wear my Red Sox gear
from the fans. The Nation- is to show my true colors to
al Football League has just support them. I believe any
kicked off its 2009 season. So · sports memorabilia makes the
in the coming weeks there will fans a part of the team. I like
be numerous fans on can1pus people to know that I am a Red
supporting the team that they Sox fan."
Professional sports are
root for. Teams like the Tennessee Titans, New England good, but some think that colPatriots, Indianapolis Colts lege sports are even better.
aad Dallas Cowboys seem to Junior physical education mabe the mo~t popular teams jor, Matt Ancel is a huge Michigan State University fan. He
around campus.
Believe it or not, football is supports MSU in every sport
the only sport; the Major from basketball to football
playoffs are rapidly and.baseball. Just like Cristina
beating up. Senoir public rela- he is always wearing sometions major Cristina Hernan- thing MSU related. He even
c1ez-Persia is a hardcore Bos- has a green car to match.
Besides sporting team colton Red Sox fan. Those of you
do not know her, might ors, other fans on campus
see her in a red Boston know their team's history past
led Sox hat, always cheering and present, frontward and
representing her team. backward. For example, nursI had to ask Cristina why she ing pre-med major and dieloves the Red Sox so much and hard New England Patriots
why she always wears Red Sox · fan Jaenia ·Fernandez proved
this point. I asked her a couple
p.
of
questions just to see how
"' am Red Sox fan because

..... EDIID!!

big of a fan she really is .
I started off with some easy
questions like: "Can you name
the years the New England Patriots won the Super Bowl?"
She was able to do that, responding, "In 2002, 2004 and
2005 calendar years."
Then I asked her, besides
last year, when was the last
time New England missed the
playoffs.
She then replied with, "In
the 2003 calendar year."
Not bad, not bad. That was
a medium question, so let's try
a hard one: "How many times
has Tom Brady lost in the
playoffs? Name the teams he
lost to and the calendar year
(in order)."
Jaenia took more time to
answer this question, unlike
the previous ones. Nevertheless, she was still capable of
answering it. She responded,
"Three times. Denver Broncos
in 2006, Indianapolis Colts in
2007, and New York Giants
in 2008."
That convinced me. No
looking up stats, and no asking for help, just straight up

New England Patriots knowledge from her head.
Last but certainly not least is
being loyal to your team. Social work major Willis Moore
is an intense Seattle Mariners
fan. He cheers for them when
they are great, and he cheers
for them when they are horrible. Willis tries to watch as
many Mariners games on television as possible.
He goes on to say, "When I
go to Mariners games I always

stay in my seat. I do not leave
to go to the bathroom or anything. My friends get annoyed,
but I do not care because I do
not want to miss a single play."
Even though we do not have
a sports team here at Southem, the fan support for professional and other college
sports is still high. It just goes
to show that when it comes to
sports for true fans, nothing
else matters during that twoto-three-hour game.

Intramural Schedule

Intramurals start back up at SAU
As we slowly get back into
the school mode and try to
prepare for the upcom.ing
quizzes, projects and tests
,we can relax a little bit
because intramurals have
ltarted back up again! There
be some freshmen . or
students who have
Dm!r heard of intramurals
ar played for an intramurals
before. Intramurals ·are
here at Southern that
of softball, .futsal, flag
and volleyball in the
semester, and basketball,
and soccer in the
semester. There are
t1ne different leagues (A, B,
C) for both the men and

women.
Aa stated on the intramurals

eb

site

http:/ fwww.

~IOllltb,ern.edu/intramurals,
~l'IDllllral

sports are about

than just playing games.

We are going to strive to
make God, our Creator, proud
by recognizing that we are
'feaifully and wonderfully
made' (Psalm 139:14). As such,
the intramural program at
Southern is to provide a wide
variety of activities to enhance
the educational, recreational
and cultural experiences
for Southern students ·and
employees. The program is
committed to excellence by
offering activities that foster
a social, moral, healthy and
safe environment. Sports are
not an end, but rather a means
to an end: a healthy and
balanced life."
Softball season is already
under way, with 34 teams total
in men's and women's A and
B leagues. Teams like Whatchamacallits; Team Fresco
and Dollarzone are looking
to have a great season ana do
some damage, come all-night
softball ti~e. It might be early
to think about all-night soft-

ball; on the other hand, with
an eight-game season, every
game is that much more important, gearing toward all-night
softball.
Futsal will start its ser.son shortly after. This will
be the second year that futsal will be incorporated into
the intramural program. Last
year there were 15 teams total in both the men's and
women's leagues.
So when you go through a
long day because you had to
wake up early for your 8:oo
a.m. class, and you fell asleep
and almost missed the quiz because you stayed up late doing
homework for your 9:30 a.m.
class. Then later you found out
it is not due until the following
week, just join an intramurals
team and relax pllcying the
sport you love for an hour so.
Then you can repeat your daily
stressful cycle until your next
intramural game.

2

Field 3
Fiel<'t 3

Men's B league South .
71'-A«. Smash Bros/Yetis
9 P.M.

Hurricanes/SmaSh Bros

6 P.M.

~/PlankWaJkets

1'. ./l:A::ti Toros
6 ,..,. Plank\,Valkers/$qMI!tBJ:OS
7P.M.
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STUDENT LIFE
SIFE Transportatl9n:
FREE Wal-Mart transportation, Friday, Sept. 18, 1-4:30
p.m. Meet at Wright Hall,
rides leave every half hour.

Secondary Education
Majors Orientation: This
event will include a general
orientation, introduction to
Live Text requirement for
portfolio submission, a Q-&A session and pizza supper.
Wednesday, Sept. 23, 6-7
p.m., Summerour Hall room
205. (convocation credit)
Triathlon: The 26th Annual Sunbelt Cohutta Springs
Triathlon will take place on
Oct. 4 at Cohutta Springs
Conference Center. Applica- tions are available online, in
the Hulsey Wellness €enter,
Student Services or at http:/ I
www.active.com. For registration information contact Karl
Shultz, director of student
life & activities. For general
race information contact Bob
Benge in ·Hulsey Wellness
Center. For further details
visit http:/ /pe.southern.edu/
triathlon.
Mathematica
Training: beam how to use Mathematica for your research
an~ presentations. No prior
Mathernatica experience necess~ry. ·Students, faculty, staff

CHATTER

welcome. Friday, Sep~ember
18, from 9-10:30 a.m., Robert
Merchant Room in the mmer
Student Cent~r. Please email
aaron_pollack@wolfram.com
to indicate your int~rest.
Employer Panel: SIFE
and Meet the Firms to host
Employer Panel on Wednesday, Sept. 23 in Brock Hall
room 333, 6-8 p.m. This is a
great opportunity to ask questions you're not supposed to
ask during a job interview! Q
& A to the panelists, 6-7 p.m.;
mock interviews with panelists and help on your resume
from Jeremy Moore; 7-8 p.m.
For more fnformation contact Carrie Harlin ext. 2659 or
charlin@southem.edu. (convocation credit) Graduation
Regalia:
A new vendor has been chosen to order graduation
nouncements and regalia
for this coming school year,
2009-10. Please visit the Balfour Web site at http://www.
cbgrad.com. You can also visit
the site by going to the c.ampus Shop web site ·at http:/I
www.saucampusshop.com
and then clicking on tlie Balfour site. The phone number
to call is·1-800-433-0296.

an-

OEC South Carolina
Surf Trip: Take a weekend to
forget about classes and surf!
Tent camp in a nice campground and surf, surf, surf!

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

17,

Friday, Sept. 18, 12 p.m. - day, Sept. 19 at 9 p.m. in lies dy Almeter, Natalie ~,..~ ....,
Sunday, Sept. 20, 7 p.m. Cost: PE Center. Some of the events Victor Vaughn
$6o. Meet at OEC.
September 2i
- include: the world cla.Ss AntiBradley
Child,
Gravity professional acrobatic
juggling,
·
team,
Gym-Masters,
Adeleke, Julie Lechler,
OEC
3-in-1
CanOe/
Camp/Organic
Farm: clowns, cotton candy, pop- Welch-Murphy, Lauren
Leave from downtown Chat- com, face painting and much Michael Torres, Monya
tanooga for an overnight ca- more. Come to this family- Nadon De Oliveira, Olivia
noe trip. Spend the night on friendly event!
Nieb, Sharon Robberson
4oo-acre Williams Island and
~pend some time working with
September 22
the organic farmers who live
Alicia Cruttenden,·
Hoover, Dawn Griffin,
on the island. Saturday, Sept.
Abrahams, Matthew Disbro,
19, 11 a.m.- Sunday; Sept. 20,
Michael Sigsworth, Michail
September 18
5 p.m. Cost: FREE. Meet at
Debbie Beihl, Eric Schoo- Gumbs, Osvaldo Johnson,
OEC.
nard, Jessica Marlier, Sarah Sarah Holloway, Tucker CosOEC Rock Climbing Hanson, Trevis Gullatt
ton, Wyntre Robinson
Foster Falls: Spend Sabbath
afternoon hiking and climbing
September 19
September 23
Amy Sorensen, Erika Khair,
the beautiful Foster falls. If Arleny Popoteur, Brenan
you get too hot, you can cool Vega, Brittany Jacobson, Er- Glenn Gibb, Jose Escobar, Jud
off under the 90-ft waterfall! ick Pena, Jadra Oliver, Kevin Lake, Melissa Starks, Robert
Friday, Sept. 19, 2-9 p.m. Cost: Reynolds, Michael Armayor, - Reiber, Sara Santos, Stephen
FREE. Meet in front of Wright Michael Hasel, Michael Mor- Barry
gan, Nicholas Brignoni, Nikki
Hall.
Johnson
September 24
OEC Horseback Trail
· Daniel
Wood,_ Kristina
Neufeld, Natalia Mendez, SaRiding: Take a break from
September 20
Alesia Overstreet, Brittanya . lina Neuman, Stephen Cruz,
studying and go for a horseback ride on the trails of a . Netzel, Eric Strong, Joanna Terry Evans
nearby horse ranch. Half hour ' Folkman, Joliann Penn, Minorientation, then hit the trails
on your trusty steed. Sunday,
Sept. 20, 1-3 p.m. Cost: $15.
Meet in front of Wright Ha1l.

BIRTHDAYS.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SA Joker Release Party:
Come to the circus-themed
Joker Release Party! Satur-
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Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping,, Only
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Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery charges apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.
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HUMOR EDITOR: AUDREY CooPER

A little lesson on billy clubs
AUDREY COOPER
HuMOII f.,paoa

In light of Campus Safety's
acquisition of new defense
tools (i.e. handcuffs, pepper
spray and billy clubs), it is only
fitting that a moment be taken
to shine some light on the history of the latter, and perhaps
least understood of these new
belt additions.
According to the ever-credible Wikipedia, the billy club
can trace its origins back to
the Victorian Era. Very versatile in the name department,
the bill)'! club may also be referred to as a truncheon, baton, cosh, paddy wacker, billystick, nightstick or a sap, as
in "pl~e stop hitting me with
your truncheon" or "my, your
paddy wacker is looking shiny
tonight, officer."

Apparently, in pre-1970s by bare hands."
Although it can be employed
England, police officers seem
to have gotten a little out of in America, the billy club is
hand with the billy clubbing. limited as to where on the
The most frequent usage of body it can be used. Wikipedia
the billy club was for "brain- notes that officers using billy
ing" suspects over the head clubs should avoid "directin an attempt to "stun them ing baton strikes towards the
or knock them unconscious." head, neck, face, spine, organs,
This proved to be rather inef- knees, elbows, collarbone
fective as it wasn't a very de- and groin."
pendable method and could be
So it would seem that after being used for decades to
a bit lethal.
The billy club eventually whack people over the head,
made a hop across the pond the billy club may now only
to the United States, where, be used to strike people, acaccording to Wikipedia's bil- cording to Humor Page calculy club "Theory and Usage" lations, on the shins, thighs,
heading, "under most Ameri- · arms, hands, and feet. Even
can law-enforcement agencies' though it looks like Campus
and departments' use-of-force Safety may have been better
policies, [it] may be used when off investing in some good ol'
a firearm is inappropriate or rulers for smacking some upunjustified but greater force is ward palms, in the end, it's the
needed than can be provided thought that counts.

True-to-life Southern conversaAUDREY CooPER

""M«l' lono•
The one-conversationfriend:
Ah yes, the One-Conversation-Friend. You know exactly
to whom I'm. referring. They're
"Josh" from general biology or
"Heather" from your Smart
Start friend group (which was
promptly disbanded around
September 4th of your freshman year) or "Matthew," that
guy that's always getting a salad in the VM around 12:08 on
Monday and Wednesday afternoons. Note: you may or may
not have actually met "Matthew;" nevertheless, you've
been pretending to know him
for about three months, and it
would be rude to stop now.
On a scale of one to ten,
these conversations usually rate at about a five. Here
is how these conversations
usually go:

General Biology "Josh"
You: Hey "Josh," how are
you?
:'Josh": Fine. How are you?
You: Fine. That last chapter
was a pain, huh?
"Josh": Yeah, symbiosis
sucks.
Repeat every 2-5 days.
Substitute "mitosis" or "cytoplasm"for "symbiosis. "
Disbanded Smart Start
friend group "Heather"
You: "Heather!" How ARE

you?
,
"Heather": Hey! How are
YOU?
You: Oh my word, I haven't
seen you in forever!
"Heather": Yeah! I'm dating
_ _ _ _ _ now!
You: Noway!
"Heather": Yeah! We need
to catch up sometime
soon!
Repeat every 1-2 semesters.
Continue to have no intention of ever catching up with
"Heather:· to hear about how
life is for her now that she's
dating
. Don't worry,
she's not serious about it either.
VM" Salad Line "Matthew"
"Matthew": Hey.
You: Hey, how are you?
"Matthew": Good.
You: Good.
Repeat every Monday and
Wednesday. Work on trying
to remember if you two have
a class together in order to
upgrade conversation to General Biology "Josh" status.

How to increase one-conversation-friend conversation's pleasure rating:
1. Don't have them:
Swine flu threats give an
excellent excuse to sport face
masks. By wearing them,
people will not only feel bad
about talking to you (because
it will make you take off your
life-preserver), but they will
also be afraid to talk to you be-

cause it would involve risking
their life to the disease you're
carrying.
Pleasure Rating: Upgraded
to 7 ( +1 for not .having the
conversation, +1 for scaring
people).

2. Be unusually chipper:
Nothing throws people off
quite like being so unbelievably happy, they aren't sure
what you're putting in your
oatmeal. Maybe consider
throwing in a hug for good
measure.
Pleasure Rating: Upgraded
to 7-5 (give yourself a bonus if
you go through with the hug).
3· Mess with people:
When "Josh" makes a bio
term reference, give him one
back, like "physiolucinacial
gland." See if he goes along
with it.
When "Heather" says she's
dating ___ , reply with "No
way! Me too!" A prompt just

kidding" recommended.
Next Monday, pretend it's
"Matthew's" birthday and see
if he1l accept your offer to buy
him a birthday candy bar.
Pleasure Rating: Upgraded
to g.

. ·up

THUMBS down
Art department convo =

pretty much awesome
Sidewalk chalk + sheetrock + free
hot dogs. Why didn't we ALL go?

The 2:00 p.in. class period
Who woke up one morning and
said, "Hey! Right after lunch is
the perfect time to sit still for an
hour and fifteen minutes!"

The roundabout
Potentially unlimited humor
page material!

On-campus parking
Or, rather, lack thereof. We
should all start walking. And
probably start right now so
we're on time for class tomorrowmornmg.

The return of Destiny
Drama
Finally, the band is back together
again ... only with a new director ...
and new members ... so basically
the name just returned.

Humidity
guys, momentary
girl/hair venting session. Seriously, water vapor? Come on!
So~,

HUMOR. EDITOR'S WARNING:
1be Humor Editor has chlter.mined that content :found Gt the H
Page is ~ )mmorous m b8tUre and not oeeessarily to be taken
tmthful or~ EJtiogonlyas ~

· acrent.soulhem. • The student voiee since 1926 • Thmsday:o Septembe£24 2009 • Vo1ume6s, &soe3

OKER RELEASE
EATURES CIRCUS THEME

Students were awed by the
acrobatic skills displayed under the big top at this year's
SA ·Joker Release -Party on
Saturday night.
The circus-themed night
began with popcorn, cotton candy and orange punch.
The gym was decorated with
streamers to give the illusion
being in a large circus tent.
Clowns brought joy in the
ilnn of balloon animals and
stumped some attendees with
mystifying magic tricks. Everyone then gathered around
~scrourutirtg for a place to sit
watch the show. Over
students showed up to
event, said SA social vice
>'Dn!Sident Jason Ortega.
-we got · as many people
I hoped for in my wildest
dreams, but a lot more than
,.ID1tictiJ•ated," Ortega said.
AntiGravity, · an acrobatte team from Orlando, Fla.

showed -off their skills, along pended from the ceiling. In
with the school's very own the last performance, the two
Gym-Masters team. The acro- men showed off thdr strength
batics began with AntiGravity, in a hand-balancing act. The
who put on quite a show de- Gym-Masters were not to be
spite the fact that Vitalii Buza, overshadowed, however. They
one of the performers, was in- came out and gave it their all
jured during practice the day with loud cheers ensuing from
before. The team came a long the crowd. After much prodway to put on the show, and ding, there was even _a surprise
the injured acrobat decided to performance by Gym-Masgive it his best anyway.
ters' Coach Rick Schwarz. He
Students
were
h(:lppy started out just joking around,
with the team brought in by but ended with a flip down
Ortega.
the tumble track, much to the
"I was impressed with the pleasure of the crowd.
fact that [Jason] got a profesJonathan King, a freshman
'sional acrobatic team," said physics major, enjoyed the
Joshua Walker, a junior jour- performances. "I thought they
nalism and architectural draft- were good, and some of the
. ing major and Gym-Master.
stuff they did looked pretty
Buza was able to do most challenging," King said.
·LeahOwens;.Southern alumof his act, only having slight
difficulty with· his first act ·n a and former Gym-Master,
he rolled around on a metal gave her first professional
ring. Michelle Derstine, the performance on aerial silks,
female Anti-Gravity acrobat, wowing the Southern audience
performed two aerial acts, _once agaTn.
one in a hammock and the
The clowns came out in true
(continued on page 5)
other with a large ring sus-

--

Channel 9 reporter. In addition, Chickamauga Creek
reached an unusually high
heavy rainfall caus- 28.52 feet on Tuesday.
rising waters, Campus · The Greenway, duck pond
urges students to take and local roads are a few
precautions.
• places in the ar.ea that .were
'The Chattanooga rainfall affected by the heavy rainfall
was 6.28 inches on this week, and Campus Safety
24, but because of large wants students to be prepared
IJmounts of rain in the past to deal with flooding.
a yearly surplus .of 2.12
"[Weather] conditions can
was recorded Sept. 21, change quickly," said Da~d
•:ording to the Stormtrack 9 Houtchens, Campus Safety
by David Glenn1 ra News . fire systems manager. There

j[[

are several safety measures
students can take during
heavy rainfall.
Houtchens said if the road
cannot be seen because water
is covering it, students should
turn around and use another
route. Driving 'in deep water
can sweep cars off the road or
cause serious damage.
Grant Riley, a senior physics major, totaled his car in
January when he attempted to
drive through deep water.
"I was faced with a decision to stop or keep going,
and I thqught it couldn't be
that deep, so I kept · going,"
Riley said. "It wasn't that long
before the water was up to my
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Michelle J)ers.tine from AntiGravty wows the audience with her performance on the
aeriaisflks during the Joker Release Party Saturday n·ight.

~ndows." Riley learned his
lesson after his car wouldn't
start and had to be pushed out
ofthekn~ie-deepwater. "Ifyori
see water on the road, think
twice before going thropgh it~"
he said.
'Students can alsc;> perform
regular maintenance checks
on their cars so they don't
get stranded in bad weather. Houtchens said yartlpus
Safety doe~ more jump-starts
when it is rainin~ because..
headlights use more eleetrk-ity. He added that car mafntenance includes ensuring windshield wipers, headlights and
taillights function, as well as
proper tire inflation.

.,, 'THE AMOUNT OF TIME

Slowing down and allowing
more time to stop is another
way students can be more
cautious. Houtchens said the._
sharp <;urve in the road at Industrial Dr. and Hickman Dr.
is a dangerous intersection
when it rains.
"Almost every time it rains
someone crashes [there],"
he said.
Despite flooding problems
that occurred in the Chattanooga area, Southern's
-campus only had ninor damage. Mark Antone, director
of Landscape Services, said
there is quite a bit of cleanup
to do, but overall, nothing
important was affected .

,days

THEY TAKE TO MAKE .

·until

YOUR FOOD AT KR's-Is
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Social _w ork faces high faculty turnover Recycling center op ~

Robert Young, senior vice
If fu...nding for a grant
around campus a cou~
president of academic admin- is decreased, this can affect ALISON QmRING
NEWS EDITOR
ago, but many people just
istration, said it may seem . faculty positions.
them
as trash cans," said
"People who are employed
Students have wondered lik-e there is turmoil in the
After
nearly
five
years
withMany
students are
why thete appears to be a social work and family stud- at Southern due to grants
out
a
recycling
program
Colthe
recycling
center is
high turnover rate for faculty ies department, but really know from the beginning how
in the social work and family there isn't.
•
long they will be employed. legedale has ·finally opened a
"I love the center,"
Records show other so- The length of the grants varies new recycling center..
studies department.
Elisha Catchings, a
Two professors resigned cial work employees have re- quite a lot," Drumm added.
With six recycling bins cur- nursing science s~dent.
· To fill the gaps, the univer- rently in use, the center takes the closest center to my
at the end of the 2008-2009 sity has hired Samson Chama aluminum and tin cans, #1 and and so I'm always
school year, but both left for
different reasons.
and Cornel Rusu. Students are
stuff off there."
#2 plastic bottles, mixed paI really like the
Christopher Atkins, a propositive about the new staff.
Catchings also
per,
newspaper
and
cardboard
"I really like the new teachfes~or of four years, js a
new teachers.
ers; They're really good. They as well as used petroleum oils. that she wished she could
U.S. Army reservist and recently served a one year tour
are going to make a great ad- The center is located at the her glass recyclables
- They are going
dition," said Valeria Diaz, Collegedale Public Works De- Collegedale recycling
in Iraq.
a junior social work major.
. "[He] has felt a passion to- .
partment on Sandborn Drive
Hanson said that
to make a great
do social work with returning
Theodore Limerick, a ju- just off of Apison Pike.
Collegedale is not
veterans in the Chattanooga
. nior social work major said, "I
City Commissioner Larry to take glass recyclables
addition;
area, which he is doing-now,"
believe· that the new influx of Hanson has been instrumen- he hopes that in time the
said Dr. Rene Drumm, dean
professors is only making the tal in bringing recycling back cling center can expand
-Valeria Diaz
of the social work and family
social work program stronto Collegedale. He said that another recycling bin so
studies department.
ger. Our professors, unlike
Three-year professor Ocother departments, have very the city of Collegedale hauls ple will have a closer
tavio Ramirez, left for a job cently left. However, Young diverse backgrounds and.it is roughly 150 truck loads of to recycle glass. -currently
at Oakwood University. "He said, what most people don't giving us the opportunity to waste to landfills each year. closet recycling center to
really felt that the Lord has realize is that "many faculty learn new ways of becoming The city spends more than · _gl~s is on Standifer Gap
. $500 per load which adds up
,New hours have just
been caning him there," members are employed based social workers."
ongrants."
Drumm said.
implemented at the
to about $75,000 per year.
· Hanson said that the city center. It 1s now open from
can sell the . recyclable ma- p.m. on Sunday, Tuesday
terials and every little bit Friday and from 8 a.m.-7
that people recycle saves the on W-ednesday.
as 1923 would be scanned onto we should have done this a <;:ity money.
needed for the we:anesalaJII
Till BECKER
a computer and made avail- long time ago," Mocnik said.
. SuFE WRIIFR
able online. This would allow
The project may be put on
McKee Library is consid- viewers to digitally browse hold, however, because of priering making a digital copy each page as if they were flip- vacy issues. With flames and
of all of Southern's old year- ping through a yearbook. The addresses of students filling
books and putting them on digitized yearbook would also the last pages, the alumni ofthe Web to help alumni re- feature a search tool allowing fice is concerned about proconnect and remember their for quick and easy access to tecting alumni information.
college experiences.
specific pictures or events.
"We are trying to see how
"I went onto the alumni site
Southern has been consider- other [universities] have
the other day, and there was ing digitizing their yearbooks handled it," said Evonne
nothing there to make [con- since Joe Mocnik,-the director Crook, director of Alumni
necting] easy to do," said Bon- of McKee Library, proposed Relations. "I think we can
nie Lake, who graduated from the idea approximately four work around tl1ese issues and
. months ago. •
satisfy the alumni;" .
Southern in 1983.
• Photo
Yearbooks from as far back
"As far as I'm concerned,
If the process is approved, The new Collegedale recycling center, where students can take
it could be a stepping-stone
into more digitization projects
The Green Initiative Club
for Southern.,
is working to raise awareness
"We are hoping [this proj- about the new recycling center
·<D.'f'!rt-'t'JUthern.edu • The S!udtmt t'Ciict• sim:e
ect] will lead to 'other big- and to educate the campus on year is to make ~ure
ger projects in the future," how and why to recyclt:. Sam campus know about
EMILY YOUNG
EDITOR
Shin, the Green Initiative Club and going green. He
Crook said.
KATIE HAMMOND
ALISON QUIRING
EMILY KAY
Students
agree
president
that
a
digital
and a sophomore students to realized that
MANAGING EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
biochemistry
major, hopes recycling is good, reusing
yearbook is a good idea.
DAVIS WALLACE
AUDREY COOPER
MAlT ZUEHLKE
"It's so fitting to go digital now that Collegedale has a reducing are also imnn1r-t'"'"
SPORTS EDITOR
HUMOR EDITOR
WEB MANAGER
becavse our whole society ha,s recycling center, students
"A lot of people grab
KALEIGH LANG
AIMEE BURCHARD
MUNECA RAMOS
become streamlined," said will take a more active role to-go boxes in the cafe,
LIFESTYLES EDITOR
LAYOUT & DESIGN
CIRCULATION MANAGER
Shelly Lake, a senior busi- in recycling.
then they just eat in the
ADRIENNE VERNON
CHRIS CLOUZET
STEP~ EDWARD
"We can't force anyone to · anyway," said Shin. "I
ness administration major. "It
COPY EDITOR
RELIGION EDITOR
-OPINION EDITOR
updates the school. I would recycle. The school is willing students to think one
TIMLALE
ADAM REGO
JOHN SHOEMAKER
think it would be a great to go green, but we need to time before they do
FACULTY ADVISER
FRONT PAGE DESIGN
ADVERTISING MANAGER
recruiting tool."
know if students are going to thing like that. It's a
STEPHAN CASTRO-SHOEMAKER
step up and get involved," said thing, but it definitely
LAYOUT & DESIGN
Shin. "There were recycling a difference." ·
For questions or comments, please e-majl accent@southem.edu. For all
bins set up in departments
NICOLE GARCIA

5TAFEWR!IFR
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Southern considers putting yearbooks online

~outhrm 9-ccrnt
JQ;.>ft

advertising inquiries, please e-mail John Shoemaker atjohnshoemaker@southem.edu
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Campus Safety prepares for possible crises Information Systems increases
ktw.Au.EN
communicate with each other. ever, it is a work in progress.
Now, they have begun using Penrod hopes to be using the Internet speeds at Southern
Campus Safety is following
the nationwide trend among
emergency workers to use a
plain language system, a way
to communicate with other
-:•mates without using codes.
will help them respond
efficiently in case of an emerpncy on campus.
"We're getting more school
lhootings and higher crime
~ m our nation and we
Deed to be more prepared,"
llid Kevm Penrod, director of Campus Safety. "When
IDIDething major happens,
it's chaotic, but if we're all
apeaking the same language,
then everyone will know what
is going on."
For years the police, emerpncy medical services, fire
departments and other emerpncy responders have been
lliog a coded language to

simple language. This system,
which is spreading across the
nation, is meant to make communication between responders clearer and more universal.
The switch to a simpler language became prevalent soon
after Sept. 11, 2001 because
during the terrorist attacks,
agencies had trouble communicating with each other.
"The good thing about not
using coded language is that
we can all say the same thing,
and we're all on the same
page," said Brian Hickman,
Collegedale police chief. "The
hard part is that, in a stressful situation, people resort
to what they've been saying
for years."
Campus Safety started implementing the common language system approximately
two years ago, when Penrod
became the director. How-

common language system
by spring.
Hickman said the Collegedale
police began the switch in
January.
"We work very closely with
Campus Safety. They are part
of our team. If something happens on campus, we are there,"
said Ted Rogers, Collegedale
fire department devuty chief.
"It's all about the people
here at the university, and it
is my responsibility to keep
them feeling safe," said Penrod. "It's the little things that
make a difference."
Penrod encourages students
to learn more about being
prepared for a crisis by visiting http:/ fwww.ready.gov
and http:/ fwww.fema.com,
which give guidance on how to
survive a crisis.

nstruction continues on middle school

continues.
"We're getting ready to pour
floor to the gymnasium,
the rain has really held us
on that," said Wolf Jedama church administrator

-l!ltrlt1M'inn

under construeMay 2009. The
~~~~~wu~~ootbuildingis

$6.s
construct. All
money has been raised
through private fundraising
IDd major donations.
"Major gifts have been givfll to help push the building
Gf the middle school along,"
aid Murray Cooper, the
principal at A W. Spalding

Elementary School.
Because Spalding is a private school, it doesn't receive
funds from taxes like public schools. "It's hard raising money by ourselves,"
Cooper said.
Don Duff, the chairman of
the board for the Greater Collegedale School System said,
"The new middle school will
teach grades 6-8 and will open
in August for the 2010-2011
school year."
Besides the gym, the building will have 12 classrooms, a
library, a computer lab, a main
office, a chapel and a music
suite. Three of th~ 12 classrooms will be science rooms.
Among the many changes,
lockers will be located in the
hallways instead of in the classrooms, and the students will
eat in the lunchroom instead
of eating in their classrooms
as they do now. Assemblies
will be held in the new chapel,

rather than walking over to the
Collegedale Church.
The Collegedale Church has
been a big part of the whole
process of building the new
middle school.
"It has been the backbone for carrying this project
through," Jedamski said.
Grades K-s will be staying at
the current elementary school
building, but there are future
plans to move grades K-5 to
the new building. Questions
have been raised as to why
only grades 6-8 are moving
over to the new middle school.
"There were a lot of people
who wanted the whole thing
to be built at one time, but because of finances, we're going
in phases," Duff said.
The move of grades K-s
won't happen until the school
can raise more money.
Cooper said, "We still need
about $3 million for them to
move K-s over. That will hap-

ANGELA SADLER

Sun W11111•

Information Systems spent
the summer working to increase the speed of Southern's
Internet connection, so far
increasing it from 60 to 100
megabytes per second.
The upgrade is needed by
everyone on campus, and
while IS has not completed
the upgrade, there are already
some noticeable differences.
"I noticed I wasn't getting
kicked off the Internet as fast
when I was trying to download
something," said Daphne Bastien, a sophomore psychology
and biology major.
IS felt the increase in bandwidth was necessary due to everyone on campus exceeding
their bandwidth limit. With
people relying more and more
on the Internet today, IS has
started to upgrade every two
years to provide extra bandwidth. Students especially
will benefit from the upgrade
because they will be provided
with faster Internet.
"I love it. I just wish they
would increase the bandwidth
more," said Jackie Carter, a
sophomore social work major.
Other students have noticed
the difference and are happy
with it, but they echo Carter's
wish of even more bandwidth.
Students use the Internet
for a wide range of activities
including schoolwork, social
interaction, such as Facebook

or instant messaging, and
downloading 1V shows. While
some students have noticed a
difference in Internet speed,
others have not. Some have
said that the Internet is slower, while others have said they
noticed a difference but didn't
realize that increased bandwidth was the reason:
Information Systems is
planning to study the traffic
patterns of students and staff
using the Internet to see if
they need to add more bandwidth. Even after the upgrade,
the campus is using 75 percent
of its bandwidth, and as the
school year goes on that percentage could increase.
All of the changes have
been made by the Information
Systems
department, Plant Services and
Energy Management.
.
"[The changes] are not expected to be done for a few
weeks," said Doru Mihaescu, the associate director of
Information Systems.
The upcoming changes include adding air conditioning
to the server room and rearranging the room to increase
air flow, as well as adding a
centralized backup battery
system so that the Internet
can still be up and running
if the server shuts down. IS
has also combined two Internet providers and added 30
percent more bandwidth.

Flood waters cover the Greenway
after heavy rain hits Collegedale

ns for the Sept. 17 issue of the Accent
photo on the religion page that was credited to Emily Kay was taken by Tanya Musgrave.
The Joker Release Party story that was attributed to Juliana McGraw was written by
Alison Quiring.
story "ProfesSOr recovers from life-threatening car crash," written by Aimee Burchard,
Spencer's car did not collide with a drunken driver. Spencer swerved to avoid hitting a
drunken driver, forcing his car off the road.

High waters flood the Greenway sidewalk on Monday after the area
was hit with heavy rain.

SENATORS
Precinct: #28
Matjor: Liberal
Arts Education
E-maU:

Precinct: #18.
Major: Health

maris8h@

ConstitUents:

rburgos@
southern.edu
CoD.stitueidB:

Alabama,

CommuniV'G'

eoa.tltueDta:
T.batcher SoUth.

or'H'·
o.la:My

2817

Precinct: #23
M,Yor: Liberal
Arts Education

E-mail:
ngarmon@
southem.edu
Talge. Rooms

C8rolina,
Florida, ~r&ia.
Mississippi, Kentucky, T~
Goal8: My goal u. a Senator this year·is
to effectively listen to all c:oncems and
Juggestions of the residents of student
housing. I hope to be their voice arid
take appropriate action on issues of
these staff to ensure th;lt they receive '
consideration and support deserved.

Maj~r:

ursing

E-mail:
shemandez@
southern.edu

3659-

Precinct: #3
M,Yor:

Precinct: #11
Major: Liberal

Accounting,
Business
Administration

Arts Education

E-mail:

Coilstitueuts:
Rooms
1202-1254

Goals: My goal is not to propose many
make reality, but to
ideas that
accomplish a feW feasible i®as.

never

Precinct: #26
Major:

Shauntel Thomas
Precinct: 11113
-------.
M,Yor:

Religious
Studies

PsychologyPsychobiology

E-mail:

E-mail:

southern.edu

shauntelt@
southern.edu

Constituents:

Constituents:

Community 'If
or'N'
Goals: I !liD committed to: decreasing the
cost of parking permits; promoting more
opportunities for international . tudents to
attct1d Southern; and proposing new ways
of letting the surrounding communities
know that our university cares for their
spiritual and physical needs. I will facilitate
communication between the enate and
community students on'Pertinent i sues.

Thatcher,
Rooms 2102-

Precinct: #10
M(\jor: Nursing
E-mail: ,n.,,,.,,,ra11
outhern.edu

Constituents:
Talge, Rooms

3708-3716,
3744-3758,
3794Goals:
To find a way to
help stuc;lents in need, by giving them
scholarships towards their education. To

eollect creative ideas from the student
body, and apply them to make more
eJQoyable_ aJld dyiWDic 80dal ewittl.
I will4o'mrbelttomUa~a
bettlr·M~·for'JQIL

looms~

opportunity to get involved arid be the
to make
change.

johnsonc@
southem.edu

Danie~l~~~~----~

southem.edu

representatiQn for the student body and
enhance their school experience. To serve·
the university and promote its activities in
a positive manner.

Thatcher South,

wen.

E-mail:

.

. . . . Seoatoris tu CODDeCt ~
is to CGDlleCt the'
3~3'107. 39'17-8136
Goala: TOtisteli to t»eoncems exp~esaed lltUdeat to.fe$us and to the life, 1cM and lfoi)DSt-.illt81and8eaateao no~
by fellow atudeota and to acldre. thole
compassion that this scb.c)ol hM to offer, may F UDbeard. I WilDt to instiJl
concerns to the SA Senate. To be a worthy
and make sure that all students have the- between each constituent 8Bd their

Constituents:

Rooms 46054817
Goals: My
goal is to provide a mure eoin:fortable
and enjoyable living space for my
constituents by getting to lmow them
better and helping them get to know
their neighbors better as
By doing
this, I will be able to tend to their needs
more effectively.

Science

2227
Goals: Represent and voice my
constituents' concerns and ideas
efficiently. And to allow all to see my
love for Christ through my actions and
decisions

difference

the

Senator, so the constituent feels their
ideas are important and will be worked
on for a change in the future.

E-mail:
dsirnmons@
southem.edu

Constituents:
Thatcher,
Roomstl2o,1225

.

Precinct:
Major:
E-mail:
marcondesf@
southem.edu

Constituents:
Talge, Rooms
25o8-2516,

2544-2558,
2562-2594

~:To be an effective 8nd accessible

Goals: My gOal is to represent Soutbern
spiritually by being a positive Christ-like
role model fDr my coostituents. academic:aJiy
by maintaioiag dle highest atandardi for
myself seholastil:aDy as au example to
others, and socially by being avail4ble m my
c:oaatituents.listening to their~. and
fosterin$ a spirit of fellowship and unity.

liaison between my coostituents and
the~ by facDitating tbe
involvement of those represented, and
by being a inedium through which their
concerns, ideas and suggestions may be
properly addressed.

Precinct: #17
M,Yor:

Precinct: #33
Matjor:

Financial ...u .........-,
Accounting
E-mail: dblas@
southern.edu

Business
Administration

Constituents:
Thatcher South,
Rooms J.6o8-

1813

E-mail:
mmcgonigle@
southern.edu

Constituents:
Community 'D',

'F', 'I', ·o·, or 'U'
Goals: To eliminate or revise the fees

Goals: To interact and connect with each
of my constituents. To encourage everyone
to get involved. To understand the
different personalities of each constituent
and work as one unit '~ith other leaders. I
want each constituent's voice to be heard,
so that we can improve our environment
and make Southern a better place.

charged for parking at SAU. Think of
yourself as a customer that pays more
than enough money to park here for
free. If that doesn't work out, I'll get us
an on-campus Taco Bell. Just remember
to say "sub-bean" when you order.

Precinct: #25
Major:

Precinct: #5
MtYor: History,

Communication
Media, Mass
Cornm-Media
Production

Business
Administration

E-mail:
bcobos@
southern.edu

Constituents:

E-mail:
jkurtz@
southern.edu

Constituents:
Talge Rooms
2402-2454
Goals: My goals for Senate this
semester are to glorify God in everytbiDg

1do on SeDate, aDd pt10me soo<l
. _ . _• .,_saedbtheSAU atudeld3,

SENATORS

Continued from Pg.

1

circ~s fashion and helped entertain the
crowd while the next act was ~eing setup. The audience laughed and cheered
them on, although some of the time
they were making fun of the clowns.
"They made me laugh, but some of it
was kind of che(:!sy," said Ashlee Pacamalan, a junior nursing major.
At the end of the night, students received The Joker. Now begins the yearly ritual of men and women flipping.
through the pages to find someone they
might be i~terested in.
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Rain inspires positive outlook o.n life and Go
CHELSEA INGUSH

Huge drops of water hit my
head by the thousands, each
one making an audible plop.
They converged into little rivers flowing down my forehead,
running off my nose in tickly
drips that made dle want to
sneeze_. I could see tiny water
crystals clinging to the tendrils of hair framing my face,
and big drops blurred my
vision, almost washing out
my contacts.
My shoes sloshed through
deep pools and flowing
streams that carried twigs
and leaves rapidly along the
edges of the sidewalk. My
pants clung to my legs and my
backpack was a sodden weight
that provided the only dry spot
on my entire body. And thus I
trudged to Southern Village
from Brock Hall, these words
circulating through my head
like whirlpools: God "sendeth

rain on the just and on the unjust" (Matthew 5:45).
Rain. It affects my mood.
Dark skies mean dark
thoughts. Isn't it always that
way? We relate hard times to
rain. We call crises storms.
We associate sour expressions with clouds. And why
not? Rain makes us cold and
wet, and it ruins picnics and
parades. Rain pools on the
asphalt, causing us to hydroplane and wreck our cars.
Rain floods rivers, destroying property and taking lives.
No wonder when we read the
phrase, God "sendeth rain on
the just and on the unjust," we
smugly nod our heads, thinking, Yes, indeed. That is why
bad things happen to good
people-because God sends
rain on all of us.
Rain is bad ... right? I continued my trek through the
late summer showers, contemplating the liquid air around
me. What if it never rained?

What if we never got to splash
in puddles, listen to thunderstorms in the .early morning
or feel tickly drops run off
our noses?
What if the tioees were
brown and dead and the earth
dry and cracked? What if we
had to ration our water, wondering if drought would claim
the lives of our children, as so
many people in this world do?
Rain is life. As I walked, I felt
somehow cleansed. God "sendeth rain on the just and on
the unjust."
If I think hard enough, or
maybe not even hard at all,
I can probably remember
breaking nearly every one of
the ten commandments-minus murder and adultery, and
maybe the whole thing about
graven images. Don't worry,
you don't have to call the-cops
on me. The point is, I am the
unjust! So much of the time, I
don't deserve the rain. Thank
God for the rain.

Chelsea Glass plays in the rain.

The problem.with power: Continued from last week
CHRIS CWUZET
REI IIGJ<W

EDJIDR

Part II
Last week I suggested
that paying $40 for a parking permit is ridiculous and
then questioned whether God
wants us to follow these types
of regulations or whether
He cares at all. We looked at
Romans 13 which advocates
submission to authority because God has established
all authority.

The subject of submission
to authority is a broad topic,
and paying for parking permits is only one facet. But it's
important because how we
approach even this example
will affect how we make decisions concerning authority in
the future, whether we intend it to or not. In this case,
I think one of the deeper
issues at stake is our attitude
toward inconvenience.
At Southern, we complain
that we can't find a parking

space for our car. We are flustered when forced to walk a
few hundred extra feet in the

a temple tax. A temple tax!
The same temple that was
·supposed to be His Father's

rain. Tempers rise and stress ' '
Our lowly
accumulates when our legs are
required to jog us to a peacestudent jobs
ful class that is part of a Chrishardly leave us
tian education in a war-free
time for food,
zone. It's unfortunate that it
costs $8o a year for parking
movies, or new
decals, though UTC students
electronics, let
have to pay $92-$220 to
alone a parking
park. Our lowly student
jobs hardly leave us time for
permit.
food, movies or new electronics, let alone a parking · home! He even said it was to
permit. The inconveniences avoid offending anyone. It's
are almost overwhelming.
also interesting that Jesus
My point is that we have it didn't worry about the finangood. We hear it all the time, cial part. He instructed Peter
and it's true: we are blessed to go find the money in a fish.
to get to park a car,_to run to That's heavenly provision if
class in the rain, to receive a you ask me.
Christian education in peace.
Another issue we must reI don't mean to shove religion flectonandadmittoisournator pull the Jesus card, but se- ural tendency toward pride.
riously, even Jesus paid silly We have a suspicion that we
fees. Remember the story of are being exploited and robbed
Peter findillg a coin in a fish's by our school officials. Ever
mouth? It's found in Matthew since Adam and Eve, we have
17 and it's al>out Jesus paying been skeptical when someone

''

.

in authority tells us to do (or with us to submit to Him,
not do) something. We ques- give up everything, to repent
tion their judgment, whether In the end, when it
we will benefit, and what kind to submission· to authority,
of losses we will sustain. We the choice is ultimately
inherently approach decisions The nature of God's love
from a self-interest perspec- not allow Him to take
tive, assuming that we have our right to choose. He can,
certain God-given rights, such however, withhold His blessas cheaper parking spots.
ing from who ever
In 1 Peter 5, we are exhorted to reject it.
to humble ourselves before
I think we would do well to
God and submit our cares to remember the story of Jesus
Him. But humility and sub- and the coin. He was respectmission are difficult terms ful to rules and fees that He
for us to deal with. Respect certainly did not create, and
for rules we don't draft and may not have agreed with. And
submission to authorities we just as important, He trusted
don't elect are di!"ficult practic- His Father to provide for His
es for us. We end up question- needs. Granted, it's unlikely
ing whether we should even you'll find $40 in tomorrow's
practice them or not-which banana bread, but I submit
always brings us back to our that if you decide to follow Jeown self-interest.
sus' example as best you can,
The discussion could eas- He will take care of you. A God
ily continue until parking per- who can think of putting a coin
mit prices increase to $700. in a fish's mouth is certainly
After all, the subject is vast; capable of providing another
submission is the root to the creative solution just for you.
most important decision we
will ever make. Jesus pleads
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tiquette for eating on campus

To make matters worse,
they finally call my num1 find out they forgot the
provolone cheese that I
;JPII'I:Uil:cwy asked the cashier

periences you might have had ·a pick-me-up slush.
Second, and most imporat KR's and hear me out.
First, believe it or not, work- tantly, the people who work at
ing in food service is extreme- KR's are only human. No one
ly difficult. You are probably is perfect, so please have some
thinking, How could assem- compassion and be courteous.
bling a sandwich be hard? If something is wrong with
Yes, that in itself does not take your order, politely ask for it
a bachelor's degree to do, but to be corrected.
Nevertheless,
employees
with the added pressure of
shouldn't
hide
behind
their
time and piling orders, things
flawed human nature. If they
get hairy very quickly.
Every item on the menu has know something in the order
a different preparation time. is not right, they should do
their best to make it right. If
they can't, they should be honest with the customer and offer them other options.
When something comes
back to be corrected, workers
shouldn't gripe. Instead, tl_ley
should take each correction as
a growing experience-a way
to hone their craft and learn
from their mistakes. They
should be courteous to those
they serve. No matter who you
are, nobody enjoys coming in
contact with snooty people.
This is pretty basic stuff,
This, however, does not excuse
lazy workers. Employees must right? On either side of the
learn to pay attention and take counter, please be patient,
responsible
their jobs seriously; they are understanding,
serving people with demands. and most of all, be courteous.
Workers should also have ma- Know that the other person
turity in working with their is someone's brother, sister,
customers and fellow cowork- child; they might not be imers. Having a job is not a right, portant in your life, but they
are to someone else. With that
it is a privilege, so do it right.
But customers should also realization in mind, I believe
remember to be patient. Ei- custome~ and employees
ther that or.have enough com- alike can improve university
mon sense to know not to food service.
come to KR's at lunch if they
are in a hurry and need to have

''

The amount
of time they
take to make
your food at
KR's is
embarrassing!

A little bit can

make a difference

STEPHANIE EDWARD
OnNION

EDIID!t .

We slow to a stop at a red
light. A man is standing at the
side of a road with a sign that
says, "homeless vet." I stare at
him, trying not to be obvious.
He isn't the typical dirty-faced,
unkempt,
clothes-hangingoff-his-body homeless person.
He looks normal.
I remember walking around
in San Francisco a few years

the road now, throwing all dignity and pride aside, waiting
for someone, anyone, to come
along and help him.
I've heard people make excuses like, "Oh, they'll just
use that money for drugs and
alcohol." Others say, "They
deserve it because they squandered their lives away." Right
now, that doesn't matter.
What right do I have to look
at him and judge him, assuming he's made all the wrong

''

Breakey, a freshman allied hoolth major, works hard to lreep up with tlu! hmchtime orders at KR's Plaoe.

ago and being astonished at
the number of homeless people I saw. They wore faded
clothes, some with holes in
them. Their teeth were rotten,
their hair in disarray.
This was my first experience
with the homeless besides
what I have seen in movies. I
remember fishing around in
my purse for some money, and
my friends steering me away
before I got the chance to give
it away.
"Don't! They'll just follow
you around," they told me. I
tried to tell them that it didn't
matter, that I still had to help
them. "Well, do you plan on
helping every single person
who comes asking for money?"
iliey asked. I said no, feeling
defeated. I felt like a failure.
I felt the urgent need to help
someoneJ but was too cautious
and easily swayed.
As I stare at the man, waiting'for the light to tum green, I
realize that he could be someone's father, brother or son.
He stands alone on the side of

choices in life and that's why
he stands there, waiting for
a rescuer?
Sometimes we might not
feel like we're in any position
to help others out, whether
financially, physically, spiritually or in other ways. Do what
you can with what you have.
Buy someone a lunch if they're
over their food minimum.
Give someone a ride when it's
raining. Give someone a smile
on the promenade. Trust me,
it's the little things that keep
us going.
The light turns green and
we slowly drive past him. As
my friend reaches out the window to hand him the money, I
start to second-guess myself.
It's too small an amount. He'll
probably think I'm pitying
him. He takes the money and
leans over to look into the car.
"God bless you, sweetheart,"
he says, looking us in the eyes.
"This is really gonna help."

I

I
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Gym intimidation: Three tips for a gym newbie
KALEIGH LANG
l!FESJYI ES

Emma

I muster up my courage and
boldly reach for · the double
doors. Entering, I pause and
gaze through the giant windows. The iron contraptions
seem impossible to conquer,
and my courage begins to
waver. Men, muscles bulging
beneath their Under Armour,
manipulate the machines
with ease. ·
Visions of completely awkward situations flash through
my mind. I can see myselfbody upside-down and backwards on a machine, pulling
and pushing all of the wrong
things, while· a group of
Schwarzenegger wanna-be's
stand by laughing. I continue
to hesitate, when a group of
spandex-clad girls pass by me,
their bodies one day closer to
bikini model perfection. I become anxious as a sick feeling starts in my stomach and
spreads until my whole body is
filled with intimidation.
Disheartened, my insecurities get the better of me again.
I walk back to the security of
my dorm, room, deciding to
stick to the YouTube 8-minute

Hulsey Wellness Center. The
abs program.
Before my sophomore year majority of the Hulsey floor
in college I had been inside workers are certified personal
a gym maybe three times at trainers. Ask for a full tour.
most. Those who aren't ex- Floor workers are happy to
ercise-aholics can identify give tips and explain differwith me. The Wellness Center ent exercise options. "We just
.can be intimidating. With a . want everyone to feel safe and
plethora of unfamiliar fitn.ess comfortable, to have a good
machines, the potential for time and stay healthy," Mulembarrassment is high. So, lins says.
who's ready to take that risk? I Try Fitlinxx
certainly wasn't.
Fitlinxx is a great tool to
I know there are many Bar- help map out individual
hies and Schwarzeneggers out workouts, set goals and track
there, yet there are still many progress. You can even check
who don't use the Wellness your progress from your home
Center simply because they computer. To get started, signallow intimidation to get the up with a floor wor~er. They
better of them. If this is you, will help set up your profile
it's time to conquer your fears. and give you an ID number
The easiest way to get started (different than your student
is to tag along with an experi- ID number). Next, you will
enced friepd. If you don't have learn how to use the Fitlinxx
- one, here are three other tips kiosk. The kiosk will ask you
to navigating your way around some questions and set up a
the gym.
personalized workout program. Then you'll be ready to
Talk to a floor worker
Can't afford a personal go. In addition, you can manutrainer? That's all right; the ally log.all your other physical
Wellness Center employs floor activities, like running, biking,
workers to help.
or intramurals.
"Asking a floor worker for
"Fitlinxx is a great way to
help is the perfect place for a hold. individuals accountfirst-timer to start," saysJeana able and encourage them to
Mullins, head trainer at the improve without a personal

Lifestyles Around the World
KATIE CHANDLER
CONTRIBUTOR

Huddled as close as we
could to my laptop's speakers,
my roommates and I had just
started a movie when suddenly we heard it: A rustle coming
from across the kitchen: We
tried to ignore it, but then we
heard it again. There was definitely something in our trash
bag. We 9uickly grabbed a
flashlight and shone it on the
trash bag, which, to our horror, began to move.
Our minds raced through
the possibilities of what could
be in that bag. A cockroach?
A rat? We threw on the lights
and timidly began to creep toward-the bag. The moment of
truth had arrived. Cautiously, we peered into the bag to
find ... a lizard! To the normal

person, having a lizard in your
trash might be unnerving, but
to us, it_was actually a relief!
In Pohnpei, there are lizards
everywhere. They dart across
our walls, they sunbathe on
our windows, -they hang out
on our . porch, they hide in
our cabinets and occasionally
they dig ·around in our trash. ·
From giant green lizards to
tiny brown ones, Pohnpeian
. lizards come in all shapes
and sizes.
I never thought that I would
be so used to having lizards
constantly scuttling through
my room, but after living
here, I can't imagine Pohnpei
without them.

Katie Chandler, a -junior
nutrition major, is · currently serving as a third-grade
teacher on the Micronesian
island of Pohnpei.

trainer," says Mullins.
personal tiainer at the
Join a group exercise class Wellness Center. She
The Hulsey Wellness Center ages participants in her
provides a variety of exercise rie Bum class to p'l_;lsh
classes: from Turbo Tae Bo, selves and get their heart
Body Balance, X-press Abs up, but to go at their own
and Boot Camp to Spin City, Extra Tip
a cycling class. There's someStill feeling hesitant?
thing for everyone.
going to the gym during
"Beginners can attend any slow parts of the day-mid·
of the classes offered, they just . morning and mid
aren't going to perform to the Early mornings and evenings
optimum level at first," says are the busiest.
Stephanie Schleifer, a certified
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beginner's guide to fantasy football leagues

aports franchises. It is no
that fantasy footkeeps growing year after
If you were to type the
"fantasy football" into
there would be about
'"'"''u•"'vv results.
exactly is fantasy footI will try to explain it to
best of my ability. In the
there are players, teams,
general managers
owners. ' It is the same
for fantasy football.
· are different types of
like ESPN, NFL.com

·and Yahoo to name a few.
-So imagine joining one of
these leagues with a bunch of
your friends, the other owners. The individual who created the league would be the
commissioner, just like Roger
Goodell is commissioner for
the National Football League.
Now you are in your own version of the National Football
League, competing with fellow
owners to become the champion. Along with being the owner, you would have to be the
eoach and general manager.
The NFL draft happens every April for incoming rookies; however, in fantasy the
-draft happens before the sea-·
son starts and inCludes everyone who is alre~dy in the NFL.
During this draft you take

turns picking players you want
to be on your team. At the end
of your draft you..should have a
starting offensive lineup in addition to a place kicker and a
team defense. ·

' ' If you were to
type the words
"fantasy football"
into Google~ there
would be about
48,600,000

results.

''

The way tQe system works
is if an NFL player, like Peyton Manning, throws for 300
·yards and 3'touchdowns, then

you would receive a certain the NFL season. That iS ·the
number of points (depending basic fantasy football ·inforon your scoring system). Now mation for people just startthat is just .t he quarterback po- ing out. Of course there are
sition. You would need aJl your some people who do not get
other players to have good- it or believe it is stupid since
scoring games as _well. Tiie it is not football . .It depends
combined score for your start- . on how good the· players play
ing lineup will be your score in real life if you win oi: lose
for the week. Most fantasy each week.
football leagues are matched
-Mass communications ·meup head-to-head, meaning it dia produCtion major, Michael
would be your team against Hadley had this to say about
your friend's team, and the fantasy football: "I can actu~
team with the most fantasy ally use all my knowledge about
points would win that week.
football to win something."
After the first week, you
So now wh{m people go
would either be 1-0 or 0-1. around campus enjoying or
This will go on for the -en- complaining about their fan-tire regular season for ESPN . tasy football team, you Will acleagues. They have their . tually understand why.
championship rounds the second to la8t and last weeks of

e 25 rules ofliking a sports team
are no set rules for
a sports team. Howif someone were. ever to
a rulebook of some sort
should put some of ,t hese
Just because you live in
city or state, DOES
mean that you have to
Just because you were
in a certain city or state,

NOT mean that you
like that team.
Just because you move
state to state, DOES NOT
that you have to switch

about your favorite team.
If your team wins a big
or finally wins a playoff
it is OK for you to brag

OK to wear another
if they are.....
not

~.-

your favorite team (as long as with them.
they aren't rivals).
19. It's OK to have respect
9. It's OK to wear another for a rival team.
team's hat if they are not your
20. It's OK if you never get
favorite team (as long as they a chance to see your favorite
,
player play.
aren't rivals).
10. It's OK to have a favorite
21. It's OK if you never get
player and like a totally dif- a chance to see your favorite
ferent team (unless they are team play.
rivals).
22. You should ALWAYS
11. It is OK to switch teams
have faith in your team.
if your favorite player gets
23. You should ALWAYS
traded, released or waived.
realize the facts and know that
12. It is NOT OK to root
when your team is bad, they
again~t your team to get a
really are BAD.
higher draft pick.
24. If you get more people
13. If is NOT OK to trash to like your favorite team,
talk another person's team - more power to you.
if you ~0 not know anything
25. Finally, enjoy being a
about your own "team."
fan, represent your team, and
14. It is not·OK to trash talk never forget those great classic
1fyou have favorite "teams.",
moments! !!
Some may agree with all,
15. It is not OK to trash talk
if your team is not better.
some or none of these points.
16. Only trash talk if you These are just my opinions on
have been the recipient, and if what it takes to like a sports
your team beats their team.
team. I know I do not follow
17. If your friend loves the all of these "rules," but when it
team that you hate, there is no comes down to it I am loyal to
reason to stop being friends.
my teams. This is one of many
18. If a person you strong- ways God works for us. Somely dislike loves a team that times it gets hard, but God is
you .love (or hates a team always loyal to us.
that you hate), you don't
have .....
to be
. ."buddy-buddy"
...
··-

~
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>
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Field2
.,Field2
Field2

9/24

9/24
9/ZT

/Yf!Row Fever
k/Lan~capers

()/28

9/28
9/28

9/29"

7 ut: Sbamroek(l'eam Wilcut ,
7l'.M.,

~Splacks/A.utocCleaver

7 P~tt. I.;;mdse4pers/Aut~ Cleaver

Women's'A ~eague
9/24

8u.t. NoFear/HitN'Run

Fieidt

9/24
9/28

SF.M, Unity/Bombshells
8P:M. HitN'Run/Unity
8 P.M. No Fear/Bombshells
8i>.M. .UJlityjNo Fear

Field1
Field1
'Eield 1

9/29
9/30

Women's B League

Field 1
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JlJolday,Beptemher as
Payday
i-46 - 10 a.m. SA SeDate
Pastry Day, Promenade
1-4:30 p.m. FREE Wal-Mart
Transportation, Wright
HaD steps
;.ao p.m. Ministerial Candidate Recopition, Geoff
Patterson. Thatcher
8 p.m. Vespers, LeClare

Litchiield. Church
8:30 p.m. Star Watch, Hickman Parking Lot
9:30 p.m. Afterllow, Cafeteria

/.32 p.m. Sunset

~~

Sabbath School, 'l'batdw
9:30-10:15

a.m.

(Wiecjate

OJalinental Breakfast,

auudl Fe1lowahip HaD
9!45 a.zn. "'Breaking Free"
Women's Sabbath ScliOol,
CoJiegeda1e Aeademy, Rm.
lOS
9!45 a.m. The Quest for
Authentic ~ CA.

OloirRoom
t:45 a.m. Prism Sabbath
Seboot Spa}dina Gym
lO!t5 a.m. .Adoratiou D, GordOn Bietz,
Collegiate Sabbath Sclioo1,

a-urda

amrcll
811tuc1a:y, Seple II!Llter J16
9 a.m. Adoration 1: Communion, Jolm Nimn
9!30 - 11 a.m. MiDiateria1

STUDENT LIFE
InTentS Meetings: Don't
miss the InTents meetings.
Be encouraged and spiritually
fed by our own religion department professors. Monday,
September 28 -Thursday, October 1, 7-8 p.m. and Friday,
October 2, at 8 p.m.
InReach - Seekers of
Scripture (S.O.S.): Saturday, September 26 from 3-4
p.m., Nooma Video, Thatcher
Hall.
Lorna linda University
School of Medicine Interviews: Dr. Steve Nyirady
will be on campus Monday,
September 28 and Tuesday,
September 29. All students
who are currently applying to
Lorna Linda University will
need to make an appointment
to meet with him. Please call
Lauree Fogg at Counseling &
Testing Services (236-2782)
to set up a time.
Storyteller & Historian:
Coming to McKee Library on
October 6 at 7 p.m. Storyteller
and Historian Richard Hinsley
presents The American Civil
War: Myths, Legends and True
Tales. This will be a program
you will talk about for weeks,
<>n mark your calendars !

10:15 a.m. Men Are Like
Walles. WOJDeB Are Like
Spapetd, CA. Roola 103
1o:l,5 a.m. Steps to auilt/
Blue Lib Jaa, CA. I..ibr81'y

CPR/First Aid Certification: Get certified in CPR
and ·First Aid for only $25.00.
Certification is required for
all student teachers. Employees, community members and
all majors welcome. Come to
Summerour main office to
pre-pay by Thursday, October
1 at 5:00 p.m., to hold your
slot. On-campus class, Sunday, October 4, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.,
room107.
SIFE Transportation:
FREE Wal-Mart transportation, Friday, September 25,
1-4:30 p.m. Meet at Wright
Hall; rid~ leave every half
hour.
Triathlon: The 26th Annual Sunbelt Cohutta Springs
Triathlon will take place on
Oct. 4 at Cohutta Springs
Conference Center. Applications are available online, in
the Hulsey Wellness Center,
Student Services or at http:/I
www.active.com. For registration information contact Karl
Shultz, director of student
life and activities. For general
race information contact Bob
Benge in Hulsey Wellness
Center. For further details
visit http:/ fpe.southern.edu/
triathlon.
Graduation Regalia: A
new vendor has been chosen

u a.m. MiDisterial C8Jd.
dam lt.ecopitUm Cb.ureh
Se.rrice, Gtloff Patterson,

Thatcher a.apeJ
u:go a.m. Coaneet: Speeial
Praise and Woi'ihip Sahbath, Andy Nash, CA.
11:45 a.m. Renewal: eom:munion, Gordon Bietz
T-30 p.m. EveluJoDs, Collegedale Academy <lloir,

up besiDs, www.southem.

eclu/iutramurals
Faeu1ty Portfolios due,
Academic Administration
ll:30 a.m. President's atde
Luncheon in the Preslden:tial Banquet Room
4 p.m. u~ Assembly
7 p.m. InTents M~
.A1an Parker, tent in flout
ofMabet Wood Hall

1 p.m. btrents
Doug Ti1stra, tent in

of Mabel Wood HaD

11mrsclay, Oetober
Last day for
fund

6o"

2-5 P~· Meet the

Cb.tudl

atun:h FeBowsbip
3"-30 p.m.

9 p.m. LAC NJabt. Des

'ri8ory

881lc1q,_....... ..,

5 p.m. FootbaJl Team
ina, Hulsey
1 p.m. InTents, Lake,
front of Mabel Wood

1-4 p.m. Graduate Student
Picmie, a.attaaoop Nature Center Tree House

to order graduation announcements and regalia for this
school year (2009-10). Please
visit the Balfour website at
http:/ /www.cbgrad.com. You
can also visit the site by going
to the Campus Shop web site
at www.saucampusshop.com
and then clicking on the Balfour site. The phone number
to call is 1-800-433-0296.
OEC Vll'ginia Creeper
Bicycle Tour: Cycle a 34mile multi-use trail that's all
downhill. Beautiful scenery
and a chance to be out in nature. Friday, September 25, 1
p.m. - Sunday, September 27,
6 p.m. Cost: $15. Meet at the
OEC.
OEC _Hike Mount Rogers, VA: Come climb to the
highest point in VA You'll enjoy crisp air, wild ponies and a
good hike. Friday, September
25, 1 p.m. - Sunday, September 27, 6 p.m. Cost: $15. Meet
attheOEC.
OEC SAU Employees
Only: Rock climbing at Foster
Falls: Get the family outside
and enjoy the cooler temperatures and a new Sabbath afternoon adventure. Trained
guides will set up routes so you
can explore the rocks. Saturday, September 26, 2 - 9 p.m.
Cost: FREE. Meet at OEC.

OEC Whitewater Rafting:
Nantahala:
Come
spend a beautiful Sabbath
rafting in the Nantahala! Saturday, September 26, 10 a.m.
- 9 p.m. Cost: $20. Meet at the
OEC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Joker: Jokers are available
at the ID Desk in Wright Hall.
Pick yours up today!

BIRTHDAYS
September 25
Darrin Djernes, Jonathan
Santucci, Julie Vincent, Justin Spady, Kevan Evans, Krystal Barton, Lincoln Duff, Phil
Garver, Philip Sagadraca, Rachel Byrd, Tangee Galloway,
Tina Nelson
September 26
Aaron Gunther, Bonnie
Jones, Jessi Turner, Josh Antone, Maria Valenca, Matthew
Manzari, Trever Ehrlich
September 27
Brett Mehlenbacher, Caleigh Teasley, Courtney Pietszak, Desiree Pegel, Ely
Fuentes, Jaris Gonzalez, Judy

Dedeker, Mario Bacelar,
lissa Morgan, Rima
Shaila Meharry, Travis
September 28
Alexsandra Mayes,
Messinger, James
Juanita Garcia, Kyle
rna, Luis Hou, Matheus
za, Rachel Lovelace,
Beihl
September 29
Abby Hartwell,
dra Cueto, Angelica
Gilbert Sison, Jeremy
Jessica Webster, Kendra
ron, Margery Sanchez,
Walters, Tony Trimm,
Torres-Reyes
September 30
Candice Granger,
Nunez, Odelkys Alvarez,
anne Duman, Yissy
October1
Carlos Parra, Hannah
gan, Keolani Dingilius,
Lechler, Mary Anne
Rachel Parrish, Troy

HUMOR·
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HUMOR EDITOR: AUDREY COOPER

Flus that didn't make the pandemic cut
AUDREY CooPER
HuMoR Emma

.

.

. Turtledove Flu
cken F

eF

Ox Flu Pig Flu
Ulguana u

Yet:i Crab Flu

Tiger Flu Narwhal Flu
Platypus Flu Pe guin Flu
-

ecked
Liza d u Fly Flu
r1

J
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Fashion trends that tnake no sense
AUDREY COOPER
HuMoR En•xoa

Let me begin by saying that
when it comes to clothing, personal expression is cool. Seriously, I love it when you can
see people's individual personalities come to life via their
wardrobe choices. However,
I draw the admiration line
when it comes to fashion decisions that make absolutely no
sense. Therefore, I have compiled a short list of my current
top fashion pet peeves (in no
particular order):
1.)
Ugg Boots in the
non-cold seasons: Okkkk ...
let's just all sit here and think
about this for a moment. It's

98 degrees outside, in Tennessee, so there's obviously a bit of
humidity. Do you really want
to be walking around in your
little shorts and tank top, most
likely sweating profusely, with
fleece-lined Ugg boots on your
feet? Most people would say
no. But there are those among
the human race who definitely sported this very fashion
statement this summer. I saw
it. With my own eyes. Hm ...

2.)
Rompers: For those
of you who are not familiar
with what a "romper" is, I shall
provide a brief explanation:
rompers are basically shorts
and a top all in one piece. Yes,
a little bit like a onesie. A quick
dictionary search will define

Photo courtesy of newsnbuzz.com

THUMBS down
The Office· is back
Be sure to turn in tonight at
9 p.m. on NBC for Season 6
hilarity.

u c Mou.s F
Kitten Flu

up

rompers as, "A loosely fitted,
one-piece gannent having
short bloomers that is worn
especially by small children
for play." Let's pay close attention to the last part: worn by
small children for play. Next
time you're about to pull that
romper out of your closet, remember the children. Hmm ...
3.) The picture of
Lady Gaga bellow: Enough
said. Hmmm ...

Rain
What is this, Seattle?

The city of Seattle in
general
Don't have Fall Break plans?
Definitely consider checking
it out.

Kanye's Little VMA
Episode
Really? Come on, buddy ...
what would your mother say?
Oh wait, Leno already asked
you that and you didn't
answer the question ...

Constitution Day
being cool enough to have its
own special Convo

4.) TOMS Shoes: Oh,
wait a minute. Never mind,
TOMS shoes are an excellent
fashion idea.
5.) Men's deep v-neck
shirts: Seriously, guys. What
is the deal? I know it's kind
of nice to let your collarbone
breathe, but please think of
the rest of us who have to
stare at the six hairs coming
out of your chest to meet us.
Hmmmm ...

Reading the entire
· Constitution in
one sitting
Just get the CliftNotes

HUMOR EDITOR'S WARNING:
The Humor Editor bas determined that content found on the .......v.•Page is strictly bumorolis in nature and not necessarily to be taken
truthfu1 or offensive. ErUo!J only as directed.
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EMILY YOUNG
f.w:ma._

The beat of Latin music
roared Saturday night when
the gym was transformed into
a Latin American city square
for LAC Night.
A stage with performances
in the center of the gym entertained students as they
sampled food from booths that
surrounded the stage. Local
restaurants like Maccu Piccu,
El Matador and Los Potros,
donated food for the event.
Students painted with silver body paint stood motionless beside the stage as living statues, a type of street
performer in some Latin
American countries.
LAC president Alba Mendez, a junior nursing and business administration major,
said they arranged the booths
like a city square because the
·squares are where festivals
happen in Latin American
countries. She said, "In Spanish countries almost every city
has a plaza where people have
shows or concerts. It is the
center of the city."
On the stage in the city
square students performed the
tango, salsa, meringue and bachata, each demonstrating the

culture of a different country.
·. "We consider dancing an
art because it takes a certain
discipline,~
Mendez
said. "People weren't dancing all over the place, just a
cultural performance."
Others weren't comfortable with the emphasis dancing had in the program.
"I personally did not like
the idea of the dancers in the
center of the gym," said a senior who wished to remain
anonymous because he is an
LAC member. "Maybe if it was
just one dance it would not
have been as bad as having
four dances."
However, Mendez said she
made an effort to ensure the
dances were appropriate. The
dancers were instructed not to
get too close to their partners,
and before taking the stage,
the group prayed that their
performance would not offend
anyone watching.
"People want to learn about
other people's culture, but
when we show them this .
culture ~e are criticized,"
Mendez said. "It's kind of
hard for Southern students,
Americans and Adventists
to understand."
(Continued on page 4)

•

ents involved in road rage incident
students
shot at in a case of road
Shallowford Road,
Sept. 12.
ilcoJrdiJltJt to a Chattanooga
incident report, the
identified as AnD. Brown, 22, of Cleveshot at students Chris
and Bryan Bridges
10 p.m.
Neither

student was injured.
"First I didn't think he was
serious when he said he had
a gun," said Beddoe, a junior
health science and sports
studies major.
Beddoe was _driving his
Subaru.)lnd about to turn onto
Shallowford Road off .the exit
ramp from Interstate 75. As
he maneuvered the tum, he
· moved into the right of the
two turning lanes, intending
to pass a silver Infiniti in the

Brown shot the front right tire, store. They didn't see where
blowing it out. He continued the Infiniti went.
left lane. Suddenly the Infiniti to pursue the students onto
Police officers searched the
swerved into the right lane, Gunbarrel Road.
surrounding area and found
forcing him to swerve back into
"We were probably doing 75 Brown in his vehicle in the
the left .la9e. After passing the or So miles per hour, dodging parking lot of Hobby Lobby. He
Infiniti, Beddoe said the driv- traffic," Beddoe said. He man- did not have a handgun permit
er came up next to his Subaru aged to get the license plate for the Beretta 9 rom found in
and hung out the window yell- . number of the Infiniti and his car. Brown admitted to
ing and cursing. "You want a called police.
shooting his weapon at Bedpiece of me?" the driver said,
Meanwhile he pulled into . doe's vehicle and was arrested
as quoted in the police report. the Barnes and Noble park- for aggravated assault, acBeddoe said Brown threat,- ing lot to be in a public place. cording to the incident report.
ened to kill the students and When he saw the Infiniti com(Continued on page 3)
pulled a gun out of his dr and ing straight toward them, he
pointed it toward the Subaru. and Bridges ran inside the
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Southern professors pr~ach at InTents meetings

.M useutn starts using

ARic TuRLINGTON

self-gut·ded 1.Pod tou

- a difference."
Wednesday about Joseph and
Some students, _especially ~ow his choices turned his
those who are newer to cam- hfe around.
Students have been taking pus, are excited about this
Tonight Jud Lake will speak
the week to re-connect with chance to get to know the pro- on Adam and Eve. To cap off
God out in the big white tent. fessors a little better.
the revival, Greg King will
This spiritual revival, known
"I think it's really . neat to conclude the w~ek at Vespers
as InTents, gives students the meet all the different religion on Friday night.
chance to get together as a professors and you get to hear
Students feel that this is one
student body and worship in a all their different ideas," said . of the best spiritual events of
G_iselle Ramirez, a freshman the year.
different setting.
"It's a great way to worship. elementary education major.
"It's one of the highlights of
You're outside in the open; it
Campus Ministries hopes the year," said Brian Nyamfeels great ·OUt here, and it's · that students will form closer wange, a junior biochemistry
less confined,'' said Glenn bonds with not only the pro- major. "I think that when we
Wilkins, a sophomore mass fessors; but also with God.
get together and exalt Christ,
communication major. "[It's]
"We have such rich resourc- powerful things happen."
everybody from the campus es here on campus, and many
meeting together with God."
of these students have not had
The theme for this semes- a class with these professors,
ter is choices. The speakers so we thought. it would be a
encouraged students to make great opportunity for the stuwise decisions. Normally the dents on campus to meet these
school brings in a speaker professors," said Andrew Dorfrom out of town, but this year mus, the assistant chaplain
the religion professors are tak- and InTents coordinator.
ing turns speaking each night.
A large turnout prompted
One speaker admitted to be- Campus Ministries to order an
ing anxious about his sermon. extra soo chairs.
Alan Parker opened on
"You're obviously a little
nervous,"' said Alan Parker, Monday night \Vith his sera religion professor. "I won't monon Moses. The focus was
deny it, because you are try- on how to know whether what
. ing to figure out where your you want is God's plan.
Philip Samaan continued
audience is at lUld how rePhoto by Emily Jewell
sponsive they are going to on Tuesday with a sermon · Alan Parker, a professor in the
School of Religion, speaks at Monbe. I could sense people were about Judas.
Doug Tilstra spoke on day night's InTents meeting.
praying tonight; so that ~ade
SnFFWRITER

Cafeteria posts nutrition information
STAFf WRITER

After nearly a semester of
pressure· from a Student Association senate .committee,
university food service planners have decided to print nu. trition labels for all of the entrees in the cafeteria. The goal
is to better inform students

about what they are eating and
help them to make healthier
food choices.
"We've been wanting to
move in this direction for a
whiie," said Doug Frood, vice
president of financial administration, "but with the other
changes we've been making
it's kind of gone on hold."
The cafeteria is now work-

~outhrrn 2lccrnt
a:x:ent20.rtbe:m.tldu • 'flu: studen:. voice since 1926
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ing through a prqgram called
Chef Tech that allows workers to type in all of the ingredients in an entree and print
out ready-made labels that
include serving size, calorie
count ahd nutrition information to go on the food decks.
"i think it will be especially
good for students with allergies or special diets because now they can know
exactly what's in their food,"
Froodsaid.
Those with allergies and
special diets are not the only
ones who will benefit. Hannah
Morgan, a sophomore health
science major, said she's
looking forward to the
changes because it will give students more control over what
. they eat.
"Because we're not cooking
our own food, we're trusting
that whatever they feed us is
good for us," said Morgan.
"It's comforting that Iiow we
get to have a little bit more
control over an area that we
didn't before. We'll finally
know the answer to what's in
all of the mystery loaves."

.

·

·

JUUANA McGRAW
SnFF WRma·

As an alternative· to reading lots of text, the Lynn H.
Wood Archaeology Museum
is now providing self-guided,
interactive iPod tours to educate students about - statues
and artifacts.
"I've traveled to dozens
of .museu~s over the world
... [and] I think we're using
cutting-edge technology," said
Michael Hasel; the director of
the Institute of Archaeology.
Of the many museums visitedbyHaselandJustoMorales,
the museum coordinator, nei~
ther has ever seen iPods used
for audio and visual tours.
While listening to the au.,dio book tour, visitors can
move at their own pace. Each
chapter corresponds to one
display of artifacts. Another
great feature of the iPod tour
is that "[there ·are] images for
every artifact," Morales said.
This helps to eliminate confusion over which artifact is
·
being explained.
"Sometimes just describing
something,. it's hard to grasp
what they're talking about.
With a picture you know
for sure what's being talked
about," said Chelsea Glass, a
freshman Spanish major, after
taking the tour.
The idea to create an audio
tour was suggested by Bob
Falkenberg, ·former General
Conference president, after
a group VIP tour at .the museum's grand opening on Nov. ·
11, 2004, William G. Dever,
a near eastern archaeologist
who founded the largest near
eastern Archaeology graduate
program at the University of
Arizona in 1975, gave the tour.
Dever donated the majority
of artifacts to the museum before its op~ning in 2004 along

.
~
with a professional libr
Near Eastern history with
volumesand12majorjo
he gave in the spring 20
the Institute of Archaeol
Dever, Hasel and a na
Hasel feels that the tour
greatly enhance the vis'
experience. They will
Dever, who excavated
worked with the artifac
thirty years, providing
With context and expl ·
the importance of each ·
Visitors will no longer ha
scan or pass over inform
because it is inconvenie
confusing to read. '[hey
simply put their headph
on, listen and see.
·
Hyein Yoo,
a j
psychobiology major, has
ited the museum twice.
ing her second museum
her first time using the
tour, Yoo ' said, "It's h
when you hear about it. I
look more closely at the
facts . . . its just nice to
that knowledge."
Students who take the
interactive iPod audio t
the Lynn H. Wood
ogy Museum, located on
lower level of Hackman
are entered to win an iPod
Students have to. bring
driver's license or state-·
I.D. as collatetal until
return the iPod they use
the tour.
Students must attend
drawing at 7 p.m. on Oct
in Lynn Wood Hall Cha
collect the iPod if their n
is drawn.
After the drawing
chael Hasel, the directo
the Institute of 'Archa
ogy, will give a lecture,
Future of · Biblical Arch
ogy." Convocation credit
be given.
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room to open soon SIFE fills transportation need

lrW1de1rgo:mg renovation.
renovated television
will feature new televiair conditioning and
systems, lighting with
bulbs -and brand new
seats, said Dwight
dean of men at Talge
Renovation work began

witness, Brown's pasand girlfriend LauCross, told police that
Brown switched lanes,
almost hit them.
senior art major Nancy
overheard Beddoe
story to another stu-was stunned.
in shock actually that
like that happens
horne," Valencia said.
~~1pe11ea to one of our
seemed to take it

said miw chairs will offer
more comfort to students.
"If people thought the old
chairs were a three or four,
they1l think the new ones are
a nine or ten," Magers said.
The seating arrangement has
also been flipped so that a wall
is now between the pool tables
and the seating area. In addition, the seating arrangement
has been designed so that a
class can be taught there.
Although students have
always been able to watch
Direct TV in the television
room, 'the dorm will now
subscribe to NFL Sunday
Ticket. This will allow residents to watch. all NFL games
on Sundays.
The television room was
last updated around 1985,
said Carl Patterson, a Talge
Hall dean. Kevin Pride, another Talge Hall dean, said
that the teleVision room hasn't
changed dramatically since he
went to Southern in 1991.
The basic goal behind the
renovation is to create an
even more attractive and
user-friendly place for guys to
hangout.
"Hopefully they can play a
game of pool, kick back and
relax," Magers said.
Ross Knight, a sophomore
theology major, said, ~Finally
there's a way to watch all my
favorite teams. What
could a guy ask for?"

"I mean, I was scared, but
it was more of an adrenaline rush. I was more worried
about · Bryan," Beddoe said.
When asked what he would
recotnmend to someone else
who gets caught in road .rage,
he said, "Try to get the license
plate number if you can."
The students testified at
Criminal Court in Chattanooga on Ttiesd~y, Sept. 22. The
defendant posted · bail shortly
after his arrest. His attorney
. is now seeking lesser misdemeanor charges. The case is
scheduled for trial in January.

once a week."
For the nationwide SIFE
competition, each team is required to obtain certain criCar-less students now have
teria for different categories
a weekly free ride to Wal-Mart,
relating to ethics, marketing,
thanks to Southern's Students
entrepreneurship, finance and
in Free Enterprise group.
the environment.
Every Friday from 1-5 p.m.
To help meet educating rea van meets students on the
quirements, Southern's team
steps of Wright Hall and takes
is working on adding a weekly
them to and from Wal-Mart in
game during the ride to Wal30-minute intervals.
Mart similar to "Cash Cab."
"This service is great for stuStudents would be asked to
dents who do not have cars,
answer current events quesso they do not have to keep
tions while riding to ·walasking and relying on their
Mart. A winner would bf; cho- .
friends for rides," said Carrie
sen and given a prize, courtesy
Harlin, the director of SIFE.
of local sponsors. Although
Many students have taken
still in the planning stage, this
advantage of this opportunity.
idea should be implemented
Last semester when this serby the end of the semester.
vice started, there was an avThe Wal-Mart transportaerage turnout of 52 students.
tion service has become a sucAlready this year, the weekly
cessful and growing project on
average is 6o students.
Southern's campus,
"This is my thi~d week us"I foresee this project having
ing this service," said Natalie
great potential, getting bigMevs, a freshman nursing rna-,
ger and adding more services
jor. "I'm not fortunate to have
unteer their time every Friday for students in the future,"
a car freshman year."
·
Harlin said.
Last semester there was a to transport students.
"It's something I can do to
She predicts .SIFE will con$2 charge to cover the gas and ·
van rental costs. However, af- help out,'-' said James Gei- tinue this project and possiter recognizing the potential ger, Wal-Mart project man- bly add another van, as more
revenue, the Wal-Mart store ager. "It's community service· sponsors become available.
KELSEY lARRABEE

SuFFW.rna

in Ootelwah decided to fund
the project with a $1,000
grant given to SIFE, elill\inating the need for a student fee.
"I think it's fantastic," said
Todd Suchy, the general
manager of Wal-Mart Super
Center. "It's good for business and our reputation and
the community."
With approximately five
drivers, all SIFE members vol-

''This service
is great for
students who
do not .
have cars.

-Carrie Harlin

''

Read .t he ne-ws online
Can't get enough
of the news? Go to '
http:/ I accent.southern.edu to see videos,
vote in polls, read
past news stories and
learn more about the'
Accent staff.
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Policy bans faculty, student relations
JASON NosEWORTHY

Snu 'Y•nER

Southern's University Senate approved a new fraternization policy Sept. 14 that will be
in next year's employee handbook, pending approval of
legal counsel. The policy was
created to address romantic
relationships that may occur
between faculty, employees
and students.
According to the fraterni~
zation policy, the purpose is
to provide an environment
free from uncomfortable situations lhat could occur from
inappropriate relationships.
The details of the policy state
that faculty is prohibited
from engaging in romantic
relationships with students
regardless of whether the
student is taking a class from
that professor or not, but employees are. able to pursue
those relationships. It goes
on to say that any exceptions
should be taken up with their
immediate supervisor.
Kevin Brown, the chair of
Faculty Affairs and a professor in the math department,
presented the finished policy to the University Senate

that was eventually passed.
There was discussion about
the policy prior to the vote,
which-brought up some questions that the policy does not
specifically address. These

' ' Students
should not feel
threatened in
anyway when
they are
working with a
professor.
-Kevin Brown

''

questions included that salaried staff and faculty have
different guidelines, and that
there is no differentiation between undergraduate students
and graduate students.
Brown said trust is the primary issue being discussed
in the fraternization policy,

because students need to feel
comfortable with their professors regardless of gender or
situation, and this policy promotes a healthy relationship.
"Students should not feel
threatened in any way when
they are working with a professor. There needs to be an
openness that's not clouded by
anything," Brown said.
"There could be exceptions
granted to the policy regardless of the classification of an
individual·, but that would
have to go through a process.
The way the policy reads is
that exceptions would be approved in writing by the immediate supervisor of the
faculty or staff member," said
Bob Young, senior vice president of academic administration.
This fraternization policy
passed with no opposition,
and if there is need later on
it ~ be amended, provided
that university attorneys support this policy draft.
Doug Tilstra, the University Senate chair and a religion
professor, said he believes this
is a policy that can be helpful
and that it covers the needs of
the university.

Southern debuts news TV sh
TYLER QUIRING

Sn.uWama

Southern kicked off another semester of studentproduced television Sept. 17
with this season's first episode
of Southern News Live, a joint
venture between the School
of Journalism and Communication's 1V news reporting
and performance 1V studio
production classes.
Stephen Ruf, the professor who teaches the 1V news
class, said over the semester,
the two classes will produce
ten episodes. Stories will focus
on activities, evertts and people that would be of interest to
the university community.
Lynelle Ellis, the professor
who teaches the 1V studio
class, thinks things are going
well for a first newscast.
"We've only produced one
episode, but in general I was
impressed with their performance," Ellis said. "I felt really
good about the quality of the
production, given the resources we have."
Ruf agreed. "There were a
few rough spots, but that is

what student production
all about," said Ruf.
ing with students is
I love to do. I
that they are not
sionals, but it is my
make them as
as possible."
Professionalism
reporting and
class to find, write and
municate their stories
video. The 1V studio
helps by filling crew posane~•
behind the scenes.
Verner Del Castillo, a
media production
the studio class, and
working on SNL is ..,,....,,,..,.n"""'
"It's a really thrilling,
ing and challenging
ence," Del Castillo said.
skills will allow me to
very versatile."
Southern News Live is
able all day long on the
screeri monitor on Brock's
floor, or by visiting the
of Journalism and comrnm)•

Collegedale Church hosts controver~ial series
EDEN KOUADKO

SnnWRmR

The Collegedale Church will
host a one-day meeting to discuss the customs and structure
of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church on Oct. 10.
The meeting will have three
sessions with three different speakers including John
Nixon, senior pastor of the
Collegedale Church. The other speakers, are Monte Sahlin, the director of research
and special projects for the
Ohio Conference, and Frederick Russell, leader of the
Allegheny West Conference
in Columbus, Ohio.
The meeting will be centered around controversial
subject matter, including race
·and high church dropout
rates. While Sahlin will share
some unpublished statistics
and information on growth
and dropout rates, Frederick
Russell will explain his conviction concerning regional
conferences. According to the
Collegedale Church's. Web
site, respected leaders of the
church will be sharing ideas

about "how our structure and/
or policies may be hindering
our mission."

' ' I am very
excited that
the Collegedale
Church and
Southern are
taking a step to
talk about
relevant issues.
-John Nixon

''

After the speakers present their messages, there will
be time for open discussion
from the floor.
"The meetings seem very
interesting. I would like to
know more about the'm," said

Anisha Mathi, a senior health
science major. .
Pastor Nixon said that he
wants this meeting to be of
interest to Southern students
because "that generation will
be the future leaders of the
Adventist chur~h. I want them
to be able to implement these
new ideas that we are going
to be talking about in
their leadership."
To bring awareness to the
meeting, Collegedale Church
has sent invitations to churches in the Georgia-Cumberland
Conference and put an ad in
the Communique, the conference's news publication. the
church has asked studen~s in
the School of Journalism and
Communication to film the
Photo by Ashley
event for possible distribution
Noel Peek (left) and Ricky OUveras prepare for their turns hosting
onDVD.
Southern News Live.
"I am very excited that
the Collegedale Church and
ous Latin American cmmtl•
Southern are taking a step to
through native dances
talk about relevant issues,"
songs.
Nixon said. "I want Southern Continued from Pg. 1
to use its influence for posiMatthew Taylor, a
tive growth to help shape the
After the entertainment in graphic design major, em1ow•
future of the Adventist church the plaza was finished, stu- the night. He said, "LAC
in North America."
dents performed a play that was full of culture and fun."
showcased culture from ~-

LAC Night
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92-year-old sky diver still
finds adventure with 120mph free fall
CONCORD, N.H.
(AP)
- Taking a 13,000-foot
plunge from an airplane will
earn most jumpers a certificate. InstruCtor Paul Peckbam Jr. knew that wouldn't
be enough for 92-year-old
Jane Bockstruck.
Peckham, a former Air
Force combat controller,
art the parachutist wings he
had sewn 30 years ago on
his own helmet bag and gave
them . to Bockstruck-who
celebrated her birthday this
month with a flawless, 120mph free fall in front of her
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
"These silver Wings represent "tourage, and you cet:tainly displayed that today,"
Peckham told her after the
two landed· safely Sept. 19
in Orange, Mass., after a
tandem dive.
For Bockstruck, it was just
another in a string of adventures in her full life. She has
traveled around the world,
been married seven times and
loves to bOast that she kidded
with John Wayne while workas a seam~tress on the set
,~..... _,._.~Grit."
Her family is used to her inilependent spirit but thought
.she was nuts when she sug- ·
gested sky diving.
"I don't know what gave me
~'- "''""'"'"'but I thought, 'I guess
I'll jump out of a plane.' Then
I stuck with the story and did
it,• said Bockstruck, who lives
in the western New Hampshire town of Swanzey. "But
it's scary. It's scary mostly
when you get up there getting
ready to go out the door."
·Peckham said he has seen
people much younger .balk at
the prospect of skY diving.
"She knew exactly what she
was doing," he said. "I'm sure
abe was nervous and anxious
possibly a little_afraid. She
ahead and did it. I call

Teen shows up at National Guard armory covered
with bruises, scars
OKLAHOMA CI1Y (AP) A 14-year-old boy had deep

cuts around his wrists and was
covered with burns, bruises
and scars when he wandered
into a National Guard armory
last week and said he had escaped from a }}.orne where he
was locked in a bedroom closet, officials said Tuesday.

In this Sept. 19, 2009, photo released by Jumptown, Jane Bockstruck, below, freejalls with her tandem.sky diving instructor Paul Peckham in Orange, Mass. It was the first
jump for the 92-year-old Swanzey, NH., resident. (AP Photo/ Jumptown, P.J. Jackson)

Two security guards who
work at the armory and saw
the teen there Friday said they
lest sleep over the weekend
thinking about the boy and the
torture he described.
"He said he wanted help,
and as soon as he showed us
the . bruises, we took him inside" and called police, said
one of the guards, Paul Clark.
"His wrists looked like he either had been handcuffed or
had ropes or chains around
them. It really kind of took
me aback."
Meanwhile, _the manager of
an apartment where the boy's
family lived until last month
said it appeared a closet in
a bedroom of the home had·
been used as a bathroom.
Investigators continued to
conduct interviews and examine evidence as they prepared
a criminal case against . the
teen's mother, LaRhonda Marie McCall, 37, Oklahoma City
police Sgt. Gary Knight said.
McCall and a friend, Steve
Vern Hamilton, 38, were arrested Saturday on 20 complaints each of child abuse and
child neglect. Both remained
jailed Tuesday on $400,000
bond. Neither has been formally charged; and jail officials were not sure if either has
an attorney.
Police believe the boy's
mother frequently tied him up
to prevent him from escaping
.and had a lock installed on a

bedroom closet where he .often was kept for days at a time.
Based on physical- evidence
and interViews, investigators
have no reason to doubt the
teen, who claimed he spent
most of the last 4 1/2 years
locked inside bedroom closets
at various apartments where
the family lived, Knight said.
McCall had seven other children, six of whom were minors
and were taken into custody
of the Department of Human
Services, but none showed
signs of abuse, Knight said.

documents show.·
"The irony there is that
these were individuals who
were highly trained in the
area of pharmacology, and
they were ordering illegal,
unregulated drugs from another country for recreational
use," said police spokesman
Anthony Guglielmi.
McCracken, a 32-year-old
native of Canada, has not been
charged in Johns' death but
faces several drug charges. Police said they found a variety

of drugs in the couple's row
home, including nearly three
dozen marijuana plants and
indoor growing equipment..
McCracken is free on bail,
according to the Baltimore
state's attorney's office.
Johns and McCracken were
both - postdoctoral research fellows in the anatomy and
neurobiology department at
.the· University of Maryland
School of Medicine; They performed laboratory research,
the school said in a statement.

Drug researcher dies, .
boyfriend faces drug
charges
·
BALTIMORE (AP) - A.neuroscientist who studied the effects of drugs on the brain is
dead of an apparent overdose
and her live-in boyfriend, who
did similar research, is facing
drug charges, Baltimore police
said Tuesday.
Carrie E. Johns, 29, who
had a Ph.D. in physiology and
pharmacology, died Sunday
night, shortly after she injected herself with a solution containing the narcotic painkiller
buprenorphine, according to
charging documents.
Buprenorphine, known as
bupe, is frequently used as a
heroin substitute to treat re. covering addicts. Johns' boyfriend, Clinton B. McCracken, • This photo provided by the Baltimore City Police Dept. shows Clinton McCracken.
told police that he obtained Mccracken is facing drug charges after his live-in girlfriend, also a researcher at
the drug from an online phar- the univmity, died in an apparent overdose on Sunday night, Sept. 27, 2009. (AP
macy in the P~ilippines, the Photo/Baltimore City Police Dept.)
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Rain i11spires positive outlook on life and Go
CHELSEA INGUSH
CoNJJ!!auxoa

rain on the just and on the unjust" (Matthew 5:45).
Rain. It affects my mood.
Dark skies mean dark
thoughts. Isn't it always that
way? We relate hard times to
rain. We call crises storms.
We associate sour expressions with clouds. And why
not? Rain makes us cold and
wet, and it ruins picnics and
parades. Rain pools on the
asphalt, causing us to hydroplane and wreck our cars.
Rain floods rivers, destroying property and taking lives.
No wonder when we read the
phrase, God "sendeth rain on
the just and on the unjust," we
smugly nod our heads, thinking, Yes, indeed. That is why

Huge drops of water hit my
head by the thousands, each
one making an audible plop.
They converged into little rivers flowing down my forehead,
running off my nose in tickly
drips that made me want to
sneeze. I could see tiny water
crystals clinging to the b~ndrils of hair framing my face,
and big drops blurred my
vision, almost washing out
my contacts.
My shoes sloshed through
deep pools and flowing
streams that carried twigs
and leaves rapidly along the
edges of the sidewalk. My
pants clung to my legs and my bad things happen to good
backpack was a sodden weight people-because God sends
that provided the only dry spot rain on all of us.
on my entire body. And thus I
Rain is bad ... right? I contrudged to Southern Village - tinued my trek through the
from Brock Hall, these words late summer showers, contemcirculating through my head plating the liquid air around
like whirlpools: God "sendeth me. What if it never rained?

What if we never· got to splash
in puddles, listen to thunderstorms in the early morning
or feel tickly drops run off
our noses?
What if the trees were
brown and dead and the earth
dry and cracked? What if we
had to ration our water, wondering if drought would claim
the lives of our children, as so
many people in this world do?
Rain is life. As I walked, I felt
somehow cleansed. God "sendeth rain on the just and on
the unjust."
If I think hard enough, or
maybe not even hard at all,
I can probably remember
breaking nearly every one of
the ten commandments-minus murder and adultery, and
maybe the whole thing about
graven images. Don't worry,
you don't have to call the cops
on me. The point is, I am the
unjust! So much of the time, I
don't deserve the rain. Thank
God for the rain.

Chelsea Glass plays in the rain.

The problem with power: Continued from last week
CHRIS CLOUZET
R£11GIQN

Enno•

Part II
Last week I suggested
that paying $40 for a parking permit is ridiculous and
then questioned whether God
wants us to follow these types
of regulations or whether
He cares at all. We looked at
Romans 13 which advocates
submission to authority because God has established
all authority.
The subject of submission
to authority is a broad topic,
and paying for parking permits is only one facet. But it's
important because how we
approach even this example
will affect how we make decisions concerning authority in
the future, whether we intend it to or not. In this case,
I think one of the deeper
issues at stake is our attitude
toward inconvenience.
At Southern, we complain
that we can't find a parking

space for our car. We are flustered when forced to walk a
few hundred extra feet in the
rain. Tempers rise and stress
accumulates when our legs are
required to jog us to a peaceful class that is part of a Christian education in a war-free
zone. It's unfortunate that it
costs $8o a year for parking
decals, though UTC students
have to pay $92-$220 to
park. Our lowly student
jobs har~y leave us time for
food, movies or new electronics, let alone a parking
permit. The inconveniences
· are almost overwhelming.
My J¥nnt is that we have it
good. We hear it all the time,
and it's true: we are blessed
to get to park a car, to run to
. class in the rain, to receive a
Christian education in peace.
I don't mean to shove religion
or pull the Jesus card, but seriously, even Jesus paid silly
fees. Remember the story of
Peter finding a coin in a fish's
mouth? It's found in Matthew
17 and it's about Jesus paying

a temple tax. A temple tax!
The same temple that was
supposed to be His Father's

''

Ourlowly
student jobs
hardly leave us
time for food,
moVIes, or new
electronics, let
alone. a parking
permit.

''

home! He even said it was to
avoid offending anyone. It's
also interesting that Jesus
didn't worry about the financial part. He instructed Peter
to go find the money in a fish.
That's heavenly provision if
you ask me.
Another issue we must reflect on and admit to is our natural tendency toward pride.
We have a suspicion that we
are being exploited and robbed
by our school officials. Ever
since Adam and Eve, we have
been skeptical when someone

in authority tells us to do (or
not do) something. We question their judgment, whether
we will benefit, and what kind
of losses we will sustain. We
inherently approach decisions
from a self-interest perspective, ·assuming that we have
certain God-given rights, such
as che.a per parking spots.
In 1 Peter 5, we are exhorted
to humble ourselves before
God and submit our cares to
Him .. But humiiity and submission are difficult terms
for us to deal with. Respect
for rules we don't draft and
submission to authorities we
don't elect are difficult practices for us. We end up questioning whether we should even
practice them or not-which
always brings us back to our
own self-interest..
The discussion could easily continue until parking permit prices increase to $700.
After all, the subject is vast;
submission is the root to the
most important decision we
will ever make. Jesus pleads

with us to submit to Him, to
give up everything, to repent.
In the end, when it comes
to submission to authority,
the choice is ultimately ours.
The nature of God's love does
not allow ·Him to take away
our right to choose. He can,
however, withhold H~s blessing from who ever decides
to reject it.
I think we would do well to
remember the story of Jesus
and the coin. He was respectful to rules and fees that He
certainly did not create, and
may not have agreed with. And
just as important, He trusted
His Father to provide for His
needs. Granted, it's unlikely
you'll find $40 in tomorrow's
banana bread, but· I submit
that if you decide to follow Jesus' example as best you can,
He will take car'e of you. A God
who can think of putting a coin
in a fish's mouth is certainly
capable of providing another
creative solution just for you.
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at's the next step? College grads' biggest fears
after graduation. You start to
think: Will I really get the job
I want? Oh no, I haven't done
any internships! What if I
have chosen the wrong major?
I didn't meet· the love of my
life yet; will I ever meet him
or her? Your mind is racing

on campus run
your mind. For the
meeting upper classmen
for the guys, figuring
sport you're going to
The anticipation is conyou, and all you think
is making it to senior
and the benefits of the

lllllll·lll'liviliP"

' ' Will I really
get the job I
want? I didn't
meet the love
of my life yet;
will I ever
meet him or

papers, exit exams,
lllbJiati(>n pictures and an-

applying to
school or just figurout what the next step is.
the big question hits
Your forehead begins to
profusely, your knees
under you and you
butterflies in your stomThe question: "What's
next?" Fear instantly
you. You wonder
you're going to survive

her?

''

with a plethora of questions.
You are taken aback by all the
fears that come with being a
college grad.

***
The first question that college grads think about is, "Will
I find a job?" But for many this
question is just one on a list of
a hundred. I asked a few soon-

to-be college graduates what
their real fears after graduation are, and this is what they
had to say:
•Scott Barnette, a non-"Profit
administration and development major, has a few fears of
· his own following his December 2009 graduation. Scott is a
full-time student, a newlyWed
and both he and his wife are
• working full-time. His biggest
challenge is, of course, finding a decent job. Scott said
that he feels profession~lly
inadequate with just a B.A.
because most of the jobs that
he has researched in his field
require a master's degree or
years of experience. Therefore
he feels he has no choice but to
expand his resume and go to
graduate school. He also said
that he hopes that one day he
will be able to support his wife
and future children without
the hassle of penny-pinching.
Because the job market in
non-profit is so competitive,
he feels the orily way to secure
his family for the future is furthering his education.
Scott's biggest fear: Not being able to provide a stable,
secure home for his family
after graduation.
•Marisa Hutchinson, a
health science major, graduating May 2010, said the majority of her fears after graduation have to do with financial
stability. She fears the ability
to maintain herself financially,
by managing her money properly, something she has never
really had to do, and beir.g
able to pay _back student loans.
"Because of where we are
economically, it is best to
just stay in school," she said.
"In order to better ourselves
and come out on top during
these hard times, being welleducated is a must."
Not orily does she fear financial stability but also the ultimate decision for her career,
whether or not to go to graduate school, go into dentistry
or even something completely
different. She fears the plan
God has for her career path.
· "I fear the real world, but so
does everybody else," Marisa
said. "It's time for the real
not surreal."
Marisa's biggest fear: not
having the ideal career that
will lead to financial stability
for her future.

•Stephanie Edward, a print have to endure when decidjournalism major graduating ing their futures: finding the
May 2010, has a fear that hits right job, being financially sea little closer to home: losing cure or even losing friends and
her "safety net." Stephanie mentors. All these things run
came to Southern her fresh- through their minds, but one
man year straight from the thing they must remember is
island of Pohnpei, Micro- with God on their side, there is
·
nesia, not knowing anyone always hope.
and scared. But through her
***
Graduation day has arrived.
college career she has built
a circle of close friends and The adrenaline rush has taken
mentors. They are the ones you over. It's your turn to walk
that keep her sane and push across the stage. You receive
your diploma. You have a seat
her forward.
"Failure has never occurred · and watch your classmates go
because the people I surround through their final moments
myself with don't allow that as a college student. The last
to enter our thoughts and our words of encouragement
actions," she said.
about your future are said,
The cliche, "it's not what and simultaneously the entire
you know, it's who you know" class moves their tassels to the
became real to Stephanie other side, the final confirmathroughout her years in col- tion that you have graduated.
lege. She has created a bond Th-en the question creeps in
that she fears will not follow the back of your mind again,
"Wha,t's really next?" You
her after graduation.
Stephanie's biggest fear: los- smile and remember Proverbs
ing her "safety net" of friends 23:18, "There is surely a future
hope for you, and your hope
and mentors.
When most soon-to-be will not be cut off." With God,
grads start college, they never all fears are · cast aside, and
picture the difficulties they hope will see you through.
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Fun ways to liven l,lp a boring class walk This
CHRIS CLOUZET
REliGION EDITOR

The walk down the promenade can be a lonely, boring
prospect. What is one to do
with the obligatory 10 minutes of down time between
classes? Sometimes people
socialize or review it up for
their next class. Others might
get creative and count all. the
squirrels they see or ·avoid
the cracks so their mother
doesn't have to be rushed to
the hospital.
But if you really want to
make it a memorable experience, if you really want to
leave a lasting impression on
students of Southern, if you
really want to make life exciting and make people wonder,
then try some of these ideas.'
They're bound to transform an
otherwise dull walk into one of
your favorite times of the day.
Go ahead, try one. I dare you.
The Extrovert Advantage. This is a game that requires a friend or two who-- is
heading in the same direction
a5 you for several minutes.
The rules are simple: whoever
kllows the most people wins.
When you see. someone
whose name you know, call
out a loud greeting for them
to hear, preferably in your
competition's ear. This is not
only a great incentive to get to
know and remember ·names,
but it also makes people feel
good. There's nothing like
a sudden start when someone throws your name down ·
the promenade as loud as
theycan. _
Note: Do not be afraid to
utilize highly embarrassing
nicknames. This heightens ·
the feeling of embarrassment
and acceptance. Also, it's just
morefunfor you.
Signature Casts. This activity is a great alternative to
actually breaking your arm.
First, find a friend who shares
your route. Then, grab a scrap
piece of paper and a writing
utensil, preferably one that
writes in a bright color. Next,
tape the paper around your
forearm to make an impromptu, albeit flimsy, "cast." Finally, speed down the promenade
acquiring as many signatures
as you can. Whoever has the
most by the time you reach
your destination wjns.
Note: This can be adapted
in many ways. For example,

you could try Quote Casts often washes away chalk, treat to tout to your takenaback friends.
to see who gets the funni- erasing your message. ·
Note: Technically this can
End of Time Training.
est quote. Or State Casts, to
see who can locate residents This is a tried and true trick work with any food. Howfrom the most, or craZiest, of the trade. Ask Bjorn Har- ever, caution is to be taken,
states. As you might imag- boldt. Impress fellow Adven- especially during the warmer
ine, there are . a plethora of tists with your wilderness months, as ants and other
survival techniques by pull- such disreputable insects
dif.feren~ versions.
ing out fruit, soy milk, or if thrive ~n hidden treats.
Collegiate Choir. This
you're lucky, ice cream, from
' ' They're bound
the bushes. At this point, you adventure is likely to be more
might be spewing, "How in enjoyable with a couple friends
to transform an
the world!" Patience. Allow t<O help. But I double dare you
otherwise dull
to try it on your own. It's simme to explain.
First of all, this works well ple, really. As you walk, decide
walk into one
on a· day when SA is handing on a well-known, catchy song.
out fruit at the Student Center. Then, sing it so Ooltewah
of your favorite
Say apples. (If you missed SA's hears it. Presumably, other
. free fruit, fret not, this is still students will love the song
times of the day.
quite possible with your own so much that they will be unapples.) You nab a couple o' able to refrain (pun intended)
them apples, grinning power- from joining in with gusto. See
Obvious Messages. As fully and uttering passionate how many people you can get
the astute observer will notice, thank-yous as you continue to join your choir. You might
even ask Julie Penner to walk
this activity is the opposite your march.
Soon, at a location of your with you one day, then suggest
of, say, secret messages. The
(thick
shrubbery a little game of truth or dare
idea? Take a load of chalk and choice
·
.~te your friends messages works best), secretly slink. (wink wink).
Note: Inviting Mrs. Penner
on the promenade. Instead of that scrumptious apple into
being secret, they will prob- a memorable hiding · place. may not be worth your time
ably be quite obvious. Think of (Memorable is key. If you (or hers·for that matter) beit like updating your Facebook forget where you hid it, all is cause, although she is a specstatus or doing some sidewalk lost. Literally.) Later that day, tacular singer, she is busy,
text messaging. For a differ:. return with some friends and and to arrange to meet just
ent spin, try to start a deep act really hungry as you near to walk to another class is
philosophical conversation where your apple is hiding. probably a bit of overkill.
with random students. (The Then, as if in a moment of ut- Of course, if the chance ever
downside: say. goodbye to your ter desperation and curiously arises, please l/,o not. hesitate!
sudden insight, thrust your
favorite chalk.)
Note: It is advisable to check hand into the hiding place and
the weather beforehand. Rain yank out your truly terrific

''

Weeken
Check out the concert and
ater options for this week.
Chattanooga Theatre
Centre presents:
Disney's "Beauty and
Beast"
400 River Street, ..,..........."!
ga, Tenn.
Saturday, Oct. 3, 8:oop.m.
$10-$25
http:/ jwww.fyi.ti
press.com/ events
Three Sisters Festival
Bluegrass on the River
Chattanooga's Waterfront
Sept. 2-3 Free
·
http:/ jwww rtn..unt-,-.um
nooga.org
Atlanta Smooth Music
Festival Smooth Jazz
Concert
Featuring: Boney James,
ter Beasley, Urban Jazz
tion and Michael Manson
Mable House
5239 Floyd Road, Ga.
$29 for lawn seating
http:/ jwww.
smoothjazzgrooves.com

Plan Ahead
Enjoy music? There's a
bunch of good stuff
up! .
The fabulous Fox

66o Peachtree Street NE,
lanta, Ga.
Oct. 6-11
$so+
http:/ jwww.foxtheatre.org
DMI Concerts presents:
Casting Crowns with
Matt Redman
UTC McKenzie Arena
Saturday, Oct. 10, 7:0op.m.
$22.50+
http:/ jwww.dmtiCOJlcer
The Chattanooga
Symphony and Opera
presents:
Tchaikovsky Piano
Concerto #1
Tivoli Theatre
Oct. 15-16, 8:oop.m.
J12.50 with student ID
http:/ jwww.chattanooga
symphony.org .

.-
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SPORTS EDITOR: DAVIS WALLACE

Sports are not just for boys;" girls like them too
.

For a long time people
to believe that men
'held the upper hand when it
came to being sports faris. It
is typical for people to assume
'Monday Night Football means
guys-night-out, and 'it is comto view advertisements
portr~y men sporting the
winning teams' attire or
sitting in a sports restaurant
surrounded by friends with
all eyes glued to the television.
However times are changing; women are sports fans
too, and they are just as good
at fervently rooting for their
team, wearing their favor-

.

ite team's jersey or debating joy watching the game just
over yesterday's game as any like any male sports fanatic.
guy out there.
There are plenty of gridiron
There are more women who girls out there, so don't scoff,
love sports than men think. guys, when· she says she likes
The media is acknowledging the Cowboys, and not just bethe recent increase in female cause they have pretty stars on
fans, especially when it comes their .helmets. A good game
to football. For example, more has technical skill on the field, '
women are getting involved but a great game has-"personin sports broadcasting; retail ality" in the stands as well, and.
shops are now selling jerseys I firmly believe that female
and the like in women's sizes fans add a little character to
and colors, and sports Web · that "personality."
sites that are geared towards
The idea of an ordinary
girls are popping up all over Americanized fll.Illily tends to
have that "football father" who
the Internet.
They may not read the is a die-hard fan and never
sports section daily or want wants to be ~n~rrupted durto discuss their fantasy line· ing the game. But in my family
up for hours, but women en- it was always the women who

were dedicated sports fans. Al- ing M&M's to quiz me. A silly
though we enjoy the company · tactic, I know, but one would
and cooking that go along with never guess how quickly he
the game on Sunday, it's. not instilled in me a love for the.
just an event to us; we're into game. Lately, women all over
are becoming more interested
in the athletic world.
So even though most guys
may think the girls are simply
jumping on the bandwagon,
they should just give them a
chance. It may be that they
genuinely love the game and
are able to contribute a bit of
character to the crowds' per- -·
sonality. If guys can accept
the fact that there are women
sports anch<;>rs always on TV, .
the game too. A previous boy- why can't they accept the fact
friend of mine taught me NFL .that girls might love sports as
team names and colors us- much as they do?

''There are
more women
who love
sports than
men think.

''

Not aii·the greatest NBA players ha~e cha111pionship-rings
Why do pro athletes play the
sports that they do? To eventually win a championship ring!
'11lere are many players who
for years but are unable to
&et a championship ring. Here
Ire the greatest starting five
who didn't win a ring.
Point Guard: John Stockton; Utah Jazz point guard
from 1984-2003. Stockton has
19,711 car~er points, 15,806
career assists and 3,265 career steals. He has been best
known for setting up the pick
and roll with Karl Malone
and not the longest shorts in
theNBA.
How close did he come?
In 1997, Stockton hit a clutch
3-pointer to send the Utah
Jazz to the finals for the his-

tory time in franchise history,
but came up short against
Michael Jordan and the Chicago ·Bulls. The following year
Stockton and Utah Jazz had
a rematch with the Chicago
Bulls in the finals, and Utah
was unable to come away with
the championship beeause of a
certain someone.
Shooting Guard: Reggie Miller; Indiana Pacers
shooting guard from 19872005. Miller has 25,279 career points, 6,237 career freethrows made ana 2,560 career
3-point fields made. He_has
. been best known fm his clutch
shooting against the New York
Knicks, Chicago .Bulls and
New Jersey Nets, and also his
feud with Spike Lee.
How close did he come?
In 1995, Miller took the Indi- ·
ana Pacers to a game 7 against

Armrr Utah Jazz guard John Stockton speaks during a media availability before
lliiiRIIuinement in the Bashtball Hall ofFame in Springfield, Mass., Fridny mom... lept.u, 2009. (AP Photo/Steplw.n S"atloia)

Shaquille O'Neal and the Orlando Magic but was unable
to reach the NBA finals that
year. Three years later Miller
and the Pacers went back to
a game 7 in the conference finals agairist Jordan and the
Chicago Bul!s and yet again
came up short. Finally in the
new millennium· the Indiana
Pacers reached the NBA fi.nals against the ·Los Angeles
Lakers. However, just like
in 1995, O'Neal had the last
laugh against Miller. In 2004
he had a chance to send the
Pacers back the NBA Finals
until he went half-hearted on
a lay-up and Tayshaun Prinee
got the "block heard around
the world."
Small Forward: Charles
Barkley; Philadelphia 76ers
power forward from 19841992; Phoenix Suns power forward froni 1992-1996; Houston Rockets. power forWard
from 1996-2000. Barkley ·has
23,757 career points, 12,546
career rebounds and 4,215 career assist. He has been best
known for his ability to rebound well, pass decently and
score great as an undersized
power forward.
How close did he come?
In 1993, Barkley took his MVP
and the Phoenix Suns to the
NBA Finals for the first time
since 1976. He walk~ away
empty-handed due to a big
bull on the other side of the

court. The only other time Magic 2001-2002. Ewing has
Barkley came close to play- 24,815 career points, 11,607
ing in the NBA Finals again career rebounds and 2,894 cawas in 1997. However, Stock- reer blocks. He has been best
ton ruined his dream with his known for his reverse dunks, ·
inside scoring, and mid-range
memorable 3-pointer.
Power Forward: Karl jump shot, oh, and always getMalone; Utah Jazz power for- ting dunked on by Jordan.
How close did he come?
ward from 1985-2003; Los
Angeles Lakers power forward In 1994, while Jordan was
from 2003-2004. Malone has swinging at baseballs, Ew36,928 career points, 14,968 ing took the New York Knicks
career rebounds and 5,248 ca- to the NBA Finals but came
reer assist. He has been best . up short in a game 7 thriller
known for delivering on a pick against the Houston .Rockfor Stockton, as well as his ets. The New York Knicks
reached the finals again in
Rogaine commercial.
How close did he come? 1999. However, Ewing was
Just like Stockton, he reached unable to play due to his knees
the NBA Finals in 1997 and in and had to sit out the whole
1998 but could not tame that series and watch Tim Duncan
bull. However, in 2004, as a capture the NBA Championmember of the powerhouse ship on his home floor. In
Los Angeles Lakers teaJ:!l, he 2002 the Orlando Magic got
went back to the NBA Finals knocked outjn the first round,
not because of a bull, but be- . so Ewing never got his seccause of a T.E.AM. Still he ond chance to play in an NBA
had a shot to get a champion- Finals series.
ship; Instead of resigning with
Championships a~e very
the Los Angeles Lakers due to hard to win, even for great .
Kobe beef, Malone considered play~rs. For these players,
signing with the San-Antonio there will always be a "but" atSpurs. ~e decided not to sign tached to their name. "He was
with the Spurs because he great at what he did, but he
_wanted to spend !_llore time never won a championship."
with his family. San Antonio If it was not for the dominance
went on to ~n the Champion- of Jordan in the '90S and
O'Neal in the new millennium,
ship in June of 2005.
·Center: Patrick Ewing; some (if not all) these playNew York Knicks center from ers would have at least one
1985-2000; Seattle Super- championship ring.
sonics 200C?-2001; Orlando
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Friday, Oetober 2
1-4:30 p.m. FREE Wal-Mart
Transportation, Wright
Hall steps
2:30 p.m. Westsid(!4Jesus,
Teens Sports Muiistries,
Wright Hall steps. Reserve
a spot: westside.tJesus@
gmail.com
·
3:45 p.m. God Is our Song
Ministry, visiting a homeless shelter, Wright HaD
steps
6 p.m. Social Work Phi Alpha
induction, Brennon Kirstein, Talge Chapel
8 p.m. In1\mts V~. Greg
King, Tent
After Vespers, After Glow,
Goliath Wall

7:22p.m. Sunset
Saturday, October 3
9 a.m. .Adontion I, Pathfind-

STUDENT LIFE
Meet the Firms Job/
Internship
Fair:
Come
for a chance to meet with
people who can share valuable
information about your career
field.
Other
opportunities
include: internships, summer
employment and full-time
employment. Thursday, Oct.
1, 2-5 p.m. at the Collegedale
Church Fellowship Hall. Come
dressed in business attire
and have several copies of
your resuine. Visit: http://
meetthefirms.southern.edu
to see a list of the companies
attending. For further questions
contact Carrie Harlin (2659).
CPR/First Aid Certification: Get certified in CPR and
First Aid for only $25. Certification is required for all student
teachers. Employees, community members, all majors
welcome. Come to Summerour
main office to pre-pay by Thursday, Oct. 1, 5 p.m., to hold your
slot. On-campus class, Sunday,
Oct. 4, 9-4 p.m., .Summerour
rQom 107.
All-Night Softball: Come to
All-Night Softball, Saturday
night, Oct. 3 at 8:30 p.m.! All
non-participants must sign in
at their respective dorm's front
desk by 1 a.m. Then you may
sign out to the ball field ONLY
until the games are finished.
Sign iq ·again when you return·
to the residence hall. All residents must be either in their
Residence Hall or signed out to
the ball field ONLY after 1 a.m.

er Sabbath, Chnrch
9:'30-10:15 a.m. Collegiate
Continental Breakfast,
Church Fellowship Hall
9:45 a.m. "Breaking Free•
Women's Sabbath School,
Collegedale Academy,
Room105
9:45 a.m. The Quest for
Authentic Manhood, CA
Choir Room
9:45 a.m. Prism Sabbath
School, Spalding Gym
10:15 a.m. Adoration n, Pathfinder Sabbath, Church
10:15 a.m. Collegiate Sabbath
Scl;aool, Church
10:15 a.m. Men Are Lib Waffles, Women Are Like Spaghetti. CA Room 103
10:15
Steps to am.t/
Blue 1Jb Jazz, CA Library
11:30 a.m. Connect. Andy

a.m.

Nalh..CA

Triathlon: The 26th Annual,
Sunbelt Cohutta Springs 'li'iathlon will take place on Oct. 4
at Cohutta Springs Conference
Center. Race day registration is
available from 10:30-11:45 a.m.
The cost is $60 for individual
(under 24 years of age) and $90
for relay teams.
BluSAUce Fall Festival:
BluSAUce will be holding a
"Wild West" Fall Festival! Activities include horseback rides,
inflatable ~!ides, corn barbecue,
games and music. Sunday, Oct.
4 at the Spalding playground
from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. This is a
family-friendly event for all
Southern community students.
Storyteller & Historian:
Coming to McKee Library on
Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. Storyteller
and historian Richard Hinsley
presents "The American Civil
War: Myths, Legends, and 'li'ue
Tales." This will be a program
you will talk about for weeks, so
mark your calendars now! (convocation credit)
Interested in joining a student organization: Student
organizations have been approved for this year. A list of
those organizations and presidents will be posted in the
Student Center and the Dining
Hall area. If you have questions
regarding a particular organization, contact the president or
. Kari Shultz, director of Student
Life & Activities.
Graduation Regalia: A new
vendor has been chosen to order graduation announcements

11=45 a.m. Renewal, Pathfinder Sabbath. Church
1:30-5 p.m. Student Parlt
Cave open, Goliath
2:30 p.m. Westside4Jesus,
Wright HaD Reserve a spot:
westside4Jesus@gmail

wan

.com
7 p.m. Evensong, Church
8:30 p.m. All N"lgbt SoftbaD
Tournament, Ballfields

Sunday, Oetober 4
26th Annual Sunbelt Cohutta Springs Triathlon
10:30-11=45 a.m. Registration
12:30 p.m. Race Begins
11 a.m.-2 p.m. BluSAUce:
"Wild West"' for community students, Spalding Elementary~

MoacJay, Oeloher s
9 a.m.-s p.m. Mid-Bemester

and regalia for this coming
school year, 2009-10. Please
visit the Balfour Web site at:
www.cbgrad.com. You can also
visit the site by going to the
Campus Shop web site at www.
saucampusshop.com and then
clicking on the Balfour site.
The phone number to call is
1-800-433-0296.
Lost & Found: If you have lost
any items, check Camps Safety's
Web site at http:/fcampussafety.southern.edu and click on the
Lost & Found link (watches, cell
phone, keys, water bottles, etc).
OEC Open Cave: Come check
out Southern's own cave, complete with tight crawls, underground lakes, and real live bats.
Saturday, Oct. 3, from 1:30-5
p.m. Cost: FREE. Meet at Student Park Cave just next to the
Goliath Wall.
OEC Horseback Trail Riding: Come for an evening ride
after classes on the trails of a
nearby horse ranch. Orientation lasts half an hour, the rest
of the time is on the trail atop
your trusty steed. Sunday, Oct.
4 from 1-3 p.m. Cost: $15. Meet
in front of Wright Hall.

Book Buy Back., Campus
Shop University Board of
Trustees Meeting
3:30p.m. tJndel-graduate fum.

a1
Tuesday, October 6
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mid-semester
Book Buy Back, University
Campus Shop
12 p.m. Student Organizations Adviser Meetings, PreSidential Banquet
RoOm
7 p.m. Storyteller &: Historian: Richard Hinsley,
McKee LlDra.ry, Convocation Credit
6 p.m. Thmado Siren Thst

Wedllesday, Oetober 7
7=15 p.m. SA .Senate, White

THURSDAY,

October 1, 2009

'Ibursday, Oetober 8
PreV:aew Southern 101
10 a.m.-4 p.m. National
pression Screening
Sttij}ent Center
11 a.m. Convocation,
American Heritage:
Franco, Des
2-5 p.m. Meet the Firms,
legedale Fellowship Hall
3=30 p.m. Graduate '-u•Lulcu.
Conference Room A
5:45 p.m. Club/Dept.
surer's Orientation,
dential Banquet Room
7 p.m. South East Youth
ference Convocation,
1esecfale church

Oak Room

9:80 p.m. Residence Hall

skills at the Tennessee Bouldering Authority. Thesday, Oct. 6,
6-10 p.m. Cost: $6/$10 if you
need climbing shoes. Meet in
front of Wright Hall.

October4
Bethany Norton, David Brooks,
David Huisman, Joely Cienfuegos, Jordan Netzel,
Park

eee

Octobers
Abdiel Soto, Adam Weigley,
Ann Reynolds, Audrey Whiting, Christopher Bispham,
Daniel Olson, Gareath Murray,
Ryan Rogers, Victoria Brumlow

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Joker: Jokers are available
at the ID Desk in Wright Hall.
Pick yours up today!

BIRTHDAYS
October2
Ashley Clem, Joel Miller, Kevin
Johnson, Leo de Souza, Linda
Wilhelm, Mia Nusantara, Michelle Figueroa, Miriam Mora
Tapia, Natalie Montaldi
October3
Andrea Keele, Autumn Redmond, Bethany Iuliano, Betty
Garver, Brett Schaeffer, Brock
Willey, Christy Kurtz, Curtis
Prevo, Gene Stewart, Jeremy
James, Jonathan Bussey, Kimberly Brown, Kristine Barker,
Patricia Beaman, Vivian
Grabiner

October6
Cindy Johnson, Corey Mann,
Jared Manasco, Jason Ortega.
Joshua Crespo, Joshua Robbins, Katie Chitwood, Kyle Cox.
Kyle Khadar, Lorraine Parreno,
Megan Pauls, Sarah Sinz
October7
Annie Munoz, Christine Sailo,
Dennis Steele, Hai Vo, John
Holbrook, Joylynn Michals,
Keith Coon, Steven Doucoumes, Timothy McFeeters
OctoberS
Clint Ratliff, Crystal James,
Jake Rocke, Janessa Rogers,
Kevin Yi, Lauren Kelley, Luke
Miller, Ruth Bonet, 'li'istan
Shaw

OEC Wilderness Skills
Workshop-Cordage: Learn
to twine and braid cordage from
natural, local materials. Basic
knots, strap weaving, and netting will also be de_monstrated.
Thesday, Oct. 6, 6-8 p.m. Cost:
FREE. Meet at the OEC.
OEC Indoor Bouldering:
Practice your rock climbing

Email classifieds to accentclassifieds@gmail.com
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To ADD OR REMOVE CLASSIFIEDS EMAIL
ACCENTCLASSIFIEDS@GMAIL.COM
THURSDAY, OcToBER 1, 2008

Want your ad here?
Contact John Shoemaker at
jobnshoemaker@soutbern.edu

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

thursday,
oct. 1

Pickup or Delivery withSAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery charges apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

Look:
for an internship
Apply:
fora job
Bring:
yourresnme
Dress:
for success

meet the

FIRMS
2- .s p.m.

Church Atrium
and·
Fellowship Hall
Check the website...
meellhe/iims.southem.edu

YOUNG ALUMNI WEEKEND

OCTO&ER

23 &)4:,
2009

GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN YOUR FRIENDS AND
FORMER CLASSMATES
HONORING CLASSES 2001 THROUGH 2009 '
FRIDAY VESPERS - 7:30 P.M. (SCHMIDT)
.
SABBATH WORSHIP-10:30A.M. (SCHMIDT)
BASKETBALL GAME-8:00P.M. (GYM)
COt;.ITACTTHE ALUMNI OFFICE FOR MORE INFORMATION.
407-77 2-3 780
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.

Forgotten Ramen recipes
AuDREY CooPER

Voila! Special-Ramen Loaf!
HuMOR EpnoR
4· Ramenmeal: For a
Ah , the ramen noodle. great, hearty breakfast, trade
One must stop and wonder in your oatmeal for Ramenwhat life would be like with- meal! Cook your ramen nooout them. One thing is for dles in water until the mixture
certain: college students the comes to a boil, overcook until
world over would be consider- the noodles turn to mush, then
ably hungrier on a regular ba- add brown sugar and raisins.
sis. But the good news is that Voila! Ramenmeal!
we do, in fact, live in a world
5· Mashed Ramen and
where, for 14 cents, any man, · Gravy: Similar to Ramenwoman or child can take home meal, and a great Thanksgivperhaps the only food item ing favorite, overcook noodles
with literally endless prepara- in water until noodles are
tion optiolfs. Here are ten ra- mushy, smash and add butter
men recipes that have fallen and salt, serve with gravy and
by the wayside.
Special-Ramen Loaf. Voila!
...
1. Ramen Krispie Treats:
Mashed Ramen and Gravy!
Crunch up · your ramen noo6. Scrambled Ramen:
dles, add some marshmallow Overcook noodles in water as
cream and smoosh into a pan. with Ramenmeal, pour into a
buttered skillet, scramble unViola! Ramen Krispie Treats!
2. Ramen PB & J: Break
til the noodle mush resembles
the ramen noodle brick into scrambled egg, salt to taste
two pieces, spread peanut but- . and serve with toast. Voila!
ter on one and jelly on the oth- Scrambled Ramen!
er. Voila! Ramen PB & J!
7· Pigs in a Ramen: Boil
3. Special-Ramen Loaf: whole squares of ramen nooTake your favorite Special-K dles in water until they are just
Loaf, substitute ramen noo- cooked enough to mold. Redles for Special-K cereal, serve move from water, roll around
to your good Adventist friends. a Big Frank, serve with ketchIt illflir blliWIIp of

up. Voila! Pigs in a Ramen!
8. Ramen Tarts: Akin to
Pop Tarts, Ramen Tarts require breaking the ramen noodle brick into two pieces (as
with Ramen PB & J), spreading strawberry jam on both
pieces, smooshing them together and adding a fine layer
of icing on top. Voila! Ramen
Tarts!
9· Ramen Chip Cookies: For this delightful study
treat, chip at ramen noodle
brick until the noodles are in
small pieces. Add to your favorite chocolate-chip cookie
recipe, using these homemade
"Ramen . chips" instead of
chocolate chips. Voila! Ramen
Chip Cookies!
10.
Ramenghetti and
Ramenballs: Cook Ramen
noodles in water until they
resemble spaghetti noodles,
add sauce of your choice, top
wfth Ramenballs (made by
grinding noodles into a fine
powder, adding water, rolling
into one-inch balls and baking until very brown). Voila!
Ra~enghetti and Ramenballs!

w-
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HUMBS down
Getting punk'd by the
weather forecast .
You said we'd have all kinds
of rain! OK, Ashton, where are
you?
No roundabout decor
Hey, if we promise to learn
how to use it, can we get
some flowerbeds?
Student numbers up
There were twice as many
students on campus last
week!
Outdoor Education
Center still not finished
We all know outdoor
education majors love the outdoors, but classes on a tower
in the rain is a bit much, even
for mountain men.
The Office validating
parcour·.
We always knew it was cool,
but now we can say it in public
and not feel silly.

Audrey's New Vocab;ulary Suggestions

AUDREY CooPER

.

HuMOR Eonna

Need some new colloquialisms in your life?
Here is some vocab that will be sure to give you a trend-setter status
Tame It: calm down, or cool it.

Not real students
The extra bodies were
actually highschoolers
checking out the <;ampus·.

"I think you need to just sit down and tame it!"

Beard: ruggedly awesome.
"Rock d:imbing is so beard," or "Rock climbing is the beardest sport out there."

Choose life: be careful.
"Choose life and get dowil from that tree!"

Tics: time.
"I'm really presseq for tics right now."

Slow motion: really dramatic.
"Stop being so slow motion about all this."

HUMOit EDiTOR'S .,.,.c:..-...-.~,

The Humor Editor has
that content found on the Hwnor
is strictlY humorous in nature
not necessarily tO be taken as
or offensive.

• The student voice since 1926 • 1bursday, October 8, 2009 •
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tudents compete in Sunbelt triathlon
·• "I think . I did a
couple minutes faster
than last year, and I'm
pretty happy about
that because exercising and training definitely were not on my
priority list," Eller
said.
Participants came
from as far as Arkansas and Michigan to
compete in the event.
One man, Gem:ge
News, a 25-year-old
from Dalton, GA, recently participated in
th_e ITU Aquathlon
World < - Cha,:npionships in Gold Coast,
Australia representing the United States.
"I usually do six
to ten [triathalons]
each summer. This
year I went to Gold
Coast, Australia for
Photo by Emily Kay
. the Aquathon World Southern students Timothy George and Michael Taylor race to the .finish line at the Sunbelt Cohutta Springs Triathlon.

The Sunbelt Cohutta Springs
Triathlon was the challenge
of choice for many Southern
students on Sunday.
The race, which included
a half-mile swim, an 18-mile
ride and a four-mile run,
bas been a tradition for stusince it started in 1984.
year the turnout was largthan ever with, more than
300 participants. · ·
Working to get the race
ready every year, the director of student services, Karl
said that even though
triathlon has gone through
rough times in the past,
was one of the easier years
to get it together.
Many students participate
the race each year.
Bjorn Harbolt, a senior busiadministration major,
the race for the first time
this Sunday and placed first
the male 20-24 age group. . Championship," News said.
throwing up, he jumped • ,News ca:me in second at the
the lake to cool off, changed triathlon, losing first place by
clothes and listened to his seconds to Patrick O'Brien, a
to relax, Harbolt said.
junior at Collegedale Academy
who finished in less than an
hour and a half.
O'Brien began participat-

ing in the race four or five
years ago and said he felt great
about his time.
"I didn't feel so great on the
course, but I guess I ended
up doing pretty-well," said
O'Brian, "I've Had some good
placements in other races

around, but I've never been
the overall winner."
Many said having a wetsuit made a huge difference
because of the cold weather.
Overcast skies and a slight
drizzle came to meet the runners at the end of the last

four mile stretch, but most
had smiles, mixed with joy
and relief. Despite the unruly
weather no one was scared
off, including members of the
Green Initiative Club.
Jordan Sager, Social vice
president of Green Initiative,
(continued on page 4)

th -c enter encourag~s

va€cinatioris
t on-campus iliiie&s.
Eowever, staff at tlle health
center still wish that more students would get vaccinations
the threat of the swine to -prevent a bad flu season
eon1mcm subject of news on~pus.
the University Health · The vaccination process
is experiencing more is quick and easy, said Mary
wanting vaccinations 'King, office nurse at the Uniseasonal-flu this year. versity Health Center. Also,

students can charge the $2o
fee for the vaccination to their
student accounts.
"You can just come, get it
and leave," King said. ''You
don't even have to wait in the
office fot 2_0 minutes after getting the shot like you· do for
mqst vaccines."
King also said there are
rarely side effects. and that
if there are, they are usually
mild.
"Some people might have
a day or two where they feel
under the weather," King

jill
SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY

saiq. <lBut it's nothing ma~
jor, and it ean he :fu!:ed with.
some ibuprofen."
· One student :who usually
gets the seasonal flu vaccine
did not this year. and wishes
she had. Bhe got the fiu this
year, and plans to · get vacci~
nated as soon as she recovers.
"This year is the first tear
rve liad the flu," said f;rystal:
Campbell, a freshman social
work major~ "I recommend
that everyone get the shot."
Chris Conley, a senior nursing major, got the vaccine last

week and .said it was relatively
pain-free.
"It was uncomfortable for
a moment," Conley said. "But~
on a scale of one to ten it was
a one."
King agreed and said that
the dread of getting the shot
is often worse than the pain of
the needle pqck.
"People always say that it
wasn't as bad~as they thought
it would be," King said. ''There .
shouldn't be any reason for
people not get it."

to

UNMOTIVATED AND LAZY
~D JUST SIT AROUND
ON A BEACH, SIPPING
FRUIT PUNCH.

.

SEE OPINION PAGE 7

''.
SEE Llr"ESM..F.S PAGE 8
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Flat screens to display campus information
ANGELA S4,DLER

Suu Wa1na ·

New flat-screen televisions
are going up in key locations
around campus.
Student Services requested
the TVs to provide general
student information, such as
the Weekender and who the
next convocation speaker will
be. This will allow students to
stay informed about what is
going on around campus. the
TVs are being put in prominent places where students
frequently go.
The TVs will make the irtformation more readily available
for students who do not read
flyers around campus or check
their e-mail.
"I would pay attention to
them," said Valerie Dry, a
sophomore speech pathology
major. "I liked being able to

look at them and watch as they
scrolled through information."
- Other students echo her
opinion and say they liked the
old TVs.
Each department will program their TV to display the
information they want to
show: The cafeteria will have
the menu displayed so students can see what their food
options are before actually entering the cafeteria.
While some students give
positive feedback, a few
students do not even notice the TVs, or think they
are irtiportant.
"I didn't even notice them.
And they don't seem to be
doing anything, so I don't
see why they are there," said
·Ashlee Pacamalan, a junior
nursing major.
While students · might not
always enjoy or even pay
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WWII B-17 bomber plane
visits the Collegedale airp

attention to the TV programming, ·at least it might keep
them entertained.
"It gives you something to
do while you stand in linE!,"
said Mike McClung, the associate director for Information
Systems, referring to the TV
located in the cafeteria.
So far~ these TVs only display
text and a little animation, but
video will come. Henry Hicks,
the executive director of IS,
wrote the program and is the
one in charge of it.
Through RSS feeds, the
departments where TVs are
located will be able to take
information from their Web
site and display it on the TVs.
Departments will no longer
need to provide flyers because
all the information will be displayed on the TVs.

. Photo by Tiffany
A B-17 bomber lands in the Collegedale airport on Wednesday,
September 30. The B-17ojfered the community the chance to take a
·
ride in this plane from WWII.

Internet connectio

Symphony Orchestra to present concert interruption frustrates stud
ALISON QUIRING
NEWSEDIJDR

they will perform together. previous works.
"Widor's music can be very
With only six weeks to re5uEEWR!llR
hear~e. Minner . always picks
pleasing to an audience,"
The School of Music's sym- the ·symphony carefully.
said Glass.
phony orchestra will perform
This year marks the · 2ooth. · The Symphony in G Minor
of Mendels~ for organ and orchestra is
works by Verdi, Widor and anniversary
Mendelssohn at its annual Or- sohn's birth, so Minner de- actually Widor's orchestral
gan Concerto Concert in the cided it was a fitting time to arrangement of some of his
Collegedale Church. Sunday, perform his "Reformation" previous solo organ works.
symphony. The work earns In these pieces, Widor tried
Oct. 11 at 7:30 p.m.
The orchestra is directed by its nickname from the eas- to use the organ to replicate
Laurie Redmer Minner, asso- ily recognized tune, "A Mighty the symphonic sound of the
ciate professor of music. Judy Fortress Is Our God," which orchestra. Consequently, the
Glass, the School of Music's · is used in the symphony's organ part is very demandorgan professor, is the fea- final movement.
ing and involves a lot of
tured soloist for the.Widor.
Glass chose the Widor sym- pedal work.
Choosing the pieces of mu- phony because she wanted to
"I think he tried to make the
sic for the concert was a joint do something different from organ a one-man band," Glass
effort between Minner and pr~vious organ concerto con- said. "I've been working on it
Glass. Every year brings a certs. The piece features a since the first of August."
slightly different group of stu- variety of mood changes, and
Members of the orchestra
dents to the orchestra, and Glass said that people will be are enthusiastic about the
this concert is the first time able to relate to it more than opportunity to perform with
the organ.
"I really enjoy playing
· with the organ," said Laurel
Guthrie, a senior majoring in
piano' performance and nurs·
a:xE'Ilt..'iOU1lwm.edu • 11w student voice sin.-:e 192.6
ing. "It is nice that we have
EMILY YOUNG
· the opportunity to play with
EDITOR
the-professors."
KATIE HAMMOND
ALISON QUIRING
EMILY KAY
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junior voice performance
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Most students on campus · ment deadline."
who attempted to use the
Joshua Ortiz, a
Internet on Monday were sports studies major,
not able to between 8-u p.m. Laurence Clayton, a
Students off campus also had marketing major, both
trouble accessing Southern's trouble finishing their
Web sites during this time.
composition homework.
The problem occurred when
"I was trying to do some
the routers. at the Electric search for Comp. class,
Power Board, the Internet ser- · couldn't do it because I
vice provide£ ,southern uses, Internet," Ortiz said.
went down. The Electric Pow"I had sent my essay
er Board switched to use their my dad for him to edit,
backup servers, but that server couldn't get his e-mail
did not have Southern's Inter- so I had a . hard time
net information.
ting my assignment
"Their Internet connection 8 a.m. Tuesday
wouldn't accept our Internet Clayton said.
traffic," said Henry Hicks,
Other students
the executive director of even notice the Internet
Information Services.
not working.
Hicks said the Internet at
"I didn't even notice
Southern was down for about I was in Brock Hall
three hours, which is the lon- homework, not in the
gest the Internet has ever been said Guian Goulet, a
down on campus.
animation major. "The
Many students trying to do net did work [at Brock],
homework, check their e-mail was really slow."
or use Eclass were unable to
"I wasn't even in my
because of the problem.
while the Internet was
"I was trying to figure out but if I had been it
what to read for class, but would have only affected
couldn't because the Internet Facebook intake, not
wasn't working," said Marcus homework I had," said
Keenan, a freshman business ney Wiley, a junior liberal
major. "I was running around education major.
the dorm looking for people
Hicks· said that the .,..,....,~in my class to give me the in- lar problem with the ln1:en4
formation I needed to finish will not happen again
my assignment."
now the Electric Power
"My Eclass was down and has Southern's
I had an assignment due that on both their primary
I couldn't turn in," said Ryan secondary servers.
Plater, a freshman graphic

~outhcrn arrent
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dale joins advancement Festival and Memories remodel offices
RACHEL AllEN
STAFF

Geovanny Ragsapplied for the position
director of development
Southern six months ago,
spent a lot of time in
Now, having moved
the advancement office
two and a half weeks ago,
has no doubts about
very excited about
here," Ragsdale said.
believe that God
us here. I am humto be a part of [the
ltmcement team]." _
33, previously
as the regional vice
for Latin America
in Free Ente.r also known as SIFE. She
job because of the detravel schedule and
to settle down with
Jrlmsband, John, a massage
whom she married
weeks before she ar-

therefore will have to learn
about· Southern's culture and
how it operates.
"I really don't think it will
take her long to get up to
speed," said Rob Raney, senior gifts officer and former
director of development. "She
is a great organizer and has a
lot of experience."
Ragsdale has been working
as · a professional fundraiser
for the last 10 years, and has
been using that experience to
dig into her mission at Southern and excel at her job.
"If anyone is highly adaptable it's her," said Chris Carey,
vice president for advancement. "I've been very impressed by her interest in students and her ability to see the
big picture."
A focus on the students with
a goal to make an impact in
their lives drives Ragsdale.
Steven Arauz, Student Association executive vice president, recognized this after
he met with her to get advice
about a scholarship' program.
•
Going into the meeting he
-Chrzs
-- was not sure how helpful she
would be because she had
just started the job, but he
came out with enthusiasm
and encouragement.
''
wanted to do something
Throughout their meeting,
fits my life mission and Ragsdale emphasized her misand be able to be a sion to help Southern thrive
Ragsdale said.
and make sure that students
bmting to the job sum- were provided for.
the director of develop"The minute I heard that I
is in charge of "manag- realized, 'Wow, this woman
fundraising development is here for us,'" .Arauz said.
developing the field "She sat with us for an ento support these pro- tire hour, and she's only
and planning and di- · been here for eight days,
the implementation I think."
development proRagsdale ultimately plans to
and initiatives while fully invest herself in this minwith key staff istry and find where she fits.
"Beyond my work here,"
only will Ragsdale take she said, "I hope that I can
heavy work load, but . take advantage of what a uniwill be a steep learning versity is all about, and that's
because Ragsdale is not the students."
alumna of Southern, and

been very
by -

Carey

Warna

Student media producers received a morale boost
this summer when the
Southern
Memories
and
Strawberry Festival offices
were renovated.
Before the renovation, the
offices, located in the Campus
Safety building, were cramped
and lacked creative design.
Last year, the Memories staff
worked in two small cubicles
with only a few computers.
"Before it was renovated,
the Memories office felt claustrophobic," said Randy Craven, assistant art professor
and Memories advisor. "It was
very institutional looking and
lacked a creative atmosphere
for students to work in."
Now the yearbook office
has taken a different tone.
When people walk in, they
are greeted with rich orange
and taupe oolored walls, new
carpet, softer lighting, new
computers and an island design table. Magnetic bulletin
boards provide an easier way
to. brainstorm ideas and preview layouts. Custom-built
countertops and bookshelves,
along with new chairs complete the look, creating a more
efficient workspace.
"When I first saw the orange
walls, I tho~ght, 'Orange? Re-

Photo by Sam Steele

Kristine Barker, Heather Dappolonia, Kristopher Haughton and Jason
Neufeld meet in the newly-renovated Strawberry Festival office.

ally?' But then when I saw it all be in. It's a whole new feel,
coming together, it W!lS very welcoming, and exciting."
homey," said Jared McNeil, a
Aric Turlington, a former
Memories photographer.
Festival director, S!lid the old
The extra space and better lighting in the office was terequipment will to help pro- rible, but now the new lights
duce better student media.
make it much better and helps
"It is a benefit for the stu- prevent eye strain.
dents, because now that we
To renovate the offices,
have more space, we can hire there had to be a plan. The
more so they can be a part of Memories and FestiVal staff
student media," said Rainey talked to the Student AssociaPark, Memories editor.
tion Senate about purchasing
In the Festival office, new new equipment. They worked
lighting, a bold ".strawber- out a floor plan and then subry" red wall and new carpet mitted the proposal to student
brighten up the room.
- senate, and it was approved.
"I'm excited about it. I love
Park said, "We are thankful
the red wall," said · Kristine to everyone who was involved
Barker, Festival director. "It in remodeling the offices, in- ·
has made the room a lot nicer, eluding the student senate,
and it's a place that I want to which_contributed funds."

,.

Tutoriligi~ses at LSS
JECSY VIILAMIZAR
SJAFFWRmR

Tutoring
at
Southern
has increased significantly
this semester compared to
other semesters.
Students do not necessarily
come because they are lacking good grades, but because
they realize it is better to come
to Learning Support Services
early in the semester than at
the end when they already have
academic problems.
"The best students ask
for help," said Januwoina
Nixon, director of Learning
Support Services.
Nixon is glad that students
are taking initiative.
"We are seeing a big difference now. Students who
are coming ar~ students frqm
across campus, coming vol1}ntarily and coming earlier,"
Nixon said. "[They] are becoming aware of the fact that
it is OK to ask for help."

LSS hopes to get tlie- word
out so students on campus can
take advantage of this opportunity to achieve better grades.
LSS has 36 student tutors and

''

Students .who
.
are coming
are students
from across
.
campus, coming
voluntarily, and
coming earlier.
-Januwoina Nixon

''

one volunteer available to help
students in different areas
of study.

Dianaly Bias, a sophomore
accounting major and LSS tutor, likes tutoring because she
is not only-helping others, but
she is also making friends.
"I get to meet new ~le. It
becomes more than just a"tutoring session," Bias said.
....
Bias applies the same
methods she uses to learn to
her tutoring students. She
feels 'i fis easy to relate to~
classmates in need. -------------Regina Bailey, the LSS office manager, said that this
semester more students are
coming for general chemistry
sessions, and the data shows
an increase of students coming early -iii the semester to
get help.
LSS plans to have workshops before the end of the
year to help students with
time management and other
topics that will help students
to have a better academic year.

---
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International students adapt Triathlon

Continued from Pg.

NICOLE GARCIA

SuEFWRJTER

Southern Adventist University registered an additional
39 international students
this fall, bringing a total of
158 students to campus on
student visas.
One advantage international students have compared to their American peers
is a broader perspective of
the world, because they must
adapt to a new way of living
in America. In the process
of adapting, many students
go through culture shock,
which is the anxiety and feelings from the clashing of
ethnic traditions.
Jonathan Santucci, a freshman psychology major from
Bermuda, said, "I never went
into culture shock, because
I've been on a lot of trips away
from my people."
However, former exchange
student and current international student adviser, Liane
de Souza, provides counseling to students, helping them
cope with culture shock and
legal documentation. On average, de Souza meets with five
-students daily, whether covering to-minute questions or
hour-long discussions.
Throughout the year, de

Souza plans international student get-togethers for orientations, as well as Thanksgiving
and Christmas parties where
students give creative input
for themes.

''

I never went into
culture shock
because I've
been on a lot
of trips away
from my
people.
-Jonathan
Santucci

''

To cover more in-depth
legal questions that international students have, de Souza
invites an attorney for an Immigration Basics Seminar to
speak at least five times a year.
In September, two seminars
were held, with less than 50
students in attendance.
"We try as much as possible

LAUREN BROOKS

Suu W.ma

Collegedale Academy's auditorium was recently transformed into ·Siam for the fall
Broadway musical, "The King
and 1."
Five teachers and 138 students from Collegedale Acadep!y and A. W. Spalding Elementary School were a part
of the cast, crew and orchestra. Auditions were held at
the beginning of the school
year, said Jeff Lauritzen, one
of the directors. Rarely do you
find a musical of this level put
together is such short time,
but this was the only weekend that worked in the fall,
Lauritzen said.
Lauritzen and the other directors, Richard Hickam and
Holly Greer, chose the production during the middle of last
school year.
"This one is interesting because it's based on
actual eevents Jn . ~ h~Qry,"

' ' This one is
interesting
because
it's based
on actual
events in
history
-Jeff Lauritzen

''

Lauritzen said.
"The King and I'' is.the third
Broadway musical put on by
CA 'and Spalding in the past
five years.
The plot of the musical follows Anna Leonowens as she
ap.~l. her sop, l..cuis, 4U"rive in
( :; ~,, - · • M olc.r. <V '.Qoo

to help [students], but ultimately it's their responsibility," de Souza said.
Before iflternational students arrive on campus, the
university must receive an international deposit of $3,000,
and students must fill out an
I -20 immigration form, which
is a requirement for students
to come into the U.S.
"I had to fill forms with my
personal information and career goals," said Jorge Hernandez Pleitez, a sophomore
business administration major from El Salvador.
In addition to the general
requirements, international
students must have good SAT
scores, a student visa, and
must score 450 or higher on
the Test of English as a Foreign Language.
As an international student,
finding a job is difficult. International students are only permitted to work on campus and
for a maximum of 20 hours a
week, which means that they
are not allowed to have jobs
working as literature evangelists, at summer camps or even
for the Collegedale church.
De Souza said, "The point
is, the paycheck has to come
from Southern."

1

and other members were there
with encouragement for participants and recycling bins for
their water bottles.
"We are encouraging each
and every participant - and
collecting their water bottles as
they finish the race or as they
are cheering on their friends,"
Sager said. "The Green Initiative Club is to help people
become aware of what's going
on and to encourage people to
have fun while recycling."
Participant ages ranged
from 11 to 78, with Carl Hartman being the oldest. The last
time he did the race was in
2004, and Hartman said he

October 8,

feels more in-shape than
Feeling the · triathlon
well overall, Shultz did
tion that lifeguards had to
·four swimmers from
ing during the event.
er, that is why Robert
professor }n the School
Health and Wellness,
sure to have qualified
guards watching the
News said, "I've been
this race for the past
five years and I keep
back because I like it and

results of the race, visit
results.active.com. Click
the Sunbelt Cohutta
Triathlon link.

Read th.e news onli
Can't get enough
of the news? Go to
http:/ /accent.southem.edu to see videos,
vote in polls, read
past news stories and
learn more about the
Accent staff.

Siam, where Anna teaches
English to the children of the
king. The Siamese customs
differ from English ones, creating conflict between the king
and Anna. Just as she is about
to give up hope and leave
Siam, she hears of the king's
death. Anna returns to help
his son, her favorite pupil,
rule his people.
Morgan Aumack, a junior at
CA, played Anna Leonowens.
Joshua Farnsworth, a CAsenior, portrayed the king. Both
have been involved in musiPhoto by
cals before, but this time each
Morgan Aumack performs with a group of children during a
took the lead parts, which re- Collegedale Academy's production of "The King and I."
qujred about 100 hours of rehearsal time.
Farnsworth even . studied ing, especially the king's,"
Spalding Strings instrw::tce
the arrogance of the king so he Aumack said.
Rhonda Burnham coJ11d11ctel
could accurately portray him.
Aumack wore a hoop skirt, the orchestra. CA band
The elaborate costumes and with bonnets and gloves. Fran- orchestra director,
scenic backdrops were rented sworth wore bright, colorful Hickam contributed by
from a Minneapolis company. robe-like shirts with pants be- ing trumpet.
Aumack and Farnsworth had cause of the style in the t8oos.
HiclGun said, "[I had] a
about five costume changes
Farnsworth said, "They playing in the orchestra."
during the show.
help portray my character
-.uw"LA! ~ eMf! .a,maz- , 1Y$!l'Y well;
, SZ!J <- bm _,r~ , 1 rro 8
~adot~~qssJI tuods bsh: .~smurl1l9rU :tssrl ot Ho h i! .o
.a'{.sa 1ns.mmsvoa
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justices piled on. Poe's tombstone was destroyed ·before
Jdtingproper6wner.d
it could be installed, when a
train derailed and crashed
into a stonecutter's yard. Rufus Griswold, a Poe enemy,
published a libelous obituary
that damaged Poe's reputation
for decades.
But on Sunday, Poe's funeral
will get an elaborate do-over,
with two services expected to
draw about 350 people each
-the most a former church
next to his grave can hold. Actors portraying Poe's contemporaries and other long-dead
writers and artists will pay
their respects, reading eulogies adapted from their writings about Poe.
"We are following the proper etiquette for funerals. We
want to make it as realistic as
cousin, Neilson Poe, possible;" said Jeff Jerome,
announced his · death curator of the 'Poe House
publicly. Fewer than 10 people and Museum.
attended the hasty funeral
Advance tickets are sold out,
.for one of the 19th century's · alth~qgh Jerome will make
greatest writers. And the in- some seats available at the

Edgar Allan Poe finally

NATIONAL
door to ensure packed houses.
Fans are traveling from as far
away as Vietnam.
The funeral is arguably the
splashiest of a year's worth of
events honoring the 200th anniversary of Poe's birth. Along
with Baltimore-where he
spent some of his leanest years
in the mid-1830s-Poe lived in
or has strong connections to
Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Richmond.
With the funeral angle covered, the Edgar Allan Poe Museum in Richmond stagea a
re-enactment last weekend of
his death. Those with a more
academic interest in Poe can
attend the Poe Studies Association's annual conference·
from Thursday through Sunday in Philadelphia.
Visitors in Baltimore for the
funeral can enjoy a new exhibit at the Baltimore Museum of
Art, "Edgar Allan Poe~ A Baltimore Icon," which includes
chilling illustrations to "The
Raven" by Edouard Mariet.

curator of the Poe House and Museum, looks over a replica of the body of Edgar Allan Poe, in BalMonday, Oct. 5, 2009. The Poe House will host a viewing of a replica .ofthe body ofPoe on Wednesday,
7, 2oog,jollowed by the funeral he never had, on Sunday. (AP Photo/Rob Carr)

,.ll!ft.IPrc•m"-

An expected milder winter;
along with lower fuel costs,
·should cut average residential
heating expenditures by 8 per(AP)
Staying warm won't be quite cent from last year, the Energy
Information Administration
as expensive this winter.
People who heat with natu- said in its annual winter outral gas should do especially look on Tuesday.
The nearly s8 million
well, seeing their lowest bills
in five years. But no matter households that use natural
what fuel is used, heating costs gas stand .to save about $105
are expected to take less of a . compared with last. year, and
Dite out of household budgets propane users. will get an
in the coming months-from even bigger break-as much
$20 to as much as $280 low- as $280. More modest reducer than last winter depend- tions, $20 to $6o, are expected
iag on what fuel is used, the - for people who use electriCity
or fuel oil to heat their homes.
pernment says.

The federal agency, which
keeps track of energy statistics
and trends, cautioned that its
projections are overall averages based on broadly expected
weather conditions and fuel
supply and cost trends. How
much a family actually spends
also will depend on local
weather, the size and energy
efficiency of their -home and
the efficiency of furnaces and
other heating equipment.
But generally the news is
good for _consumers already
hammered by the economic
downturn and possibly worried about keeping jobs.
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SWine flu shots come
next week
ATLANfA (AP) - The initial swine flu vaccine doses
this week will be the nasal
spray version, and arm injections will begin next week to
help meet demand, health officials said Tuesday.
About 2.2 million doses
of nas~ spray are available
so far. However, the spray is
not recommended for some
people who are most in danger of complications from flu,
incJuding pregnant women
and people with asthma.
While some priority groups
like health-care workers and
healthy children 2 or older can
get vaccinated this week, pregnant women and others at risk
should wait.
The vaccine first became
available in some states on
Monday. So far, demand for
it is outstripping supply, said
Dr. Torn Frieden, director of
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, at a Tues-

Obama's job approval
rises amid concerns
NEW YORK (AP) - President Barack Obama's approval ratings are starting to
rise after declining ever since
his inauguration, new poll
figures_show as the country's
mood begins to brighten. But
concerns about the economy,
health care and war persist',
and support for the war in Afghanistan is falling.
· An Associated Press-GfK
poll says s6 percent of those
surveyed in the past week approve of Obama's job performance, up from so percent in
September. It's the first time
since he took office in January
that his rating has gone -up.
People also feel better about
his handling of the econo-

day press conference. He did
not say by how much.
Swine flu is widespread
across the country,' although
cases are on the upswing in
some areas and seem to be receding in others, Frieden said.
According to the latest CDC
data, reports are falling a bit
in five regions that comprise
about half the country-the New York-New Jersey area;
the Southeast; the Midwest;
the central · Plains; and the
region that includes Hawaii, California, Nevada and
Arizona.
However, the unpredictable
flu could make a resurgence,
Frieden sai.fl, noting it's not
too late for people in any region to be vaccinated.
The CDC doesn't have an
exact count of swine flu deaths
and hospitalizations, but existing reports suggest the infection has caused more than
6oo deaths and more than
g,ooo hospitalizations since
the virus was first identified
in April.
my and his proposed health
care overhaul.
But not about the war.
Support for the war in Afghanistan has declined, the
poll said Tuesday. And approval of Obama's handling
of it is holding steady-in
contrast to his gains in other
areas-as he considers a big
troop increase there. Poll
responpents narrowly oppose
the increase.
_Overall, 39 percent said
they disapproved of Obama's
performance in office, down
from 49 percent last month.
The poll of 1,003 adults was
conducted Oct. 1-5, using both
landline and cell phone interviews, with a margin of sampling error of plus or minus 3.1
percentage points.

President Burack Obama waves after making remarks to employees at
the National Counterterrorism Center in McLean, Va., Tuesday, Oct. 6,
2009. (AP Photo/Gerald Herbert)
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Living forJesus: Are you iri. or are you o4t?
BEN ScHNELL
CoNO!Rl1101!

;f
'

l

When a large crowd gathers, evangelists become excited. But when large crowds
gathered for Jesus, he became
skeptical. Luke 14:25 says that
"large crowds were traveling
with Jesus, and turning to
them he said, 'If anyone comes
to me and does not hate his father and mother, his wife and
children, his brothers and sis. ters-yes, even his own lifehe cannot be my disciple. And
anyone who does not carry his
cross and follow me cannot be
my disCiple.'"
It's not a bad thing that
evangelists are stoked when
large crowds show up. It is
always a blessing when many
people hear the word of God.
But Jes~s was concerned with
commitment. He didn't want
any half-hearted followers. In
his sermon, he proposes a hypothetical situation. Suppose
you are building a tower and
you fail to estimate the cost,

so you lay the foundation and the task. It's a life-and-death
you don't have enough money matter. It's the same with Jeto finish it. Everyone who sees sus. Our spirituality is a lifeyour "tower" will ·ridicule it. and-death matter. If you're.
You've barely gotten started!
not interested, that's fine; God
I ask this question to my- will not force you. It's your
self as much as to you: Have choice. He still loves you. But
we barely started our Chris- if you want in, don't ride the
tian walk and then left it fence. Go all out.
half done? Isn't it obvious by
Jesus finishes His evangelooking around- us that the listic appeal by saying, "Any
church is filled with. half- one of you who does not give
hearted Christianity?
up everything he has cannot
bf;
my disciple." In my expeJesus requires sold-out
commitment. He isn't inter- rience, it's not common evanested in anything else. I get · gelistic practice to specify
!}le impression that he said what things disqualify people
what he did to try and make from being disciples. But Jesome people in the crowd go sus did. Of course, he wasn't a.
away. It's an ultimatum. He common man.
Jesus doesn't require perwants people to get serious
and give their lives completely fection. He knows
. we would
.
to Him, or not. It's that simple. all be disqualified. For JeBut why does it have to be one sus, it's a question of devoway or the other? It seems tion. Are you in or out? Jesus
eliminates the middle ground
·so harsh!
It may not always seem so to as a legitimate option. Dear
us, but this commitment is a Lord, help me to serve you
life-and-death matter. A king with everything I am, holding
going to war sits down and nothing back.
makes sure his army is up to

.· Chasing Rihanna and Beyonce enCourages surrender
JEFF HARPER
CONOIBUIDR

Unfortunately, my interaction with sheep in America
has been limited to one or two
occasions unless you include
counting imaginary sheep in
my attempts to fall asl~ep.
However, I was pleased to
find that the sheep count
here in Tasmania, Australia,
was much higher than in my
sheep-less state of Georgia;
In fact, the people' I was staying with when I first arrived
here actually own two sheep
named Beyonce and Rihanna. I would like to share with
you a personal encounter I
had with · these sheep a few
weeks ago.
I had a religion class to teach
one morning at Hilliard Christian School and was running a
few minutes behind schedule.
Not feeling quite as prepared
as I wanted to and skipping
breakfast (which is not something I usually do), I promptly
ran out the door, threw open
the gate and jumped in my

car. As I was hurriedly backing up, I looked in my rearview mirror and saw that my
two lady friends, Beyonce and
Rihanna, were escaping! I had
not noticed them in the fmnt
corner of the yard, and in my
haste forgot that they are keen
escape artists.
I slammed my car in park,
jumped out and started running down the road in an effort
to apprehend these two con
artists: However my chasing
was in vain because they kept
on running up the road farther.
To make a long story short,
the people I was staying with
noticed "some man" sprinting down the road and in their
curiosity, came outside. They
noticed my attempted endeavors and came to-help. Finally,
with some pieces of bread we
were able to coax the sheep
back through the front gate and
into the yard.
To make my morning· even
more exciting, when I came
back to my car to go to school,
I found that the car had locked

itself while it was running!
We all have days. like that,
I was locked out of my car; , don't we? Unexpected twists
and after numerous attempts and turns come ·our way. You ·
to get in, had to wait 45 min- accidently sleep through your
utes for a locksmith. I called alarm, your ~r won't start
up the teacher I WaS· teaching one morning, or you can't

RIHANNA & BEYONCE

Graphic by Stephan Castro

for, told him I couldn't- make
it for unexpected reasons,
apologized and rescheduled
for another date. The experience turned out to be blessing
for two reasons. One, I was
able to eat breakfast; and two,
I was able to prepare more for
my class.

find your student ID card or
that homework assignment
you have to turn in. What do
we do in these situations? Do
they cause us to sulk and be
upset? Do they arouse feelings of stress and anxiety?
Jesus says in Luke 12:22-23,
"Therefore I tell you, do not

be anxious about your life,
what you will eat, nor about
your body, what you will put
on. For life is more than food,
and the body more than
ing." I love how simply Jesus
puts it: life is bigger than lost
ID cards and crazy sheep! Listen, Jesus says, "Come unto
me, if you are weary and heavy
laden, and I will give you rest!"
(Matthew 11:28).
I encourage you this weekend and this next week not to
let the little stuff get to you,
and if you are stressed, worried, or anxious, give your burdens and cares to Jesus. Just
pray, "Jesus, I give my worries into your hands." If you
pray that prayer, He promises He will take your anxio':ls thoughts away and give
you peace!

Jeff Harper is a senior theology major and a · student
missionary in Hobart, Tasmania this year.
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

ders: A guide to understanding a misunderstood group
think they know who we are.
To explain this phenomenon, I must compare my own
culture with that of Ameri-

friends were telling me
while I just slid farther
farther down my chair
you could see was my
above the table sur1 wasn't having a good
I was feeling lazy that
day.
is when one of my
made the comment
all islanders are lazy. I
just how little people
know about islanders.
after spending a whole
on an island, my friend
assumed islanders
and all live the same
This is my attempt to
and exhibit my fellow
to the not-ignorant1-DCllt-e<lluClltted people who

can culture. Let's look at the
American dream aspect of
American culture. Forgive me
if I'm wrong, but what I understand of this ideal is attaining
success. What is success? Living here for about four years,
I've adapted to the do-betterbe-better attitude that I've
been exposed to. People work
daily to get the promotion, or

lief, we do go to work ·every
day. These days, Ws hard to
get the whole family together
to go to an outer island for a
weekend. Western culture
has introduced the concept
of work, work, work and little
or no time for play. This isn't
necessarily a bad thing. However, it has wedged gaps intn
our lifestyle that will be hard
to retrieve if things keep going the way they're going now.
I have also come to adapt, although not in a major way, to
the American lifestyle. I find
myself doubting whether or
not I want to return home to
work. I sometimes catch myself criticizing the work ethic
Photo Courtesy of sxc.hu
back on the islands. I abhor
advertently causes what I see the thought of marrying an
as unneeded stress and frus- islander just because I feel
tration when things go the like they won't get anywhere
in this life. This comes from
wrong direction.
This has led to the stereo- living here for about four
type that islanders are unmo- years now.
I'm proud of where I'm
tivated and lazy and just sit
around on a beach, sipping from. I'm proud of my hel'i.fruit punch and napping un- tage and traditions and my
culture. I'm also learning to
der the sun.
Contrary to popular be-· be proud of American culture,

graduate with honors, or be
well-known. All these demand
that you constantly push yourself in that direction. This in-

my adopted home. I'm learning that I can be part of both
worlds and make it work to my
advantage.

''

Islanders are
unmotivated
and lazy and
just sit around
on a beach,
sipping fruit
punch.

There are instances when a
little push isn't so bad. There
are other times when sitting
back and analyzing things
and taking your time actually
helps the situation. Don't call
us lazy. We're just misunderstood. Take the time to actually get to know people before
placing them in stereotypes.

nnections class helps students to discover purpose
DANA

Connections was
credential for my
.....,,,.~t.~ .. of college, I was
Why did I need a
to stand in front of
and give me studying tips
I had obviously done
enough in high school usmy own methods in order
me to where I am now?
learned that many
friends were just as bitabout the class being a
requirement as I was.
about the class
to flood freshmen
These venting
included comments

I began wondering what the
point really was. The description of the class on Southern's
Web site talks about helping

' ' These venting
.
sessions
included
comments
like 'The class
is.pointless, I
don't need to
be taking it.'''
students with social adjustments at a university and
emphasizing critical thinking
skills, but is it more than that?
I remember the times in
grade school when teachers
would ask the legendary question, "What do you want to be

when you grow up?" Hands
that were connected to little
voices would shoot up around
the room and produce answers
such as firefighter, doctor or
teacher. In our minds, these
were admirable jobs and goals
that were perfectly attainable .
As time passed and those
little voices grew up, my classmates and I started giving the
question a little more thought.
Hours of studying made becoming a doctor seem a little
far off, and perhaps we weren't
all cut out to be firefighters or
teachers. So, now what?
Have you ever noticed the
college graduate who has
a degree in a subject that
doesn't seem to benefit them?
They can't find a decent job
and can't seem to reach any
of their goals, if they even
have any remaining. Face the
facts; none of us want to be
that student.
You'll probably never know
how many instances occurred

Photo by Emily Jewell

Marge Seifert (left) paints Cindy Maldonado's hand in the library for
Southern· Connections class.

while you were growing up
that your parents hoped beyond measure that you were
listening to them and their
advice. Did you hear them telling you to do your best? To
keep trying? To realize that
hard work, in the end, always
pays off?
Maybe it was all those years
of Mom and Dad nagging to

get homework done and clean
your room before going out
with friends. Maybe it was the
goals and values paper that
was due last week. Whatever
the cause, it's that inner motivation to find out who you are
and who you want to be, and to
go for it. That is the purpose of
Southern Connections.
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Album review: Brandi Carlile, "Give up the Ghost"
AIMEE BURCHARD
lAYOUT EDIJQII

Imagine you have your
Pandora station set to something akin to indie folk-rock
as you lounge in your room.
Suddenly you tilt your ear to
tune into a strong voice, deep
and raspy, so melodious it's
nearly tangible. In mid-song
you feel spoken to, as though
she is singing from her very
soul to yours. Who is this?You
wonder. Brandi Carlile.
Carlile's music career is taking a ride on the plane of her
voice, rising with strength as
she belts each note with feeling.
Her music identifies with the
heart and soul of the working,
the hopeful, the desperate and
the restless. Whether singing
oflove or loss, her voice soars,
punctuating each song with
feeling. Carlile's music places
special recognition on the
importance of our unique life
experiences. The understanding of acceptance we have for
individuality is shown in one
of her most popular songs,
"The Story." Some may recognize it from a 2007 episode of
Grey's Anatomy.
Her new album, "Give up

the Ghost," released on Tuesday, reveals her voice in the
most raw and fresh way yet.
Embracing her love of folkrock full force, the songs on
this new album are revealing.
Those who wish to encompass

the realities of their daily life
thrQugh the music they listen
to will be pl~sed to tune into
such a soulful rendition oflife,
love and reality. "Oh Dear,"
track 11 on her new album,
makes you hold your breath
with the very first notes o{ the
song as she trills without inhi-

.

her new album by saying, "To
give up the ghost is not just to
die since we do it a handful of
times throughout our lives.
It's a sort of leaving yourself
behind, or what you knew
yourself to be so that you can
grow and transcend love or
youth. Sometimes both."
Growing up in Seattle,
Wash., Carlile's roots are
planted in a place where much
indie talent abounds. However, the difference with Carlile is that she has been able
to take her music beyond Seattle to the ears of eager indie
folk-rock lovers across the
nation and the world. Listening to her music is like talking
to a best friend. Your secrets
and your hopes seem to be
communicated and wrapped
up in Carlile's cracking,
flowing voice.
Carlile is coming in concert
Photo courtesy of imageshack.us
to the Tabernacle in Atlanta,
says Carlile, "and the ones that Ga., this Saturday night, Oct.
are huge are really big, with ·10. Tickets are on sale for $25.
big harmonies, piano, layer- She is great on CD, but pheing electric guitar solos and a nomenal in concert.
-string arrangement like at the
. A great sit-back-and-relax,
end of 'Pride and Joy.'"
Carlile is worth a listen. Check
In the same interview from out her new album, "Give
-(
http:/ fwww.brandicarlile.com, up the Ghost" and make the
Carlile · explains the title of decision for yourself.
bition, yet a nod of approval
is a must as you continue
to listen.
"Thesongsthatarestripped
down, raw and bare are . that
way so it makes the listener
feel a little uncomfortable,"

Recipe: Individual molten chocolate cakes
v..

T • ••
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I have always had a weakness for chocolate, but last
year Nicole Ley introduced
me to what has become my favorite chocolate indulgenceChili's Molten Chocolate Cake.
The delectable treat is a warm
and gooey miniature chocolate
cake, topped With vanilla ice
cream, covered in a chocolate
&hell and drizzled with caramel. It is to die for! Last week
I craved one, but decided not
to go because it was Sabbath.
So Kyle Benge and I decided to
• try making it ourselves. To my
delight it turned out a lot like
Chili's! Yum!
It was such an incredible
discovery that I had to share it
with you all.
The best part is that it's
easy enough to make in the
dorm kitchen.

What you'll need
1 large microwave-safe bowl
1 artra bowl
4 3/4-cup ovenproof bowls
112 cup butter, plus extra for
greasing
3/4 cup semisweet chocolate
chips
2 large.eggs
1 112 teaspoons vanilla extract
112 cup superfine sugar, plus
extra for coating
2
tablespoons all-purpose
flour
Vanilla ice cream
Hot Iudge or chocolate syrup
Caramel syrup
How it's done
1. Preheat the oven to
400 degrees. Grease your
3/4 cup ovenproof bowls (or
ramekins) and coat with
superfine sugar.
2. Place the butter and
chocolate in a microwave-safe
bowl. Cover bowl and melt,

stirring only occasionally
until
.
smooth. Or melt m doublebowler. Let cool.
3· Place the eggs, vanilla extract, superfine sugar,
and flour in extra bowl and
mix together. Stir in the
melted chocolate.
4· Pour mixfure into prepared molds. Bake in oven for
12-15 minutes, or until well

risen •and set on
the outside
• •
but still molten ms1de.
s. Let stand for 1 minute,
then turn out onto 4 serving plates. To.p it off with
vanilla ice cream and hot fudge,
drizzle with caramel syrup. Dig
in imme~iately!

Note: I did not create this
recipe, a variation from Quick
and Easy recipe book.
·

This
Weeke
Start enjoying fall
activities this weekend
theater options.

•••••••••
Guthrie Pumpkin
and Corn Maze
490 Country Road 67,
Riceville, Tenn. ·
Now- Nov. 8, open
and Saturdays 11 a.m. - 9
and Sundays 1 p.m. - 6
$8
http://WWW.LU~JUU.l~l\JiUliUl

com

The Fabulous Fox
presents:
"Rain-The Beatles
Experience"
660 Peachtree Street NE,
Atlanta, Ga.
Oct. 6-11
$so+
http:/ jwwwJoxtheatre.org
DMI concerts pr·esents:~
Casting Crowns with
guest Matt Redman
liTC McKenzie Arena
Saturday, Oct. 10, 7 p.m.
$22.50+
http:/ fwww.dm.icOIIcerts
TAPA Broadway Series
presents:
"The Wizard of Oz"
Memorial Auditorium
709 Broad Street,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday 8 p.m. and
Sunday 2 p.m.
$60
http: I fwww.chllttanoc•ga.J~01

Plan Ahead
The Chattanooga
Symphony and Opera
presents:
Tchaikovsky Piano
Concerto #1
Tivoli Theatre
Oct. 15-16, 8 p.m.
$12.50 with student ID

http:jfwww.
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-Night Softball excites participal)ts
Mike Boyd, director of the the crowd," said Kaleb
Leeper, a sophomore religious
intramurals program.
Nine female teams and 21 education major.
All-Night Softball has been
male teams competed for the
tournament championship. an annual event for many
Each game had 7 innings and years, starting in the late eightrevised rules, such as one ies. After attending the event
pitch per player and two outs for more than six years, Carl
Patterson, assistant dean of
per inning.
Some students did not men and tournament umpire,
like the new rules that still enjoys being involved.
shortened games. ·
"It's fun to watch the kids
"I don't like the two outs and play and be part of the Allone pitch rule," said Sebastian Night Softball adrenaline,"
Mayer, a freshman nursing Patterson said.
major. "It's All-Night SoftHowever, not everyone
ball. Why would they try to shared the same excitement.
shorten it?"
Some people did not like
However, even with short- · having the Sunbelt Cohuened games the tournament tta Springs Triathlon the next
did not end until approxi- morning, because they were
participating in both events.
mately 7 a.m.
"It made me feel like I
Although temperatures
dropped below 50 degrees, couldn't put all .of my energy
numerous fans supported into [softball] because of the
triathlon tomorrow," said
their teams.
"I'm here to support all of Jeanna Stewart, a sophomore
my friends and just to have health science major.
Through numerous games,
some fun and get a break from
studying," said Jacob Faulker, players and supporters gatha junior nursing major. "It's a ered to enjoy a full night
great way to end the Sabbath." of entertainment.
Players found encouragement in having people watch
their games.
"I love the fans that stick
around, the energy and

ogether, everyone achieves m.ore
talent. However, every
of a team has a reIJODsibiility:. To be better tothan they were yesterday
to know that everyone else
for the same thing. It
a privilege to be a part of a
especially if that team
Southern Adventist Univergymnastics team.
During the years that I was
my high school's gymteam it was common
IIOW'lettJ~e that Gym-Masters
the best gymnastics
m our circle of SeventhAdventist schools. At nu-

to a celebrity; they were
that impressive. Many
from other schools
up to them, and lots
school gymnasts as-

pired to one day become a
Gym-Master. They would
always have a great routine
at Acrofest for the Saturday
night perfqrmance.
However, being a part of
SAU's gymnastics team is not
just about doing impressive
things. Sure, it's fun to show
off a little, but it is about more
than that.
Sophomore biology major
Esteban Covarrubias says,
"Gym-Masters helps create a
place where a family can come
together to accomplish a single goal. It's those two hours
of my day that allow me to
get away from school and the
other busy parts of my life. It's
also a great way to minister to
the community."
One of the coolest things
al>out Gym-Masters is the witnessing they do through their
performances and shows.
They travel to other schools
and communities to demonstrate God's power and creativity through the talents they
have been given.
Each night after practice
a -different
member

team

leads out in the worships they
have together, which helps
strengthen each member of
the team spiritually. Being a
part of this team means sharing the same goals and dreams
of the fellow teammates. A
team means protecting your
teammates because they
would protect you. Members
of a team fight, reconcile, improve, build, shape, strive and
succeed. The best part it all is
that they do it together.
Becoming a part of GymMasters means accomplishing
a prestigious athletic goal. The
members of this team push
each other to be better. They
give to their team so that they
can benefit from their team.
They understand that being
a team means they believe in
each other and that together
they will always be better.
Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 says, "Two
are better than one, because
they have a good reward for
their hard work. For if one of
them should fall, the other one
can raise his partner up. But
how will it be with just the one
who falls when there-is not-an-

Women's A League

Women's B League

....._-=~

other to raise him up?"
It seems like the Gym-Masters are always willing and
·~

)

looking to fallen teammates as
Christ would do for us.
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Prlday, October 9
Payday
SEYC Weekend
PreView Southern 101
1-4:30 p.m. FREE Wal-Mart
Transportation,
Wright
Hall steps
7:30 p.m. Net 2009: Portuguese Evangelistic Series,
Bill Santos, Miller Hall
Room201
8 p.m. SEYC Vespers, Sebas-

tien Braxton, nes Gym
T-12 p.m. Sunset

Hall Room 201
9:45 a.m. '"Breaking Free"
Women's Sabbath School,
Collegedale
Academy,
Rm.105
9:45 a.m. The Quest for
Authentic Manhood, CA
Choir room
9:45 a.m. Prism Sabbath
School, Spalding Gym
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Monte Sahlin, Church
Collegiate Sabbath School,

Church
10:15 a.m. Men Are IJke
Wafftes. Women Are 1Jke
· ~CARoom103
to:JS a.m. . . to Otrlstl

--...--J-.CAUbraJy

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SEYC Weekend: Come
enjoy a thought-provoking,
life-changing weekend. The
South East Youth Conference gives the opportunity
for young people to dive
deep into the Word. Led by
dynamic men and women
on fire for God, this conference will prove to be a
life-changing experience.
Nathan
Greene-Meet
the artist: Renowned painter and illustrator, Nathan
Greene will be displaying his
artwork and giving a presentation on Wednesday, Oct.
14. Mr. Greene will be speaking at 6:30 p.m. in Ackerman Auditorium with the art
show following at 7:30 p.m.
in Brock Hall Gallery. Don't
miss the chance to meet this
amazing artist.
Luzo-Brazilian Church
Service: Come to the Sabbath
School and Church sponsored
by the Brazilian Club. 9:30
a.m. Sabbath School, 11:00
a.m. church, Saturday, Oct. 10
at Miller Hall Room 201. The
services will be in Portuguese
with English translation available. Following the services
will be a potluck.

Portupese
Language
Lesson 1: The Brazilian Club
is sponsoring Portuguese language lessons. The first one
will be held on Sunday, Oct. 11
from 6 - 7 p.m. at Lynn Wood
Hall room 320. Cost: $5.
Net 2009: A Portuguese
Evangelistic and
Revival
Series by Pastor Bill Santos
will be held Oct. 3-17 at 7:30
p.m. These meetings will take
place in Miller Hall Room 201.
VISit online at: http:/fwww.
dallasbraziliansda.com
Blood
Drive:
Come
donate blood and get a free
t-shirt, snack and save a life!
Monday and Tuesday Oct.
12-13 at Wright Hall and the
Student Center (Tuesday only
Wright Hall). If you have
questions contact Suranny
at 804-731-7945 or at
villamizars@southern.edu
SM Mailing: Come help
put SM packages together
for the Fall Mailing Sunday,
Oct. 11, 11 a.m. at the Student Center seminar room.
For questions contact Kristina Dunn at 423-290-1590 or
dunnk@southern.edu.
Word is Christ: Participate in sidewalk chalk with
Flag Camp Saturday, Oct. 10
at 2:15 p.m. Meet at Wright
Hall. For questions contact
Colton Stollenmaier.

Nash,CA
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Frederick Russell, Church
2 p.m. SEYC, 1st Seminar,
Various Locations
2:15 p.m. Fiag Camp, Children's Ministry, Wright
Hall steps
3 p.m. SEYC, 2nd Seminar,
Various Locations
3 p.m. Sabbath Ministries,
Door-to-Door Outreach,
Wright Hall Steps
4 p.m. SEYC, 3rd Seminar,
Various Locations
1 p.m. Evensong, King's

Quire with Gerald Peel,

THuRsDAY,

Room201
8:30 p.m. Diversions, Game
Night & Waffles, Dining
Hall
Sunday, October 11
No Field Trips or Tours
12:15 p.m. Advent Home,
Wright Hall steps
7:30 p.m. Organ/Symphony
Orchestra Concert, Church
(Convocation Credit) come
and enjoy.
7:30 p.m. Net 2009: Portuguese Evangelistic Series,
Bill Santos, .Miller HaD
Room201

Church
1 p.m. JJuaiDe88 8od.ety FaJl
Festival. WliPt Jlall steps
,...
JIJMl

Enrollment
Services
Open House: Meet and fellowship with the Enrollment
Services staff for a chance to
get to know them apart from
the '"business" side of your college experience. Dessert will
be served, so grab your dinner
and visit with them for dessert. Tuesday, Oct. 13, from
5:30 - 6:30 p.m. in the Wright
Hall lobby.
New Parking Lot Open:
All staff (F) and students with
a Housing (H) or Community
(C) sticker can now use the
new Brock Hall Parking Lot
#2: This lot is located off Industrial Drive near LifeTalk
radio and provides great access to ·Brock Hall from the
back entrance. This parking
lot increases our parking on
campus by so+ spaces and is
available now.
OEC Fall Colors Backpacking: Enjoy a weekend
on the colorful trails. Friday, Oct. 9, 1 p.m. - Sunday,
Oct. 11, 4 p.m. Cost: FREE.
MeetatOEC.
OEC Smokey Mountain
Bicycle Tour: Come ride the
11-mile ·paved route around
this old settlement valley in
the Great Smoky Mountains
National
Park.
Saturday,
Oct. 10, 2 p.m. - Sunday,
Oct. 11, 6 p.m. Cost: FREE.

October 8,

Tuesday, October 13
No Field Trips or Tours
s:3o-6:3o p.m.
Services Open
Wright Hall lobby
7:30 p.m. Jewish Music:
Spirit of Sepharad
cation credit)
Wednesday, October
No Field Trips or Tours
9:30 p.m. Residence
Joint Worship, 'lb;ltcllld
1bursclay, October lS
11 a.m. Convocation,
Peterson, Iles
No Pield Trips or TOUI'J
Soeiety of Mwntist

municaters,

Beach. CA.

MeetatOEC.
OEC Wilderness Skills
Workshop Primitive Pottery: Make a simple pot
using clay found on campus! Pots will be fired at the
Burn & Scrape . rorkshop
in Nov. Tuesday, Oct. 13,
from 6 - 8 p.m. Cost: FREE.
MeetatOEC.
OEC Indoor Bouldering: Practice your rock-climbing skills at the Tennessee
Bouldering Authority. Tuesday, Oct. 13, 6-10 p.m. Cost:
$6/$10 if you need climbing shoes. Meet in front of
Wright Hall.

BIRTHDAYS
October9
Amanda Bailey, Bill
son, Elisha Catchings,
Anderson,
Kevin
hurst, Robert Dykes,
Burgess-Robinson

RawFaith
BarnZaire

October to
Abner
Fuentes,
Adam
Young, Amber Williamson,
Angela Sadler, Brittney Burtnett, Brock Baer, Enoh Nkana,
Joshua Ortiz, Keri Mau, Linda
Marlowe, Mia Slocumb, Mya
Slocumb, Sarah Bonet, Scot
Anderson, Vinita Sauder,
William Sager

Oetoberu
A. Laure Chamberlain,

ley Santos, Brooke Wade,
ica Richards, Hal Conley,
Kurzynske, Jordan Hill,
Jaeger, Lewis Bertus,
Eubanks, Ryan Brackett,
ven Kim, Tiffany Sands

Octobert2
Amanda Withers, ~~uu1111
Molina, Deanna Baasch,
Tyman, Kaylin King,
rel Guthrie, Martha
Zach Goldstein
October13
Andres
Palacios,
Pickett, Gabriel Santa
Jeanna Stewart, Judy Sloan,
Miguelina Santana, Nick Grif·
fin, VIktorija Rimko,
erson Saint Martin
October14
Cameron Houmann,
Hansen, Christine Jett, Eliza.
beth Underwood, Esther My·
ers, Heinz Wiegand, Joshua
George, Josue Liriano
Octoberts
Brittany Weis, Elisabeth
Esther
Peter,
Stanaway,
Jonathan Cross, Max Coon,
Mindi Rahn, Sandy Wolfe,
Stephanie Laroche
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"HUMOR EDITOR: AUDREY CooPER

Honk if you're driving dangerously
CHRIS CwuzET AND

AUDREY CooPER
RttiCION Enuo• AND HuMoa EQITOI

One
afternoon
while
leisurely driving the speed
limit in his emission-tested/
approved/safe/up-to-date/
crash-test proof Jetta (with
hands properly placed at
the ten and two o'clock position), Southern student Jared McNeil happened upon
a sight to be seen: the photo
pictured below.
McNeil hastily, and safely,
secured visual documentation of this phenomenon and
immediately brought it to the
attention of the humor page.
The serious implications of
the current American cultural
trend brought to light by this
incident bring us to a little
section we at the Southern
Accent like to call:

RFALLY!
wilh
andAudrey
(]lris

/

/

Chris: Really, mister? Really? I mean, just because you
got a new Facebook and a new
scooter doesn't mean you have
to update your new Facebook
status while you drive your
new scooter, because it means
you will soon need to purchase
a new tombstone. Tombstone
purchase = imminent.
Audrey: Really? You do
understand that you are not
watching the road. At all.
Let's amend that, you are not
watching the HIGHWAY. Let's
just also assume that because
you're proving yourself to
be incompetent because you
don't know it's stupid to text
while you're driving a scooter,
you probably. aren't following the speed limit either. So
you're probably just increasing the damage you will be
doing to your body when you
crash. (Please note I did not
say "if".)
Chris: Really? Really. Didn't
think enough teenagers were
putting society at risk by keep-

ing up a steady stream of
"lo!" and "omg" whilst driving? Thought you needed to
get back in touch with your
youth and help them out? Did
you think texting while driving was the key to finding that
fountain? Fountain of Youth,
that is? Really?
Audrey: And I mean, really. Whiie we're talking about
being youthful, was it really
necessary to leave the house
this morning wearing your
favorite red, cartoon-ridden
pajama pants? I mean, really.
How old are you? The answer

' ' Let's just say
you're gonna
get s9me
strawberries on
those bare
little arms.

-Chris Clouzet''
is definitely old enough to pick
out some pants to wear in the
morning. Thank you, Captain
America. I mean, really.
Chris: Really? Well, in your
defense, since you're driving
your scooter, you must be going cross-country, so you don't
have a short trip, so you need
to be texting right now because
you're going to be on the road
forever and there's no other
time to text. Oh wait, never

mind. Because you're driving a SCOOTER, you probably are just going two minutes down the road to Cousin
Bennie's house and you can
jusl wait until you get there
to finish this "very important"
text. Really!
Audrey: And really? Just
what are you texting about
anyways? Are you getting directions? Ordering more Little
Caesar's pizza? How about we
just wait and finish that text
later because despite what
they tell you, that Little Caesar's cheap pizza offer will not
expire in five minutes. That
pizza is that cheap all the time.
I mean, really.
Chris: Really. Maybe you're
texting your date. And maybe
it goes a little something like
this: "Just so you know, I'm
gonna be a bit late, possibly
dead, and oh, I hope you didn't
dress up." Really!
I mean, really. Let's just recap: Texting? On a scooter?
On the-highway? Sir, are you
aware of what will happen to
your body when, because your
eyes are securely fixed on that
new flippy phone, you hit a
box of Mars Bars discarded
on the side of the road and flip
over the front of your "Oh my,
I must have low self-esteem
'cause I had to buy a ridiculously tricked-out scooter"?
Let's just say you're gonna get
some strawberries on those
bare little arms. I mean, really.

THUMBS

up

down

Meet the Firms
Because everyone loves. a
schmooze-fest ...

The Super Secret
Teacher Association
Where teachers get together
and decide to all give tests
on the same week ...
thanks guys
Sno-Copes·on the
Promenade
Best Thursday afternoon
surprise ever

More "Jon & Kate
Plus 8" drama
There are no words to
describe how over it we are

201.6 Olympics NOT held
Chicago
Yay for not giving in to the
persuasiveness of Oprah and
Michelle Obama

Photo by Jared McNeil

"The Office" again
"Where would Catholicism
be without the popes?" "Jim,
James, Jimothy?" Where else
can we get quqtes like these?

HUMOREDITOR~W~n~~'

The Humor Editor has
that content found on the Humor
is strictly humorous in nature
not necessarily to be taken as
or offensive.
Enjoy only as directed.

.
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at!ended high
at San Gabriel Academy
California and then attendLorna Linda University. At
Linda he met Alan Col-

Photo

John Williams instructs students in one of the many classes he taught while serving as a professor at Southern.

School ofVisual Art and Design dean dies
EMILY YOUNG

Eooo•

. The phrase "till death do
us part" usually conjures up
images of growing old with
someone. But · for John Williams, dean of the School
of Visual Art and Design, it
meant a love story cut short
by cancer.
On Oct. 6, two days before
Williams died, his wife Lizette Mendoza-Williams lay
beside him, watching his labored breaths. As she saw him
struggle to survive, she wrote
a poem for him. It wa8 not

jill
is survived by his son,
7, his daughters, Sophia,
and Isabella, 2, and his
Lizette.

SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY

filled with anger or apprehension, but the hope to see him
soon in heaven.
"We will not be apart
too long," Mendoza-Williams
wrote. "A glorious morning
comes after this night."
The Williams' children,
Isabella, age two, Sophia,
age six, and Zane, age seven,
also looked to Jesus to remember their father. At the
memorial service at the Collegedale Church on Sunday,
Zane and Sophia sang his favorite hymn: "Turn your eyes
upon Jesus."

· William~ was diagnosed to take a leave of absence.
"He succeeded [as dean]
with liver cancer in the summer of 2007, five years after through humble servant leadcoming to teach at Southern ership," said Bob Young, seand two years after becom- nior vice president of academic
ing dean. Only siX weeks af- administration at Southern. ·
Perhaps his family's faith
ter his youngest daughter was
born he had a liver transplant. st~ms_, from. Williams' own
However, the procedure did strong relationship with God,
not get rid of all the cancer.
something many of his stuOver the next two years, . dents, friends and colleagues
Williams fought the disease. remember him for.
Because he was a private
"John's faith never waperson, few on campus real- vered, even when the medical
ized the seriousness of his science had no more promillness. He continued teach- ising options for his health
(continued on page 2)
ing until May, when he chose

' ' THIS CAMPUS DEFINITELY
ISN'T DESIGNED
FOR HANDICAPPED
STUDENTS.
SEE NEWS PAGE

4

Go ONl..INE.TO SEE A
SOUNDSLIDE PRESENTATION
OF THE l~-!f&-...1S MEETINGS.

CCE..'\'T.SOUTRERN.EDU

NEWS
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Oakwood College visits Southern's campus for SEYC and DEEP Sabba
JECSY

once at Southern's campus
in the fall semester and once

C. VILLAMIZAR

Sun WRITER

Eleven buses filled with 500
Oakwood College students arrived on campus last weekend
to be part of South East Youth
Conference and the Diversity
Education Exchange Program.
The idea to merge SEYC and
DEEP Sabbath for the first
time on the same weekend
came from Jeff Tatarchu~,
president of SEYC, who considers the experience of worshiping together as "a huge
step in the right direction."
Bradford Wise, Student Association president, said the
purpose was "to emphasize
the importance of diversity
and unity in Christ."
For DEEP Sabbath Southem and Oakwood come together to have an uplifting
and praise-filled church service. This worship experience happens twice a year,

' ' His messages
were very
inspirational.
He encouraged
us not to be dead
Christians.
-Bonnie
Christiansen' '
at Oakwood's campus in the
winter semester.
SEYC's main speaker was Sebastien J~ Braxton, a 29-yearold preacher raised in Chicago
and a business graduate from
Eastern Michigan University.
He currently serves as the di-

rector for the StUdent Train- .
ing and Resource Institute for
Discipleship and Evangelism
based in Cambridge, Mass.
Braxton conducts weekly lee-.
tures at Harvard University.
While serving as a· missionary and student under the
Center for Adventist Ministry
to Public University Students,
he conducted Bible seminars
and pioneered a non-profit
organization. Braxton attended Georgia Perimeter
College in 2002, where
he was converted while
studying there.
His message resonates
with students surrounded by
secular-influence.
, "His messages were very
inspirational," said
Bonnie Christiansen, a sophomore
film
production
and general studies major.
"He encouraged us not to be
dead Christians."
Around 30 seminars were

presented Sabbath afternoon
all around campus. Mindi
Rahn, an alumna of Southern
and now an instructor in history, shared her knowledge
and point of view on the series of seminars titled "World
Problem and God's People."
Mother well-known- presenter was Terry Benedict, a
filmmaker who made a documentary about Desmond Doss.
Benedict taught the s~minar
titled "Nurturing the Creative
Spirit." Many other seminars were offered throughout
the afternoon.
Jeff Tatarchuk said the estimated attendance of students and visitors on Sabbath
was2,200.
Katie Kaufmann, the SEYC
programming vice president,
said Oakwood students want
to have an SEYC-like group on
their own campus.
According to the SEYC's
Web site, each year the

student-led group con
four-day program pack
seminars and outreach
portunities "designed to
tually inspire and ch
today's youth."
The SEYC was b
Adventist movement .
nized and led by young
Each December, tho
of young people around
world come together
tend the international
conference. This years
include David Asscheri
ordained minister and
rector of A Resource-!
for Soul-winning and
gelism also known as
and Mark Finley, vice
dent of the Seventh-day
ventist World Church.
GYC
2009
will
held
from
Dec.
to Jan. 3. in Louisville, Ky.

University cuts landlines, upgrades cell phone recepti
. RAINEY H. PARK
SnFFWR!nR

For the 11 percent of students on campus who do not
own a cell phone, the removal
of landlines from the dqrms
this past summer created
new challenges.
"I'm an international student," said Mona Endehipa, a
junior public relations major.
"For me, the landlines were all
about convenience. My family
used to be able to call me from
Australia and it didn't cost me
anything. Now there is really
no way for them to reach me
by phone."
Other students experience
difficulty reaching, or being

reached, by their professors.
Rachel Torres; a sOphomore
liberal arts education major,
said her drama professor told
the class, "i don't like e-mailing, so if I ever need to get a
hold of you to change practice
time·or give you an update, I'll
just send you all a text. You
all have cell phones, right?"
Because she doesn't have a
cell phone, Torres relies on
friends to tell her whenever
something ch.anges.
The university's information systems department
· formed the plan to remove
the landlines three year:s ago,
after learning that the cost to
upgrade the PBX system, a series of servers that allows the

~outhrrn 2lrcrnt
~..llllhml.edu
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telephones to function, was
roughly $150,000.
"We conducted a survey of
the student body and found
that 89 percent of them owned
cell phones. It seems technology is moving in that direction, so we decidPi to spend
the money improving cell
phone reception in the dormi:.
tories rather than upgrading
the landlines," said Doru Mihaescu, associate director of
information systems. The cost
was roughly the same.
With the newly installed c.ell
phone receptors, Sprint and
Verizon users get better service in the donns. AT&T subscribers, however, may still
experience spotty reception.
"This is because AT&T refused to let us install their
equipment unless the university agreed to require students
to use them as their .service
provider," Mihaescu said. "Of
course, we were unwilling
to do that."
In an attempt to compensate
for the loss of the landlines,
the university considered offering prepaid cell phones at
the Campus Shop. The plan

was canceled, however, after
"Who are you going to
finding that students would · from the hallway?" she
still have to visit a local cell "It all comes down to p ·
phone provider to activate the I don't want to be s
newly purchased phones.
there having a i>ersonal
' "There was no benefit to versation with my frie
·
that," Mihaescu said. "It was mymother."
not going to offer students the
In addition, she pointed
it does not solve the p
' of professors not being
I want my _
reach her by phone.
"Bring it back," she
dorm phone, my "I want my dorm phone,:
convenience and , my
vacy, thank you. Bring
convenience
phones] back."
However, Torres is a bit
and my privacy,
understanding toward
university's decision.
"It's inconvenient, but a
thank you.-Bring
same time I realize that a
phone is a personal I
the phones back. so
I don't expect the
sity to provide one for
-Mona Endehipa
Torres said.
Mihaescu says the p
project is closed, but
the university is not provi
convenience that we wanted, phones, students can re ·
so we ended the pursuit."
10 percent discount from
Instead, information sys- . zon if they use their South!
terns left a functioning phone in e-mail address when sigm
each hallway of the dorms. For up for a plan.
Endehipa, this is not enough.

''

''

provided
encouragement
for me instead of the other
Continued from Pg. 1
way around."
In his classes, Williams
situation," said Joe Mocnik, emphasized the impo~ance
director of libraries at South- of focusing on Christ. He
em. "Every time I visited him. read passages from the Bihe always praised God and ble or religious books to the

Williams dies

students as they worked
their projects.
"He taught us to be Clu
tian artists," said Janelle Jw
a senior fine arts major, 11
took private art lessons fn
Williams. "He was an amazi
mentor, teac:;her ... and her

NEWS
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lueSAUce holds second annual fall festival
BlueSAUce is a campus ministries outreach to community
and non-traditional students
who are older than typical college students, are married with
children or single parents. It is
organized by Volodymyr Hrinchenko, who is studying for his
master's in church ministry
and homiletics.
While children enjoyed the
variety of activities, from the
large inflated slide to pony
ride, parents and students
were not left out. People
watched in amazement as

Bradley Newmyer, a sophomore outdoor leadership major, and Thomas Erikson, aju-

' It's great
to meet all
the other
families.
-Paulina Silverio

'

nior business administration
major, put on a juggling show.

N~~ records Chattanooga Symphony
the followmg Wednesday after
the concert.
"When we made the announcement that the concert would be recorded and
aired by WSMC, the audience
burst into applause," said
Molly Sasse, executive director of Chattanooga Symphony
and Opera. "We are excited
to be working with WSMC.
They were professional and
unobtrusive, and the experience has been a good one,"
Sasse said.
The Masterworks series will
include music from Tchaikovsky's piano concerto No.
1, ·Beethoven's symphony No.
7, Dvorak's symphony No. 7,
Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade, "Nadja Returns" and
"The Sea". The next concert is
Oct. 15 and WSMC will broad-

a great teacher and
addition to the art de" said Alex Hartz,
fine arts major. "She
lot to offer."

tivities for the single students.
It's great to meet all the other
families," said Paulina Silverio, whose husband is a senior
theology major.
Hrinchenko uses a Facebook group as the main source
of communication with blueSAUce members to announce
upcoming events.
As Silverio's 4-year-old
son sat on a pony for his first
ride around the field she said,
"Every time [bluSAUce has]
something I come."

Library lends a hand

cast 1t the followmg Wednes- EMILY DANA
.•
day, Oct. 21, from 10 to 11 a.m. .,.sx...aLEJEE~:...W,.,..a...
mgaL.__ _.:....__ _ __
Brooks and production asThink finger paint is only
sistant Jonathan Freese, a se- for kids? Think again. Evnior animation major, record- ery freshman in a Southern
ed the first concert.
Connections class will leave
"Recording the concerts is a handprint on a wall in
great experience for the stu- McKee Library by the end of
dents that help out," Brooks this semester.
said. Students can learn to
"Hands: A Southern Conplace microphones, to be on- nections Project" was inspired
obtrusive and have a chance to by Katie McGrath, reference
network, he added.
and instruction librarian, as
Brooks and Freese make a visual reminder of students
sure mike cords are placed in . at Southern.
accordance with the conduc"If you just go here and cirtor and are in compliance with cumstances prevent you from
the fire marshall.
graduating, you've still left
WSMC would like to re- your mark on the institution.
cord more university musical You've still achieved permagroups and use volunteers to nence," McGrath said.
help out, Brooks said.
Every Tuesday this semester, a different Southern Connections class will come to the
library and listen to McGrath
explain the library's resources.
At the end of the class, stuGrateful to do something dents place their hands in
she enjoys, she said the art paip.t and find a spot on the
faculty, along with her stu- large Plexiglas panel on the
dents, have been warm wall. When the paint dries,
each student scratches his or
and welcoming.
"Really the favorite part her name in their handprint.
Every student's name and
[about teaching at Southern] is my students. They are handprint location is logged
charming and such a pleasure in a database so that students can come back years
to work with," Hefferlin said.
Wong said, "She's a great from now and locate their
mentor, guiding me and help- handprint from freshman
ing me refine my painting year. Faculty are also encourskills. I know I'm learning aged .to add their handprint
a lot just from the couple of in brown paint along the
weeks I've spent with her and outer edges of the Plexiglas,
I look forward to the rest of creating a frame around the
students' handprints.
the semester."
"We would like this to be an
Hefferlfn hopes to help students display their art pieces ongoing feature of Southern
as much as possible agd is ex- Connections," McGrath said.
Space constraints will be adcited about their work.
She said, "I hope to exhibit dressed .as needed, but they·
at least one or two of every plan to keep the wall of hands
student's art work at the end of in the library.
The project began when
the semester because they're
the
library wanted to get indoing such a great job."
volved with Southern Connec-

appreciated as art professor
Ms. Hefferlin. She has such
a sweet and fun personality that makes the painting
environment a welcoming
place to be."
Hefferlin loves traveling
abroad and said two of her
· favorite places are Colorado,
because of its beautiful views,
and Morocco, because of its
colorful, cultural flair. In addition, she enjoys horses and
coo!Qng. Her husband and son
are also professional painters.
Growing up here in Tenn.,
Hefferlin graduated from Collegedale Academy and played
in Southern's orchestra until she was 17-years-old. She
graduated from the University of Tennessee Chattanooga
with her bachelor's degree
in fine arts.
Her father, Ray Hefferlin,
has taught as a research professor in the physics department. at Southern for more
than so years.

"You're afraid he's going
to catch the wrong end!" said
Stephanie Hardy, a freshman
nursing major, while Newmyer and Erikson juggled knives
and then flaming sticks.
Their performance culminated when they both breathed
fire, eliciting gasps from
those watching.
The festival atmosphere
provided an enjoyable time for
everyone to mingle and make
new friends.
"When we came [to Southern] there were a lot of ac-

tions this semester. As soon
as McGrath got approval to
move ahead with the project,
she began searching for the
perfect paint and colors to
match the library interior. She
contacted several local artists
and professors in the School
of Visual Art and Design
for suggestions.
"She has made wonderful
contributions to the library,"
said Joe Mocnik, director of
libraries. He said McGrath has
ideas and the passion to move
them into delivery mode.
The hands project has proven to be an enjoyable experience for students.
"I liked it," said Jason
Barnett, a freshmen general studies major. "I like being able to come back later
ana have the memories. of
Southern Connections and
freshman year."
Other students enjoyed it
for different reasons.
"It meant that I was making a mark on Southern and
not being charged for vandalism," said Rebecca Johnson, a
freshmen character animation
major. She had difficulty findin~ a spot to leave her handpnnt because the first Plexiglas wall was crowded with
other handprints.
A total of 445 freshmen
have left their mark so far, out
of the 611 students in Southern Connections. A second
panel waits untouched until the first Plexiglas wall is
completely covered.
·
Mocnik is excited because
the project is bringing all the
freshmen into the library during their first semester, and he
hopes it will encourage them
to use the library's resources
more often. The library has
plans for a similar project next
year and then will evaluate the
results of the program.
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Historic dollhouse relocated
construction began for the
Hulsey Wellness Center. The
current location is only temSouthern Adventist Uni- porary, but it is-significant beversity's oldest remammg- cause it iS close to the original
structure is back on campus location of the dollhouse. .
"The Thatcher family built
between Hackman and Lynn
Wood Halls. The building, a the dollhouse for their daughyellow dollhouse, was built ter before the farm was purbefore 1916 on the Thatcher chased by the school," said
farm, what is now the univer- Dennis Pettibone, chair of the
history department. Pettibone
sity's current location.
Over the years, the .doll- wrote about the · dollhous~
house has had sev~ral uses, in a history of the college
including a professor's of- publish~d in 1992.
Eric Schoonard, associfice, a dorm room, a music studio, a ·storehouse for ate director of plant serseed, a barber shop and a vices, recently refurbished
the structure and supervised
quarantine infirmary.
. The dollhouse formerly sat its relocation.
The dollhotise" was moved
between the Village Market
and the lies P.E. Center, but from storage for Alumni
was moved into storage when Homecoming later this month.
EDEN KOLIADKO

. Sn.EFWama

Hn.ARY PRANDL

•

Students have the opportunity to be published in
Southern's first . academic research joumal, to be
published annually.
Research
papers
from
Kahlilia Morris, a psychobiology major, Michael Hermann,
a social work major, and -psychology majors Matthew Marlin and Salenna Russello were
published in the first voiume
of the Journal of Interdisciplinary Undergraduate Research, which was released
last spring. This is the first
academic journal published by
an Adventist university.
The first journal covers topics such as intimate partner
violence, sugar addiction,
spirituality, subjective wellbeing among Southern's students and the impact of media exposure on self-esteem
and body satisfaction. The
School of Education and Psy.choiogy has requested other
departments to gather students' best research papers to

contribute to future volumes of
the publication.
The School of Education
and Psychology will release
the second volume of the JIUR
- this spring.
Linda Crumley, a researcher
and professor in the School of
Journalism and Communica· tion, is excited about the op'portunity for her students to
submit their research to the
jo\}mal and get recognition for
their work.
"Hopefully other students
will submit across campus,
so we'll end up with a really nice, quality set of work
like they did the first time,"
Crumley said.
Other faculty members support the new journals.
"lt's setting the pace for other students on campus," said
. John Wesley Taylor V, dean
of the School of Education and
Psychology. Taylor is interested in seeing submissions from
students in other disciplines,
such as nursing and music.
Southern psychology . professor Robert Coombs, edtor-in-chief of the JIUR, was

Some students concern
by lack of handicap ace

"Alumni kept asking 'Where
is the dollhouse?' So we decided to put it out in a visible place
for alumni and students," said
Evonne Crook, director of ad- SHAVONLEE
vancement and alumni affairs. SnuW.ma
Students have also been
According to the 2005 Unitcurious about the dollhouse's
ed States Census Bureau, one
sudden appearance.
out of every five Americans is
"I am more interested in
medically classified as- being
going . into that house than
disabled. Despite this statisI am interested in going to
any one of my classes," said tic, there is only one automatic
door opener for handicap ac~
Christina Henderson, a junior
cess
on campus, and no easy
English major.
·
access
anywhere for wheelThe dollhouse will be in its ·
chair occupants.
current location for the next
On Southern's Cam.pus there
two or three years until conare no elevators in the followstruction of an alumni historiing buildings: Thatcher Hall,
cal park can begin for the dollMiller Hall (modem language
house's permanent location.
department) and Summerour Hall (School of Education
and Psychology).
"Wilen I was injured and
getting around on crutches,
excited about publiShing an the most difficult thing for me
undergraduate journal on ·the was when I fell down the stairs
university level after he came in Miller Hall tryiug to go to
back from an Association of the bathroom," said Geraldine
Psychological Science-meeting Dry, a junior clinical laboratory science major. "I fell down
. in New York City.
the
steps because that build"Every member of our facing
has
no elevators."
ulty enthusiastically embraced
Also, · the inconvenience
this idea, and it continued
to ·appear as an agenda item caused by the limited nummonth after month," Coombs ber of ramps on campus
said in the editor's note of gives students with temporary disabilities more hassle
the journal.
than
necessary.
The School ot Education
"Last
year when l was inand Psychology hired gradujured
during -futramural
ate assistant Sa5ha Runne
to head· the project. An edi- softball, I had to reschedule
torial board of three faculty my day just so I would get
members sifted through the to class on time,"· said Asasubmitted research 'papers to nette Mercado, a freshmen
.
identify which pieces to pub- biology major.
When
Mercado
broke
her
lish. They have already reankle,
it
confined
her
to
a
moceived praise for the journal
from other universities in the torized chair for most of last·
i:rllinediate area, such as Ten- year's fall semester. She also
said that the steep slopes and
nessee Temple University.
high
inclines on campus made
The School of Education
it
hard
for her to travel on her
and Psychology hopes to encourage other Adventist ·col- motorized wheelchair..
"It's already a workout
leges to publish student work
on
two legs, but trying to
in an academic journal.
ride up a hill on my motorized chair was annoying,"
Mercado said. "This campus
definitely isn't designed for
handicapped students."

Southern publishes first academic journal
Snu Warn•

ThURSDAY, 0croBER 15,

· Skateboard, bike and
related accidents may
porarily confine
to crutches, but it's a.
term challenge for the
. nently handicapped.
The latest campus
shows that the majority
handicap parking is
behind classroom
liJ<e Hickman Science
ter. It is the only building

' ' It's already
a workout on
two legs ...
this campus
definitely isn't
designed for
handicapped
students.

campus that has an .,. .. t-n ..... ~~
door opener for handicap
cess. However, the building
still limited to access
the automatic door
is located on the first
while disabled parking
that building is located ·
second floor.
"This campus really
designed · as a whole
anybody who is not
bodied . ~ . but
the entire campus is
what accessible," said
Smith, Southern's
service coordinator. .
Southern's disability
niilg committee meets
consider changes on
pus for disabled
To send suggestions,
lss@southern.edu
@southern.edu.
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over what to do next
=E>""'u"'L"''• including the
of whether to send
numbers of additional
into a country where
has recently surged.
•1 think that the president
each decision on the
" she said in the intaped during her
to Zurich, Switzerland. . Photographers and reporters gather around Thorbjoern Jag/and as he announces that Obama won the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize. The citation for the award says it was
said the Nobel award is "awarded to President Barack Obama for his extraordinary efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and-cooperation between peoples..The Committee has attached
special importance to Obamas vision of and work for a world without nuclear weapons." (AP Photo I Jon-Michael Josefsen, Scanpix)

fabricated." The report was
obtained by Hearst Connecti"Every one of those ·deaths cut Newspapers through a
all of the injuries of any public records request.
men and women in uniPolice say they detained
weigh heavily on all of nearly 20 people after the Aug.
Clinton said. "I want to 2 fight in a Greenwich shopall your listeners· ping center parking lot.
this process will result in
The three illegal immigrants
very well thought-out ap- were identified as Antonio
" She said she recog- Gonzales, NicolaS Gonzalessome are demanding a Ceron and Ramon Hermel'prec:ipit:ate withdrawal while indo. Their family members
believe there should in Willimantic, about 90 miles
a substantial infusion from Greenwich, told police
the immigrants were their
cousins who had been kidpolice: Kidnapnapped from Texas.
Jblg-rarusotn story was
Police say the relatives
claimed the kidnappers demanded $2,soo for each of
their cousins, and the family
had arranged to meet with the
captors to pay the ransom.
Police · reports also. show
that immigration authorities
meeting, according to issued a bulletin earlier on the
reports.
day of the fight to inform local
,., ........" ..., the reports say, the police to watch for a large blue
had arranged transpor- van from Texas because pasto Connecticut for their sengers were being held hosafter they entered the tage and abused.
illegally, and a melee
A Greenwich police sppkesout when a driver asked man referred questions Monan additional fee of $6o day to a department records
to bring them to supervisor, who was off for
-ta..,, ..,.., home.
Columbus Day, and federal
Greenwich Officer Martin immigration officials.
wrote in a report that .
Paula Grenier, a spokesfederal Immigration and woman for Immigration and
Enforcement age~t Customs Enforcement, said
him that "the entire kid:.. Monday that there was no
story was completely kidnapping, but the incident

"It was all about business," feel the decision is a miscarincluded what she called "eleSeruga said. "It was a matter riage of justice."
ments of human smuggling."
About the only thing the two
A police report says the of money. Business is busithree immigrants and the van ness, and you don't step on sides appear to agree on is that
driver were all in the country someone else's territory." She the dispute dates back to the
illegally. Grenier said three declined to discuss details of mid~1990s, when the marriage
of the four were deported to the ruling.
hit the skids.
Richard Joel, an attorney
The couple signed an agreeMexico and the fourth was de·for Zinn, said he planned to ment at the time of their
ported to Guatemala.
appeal U.S. District Judge divorce in 1997 that set paNJ woman gets $570,000
Garrett Brown's decision.
rameters for them to operate
from ex in dough-mixer
"We have full grounds for an competing businesses selling
suit
appeal and that's what we're bakery machines.
FAIRFIELD, N.J.
(AP) going to do," Joel said. "We
- Twelve years after her divorce, Karin Seruga, finally
got what she really wanted: A
dough mixer.
Not just any dough mixer.
This one is 6 feet tall, 4 feet
wide and weighs 2 tons. The
machine was developed in
Switzerland a century ago and
is used by commercial bakeries around the world to make
their pastrie'S light and fluffy.
The Artofex triple-action
mixer isn't for Seruga's kitchen, it's for her bakery-machine
business. A federal judge ruled
late last month that she has
the right to mak~ and sell it
in the U.S. and awarded her
$570,000 in· a bitter legal battle with her ex-husband, who
runs a competing enterprise.
In court filings, lawyers
for ex-husband
Richard
Zinn
.
I
,
portrayed Seruga as a woman
scorned who was pursuing An Artofex Triple Action Mixer manufactured and distributed by Excellent Bakery
"a matrimonial action in the Equipment is shown in Fairfield, N.J. A federal judge ruled last month that Karin
guise of a trademark dispute." Seruga owns the U.S. trademllrk on the Artofex mixer, a machine developed in Switzerland nearly lOOyears ago and uud .a~und the world.(~ Photo/Rich Schu.ltz)
She denied the accusation.
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Have you pieced together your own religi
BARRYGADD
CONOIBUJQR

Having just received my first
package, I eagerly opened it to
see what the contents might
be. Though I am in Ukraine
as a student missionary, I was
still a little surprised at what I
found. Included was the Sept.
10, 2009, issue of the Southern Accent, a devotional book
and a fe~ other items.
I had been in contact with
iny parents and friends by
email; however, I still hadn't
gotten to talk to anyone in
real time (using video or audio
chat) in the month that "I had
been here. I was longing just to
get the chance to hear my family's voice. Despite that fact, I
was curious to know what was
happening back home, other
than family news, so I opened
the paper first. I thu~bed
through it and viewed the interesting articles.
·My eyes soon fell on the
religion page. Maybe it was

the title mentioning the words
"missile silo," maybe because
I knew the author or maybe
just because I felt the need
for more spiritual insight for
my day. Whatever the reason,
I read the article with much

''

We can still
mentally
remove these
parts of the
Bible from
our lives.

''

greater interest than I have in
the past. I truly enjoyed the insight that it gave me.
Later in the day, I decided
to flip through the devotional
book that also came in the
package. I found myself marking days of interest and skipping days that had topics that
were not of great interest to

me. Having finished that exercise, I again opened the paper
to the religion page. I began
to think about why I had gone .
through ·the devotional book
and what I expected to get out
of it. It dawned on me that I
had been very selective about ·
what I really wanted to hear.
Then I wondered, "Could
I be doing this in all aspects
of my spiritual life? Do I, like
when reading the paper or
marking the interesting devotionals, do the same thing
when going about my quest as
a Christian?"
Maybe you do the same
thing. Do you choose the parts
of God, the Bible or the ·rest
of Christianity that you like,
and only apply these things to
your life?
Thomas Jefferson is said to
have cut out the parts of the
Bible that he didn't like. By doing this, he created, in a way,
a different religion based on
his own opinions. Even if we
don't actually cut out parts of

the Bible, we can still mentally the devil. More than that,
remove these parts of the Bible should be longing to talk to
from our lives.
heavenly Father and
Instead, we should be wear- Jesus and learn more
ing "the whole armor of God" Him, just as I longed to
as it is described in Ephesians to my parents and brother.
6:10-18. If we leave part ef know it's time I started
God's armor off, then we are . that. How about you?
not fully protected against

The chapter ofPsaltn 55 offer~ ·p eace in a fast-paced worl
.

nel. But like the creatures of
CHRIS CLOUZET
the
dark who have lost all sight
REI !G!(W EQOQR
except for their sensitivity to
It ·seems that people usu- light, I can only see that there ·
ally cove\" the question' of is some light, not what is in
God's will for our lives with the light.
two main answers: JeremiI notice no beautiful money
ah 29:11 or Proverbs .3=5,6. trees outside of the tunnel,
The familiar conversation of no perfect job or table full of
"God's plan" inevitably ends bread and bananas and burup with somecine reminding ritos. Instead, there is a vague
me that the Lord has plans sense that outside might be
to prosper me and give me better, but for now iny impreshope. They say I ought to trust sion is just that it is less dark
in · the Lord with my whole "out there" than "in here."
On mornings where the ~
heart and, of course, disregard
my own understanding, ac- darkness seems especially
knowledge Him and then sud- devoid of light, I turn to the
denly discover straight paths. Psalms. The adulterer, giantkiller, harp player named
I
Easy, right?
Not for me. Even though David .is especially good at
I love these passages and go making mistakes and getting
back to them often, they don't into trouble that teach readalways leave me warm and ers valuable lessons. He has a
fuzzy inside, especially during · knack for expressing human
this time of my life.
emotion in a passionate outI am a fifth-year senior, pouring of words to his God. ·
threatened by the looming
Several mornings ago, while
prospect of graduating in May. it was still dark inside, and not
To me it's like seeing the light knowing what else to read, I
at the end of a long, dank, opened up to a random psalm.
dark, homework-infested tun- Gravity let the pages drop to

~

Psalm 55. It started out with,
"Usten to my prayer, 0 God."
Sounded good. I kept reading. "Do not ignore my plea;

' ' It's.like
seeing the light
attheendof
a long, dank,
.dark, homework-infested
tunnel.

''

hear me and answer me. My
thoughbj trouble me and I am
distraught." Most excellent expression. He 's eems to relate
with me.
I'm not sure what college
David went to, but in Psalm
55 he appears to pray about a
lot of the same things I have
prayed about as a college
student. I imagine him having "one of those days" and
needing to express himself,
to vent.

(

So he begins the psalm witlr the second to last verse,
a plea for ·God to hear him. tells the reader (and hinlSel•
Then he vents, urging God to . to cast his cares on the
destroy his enemy, wishing he His conclusion seems to
could fly like a bird (no really, but finally, back in his Lun.ua,•
see verse six). He expresses he lifts his head and peers
confusion and frustration at a the light once again. And
friend who turned against him one more resolute step, he
and betrayed him. His tunnel ters his final conclusion.
·as for me, I trust in you."
is long and dark as well.
Suddenly, my tunnel
Yet, throughout all this frustration, something in his heart seem so bad nor the outside so
· is changing. He's be~nning scary. I think of David and I
to take the flight he asked for remember where all the
and see the bigger picture. In comes from.

/

OPINION
OPINION EDITOR:
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2009

STEPHANIE EDWARD

·ticism should be appreciated when it's given the right ~ay
"Should I be a jerk or be a
Hmm. This question
me in a corner for a few
Did I want to be lied

not even construecriticism, which some
think is really an oxyOK, maybe most of

friends decide to help
by tearing us down, but
nice way. This is precisely
constructive criticism is:
way to soften the blow. It's
manner of educating and
others realize their

up in a home where
was brutally honDo you have bad breath?
be notified immedi-

with this, and I have acquired
quite a thick outer shell. Negative. comments, most times,
bounce off me.
Don't get me wrong, it still
hurts when something I'm
prbud of is ripped apart verbally. I don't want you coming
up to me and randomly criticizing me just to see if I crack.
I'm still human. I just have
more practice with constructive criticism.
I have learned to appreciate this way of doing things
because I can correct my
mistakes and be or do better next time. You learn from
your mistakes, but sometimes
you need to be made aware
of these mistakes. Otherwise,
they-get overlooked and you
keep spiraling·downward.
Now s~nsitive people don't
take constructive criticism
very well. I think that people
such as these have to learn to
take it. This is the world we
live in. This is how things are
done in the real world. That
little bubble you've been living
· in all these years, even here
ai: So11thern; well that's about
to be blown to shreds. People
are mean. You have to learn
to take their heavy words and
tum them into positive building blocks. It seems almost
elementary · that I have to
voice this.
If you find ·yourself
ing in tears of self-pity every
time someone tells you that
that project you've been working on diligently for weeks
is pretty much a joke, guess
what, that's life. It doesn't get
any better than this, folks.

drown-

Photo lllustratipn by

We were put on this earth
with flaws and shortcomings. We were also equipped·
with independent minds to
pick and choose what to think
and how to feel about issues.
This goes for ·how we give and
receive criticism.
There are those who willingly a~pt . constructive
criticism if it is given by
someone they trust, admire
or respect. This is probably .
the most ideal setting to receive any type .of what would
otherwise be demeaning and ~
degrading comments.
I know 1 can take criticism
from my family members because I know that they are just ·
trying to look out for me. I can
take criticism from my profes-

E~ily

Kay

sorsbecauseiknowitwillhelp all should learn to utilize for
me to do better in that class. I our own benefit. Listen closely
can take some criticis~ from to what people are sa}ring to
my friends because I know you, or not saying; it could be
they -value our friendship ·in their body language. : _
enough to let me know when I
And for all those who Ca.n't
can improve upon some things take a little harshness 'here
in my life.
aiJ.d there, I urge you to reconI think this is the deciding sider this, as well. If you can't
factor. We can take construe- take it now, what makes:you
tive criticism if we llfe abso- think you'll be able to n)ake
lutely, positively certain that it it' out there? Just think of\t his
is only for our own gbod. This ~ practice. _
seems selfish, yes, ' but that's
Be grateful for friends, ~nhow we do things hi this life.
tprs, elders and others Who
Anyone who says that there want to help you out now.
is no such thing as construe- . Take advantage of this .. Use
tive criticism or that it is • what otherwise would've been
not even worth considering an immovable concrete wall
-should ·reconsider this them- keeping you from reaching t\le
selves. I think that this is
ultimate goal and climb tip,
invaluable asset today that we up, up and over.

an
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Have fun and stay warm this fall season This
l<ALEIGH LANG
l!FESTt] ES

Emma

The cooler temperatures of
fall summon the need to warm
things up. It's time to swap
put those summer activities.
Looking for a warm, toasty
or even blazing experience?
Gather your friends or finally
take that risk and call up that
cute someone, and try out
these fun fall activities with
a spin.

Ca.tfeine
233 M.L. King Blvd. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Coffee Crqfters
426 Vine St., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Note: Plan to go to one of
these new locations when you
need a good chunk of study
time. This will make the trip
worthwhile.

·

Weeken
Start enjoying fall
activities this weekend or
check out the music and
theater options.

•••••• •••
Chattanooga Symphony
and Opera presents:
Tchaikovsky Piano
Concerto #1
Tivoli Theatre Oct. 15-16, 8
p.m. $12.50 with student
http://www.
chattanoogasymphony.org

Build a blazing bonfire.
On a chilly evening, snuggling up next to a crackling
Discover a new warm cof- fire is the perfect way to unfee shop.
wind from a long week. If you
Somehow studying is always live on campus, this option .The River Maze
easier while sitting in a plush .could involve some searchFeatUres: Corn maze
chair with soft music in the ing for a good location. Bonin·the likeness of Lady Vols
background,thescentofcoffee fires are the best along side a
basketball coach Pat
and spicy tea all around and a lakeshore where the flames
3-foot-high soybean maze,
warm mug in hand. Starbucks and moonlight reflect off of
no-right-turn maze, farm
fanatics, this may surprise th~ water. Harrison Bay, only
animals, hayrides, pumpkin
Photo co~o~rtesy shepstone.net/Brant
you, but there are actually oth- twenty minutes from campus,
patch, bonfire and conceser coffee shops out there. Try a has miles of shoreline. Don't
sions.
.alJowed. First, find a group -of -Peppermint . stick swirl- Now- Nov. 1, open Fridays
new study location this semes- forget your s'mores fixings.
ter. Many of these coffee shops
Note: While scouting out girls to participate. Second, Mix in 2 drops of peppermint 5p.m.- 9 p.m., Saturdays 11
are located in the downtown your perfect spot, make sure schedule a swap date. Third, extract with a candy cane. a.m.-9 p.m., and Sundays 1
Chattanooga area.
that you aren't on private shop for a fun, colorful, cozy Andes attack-Mix in 3 p.m. - 5 p.m. $9
Joe Friday's Alaskan property; this could put a scarf. It might be a good idea drops of mint extract. Then http:/ /~.therivermaze.
to put a price cap on your pur- top it off with whip cream com
Coffee House
damper on things.
chase. Fourth (this is the best and a sprinkling of _Andes
825 Houston St., Chatta. .
(
part),
get together and let the mmtp1eces.
nooga, Tenn.
Swap
toasty
warm
Guthrie Pumpkin Farm
swapping begin.
Liquid Reese's-Mix in . a and Corn Maze FP.a hil"f"ll!
Perley Piranha
scarves.
Note: Instead of buying tablespoon of melted peanut Hayride to pumpkin patch,
200 Chestiiut St., ChattaLadies, this fall activity is
scarves
have everyone cro- butter. Top with whip cream, petting bam, theme-based
nooga, Tenn.
definitely gt:ared towards
chet
or
knit
a scarf
chocolate syrup, and peanut corn maze, meadow maze,
Rembrandts Coffee House you-make it a girls' night.
butter
chip shavings.
204 High St., Chattanooga, OK, think Christmas whiterope maze, hay bale maze
Have
a
hot
chocolate
party.
Note:
Try using extra tall a country store. 490 Country
Tenn.
elephant gift swap, except two
Hot chocolate on a chilly mugs-somehow this makes Road 67, Tenn. Now-: Nov.
months early and only scarves
night is always a favorite. Want it taste better . . . or at least open Fridays and Saturdays
to be the coolest kid on your makes it look prettier.
11 a.m. - 9 p.m. and Sundays
hall? Throw a hot chocolate
p.m.-- 6 p.m. $8
party, but get creative! First, Bundle up for the drive-in. http:/ fwww·.tnJ>UmtpkinfaJrm
have everyone bring their own
Thought going to the movies com
"How do you relieve stress throughout the week?"
mug. Second, ask several peo-: couldn't .get any cozier than
ple to be the mix providers- the Rave with their movable The Chattanooga Market
"Do a little.parkwr."
have
t4em bring their favorite armrest? Think again. The presents: Firehouse
-Clflton Schaller, ajuniOl' long-tt.t!Pt healthco.re ,
hot
coco
mix: Nesquik, Nestle drive-in is a fun and unique Chili First
administration mqjor
or maybe even Godiva. Third, way to watch a movie. Find Tennessee Pavilion,
have everyone else bring the a friend who owns a pick-up 1829 Carter St., Chattanooga,
"I like to sleep, watch TV, get out on the lake,
extras-this is the part that truck, then grab all of the com- Tenn. Sunday, 11 a.m. or work out da muscles.,
makes your party special! For fiest things in your room-pil- 4 p.m. Free. http://www.
-Ian Zinner, a sophomore photOgraphy mqjor
extra delicious -hot chocolate, lows, quilts, blankets, bean- chattanoogamarket.com
think add-ins.
bags, maybe even a mattress.
Spice it up-Add in some cinThe closest drive-in is locatnamon, nutmeg, vanilla ex- ed about thirty minutes away,
tract or marshmallows.
at 217 Old Hales Rd.; Trenton,
Torani syrup-Some of their Ga. For directions and movie
best flavors include: English show times go to http:/ fwww.
toffee, hazelnut, raspberry, wildemesstheater.com.
Irish cream, and orange. For a
eomplete list of Torani flavors
Note: A projector and white
go to http:/fwww.torani.com/ bed sheet in the baclc yard
flavors.
works well too!
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SPORTS EDITOR: DAVIS WALlACE

antasyfootball can be a fun pastime for girls too
ers fan from Erie, Penn., said
on NFLtalk.com, "I turned on
the Patriots vs: Chargers game
There is .nothing like wak- and watched it while in the tub
up on a Sunday morning, taking a long bubble bath."
a little later than usual, Times are changing.
on ydur favorite jerAccording to EzineArticles.
grabbing some snacks, com, expert author and Dispot on the couch and recTV advisor Whitney Alen
laptop to keep track of writes, "There are actually fefootball scores and male fans that keep track of
in for a day offumbles, the score, root for the home
field goals .and touch- team and would kick the
It's football season!
average guy's butt when it
This is my typical Sunday, comes to organizing a Super
I am a girl. Not many Bowl party." ~ _
I know like football, but
Bonding over fantasy foot- .
I love that feeling in the ball scores and arguing who
of my stomach when -my - has the best team is a favorite
the Cincinnati Bengals, pas time for my Washington
playing, and all i can do is Redskins loving fiance and I.
and pray that they win.
Weare bqth fanatical about our
For a while now, .a good teams, a~d will playfully tease
of men have thought that each . other when they don't
cannot or do not en- win. He recently asked me to
football like they do. They join a fantasy football league
it is just a "gby thing," he was putting together. I, of
poker. But the truth is, course, said yes.
NFL-loving women are
Fantasy sports are a rather
every day. The land- new phenomenon. Women ~1
of fanatical fans, ]u.mp- over the country are jumping
up and down when things on the bandwagon.
good or crying in their na"I love it. It keeps i:ne inwhen their team suffers a volyed on a weekly basis and
is changing.
it's a fun - hobby to have,"
lisa K., a Pittsburg Steel- Stephanie Massey, an avid

Washington Redskins fan
and the only other :woman in
our league, explained. "You're ·
constantly ·tweaking your
team and trying to predict the
next big thing-it reall:r brings
out the competitiv~ juices of
my husband and me."
Now, I want to win or I
would not have joined. I studied up so that when it was time
for our draft, I was ready. I
analyzed ESPN projections. I
watched game day highlights
from last season. And I even
asked a few questions.
However I was . still getting Baltimore Ravens linebacker Ray Lewis argues a call against the Ravens
during the fourth quarter of Baltimore's27-'21 loss to the Patriots Sunday,
unsolicited advice from my
Oct. 4, 2009, in Foxborough, Mass. (AP Photo/Winslow Townson)
fiance. I would just politely
respond, "Th~ks, _ but no _ I didn't take it. I knew my team placed a fewplayers on the inthanks!" I wanted to do it on would be just fine. At the end jured list. H~ also inade some
my own. I wanted to have the of the first week, I had beat- changes to his roster. We both
satisfaction of beating the men en my dad, and I was feeling had good teamS. However I
in the league.
hatl a better one. The final
pretty good.
Our draft came and went.
The next week, the · same. score·was 109-75.
I had organized my team, ·I had won again, 96-69, but
I am proud to · announce
and I was confident that even could not let that distract me. I that I am the leader in a 10though I did not have . the was playing my fiance the neXt team league. I am 3-0, and
number-one draft pick, I had a week and I had to prepare.
a woman and ready for
solid team:
I made a few changes. I traded NFL Sunday.
It was NFL Kick-Off Sun- out some players who did not day. I was playing my dad. He- perform·well in week 2 and realso tried to tell me that if I
did not adjust my roster some,
he would win by a landslide.
I · thanked him for his advice.

I'm

earing up for the game
comes to sports,
may say that- athletes
differently from nonpeople. In some cases,
think this is true. When an
wakes up in the mornon game day, gets ready
heads outside they might
"Ah, today is a great day to
(insert sport here)."
A non-athletic person might
"Man, it is really cold (or
hot)." So throughout
day, the only thing on the
mind is playing in the
later that night. It is hard
attention in class; there
no desire to do anything at
and all th~y think about
game.
As it gets clqser to game time
get more and more exAll tliey'ckn·think about

is _playing · hard, performing
well and coming home victorious. Now the non-athletic person might do something productive that does not include
sports. There is always homework and stUdying to do.
. Witlr only an hour left un:til
the start of the game, the athlete is in their room getting fo· cused by thinking about what
they have to do that night. After
that,-they might get pumped by
listening to some.music. Some
athletes like certain lyrics, others are more concerned with
a good beat, but either way
the point is to get hyped and
ready to start the ·game on a
strong note.
With only 30 minutes until
game time, the athlete starts
to head to the field or gym. At
this point all they are doing is
focusing on the task at hand,
. w}llch is playing hard, per-

forming well and coming home
with a victory: They get to their · .
destination and see that they
are one of the first people to
arrive. So with the music-still
blasting in their ears and still
focusing, they start to·warm up
by running a little bit.
Additional team members ·
foHow soon after, and they all
discuss the game plan for that
night's _ball game. As soon as
everyone has said what they
had to say, they take some time
to pray to their heavenly Father. After all, at least at Southern, athletes realize that the
only 'reason they have this talent in ·t he first .place is because
of God. The teani breaks from
the huddle, goes over to the opposing team and wishes them
goodluck. ·
The athlete is just waiting for game that they have b~en get the game rolling. Now it is
the referee to start the game looking forward to all day. The time to play some ball.
so they can finally play this r~fe!~ , s.i~n~~ w ~e,. ..c!o.c~.JCf. ,..., f, .... ,. ....... . :. ~ r!P' . .~
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Friday, Oetober 16
National Boss Day
No Field Trips or Tours
Society of Adventist Communicators,
Newport
Beach,CA
1-4:30 p.m. FREE Wal-Mart
Transportation,
W~t
Hall steps
7:30 p.m. Net 2009: Portuguese Evangelistic Series,
BiD Santos
8 p.m. SEYC Vespers, Kessia
Bennett, Church
After Vespers, Group Unk Small Groups, Church Fellowship Hall
7=03 p.m. Sunset

STUDENT LIFE
SIFE Transportation:
FREE Wal-Marttransportation,
Friday, Oct. i.6, 1 p.m.-4:30
p.m. Meet at Wright Hall,
rides leave every half hour.
Net 2009: A Portuguese
Evangelistic and Revival Series
by Pastor Bill Santos will be
held October 3-0ctober 17
at 7:30 p.m. These meetings
will take place in Miller Hall
Room 201. Visit online at:
dallasbraziliansda.com.
Education Majors (Juniors & Seniors): Sign up
now at Summerour bulletin
board to get acquainted with
Southern Union superintendents. Representatives will
be on campus Monday, October 19 in the Collegedale
Church Fellowship Hall. This
is a chance to polish interview
skills and get to know South-.
em Union personnel.
Museum Lecture and
iPod,drawing: Listen to Dr.
Michael Hasellecture on "The
Future of Biblical Archaeology" and Southern's archaeological excavations in Israel.
Learn how you can be a part
of this exciting project and
earn up to 6 hours of religion/
art credit this summer. Lynn
Wood Hall Chapel, Tuesday,
October 20, 7 p.m. The iPod

CHATTER
Waffles, Women ~ Like
Saturday, Oetober 17
Spaghetti, CA Room 103
9 a.m. Adoration I. John •
Nixon, Church
10:15 a.m. Steps to Christ/
Blue Like Jazz, CA Library
9:3o-10:15 a.m. Collegiate.
Continental
Breakfast.
11:30 a.m. Connect, Volker
Henning,CA
Church Fellowship Han
11:45 a.m. Renewal, John
9:45 a.m. "Breaking Free"
Women's Sabbath School,
Nixon, Church
Collegedale Academy, Rm.
2:15 p.m. Word Is Christ,
Sidewalk Chalk with Cbil105
. dren
9:45 a.m. The QuE!st for
Authentic Manhood, CA · 7 p:m. Evensong, Reader:
Kassia Bennett, •Songs of
Choir Room
Supplication": I Cantori,
9!45 a.m. ~ Sabbath
School, Spalding Gym
Church (Double Worship
Credit)
10:15 a.m. Adoration n, Sam
Cbetty, Church
8-10 p.m. Men's Club Bowling, Holiday Bowl, Chat10:15 a.m. CoDegiate Sabbath School, Church
tanooga
10:15 a.m. Men Ar:e Like

nano drawing will take place
at the beginning. For more information call ext. 2030 or email museum@southem.edu.
Convocation credit offered.

shortly to improve the lot access at night. This lot has not
been paved but is marked and
bumpers installed, so please
look for the new parking lot.

Psychology Symposium:
Plan ahead now to attend the
Psychology Symposium Friday, Oct. 30. More details next
issue! What: A symposium
with the theme "Why Christian Psychology?" When: 9:00
a.m. -12:00 p.m. Oct. 30, 2009
Where: SAU, Summerour Hall
Rm. 106 (Gen. Psych. room)
Who: A variety of speakers who are in the field of
psychology, sponsored by SAU
Psi Chi.

OEC Overnight Cave
Trip: Have you ever spent a
night underground? SOAP is
going to send you deep into
the earth for exciting exploration and a dark, cool night's
sleep. Saturday, October 17, 3
p.m. through ·sunday, October
18, 2 p.m. Cost: FREE. Meet
atOEC.

E.O. Grundset Lecuture Series: Jeffery Kuhlman, MD, MPH, White House
Physician, Washington D.C.
"From Hackmann Hall to the
West Wing." He is a Southern
alumnus, class of'83.

New Parking Lot Open:
All staff (F) and students with
a Housing (H) or Community
(C) sticker can now use the
new Brock Hall Parking Lot
#2. This lot is located off Indust.ial Drive near LifeTalk
radio and provides great access to Brock Hall from the
back entrance. This parking
lot increases our parking on
caiilJ>US by SO+ spaces and
is available now. Additional
lighting is being installed

OEC Horseback Trail
Riding: Come for an evening
ride on the trails of a nearby
horse ranch. Orientation lasts
half an hour, the rest of the
time is on the trail atop your
trusty steed. Sunday, October
18 from 1-3 p.m. Cost: $15.
Meet in front ofWright Hall. OEC Wilderness Skills
Workshop-Shelter Building: Build your own survival
home in the woods. Learn
primitive construction techniques for wilderness survival
shelters. Tuesday, October 20,
from 6-8 p.m. Cost: FREE.
MeetatOEC.
OEC Fall Break Cllmberland Island Backpacking Trip: Cumberland Island is Georgia's largest and
southern-most barrier island.
Spend your fall break e:xplor-

Sunday, Oetober18
No Field Trips or Tours
SAT Exams, L~n Wood
Society of Adventist Communicators,
Newport
Beach,CA
Employee Apple Festival,
Beitz Barn-N-Yard
5 p.m. Tithe Feast - Dinner
Party with God, Robert
Merchant Room
7:30 p.m. Wind Symphony
COncert, Church (Convocation Credit)
Monday, October 19
No Field Trips or Tours
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate

Tuesday, Oetober ao
No Field Trips or Tours
12 p.m. Tornado Siren
Wednesday, October
No Field Trips or Tours
5 p.m. McKee Library

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
braryOpen
Last day for 40%

fund
No tuition refund after
MIDTERM BREAK
No Classes
University Health
Closed

Council

ing this beautiful island and
soaking up the last of the summer's rays. October 22, 10
a.m. through Sunday, October
2S, 1 p.m. Cost: $so. Contact
soapadventures@gmail.com
for more information.
OEC Indoor Bouldering: Practice your rock-climbing skills at the Tennessee
Bouldering Authority. Tuesday, October 27, 6-10 p.m.
Cost: $6/$10 if you need
climbing shoes. Meet in front
of Wright Hall.

BIRTHDAYS
October16
Amanda Gonzalez, Carrie Cook, Castwell Fider,
David Boyer, Douglas Evans, Emily Maynard, Guian Goulet, Jared Williams,
Jon Remitera, Judith Choi,
Molly Gibb, Robert Gillisse,
Tracy Polley, Zavier White
October17
Alise Ionashku, Alyssa
Minear, Andira Ferguson,
Ashlee
Dollar,
Courtney
Blake, Dwight Magers, Jeena
Foronda, Joe ·Valente, Joselyn Ghulam, Katlyn Goodwin, Matthew Keaton, Megan
Sutherland, Melissa Couser
October18
Aleyda Mercado, Andrew
Aldridge, Braam Oberholster,

Cindi Young, Craig
David Olson, Elaine
mons, Jeremy Stemdale,
lie Marques, Katherine
Katherine Holder, Keely
Kimberly Jepson, Nate
RinaMendoza, ..,cu.aun.u .•• .:~~~~
Bispham, Shanshan
Shelby Tanguay, Stacey
October19
Allen Clayton,
Stone, Chris Conley,
Lamberton, Jessica
Lacie Moore, Steve
October20
Adrienne Vernon,
don Smith, Chris
bold,
Erika
Evgeny Chirshev,
Hogganvik, Jennifer
Kevin Orrison, v-:-..·--"'
Orrison, Lindsey
Oluwakorede Ajumobi,
na Martinez, 1]
October21
Amy Fullam,
row,
Jaime
Josh Korson, Linda
ley, Lucas Valenca,
dy Brady, Tyler
October22
carza, Canique Brown,
topher Sauder, Jamie
Jason Noseworthy,
Weaver, Samantha
Sarah Crowe

HUMOR
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Administrators lead alternate lives
AUDREY COOPER
HUMO!I

EDIJOI!

Southern's
President
Gordon Bietz has been
determined to be Dr. Neil
Clark Warren, founder of
popular online dating site,
eHarmony.com, according
to helpful sources who utilized the concepts of logic
and reason.
It can be seen that Bietz
bears a striking physical
resemblance to Warren.
The unnamed source of
this finding cited the following argument to support their claim: "Have
you ever seen these two
individuals in the same
place at the same time?''
It only makes sense to
assume that these two
men are, in fact, one and
the same.
This calls for one to
· pause and reflect, and
upon further deduction,
additional similarities between Bietz and Warren
can be found.
"In addition ·to their
physical resemblance,
there is also a similarity in convictions and
personal mission," said
one user of higher brain
functions. "The goal of
eHarmony.com is to bring
people together to form a
romantic relationship, and

Bietz does seem to believe that everyone should
find their perfect match
at Southern."
Following this revelation, a second hidden
Southern celebrity was
brought to light. Sources
close to School of Religion professor, Michael
Hasel, have alluded to the
fact that he is, in actuality,
CNN investigative journalist, Anderson Cooper.
"It's more than just
the well-groomed coiffure," sources reported.
"Cooper enjoys getting
his hands dirty when
it comes to journalism,
and Hasel can't get enough
of burying his hands
in the literal dirt of
archaeological digs."
Those "in" on this wellkept · Southern secret are
advised to keep mum
about this disclosure when
speaking with the individuals in question.
"There must be a reason [Bietz and Hasel]
have chosen to keep their
alter egos," authoritative
sources conclude. "It is
best to. simply revel in the
knowledge in private, or
at the very least, out of
earshot of Hackman and
Wright Halls."

THUMBS
.

down

8o,ooo-seatSilverdome fur
The city of Pontiac, Mich. is
seriously auctioning it off ·
no minimum bid. I'll pitch in
who's with me?

Photo courtesy of redbookmag.com

Neil Clark Warren

That crazy astronaut diaper
lady's crazy lawyer
Apparently, he's trying to argue
that "pepper spray isn't a dangerous weapon.~ Let's ask Campus Safety if they agree.

Essay-You
Nuda~

up

"SNL" sketch makes CNN
headlines
Because if"SNL" says the
president's "honeymoon .........,... "",,..
. is over, then it's really over.
Am~rican

Girl making
no sense
A homeless American Girl
doll? That costs $95? Really,
American Girl? Really?
Mid-Seme~er Book BuyBack
Nothing like a good 10% return
for your textbooks to make
your Monday and/ or Tuesday
afternoon.

Jason Neufeild <jasonn®southe

date? Try some of these

h£J ul ti s...

Tip#l: Try asking in a
"roundabout" way

Tip#2: Nothing says "I'm infatuated" like a
ift basket from the VM!

Southern enrollment steadily rising
3000---------------------------------------Undergraduate Enrollment

For the tenth year in a row,
enrollment at Southern has hit
a record high. There are 2,891
students registered for the fall
semester, 603 of which are freshmen, making them the second
largest incoming class in the
university's history.
With new facilities such as
the Hulsey Wellness Center and
the soon-to-be-completed nursing building, Florida Hospital
Hall, the university is making an
effort to attract more students
while retaining the current ones,
said Marc Grundy, associate
Yice president of marketing and
enrollment servi~s.
"While our facilities, staff and
atmosphere are top
our tuition is still low,"
Grundy said.
Ad!Ording to the National Asof College Admission
overall college en~lOillmeJilt across the country is up.
; AitllOU~tfl 24 percent of private in~ llil:uticlns have reported declines,
has seen an increase
four percent since this time

-

Freshmen Enrollment

year.

_,.,.,,...,;,,., economic times is a testo the value of the Chriseducation and environment
offer," said Gordon Bietz,
~ ~miiv..,.,oitv president.
Even though the economy has
soured, one student said Southern
was still an easy choice.
"I never even looked at another college," said Katie Burgan,
a freshmen business marketing
. "This is where all my best
friends are."
could be doing more to keep
low.
·
"It doesn't make a whole lot of

Af"

Caucasian

(Information &om Fall2009 Records Office Board Report}

. up even though we have record enrollment," said Ian Shives, a senior social
work major.
Sasha Chedalavada, a senior health
science major, transferred here sever-

al years ago and believes it was a wise
decision despite the rising cost.
"I've stayed at Southern because of
the spiritual atmosphere and the lasting bonds I've made with people," said

(l)

jf[
SOUTHERN
AINENTIST UNIVERSITY

,....-4

~
(l)
~

'

I WAS BORN EATING
MEAT AND WILL DIE
EATING MEAT. , ,

(1)

-·Q

t::
0

....0
(1)

0

~

Chedalavada, "I came from a state college
where parties are all [students] lived for.
Here I feel like there is actual meaning to
friendships and life."

SEm

PASi7

>

Do vou .LIKE THE NEW
ID CARD DESIGN? G6
ONUNE TO VOTE.
.M:a:NT

mJE'.all ..EDU
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Senate scrutinizes Student Association event budg
EMILYYOUN(}

Emma
~·

·.

Student Association senators questioned the budget for
SA events when they met for
the first time this year on Oct.
7. The Valentine's banquet,
with a $20,000 budget, was
the main line item brought
into question. Though the line
item only accounts for about 5
percent of the total SA budget,
senators wanted to ensure SA
spends its money wisely.
Kevin White, executive finance director for SA & senior
financial management major, presented senate with the
budget, opening the floor for
senators to ask questions. Michael McGonigle, senator and
a senior business administration major, was the first to ask
about the banquet's budget.
"I was just curious as to
why that number was so
large as compared to the budget for all the other events,,.
McGonigle said.
Other senators were also
curious about the amount.
White said the banquet's budget has been the same for the
past three years and the budget for the event is based on
the cost of past banquets.
Joel Kurtz, chair of the senate finance committee, motioned that the budget be sent
back to the finance committee for approval before senate
voted on the budget.
The following week, on Oct.
12, the finance committee met
with Jason Ortega, SA social
vice president, to go over each

SA event's expenses in detail.
Ortega explained that SA only
spends $14;ooo only the banquet because the other $6,ooo
is taken care of by ticket sales.
After going through each line
item, the finance committee
voted to pass the budget.
Ortega said the location
and quality of the banquet are
what make the budget so high
compared to other parties. It
also costs considerably more
because it is held off campus
and reserving a venue is expensive. Ortega plans to rent
the Tennessee Aquarium this
year, hoping to make it a special and entertaining evening
for Southern students.
"It's .not like we're just
spending the money just to
spend it," Ortega said. "It depends on the location. Some
years we spend 15, 16, 17 thousand dollars on the venue."
Kari Shultz, director of student life and activities, agreed
that the line item for the banquet is appropriate for the
cost of putting together an offcampus event.
"It's amazing . how things
add up," Shultz said.
Shultz estimates that 300
to 8oo students attend the
banquet each year. Some students are concerned the budget is too large for an event
the majority of students do
not attend.
"The only reason I brought
up the questions about the
Valentine's banquet stuff
is because it's the students'
money," McGonigle said. "If
everyone is OK with $2o,ooo

~outhrrn 2lccrnt
~
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for less than 20 percent [of
the student body], then I'm
perfectly OK with that. It's
a democracy."
However, Ortega said there
is no way to tell for certain
how many people will attend
any event. The current budget
is meant to accommodate everyone who wants to come to
the banquet. If the turnout is
low, SA will not use the event's
entire budget.
David Moore, a senior
construction
management
major, was surprised when

he heard the Valentine
banquet's cost.
"That's outrageous," Moore
said. "That's enough to send
a student to Southern for
a year."
Others feel that the line
item is appropriate because
of the cost to put together
a banquet.
"The money goes toward
the venue and toward the
food. It's not like we're taking
the money and just throwing
it away," said Christina Hernandez-Persia, a senior public

relations major and SA
committee member.
more students attend,
more it will cost. If we
have a big turnout, we
use all of the $14,000."
In the end, Ortega
has stud~nts' best
in mind.
"We have two very
enced sponsors that
that the money that we
is legit," Ortega said. "The
tom line is that we all
very hard to spend to
the students."

Budget for Student Association Parties 2009
Welcome Back Party
joker Release
Talent Show
Fall Festival
Christmas Party
Super Bowl Party
Winter Party
Valentines Banquet
Strawberry Festival

$4,200

Information from

$3,500
$4,200

2009-2010

SA budget

$5,700
$2,200
$4,200
$17,257

ARic TURLINGTON
SnEEWRmR

Southern's ID cards have a
new look to match the school's
visual identity package adopted in September 2007.
The new card features the
new official Southern colors,
the Southern logo and a larger
mug shot.
The Marketing and University Relations office chose
Kristopher Haughton, a junior
graphic design major, to create the new design.
"I wanted to come up with
an ID card that didn't seem
too standard," Haughton said..
Haughton made four different designs, and students
in the cafeteria were surveyed
in early September to find out
which design they liked best.
The winning design received
almost twice as many votes as
the runner up.
Despite this, many students are not happy with the
new card.
"I think it looks like a community college card and not
as professional," said Brandau
Roberts, a sophomore mass
communication major.
David Tilstra, a sophomore film major, said that
he liked having Wright Hall

Photo by

Anthony Horton has an ID card featuring the new design.

as a background on the old
cards because it is the symbol
of Southern.
One major change is that
the mug shot moved from the
card's left side to the right. It
has caused confusion for some
students who relied on the picture to know which direction
to insert their cards into the
diplocks on campus.
Other students say they just
don't like the change.
"It really doesn't matter that much, but I like the
old ones better," said Debbie
Beihl, a junior nursing major.
"I don't like changes, so that
maybe it."
Not everyone dislikes the
new card, however. Laurel Guthrie, a senior music
and nursing major, likes

the change.
"I think it is good, cause
has green, and that's
ern's color," Guthrie said.
Some others aren't that
cerned about it. Zach
professor for the School
sual Art and Design, said
the new ID card serves its p
pose of identifying the pel'SCI
carrying it.
"It is better organized all
more in line with the univs
sity branding," Gray said. "A
long as it serves its purpo1
it really doesn't matter if tb
background is green or blue.•
No matter how people fa
about it, one thing is certail
the card is here to sta~. ·
What do you think about tA
new design? Vote online at 01
cent.southem.edu
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New massage room opens in Hulsey .SJ &C relocates studio
90-minute massage for $18.
This
insurance
company
The Hulsey Wellness Center · offers massage benefits• to
bas opened its massage room. current denominational emChristy Spurgeon, a licensed
message therapist, works in a
room located behind the "Fit
for Eternity" wall.
"I'm really excited to get a
massage there," said Christina
Verrill, a sophomore elementaryeducation major.
As word gets out, appointtimes are filling up.
A client can receive a
-Christina Verrill
so-minute ·massage for $30,
a 6o-minute massage for $55
and a 90-minute massage for ployees, and if a student's par$9o. Although these prices ap- ents fit into that category, they
to a lot of people, the Cli- can get the discount under
ents with Adventist Risk Man- their parents' plan. The plan
covers So percent of the cost,
~E!me1rn insurance are eligible
while clients are charged a 20
fur a discount.
With ARM insurance, a cli- percent co-pay at the time of
ent can receive a 30-minute the visit. Clients can pay with
massage for $6, a 6o-min- cash, credit; check, debit or
ute massage for $11 or a ID cardd if they have enough
ANGELA

SADLER

''I'm r~ally

excited to get
a massage
there.

money on their account. .
TYLER QUIRING
Clients can sign up for a ...
s~.....~u._wD.Kaum.ua..___ _ _ _ _ __
massage at the Wellness CenStudents. in the School of
ter or they may call Spurgeon Journalism and Communiat 423-650-2087. There are cation's digital photography
no set hours, but she is typi- class are getting adjusted to a
cally at the Wellness Center . new studio.
Over the summer, the phoin the afternoons. Only one
therapist is available, with to studio was relocated from
no ·plans to add any more, suite five to suite one in Flem:so it might be difficult to get ing Plaza's mini mall. The new
an appointment.
location provides four rooms
Clients may disrobe entire- for students to practice their
ly, but must be appropriately skills, including a small classveiled with a sheet.
room and two rooms equipped
Some students were sur- with studio lighting and backprised to 'discover the drops. It provides more workcenter
offered ing space and versatility,
wellness
massage therapy.
said Stephen Ruf, a School of
"Oh wow) I didn't even Journalism and Communicaknow," said Alyssa Zambrano, tion professor who oversees
the studio.
a sophomore nursing major.
"What's really nice about
When Ali Concha, a junior
nursing major, heard about this space is that we can leave
the massage rooms at the we11- our studio- lights and backness center she asked, "Where drops set up," Ruf said.
do I sign up?"
Previously, the studio was
only one room, so photographers had to set up and
take down lights and equipment whenever they wanted
to change them. In the new
suite, one room is dedicated
to quartz-halogen hotlights,
and another studio for electronic strobe photography. .
Yet another small room in-

eludes a light tent for close-up
product photography.
The · move was necessary
because the School of Business and Management needed
suite five for their new Market
Research Institute. However,
they worked out a deal with
the School of Journalism and
Communication that provided
them with a larger alternative
space in suite one.
Rachel Turner, an adjunct
professor teaching digital
photography, thinks that the
change has been a good thing
for the class.
"I think the studio is a great
asset to the department,"
Turner said. "It brings a lot
of opportunity."
Sarah Jaaskelainen, a junior
nursing major and_a member
of the digital photography
class, likes th~ new workspace.
"I think it's a helpful asset to
all the creative people on campus," Jaaskelainen said.
·
Digital photography students are the only ones allowed to use the studio this
semester. However, Ruf said
next semester photography
majors and minors may arrange studio time through him
or the School of Journalism
and Communication office.

Emily Kay takes photos ofJohn Shoemaker in the School ofJournalism
and Communication's photography studio in Flemming flaza.

new massage room, which is now open in ·the Hulsey Wellness Center.

The School ofReligio·n o_ffers twO new majOrs

programs were created for
who have the desire
share the gospel and serve
e mission field along with
ongoing need · in other
for missionaries. •
"The main goal to open the
and biblical· studies
is because it tries to

meet the need that is out there
·in the mission field," said Greg
King, dean of the School of Religion. King added that most of
the mission openings are currently not for people to go afld
serves as preachers, but for
people with technical skills to
· share the gospel.
· The missions major is designed to provide a biblical
and theological foundation
for the mission field, as well
as practical experience. It also
aims to prepare graduates to
serve the church more effectively. It requires the student

to be missionaries for one
year in another country and

' ' I want to

combine art
with biblical
studies and
create things to
teach people.
-Katherine Holder

lead two to three weeks of
evangelism meetings.
The biblical studies major
provides an education that
does not require the professional training for pastoral
ministry or religious education. Both programs are
recommended as a second
major, and therefore, students can blend them with
another degree or. with a preprofessional program.
Leroy Abrahams, a sophomore pre-med student who
recently enrolled as a missions
major, said that the new major

caught his attention because
he has wanted to be a mission-;
ary since he went on a mission
trip to the Philippines.
Similarly, Katherine Holder,
a junior art and biblical studies major, and a new member of the Adventist church,
found biblical studies as the
perfect degree.
"I want to combine art with
biblical studies and create
things to teach people," Holder said. Holder wants to use
her biblical knowledge and art
to share the gospel, especially
with those who cannot read.
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Southern holds depression screening Woman working in T:
NICOLE GARCIA

5JAEFW.ITER

National Depression Screening Day was held in the
Student Center Oct. 8, giving
students an opportunity to
gather information about professional counseling resources
provided on campus.
Forty-five students took advantage of the opportunity.
Counselors from the ebunseling and Testing office handed out ·short questionnaires
and anonymous mental health
screenings for depression in
order to assess any possible
mood or · anxiety disor~ers.
Last year\ more than 8o,ooo
students were screened at colleges across the country as
part of NDSD.
The screening questions included: "Have you lost pleasure in things you used to
enjoy? Do you have trouble

NATHAN THOMAS
sleeping or eating? Are you or my problems."
· Gabriella Perez, a junior, Su.EEW.!HR
keyed up and anxious all
the time?"
said, "As a psychology major,
Crystal Kablanow was hired
Yvonne Saint-Villiers, a se- I feel depression is a seri- several weeks ago as a maintenior public relation major, ous problem especially with nance worker in Talge Hall.
felt that it was appropriate for the way the world is today.
"She is only the second
Southern to host NDSD be- Whether you're a professional woman to work as a Talge Hall
cause students are really busy counselor or not, you should maintenance worker since I've
and stressed and are prone to always try to _lend an ear to been employed here," said
being depressed.
those in need."
Dusty Miller, head of mainteIn addition to holding
NDSD representatives said nance and housekeeping.
· NDSD, Southern's Counsel- as a student it is important to
Kablanow, a sophomore
ing and Testing Services of- keep focus on studies, ,but if nursing major, said it was
fers a five to ten minute online negative feelings · prevent you awkward for her to work in
screening for depressjon and from taking part in everyday Talge at first.
"Sometimes the.guys stare,"
anxiety disorders. Southern activities, then it might be
also provides a variety of free, time to seek help. Untreated Kablanow said.
services including confidential depression can end up nega. Miller said that · he has no
personal counseling covering tively affecting careers, rela- knowledge of the guys causing
tionships and quality of life.
any problems.for her so far.
everyday problems.
According to the spring re"Sometimes I feel depressed
The Talge Hall maintenance
when I get a bad grade and I sults of the American College _department also works in
tend to beat up on myself over Health Association-National Thatcher Hall, so Kablanow
it," said Brock Baer, a fresh- College Health Assessment spends , some time working
man psychology major. "But survey, 45 percent of students there as well.
I feel that Southern's counsel- report feeling so depressed
Kablanow says that hedob
ing services do not apply to me they can no longer function.
is very! technical. She repairs
the locks on doors, fixes ijghts,
replaces air conditioning
units, and works on anything
else that needs to be done in
the residence hall. Miller added that maintenance requires
skills with hand tools and mechanical aptitude.
"I worked in a lumber yard
once, so I've had handS-on experience," Kablanow said.
Although she's done different styles of work, -Kablanow

Rain delays Florida Hospital Hall construction
LAUREN

BROOKS .

SnFFW.mR

Construction · of Florida
Hospital Hall has been delayed four to five weeks due to
heavy rainfall.
The building is about 40
percent complete. Currently,
construction workers are in
the process of getting the roof
on as soon as possible so they
can make up the lost time by
working on the interior part of )
the building. "We planned for bad
weather, but not weeks of
rain," said Marty Hamilton,
associate · vice president of
financial administration.
The main auditorium in the
new nursing building, -located
on the first floor, is covered
in water.
"It's like a sWimming pool
down there," said corporate
architect Fred Turner.
The first and second floors
have the plumbing roughed in,
the interior framing' done, and
a· conduit installed for all the
electricity. Roughed in means
the plumbing and electricity
have been installed and are
ready for fixtures.
"The electricity P-as been
roughed in on the first and
second floor and already
includes a lot of the duct- ·
work," said Clair Kitson, the
general contractor.
The masonry .brickwork to
the front of the building is also
already up to the third floor.
Kitson said the only major

-said she enjoys m~tin1tenanct
the most. Her last job was
Southern Student
club

her new maintenance
and nursing classes, she
keeps quite busy.
"I live for the Sabbath and
chance to not worry about
or school for a whole
Kablanow said.
Most guys in the
don't ·see any problem
having a woman as a
nance worker. Stephen
a sophomore organ
mance major, said,
maintenance workers?
great."

-

Southern Village goes
ing to a press release,
Franek, vice president
publisher of The Princeton
In a close race to conserve view, said, "The 'green' .
electricity, Hickory #2 was the ment on college campuses ..
. September "Go Green" contest is
growing
winner in Southern Village. ly among students ·
The four r-esidents in Hick- administrat~rs alike."
Dwight Magers, ·dean
ory #2 are Naya Allen, Julie
Lechler; Autumn Ludington men, and Kassy Krause,
and Nicole Ludington. Each· ofwomen, supportthemcmu1...
resident received a $25 gift ly contest by providing
certificate to Wal-Mart.
prize money. .
The "Go Green" electricity
"The basic concept is to
contest began in the South- the Southern Village stutdents~l
ern Village apartments last to _turn their lights off," Magsemester afterJ P Mathis, as- - ers said. "We only hav~
sistant dean at Thatcher Hall, many resources."
returned from a conference in
The winning strategy .....vu~'~•
Dallas that emphasized con- the Hickory #2 residents
serving resources in apart- generally maintaining
ment buildings. When the conserving habits.
contest began last year, teams
NayaAllen, seniorpsycholoconsisted of groups of four gy major, gave some examples
apartments from each side of . of ways they ·conserved eneach apartment building. This _ergy. She said they unplugged
year, every apartment com- small appliances when
petes on its own to have the were finished with them.
lowest electricity bill per perAllen said, "We didn't think
son each month.
that what we were doing made
The efforts to "go green" on a differeQce. We just did what
campus are not alone. Accord"" came natural."
RENEE

CEROVSKI

SnFF WRmR

Photo by Ashley Wagner

Progress continues MoJ!day on the new Florida Hospital Hall. Upon
completion, the building will be used mostly for nursing classes.

delay to the construction is
the rain.
·
"Fred Turner, the architect
who designed the building,
has dorie a good job communicating to us on what we need,"
Kit~on said.
Like any construction. site,
there are always minor problems that happen.
"We always have issues that

have to be addressed," Turner
said. "We've always been able
to fix those problems."
The Florida Hospital Hall
budget is $7.5 million. The
building should be completely
furnished and ready to start
Classes by July 2010.
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rs, Malia and Sasha,
received their swine
tushots.
The White House announced on its Web site
Tuesday that Malia, 11,
and Sasha, 8, got the shots
:from a White House doctor
last week.
The doctor, who was not
,..,.nt11"1<>n, applied for and
the vaccine from
city's health department
the same process as
other vaccination site
m the District" of Columbia,
said Katie McCormick Lelyveld, a spokeswoman for
first lady Michelle Obama.
McCormick Lelyveld said
president and Mrs.
Obama would wait to get
their shots until after people
in priority groups, such as
children, young adults and
pregnant women, have been

vaccinated against the strain
. of flu known as H1N1.
News that the Obama
sisters have received their
swine flu shots was likely
to raise questions about
whether th~y had been given preferential treatment.
It also could anger parents
who are having difficulty
getting shots for their own
children because of shortages in the promised vaccine
production and the way the
vaccine that is available is
being distributed.
At the same time, Obama
has been urged to vaccinate
the girls to encourage parents skeptical about the vaccine's safety to do the same.
Obama last week declared
the swine flu outbreak a national emergency, and gave
his health secretary power
to let hospitals move emergency rooms offsite to speed
treatment and protect patients not infected with

the virus .
U.S. health officials said
Tuesday that more than 22
million doses of swine flu
vaccine are now available
and that most people should
soon begin to find it easier
to get a shot.
Last week, just 14 million
doses were on hand, despite
initial government predictions that as many as 120
million would be ready by
mid-October. The government later slashed that estimate to 45 million. The slow
supply has frustrated members of the public, many of
whom have stood in line
for hours at vaccine clinics
around the country.
Health authorities say the
H1N1 virus has killed more
than 1,000 people in the
United States, and 46 states
have widespread flu activity.
All four of the Obamas
already have received their
seasonal flu shots.

Alaska
Former GOP vice presidential candidate Sarah
Palin reported Tuesday that
she has received at least
$1.25 million for her hugely
anticipated upcoming book
"Going Rogue."
A disclosure statement
released Tuesday discusses
Palin's finances from Jan. 1
toJuly27, when she resigned
as Alaska governor. Palin
uys she received $1.25 million from publisher HarperCollins for the book.
The document only provides a partial picture of the
book deal because it doesn't
cover the three months she
bas been out of office. Palin
doesn't elaborate on her
bqok compensation, describmg the $1.25 million figure
only as a "retainer."
It's likely she will make
more money when it's all
said and done. -"Going
Rogue~ catapulted to No. 1
Arnazon.com and Barnes
a: Noble.com ctfter HarperCollins announced in late
September it had moved
up the release date of 1.5
million copies.
The book is currently listed at No. 6 on Amazon. com
ad No. 11 on Barnes & Nowill

appear on
Winfrey
before the
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President Barack Obamq watches as his daughter Malia walks their new dog Bo, on
the South Lawh of the White House in Washington. On Frida)'J Oct. 9, 2009, Malia
congratulated her father for winning the Nobel Peace Prize by reminding him that
Friday was also Bo'sjirst birthday. (AP Photo/Ron Edmonds, file)

CHARLOTIESVILLE, Va.
(AP)-

In this July 26, 2009,jile photo, then Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin gives her resignation
speech during a ceremony in Fairbanks, Alaska. Harpo Productions announced
Tuesday, Oct. 20, 2009, that the former governor and Republican vice presidential
candidate will appear on •The Oprah Winfrey Show• on Monda)'J Nov. 16. According to Harpo, the interview will be Palin's first about her new book, •Going Rogue:
An American Life. • (AP Photo/AI Grillo, File)

The parents of a Virginia
Tech student who disappeared
outside a Metallica concert
said Tuesday they fear she is
the victim of foul play. ·
Morgan Dana Harrington's
parents said on NBC's "Today"
show they are devoting all of
their energy to finding their
daughter, who was last seen
Oct. 17 outside a University of
Virginia arena.
"This is probably a parent's
worst nightmare," Dan Harrington said. "Clearly no one
ever expects to be in this situation and we have to hold out
hope that we're going to see
our daughter again."
Harrington, 20, of Roanoke,
was attending the concert 10
days ago when she left the
arena and was not permitted
to return. Her purse and cell
phone were found. Th~re was
no sign of any type of struggle
in the area, state police investigators have said.
Dan Harrington speculated his daughter might
have accepted a ride home
with someone.
"You know kids at this
age think everybody's their.
friend," said Gil Harrington,
Morgan's mother.
Asked if they feared foul
play, Gil Harrington responded,
''Very worried,
very worried. Nothing else
makes sense."
she
said,
they
Still,
don't want to "fall into

survivor's guilt."
"We need to be moving
forward and direct all our
energies at this point in finding Morgan while people's
memories are still fresh," Gil
Harrington said.
Police hope a $150,000 re-ward - including $50,000
chipped in by Metallica - will
help generate new leads.

In this undated phot~ released by the
Virginia State Police, m1ssing Virginia
Tech student Morgan Da11a Hamngton,
20, of Roanoke Count)'J Va., is shown.
Hamngto11 has been missmg smce
Saturday, Oct. 17, 2009. Univers1ty of
Virgmia Police say Harrington was last
see11 near the John Paul jones Arena in
Charlottesville, where Metallica held
a concert that night. Harrington was
wearing a black T-shirt with MPanteraH
across the front in tan letters, a black
mini skirt, black tights and black kneehigh boots. She has long blonde hair,
blue eyes, is Sjoot-6 and weighs about
120 pounds. (AP Photo/Virginia
State Police)
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Learn how to live by figuring out what the gospel is no
EZEQillEL vASQUEZ
CONIRIBIJIDR

There•are certain situations
when in trying to define something, you don't clear up anything about the substance or
meaning of the term you have
tried to define. For example, if
you ask me what color the sky
is and I tell you that it's blue,
it still does not fully define
it. If you ask me what Mexican food is and I tell you that
it's good, the definition still
leaves a sense of dissatisfaction; the questions still linger
almost mockingly.
Yet, at times it's just as important to say what the term is
not in order to fully define it.
So what is the gospel? Jesus
Christ hanging upon the cross. die, not just to pay for sin but
There we go, we can pack also to cleanse humanity from
our bags and go home. No. It _ sin. Any fumbling freshmen
boggles my mind how people theology major could tell you
really believe that something that the Greek word translated
could be reduced to such sim- as propitiation literally means
plicity that it is practically "mercy seat" and even that is
. meaningless, and yet they a theological spin. It literally
' are satisfied. As wonderful-as means "covering," and it has
this truth is, it did not happen the connotation of"cl~nsing."
ina vacuum.
If this is the case, then JeWhy did Jesus die? The an- sus died on the cross because
swer is obvious but the impli- you have sinned. Jesus did not
cations are not. Jesus came to have a good time either; he

Of course not.
Do you stay away from open
sin? Great, but does that mean
you have been changed by the
gospel? Probably not. Ceasing
to sin is not the sole indicator
ofthe gospel power.
· The gospel is not solely
about us ceasing to sin, but
about inspiring us with the
passion and drive t{) cease sin.
See the difference? You don't
just hate your sin, you hate
all sin. Even your judgmental
mentality and your spiritual
pride. Even the murder of a
homeless person that no one
loved; or the lost life of a suicide bomber and the victims.
You don'f only desire to do
Photo iii..Stration by Sean Brinson
something about it, but you do
something about it.
.
suffered to the point where he
You see, the gospel is literpled three times to avoid such _ally grace in action-not just
a fate, but there was no other mercy seat or cleansing, but
way. He died on the cross to mercy and active cleansing.
cleanse humanity from sin, Christ hanging on the cross
not to give humanity a license was the g~el and grace
~o sin. .
inaction.
What does this mean practiDo you want to show evically? Does it mean that if I be- dence that the gospel of Christ
come a g~ boy then I won't changed your life? Actively
swear and kick and scream? pursue the final end of sin
If I tuck in iny shirt instead of wherever it may -hrrk. ~eek
sagging- my pants, does that to stop human -slavery. Seek
make me p~rt of the 144,000? to stop world hunger and

poverty." Seek to r~lieve
wounded, weak and
less. The gospel does not
change you, but it inspires
and empowers you to "u"'"l>"•
the world.
If you are a Christian
your Christian life is the
today as it was five years

''

The gospel
is literal~y
grace
in action.'

then you had better
yourself because that is not
gospel. You need to reflect
grace in action of the "'v~·ll<'lt· •
because according to
4:17, not doing anything
sin. Christ came to save
from your apathy and
lethargy also.
Learn from the gospel
change the world. Isn't
about time someone
_lived this?

A call to suffocate the spiders (or sins) in our live
CHRIS CLOUZET
REI!GIQNEDIIDI!

There is a spider in one of
the girls' apartments. It's disgusting. It's trapped inside
a little zip-close bag-not
because they like its company-but because the girls are
watching it slowly suffocate.
This spider is like sin. The girls
intend to suffocate it and kill it
and make it cease to exist. B1,1t
even if they get rid oflittle spidey, they won't rid themselves
of the spider, the spider race.
You see? Sin, no matter how
much we get rid of, will never
cease to exist in its entirety by
our own effort:
I struggled recently to catch
a sin and put it in a bag. My
sin was anger, and it was during an intramural futsal game.
I was desperately trying to get
·my hands around it so I could

feigning ignorance of its very · cate until it ceases to exist. I.
presence. i played it off as don't want to be the fool who
just being a part of the game, "gives full vent to his anger,"
of putting , forth 100 percent but ~ther the wise man who
effort., I ~ade myself believe "keeps himself under control,"
no one probably noticed and
that i had a right to play just
a little rudely because to me
it seemed the other team was
acting worse anyway!
This anger was just another
spider in mY life. I've trapped
and killefl .some before, but
new ones' always come creeping around the corners of my
life. After ~e game I becrup.e
even angrier, but this time it
was at myself for being mfurihome. But deep inside, this ated in the first place. Isn't anfury was expanding and ex- ger supposed to be for fools?
ploring the inner workings of How do I ge~rid of this spider~
its human host, threatening This sin? ~at will God do to
to demonstrate just how bad . change my heart? How long
I could be-but it felt so good.
will it take!?
I found myself justifying
I want to trap that sin in a
dishonorable behavior by zip-close bag and let it suffostuff it away and make sure it
would suffocate and die. Cognitively, I was well aware of
its potency in my heart if left
to dwell there and make its

. ' ' Th
_. IS
. sp1.der
is like sin. The
girls intend
to suffocate it
and kill it.

''

I

(Proverbs 29:11). I don't
that angry very often, but
God help me in tliis struggle
because it is one ugly spider.
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e Carnivore Diaries: Don't knock it until you've tried it

are for you, the more
they are. I will use
an example.
from an island
vegetation is all but
this isn't hard to un1 grew up consummore active part of
world. I never even
that out there, somethere were people
eating "fake" meats
veget!lbles. So, it's
that my biggest
in coming out here
was the fact that I
my meat-only diet.
spending a certain
of years here, I won't
how many, I've eat-

en more vegetables than I did
in 18 years back home. I was
so proud of myself when I ate
my first salad that I had to buy
a $20 30-minute phone card
to call home and boast. They
probably would've been more
impressed had I called while
they were fully awake. I was
slightly disappointed that they
didn't join in my celebration.
But I digress. I spent my first
two years in the dorm, eating
mostly on-campus because I
had limited off-campus food
funds. I came to appreciate
pasta days and haystack days.
I find myself craving Sam's
chicken every now and then. I
even caught myself daydreaming abou~ tofu. Quite shocking, I know. I feel like a true
Adventist every time I eat my
vegetables or some type of
Lorna Linda product.
However, even after all
these years living only on veg-

Photo Illustration by Emily Kay

gie foods, I find that my heart
still longs for chicken, and
beef and fish. Mmmm fish.
I was born eating meat and

will die eating meat. Why?

Because it simply tastes better. End of story. I challenge
you vegetarians, and even

you vegans, out there to prove
me wrong. Stand up for your
vegetables, pleaSe.

thcare Reform: A solution to a complex problem

everyone
its secret clauses,
the public.
Party B . mounts a
series of hyperdesigned as a "real" Inevitably, fringe
throw around cariof Party A being the
of the worst person
think of; usually Hitend, nothing is ever
except the rewriting
(i.e. since when did
policies like universal
become associated

I am a pragmatist. However,
just because socialized medicine works, does not mean
that it is inherently superior.
The same is true for our current system. Just because
it is "free market" does not
give it a moral "high ground."
People often decide to live in
idealisms that serve only to
prevent compromise.
Talk radio hosts politicians. Brainwashed pavement
pounders from both sides
refuse to acknowledge any
shortcomings of their own
"convictions," so as not to give
the other side any credibility.
This form of arguing is riddled
with logical fallacies, false acc'usations and outright lies.
Deba~e degrades to a sort of
political cold war with both
sides lobbing worst case scenarios at each other.
I digress; here is the issue.
Hiding behind dogma does
not create solutions. Conservatives need to recognize that
the free market does create a
conflict of interest when people are making money on the
illness of others when they are
removed from the realities of
the situation.

Liberals must recognize that
there are severe consequences
when we take away the ~e
dom of choice from people
in any way, especially in an
industry as serious as healthcare. We just need to come out
and admit it; health insurance
companies are a problem no
matter how far right you lean.
The way the system is currently structured, health insurance co~panies have no
incentive to heal people, or to
keep them alive. Decent coverage is out of the reach of people who are not given coverage
through their employers. Even
from the employers' side,
health insurance is a huge
ball and chain that weighs
down profits.
So how might two perspectives that $tand in such diametric opposition come to a
compromise? Here are my
ideas on how to fix healthcare
in the U.S.A.
Make all. private healthcare
providers ~o non-profit (and
not like good old Blue Cross).
Insurance is just a way for a
group to pool its resources
to provide its members with
emergency money that they

would not usually have on
hand. I don't mind paying
someone to organize and oversee such a massive collective,
but many for-profit insurers
have overheads in excess of
25 percent as a result of the
huge executive payouts and
investment dividends they are
"forced" to pay.
Not-for-profit companies
with no dividend checks to pay
and no executives to bank roll
would certainly see a massive
drop in overhead that should
mean an immediate drop in
premium prices of at least 10
percent. Co-op non-profits
are a more . ethical option
than the current system, or a
government takeover.
Create tax free health savings accounts. I know from
personal experience that
health insurance is expensive,
and for a young person like
me, a waste of money. What
we all want is the assurance
that we won't go bankrupt
from chemo treatments, but
we wouldn't mind paying for
everyday expenses. The problem is that we often pay $300400 a month for coverage that
we rarely use. In order to have

a lower monthly premium,
you have to raise your deductible. Few people would ever
touch a $3,000 deductible, so
we end up flushing our $200a-month premiums down the
toilet. If we kept our $200 a
month for one year we would
have $2,400, .roll that over 10
years of good health and you
can basically pay for any expense short of major surgery.
I could literally be selfinsured in a matter of a few
years. Not to mention that
that money will be added for
years to come. Who knows
how much could be paid for
in old age, thus taking some
burden off Medicare. Many
healthy people would then
enter retirement with sizable
HSAs that would pay for much
of their care.
For catastrophic situations,
small premiums would be
paid to our previously mentioned n.ot-for-profit HMO's,
which would then pay for every expense not covered by
the individual's HSA. This is a
potential legislative issue that
I have not fully explored.
(To be continued next week)
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What! It's Over? Six steps to ease breakup pain · This
with these things now is better
than having to deal with them
later (and the emotions they
Breakup. Just the word may bring).
ptobably causes a wave of sad- . Getting rid of evidence is
ness or anger to come over also closure for you. It's a
you for a split second, or pos- reminder that you're startsibly it lingers. Maybe some- ing a new chapter in your
one's face flashes through life with new characters and
your mind, or a suppressed · new opportunities.
memory surfaces. Breakups Get out!
are no fun. They often hurt
Get your butt out of the
so badly your heart feels like house and do something,
it's going to explode. How- anything! Keeping busy is a
ever, somehow you always great way to get your mind off
make· it through them. Here things. Here are a few things
are some ways to help ease you can do when you get out:
the pain next time your heart
1. Don't pack on the pounds
is broken.
like some people do during
· Eliniinate all evidence
a breakup, exercise and im-Get rid of anything and ev- prove your outlook on life. Not
erything that reminds .you of only will it make you 'feel great
·y our ex significant other. This because of endorphins that
is one of the hardest things give you a natural high, but
to do after a breakup. During being active will help recover
this stage you realize that you your point of view. And the.
will have to continue living feeling of conquering a physiwithout them. Because this cal challenge can inspire you
stage can be painful, it's best to conquer greater· things in
not to put it off, and get it over life-like your breakup.
with fast!
2. Expose yourself to some.I
There are a couple of things thing hilarious. Head out to
that should be eliminated im- see the latest comedy, or go
mediately. Those sweet text to a restaurant featuring a comessages saying how much median. Whatever makes you
he or she loves you ~ it's time bust a gut-do it! Laughing
. to hit the delete button. The boosts your mood and helps
pictures of the two of you to- you forget your sorrows.
gether on Myspace and Face3. -Go out with friends for
book - it's time for those bad some karaoke and sing your
boys to come down. Dealing heart out. Pick an oldie song
KATIE liAMMQND

MANAGING

Epnoa

Weeke

2. Volunteer at your loto take you back to good times
(not a song that reminds you cal soup kitchen. Even in the
of her or him). Release those midst of the hustle and bustle Start enjoying fall
inhibitions and get your of cooking and dishing out activities this weekend
food, serving others whose check out the music
groove on.
circumstances are less fortu- theater options.
Sort your thoughts .
Once you're reasonable and nate than yours helps show • • • • • • • • •
calm, it's good to recognize you how !lluch there is to be
Anlerican Art nl"P"f'nn
the ~any different emotions · thankful for. You have a lot.
3. Go to the pound and take FREE First Sundays
you're feeling.
One of my friends wrote "fic- a dog on a walk. An artic~e, Enjoy a free visit to the
tional" stories in her Creative "Pets: Good for Your Health," Hunter Museum on the
Writing class that conveyed on Newsweek.com says that Sunday of each month.
her thoughts on what she was caring for an animal can re- Chattanooga, Tenn.
going through. The writing duce stress and lower blood Sunday 12 p.m.-5 p.m.
turned out to be a comfort to pressure. Relieve some of that
post-relationship stress, and
her broken heart.
org
For those who prefer a more make a new furry friend.
structured way of sorting
Another way t9 shift your · Hidden Hills Farm &
thoughts, a pro/con list can focus is · to discover the truth Saddle Club presents:
be very helpful. While it can about your circumstances, and Costume Show
be painful to write down all of realize you are more valuable
the good qualities of someone . than the relationship Y,ou were dress up and perform
you cared deeply about, the in. Even if they were the. most 5922 Edgmon Road,
cons help put things into a re- a!Jlazing person in the world,. Sunday 3:00 p.m.
alistic perspective, especially if you are still just as valn:able $10
you were the one who did the · single as you were in a rela- http://WWW.un>U<O>LllUJLL"LGI
breaking up.
tionship. Your value is not in . com
Here is a method for a proL whom you date.
· Celebrate Clltattrull04[)gJI
con list that is sure to put your Improve your life
Festival at the
mind at ease.
. Now that you're single, do Chattanooga Market
that thing you've always want- First Tennessee Pavilion,
1. Create a list of pros and
cons on separate sides of a ed to do. Have you dreamed 1826 Carter Street
piece of pape10.
of becoming a rock star on Sunday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
2. For each side of the list, the guitar? N~* is the time to
assign the number one to do it. Or m~ybe you've always
items on the list that are deal wanted to take a cooking class
ket.com
breakers or. deal makers. ·
but never had the time. Well,
The
River Maze
3. Add the total ~umbers for · now that you're not tied down
173
Welcome
Valley Rd,
each side separately. Seeing to anyone your . aspiration of
NowNov:
1,
open
that the number for the ·cons making creme brulee is not an
sp.m.- 9 p.m., Saturdays
is larger, will help solidify in unreasonable goal.
a.m.-9 p.m., and Sundays
your mind this person isn't the
Become the type of perp.m.-5 p.m. $9
one for you~
son you want to be with.
http:
I fwww. therivermaze.
· Now, if you're a man, this
Shift your focus
· com
Taking an interest in the doesn't mean start acting like
needs of others is a great way a woman, but rather focus Guthrie Pu~pkin
to get your -mind off yourself on · cultivating characteris- and Corn Maze
and your problems. Seeing. tics in yourself that you want 490 Country Road 67,
other people's problems that your next significant other to Now _- Nov. 8, open·
are much greater than yours have. Too many people spend and Saturdays 11 a.m.-9
. is beneficial in realizing this their time on looking for Mr . and Sundays 1 p.m.-6
breakup is not the end of the Right .or Mr~. Right ·instead
world, and things could be a of trying to become the best http://www
lot worse. Here are a few ways person they can be, with or com
to help others out:
without someone.
1. Visit an assisted living or
Yes, breakups are hard, but
nursing home. Some residents following these guidelines
hardly ever get a visitor, and can make the process more
just someone who takes an in- tolerable, and even turn the
terest in them will make their hardship into a learning expeday. Also, many have had ex- rience. You can grow tremenperiences that can teach you dously"during this time, and I
valuable lessons about life and promise, you will make it!
what really matters.

i8
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guins raging against the rest of
omen's A League football teams
season is up
running, and it looks
the Raging Penguins are
class of the Women's A
They started off the
by going 5-1, putting up
and only allowing 20 ·
in their first six games.
will have two more

in the league once it's playoffs.
The Narwals .are close behind · the Raging Penguins.
with a record of 3-1. Close behind is October Crush at 2-0.

' ' Ifwe continue to lose games
before the playoffs, we will
be ranked lower and lose
momentum.
''
BLAZN is next in the list of the
top contenders with a record
of 1-2. Playing with spirit despite-less ~!!11 perfect seasons
are Fumble This and Heart-

.....I.L.L,__

breakers, both at 1-3, and Chic
. This at 0-3.
Sophomore · biology premed major Shenise Paige
thinks it is very important to

finish the season strong.
. "If we continue to lose
games before the playoffs, we
will be ranked lower and lose
momentum," Paige said.

·N' Bake .cooks up good defense

winning games.
shake the opposing
offensive plays with
strong defense. In fact,

their defense has not let any
other teams score thus far
this season.
On offense they bake their
opponents. After the first .
three games this season they
have Tacked up 84 points.
But just because Shake
N' Bake is at the top of their

game right now, doesn't mean
that they have the season in
the bag. The . Ninja Turtles,
Air Force One, .Showtime and
Fresh Men are all ·competing
for the top position in a league
of very talented players.

ootball to kick off All-Star games at Southern
game next semester.
When asked why he would
want to bring something like
this to Southern, Bradford
said, "Intramurals are one of

compete in a "bragrights game': also known
all-star game. ·
President an9 senior
major in business a~
iaistJraticm and accounting,
Wise has presented
and strongly believes
it into a reality.
not only be for the
fans, but for all the
offered here at Southincluding flag football,
floor ·h<?ckey and
Since this is the ·first
doing this, there will only-.
football all-star game
l8e111est<er, and a basketball

''

Try to pictur,e an all-star
game t? go along with what is
already a very strong intramural program. Some may find
it hard to make the cut for a

This will be a similar effect
to MLB's homerun derby, or
,..
NFL's QB skill challenge for
all the different sports offered
here at Southern. So as you
prepare for the Pro Bowl this
Three possipJe options foJ;
coming weekend and you see all:-star'Votingf
Peyton Manning throw 50ya~d bombs, just think that Fan Voting
We create · a ballot and
could be you next year in the
football all-star game here at have the fans circle in their
Southern. Perhaps you are starting 5 for both the Ea~
not into football that much and West teams.
and basketball is more of your
sport, so when the NBA all- Player Voting
i~crease
Have each A teagu~ piaystar game comes in two weeks
and you ·see Chris Paul make el<, vote fpr their starting 5
one of his no-look passes, just (ex~luding' their ·Q,'\'VQ team)
picture yourself doing ·that Better· teaQlS, mo~'.,AJI.
teams, with" fbe
here at Southern's basketball Stats
all-star game. If they can have l:'betb:!r
t:.:r~~ar~(J.
. specific all-star team in a fun playing a meaningless
sport, so that is why there will game in the pros, why can't we
also be a skills challenge sort do the.same thing at Southern
. Adventist University?
of event.

Intramurals are one
of the_things that
make Southern great,
·and I feel like all-star
games will
.
the quality of the
intramural experience.

the things that make Southern
great, and I feel like all-star
games will increase the quality
of the intramural experience."

.,,

.

lOi.OAll'"~

.-;-·

.'

.

. ..

Star PrQpo~als
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Friday, Oetober 30
Deadline to request December/May Graduation at
Records
Faculty Winter Textbook
Adoptions due, Campus
Shop
Alumni Homecoming
1-4:30 p.m. FREE Wal-Mart
Transportation,
Wright
Hall Steps
3 p.m. Advent Home Ministries, Wright Hall Steps
8 p.m. Vespers Concert,
Shawn McDonald, Des
8 p.m. Alumni Vespers, Greg
Ellis, Church
After Vespers, Adoration,
Des
6:47p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Oetober 31
Alumni Homeconling
8:45 a.m. Adoration I, Smuts
Van Rooyen, Church
9:3o-10:15 a.m. Collegiate
Breakfast,
Continental

STUDENT LIFE
Psychology
Sympo- ·
siwn: The Psi Chi club will
be sponsoring a symposium
entitled "Why Christian Psychology." A variety of speakers, who are in the field of
psychology, will be presenting on Oct. 30 from 9 a.m. to
12 p.m. The location will be
Summerour Hall room 106.
McKee library Recitation: McKee Library will
host a recitation to kick off
the Friends of McKee Library
on Friday, Oct. 30 at 10 a.m.
Everyone is invited to join us
as students, staff, and alumni
• recite favorite lyric passages. Light refreshments will
be served.
BCU Skate Night: Come
Saturday, October 31 from 11
p.m. - 1:30 a.m. for a night of
fun skating! Tickets are being
sold in the Dining Hall and
in the Student Center during meal times. Prices are: .
$2 for paid members $4 for
nonmembers, door price is
$3 for members $5 for nonmembers. Location: Hamilton Skate Place.
National American Indian Heritage Month:
McKee Library will eel-

. CHATTER
Church Fellowship Hall
9:45 a.m. "Breaking Free"
Women's Sabbath School,
Collegedale Academy, Rm.
105
9:45 a.m. The Quest for
Authentic Manhood, CA
Choir Room
9:45 a.m. Prism Sabbath
School, Spalding Gym
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Smuts
Van
Rooyen,
Church
10:15 a.m. Collegiate Sabbath School, Church
10:15 a.m. Men are like Waffles, Women are like Spaghetti, CA Room 103
10:15 a.m. Steps to Christ/
Blue like Jazz, cA Library
11:30 a.m. Connect, John
N"JXon,CA
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Smuts
Van Rooyen, Church
2:15 p.m. FLAG Camp,
· Wright Hall Steps
4 p.m. Die Meistersinger Re-

union Concert, Church
6:30 p.m. Evensong, Organist: Jonathan Wohlers;
Reader: Moises Guerrero,
Church
8 p.m. Southern Night Live,
Des
8 p.m. Kids Fall Fest in the
Park, Student Park
8 p.m. Southern Shuffle
registration, Wood Hall
9:30 p.m. Southern Shuffle,
.WoodHall
11 p.m. BCU Skate Night,
Hamilton Place, $3 for
BUC Members & $5
non-members

Sunday, November 1
Daylight Savings Time Ends,
Set clocks back one hour
Alumni Homecoming
9 a.m. Benefactors Brunch,
Dining Hall
10 a.m. Antique/Classic
Car Show, Wood Hall
Parking Lot

ebrate National American
Indian Heritage Month. On
Wednesday, Nov. 4 at 7 p.m.
Tom Kunesh, Commissioner
for Native American Affairs,
will be visiting the library.
Everyone is invited!
Lifeguard
Certification: A Lifeguard CPR/AED
recertification class will be
held, Monday, Nov. 9 at 6:30
p.m. in the lies Pool. Cost:
$10.00. Also, a Lifeguard
Recertification Class will be
held, Monday, Nov. 16 at
6:30 p.m. in the lies Pool.
Cost: $10.00.
Discounts for Auto Repair Work $2.00 off Oil
Change (normally $22.95
plus
tax/Supplies)
and
$5.00 off 30 point inspection (normally $25.00 plus
tax/supplies).
Discounts
good through end of November. Call Technology at
423.236.2863 to schedule
an appointment!
Graduating
Baccalaureate Seniors: The
required Senior Exit Exam
(MAPP) will be given on the
following dates: Wednesday, Nov. 11 8 a.m., 10 a.m.,
1 p.m. & 3 p.m.-LWH Thursday, Nov. 12 8 a.m., 1 p.m. &
3 p.m.-LWH Sunday, Nov. 15

9:30a.m. -Dining Hall Tuesday, Nov. 17 8 a.m., 10 a.m., 1
p.m. & 3 p.m. -LWH
Wednesday, Nov. 18 9 a.m.,
11 a.m., 2 p.m., & 4 p.m.
-LWH Thursday, Nov. 19 9
a.m., 2 p.m. & 4 p.m. -LWH
Friday, Nov. 20 8 a.m. & 10
a.in. -LWH Sunday, Nov. 22
9:30a.m. -Dining Hall
OEC Church on the
Rocks/Community
Service/Rock Climbing:
Come join us· for church on
the rocks! The Outdoor"Leadership Rock Climbing class
will be spending the weekend in Sandrock, Ala. We'll
meet them for Sabbath. The
day will include: church in
the morning, cleaning the
surrounding area in the afternoon then climbing in the
evening. Saturday, Oct. 31
from 9 a.m. through 9 p.m.
Cost: Free. Meet in front of
Wright Hall.
Showcase of Service:
Thursday, Oct. 29 from 5 to
6:30 p.m. in lies PE Center
there will be a Showcase of
Service. This is an opportunity for Chattanooga and
surrounding areas organizations to get acquainted with
students and faculty on campus. Organization presidents

5=45-8 p.m. Free Transportation to Fall Festival,
Wright Hall Ste~ (rides
leave every lh hour)
6-9 p.m. SA Fall Festival,
Hidden Hills Farm

Monday, November 2
Student Missions Week
11:30 a.m. Presi~ent's Circle
Luncheon
3 on 3 Basketball Tournaments & Volleyball Intramurals Sign-ups, WW!"·
southem.edu/intramurals
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council
7-9 p.m. Degree Audit, Meet
Sharon Rogers, Talge
Hall Lobby
Tu~y,

November 3
Election Day
Student Missions Week
8:3o-4 p.m. Florence Oliver Anderson Nursing
Seminar
6 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
or their community service
coordinators might want to
come and meet these service professionals and sign
up for volunteer opportunities throughdllt the year.
Supper is provided for all
who attend.
SA Fall Party: The SA
Fall Party will be held this
Sunday, Nov. 1 from 6-9 p.m.
at Hidden Hills Farm. Come
to this family friendly event
and join in the fun. There will
be hayrides, fresh apple cider,
s'mores, kettle corn (for purchase $2), games, pri7!es and
good old Bluegrass music!
Rides from.Wright Hall start
at 5:45p.m. and will continue
until 8 p.m. with rides leaving every 112 hour, directions
are also in the dorms, student
center arid online at http:/I
www.hiddenhillsfarm.com.

BIRTHDAYS
October30
Andrew
Lechler,
Jacob
Faulkner, Khrisna Virgil,
Laura Andrews, Leeban Gutierrez, Leilani Santana, Marvin Thorman, Taylor LaFave
October31
Anthony Botticelli, Audrey
Cooper, Ellie Molineaux,

Thursday,NoNeJmb•
Last day to drop a class
tomatically receive
Student Missions
11 a.m. Convocation,
Laszlo, Church
3:30p.m.
visory
5 p.m. 3 on 3
Tournament &
Team Meeting,
7 p.m. Convocation,
Laszlo, Thatcher
cation Credit)
7-9 p.m. Degree Audit,
Sharon Rogers for
audit, Thatcher Hall
Joyce Reyna, Kim
Teri Klinger
Novembert
Andrae Ancheta,
Mercado, Deanna
DerekArmitage, Henry

mon, Rachel Boggess,
Karnes, Tyann Jeffries
November2
Blair Martin, Glenna
ley, Melissa Giebel,
Yelorda, Reed Krause,
Franche, Shirley Spears,
Haynes, Whitney Wiley
November3
Chelsey Appel, Joel
November4
Ashley Westcott, ~radly
nison, Danielle
Hannie! . Calkins,
Peggau, Janet Gray,
Slocumb, Kristiana
Miss Jackelline Fuentes,
Wohlers, Seth Hickman,
ven Crosby, Steven
Novembers
David George, Donna
berry, Emily Taylor,
Dalley, Jeffrey Futcher,
ca Dalley, Lars Hamer,
de Souza, Nicholas
mann, Rebecca
Ryan Urbina, Sara
Sebastian Mayer,
Feig, Timothy Harning

/
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True Life Conversations: Awkward Lovers' Spat
AUDREY CooPER
HuMO• Eoao•

Ah, ram·ore ... and what
would true love be without
the occasional friendly banter, nay, even heated debate?
There are those who would say
•that it is the discussion of differences that brings us closer.
However, there is something to be said for a time and
place for these disparities. And
I feel confident in saying that
the Southern Adventist University Promenade is never
the time or the place for such
an interaction.
If springtime is the season
when love begins to bloom
and all is rainbows and Care
Bears, then apparently fall is
the season when love's problems rear their ugly heads and
seemingly in public. It was
roughly the second week of
September that I experienced
my first "Southern Awkward
Lovers' Spat."
I was making the trek from
the Student Center to Brock-,
most likely whistling absently
to myself, for sure minding
my own business, when the

violation occurred. It was happening .approximately three
or four feet from the steps of
Daniell's Hall, and before I
knew what was happening, it
was too late.
I'm pretty sure She was
crying, which made me feel
sorry for Her, but then I realized that She was the one
doing most of the yelling,
which made me feel sorry for
Him as well.
Her: You NEVER listen
to me! You're a selfish pig! I
hate you!
Him: Baby, baby ...
Her: No! You never
respect me!
Yikes. I'd like to say that I
was safely beyond Daniell's
Hall by this point, that this
was all out of my earshot,
that I was safe. Alas, none of
this was true. This would have
been the day I chose to wear
ridiculously high-heeled shoes
that made walking any faster
than a snail's pace impossible.
As I inched my way past the
tense scene, the awkwardness
only heightened.
Her: I thought you loved me
. . . (more tears)

Him: Baby, I ~nly meant ...
Her: No! You've already said
enough, you've already ...
It was at this moment that
she noticed me timidly attempting to creep by. Our eyes
locked in the most uncomfortable gaze, She suddenly aware
that I was a witness to her
lover's spat and me horrifically gUilty that I was caught.
For the longest second of my
life I .stood still, unable to tear
my eyes, wide with fear, from
hers, red and puffy and fiery
with rage for her unfortunate
man and me, the unfortunate bystander. I finally tore
my gaze away, focusing all
my energy on moving away
from this situation as quickly
as possible.
I
finally reached safe
ground. With Brock coming
into view I decided, for some
reason, to take one last glance
over my shoulder. It was then
that I saw the couple, anger
apparently dissipated, in an
intense lip-lock. Oh good grief.
Lovers of Southern, I beg you,
read this and mend your ways.
There are some things no one
should have to behold.

Audrey's New Vocabulary Suggestions
AUDREY CooPER
HIIMQI!

EQIIQII

Have you used «tame

Proxy: copy-cat. "You
proxy! I have that exact same
raincoat!"

Purpose: sweet, nice-tasting. "That cupcake I just ate
was so purpose."

it" and "beard" so
Noise: offensive, not cool, Hybrid: stir, mix. "Let me
annoying. "Man, all these tests hybrid up some cookie dough
much that your
be noise, dawg." Submitted for you."
roommate is begging by Brandon Wilson
for mercy? Here_ are
Pollution: noisy. "It's so
some new exprespollution in the church after
sions to try out:
vespers."

Seasonally appropriate
sprucbmg:Roundabout
nice, Landscape Services.

Tacky Halloween lawn
decor: Really? Is a bloody
"head" on a stake really
necessary?
New conversation tf:)pic:
"What did YOU do for

Warm weather:
Quit playing with our hearts.
Just give us fall!

Break: Only 3-ish weeks
they give us another one.
(

Technically only 2 days
off school for break:
Doesn't leave much time for
a jaunt over to much of anywhere ... besides, perhaps,
Alabama or Kentucky ...

accent.southe~edu
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a· Festiva returns

Hidden Hills
700 students made
trip out to Hidden Hills
for the Student AssociaFall Festival Sunday. The
just a few miles from
allowed university
to shuttle students back
forth, and the site proample parking for those
drove themselves.
SA social commitalso known as the Duck
chose the farm to
things up.
haven't been there in a
and I think it was time

social vice president.
inspected the pasture
to be sure it was clean.
discovered a field
with booths featuring
such as bowling, horseand darts. The lines
long as people tried to
tickets they could trade

"I liked playing the games,
and some of the prizes w-ere
pretty cool," said Christina
Verrill, a sophomore elementary education major.
Prizes ranged from little
rubber bouncy balls to oversized stuffed animals to duck
gear. Many students pooled
. their tickets to get the best
prjzes before they ran out.
Those lucky enough to get one
aispleyed them proudly. However, not everyone got what
they wanted.
"I really wanted a panda,"
said Ashlee Pacamalan, a junior nursing major. "I was
working so hard, but they
didn't give me enough tickets
at the games."
Three tractors pulled students on hayrides around the
_farm. The ride proved popular
enough to keep all the tractors
going into the night.
The new snack this year was
Kettle Kom, which was sold
to students, along with tradi-

'

Kir~teJJNEJPhew

line dances with friends to blue grass music at Sunday'~ Fall Festival. .

tional hot drinks and s'mores, · one, ·it's fresh, number two,
which were provided free of · it'5-·made in Colle~dale, and ,
charge. Gordon Bietz, the uni- number three, I made ft," ·
versity president, operated the Bietz said.
Students gathered around
apple cider machine.
'
"This apple juice is the best fire pits to ro_ast marshmalapple juice because, number lows and to keep warm.

INl vaccine delayed
UniversitY's Health
is still waiting for its
of the HtNt vaccine

"Once they send us a ship
date we will know within
two days of when · we will
get the vaccine," said Betty
Garver, University Health
Center director.
Southern isn't waiting for
the vaccine to help keep students safe. The university is
taking extended precautions
to minimize flu cases on campus, according to the online
version of Panorama: the uni- ·
versity's parent newsletter.

"The Pandemic Response
Planning committee · was
formed to help control the
spread of the flu and -t rack the
illness rates in general," said
Ingrid Skantz, director of marketing and media relations.
The pandemic committee
is responsible for the increase
in hand sanitizers on campus.
The university also added two
environment service workers
to help keep surfaces clean
around campus, said David

jill
SOUTHERN
ADVENT IST UNIVERSITY

~

· Students seemed -to enjoy
the party.
- ~ .-.-~
"I thought it was: the bee's
knees," said Joshua Haddock;ajunior'English major. "It was
the best Fall Fest I have been
to in my three years here."

Houtchens, chair of the Pan- ' spects 2009 HtN1 is no· difdemic · Response Planning ferent than the everyday flu.
committee and fire safety of~ Njnety nine percent of the
ficer. The committee has post- people who get it only suffer
ed information about HtNt in a· few days at home, but for
the dorms and they educated something less that one perthe deaJ;lS and RA's . so they cent, HtNl can be fatal and
know What best to do when many of them •.. children and
students get sick.
young adults."
The University Health Set:::,
The Uni'iersity Health
vice did vaccinate a numbeJ; / Center is suggesting systemof students before mid-tel'Ill~ atic treatment, which is basibreak with the seasonal flu cally rest, fluids and Tylenol
vaccine, but this vaccine does or .Motrin, said Bill Rawson,
not offer protection ', agalfiSt'p~ysician's~ assistant at the
the HtNt virus.
University Health Center.
In a "6o Minutes". story,
Houtchens
said
·ill
CBS reported, "In many re(continued on page 2 )

. o·· o~eak
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da .s until

Do you LIKE THE NEW ID
CARD DESIGN?

~
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40%
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(Based on 40 ~otes at ~,;cent.wuthern.edu)
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Renowned pianist comes to Southern for Steinway celebra
RENEE CEROVSKI
STAFF WRITER

The School of Music will celebrate becoming the 100th allSteinway school with a concert
by world-renowned pianist,
Yefim Bronfman.
Bronfman will perform
at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 8 and 9 in
Ackerman Auditorium on
the School of Music's new
$90,000 nine-foot Steinway
grand piano. The program for
both nights will include works
by Beethoven, Schumann,
Prokofiev and Tchaikovsky.
Bronfman is a Grammy
Award-winning pianist who
has given concerts with wellknown ensembles and artists
all over the world. Bronfman
is widely acclaimed for his
lyrical playing.
"His playing has extraordinary depth of feeling, personality and character," said

H1N1

Peter Cooper, piano professor for the School of Music.
"He instantly connects with
the audience."
The initial 200 student tickets to the event cost $10 each
and quickly sold out three

~ "e could -not
have asked for
· more blessings
from day one.
-Joy McKee
days after they became available. Community tickets were
$100 and VIP tickets were
$250. After midterm break,
a few more balcony seats became available for students.
The Bronfman concert
will celebrate the end of t4e
small things like "cover your
cough" and "if you're sick, stay
home," said Houtchens.
Campus Safety is working
on a Web page with a list of
sites that have up-to-date information about the flu. The
Web site is not only going to
have educational resources
but also spiritUal resources
as well. Web sites like http:/I
www.flu.gov also have up-todate information.
With questions about H1N1,
contact David Houtchens at
Campus_Safety, or contact the
University Health Center for
additional information,

Continued from Pg. 1
students should wear a
mask. A student feeling too
sick to attend class should
self-isolate, drink lots of water
and get rest. A student with a
fever of more than 102 degrees
should seek medical attention
right away. If the student has a
cough with a fever or has asthma or low immunity the student should not wait to seek
medical attention.
It is important to try and
prevent the .spread of the flu
as _much as possible by doing

~outhrm accent
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fundraising campaign for way and Boston (an affiliate
the all-Steinway project. Joy of Steinway & Sons) pianos
McKee, director of Corporate for practice rooms, teaching
and Foundation Relations at studios and Ackerman AudiSouthern, said $450,000 of ·torium in December 2008.
the $6oo,ooo goal had been To be an all-Steinway school,
raised before Alumni Week- Steinway requires -more than
end. The goal is to raise the re- 90 percent of the pianos in
maining $150,000 by Nov. 9. a music school to be made
The project has benefited from by Steinway or a Steinwaygenerous supporters, steep affiliated company. Some of
discounts on the pianos and these pianos are available
good timing.
. for the general student body
"We could not have asked in certain practice rooms
for more blessings from on the first floor of Mabel
day one. The Lord has re- Wood Hall.
ally blessed the campaign,"
Having the new pianos will
McKee said. "There have benefit the piano students as
been institutions in the world well as the student body and
that have been working really the community. Cooper said
hard to become the 100th all- the concerts that the School
Steinway school, and we just of Music offers to the camdecided, moved and caught pus ·and community will be
that slot."
better as a result of the new
The School of Music be- Steinway pianos.
came an all-Steinway school
"The
instruments
will
after purchasing 30 new Stein- inspire us to play better,"

Cooper said.
Cooper also said the
will attract a higher
guest pianists.
Jonathan Harper, a

everyone he knew.
Harper said, "I
that they'd kick
if they didn't go u~~-

Budget approved despite e-m~il camp
JuUANA McGRAw
SuuW.mR

Student Association senators approved the SA budget Oct. 28 with no · discussion despite an e-mail
campaign urging senators to
cut funding for the annual
Valentines banquet.
"My senator assured me
in an e-mail that he would
bring it up, so I was surprised
that they didn't," said Bjorn
Harbolt, a senior business
administration major.
At the meeting, Joel Kurtz,
senate finance committee
chair. presented his committee's recommendation that
the budget be passed without alteration, including a
$2o,ooo appropriation for
the February banquet. ·This
recommendation was reached
after a line-by-line review
of the budget.
After Kurtz spoke, SA President Bradford Wise asked
the senators to respect the
committee's research and final opinion. SA Executive
Vice President Steven Arauz
then opened up the floor for
discussion. He was met with
a prolonged silence. Arauz
again asked if anyone had
something to say, but not
a word was spoken. Arauz
called for a vote and the budget passed with a majority;

•

three
senators
abstained
from voting.
Senator Brandon Cobos,
a freshman mass communication major, who represents community students,
was one of the three senators who ab~tained. He received constituent e-mails
asking him to change the
banquet budget.
"After talking to all of the
senators I felt that whatever

' ' h e finance
committee
knows what to
look for, and I
think they did
a good job.
-Car.li Bernhardt
I had to say would have been
pointless because they had already determined to vote for
it," said Cobos about why he
did not speak out before the
senate vote.
In a later statement, Cobos apologized for not
voicing the concerns of
his
constituents
during
the meeting.
Ben Schnell, a senior theology major, was at first "really

upset" when he heard
the vote but has since
his mind.
"Once it came to the
floor it wasn't just
quet, it was the entire
of SA," Schnell said. "It
like they could put it
back burner, because
clubs needed money."
Senator Carli
representing a
Southern Village, did
e-mails from her
ents but voted to
budget instead.
"The finance
knows what to look for,
think they did a b"'~"'J''"'•
Bernhardt. "They take
job seriously, and we
that they did what's
Other senators said
they did not hear any
from their constituents.
"I didn't voice any
ments because I
have any constituents
plain," said Senator
tin Camara, a
student representative.
The senate's · budget
shed light on
democratic process.
"Students aren't
terested in Senate,"
nell. "This year is the
in my four years here
ever been interested to
my senator or be
in an issue."
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ria charges sandwiches by weight Freshmen bloggers write
semester,
in the cafeteria are
by weight instead of
method of chargrin4ilividual iteni.
employees made
to weighing sandafter a student advibrought up
in the winter 2009
. The main goal of the
is to make paying for
easier for both the
and cashier.
no longer have to worwhat needs to be in
and on the side," said
Frood, associate vice
of financial admin~

your sandwich together and
put it on the scale."
Some students noticed the
ease of not having to keep
their sandwiches in pieces for
cashiers to charge.
"Not only did it take me
a shorter time to make my
sandwich, but then I got ·to
the cashier and it didn't take
that long at all to weigh my
sandwich," said Keri Mau, a
sophomore music and clinical
laboratory science major.
Cafeteria employees performed testing · of different
sandwiches to see if there was
much of a price difference between the two methods. For
most sandwiches, the result
was only a small difference in
.cost. Students, however, feel
there is a big increase in price.

Photo by Emily Kay

"My intentions· in buying sandwiches in the first
place were because they were
cheap," said Julie Landess, a
freshman nursing major. "Unfortunately, I believe it is more

'~ou no longer
have to worry
about what
needs to be in
a bowl and on
the side.
-Doug Frood
expensive having it weighed
versus item by item."
It is all about the perspective Frood said. A $3 sandwich
at the cafeteria, compared
to delis in the area, is a good
deal. Plus the quality of each
sandwich is considered higher
in the cafeteria, he added.
Food service employees
always look for ways to improve their service and items
offered. Frood is working on
starting the student advisory
committee again this semester. Students with opinions
are encouraged to go and talk
with -employees about ideas
or concerns.

has Alba Mendez weigh her sandwich in the cafe.

about first year at Southern
EDEN KOUADKO
SuuWama

Every week, seven freshmen discuss their first year
experiences at Southern on
the university's Web site. like
many universities, Southern
is using freshmen blogs to attract future students and help
current students connect with
each other.
"I look forward to writing a
post each week," said freshmen blogger Shelby Tanguay,
a biomedical major. "Writing is one of my passions, so I
truly enjoy picking something
that happened from the week
and telling others about it. I
feel blessed to have been given
such a cool opportunity."
Besides Tanguay, the seven
bloggers include Whitney
Mitchell, Kenny Lee, Brad
Goodridge, Naomi Jackson,
Caroline Ellis and Jessica Trejos. They are paid $10 a blog
and usually write one a week.
Most bloggers said they spend
one to two hours a week working on their blogs.
The bloggers write about
everything from their first
birthdays at Southern to their
difficulties in class and with
schoolwork. While the university does not censor or edit
their plogs, one blogger, theology major Brad Goodridge

explained that bloggers are
asked to be "respectful and Grated, while being outrageously original and interesting."
"It's good to know that they
post everything raw-just
like I typed it," said blogger Jessica Trejos, a music
education major. Blogger Whitney Mitchell,
an allied health major, pointed out that although there is
no censoring or grammatical
editing, there are some things
the moderator has to change.
"In my latest blog I mentioned three girls," Mitchell
said. "Upon submitting my
blog, [the school] asked me if
I had gotten permission to use
those girls names. Of course I
had not. Consequently, those
names had to be changed."
Several bloggers expressed
that what they enjoy the most
about writing their blogs is
getting feedback on them.
"[Receiving feedback] is my
favorite part of writing posts.
I always read the feedback,"
said Tanguay. "It's cool when
other students or staff talk to
me about my blog. Hearing
their input makes all the time
and effort worth it."
To view the freshmen blogs,
go to https:/ jwww.southern.
edu/blogs.

uthern student receives Student of the Year a-ward

said she almost

Crumley said that the Student of the Year award provides recognition at SAC, good
information for a resume or
portfolio and verification that
a student's work is good.
Scalliet said that he suspected something when Crumley
asked him if he was going to
attend SAC, ando then further
when SAC officials themselves
called and said that they would
pay his way to Califo-rnia if he
would attend.
"It feels great," Scalliet said.
"I really didn't expect that.
You try to do the best you can
and suddenly you have some
people recognize what you can
do and it's great.'
Crumley is also'happy about
the award.
"I am delighted. I'm so
thrilled," Crumley said. "It was
worth the extra time."
Howevtm i~r...qml~yo l~r 1}9
the only one who suppoftls
her decision.
"I think it's pretty impres-

sive for him,~ said Aaron
Cheney, a senior mass communication major. "I think
he's a great student. I had him
in class a couple times, and I
think he deserves it:"
Scalliet is working toward
his bachelor's degree in media

Photo by Daniel Pedley

Roland Scal/iet

production, aTld already has
an associate degree in media
teq~nology, which he finished
in December 2006.
Born on Africa's Ivory Coast,
Scalliet has lived in several dif-

ferent countries. When he was of the ministry is to produce
religious programs in French
2 years old, his family moved
the
French-speaking
to France, and again to Swit- for
zerland when he was 5· Scal- church members in Quebec
liet's family finally moved to while producing material for
Canada when he was 15, and the ar8a nonbelievers as well.
have lived there since. Scalliet
Currently Mieux Vivre is
has both Belgian and Swiss producing a weekly radio show
citizenship, and speaks French and is starting to produce for
as his mother tongue and Eng- an evangelistic series soon.
lish as a secondary language.
Scalliet said that he·is ready
This past summer, Scalliet to go where God calls him, but
did an internship with Life- for the time being he is constyle Television in Sweden. He tent with what he is doing.
"I'm a pastor's kid, so
traveled around with them for
two months, covering camp- I've always lived on call, so
meetings and even a series by there hasn't been any longterm plan for my life yet,"
Mark Finley.
"I think I learned more in ·said Scalliet. "For now, I'm
those two months than I did staying here."
in my entire college career,"
Scalliet says that his award
is going to help his work.
said Scalliet.
"Winning an award from
Scalliet is currently living in Victoriaville, Quebec, the Adventist church itself
while preparing to graduate is really going to validate
in December. He is working my: career," ,Sca~}je,\: ~~aiQ,. "It
at a new media ministry caHed definitely adds ct edibility -td
Mieux Vivre, which is French the degree I'm going to have
for Better Living. The goal in December."
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Students prep.are for Israel dig through Institute of Archaeo
sites in both Israel and Jordan, such as Jerusalem, Masada, the Sea of Galilee, Petra
This summer the Institute and the Red Sea.
of Archaeology began trainOver the summer 20 staff
ing and excavation at the and participants worked for
site Khirbet Qeiyafa, Israel, ,three weel.\s, from June 28 to
in preparation for continued , July 17, 2009, on the Biblidigs in the summers of 2010 cal site. They opened up four ·
and 2011.
excavation squares, finding
Armed with trowels and new -coins from the time of Alexantechnology, layers of dirt were cler the Great beneath pottery
dug away to reveal a fortress from the time of David.
that may have stood while Da"I loved the hard .work and
vid fought Goliath.
excitement of finding arti"We learned things we were facts," said Josh McGraw,
doing well and how to im- a junior archaeology major
prove next year," said Michael who participated in 'the dig.
-Hasel, associate director of · "I enjoyed sweating, digging,
the excavation site, a profes-· lifting buckets, finding coins,
· sor in the School of Rellgion pottery and walls while being
and director ·of the ~nstitute in Israel."
of Archaeology.
More than just excavation
· Hasel and the Institute of took place every day. GPS and
Archaeology are already look- Geographical
Information
ing forward to taking a larger Systems total station technolgroup of about 40 volunteers ogy allowed the staff to more
and 15 staff to excavate from effectively survey and produce
June 16 to July 17, 2010. Stu- . 3-D images of the site.
dents who participate in the
Scot Anderson, assistant
dig are eligible to receive up to _- professor in the School of
six hours of class credit in reli- · Computing, is in charge of colgion and art history. Weekend lecting and compiling all the
trips will be made to famous digital data from the readings.
JuUANA McGRAW
SnFFWamR

"Technology saved us an
enormous amoul)t of time ·[at
the dig]," AndersQn said. "If ·
someone wants the elevation
of a point, it only takes a short
period of time to get the reading with the total station."
This high quality imaging
and survey technology will
benefit long-term research
and planning for future digs
with 3-D images recording the
various levels of excavation
and progress made at the site.
Anderson and Hasel hope to
have 3-D images of the site by
Nov. 20 when they attend the
12th annual Bible and Archaeology Fest in New Orleans.
In 2008 the Hebrew UI'li- ·
versity of Jerusalem, partners
in the dig, excavated the old- ·
est Hebrew inscription ever
found to date from a different
section of the dig. At the upcoming Bible and Archaeology
Fest Yosef Gatfink~l, director
of the excavation and professor of biblical archaeology at
Hebrew · University, will discuss the site and the content
-of the oldest Hebrew inscrip- .
tion. Garfinkel will also give a
lecture at Southern on Nov. 17.

Cost (includes credits).:
6 weeks -:- ·$4,995
3weeks.:>$3,670 .
Deposit tq )lold place:
'$5QO pajd.b y Jan. 15r2d+O
.

0

Pandora Internet radio ch~rges for music
NATHAN THOMAS

STAFFWamR

Pandora Int~rnet radio is
now charging their users after
the first 40 hours of free radio
use per month.
Users are not required to pay
to use their service, according
· to Pandora. However, they are
now being limited to 40 hours
of free music per month. Us. ers can opt to pay a one-time
gg-cent fee for listening past
this ' amount of time during
each monthly period. Btit the
gg-cent fee does not take away
the advertising or the s~-song
skip limit per hour, according
to Pandora.
·
"I find that it's a big problem, because Pandora offers a
lot of music that I don't have.
It sucks that I can't have ·more
than 40 hours a month for

free,"!.'said Rosimar Nieves, a the 99-cent fee. If users either
cannot afford to pay or choose
sophomore nursing major.
However, according to•Pan- not too, the 40-hour limit redora, "the limit on free listen- sets at the end of every month. HILARY PRANDL. ing hours is necessary to help
Another solution to the is- SJ.uFWamR
cover our costs."
·
sue is to have two Pandora
Another option is to up- accounts. When users use up
.The Loft Climbing Gym prograde to ·the yearly subscrip- the 40 hours on the fir~t ac- vides an indoor refuge to rock overhang, a 6' cave
tion plan. By paying $36, count, they can just switch to ·climbers from the wet and comes out ont~ a 37
users can upgrade to Pandora the second one. Alternatively, cold weather. Inexpensive and overhang, and a
One. This allows users access users can use one of the many open to climbers of any skill degree wall.
to "unlimited ·listening hours ·other free music-streaming level, the Loft.'is a multi-pur"It_ is a very
every month, no advertising, services that are available on pose recreational option for sphere, with stellar
no daily skip limit, higher au- the Internet.
Southern students.
even a ..refrigerator
dio quality streams and sevSome Southern stu_d ents
The LOft is open for climb- the wall," said Brenan
eral other benefits," according don't want to pay the fee.
ing on S1,1ndays, Mondays, · a sophomore nursing
' to Pandora.
"The ·best things in life are Tuesdays · and · Thursdays "[It's] a great place to
Jason Busch, senior broad- free, until they're commercial- from 7-11:30 p.m. There is a study break and let
castjournalism major, said, "I ized like Pandora," Busch said. $3 charge for. an evening on improve your climbing
Chris Tangunan, a sopho- the walls and · $1 for climbhaven't used up my 40hours
The Loft
yet, but it is discouraging to mor:e clinical labratory sci- ing shoes. ·The funds will go climbers who ·go out
know there's a limit." .
ence major, agreed, and said, toward the purchase of new rocks on the we:ek1endl\
Pandora listeners don't nec- "I can't afford to have Pandora ciimbing holds and improve- ing them a chance to
essarily have to buy the Pan- and go to Southern!"
ments to the gym.
·
work out during the
dora One package or even pay
Travis Pyke, a student at
There is even a
Chattanooga State, owns and and an Xbox for
operates the Loft , from the , don't want to climb.
upstairs apartment of his log
"If any climbers out
cabin in McDonald, Tenn. are looking for a place
The Loft is one of the · clos- a party or a get:-.togethet
est climbing gymS to campus, Loft looks like a
only a 25-minute drive n9cih
of Collegedale.
There

a

r~~~> :-,cfbclmjf'a:
'-'ti1bru~p:pttaj:'
·wauS,
..
cave. The walls are ,,..,.i-.rrm-::
mately ·12 feet tall and have
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Investors
side-stepped
some of their doubts about
the economy and bought energy and industrial stocks as
commodity prices rose.
Stocks ended back-andforth trading mostly higher
Tuesday as a spike in the
price of gold and corporate dealmaking extended
an advance from Monday.
The gains in commodity prices helped stocks pare
early losses.
The Dow Jones industrial
average slipped 18 points,
while
broader
indexes
rose modestly.
Investors were encouraged
by billionaire investor Warren Buffett's decision to pay
$34 billion for the railroad
Burlington Northern Santa
Fe in what he termed an
•a11-in wager" on the future

of the U.S. economy. Meanwhile, tool maker Stanley
Works struck a deal to acquire Black & Decker Corp.
for $3.46 billion in stock.
They also took some cues
from commodities including gold, which jumped to
a new high after· India's
central bank bought $6.7
billion worth of the metal from the International
Monetary Fund.
Still, even with the gains
·in commodities, traders remained on edge about unemployment and the strength
of an economic recovery.
Concerns about unemployment grew after health care
products maker Johnson &
Johnson said it would cut
up to 7 percent of its global
work force and streamline
its business structure to
save up to $900 million next
year. Investors ·worry high
unemployment will make it
;

Police seized dozens of
diamond rings, high-end
shoes, bags, guns and drugs
from the homes of three
people suspected of burglarizing celebrities' Los Angeles
residences, search warrant
records show.
Louis Vuitton and Chane}
purses, dozens of pieces of
gold and diamond jewelry

hard for the economy to sustain recent growth.
Financial stocks fell after the British government
injected more money into
Royal Bank of Scotland PLC
and Lloyds Group PLC. That
fanned worries about the
troubles with bad debt still
facing many banks.
Traders have been uneasy
in recent weeks, wary about
whether the economic recovery can maintain its thirdquarter growth once government stimulus measures are
removed. The Commerce
Department said last week
the economy grew at an annual rate of 3.5 percent during the summer.
The uncertainty about the
economy has led to swings
in the market. The Dow has
risen or fallen more than
100 points in six of the last
eight trading days, the most
volatility since March.

-

and electronics were just
some of the items police
seized last month on raids at
the suspects' homes.
In all, three women and two
men are charged with breaking into the Hollywood Hills
homes of celebrities such
as Lindsay Lohan, Orlando
Bloom, Paris Hilton, Megan
Fox and Rachel Bilson. The
targeted homes sit on both
sides of the Hollywood Hills,

where many of Los Angeles'
wealthy and famous live.
Police were seeking a third
man, Jonathan Ajar, who
was charged with 10 felonies
after numerous drugs and
weapons were found during
the warrant searches. The records state Ajar is a convicted felon who is not allowed to
have any firearms.
Court records show he was
convicted of a federal co-

'&it tvidmu photo provided by the Los .Angeks Polia Department shows jewelry and a Louis Vuitton bag taken from the home
t{Paris Hilton, sun as polia describe the arrest ofsuspects in a series of burglaries of alebrities and others, at a news conferena

llpolia headquarters in downtown Los .Angeks Wed~ Oa. 28, 2009. Poliu said the items wen returned to Hilton after
~.loged and photographed.
rnow' LJU'JJ1

0J>
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In this Nov. 8, 2006 file photo, visitors pass a sign in a hallway at the New York Stock
Exchange. U.S. stock.futures are down sharply Tuesday, Nov. 3, 2009,following selloifs in Asia and Europe, as concerns mount about the sustainability of an economic
rebound. (AP Photo/MarkLennihan,file)

caine distribution charge in
Wyoming in 2002.
The records generally do
not link the various items
found to the stars they were
allegedly stolen from. A 9mm
gun found at Ajar's house
was registered to actor Brian
Austin Green, who authorities have said was targeted
by thieves along with Fox,
his girlfriend.
Search warrants also were
served at the homes of Alexis
Neiers, who is charged with
.breaking into Bloom's home,
and Diana Tamayo, who is
charged with burglaries of
the residences of Lohan and
"High School Musical" actress Ashley Tisdale.
A -computer, hard drive,
and several rings and necklaces were seized at Neiers'
home. A search of Tamayo's
house turned up the Louis
Vuitton and Chanel purses,
as well as shoes, high-end
makeup and perfume.
Also charged are Courtney Ames, Roy Lopez Jr.
and Nicholas Prugo, who
faces seven felony counts of
residential burglary. He is
suspected in several of the
break-ins, including those at
the homes of Lohan, Green,
Hilton, Bilson and "The
Hills" star Audrina Patridge.
The suspects range in age
from · 18 to 27. All of those
charged have been ordered
to appear in Los Angeles Superior Court for arraignment
later this month. Attoml!ys

. -~

for Prugo and Neiers have
downplayed their role in
the burglaries.
Court and jail records do
not indicate whether the
other suspects have attorneys, and attempts to reach
them for comment have
been unsuccessful.
Police said Rachel Lee,
18, is a suspect but prosecutors have declined to press
charges against her pending
further investigation.
A judge sealed a large portion the search warrant affidavit, which would explain
in greater detail why police
suspect the group of the burglaries and possibly what was
stolen from each home.
TOWNSEND, Tenn. (AP)-

Several controlled fires are
planned this week for about
450 acres in scenic Cades Cove
in the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park.
Smokies managers say the
fires are a cost-effective way
to prevent the cove's open
fields from being reclaimed
by forest.
burns
The
controlled
will
be
held
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
weather permitting.
The park usually conducts
controlled burns in the spring,
but the timetable has been
changed because the Cades
Cove loop road is scheduled to be closed next spring
for repaving.
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Controversial cartoon brings up issues in GenesiS
CHRIS CLOUZET
Rfi!C!ON EQOQI!

I was leafing through Newsweek magazine when a piclure
and title caught my eye. The
picture was an artist's depiction of God creating the universe-a black, swirling, mysterious mass in the hands of an
old, white-bearded man with
an intense look in his eyes. The
article, written by Malcolm
Jones, was entitled "In The
Beginning Was the Word ...
Now Come the Drawings." The
obvious reference to the Bible
made me wonder how these
"drawings" had made it into
Newsweek. I soon found out.
The - artist was Robert
Crumb, and he was publishing a comic book based on the
bo~ of Genesis. This information alone would have been
enough to explain the newsworthiness of the piece had I
known who the man was. Further details made it very clear.
A description farther down
the page revealed him as the
artist known for his leading
role in the underground-comics movement of the 6os and
his X-rated comics. In other
words, a man known for his
sexually explicit comic strips
was now depicting God and

His people in a comic book!
Jones senses the irony: "This
is the man a publisher has
entrusted with the task of illustrating the first book of
the Bible."
As I continued to read the
article, I discovered that what
makes Crumb's work so distinguishable is its "meticu-

Intrigued, I decided to do
some further research. As
might be expected, there
are mixed responses to this
unique publication.
Many Christians, at least
those who find out about it,
are upset (apparently Christian publishers Zondervan and
Thomas Nelson hadn't even

Photo illustration by Sean Brinson

lous realism." Not only are the
camels, tents and palaces of
the Pharaoh brought to life,
but every sexual encounter
and gory, violent detail as well.

"I think I wouldn't because ! .think imagination is good
enough. I think when we read the Bible, we should be able
to relate it to our experience instead of a comical picture."
·Mary Cordes, junior sociid work major

·r would really enjoy that because sometimes in my
personal devotions I get bogged down by aD the big
words, and the pictures would help enhance my
imagination and perhaps even give~ a deeper insight
into what the inspired writers were trying to get across.
I would hope that anyone that 'Wo.uld read that material
would allow tlie Holy Spirit to ~de them in their study."
·Brandon Wtlson, sophomore theology

"''d probably flip through it, but when you see a picture it
mainly tells you what it is rather than you thinking about
it. It's kind of like watching 1V: the more they give you
the less you have to make a point out of it. I think reading
is still the best. But there he's jUst giving you what
to imllgiae..

heard about it until contacted
by Time magazine, presumably a few days after its Oct.
19 release). One passionate
blog comment says, "There
is but one word I can muster.
Blasphemy!" Others maintain a calmer approach but
still disapprove of what they
consider unnecessary illustrations, especially when it comes
to the sexual depictions that,
according to one, "advance
the morll1: decay of an already
decadent society."
Other Christians seem to
cautiously promote the work.
One blogger writes that with
careful selection, much of
the material can be good for
"church and synagogue folk"
and a needed visual update
for Bible study literature. He
adds, "one grows weary of the
Rococo Jesus, and Rubenesque cherubs." Some, while
hesitant to condone the more
graphic content, consider it a
successful portrayal of Genesis
in a new, attractive format.
Still others consider Crumb's
work a near masterpiece.
Based on what I have read,
much of the loudest pnrlse

comes from non-Christian
circles, specifically atheists.
One blogger lauds the book as
full of "very human, very fal- .
lible characters" who are "not
moral paragons by any stretch
of the imagination -~· and not
really intended to be In other
words, as a book th supports
the view of a Bible. that does
not portray a godly people, nor
a loving, merciful God, The
same author concludes with
"we atheists are al'Yays asking
believers to actually read the
sacred texts of th~ir beliefs,
to find out if they actually believe that stuff. Th~ ... graphic depiction . . . :is right up
our alley."
· ,
To be honest, I'm still
not sure what I think about
Crumb's book. I lean toward
believing that to avoid it is
the best bet-I doubt it would
be very much of a witnessing tool or asset to spiritual
growth (plus, you'd save the
$14.58 Amazon is charging
during the time of writing this
if you didn't buy it). On the
other hand, it is always fun to
imagine and visualize what the
stories of the Old Testament

•

might have been like.
I remember loving the illustrated Bible stories I used to
read as a child-the trees and
animals in Eden and Joseph's
cruel brothers. But I wonder,
for example, what would happen if children were to find
Crumb's Genesis and then be
kept from reading it because
of its violence and nudity?
Sure, they're bound to be exposed to that on 'IV, the Internet and movies soon enough,
but would they begin to wonder why they couldn't read
a comic Bible book? Would
that not leave them with some
doubts? What is in that book
that I can't read it?
Ultimately, I find it ironic
that this Genesis is accepted
and recommended by atheists.
It seems that the holiness of
Scripture is being slowly watered down from when monks
meticulously penned every
copy by hand to now, when
Genesis is sold, nudity and all,
as a comic book by a professed
atheist. But if that's your style,
you can buy it from Amazon.
com . . . eligible for free shipping on orders of $25 or more.

Shawn McDonald comes to campus

,.
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

bsence doth make the heart grow fonder
know about you, but
teensy, weensy bit anpeople around me
about their families
down their backs.

see you for ThanksgivChristmas. Or maybe
little brother or sister
you think you miss,
you go home and they
still the annoying little
from before.
get me wrong. I unthat this is a passage
when you want to be
"""u'u-..... You want to be
choose whether or not
home for the holidays.
want to be an adult, an
-with options. You love
home, but you want to
the choice. You've
all your life at hqme
now that you're in colall you can think about
beaches, Colorado
and probably New
shopping (for those of us

Jucky enough to have money
to spend). This is especially
true when you are a freshman.
You've just left home. You are
officially on your own now.
You've made new friends. All
you want to do is have fun
with these new friends. You've
spent the last eighteen or so
years with your family, ~hat's
one year without th~;!m?
Now, this is . all fine and
good for you. But what about
us? What about the ones who
live oceans away· from their
homes? Or maybe even just
a few states away? We don't
have the option to go home,
sometimes. It's either stay
here at school gr go off to another ·state .to visit other peo-·
ples' families and friends.
I have to be honest; when
I was a freshman I dreaded
Christmas and summer because that only meant. that I
wasn't going to see my family
during these special, tailoredfor-family occasions. My
sophomore year wasn't much
better; Yeah, I had friends who
were kind enough to invite me
places, but they still weren't
family. What I wouldn't give

to be able to just pick up the ing them home fo Christmas
phone and dial my home num- or Thanksgiving. I got to see
. ber. Alas, this was not to be: A my dad last month for the
$20 phone card only gave me
first time in a year. I haven't
15 minutes to tell my parents seen my siblings in about two
my life story.
years. I·got to talk to my mom
You can imagine how frus- on the phone for more than
trating it was to hear friends an hour for the first time in
complain about their parents months. For some, it's been
calling them every day, just to ·even longer.
check up on them. Or wantThis year, please don't take

your loved ones for granted.
Love as hard as you can now
and cherish your moments
together. Don't wait for something drastic to force you
back into your family circle.
Be there now. Talk with them
now. Spend time with them
now. Life is short; don't W!lste
it on the menial things of life.

solution to a complex healthcare problem part II
That is a great question, and
it is one that no one seems

last week.
Health Savings
do to the market?
bring back competition
market that was not
Health insurance·
negotiate rates
illeallthcare providers long
the patient is in . the
Ideally, this is form
open market, but in the
minimizes competition
fluctuation. HSA's
the consumer options
They can evalrion prices as well
service. Individuals can
around for the best

a

''

Most people
cannot
afford health
.
.
Insurance In
the capacity
that we
have today.
I

''

·to be asking. Once the entire
burden is taken from the employer, the massive overhead

created by benefits would dis- about fronting money for
appear. Many companies pay their own HSA's, there will
in excess of 25% above wages always be some who will need
in benefits. Eliminating this help covering the expenses.
expense would greatly lmyer The government Will have
most companies' bottom l(n~s, ; to create a public payment
thus increasing employment ' trust that fronts poor Amenand increasing the comt>eti- cas with a yearly debit-style
tive edge of American compll- HSA that the government
nies, who are competing with budgets for each low-income
foreign companies that either individual. Premiums for
provide no benefits or are in cat~rophic care could be
nations that have free health- providedthroughmajorconglomcare. The savings would be erates, co-ops and HMOs with
passed on in job creation or in government subsidies.
lower prices. The government
The money would be
could even get a cut.
provided through a governWhat about the poot? That ment cut of the obvious savquestion is legitimate. Most ings provided companies from
people cannot afford health aforementioned
reductions
insurance in the capacity that to company expenses when
we have today. It is a prior.. they no longer have to pay for
ity of the political left that their employees' healthcare.
all Americans . have access Remember, health insurto much needed healthcare. .ance, procedures and servicesThe reality is that while most will be cheaper in a patientpeople will not have.. to wony t- begotiat~'ll.ot-for:prOfit sys-

tern. In the end the government will significantly reduce
expenditures and raise revenues because Medicare will
cost less, and Medicaid as we
know it'will not exist.
All of these ideas require
government action and legislation. They provide lower
cost, give the liberals a staterun option while giving conservatives more competition
and a generally freer market, save failing programs
like Medieare, keep HMO's
alive and viable as companies
(though taking the greatest
hit in the scenario), save all
major companies money on
employee wages, can be paid
for and achieve the end goal of
·providing affordable coverage
for all. It seems lik~ a better
idea than the tradition31. party
dogmas to me.

-.
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LIFESTYLES
LIFES1YLES EDITOR: KAu:IGH LANG

The Art of Shopping in Relationships: "I want Gucci"
HIFSY ALCUDIA
CONUIBUJDB

I had reached my destination. The Galleria Mall in Dallas is a dream come true to
every shopping addict. The
place was astounding. It was
as if it was calling my name,
and I could almost hear it.
I was surrounded by an extravagant world of glass windows. They were like eyes,
looking at me as I ventured in
this new world. This got me
wondering if we are always
shopping in life.
When talking about relationships, I always hear people ·
complaining, both women and
men. I have always thought
there are two defining choices
in your life. One is what career
you choose, and the other is
who you marry. Both are crucial. However, &oosing who
you will be with for the rest
of your life will be life-changing, for better or for worse.

So the question is, "Why are
women seemingly always mad
and mistrusting of men and
vice versa?"
Divorce rates can be discouraging when trying to find
that special person. According to http://divorcemag.com,
45.8 percent df new marriages
in the U.S. will end in divorce.
I can't help but ask myself,
"Why would I risk the possibility of becoming a statistic?"

serve. We settle because we
get impatient and anxious.
Holding yourself to high standards may help with this "art."
My personal theory is that if
you want to get something
that you deserve and that
will last, you have to wait and
be patient for it. It is like going intq Goodwill and buying
something. Even though what
you purchased may seem good
and at a discounted price, it
will only last for a short period of time and inevitably fall
Photo courtesy of sxc.hu
apart. Through my personal
Many ask the same question. experience I have learned that
As humans we desire the se- when you sell yourself short
curity and joy of an enduring and get something from Goodrelationship. It takes a lot of will, you are going to get what
determination and patience you paid for, something used
to master what I like to call and discarded.
So what do we usually do?
the "art of shopping," ·but in
Go
shopping again at Goodthe end, you might just be
.
will.
And this happens time
the lucky one. This is how I
and
time
again. My personal
see it ...
belief
is
that
"anything worth
One store I love is Gucci.
Too many times we sell our- having is worth waiting for."
selves short of what we de- Continued next week ...

This
Weeke
Start enjoying fall
activities this
or check'out the
and theater nnhnn..:
Justin Wampler in
concert with special
guests Jessie ......_..:~~.
and Matt Chancey
Ripple Theater
3264 Brainerd Road,
Saturday 8:oop.m.
$5 with student ID
For tickets e-mail ·
on Facebook.
Head of the Hooch:
Second largest
regatta in the coun~
including the U.S.
pic Team
4301 Amnicola nurnwav.·

Volunteering pays off in 2010 with new Disney program
I<ALEIGH LANG
L!nsJYus EDDDB

Have nothing to do for
Spring Break? Plan ahead and
you could go to Disney for free!
Starting January 1, 2010, Disney is giving away free tickets
to Walt Disney World to the
first 1 million people to sign up
and spend a day doing com-

Jr-

munity service. Disney calls an email from Disney verifytheir "Give a Day, Get a Disney ing your service selection. The
Day" program, "a celebration email will prompt you to log in
of volunteerism."
and print a voucher redeemSo how do you receive a able for your free one-day
ticket for a day at Disney? Dis- ticket to one of the Florida Disney's Web site says first you ney theme parks. For more inwill need to pick a volunteer -formation · visit http:/ /disney.
program, provided by ·par- go.com. Sign up right away.
ticipating organizations. After It might surprise you how fast
signing up, you will receive one million tickets will go!

Monteagle Hosts:
"Driven"
1045 West Main Street,
Sunday 10:00 a.m.-fi~oo
Free
http:/ fwww.fyi.timesfree'

Photo courtesyof sxc.hu

Recipe: Decadent pumpkin cream cheese chocolate chi

I<ALEIGH LANG
l1FE5D't Es

Eorm•

Needing a delicious pickme-up this weekend or a recipe for Thanksgiving morning
breakfast? I have just the recipe to start your day off right.

Ingredients
Cup Cake Batter:
2 112 cups all-purpose flour
2 cups white sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
lh teaspoon salt
2eggs
11/3 cups canned pumpkin
1/3 cup olive oil
~ .leaspoons Y.an_illa ~~

Cream Cheese Filling:
1 (8 ounce) package cream
cheese
1 egg
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
3 tablespoons brown sugar
1-2 cups mini semi-sweet
chocolate chips

Grease 32 muffin cups (or use
paper liners.)
Mix batter. In a large
bowl, mix together flour, sugar, baking powder, cinnamon
and salt. After combining and
thoroughly mixing dry ingredients add the eggs, pumpkin,
olive oil and vanilla. Beat together until smooth.
Streusel Topping:
Mix filling. In a me4 l/2 tablespoons all-purpose
dium
bowl, beat cream
flour
cheese until soft. Add egg,
5 tablespoons white sugar
vanilla and brown sugar.
3/4 teaspoon ground
Beat until smooth, then add
cinnamon
chocolate chips.
4 tablespoons butter
Mix streusel topping.
Direeliou
'
·In a medium bowl, mix flour,
Plleheai .~to. 315 degrees • sugar and cinnamon. Add
.,,,_tuM JiVIlST '(d o:l

1..

r

butter by cutting it in with a
fork until crumbly.
Put it all together.
Fill 1/4 of the greased cup
with batter. Add a dollop of
cream cheese ~ .dieit
" •

·I'

\o hi~;:I)U. !IOt"'IW

cover with more batter.
shoUld only be 3/4 full at
point. Then sprinkle on
streusel topping.
~ei~Stickurn

ed oven for 2a.~5 minutes:'

.- .
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SPORTS EDITOR: DAVIS WALLACE

Is another chaffipionship neXt for the Tarheels?
DAVIS wALLACE

As of April 6, the North Car-

olina Tarheels won their sixth
national championship in
their history. The question is:
What's next for the Tarheels?
Senior forwards Tyler Hansbrough and Danny Green will
not be able to return for a fifth
year. Junior guards Ty Lawson
and Wayne Ellington had tremendous tournament games.
They gave up their senior
season and went to the NBA.
Freshmen forward Ed Davis
is the only significant piece to

North Ql.rolina's championship fun that has·committed to
return for his sophomore year.
For Head Coach Roy . Williams this will be his second
title. His first one carne back in
2oos when North Carolina defeated Illinois. Following that
championship win, Raymond
Felton, Rashad McCants, Sean
May and Marvin Williams all
declared eligible for the NBA
draft. Not to mention Jawad
Williams, Melvin Scott and
Jackie Manuel graduating that
same year.
At the start of the 2006 sea-

son, Williams rebuilt a new
team which featured freshman Tyler Hansbrough.·Looks
like it turned out well for him
because each year North Carolina kept adding players, got
better as a team and went further in the tournament.
It looks like Williams will do
that again, with five recruits
coming in next year. This includes seven-foot twin centers
David and Travis Wear. Critics discounte9. North Carolina
after they lost their top seven
scorers from 2oos. It looks
like it might happen again next

North Carolina coach Roy Williams laughs with players Larry Dew II, Justin Watts,
Tyler Zeller and Ed Dauis Thursday, Oct. 15, 2009. (AP Photo/ Sara D. Dauis)

year. Williams made nothing
into something before. There's
no reason he can't do it again.
Instead of asking what's next,

maybe we should be asking
how much longer until they
win another championship.

Injuries: Can play with them, but could have played better without them
"With the first pick in the
1984 draft, the Houston Rockets select Akeem Olajuwon
from the University of Houston." Early in his career, then
Akeem Olajuwon lived. up to
this #1 overall pick, averaging 23.02 points per game,
12.08 rebounds per game and
3-12 blocks per game during
the mid~Sos.' He, along with
Ralph Sampson, also took the
Houston Rockets to the 1986
NBA Finals against the Boston Celtics, which ended in
Boston hanging up a 16th NBA
record banner.
During the 1987-1988 season Houston traded away
Ralph Sampson, making Hakeem the focal point in H-

Squirrel Tails

town. The next six years were
pretty decent for The Dream
and his team; he would get his
20/13 while his team would
flirt with so wins. While Michael Jordan was hitting balls
(or attempting to) instead
of shooting hoops, Hakeem
took advantage by winning
the NBA League MVP, taking his team to the NBA Finals, winning the NBA Finals
and taking home Finals MVP
honors. He was the first nonAmerican-born Finals MVP in
League history.
The following year Houston
acquired Clyde "The Glide"
Drexler via trade and should
seem poised to repeat as
champions ... right? Well, be
it a stronger Western Conference, a lack of chemistry or

even a mix of both, Houston
dropped to the sixth seed in
the Western Conference when
playoffs rolled around. Houston squeezed out a game s
win on the road against Utah,
came back from a 3-1 hole to
outlast Phoenix, went to work
in 6 against San Antonio and
breezed by Orlando in the Fil).als, making Houston one
of three teams to win at least
two titles in the 20th century
(Detroit, Chicago).
However as the years went
by, the knees got weak and
Michael Jordan switched
back to the other b-ball. The
glory days seemed like a thing
of the past or more like "The
Dream." Hakeem went from
playing 72 games up to 78
then down to 47 then up to so

Oock-out season maximum
number of NBA games was
so), then down to 44 and back
up agai.J:), to s8. Not only did
his lack of action on the court
drop, but so did his numbers
from 27/11 during the "Jordan gap" to barely 11/7 in the
new millennium.
Realizing this change in addition to the new talent like
Steve Francis and Cuttino Mobley, Houston decided to trade
their big man so far up north
that is was out of the country.
No one outside the state of
Texas could picture Hakeem
Olajuwon with another team,
but as of the 2001-2002 season Hakeem Olajuwon was
officially a Toronto Raptor.
Nothing changed from when
he left Houston, only playing

in 61 games, averaging a dismal7.1 points per game and 6
rebounds per game in his final
NBA season. Now if Hakeem
was able to stay. healthy, could
we see Houston vs. Chicago in
the NBA Finals the #1 overall
pick vs. #3 overall pick of the
'84 draft? We will never know.
The fact still remains Hakeem Olajuwon was a dominate center in his day who
could have produced more if 1'
that injury bug wasn't there.
People always question Portland's #2 overall pick Sam
Bowie over Michael Jordan,
but no one ever questi~ns or
will question Houston's #1
overall pick of Hakeem "The
Dream" Olajuwon.

Ladies B:

Ultimatum

DAVIS WALLACE

For the second straight
year, Squirrel Tails has won
the Men's A south. This year
they finished the regular season with a record 6-o, scoring
174 points and only allowing
31 points. In their games this
week Squirrel Tails had
victories over yaMaHa Shuffle
C34-o), Chipmunk Tails (3s-o)
and Roy's Boys (21-0.)
With the playoffs upcoming,
we will see if Squirrel Tails has
what it takes to compete the
rest o~A soqth and the playoff
........ ~ ; . .a r.1 1_..,_J,JG ••
•L
••;cLu.w ID 1'1. J].01·u1.
• .<'.3!Urum as:-OS: 'JOt .i.t5VO h:3·

SroRTS Emm•

In the very competitive Ladies B League division it looks
like Dip N Shine and Ultimatum are fighting for the number and seed. Dip N Shine
has a record of s-1 scoring
100 points in those six games.
Meanwhile, Ultimatum has a
record of s-2, including a victory over Hot Streak of 12-0
and pushing their scoring
output to 96 points. The next
couple of games will dett::rmine how these teams will finish as Holla and Roadrunners
are &tfl:fM~ 1 gafue'bat~e
loss column.
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CHATTER

Friday, November 6
l'ayday
· Withdrawals through Dec. 4
· receive "W" or "WF"
Student Missions Week
1-4:00 p.m. FREE Wal-Mart
Transportation,
Wright
· Hall steps
8 p.m. Vespers, Marilyn
Laszlo
5:41p.m. Sunset

Choir Room
9:45 a.m. Prism sabbath
School, Spalding Gym
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Brennon Kirstein, Church
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Church
10:15 a.m. Men are Like
Waffles, Women are Like
Spaghetti, CA Room 103
10:15 a.m. Steps to Christ/
Blue Like Jazz, CA Library
11:30 a.m. Connect, Carol
Sa~y,November7
Loree,CA
' 8:45 a.m. Adoration I, Sam
11:45 a.m. Renewal, B-re,nChetty, Church
non Kirstein, Church
9:30-10:15 a.m. Collegiate
1:30-5 p.m. Cave Open, StuContinental
Breakfast,
dent Park
Church Fellowship Hall
2-5 p.m. Student Missions
9:45 a.m. "Breaking Free"
Expo, Student Center
Women's Sabbath School,
3:30 p.m. Adventist TheoCollegedale
Ac~demy,
logical Society: Dr. YiYi
Rm.105
Chen, Lynn Wood Chapel
9:45 a.m. The Quest for _ 5:30 p.m. Evensong, OrganAuthentic Manhood, CA
ist: Stephen Thorp, Read-

.

STUDENT LIFE -

Balfour Web site at: v.ww.
cbgrad.com.

SIFE
Transportation:
FREE Wal-Mart transportation, Friday, Nov. 6, 1-4 p.m.
Meet at Wright Hall, rides
leave every half hour.

Invisible Children: Invisible Children's new film
screening, Thursday, Nov. 12
at 8 p.m. in the Collegedale
Church.

School of Journalism
and
Communication
Club: All Communication
Club members are invited to
att~nd vespers at Dr. Keyes'
house, Nov. 6 at 6 p.m. There
will be a bonfire, supper and
vespers with guest speaker,
Tamara Fisher, Communication Director for the GeorgiaCumberland Conference. Directions are available in the
SJ&C office. Vespers credit
offered.

Museum_ Lectw;e: Israeli
arcqaeologist Yosi Garfinkel (Hebrew University of
Jerusalem) will share his
experience "Excavating the
Biblical City of Sha'arayim."
Dr. Garfinkel is co-director ·
of the Khirbet Qeiyafa Archaeological Project, Southern's current excavation in
Israel. This lecture will be
held in Lynn Wood Hall Chapel, Tuesday, Nov. 17, 7 p.m.
Prior to the lecture, a reception will be held for Dr. Garfinkel and light refreshments
will be served. Convocation
credit. For more information
contact 2030 or museum@
southern.edu.

Lifeguard Certification: A
Lifeguard CPR/AED Recerti- ·
fication Class will be held,
Monday, NQv. 9 at 6:30 p.m.
in the Iles Pool. Cost: $10.00.
Also, a Lifeguard Recertification Class will be held, Monday, Nov. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in the Iles Pool. Cost: $10.00.

OEC Wilderness · Skills
Workshop Fire Drill Fire
Starting: Build a fire with
r.o matches or lighters! Learn
own firemaking

Graduation Regalia: 'N'ov.
9 is the last day for Dece~r
grttS:ttfttes t&-6f'tieP-i~Eitfia-....:..~fll'\o
tion regalia. Please visit the
taught by our resident wil-

er: Ray Minner, Church
6-9 p.m. KR's Place Open
(Cafe closed)
.
6:45 p.m. 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament, lies PE
Center

Sunday, November 8
SAT Exams, Lynn Wood
National Stress Out Week
10 a.m. Committee of 100
Brunch, Presidential Banquet Room

3:30p.m. University Senate

Tuesday, November 1;0
SA Senate Spirit Week Sports Team Day
Online Winter Registration
for Returning Seniors >93
hours
National Stress Out Week
10 a.m.-3 p~m. Mental
Health, Student Center
12 p.m. Deans Luncheon, ·
Presidential
Banquet
Room

Monday, November 9
SA Senate Spirit Week -

Western/Hillbilly
National Stress Out Week
Last day to order December
graduation regalia online,
www.cbgrad.com
GRE Subject Exam, Lynn
Wood

derness survival instructor
Jim Buller. Tuesday, Nov.
10 from 6-8 p.m. Cost: Free.
Meet at the OEC.
OEC Indoor Bouldering:
Practice your rock climbing/
bouldering skills at the Tennessee Bouldering Authority.
Tuesday, Nov. 10, 6-10 p.m.
Cost: $6/$10 if you need
climbing shoes. Meet in front
of Wright Hall.
OEC Bouldering /Hiking
Roclrtown: Rocktown is
literally a town of rocks. It is·
as though a bunch of housesized boulders got dropped
on the top of Lookout Mountain. These provide a great
place to explore and an even
better place to climb. Saturday, Nov. 14 from 2 - 8:30
p.m. Cost: Free or $5 if you
need shows.
OEC Horseback Riding:
Come for an evening ride after classes on the trials of a
nearby horse ranch. Orientation lasts half an hour; the
rest of the time is on the trail
atop your trusty steed. Sunday, November 15, from 1- 3
p.m. Cost: $15. Meet in front

Wednesday, November u
SA Senate Spirit Week Holiday Day
Veteran's Day
•
Online Winter Registration
for Returning Seniors >93 hours
National Stress Out Week

SA Spirit Week: Be prepared to show some spirit for
Southern's annual SA Spirit
Week, Nov. 9 - 13! Get together with your friends to
create groups of 1"0'that will
be judged on how creative
they are in dressing up for
the day. The theme days for
this year will be:
. Monday, Nov. 9Western/Hillbilly Day
Tuesday, Nov. 10 Sports Team Day
Wednesday, Nov. 11 Holiday Day
Thursday, Nov. 12Blast from the Past Day
Friday, Nov. 13SAU Pride Day

THURSDAY,

November 5,

Non-refundable
mentjHousing
of $250 due for
Transfer Students
Winter 20J.O
9:30 p.m. Residence
Joint Worship, Thatcher

Thursday, November 12
SA Senate Spirit Week
Blast from the Past Day
Online Winter u ....n ..l,...,. •.,..,....
for Returning Juniors
hours & Seniors
National Stress Out Week
PreView Sopthem 102
11 a.m. Convocation, Zane
3:30 p.m. Graduate '-'V'u......u.
Conference Room A .
7 p.m. Modern
Film Series, Miller 201

Hambridge, Nicholas
Shayne Aris, Yolanda Ocsai
November9 ·
Abigail Vinton, Adam
Barry Gadd, Christen
Hannah Freire,
Newsome, Leah Jewell,
Burt, Shauntel Thomas,
fani Clouzet, Stephen
Travis Wichman,
Cutz
November1o

BIRTHDAYS
November6
Jessie Brown, Jonathan Corbett, Nithya Thomas, Rob
Scott
November7
Brandon Teal, Heather Guhl,
Jonathan Abrahams, Laurence Clayton, Ryan ~unnell,
Scott Kornblum
NovemberS
Crystal
Case;
Jonathan
Seard, Karen Cottrell, Laura

November 1,1
Cecilia Simmons,
Mitchell, Daniel Foster,
Dawnmarie Simmons, Haley
Johnson, Jim Parks, Kaitlyn
Foster, Maida Hage, Mallory
Garcia, Ryan Lilly
November12
Alex V.oigt, Dalyn Lopez, Reoecca Garviil, Rutfi Maclifferty

HUMOR
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HUMOR EDITOR: AUDREY CooPER

Touring a corn maze with pre-teens
8:oop.m. bedtime," I thought.
But, as luck would have it,
these little darlings had not
Every Thursday, faithfully
yet been through the maze,
and without fail, I read this
and when the hayride finally
fantastic publication called
arrived to take us to the won- the Southern Accent. It's my
derful corn land, the whole
choice for all the best news,
horde climbed in after us. One
opinion, humor and inforboy struck up a resounding
mation for events happenone-man, tone-deaf chorus of
. ing around town. It was from
some ambiguous, yet slightly
this prestigious paper that I
familiar pop song.
found the promise of a good
Another (dubbed "little girl
time at the Ocoee River Corn
Jllall" by our group because
Maze. I was elated at the find;
of his still pathetically unnothing excites me more than
changed voice) literally ran participating in ~easonally
up and down the two-ft. space
appropriate activities.
not occupied on the wagon,
It was a Saturday night and
chanting something, and obI gathered a group of friends,
viously having confidence
in his current "cool level."
Predictably, the girls just sat
and giggled.
.
The wagon stopped. We had
arrived. My group of friends
and I lingered briefly on the
wagon, letting the children
dismount first and happily
watched them disappear into
~he
the dry, yellow stalks.
When we finally found ourselves in ·the maze, it was better than we could have imagined: twists and turns and all
kinds of delightful labyrinthness. And the best part was we
suited up in appropriate maze making feeble attempts at were free to enjoy it without
attire and scooted out the masculine charm (aka smack- the riff-rabble we had feared
door. Thirty-eight minutes ing the females of the pack would be surrounding us.
later, there we were: Benton, with their maze maps and However, halfway through our
Tennessee. The night was cold calling them a variety of su- evening, we found ourselves
and dark, a crisp fall wind per-duper clever names such face to face with the mob we
sending a brisk chill down my as "goof-head" ... ), while the had thought we were avoiding
spine. A tractor pulling a hay- girls, gawkily standing in a so well.
laden wagon full of corn maze pack (each a good head taller
"Hey, we're lost," one of
attendees hummed gently in than all the boys), took it, them said, practically picking
_ his nose while he talked. "How
the distance. I dutifully paid feigning disapproval.
my eight dollars and change,
"Gee, I hope those kids do we get out?"
grabbed a map (much to the already went through the
Shouldn't have used that
chagrin of my compatriots, maze and are waiting for map to smack girls, little one.
as going through a corn maze their school bus to take Those things have a purpose.
with a map is apparently the them home in time for their Better luck next time.
AuDREY CooPER

I

I

sissy thing to do) and hunkered down to wait for the
magical hayride to carry me to
the land of corn maze delight.
It was at this moment that
I was sadly reminded of the
de'mographic that makes up
the majority of corn maze attendees: the pre-pubescent.
Twenty-odd
13-yearolds were camped out by
the concession stand, basking in the freedom that can
only come from traveling in
a group of other tweenagers
in your church youth group,
complete with two or three
inattentive chaperones.
The guys of the group, strike
that-boys of the group-were

' ' It was at this moment
that I was sadly reminded
of the demographic that
makes up
majority of .
corn maze attendees:
the pre-pubescent. ' '

up

THUMBS down
·

-

Disney will reward your
trash collection: No, it's
l
true! Disney is giving out free
~ • tickets to people who do a
community service! Anyone
want to sign up for comm
service day right now?

Early morning class trip
departure times: Who is truly
ready to go rock climbing at
6·a.m.?
"Paper Hearts": This little
Indie film is an utter gem ...
and avail_able for viewing at
cheap theater!
Transcript request woes:
Seniors and transfer students
know what this is like: big
ol' pain.
The Alumni came home:
nice to see what we'll all look
in 10, 20, 30, 40, so years ...
Funky, unexplained
smells: Ever notice how the
stairwell going up to the cafe
from second floor of Wright
Hall always smells like B.O.?
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STUDENT
MISSIONS

SHARES CULTURE

EDEN KOUADKO
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Cerovski, Grace Lee and Marjorie Kendall tell potential student missionaries about Laos at the Mission's Expo on Saturday.

pus crime increases with enrollment growth
I don't feel that security on campus is

where it should be," said Amith Singh,
a junior financial management major.
shows the number oflarcenies, "The school spends a lot of money on
!IDDJIDlCJin theft, bas consistently in- visual enhancements, but we need betover the past three years ..Bur- ter security systems."
are also up from a low in 2007.
Josh Fraker, a field training officer
assaults and drug offenses for Campus Safety said crime rises as
decreased, other crimes report- the population increases. The popupeeping Toms, harassment lation increase has brought a higher
, ........... ...,,u•• Campus Safety assures
amo\mt of recorded crimes this year
that their safety is the top than in previous years.
and has increased patrols and
"Hide your valuables; don't leave
systems.
things lying around in the open," Frakstolen most frequently in- er said. "If you have valuables in the
bicycles and technology such car, put them under the seat or in the
and cell phones. Cam- trunk."
Safety's · recovery rate of stoSome students see the dark and unlit
is currently 5-10 percent, - areas on campus as dangerous and poofficers are trying hard to in- tential crime sites.
the rate and retrieve more
"It can be scary parking at nighttime
in Southern Village because there are
a lot of dark, unlit places," said Noel

jill
·s oUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY

Peek, a junior broadcast journalism
major.
Kevin Penrod, director of Campus
Safety, said there are plans to provide
more lighting on campus, but it is costly
and will be implemented when funding
is available.
Campus Safety is aiming to build
relationships with the students and
wants them to know that their safety,
not just parking tickets, is of greatest
concern.
"We want students to know that
their safety is a priority, and we want
to keep them feeling safe," Penrod
said. "If students suspect something
suspicious or if they are ·a victim of
a crime, they need to contact the
department right away."
To see the Campus Safety crime report and daily crime log, check the Web
site at http:/fcampussafety.southern.
edu.

Student Missions Emphasis Week
kicked off Nov. 2 and had events every
day of the week to bring awareness to
the student missions program.
Some of the events included a student missions convocation, doughnuts
on the promenade and former student
missionaries wearing cultural dress to
class. The week culminated with the
annual Missions Expo in the Student
Center on Nov. 7"We want students to be aware of
the many incredible mission opportunities worldwide," said Kristina
Dunn, a senior nursing and religious
studies major and student missions
club president.
The expo was a showcase of about
35 countries that former student missionaries have served in. The booths
displayed countries from the continents of Asia, Africa, Australia, South
America and North America, along
with islands in the Pacific Ocean. Former student missionaries were at each
booth with photos and stories of their
personal experiences.
"We hope that the expo was God's
tool to show students His will for
their lives," said Kevin Attride, a senior mass communications major and
a former student missionary to Peru
who helped coordinate the event.
This year the student missions club's theme is "Choose
to serve." Their theme text
is 1 Corinthians 1:9.
Many who serve as student missionaries come back with a new outlook on
life. "I learned unconditional love for
people. But it's not my love, God definitely taught me how to love them,"
said Tekoa Penrose, a sophomore social work major who served last year
in Nicaragua.
This year, there are about 87 students serving all over the world from
Southern, while last year there were
about go.
(continued on page 2)
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Social work clubs sponsor A new look for the Campus Kit
look fantastic on my resume
Other students at
to have done an environmenOperation Christmas Child·
tal design," said Katie Dexter, ity of this project
AIMEE BURCHARD
SuEEW1rn1

ranges from $10-15.
Shipping costs are paid by
the coordinator of Operation
Phi Alpha, the national Christmas Child, Julie Simsocial work honor soc.,iety, beck, from Athens, Tenn. This
and the social work club are helps students focus on the acsponsoring the Operation tual items purchased and not
Christmas Child drive now on postage expenses.
through Nov. 17.
"We are very fortunate to
Students, faculty and com- live where we live and for us
munity members are encour- to be able to bless children
aged to send a shoe box this who aren't so fortunate,"
Christmas to a child in need.
said Anthony Barnes, comThe mission of Operation munity service coordinator
Christmas Child is to demon- for Phi Alpha, and a senior
strate God's love in a tangible social work major.
way to needy children around
Students can choose to give
the world, and together with their shoe boxes to a boy or a
the church worldwide, to girl and choose between varishare the good news of Jesus ous ages. Items that can be inChrist, according to the Sa- cluded in the Christmas boxes
maritan's Purse web site.
are toothbrushes, soap, crayA large supply of boxes and ons, notebooks, soap and other
pamphlets are available in personal necessities or small
Daniels Hall, where the boxes_ children's toys.
can be picked up and dropped
Along with the boxes, the
off. The pamphlets are neces- children will receive biblical
sary because they contain de- booklets in their na1ive lantails for packing the box. Phi guage, which is done through a
Alpha has set a goal of sending nondenominational ministry.
"It's as if you take that child
59 boxes.
"Knowing what it's like on as your own. It's your perto be in need makes the ex- sonal mission," said Stephanie
perien.ce of giving a child a Ford, a senior social work magift so much more satisfy- jor. "You just want to get them
ing," said Alina Ancheta, a what will help them the most
freshman broadcasting and and get the most joy from.
advertising major.
You think about that child
The shoe boxes will · be afterward. You hope that what
filled with necessity items, they got meant something
· preferably small object&. to them."
The average cost to fill a box
NICOLE GARCIA
SxAFE
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Students in the School
of Visual Art and Design
have a new opportunity to
make their resumes sparkle
while making the Campus
Kitchen shine.
Interim dean of the School
of Visual Art and Design,
Randy Craven, is working with
Marty Hamilton, the financial
administration associate vice
president, to improve the look
oftheCK
Students in Craven's 3-dimensional graphic design
class will start the ball rolling
for the redesign. Split up into
teams, the students will be
working to create a new identity for the CK as they did in a
similar fashion for the Village
Market. Those in the class are
excited about the project.
"Whether or not our team
gets picked, it's still going to

a senior graphic design major.
"We get to design everything
from sandwich boxes, the
color of the walls, menu items
and the sign outside that says
'Campus Kitchen.'"
Working with Hamilton,
Craven plans to use the work
the students do to inspire the
type of environment for students to socialize with friends.
Even if one group of students
is not necessarily chosen for
the redesign, the idea is to give
them the experience to work
on a project of this scale and
to help Hamilton, and those
choosing the design find the
right feel for the new face of
theCK
"This is a way students can
do something meaningful and
service minded," Craven said.
"They're contributing to the
university's image."

a reality.
"The CK now is kinda
great," said Jessica
junior math major. "So,
better to redesign it
art students?"
Craven said the
will be doing conceptual
and this assignment is
facilitate the creative
so they further gain the
quality work.
Though work on the
project hasn't started,
commence in two
and the teams
their completed
Christmas break.
Craven said, "My
help students see the
service as they get
pr9jects like this."

Parking rules change on camp
'I'YLER QUIRING

For better or for worse,
there are new changes to parking on campus this year.
Campus
Safety's
main
change in parking this year
is the designation of parking
permits into a seven-tiered
permit system. Each permit
group has specific parking lots
they are allowed to park in.
This was due in part to the
increase in enrollment this
year, said Don Hart, Campus
Safety access manager.
"It's kind of mathematical," Hart said. "The more
students we have, the more
cars we get.''
Hart said that increasing enrollment has added to a parking shortage, but that the new
gravel lot behind Brock Hall
has somewhat alleviated the
problem. Hart also said that
the new parking lot for Florida
Hospital Hall will also help.
"Parking will continue to be
tight until the Florida Hospital
Hall lot opens up," Hart said.
Some students think that
the current parking situation
is inadequate.
"[The parking] is not conducive to the amount of people
we have that want to park

their vehicles on campus," said
Josh Walker, a junior print
journalism and architectural more parking spaces.
drafting major.
"I think Campus
Dwight Magers, dean of and the school do the
men, said that he thinks lazi- they can," Magers
ness is part of the problem.
think they should put
"Every~dys lazy, nobody
few more spaces."
wants to walk to church. That's
Hart did give some
the thing about America; we sel on how to help
love our cars," Magers said.
current parking
Carl Patterson, associate "Be patient," Hart
dean of men, said that stu- courteous, and plan
dents have it good here.
to park in a parking lot
"I think students are very is further away."
lucky to park close to their
residence hall and classroom,
in relation to other schools," Continued from Pg.
Patterson said. "I think
[Southern's] parking is aGequ(\te and student-friendly." nator, Rebeca
Hart agreed.
that the most popular
"If you take the total number to serve are the Marshall
of parking spaces on ·campus Micronesian Islands.
and you take the total number popularity of being a
of cars registered, it comes o_u t missionary has been
about equal," Hart said.
steady over the last 10
Sfudents, however, feel at Southern, and those
a very distinct need for do it encourage others to
more parking.
as well.
"It's kind of redonk be"Do it. Do it while
cause those of us who have young and able," said
late curfew, if we want to use Leeper, a junior physical
it, when we get back all the cation major who served
parking spaces are full," said dean in Hawaii last year.
Joshua Haddock, a junior
To learn more, visit the
English major.
dent missions office in the
Magers said that Campus dent Center.

Missions
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1-Russian concert to feature guest violinist
Symphony and the Czech Philharmonic Chamber Orchestra.
Southern Adventist
As she completes her docSymphony Orches- torate of musical arts at
all-Russian concert this the University of Sou~ern
will feature promi- Californ~a, Salerno teaches
guest_ violinist Julia a full studio of students in
Salemo.
-.Los Angeles.
will perform Pro- · The concerto opens ethere"Violin Concerto No. . ally, gains momentum and beD major" accompanied calms; this describes both the
Symphony Orchestra· openi~g movement, and the
the direction of Laurie . piece as a whole;
Minner.
The orchestra has spent the .
who began her Su- last five weeks of rehearsals
studies before the age to prepare.
is an actiye chamber
Jonathan Lanius, a· senior.
outdoor leadership and gen- .
eral studies major, a French
horn player an~ a four-year
orchestra veter~, expl~ned
that Prokofiev's concerto is

challenging music to coun\.,
since the composer did not
write much of a French
horn part.
"You have to pay very close
attention to not lose track of
counting the measures, especially if there's like 20 measures of rests," Lanius said.
Also included in· the program is Prokofiev's "March
from .'The Love of Three Oranges'" and "Symphony No. 2
in E minor" by Rachmaninoff.
COntrasting the two composers, Lanius said, "There
is definitely a difference in
sound." Different sounds
heard from the pieces may
include dark sounds, ex;citing sounds and even
mysterious sounds.

Juli Gish Salerno

The concert, free and open
to the public, will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Co.Degedale
Church. Students attending
the event will receive double
convocation credit.

Laltius said, "It's definitely
a concert you don't want to
miss; even if you have alL of
your convocations filled up."

1.

dents to explore Africa to learn business practices ·
I..ARRABEE

this provides them with real _ country travel, most meals,
life experience."
a three-day safari, visa fees,
Six credit hours will be of- guides and basic insurance.
group of students
"In my current financial
through Africa next fered to participants from
shadowing local busi- Business Administration In- situation, I probably would
and learning about so- ternational Study Tour, Topics not go," said Daphne Martin,
in Economics and Manage- a junior liberal arts education
ment Practicum. One of the major. "If it eliminated classes.
s~dent's assignments Will I need to take anyway, then I
and Management, is· include coming ·up with an would see the benefit in that."
All students are welcome
this trip and excited idea of how business people
can make a difference by link- to apply for the trip taking
the possibilities.
people have a. par- ing the nonprofit focus with place from May 3-24, however, only 15 applicants will
interest in making a making a profit.
The tour fee is $4,900, de-· # be chosen.
in the World or their
"Each person will get more
Oberholster "spite the number of credit
"People who are par- hours taken. The cost includes experience with there beinterested in Africa, airfare, accommodations, in- ing a smaller amount of

people," said Kendra Mosher, a sophomore financial
management major.
Applications are now being
accepted in the School of Business and Management located
on the third floor of Brock
Hall. Dec. 3 is the deadline for
all submissions.
Students will travel to countries including Kenya, Tanzania, Sudan, Madagascar
and Somalia. They will have
the opportuitity to shadow
local organizations such as
ADRA, World Vision and International InstitUte of Ru. ral Reconstruction. Students

will observe developmental
managers as they network
with field staff, community
leaders,
government
officials and people in need.
Students will experience the
risks and challenges associated with working in developing countries while traveling
with experts.
International
business
majors, management and
nonprofit majors are encouraged to take advantage of
this opportunity.
For more information contact Braam Oberholster . at
(423) 236-2771.

dian Affairs commissioner draws crowd ~ McKee Library
DANA ·

State Comil'eDJileslsee, spoke at McKee
Nov. 4 to 109_students
Jeo:mrrmntity members.
is harder to qualify as a
American in Tennessee ·
might think," Kunesh
his presentation.
also asked his auwhile leading into
on the curNative American iden-

Duke, a sophomore

whose major is undecided,
heard Kunesh share there
were several times in Tenne_ssee's history when there was
no Native Am~rican presence.
"I didn't know that there
wereperiods of 'black holes'popuhition crashes-in Tennessee," said Duke.
During the presentation
Kunesh explained how Digging Canoe brought the
Cherokee into Tennessee after one of these population
black holes.
"If there is one name I would
like you to take away with you
tonight, . it's ·'Digging Canoe;"
Kunesh said.
The Chickamauga Indians
were the descendents of Dig-

ging Canoe, and they settled by
the Chickamauga Creek near
Amnicola Highway, Kunesh
said. He told his listeners that
if they were born in this area,
at least half of them probably
have Cherokee blood.
. Right now the issue in the
state is who qualifies as a Native American, said Kunesh.
He asked a series of questions for the audience to pon:..
der, including how much Native American blood makes a
person Native American?
Indian Affairs in Tennessee
is currently struggling . with
quantifying culture, deciding who qualifies as a Native
American and on what basis.
Se~n Ancheta, a sophomore

allied health major, thought Grath said the library wants
the presentation was inter-· to raise awareness of Native
estihg because he doesn't at- American heritage, especially
tend many programs about ·.the heritage that surrounds us
Native Americans.
in Tennessee. ~.
"I just came with the crowd. .
"There is a rich Native
I didn't know there was American history where- we
convo," Ancheta said.
live that tends to be under::The library asked Kunesh explored," said Joe Mocnik,
to come for Native American direc~or oflibraries.
History month. This is the.
Kunesh is qualified to speak
second year they have asked on this topic J;J.Ot only because
a guest to speak on Native of his job as Commissioner of
American issues.
Indian Affairs, but also his cui"As part of our celebration tural background. His family
of Native American · History is from Standing Rock Sioux
month, we thought it would be reservation in Minnesota, and
really great if [Kunesh] would his mother is a member of the
come and speak to us,'! said Standing Rock Sioux tribe of
Katie McGrath, a r-eference :!'forth and South Dakota.
and instruction librarian. Me-
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in
told the
nee prohas reached its cabecause of increased
for many living .w ith
disease and an increase
the number of people
HIVor AIDS.
The state's AID·s Drug
nee 'Program profunding to help lowpeople with HIV
AIDS receive medical
and costly drugs.
In the face of the recesmore people with HIV
AIDS are losing their
and health insurance,
Dr. Carolyn Wester,
state's medical director
HIV-AIDS and sexually
~m-,t"u•r~ diseases.
said the program
has "had a
to plan."
said most people will
access to pharmaceucompanies' programs

a victory for President
Obama, the Demcontrolled
House
passed landmark
care
legislation
night to expand
to tens of milwho lack it and place
new restrictions on
ance industry. Reopposition was
unanimous.
The 220-215 vote cleared
way for the Senate to
a long-delayed deon the issue that has
to overshadow all
in Congress.
triumphant Speaker
Pelosi likened the

and hopefully federal assistance. Pregnant women
and infants who have not
yet enrolled will be allowed
temporary emergency enrollment, she said. The program is not cutting services
for enrO'llees.
Tennessee is now among
nine states with a waiting list for the AIDS Drug
Assistance Program. The
others are Arkansas, Iowa,
Kentucky, Missouri~- . Nebraska, South Dakota, Utah
and Wyoming.
The AIDS drug assistance
is part of the Ryan White
program, authorized in
1990, that provides HIVrelated health services. In
June, enrollment · in the
state's drug-assista~ce program hit 3,367, compared
to 2,706 last year. Federal
and state funding for. the
program in 2009 totals
$25.3 million and has only.
slightly increased· since
2005, "'-:e§ter said.
· "Our No. 1 goal is to continue to provide access to
high-quality
HIV-related
services and medications
to as many individuals in
Tennessee as possible,"
Wester said.
legislation to the passage of
Social Security in 1935 and
Medicare 30 years later and Obama issued a statement saying, ~I look forward to signing it into law
by the end of the year."
"It provides coverage for
96percento~Americans.It

KARACHI, Pakistan (AP)
Some women strode the
catwalk in vicious spiked
bracelets and body armor.
Others had their heads
covered, burqa-style, but
with shoulders - and tattoos
exposed. Male
models wore long, Islamic
robes as well as shorts and
sequined T-shirts.
As surging · militant · violence grabs headlines
around the world, Pakistan's . top designers and
models are taking part in
, the country's first-ever
fashion week. While the
mix of couture and readyto-wear fashions would not
have been out of place in

Milan or New York, many each night said the gatherdesigners made reference ing was a symbolic blow to
to the turmoil, reflect- the Taliban and their vision
ing the contradictions and of society, where women
tensions coursing through are largely confined to the
this society.
house and must wear a
Thefour-d,ayevent, which sack-like covering known
was postponed twice due . as a burqa.
to security fears and amid
"This is our gesture of deunease at hosting such a fiance to the Taliban," said
gathering during an army Ayesha Tammy Haq, the
offensive in the north- CEO of Fashion Pakistan
~est, is aimed at showing
Week. "There is a terrible
the world there is more to problem of militancy ·and
Pakistan than violence and political upheaval . . . but
at helping boost an indus- that doesn't mean that the
try that employs hundreds country shuts down. That
of thousands of people, doesn't ·mean that business
organizers said.
comes to a halt."
Many of the models, deand well-heeled

--------------------------------------------~-------------------------------

A man watches the.waues crash in the resort area of Cancun, Mexico,
Sunday,Nou. 8, 2009. (AP Photo/Israel Leal)

during the markup of health care legislation on Capitol Hill in
llrllting1ton. (AP Photo/Susan Walsh)

November 12, 2009

A m?dellooks on while waiting at the backstage prior to present a creation by Pakistani designer Rizwan Beyg, ·
dunng the Pakistan Fashion Week, Karachi, Pakistan, Friday, Nov. 6, 2009. (AP Photo/Alexandre Meneghini)

offers everyone, regardless
of health or income, the
peace of mind that comes
from knowing they will
have access to affordable
health care when they need
it," said Rep. John Dingell, the 83-year-old Michigan lawmaker who has intraduced national health
insurance in every Congress since succeeding his
father in 1955.

Sept. 29, 2009,jile photo ~nate Finance-Co'mmittee member
Rockefeller, D- W.Va., holds up a report about underpayment to

THURSDAY,

NEW ORLEANS (AP) Louisiana Gov. Bob-by
Jindal declared a state of
emergency Sunday as the
Gulf Coast braced for the
arrival of Hurricane Ida,
which was making · its way
across the Gulf of Mexico
as a Category 2 storm ..
A hurricane watch was
in effect from southeastern
Louisiana to the Florida
Panhandle, meaning bur-

ricane conditions were possible in the next day and a
half. New Orleans was not
included in the watch area.
The emergency declaration is a precaution that
frees up state resources for
any ·emergency situatio_ns.
The National Guard and
state agencies have been
put on high alert so person·
nel and vehicles are available if needed.

SllARM EL-SHEIKH,
Egypt (AP) . China's premier says Beijing will pr.ovide $10 billion in new loans to African
nations over the next three
years and has outlined a
plan to cancel government
debts for some of the poorest of those countries.
A1 a two-day China-Africa summit that began on
Sunday, . Wen Jiabao also
said China would build 100
new clean energy projects
for Africa over the same
period as the Asian powerhouse looks to help the
continent deal with environmental issues.
Wen's pledges are part
of ehina's increasing push
into ·Africa, a drive that has
drawn criticism from some
who argue that Beijing is
ignoring the troubling human rights record of many
of Africa's governments.
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Are your sinuses clogged with selfishness and pride.
ScorrKABEL
CONDIIUIDR

"So, Cushman Cliffs first,"
Keith said. "Then we'll go up
Mt. Ellihor."
"That sounds good." I was
already putting on shorts.
With a free second, I emptied
my nose into a tissue. Still
some yellow in there. "So,
you want me to play music for
a vespers?"
Keith smiled. "We11 talk
about that later."
Keith Bowman graduated
froin Southern in May 2008
and is now a youth pastor in
Portland, Ore., and I, after
graduating last J;>ecember, am
youth-church planting in Au•
burn, Wash. We had a lot to
talk about on the road to the
cliffs. By the time we found
the pull-off, I had deposited
several warm tissue wads
at my feet.
I chose a thirty-foot ledge
overlooking the lake, and
jumped in. -Submarining. As

..

I ·climbed out of the water, I
heard the sound . of squishing
mud in my head.Keith looked
at me sidelong. "Was that your
brain?"
Week-old mucus packed in
my sinuses was oozing from
chamber to chamber, compelled by the abrupt pressure
change. I'd felt the sensation before but had forgotten
its significance.
Refreshed, we drove up to
the summit trailhead. As we
ascended, the mucus in my

skull continued to resist the squirting sound, the mucus
ever-expanding gases. Pain had finally yielded to the inwarmed my eye sockets and ·censed gases. My sentence
radiated to my temples. With- concluded under absolute rein minutes, I was cross-eyed lief. The pressure was gone,
with a migraine.
the problem addressed. Keith
"We don't have to go," and I laughed.
Keith said. ·
There is something bacteriaJ
I squared my shoulders. "No in our thinking that traps de-::
problem. Let's go."
pressive circumstances in our .
The higher we climbed, the mental sinuses. It's inevitable:
sin (selfishness and pride)
heavier the headache.
"OK," Keith began. "I want coats every psychological pasyou to play for this confer- sageway. We try to blow our
ence-wide young .a dult ves- noses of it. But it is always
pers I've started, but there's a slimier and deeper than exstory to it ... " He unpacked . pected. Perhaps sin-stuffed
his vespers lurching his- modes are satisfactory in the
tory. I was listening through valley of self-preservation and
dulled ears. Finally, he laid self-indulger\ce.
Cod's will, however, is to
out a puzzle concernjng his
boss, who wished to begin a lead us from valleys to sumcompeting vespers at the lo- mits of holiness. En route we
cal level. "What do you think I encounter pain, which takes
sliould do?" ·
two forms. There is the pain
Can I think? I suppose. of an unconditioned body,
Climb. Analyze. Aching in my necessary because.we are unfit
calves and back grew, comple- for spiritual heights. This pain
menting the pain in my head. strengthens muscles of humilStill, Keith's issue was proving ity, patience self-sacrifice, just
as physical exercise strengthens
the body.
In
contrast,
when the mucus
of selfish pride inhabits our minds,
we experience a .
superfluous and
staggering pain.
As we climb, love
transforms, values change, trust
expands and the
inevitable · painful pressure that
results works to
reveal the presPhoto Illustration by Sam Steele
ence of sin. Often when people
experience this pain, they atmore laborious than the trail.
Suddenly, the trail lifted out tribute it to a suppressive god,
of the pine forest and carved when all the time it is muchsup a scree slope. The open sky like sin that has warped their
provided an excuse to rest. We perceptions.
sat, discussed and viewed.
Eventually the templepressures
beAs if the vista had sud- pounding
denly unclogged my brain, a come unbearable; then . the
solution to Keith's dilemma trees break.
beCame clear. And as the
We stop. We sit. We see.
thought traveled to my mouth,
In that moment, the valley·
I felt a fabulous release in my appears distant and, ~t in'
forehead. Keith stopped me renewed light, beautiful. In
mid-sentence. "Was that your the way that the blackness of
... face?" Proffering the same space augments the lumens of

the stars, mountains could not
be without valleys. In ·a rusl_!,
God's forces prove overpowering. Our paradigms explode in
understanding and surrender.
And we experience release.
Faith, hope and love pervade,
.and pride and selfishness are
expelled bit by bit.
Far from being suppressive,
God has busied himself with
unchaining us and enriching

''

We will still ask,
ol)}y come this far?" But
continuing experience
change profoundly. As
climb, rather than being
tracted by anxieties, we
become cognizant of the
Spirit's work in our
physiology-..,that of
ening the anatomy of
spiritual gifts. We will
view challenges as nnnm-hllli

God's will,

h.o wever, is to lead
us fron1 valleys
to.sunin1its of
holiriess.

our experience. James 1:2-4
points out that following belief, perseverance becomes
the primary subject of God's
energies for the purpose of
wholeness. The sooner we surrender, the sooner we ,b;come
whole.
'

ties for spiritual training
athleticism, rather than
on. top of pain. And once
cending meant swelling
it will become an exercise
the joy of submission. Then
that remains at the smnmrt•
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

there more to college life than Facebook?
enough of it, despite the fact become cyber neighbors and
that it took half a day to load send each other livestock. Oh,
a single page. It became such what a delight. It's what we've
Some time ago, I discovered a phenomenon at my com- all come to do at college, beand I thought it was munity college that the library come cyber_farmers and resmost genius idea ever gen- limited MySpace use to only . taurant owners. And then we
by humans. I was living five computers. Five comput- come to status updates.
Pohnpei at the time, a tiny ers for hundreds of students.
I just recently realized the
where Internet connec- Long-time friends became ri- massive role Facebook played
might as well have been vals in their race to get these in my life and in others' lives.
it was so slow. This Golden Five, as we had affec- It seemed that most everyone
a few years ago, when tionately dubbed them.
on Facebook lives for status
began my college career
Over this summer, it seems, updates. It is almost as if their
a budding journalist.
Facebook exploded. I created lives are not complete until
Most of my friends had left a Facebook account because they have posted a genius upfor the bigger, and pre- almost everyone I know here date or commented on somebetter, shores of at Southern had one, and one else's. I decided to test my
and Hawaii. One of it seemed like a good idea theory by changing my relasent me a request to ere- to follow the crowd on this tionship status from "single"
a MySpace account, which one. I promptly discarded to "in a relationship." I was
and I was hooked. Here MySpate and switched my certain I would get some comundying devotion, which had ments on this status change;
post photos, "create" previously been for Myspace, I did. Only a few minutes afown Web page, comment • to Facebook.
ter I had changed my status,
other people's pages . . .
I have taken quizzes, posted someone commented. It was
options were endless. It comments and even chatted almost like they had been sitalmost as if they hadn't with friends on Facebook. I ting on the edge of their seat,
me to rot while they ex- refuse to indulge, however, fingers poised over the keytheir life-potential on in Farmville, Mafia, Poker or board, waiting to comment on
shores.
any of the other useless ap- my status update.
plications on Facebook. I've
MySpace started the addicseen what it can do. Friends tion for me, and then Facebook

Photo illustration by Tanya Musgrave

intensified this obsession.
While I haven't completely
thrown it aside, I have realized that I don't have to live
for social networks. Folks, I'm
fairly certain we'll be able to
survive college, aJ!d life, without constantly checking status
updates and discovering who's

the best farmer in Farmville.
There is more I can say on
this subject: However, I will
let you ponder these things
while I go check my Facebook
account. There's status update I've just been itching to
comment on.

·etter to the editor: The case for vegetarianism
in those sauces? Salt (that's
inorganic-neither animal nor
plant), onion, mustard, sug-

things a distinctive taste, but
note that they get their taste
from the activity of plant-like

response to "The CarniDiaries" in the Oct. 29

better than vegetables.
came to my mind was
picture of a mamma rat
her son eating from a
labeled "Rat Poison."
"Bobby, don't eat thatrat poison."
but Mamma. It tastes
good."
other reason it ~
that taste figures so
into your argument is
about what gives the
its taste. Steak is covin steak sauce. Barbecue
is used to give the barmeat its distinctive
So what ingredients are

Photo illustration by Ashley Wagner

ar, vinegar, soy sauce, garlic organisms called bacteria).
and other plant ingredients. Meat, of course, does have
Fried chicken is spiced up some taste by itself, but by and
with paprika, ginger, parsley, large, the taste is derived from
ketchup, lemon juice, pepper plant prodtlcts.
The argument that a
and garlic-all plant products.
Most-spices come· from plants. plant-based diet is bland
(There are some animal prod- is an old one. It usually
ucts [cheese, yogurt and but- ·means, "I've never learned
termilk] that also give other to season plant foods so they

taste good."
Please pardon another simple picture: God created Adam
and Eve and gl!-ve them a diet of
fruits, nuts and grains. Sometime later, they sinned and
God added vegetables to their
diet. About 2,000 years later,
God had to destroy the world
with a flood. After the flood,
He may have seen that people
were going to have a hard time
finding enough plant food for
a while so he gave them permission to use meat and also
(presumably) milk. Imagine
Noah and his family getting
their first taste of meat and ice
cream and screaming "Wahoo!
Now we get to enjoy our food
for a change! Two thousand
years on that bland vegetable
diet was just too much."
You said, "I was born eating meat and I1l die eating
meat." I seriously doubt you
ate meat when you were first
born. Most likely your first
baby food was mother's milk

and that sometime later you
changed to cow's milk, which
is designed for calves, not for
adult humans. In any event,
you will likely die (younger)
eating meat. On average,
plant-eaters live another 10
years after the meat and milk
eaters die.
Diabetes,
cardiovascular
disease, breast cancer, colon
cancer, prostate cancer, obesity, broken bones-these are
the diseases of rich nations
and urban populations. All of
those are found much more
commonly in groups of people
that eat highly refined foods
(aptly named "junk food"~,
milk and meat products than
in people on a whole food,
plant-based diet. The dairy
industry pushes the idea that
milk is necessary for healthy
bones, but research has shown
the exact opposite-the people
with the highest rates of bone
fracture are the ones that use
the most milk products.
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I'm sure that the majority Play pretend: I'm not kidof you would agree that you ding. This is the best way toesare tired, stressed and tired cape the hectic pace of college
of being tired and stressed. If life. It requires tapping into
there's someone out there who your inner child and finding
doesn't feel this way, e-mail some friends who are brave
me. I want to know your se-· enough to play along. Pull out
cret! So, what's a college stu- your boots, cowboy hat and
dent to do? The budget won't pistol or your war paint, tomallow for a day at the spa or a ahawk and bow and arrow.
trip to Florida. It's time to get It's time for some old-fashcreative. Think back to a time ioned cowboys and Indians.
_~n your life when you weren't" This might sound crazy, but
stressed. Mine is elementary it's a blast.
school. It's amazing how a lit-......... *
tie bit of playtime can relieve Fly a kite: Next time you are
·stress. So, instead of blowing in Wal-Mart, stop by the toy.
the bank account, try doing section. The kid's kites are
some of your· favorite child- very inexpensive and simple
hood activities!
to use. Change it up a bit and
try flying it at night.
Hunt for the perfect playground: If you don't have Build a fort: The only thing
much time, head across to you need is some creativSpalding's playground. But if -ity. Remember, forts can be
you've got a little extra time, built anywhere. Here are two
go on a hunt for the best ideas. First, build one in your
playground in the area. The dorm room. Even get the enold ones are the best with tire hall involved and build
the merry-go-rounds, super one for your next hall wortall slides, and best of all, ship. Second, head out to the
teeter-totters.
Biology Trail to build one.
Note: If you find a play- Remember to be considerground with teeter totters, ate, don't get destructive and
please e:.mail me ASAP. I have · tear the forest down to build
been dying to do some teeter- your fort.

Check oul what's
on this weekend and
have a blast doing it!
See what theater
options are...c.oming
your way.
••••••••••
The Chattanooga
SYillphony and Opera
presents:
Beethoven SYillphony
Tivoli Theater
Nov. 12-13, 8 p.m.
$40, with student ID
http:/
phony.org
Harvest HYilln Festival
Memorial Auditorium
Sunday 4p.m.
.$19
http:/ jwww·.cmtnaiioo~:asyu
phony.org

Play schoolyard games:
What was your favorite recess game as a kid? Hide-andgo-seek, tag, sardines, kick
the can, ·red rover, capture
the flag, dodge ball ~r maybe

freeze tag? Get the friends together and play some of those
games you haven't played
in years.

Dorothy Hackett Ward
Theatre presents:
The OdysseySet in contemporary
615 McCallie Ave., Tenn.
Saturday 7:30 p.m.
$10
http:/ ffyi.timesfreepress.
.com/events

Part II: The "art of shopping" for Gucci
HIFSY Ar.cuDIA
CONTRIBUTOR

... continuedfrom last week
Think of your favorite store
and something that you really, really want from it. If you
like Gucci, like I do, typically
you will have to wait and save
your money to make that purchase. That waiting and saving
is what we often lack. Instead,
we settle for something that
will not last or that does not
have much value. It will become a tease as you walk by
that window every day; what
you want is sitting right there
in front of you, but with time
and patience it can be yours.
At times the seemingly
pricey tag can be discouraging, but the anticipation and
your vigorous dedication
keeps you going. Knowing that
you were dedicated enough

to save for it and did not take of sheer patience, endurance,
second best will make it worth and unwillingness to accept
while because when you pur- nothing but the best. So do not
chase that item you will be settle for G;oodwill, because if
happy beyond belief for you . you do that is what you will
had to endure the challenges get. If Gucci is what you want
it posed and the temptation then do not settle for anything
of giving up.
less than that.
Then that day finally arrives.
I had made my purchase
You finally are able to pur- and I felt a sense of accomchase the item and it will be plishment and comfort as I
all that you wanted and more. walked out of that extravaIt will last a lifetime and be gant world that I had . been
there through the easy times immersed in; for I knew that
and the rough times. You will I had purchased exactly what
finally have something of val- I had longingly been waiting
ue that you can count on, t~at and looking for. My patience
will be with you and not fall had paid off. As I walked
apart when you need it most. around, everyone seemed to
It wi:l exceed your wildest ex- be passionately searching for
pectations and you will have a means of escape or meaning.
everything you ever wanted Just then I realized that it takes
and then some in return. So more than "want" td-rnake the
throughout the rest of your right purchase. I had mastered
life, when you see that item you the "art of shopping;" What
can smile and re)llember the helped nie with my decision?
hard times you endured to get I cannot tell you. The answer
it, and now you bave it because lies within the desires of your

The Clean Up Woman
Tivoli Theatre
_ 709 Broad St., Tenn.
heart. We must not "discount"
ourselves. It is-just as simple $29
http://ww;w.downtownchat
as shopping.

Whether you. need to have 'a
study session or want to "spend
till}e with your significant other,
no d~nying that Southern doesn't
many places to socialize at night.
Don't worry; there are several
spots in the area+that .offer
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DAVIS WALLACE

New York Yankees win 27th World Series
pitched nine innings and held MVP, .unraveled, gtvtng the
the high~powered Xankees of- Yankees an 8-5 win in game
fense to just six hits with one three. The following night,
This year's Fall Classic fea- unearned run.
with one out left, Brad Lidge
tured tw<? of the most exciting
What appeared to be a re- ·coughed up three runs, and
teams in Majot League Base- peat championship for the the Phillies suddenly found
ball: the Ne~ York Yankees Phillies suddenly turned into a themselves in a 3-1 hole-in the
and the Philaseries. Thanks to andelphia Phillies.
other Cliff Lee gem in
With a 7-3 vicgame five, the series
tory over the de..:
returned to New Yor~
fending champiwith the Yankees
on Philadelphia
leading 3:.2.
Pbillies, the New
With -Hideki Matsui
York Yankeea
at the helm, the Yancaptured their
kees capt~red their ~
27th World Se27th World Champiries
Champi- .
onship with a 7-3 vic'oJ!S}rlp; · ending
tory in game ·six; Matan eight-year
sui started the night
championship
off with a two-run
drought, having
homer, and finished
l¥t defeated the Jorge Posada,
and Mariano Rivera of the Yankees with a double and a
New York Mets celebrate with the trophy after their win on Nov. 4, 2009.
single, bringing in six
(Photo by Pool/Getty Images)
in2000.
RBis w~ich tied the
This was by no
record for most RBis
means an easy victory for the real World ·series, as the New in a World Series game. His
Yankees as they squared off York Yankees' offense sudden- outstanding performance and
against the National League's ly woke up. AJ Burnett pitched unbelievable .615 batting avmost potent offense, led by a gem, holding the Phillies to erage earned him the honor of
Phillies sluggers Ryan How- just one run in game two, mir- being named the 2009 World
ard, Chase Utley and Jayson roring Cliff Lee from the night Series MVP.
Werth. In game one, Yankees,; before, and the Yankees deIn a year full of storylines,
ace CC Sabathia was given ieated the Phillies 3-1, send- from the new $1.5 billion
the reins and he : pitcheQ. a fng the tied 1-1 series back to· Yankee stadium to Alex Rosolid game, but he was not Philadelphia.
drigue,z's steroid controversy,
enough to shut down Chase . Games three and four were only ohe story-will be rerll.emUtley, who connected for two both characterized by mis- bered from the 2009 MLB
home runs, leading th~ Phil- fortunes for the Phillies, as ' .season: the Ne~YorkYankees
lies to a 6-1 victory. Cliff Lee Cole Hamels, last year's series are champions once again.

Three-on-threebasketball tournament a ~ong battle for the championship·
·" jury that hurt their chances battle. Both teams had plenty
of experience and came in.
of winning.
Chris ' McTaggart, a junior confident. After a good game,
Saturday night' w,as . a. ter-· ~ sports studies major; had this TeJim Clarke came out With
rific night for basketball at to say after the loss: "They the victory that advanced
Southern because of the an- C?ffie \n with only three guys. . them to the championship.
A lot of people underestimated
In argitably the most excitball tournament. There were them due to lack of experience; ing game of the night Matt
19 hopeful teams, but after but by the end of the night ev- Ancel, a junior physical educaseveral hours only the best eryone was rooting for them." tion major, of Spartans hit the
teams remained,
-At the same time on another game-winning shot and elimiAround 10 p.m. the Spar-· court was a matchup between nated the strong ALBE team.
tans and Team Clarke were Kung Fu Pandas and the UnThen it was time for the
both undefeated and matched derdogs. rhe Underdogs lost c.hampionship, and Sparup while many one-loss teams to the super sophomores on tans would have to win twice
battled to stay alive. ALBE Kung Fu Pandas.
against a very good team who
eliminated two veteran teams
While the two undefeated was well-rested. The chamin consecutive games, defeat- teams · played, an exciting pionship game was nothing the heavily-favored Toon game between ALBE and ing short of spectacular. In ·
and Mystic Splash. Kung Fu Pandas was going on. · a ·hard-fought game~ Team
their loss to ALBE, Mys- In th!! end, ALBE prevailed.
Clarke just had top mu.ch
Splash's Jamie Geiger,
~the other court, the game fire power for ·Spartans, wina senior management rna- · between the undefeated teams . ning the 2009 three-on.:three
suffered a ·shoulder in- . turned out~ to be a heavyweight -~· basketball tournament.

On

Senior art major Chris Bennett
o_f Team Clarke
#.is thrilled to \Vi,n
the
tournament.
"It took me four
years to win. The
last three years ·I ·
lost in th~ finals. It
feels good to finally
win one." .
This capped off '
an epic night. Nineteen teams ·and five
hours ~f basketball
ended with Errol Clarke, David
Grant and Chris
Bennett winning
the champio~ship.
Photo by Michael Hadley

Michael Holland takes a shot while his opponent
· WiU Moore attempts to get the reoound.
'··

.'
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Friday, NCJ'Ribber 13
SA Senate Spirit Week; -

SAU Pride Day
NationalStress Out Week
PreView Southern l02
Onlille Winter ltegistraijon

for

Church FelloWship Hall
9:30 a.m. Pierson ..Lec-:turesbip, Mark Fin}ey.

THURSDAY,

November 12,

Hall Steps at 12:30 p.m.)
7:30 p.rn. Symphony Orchestra Coneet1. ·Cltmeli
(Double Conw·Credit)

Thatcher ChaPel

9=45 a.m. *Breaking ,;Free"
Wontea's Sabbath~

~64

/

STUDENT LIFE
SIFE
Transportation:
FREE ride to Wal-Mart Nov.
13, 1 p.m. - 4 p. m. Rides
leave from Wright Hall every
half hour.
lifeguard Certification:
Lifeguard
Recertification
Class will be held Nov. 16 at
6:30 p.m. in the Iles Pool.
Cost: $1o.
Student' Wellness Week:
Student wellness week is
sponsored by Campus Ministries. This year, student
wellness week will run from
Nov. 15 through Nov. 21.
Look for events on the Promenade or the Student Center.
Graduating _Baccalaureate Seniors: The required
Senior Exit Exam (MAPP)
will be given on the following
dates:
Nov. 12, 8 a.m.,1 p.m. & 3
p.m., Lynn Wood
Nov. 15 9:30a.m .• Cafeteria
Nov. 17 8 a.m., 10

a.m., 1 p.m.
Lynn Wood
Nov. 18 9 a.m., 11
a.m., 2 p.m., & 4 . p.m.,
Lynn Wood
.
Nov. 19 9 a.m., 2 p.m. & 4
p.m., Lynn Wood
Nov. 20 8 a.m & 10 a.m.,
LynnWood
Nov.
22
9:30 a.m.
Cafeteria
Museum Lecture: Israeli
archaeologist Yosi Garfinkel
(Hebrew University of Jerusalem) will share his experience "Excavating the Biblical City of Sha'arayim." This
lecture will be held in Lynn
Wood Hall Chapel, Nov. 17,
7 p.m. Prior to the lecture, a
reception will be held for Dr.
Garfinkel and light refreshments will be served. Convocation credit.
OEC Bouldering/Hiking
Rocktown: Rocktown is literally a town of rocks. It is as
though a bunch of house,..sized
boulders got dropped on the
top of Lookout Mountain.
These provide a great place
to explore and an even better
place to climb. Saturday, Nov.
14 from 2 - 8:30 p.m. Cost:
Free or $5 if you
shoes.
)

need

Horseback Riding:
Come for an evening ride after
classes on the trials of a nearby horse ranch. Nov. 15, 1- 3
p.m. Cost: $15. Meet in front
of Wright Hall.
OEC Indoor Bouldering:
Practice your rock climbing/
bouldering skills at the Tennessee Bouldering Authority. Nov. 17, 6-10 p.m. Cost:
$6/$10 if you need climbing
shoes. Meet at Wright Hall.
OEC Leave No Trace
Trainer
Certification:
This , trip will take you to
beautiful places while you
learn how to keep them beautiful and teach others to do
the same. Nov. 20 at 12 p.m.
to Nov. 22 at 3 p.m. Cost:
$25. Meet at OEC.
OEC Thanksgiving Break
5-dayTrip: Come on a 5.- day
trip to the New River Gorge.
Mountain biking, rock climbing, hiking and more. We'll
make a Thanksgiving dinner
and if enough show up, we'll
rent a cabin with a HOTT}JB!
This trip will be taking place
Nov. 25 at 10 a.m. through ·
Nov. 29 at 5 p.m. Cost: $70.
Meet at OEC. . • _

BIRTHDAYS
November 13 Christian Pinango, Crystal
Bueno, Hollie Ma~omber,
Joan Seitz, Joshua Knight,
,Marla Seasly, Marty Hamilton, Melody Skinner, Michelle Carmona, Scott Simon
November 14 .
Brian Chinn, Christina Estevez, Danielle Karppala,
Desi Batson, Elias Baquero,
Mindy Joshnick, Steven Pettigrew
November15
Amanda Fox, Autumn Davis, Charlotte Athey, Daniel
Morgan, Doug Jacobs, Jenna
Schleenbaker, . Krista Mattison, Lynzee Stewart, Thomas
Erickson,
November16
Adrienne Royo, Chris Swafford, Cristina HernandezPersia, Jose Del Aguila, Paul
Campanello, Tim Cwodzinski, Tyler Thornton, .
November17
James Shoemaker, Kristin

Thomas, Nathanael
Ralph Morales, Ricky
Shana Browne, Tekoa
rose, Tiffany Boring
November18
Chris Bolton, Daniela
da, Elsheil Bertus,
Ball, Jim Wampler,
Gauthier, Marcella Morales
November19
Aleesha Tremper,
pher Vazquez, Li~da Davis

--

Outrea
this we·PKfl~n
Sabbath;
p.m. Advent Home
2:30 p.m. WestSide 4
3:00p.m. Door to Door
OutReach
2

Sunday:
1-5 p.m. WestSide 4 J
Health Expo (12:30
Wright Hall)

---,•
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How to be a Twilight groupie
The Twilight fans were
not
amused.
HUMOR EDITOR
I continued to live my life as
It was my second sum- usual, not exactly interested in
mer working at camp when I getting into a book and subsefound out about the film that quent film about, uh, vampire
had been changing lives of love. But everywhere I turned
young teenage girls (and, ap- I was bombarded with dark
parently, individuals of other, photos of uber-pale actors
more surprising demograph- with painful expressions and
ics) the world over. Being one conversations rife with referwho likes to keep up with pop ences to Bella,~Paramore and
culture trends, I was slightly · blood. And so one weekend,
miffed to not know about this with theWal-Mart Redbox bethick, black-covered book ing incredibly bleak and my
that everyone and (on occa- desperation to understand all
sion literally) their mother the hype running exceedingly
was reading.
high, I caved.
Not wanting to be left out of
With the newest installment
the loop a moment longer, I in the Twilight series coming
made inquiries into the plot of soon to a theater near you,
the apparent page-turner.
I offer my services to those
"It's about vampire love," of you who haven't taken the
I was informed in an awe- time to find out anything
struck tone usually reserved about Twilight (via Twilight
for Oscar-winning films, Pulit- books or movies or posters
zer Prize-winning journalism or soundtracks or Barbies or
or maybe the Jonas Brothers.
Halloween costumes or stick"Haha, but seriously, what's ers or gummy candies, etc.)
it about?" I asked again.
and give you a few tips on

AUDREY

COOPER

how to pass as someone who
is "in" on this whole Twilight
fad, without actually having
to know anything abowt them.
Those who understand Twilightness will totally get it and
those who don~t will just think
you're ... cQol.

· Randomly sulk in a corner: If someone asks what
you're doing, simply say,
"Well, I'm just dealing with
life Edward Cullen-style."
Stay out of the sun: Ap~rently transparently pale is
the new tan.
Stare at people's necks
while they're talking to
you: For an even better effect, lick your lips periodically
as well.
Scurry around . in tree
tops with your significant
other: You're just gonna have
to trust me on this one.
•

HUMB.

up

down

· ·student Missions giving
free doughnuts: Tnanks,
Everyone loves a good Krispy
Kreme in the morning ...
Warm NOVEMBER
weather: I hate to sound like
a broken record, but seriously!
Christmas is so close. Bring on
the snow.
Yefim Bronfman: Not only
does the guy have a wicked
name, but he's got some mad
piano skills as well.
PDAA: Public Display All-

22 Words You Can Make From the Name Yefim Bronfman

the-time Affection. Gross.

(world-renowned pianist who performed at Southern this Sunday and Monday)

1.
2.

3·

Fin
Man
Firm

f:

.

12.
13.
14.
15.

4· ~Yea
5· Farm

16.

Name
7· More
8. Norm
9· May
10. Miff (real word!)
11. Fib .

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

6.

~'!"
1JitXIMif" ro 1'JW~

Born
Morn
Bra
Biff (probably a real word)
If
Nab
My
Bronf (probablynotarealword)
Form
Bro
Money

13 days until Thanksgiving
Br,eak: Cranberries and pie
tofurkey, .Qluey!13 Days until
Thanksgiving Break: Can
we make it? Give us more
Krispy Kreme and maybe
we can.

t tMJr
rr «rr fJP'
. , . llfltAT

teJU $niJ,.CM1'T

Malt3l~.

ClriJ M:7U1

)
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How to be a Twilight groupie
The Twilight fans were · how to pass as someone who
is "in" on this whole Twilight
not
amused.
HUMOR EDITOR
I continued to live my life as fad, without actually having
It was my second sum- usual, not exactly interested in to know anything abo•t them.
mer working at camp when I getting into a book and subse- Those who understand Twifound out about the film that quent film about, uh, vampire lightness will totally get it and
had been changing lives of love. But everywhere I turned those who don't will just think
young teenage girls (and, ap- I was bombarded with dark you're ... cool.
parently, individuals of other, photos of uber-pale actors
more surprising demograph- with painful expressions and
Randomly sulk in a corics) the world over. Being one conversations rife with refer- ner: If someone asks what
who likes to keep up with pop ences to Bella,. Paramore and you're doing, simply say,
culture trends, I was slightly · blood. And so one weekend, "Well, I'm just dealing with
miffed to not know about this with the Wal-Mart Redbox be- life Edward Cullen-style."
thick, black-covered book ing incredibly bleak and my
that everyone and (on occa- desperation to understand all
Stay out of the sun: Apsion literally) their mother the hype running exceedingly ttarently transparently pale is
was reading.
high, I caved.
the new tan.
Not wanting to be left out of
With the newest installment
the loop a moment longer, I in the Twilight series coming
Stare at people's necks
made inquiries into the plot of soon to a theater near you, while they're talking to
the apparent page-turner.
I offer my services to those you: For an even better ef"It's about vampire love," of you who haven't taken the fect, lick your lips periodically
I was informed in an awe- time to find out anything as well.
struck tone usually reserved about Twilight (via Twilight
for Oscar-winning films, Pulit- books or movies or posters
Scurry around in tree
zer Prize-winning journalism or soundtracks or Barbies or tops with your significant
or maybe the Jonas Brothers.
Halloween costumes or stick- other: You're just gonna have
"Haha, but seriously, what's ers or gummy candies, etc.) to trust me on this one.
·
it about?" I asked again.
and give you a few tips on
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up
down

· ·student Missions giving
free doughnuts: Th-anks,
Everyone loves a good ·
Kreme in the morning ...
Warm NOVEMBER
weather: I hate to sound like
a broken record, but seriously!
Christmas is so close. Bring on
the snow.
Yefim Bronfman: Not
does the guy have a
name, but he's got some ·mad
·piano skills as well.
PDAA: Public Display All-

the-time Affection. Gross.

(world-renowned pianist who performed at Southern this Sunday and Monday)
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Fin
Man
Firm
Yea
s. Farm
6. Name
7· More
8. Norm
g. May
10. Miff (real word!)
11. Fib .
1.
2.
3·
4· '

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Born
Morn
Bra
Biff (probably a real word)
If
Nab
My
Bronf (probably not a real word)
Form
Bro
Money

13 days until
Break: Cranberries
tofurkey, oh myl
13 Days until
Thailksgiving Break: Can
we make it? Give us more
Krispy Kreme and maybe
we can.
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STUD~NTSENCOURAGEDTOSTAYWELL
week, Campus Ministhe support of SA
has emphasized living
lifestyle.
Week gives us
t;~ortur1ity to reach [stusaid Steven Arauz, SA
vice president.
not
includes
physically fit, but
emotionally and
well.
this week have
about helping stuthe community
to evaluate their
only want to fobut we also

SolllthE~rn,

Photo by Emily )ewell

Jonathan Lanius relaxes in one of the hammocks hung outside the Student Center on Tuesday during Campus Ministries' Wellness Week.

Ministries.
the West Side
•milniStJry held a health

when someone needs a donation. Bone marrow donation is
a painful process, but it could
save a life.
"I have a friend who do_,
nated, and it. was his story
that motivated me to do this,"
said Ana Medel, a junior nursing major, as she filled out
the paperwork.
Tuesday,
several
hammocks were strung out in

front of the Student Center
and students were invited to
bring their Bibles and rest.
This was a chance to unwind
from the stress of being a college student and reconnect
with God.
Wednesday, students could
pick up a fruit smoothie on
the way to class. Campus
Ministries bought enough
fruit to make more than 400

healthy smoothies to promote
good nutrition.
If you are feeling sore or just
want to relax, there will be tree
back massages in the Student
Center today. There will probably be a long line, but there
are sign-uf1 sheets to reserve
a time. Massages will last between five and 10 minutes depending qn how many people
show up.
Czerkasij, a

nurse practitioner, will speak
at convocation about the effects of jewelry and tattoos
on wellness.
Friday the emphasis is on
sanitizing your hands. A booth
in the cafeteria will show students how dirty their hands re_ally are. You11 find hand sanitizer at most of the tables.

ern to install live webcam.s
the cameraa. The webcams
will have-a 36o-degree viewing angle, but may be limited
in rotation depending on its
location. However, only one
person will be able to control
the camera at a time.
"It's a first-come first-serve
control,• said Luke Miller-.
prograuuner analySt for Information Systems. "If somebody
comes in and takeS over control then they have, I think, 20
seconds or a minute that they
can control it.•
The camera on McKee I..k

brary is estimated to be up and
running by the end of semester, with the Wright Hall camera going up sometime neXt
year. Southern previously had
two webeams, but they could
only be ~ed, and fltayed
focuSed in one spot. The new
webcams will be higher quality
and will give those who want
to view the campus a more realistic idea of what Southern
is like.
, "We're excited that this
one wiD "be more ~ 6eaause it's Jive .and beCe
1011
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Talge television rootn Campus Safety urges boarder sa£
reopens after renovation
NATHAN THOMAS
Sun Warn•

The Talge Hall television room reopened Sunday,
Oct. 25 after being closed
for renovations.
The new television room
has three Sony Bravia 52-inch
televisions, heating and air
conditioning, leather seating, a video projector and a
surround sound system, said
Dwight Magers, dean of men
at Talge Hall.
The paint and carpet have
been redone as well. Also, new
energy-efficient light strips
have been put in.
NFL Sunday Ticket has
been added to the Direc'IV

Magers said that there is
a grand opening planned
sometime after Thanksgiving. However, the room will
be available for resident use
until then.
The last major update
the 'IV room received was
around 1985, Patterson said.
Kevin Pride, a Talge Hall
dean, said that the television
room hasn't changed dramatically since he went to Southern in 1991. However, there
is still some work to be done
before the television room is
completeiy finished.
The projector and screen
were installed on Nov. 3. Additionally, a cabinet to house
_electronic equipment for the

''EverYone says it's amazing.
I•

subscription that the dorm
already had for the television
room, allowing students to
watch all the football games
on Sundays.
The reaction has been overwhelmingly positive since the
room has been opened, said
Carl Patterson, a Talge Hall
associate dean.
"Everyone says it's amazing," Patterson said.
Some residents have already
been making use of it.
Alex Hernandez, a fresh- ·
man music education major,
said, "I really dig it. It's really chill. Definitely a place
where I see myself spendi~g
a lot of time."

televisions will be installed
sometime soon.
The television room was
also designed so that it could
be rented out as a conference room to groups during
the summer.
"We tried to make it as accommodating as possible,"
Magers said.
Daniel Alvidres, a sophomore biochemistry major,
said, "I haven't been there,
but now that there's more
televisions they can cater to
the needs of the guys in the
dorm better."
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those who violate the use of it
can be fined or taken to court.
"I honestly wasn't aware that
Campus Safety is concerned it was against the law to operwith the way skateboarders ate a skateboard or longboard
and longboarders use the pub- on a public road," Brown said.
lie roads, with no consider"Students - need to know
ation of vehicles. Skaters and what the law says and obey it,"
pedestrians need to take re- said Paul Crosby, Collegedale
sponsibility for their own safe- patrol officer. "Even if what
ty and for the safety of those they are doing is legal, they
around them, officials say.
need to put safety first."
"The policy on campus is
Police not only worry about
that, those who are on skates, longboarders, but also pescooters, skateboards or long- destrians who cross the road
boards should wear helmets to thinking vehicles will stop for
be safe," said David Houtch- them. Officers said with wet
ens, Campus Safety fire and road conditions it can be diffilife safety officer.
cult for a car to stop suddenly.
Many students don't feel the
Police said pedestrians are
need to wear helmets on cam- only protected if they are in
pus because they think they the crosswalk. It is the pedesare safe without them.
trian 's fault if they just dart out
"This is college, and I per- and don't give vehicles enough
sonally don't wear a helmet time to stop before they enter
around campus because I'm the crosswalk:
just riding to class," said TheoState statistics show that if
dore Brown, a junior film pro- a pedestri~n is hit by a moduction major.
tor vehicle that is operating
The Tennessee State Mu- at the speed of 40 mph, there
nicipal code states that, "It is an 85 percent chance the
shall be unlawful for any per- pedestrian will die. The person to ride or operate a skate- centage is even higher for that
board upon any public street." .. of a skater bee<!use they are
University Drive is owned moving too.
"All choices have conseby the city of Collegedale, and
RACHEL ALLEN

SnnWRmR

doing," Houtchens said.
A number of years
student was riding his
board while holding
back of a moving
fell and hit his head
street, causing a fatal
Houtchens hopes
does not take
tal tragedy to make

Photo

Cory Goodwin rides his
down the Promenade on

Honors program(modifies requireme
ANGELA SADLER

Sun WRITER

Southern Scholars, Southern Adventist University's
honors program, has introduced a number of changes
intended to improve the
quality of the experience for
honors students.
Admission to the program
is now competitive, limited to
25 new students per year. The
preVious procedure required
students to have a high school
GPA of 3·7 or higher, which
automatically made them eligible. That procedure caused
problems because some students did not know what the
program requirements and
benefits were.
"Many students entered the
program but relatively few finished," said Mark Peach, history professor and Southern
Scholars program director.
Students must now have the
same GPA of 3.7, plus an ACT
composite score of 23 or an

SAT cumulative score of 1070.
They also must write a short
essay explaining what they
expect to receive from and
contribute to the program.
Freshmen students who
have recently joined Southern
Scholars are happy about the
changes this year.
"I feel more· rewarded and
privileged to be in Southern
Scholars," said Shelly Hwang,
a freshman biology major.
"If everyone could get in, it
wouldn't be as special."
In addition to a new
admission procedure, this is
the fir&t year Southern Scholars freshmen are enrolled in a
section just for them. The
freshmen
scholars
are
• mentored by seniors, who
maintain
a
relationship
with them throughout the
honors program.
Southern Scholars is also
increasing its scholarship
awards. When a student enters as a freshman they have
the opportunity to be awarded

up to a maximum of
they stay in the nror>ITr:l. .
four years. That's twice
they can receive pr•esemtly.l
scholarship amount
the longer the student
a Southern Scholar.
ues as a program that
lenges and rewards
who "go beyond the
"I've been in
Scholars all four years
I've been here, and I've
regretted it once," said
Thurber, a senior
major. "It's provided me
a perspective broader
what I could obtain

"Being in Southern
ars will definitely set a
er goal for me, and
definitely feel I've
something to go t-h•rnnwhole program."

•
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culty to hold a Thanksgiving dinner on campus
wants to give stuunable to go home for
break a taste
by serving them
dinner.
and staff will prefeast on Thanksgiving
. 26, in the lies P.E.

Karl Shultz, director of student life and activities, felt
a burden to provide a free
meal and a place to eat, since
the campus food venues are
closed for the holiday.
"I just want the students
to come and eat and have a
.place to be on Thanksgiving,"
Shultz said.
The idea came from her last
position at Columbia Union
College (now Washington
Adventist University), where
she was an associate dean.
Shultz would cook with the

help of some friends, students
and family members and
would decorate the lobby of
the girls dorm for Christmas.
Shultz wants to do the same at
Southern for Thanksgiving.
"It was a wonderful tradition," Shultz said. "I thought
that we could start our own
tradition here at Southern."
In past years, some students have been able to visit
the house of a faculty or staff
member for Thanksgiving
Day, but this year's goal is to
come together and celebrate

in one place. Shultz hopes
students will feel comfortable
coming to the dinner to hang
out, eat and get acquainted
with others on campus.
Mariah Gage, a junior nursing major from north Idaho,
plans to attend the meal.
"It's awesome to see faculty
reach out and make things
happen for the students," Gage
said. "Even just having the option of something to do makes
me that much less homesick."
The Thanksgiving dinner
is not only about food. Stu-

dents will be able to stay as
long or as short as they want.
Students will be able to watch
football, play board games and
make Christmas ornaments.
Another campus-bound student who plans to attend the
feast is Sara Bernal, a senior
broadcast journalism major
from Texas.
Bernal said, "I cannot miss
this opportunity to meet new
people and have fun."

Club invites students to backyard bonfire vespers
of the year last
Long-time sponsor,
Audio Visual
, Gary Horinouchi
the event at his home.
backyard was turned
ultimate chill spot,"
Quiambao, a junior
services and account"It was refreshing to
rather than have it

at church or even in the gym." •
Horinouchi, better known
as Uncle Gary tQ some Southern students and most Asian
Club members, opened his
property to students as well as
the community.
Students carpooled to make
the short ride over, just a few
miles from campus. The night
began with the praise team,
and many sat on the lawn
blankets provided in front of
the stage or stayed close to the
pits of fir& to stay warm.
Kim Quiambao, a sopho-

more theology major and asIt seemed .as if jackets and
sistant p~tor for the club, -scarves could not keep stupresented a sermonette em- dents warm that night. Club
phasizing the importance of members and non-memnot placing significant others bers alike gathered together
before God. Shortly after, the around the bonfires for heat
dinner tables opened and a and snacked on more tralong line of students formed to ditional foods like roasted
receive full plates of Korean- marshmallows, hot chocolate
style food like rice, eggs and and s'mores.
"When I stepped out of the
mfsosoup.
"The food was great," said car it was a lot colder than I
Carmelle Burgoise, an Inter- thought it would be, so I was
national Studies major. "I definitely excited to see the
didn't really know what I was bonfires set up that I could sit
by all night," said Geraldine
eating but I had two plates."

Dry, a junior clinical laboratory
science major.
The club, known for its one
big night, Asian Night, is planning to host a Christmas party
in December.
"I'm definitely excited for
the Christmas party," says
Mona Endehipa, a public relations major. "Every year I look
forward to Asian Night, so it
would be nice to go to more
Asian Club hosted events.
Their events are always fun
and well planned."

Accent Online seeks to increase awareness

Professional photographer

The new design added more
features and more interactivity with the readers as well as
other design changes.
Emily Young, the Accent
editor, said it would be great
if the Web site was updated
whenever fresh news happened before it even went
into print, but it's not a
priority this year.
Young said, "There will be
more pmltimedia content like
video and sound slideshows in
the future, so stay tuned."

speaks _at Southern

Accent would
to not only
through the printbut to look at their

•~~n.,th.co ......

with campus news,
news, religion pieces,
humor pages,
tips, colorful pictures
to try.
know about
Web site, even
the viewers have inlast year.
know the Accent
a Web site," said
Valentin, a junior
education major.
Accent provided adinteresting articles
only OI)line! it would
,
online provides
browse through older
as well as access to the

latest stories. A subscription
to the newspaper is available
online to receive the latest stories via .e-mail. Some things
on the Web site that aren't in
the printed edition include
colorful pictures, videos, multimedia slideshows, archives
and a place to post comments
or questions.
"It would be cool if the Web
site had a live chat so students could interact and talk
about controversial issues and
campus life," said Brittanya Netzel, a junior business
administration major.
A lot of work goes into the
Accent's Web site. The staff
upload fresh stories and photos every week. This semester,
projects from the interactive
online journalism class are
also featured.
"Last year ·.I took over the
old site, and then did a complete redesign to what you see
today," said Matt Zuehlke, the
Accent's Web manager.

Visit the

ACCENT
ONLINE
by going to
http:/I accent.
southem.edu

Photo illustration by Ashley Wagner

Garrett Nudd. pro,essional wedding and portrait photographer, gave
a p1·esentation Monday night on inspiration, motivation, and reaching
goals in photography.
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Nathan Greene's paintings

impress students
AIMEE BURCHARD

SuFFWRmR

I
I
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A stream of daily visitors
enter Brock Hall's gallery to
view works by artist Nathan
Greene. Many enjoyed his
visit here last month and have
lasting impressions of Greene
and his work.
"I had the opportunity to
talk to Nathan Greene about
my favorite poster, the nurse
as the comforter, and he explained me the original story
behind it," said Ana Medel, a
senior nursing major. "He is
very down to earth, very humble, and passionate about his
work and ministry."
The opportunity to see
Greene's paintings in Brock
Hall's gallery is still available
and recommended by those
who have seen his work.
"A full sense of inspiration
just fills me when I look at
his paintings and realize how
Jesus is with us at all times
whether we see him or not,"
said Steven Arauz, a junior
liberal arts major.
Arauz has fond memories of
Greene's paintings as a child.
"As far as I can remember, I
have seen his portraits," Arauz
said. "Back when I was in kindergarten, my teacher taught
me the Bible stories with
some of the drawings that he
did of Jesus."
Randy Craven, interim dean
of the School of Visual Art
and Design, said that when
Greene visited the campus he
shared stories from his own

experiences with people who
had been touched by his work
and how that impacted Greene
as an artist.
"People recognize and appreciate the symbolism and
meaning he carries with
his art," Craven said. "I've
heard eomments from a lot
of people, and several faculty have expressed appreCiation in the time he took in
explaining his art."
Medel also enjoyed the talk
he gave about his work.
"He had a sense of humor
as he ~lained some of the
stories behind his paintings," Medel said. "He puts
a lot of time and effort in his
work, and finds the original
costumes from that era and
tries to portray it as accurate
as possible."
The impact of Greene's work
was especially felt by Arauz.
"I found myself living as in
the exact moment of when
Jesus told the parable of the
lost sheep, the doctor incisioning the cancer patient,
the teacher developing the
minds of the pupils, the business man incorporating Christ
into his transactions and.
the once crippled child as he
gives his first steps to Jesus,"
Arauz said.
Taking the time to see the
paintings in Brock is a good
way to take a study break or
to gain inspiration. Greene's
paintings will be un exhibit in
Brock Hall's gallery until the
beginning of the new year.

Wellness Week

Webeams

Continued from Pg. 1

Continued from Pg.

To finish off the week, Saturday night will be the annual
extreme dodgeball tournament in the gym. Many teams
will compete for prizes. The
winning team receives $300
and the second place team will
receive $150.

the tweaking of the Southern's
front page, the ability to comment on the freshman blogs ,
and the upgrading of the major/minor page, said James.
With society relying more
and more on the Internet,
James wants Southern's Web
site to be up to date-and representative of the institution.
James said, "We're listening to people's feedback
and continui g to evolve the
Web site."
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Students minister with Grace In Acti
HILARY PRANDL
SuuWR1nR

Southern's Psi Chi chapter
ministers in downtown Chattanooga with Grace In Action.
Founded and managed by
Pastors Tommy and Penny
Peak, Grace In Action offers discounted hotel rooms
that provide housing for
poverty-stricken families.
Students help behind the
scenes by supplying muscle
power for daily duties such
as sorting clothes, checking expiration dates on donated food and encouraging
the residents.
"They are super appreciative of any effort you ·can
give," said Emily Jewell, a senior industrial organizational
psychology major.
"Residents are on the move
in and out of the hotel, so you
may have only one chance
to change their life," said
Adrian Wasylyshen, a senior
psychobiology major.
There are major housing
shortages in Chattanooga's
Public
Housing
Authority. Grace in Action leases the
rooms from the Town .and
Country Inn to their clients.
The hotel charges $36 a night
or $176 a week. They provide
more than 120 rooms with
more than 250 beds.
"It made me realize how
important this work is," said
Ingi Hogganvik, a senior psychobiology major, after speaking to -a resident who had
lived in a parking lot for the

last two weeks.
Grace In Action Ministries is
an emergency and transitional
housing ministry for low-income and homeless families.
It is one of the few ministries
in Chattanooga tha_t will take
an entire family. Grace In Action networks with other programs, churches, businesses
and private partners in the
community to assist their clients with emergency shelter,

transitional housing,
sistance, hot meals
food boxes, clothing
other services.
"We work with the
band, wife, kids,
and the puppy dog
Penny Peak, on the
Web site.
The Psi Chi chapter
to revisit Grace In
semester and hopes for
student involvement.

Grace In Action statistics
Total homeless people
currently in the downtown community -

moved into their
homes- 325

4,000
Total number of homeless and low income
clients served and ministered to from Jan. 1,
2008 to Dec. 3 t'o 2008
-692

Seniors and meJiltall
and physically
served- 67

People who gave their
lives to Jesus Christ .
while in Grace In Action Ministries - 375
Residents who are children - 40 percent
Babies up to 24 months
cared for -66
Food bOxes given out

-812
Hot meals served to
clients on property 10,416'

People whose lives
have been saved or
changed - '-'VI.JlUU,.-0>~;,
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sees effects of
in Iraq in
life

an Army veteran
was nearly blown up
three occasions in Iraq,
feared that post-traustress disorder and
injury would keep
from holding down a
job, despite years
corporate experience
an MBA.
I am with this
nd and I'm having
with my memosaid Martin, a 48-yearengineer and former
l Guard major who
works for Northrop
, helping to deways to thwart remotebombs.
defense contracrecruited him through
program for sewounded veterans
and Afghanistan.
consulted
nurses on
help him do his job.
becoming overly
when someone,
drops a heavy object.
figured out other
like the headphones,
ones.
officials say many
veterans suffering
PTSD and brain instruggle -to find and
a civilian job. Advosay many employers
know how to accomveterans with these
wounds" and
that they cannot do
and might even "go
someday.
is a stigma atto the invisible
and it's largely
out of ignorance,"
Autry, a spokesDisabled American
"There's a fear
will go off
end."
Army's Wounded
Program, which
veterans adjust to ci-

>.

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

viii an life, has been reaching
out to employers to educate
them anq encourage them
to hire former soldiers with
invisible wounds.
It conducts briefings to
brace potential employers for soldiers who might
not be able to work regular hours or- might startle too easily, suffer outbursts or require time off
for counseling.
About
90
severely
wounded veterans have
found work with the help
of the Wounded Warrior
Program since it began offering job assistance last
year, though the Army does
not break that down by
injury type.
The severely wounded
soldiers now returning
from the wars suffer primarily from PTSD and severe brain injuries rather
than lost limbs. About a
third , or 1 , 950, of the 5.slOO
soldiers and veterans in the
Wounded Warr.ior Program
have PTSD as their primary
injury, while about 970 are
in the program because of
brain injuries. About 770
are amputees_ --

NEW YORK (AP)-

Sarah Palin said in an interview broadcast Tuesday
that a 2012 presidential bid
is "not on my radar," but
wouldn't rule out playing
some role in the next presidential election.
"My ambition, if you will,
my desire is to help our
country in whatever. role
that may be, and I cannot
predict what that will be,
what doors will be open
in the year 2012," she told
Barbara Walters.
When asked whether
she'd play a major role,
the for-mer Republican vice
presidential candidate replied that "if people will
have me, I will. "
Palin is making the
rounds to promote her
new book, "Going Rogue,"
which came . out Tuesday. On Monday, she \appeared on "The Oprah
Winfrey Show. "
Palin said she's gotten
plenty of offers during the
past few montns, including to open up her family
for a reality show, that she
has rejected. She also said
she wasn't sure whether a
talk show would be best for
her family.

Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery charges apply.
Not Vahd with Other Discounts.

I'd
probably
rather
write than talk," she told
Walters.
The former Alaska governor said she'd rate President Barack Obama's performance a 4 out of 10. She
criticized the president for
his handling of the economy and for "dithering" on
national security questions.
"There are a lot of decisions being made that I
- and probably the majority of Americans - are not
impressed with right now,"

Seen is talk-show host Oprah

November 19, 2009

she said on ABC. She said
Obama's Nobel Peace Prize
was "premature."
Palin also discussed David Letterman, whom she
criticized for a sexually
suggestive joke made at
the expense of her teenage
daughter in June. Letterman eventually apologized
to Palin.
Palin told Walters she has
ruled out an appearance on
Letterman's late-night TV
show. "I don't think that I'd
want to boost his ratings,"
she said. "I do want him
to sell my book, though. I
hope he keeps it up."
The title of Palin's book
refers to a phrase John McCain's campaign used to
describe his vice presidential running mate going off
message. In the book, she
criticizes the people ~ho
ran McCain's campaign and
says she wished she had
been allowed to speak more
freely. But she told Walters the outcome probably
would not have been different if she had.
"The economy tanked,"
she said. "(The) electorate was ready, sincerely,
for change."
On the controversy about
the $150,000 spent on her
wardrobe by the campaign,
Palin said there was a double standard: No one ever
questions male candidates
where their shoes or suits
came from, she said. In
the end, she added: "The
clothes all went back. They
were never my clothes."
Despite
the
internal
squabbling and ultimate
loss, Palin said she would
go through the experience again. "(I) would do it
again in a heartbeat," she
told Walters.

Winfrey, second from right, with former
Republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin and her daughters, Willow, right, and Piper, left, during the taping oj-nte Oprah Winfrey Show• in
Chicago. The show will air on Monday, Nov. 16. (AP Photo/George Burns)
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Getting to know Mark Finley ·
CHRIS CwuZET
REI !CION

EQIIO!I

Pastor Mark Finley was
elected · as one of nine vice
presidents of the General
Conference at the 2005 General Conference session in St.
Louis. He is the coordinator
of world evangelism, chair of
the board of the Hope Channel, involved with the Sabbath school personal ministries departments, and he has
chaired the Global Internet
Evangelism Network. Last
weekend, I interViewed him
while he was here to, speak for
the Pierson Lectureship series
put on by the School of Religion.

I

""

Share briefly one of
the tougher aspects of
your job and some of
the rewards:
I do some work with ASI
organization, which I absolutely love. It's just wonderful. I work with lay leaders,
and that has been such a
tremendous blessing.
You know, I'm really an extreme optimist and I really
like to look at the good side of
everything that I do, but there
are a couple things that are
challenging. One is, how do
you reach the 10/40 window
countries? How do we make ·
an impact on the non-Christian-religion mind?
Another big challenge that I
personally face is how do you
pull the entire church together-that is so multinational, so
international, so multicultural-and focus it on one evangelistic purpose and mission?
I think that we've been able to
do that in many respects, and
I think it's very positive for
the church.
How do you deal with
being an Adv~ntist "celebrity?"
I guess it depends on what
your mindset is. My mindset
is to serve and bless people;
I don't see myself as an SDA
celebrity. If you ~ee it in your
mind as that which you are,
you develop a self-inflated
importance.

Now from a practical standpoint, I have enough people
around me who are honest
enough with me to keep me
straight. I've got some very
good friends who remind me
of my human frailty.
So, you maintain your
humility by allowing God
to touch your heart and by
keeping yourself accountable and recognizing your
human frailty.
Incidentally, I used to tell a
funny story when I was with
"It Is Written." They said,
''how do you keep humble,
when you're on 3,000 television stations" or whatevei: it
was in America. And I said,
"Well, after the program airs
on Sunday, I just read my mail
on Monday morning." And
the mail comes in, and people
will write to you the craziest
things: I did.n't like your tie,
you mispronounced this word,
you did that, you did this . . .
You read that mail on Monday morning-you can never
be inflated.
What do you do about
the "scare tactics" of some
Adventist evangelism that
hammers doctrine and
the idea of helping people
. through service (for ·example)?
I do not see a dichotomy
between prophetic preaching and practical application.
I always ask myself the question, how can a woman going through the trauma of
divorce, sit through my meeting on the ~,300 days and be
helped? I talk about the value
that there is in every life': and
the God in the judgment who
understands what you've been
through and is there to assist
you. So it's not that you minimize the judgment, but it's
rather in the judgment there
is a practical application for a
woman who is going through
a divorce. That she is worth
something in God's sight, that
she is valued in God's sight,
and that all of heaven is interested in her as revealed in
the judgment.
• •t •
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So, when I see evangelism,
I see God givi.ng a message of
how He wants us to live to the
world. And that message creates a response in their hearts,
to transform their lives.

If there are so many
people who need to hear
about Jesus, why should
we students stay in
school? Would it be better
for us to leave school now
and start working?
The reason for it -rthink is
twofold. Let's suppose you
leave school and never get an
education to the full and you
struggle financially. Is that going to enable you to be freed
up in time to witness? Economic security provides for
you a basis for stability in your
life so you can witness.
Secondly, I think that the
more trained you are the more
you have something to offer.
Ellen White doesn't say an
army of youth is going to finish the work; her comment
is an army of youth rightly
trai.ned. So there is that process of training. There is that
process of education.
Anything else you'd like
to add?
The essence of Christian
witness is my own experience
with qoo. Without a personal
experience with God, Christian witness becomes. ineffective. God longs for young people who'd commit their lives
to Him and who in the process
of that commitment desire to
serve Him.
The issue is not so much
where we serve, but that we do
serve. And as we commit our
lives to Him God takes responsibility to lead us to Himself,
to lead us to the area of service
that He wants us to be in. I am
a great believer in God leading individually to those areas
of service.
To me the most important
thing for young people is a
commitment to God and saying, "God, You lead me to be
in the service You want me to
be in."

. '.

Things Mark Finley
enjoyed doing as a child
Clws CLOUZET
• ._FMMifMaw

"'Dream ear:
AJ:hletic activities like
ice skating and sledding,
snow sports, biking, basketball, baseball. football and
even golf.

"'One that

last week his 175.00<Hnl
14-year-old Ford Crown
•

toria died.)

Favorite pets:
Tropical fish as a kid and
a German shepherd named
Honey after he'd had his own
children.

Neatest place you have
preaehed at:
-rile place I'm preaching." Some highlights: Papua
New Guinea: (loo,ooo person audience), the Kremlin,
Rwanda. Brazil, and many
loeations in the States.

on setting: "What a
We Have in Jesus",
Have This Hope'., and
Brother, Be Faithful." "
of ·course, you can't
'Amazing Grace'."

Favorite text:
He always signs his
with John 10;1o. He
it's definitely one of
favorites.
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ountry Music: Clean, soothing and entertaining

-

people don't know
but I am an avid fan and
of country music. I've
many snickers and
looks every time I
this little-known fact.
a lot of islanders like
music. Perhaps it's
it's easy to sing along
maybe it's because it's
singing worth listenthese days. It could also
fact that their country
tell stories-it doesn't
women or exalt. greed
. It just baffles me
someone wouldn't love
music.
up listening to counAlan Jackson. Garth
George Jones. Vince
You name 'em, I listened
I even loved older
music, like George
and Conway Twitty.
just something really
about a good blend of
and the soft strums of a
They also know how
a good music award

show. Every other act was a
musical number.
A friend of mine once commented that she liked country ballads-storytelling at
its best. This is what country
music is: storytelling. They
tell stories of life. They tell
stories of love. They tell stories of everyday people in an
everyday world.
What do hip-hop artists talk
about? They talk about drinking. They talk about clubbing. They talk about women
in disrespectful ways. What
do pop artists talk about?
They give sexual innuendoes. They talk about crushes
and pining after unrequited
love. Althohgh catchy, these
songs are basically useless
and hold no meaning for me.
Let's not even get started on
techno music. Next to Christian, country music is the most
wholesome music out there.
Country music is the last
one standing. Although it has
become more modem in style,
it still holds true to its musical
foundations. Take Keith Urban, for example. His music

may not make you want to go
pick com in a cornfield, but the
man can play a guitar like nobody's business and his songs
still tell stories. Keith can also
actually sing live without go-

ing off-key. And Keith and
other country music artists can
play their own instruments as
well as sing. Their songs have
meaning and are pleasing to
the ears.

Why wouldn't you love
country music? Give it a
chance. You just might like
what you hear.

Brad Paisley performs at an outdoor show in Nashville, Tenn., Tuesday, Nov. 10, 2009. Paisley and Carrie Underwood hosted the Country Music Association Awards show Wednesday, Nov.11. (AP Photo/
Mark Humphrey)

tistics, Meat and the Great Disappointment
you know that 47·5 perof all statistics are made
the spot? Well, that was
I saw on some guy's Tthe other day. We live in
and age when informaabundant, whether it is
or bad. I will be the first
I don't know everything,
it when I hear a supfrom someone with
evidence to back it up.
be a good idea to get
straight before we
Wait, there is a
that. What is it called
Oh yeah, rumors!
note, I would like to
IDIDErthilllg about my good
Professor Ekkens' artrue that God's origiwas not for us to
It is also true that

meat is cooked with seasonings (meat tastes very different than veggie ~eat even if
you ·use the same spices, by
the way). Also, the statistics
of heart disease and various

ignorance? Most vegetarians
are health conscious to a certain extent. Most meat-eaters
are not. Most meat-eaters eat
more food in general and do
not ·know correct portions.

Graphic by Stephan Castro

other hea}th conditions might
actually be. ·correct for the
most part. But did you ever
think that the basis for those
statistics is not the meat but

Don't blame something on
meat that should be blamed
on poor eating habits. ~ can
guarantee that someone eating a turkey sandwich will be

a lot healthier than someone
eating fried tofu breaded in
fattening batter. But I have
gotten off topic.
There are many places in
this world where false information is abundant. I always
take everything with a grain of
salt. How else are we supposed
to live in this world? I don't
want to be some hermit who
has no idea what is going on,
but I need to be able to filter
out false information. What
do I do? For all you r~ders,
my advice is to delve ,d eeper
into issues rather than taking
someone else's word for it.
There might be more to things
than meets the naked eye. This
is 'lll part of our growth process: Seeking the answers behind the answers. Otherwise,
here is an idea: If you hear
some piece of information. try
thinking about it first before
you spread it. Otherwise the
next thing you know, everyone

is going to think that Jesus is
coming on Oct. 22.
God said to be in this world,
but not of it. Matthew 10:16
says, "Behold, I send you
forth as sheep in the midst of
wolves: be ye therefore wise
as serpents, and harmless as
doves." Now everyone beware,
I'm going to paraphrase that
verse in my own words. This
means I'm going to tell you
what I would say if God told
me to tell this message. So I
state, "Dude, the devil is just
around the comer: So make
sure you know what's up,
but don't push people away
trying just to prove you're
right." Seventy-five percent of
Southern will read this article:
Twenty-five percent will agr~
with me. Twenty-five
cent will disagree. The oth~r
25 percent won't even think
about it and continue not
"eating meat."

pey-
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.Black Friday: A guide to shopping sanity This
EMILY YOUNG
EDITOR

For some, the term Black
Friday (the day after Thanksgiving when the sales are as
crazy as the crowds) conjures
images of soccer moms giving
each other bloody noses trying to get a hold of that "must
have" toy of the season.
However, after my more
than ·five years of shopping
on Black Friday with friends
and family, it has become my
favorite day of the year. The
trick is to have a game plan to
have fun and maintain your
sanity. Here are the essentials
to having a blast and finding
the best sales on Black Friday.
Buy a paper
On Thanksgiving Day, local

newspapers print an issue that
has more ads t1an articles.
Reading these ads is critical to
making the most of Black Friday. These ads let you know
which stores you'll want to go
to and what items to look for.
They also have coupons to give
you extra discounts.
Prioritize your day
Black Friday has a lot to offer, so decide which is more
important: freebies or sales.
Many department stores give
free gifts to the first several
hundred people in the store.
Other stores have a limited
number of great sale items.
Since most stores open between 4 a.m. and 6 a.m., it's
impossible to be at each of
them when they first open.
That's why you should
pick the store you want to go

to the most, and plan your
other stops to accommodate
when they open. Most important, don't assume that those
big sales will still be there if
you show up an hour after
a store opens.
Trade off in line
Some stores are notorious
for having long lines on Black
Friday. In the Hamilton Place
area they are Old Navy, Kohl's,
Best Buy and KB Toys. If you
get stuck in a long line Oong
on Black Friday is anything
more th~p about 25 people),
you could be stuck in the same
store for the rest of the day.
To avoid this, as soon as
you enter a store, have someone from your group get in
line. You can shop for a while,
and then trade off waiting in
line. This will save you time
and frustration.
Take a break
for breakfast
When you get
into the frenzy
of Black Friday,
it's easy to just
grab some coffee
and hurry to the
next store. How. ever, I've found
that this leaves
me shaky and
exhausted by 11
a.m. Instead, take
the time to sit
down and enjoy a
hearty breakfast.
This also gives
Photo illustration by Emily Kay you time to figure

Weeke
On top of checlcing the newspaper for coupons, there are
a lot of Web sites that provide
coupons for Black Friday.
Here are a few to check out:
• http:/ jwww.coupons.com
• http://www.BeFrugal.com
• http:/ jwww.RetailMeNot.
com/black-friday
http:/ /www.BlackFrida}12009.com · ·
• http:/ /www.Coupons.alot.
com
• http:/ /wwW.bfads.net
• http:/jwww.ebates.com .
·

out where you're going next
and regroup for more shopping.
Price match
Many s_tores price match if
you bring another store's ad to
the register. Some stores that
price match are Wal-Mart,
Staples, Best Buy and Target. To avoid running all over
town to get the best deals,
you can get all of your electronics (DVD's, video games,
etc.) from one store using
price matching.
If you're thfnking-about venturing ouf for Black Friday for
the first time this year, use this
guide to point you in the right
direction. Who knows, maybe
you'll enjoy it more than you
think.

Ready for
already? Check
festive activities
weekend. If not,
always some
adventures waiting
be had.
••••••••••••
High School Rodeo
Challenge
Tri-State Arena, ..,..;v ..........
Tenn.
Saturday 7 p.m.-10 p.m.
$10
http:/ /www.fyi.

The Chattanooga
Choo-Choo presents:
Christmas Musical
Spectacular show
1400 Market St., Tenn.
Saturday nights through
19th 7:30p.m.
$15
http:/ jwww.

Gingerbread Lane
First Tennessee Pavilion
1826 Carter St., Tenn.
Sunday 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Free
http:/ /www.fyi.
timesfreepress.com/ events

•••••••••••••

Plaid is back in brighter, bolder colors Get some
ors.
lot of the original resented both security and
plaid action
"A

CONJRIIWDR

You have already seen it
hit the Promenade: plaid
shirts, skirts, ties and dresses. Although it's been around
for decades, plaid is making a comeback in bolder,
brighter colors.
"Plaid used to be just backwoods," says Sarah Shield,
a senior psychology major.
"Now all of a sudden it's
super popular."
Ashley Miller, a senior
English major,

plaids are warmer colors that rebellion, says Jeffrey Banks,
make the pattern fall-ish," author of "Going Mad Over
says Janelle Junn, a senior Plaid." For 37 years the patfine arts major. "Now there tern was banned in Scotland
are all sorts of different types, because it was associated with
like punk plaids that are more freedom fig]:tters who detested
h ot pink , some classy plaids British rule. After Sept. 11,
that deal more with black however, the grid-like pattern
and white, plus some vin- came to be a symbol of comtage looking ones that use all ·fort and security. Banks specsorts of colors."
ulates it was because "people
The variety is appealing to were looking for something
women as well as men. "I've that they could hold onto"
b een wearing p1ai d sh irts in a world that was suddenly
a lot more lately," says Ty- turned upside down.

Kaleigh Lang
LtFunus Eomw

You can find plaid just about evecywhere, but here are a few places
to get you started.
American Eagle - They've got
some great scarves for the ladies
and flannels for the guys.
PacSun- Keep it casual with their
flannels for both guys ant! girls.
Francesca's Collections - This
one's for the ladies. Francesca's
boutique, next to Jason's Deli.

Not going to be with
your sweetie over the
holidays? Celebrate
before you leave with a
Christmas concert.

ofMannheim
Steamroller
MemorialAuditorium
399 McCallie Avenue,
Tenn.

_a,gr~e~e=s·~·~"I~t-lile.S:rb.....JBo::arL.ailrollw:..s~,2..aliks~e.Jntlioljr~EJn~g~--..,.M~il~l~er~s~a~y~s~n~olio~n~e;..;.can~~re~all;;;y_~~=~=~~·-liliiilli·•Sunday, Nov. 22••••
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t ever Greenway Bowl kicks off

has been much planand organizing done,- but
Greenway Bowl finally •
on Nov. 14. This
featured a women's
men's B-league game
a men's A-league game.
night started off with StuAssociation Presitfen'f
Wise presenting the
with their differentshirts.
not pick green and yelbecause of the Green Bay
" said Wise. "I wanted
green for the Greenand I felt like yellow
a good accent color. Next
recommend using neon
and dark green."
the women's game the
team was able to defeat

interception return for three
points off a conversation. After the games, all teams shook
hands and gave each other
a cheer.
"I feel like the players and
spectators really ~njoyed it,"
said Wise. "It was a display of
·raw talent, and it was exciting

Wise said, "There is a lot of
good talent out there so I expect it to be very exciting.
Since the games are going to
be played inside, I expect the
attendance to increase along
with the exciting pre-game
show." It seems like Bradford
Wise is leading these all-star

Volleyball season is back in jull swing! Games were
played on Monday, Nov. 9, and continued throughOut the
.week. Here is a look at the undefeated teams thus far:
L

Die Wllson Die 4..0 (Men's B South) They haYe wins
over Service with a Smile, RamRod, Go Fly A Spike and
The Sneeches.

·

2. Cool Breeze 3..0 (Men's A) They have wins over GMA,
Team Busche and Chuck Norris.
'
3· Bloek Party 3-0 (Ladies A South) They have wins aver
Team DeLong and To Kill a Blocking Nerd {twi<7)
4.Pu:rple Diggers 3-0 (!olen's B North) They have wins

· over Bumps and BruiseS, Blockbusters and Yellow Fever.

s. Roy's Boys 3-0 {Men's B North) They have wins over
Pop, Lock and Drop It, Lightning Rod and T,tte COmebacks.

6.Ploi-RIDAS 2-o' (Ladies A North) They have wins oYer
Sermi {twice.)

Photo by Matthew Hadley

Sean Bispham runs the ball down the field during Saturday night's
Greenway Bowl.

in the men's Agame the green team
away with a 23-12 vicSean Bispham started
with a long run for
lll'h1rtm•m (off a reverse).
in the game he capped
colossal night with an

because of the big plays on offense and defense." Now with
the Greenway bowl over, there
is much anticipation for the
basketball all-star game coming up next semester.
"Regarding the upcoming basketball all-star game,"

games in the right direction.
Hopefully Southern can keep
up with this new tradition for
years to come.
DUring the course of 1M sea$0D, we will see how these
teams dO. Some might drop, with other teams alWays on the
rise. This is the way we watch and play sportS because it is

never predictable.

's not that easy to be a football fan from Michigan

a few hundred thm~at high school games
the state on a .Friday
in the fall. The next
can be more than
fans at Michigan Stacheering on the Michiand more than
at Spartan Stadium
same time cheering on
State Spartans.
you can have about
faithful fans at Ford
rooting on the lowly
Lions.
been watching the
Wolverines and De-

troit lions with my dad since
I was born. I am a diehard fan
of both teams and follow them
year round. There is nothing
sweeter to me than a weekend
when both teams win. That
has been rare as oflate.
Unfortunately, the Lions
have been the laughingstock
of the NFL for a while. I remember going to Lions' games
in the 1990s and watching the
great Barry Sanders at running
back. My grandfather often
tell~ me about the lions championships in the 1950s and
how he has been a long-suffering fan ever since. The lions
have had one playoff victory
in the last 50 years. One. Then
last year the Lions' struggles
hit rock bottom. They went
o-16, the first 0-16 season in

NFL history. I watched every one of the biggest rivalries in
single game. What else was I sports. My teams went a comsupposed to do? They are my bined 3-25. But, at the end
team and I had to watch, good of the day, I was still a fan. I
or bad. That is what fans do. · had hope.
The Michigan Wolverine
Early in their seasons the
football team is a different Wolverines and lions embarstory. They have the most rassed the proud state of MichvictGries in college football . igan again. The Wolverines •
history. Yes, more than the had started the season out 4-0
Florida Gators and Tennessee and were a top-25 team at one
Volunteers. They won the na- point. The Lions had actually
tional championship in 1997 won a game this season. Then
and had gone to 33 straight the Wolverines lost to the Illibowl games until last year. It nois Fighting Illini, the worst
was a rebuilding year for the · ream in the Big Ten. The game
program, and filled with em- was not even close. The Lions
barrassments. The Wolverines were actually favored to beat
lost to a mid-American team the 0-7 St. Louis Rams but lost
for the first time in history. to them at home, proving that
They finished the season a pal- they still are the worst team
try 3-9. They were trounced in professional sports. What
by the Ohio State Buckeyes in a weekend.

On that Monday morning
I still put on my Michigan tshirt. I still logged on to read
my favorite daily blogs about
each team. I still called my dad
to rant and discuss the games.
I still had pride and a hope for
the future. Why? Because I
love football and I love Michigan. I am not a fair-weather
fan. I root for my teams, good
or bad. I know that once they
do win again it will be even
sweeter because I will have
endured the suffering.
That is my challenge to
you, Southern students. Root
for your favorite sports team
through good times or bad.
Proudly wear their colors and
watch their games. Enjoy their
successes. Oh, and be thankful
you aren't a lions fan.

II
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Friday, November 20
Payday
Online Wmter Registration
for Returning Freshmen
<24 hours, Sophomores,
Juniors & Seniors
Student Wellness Week:
Sani_tize Your Hands Day
I Cantori Concert Tour (2021)
1-4:00 p.m. FREE Wal-Mart
Transportation, Wright
Hall steps
2:15 p.m. Westside 4 Jesus,
Teen/Sports Ministries
6:30 p.m. Star Watch, Hickman Parking Lot
7 p.m. Upper Room, 'Collegedale Church Senior Center
8 p.m. Vespers, Josh Woods,_
Church (Offering for SA
Literacy Project in Central
America)
After Vespers, AfterGlow,
Dining Hall & Student
Center
5:32 p.m. Sunset
Saturday, November 21
8:45 a.m. Adoration I, Sam

STUDENT LIFE
E.O. Grundset Lecture
Series:
Jack McClarty,
MD from the Anesthesiology Consultants Exchange
in Chattanooga, TN will be
presenting a lecture entitled:
"Allergic to anesthesia? Malignant hyperthermia, what
causes it and how we stop it."
This lecture will take place
on Thursday, Nov. 19 at 7:30
p.m. in Hickman Science
Center, Room #114.
Student Wellness Week:
Student wellness week is
dedicated to promoting a
healthy lifestyle for students
and is sponsored by Campus
Ministries. Stay healthy by
taking care of the "temple"
God has given you. This year,
student wellness week will
run from Sunday, Nov. 15
through Saturday, Nov. 21.
Look for each day's events on
the Promenade or in the Student Center.
Friday, Nov. 20: Sanitize
Your Hands Day
Saturday, Nov. 21: Extreme
Dodgeball, lies

CHATTER~etty, Church
9:30-10:15 a.m. Collegiate
Continental
Breakfast,
Church Fellowship Hall
9:45 a.m. "Breaking Free,"
Women's Sabbath School,
Collegedale
Academy,
Rm.105
9:45 a.m. The Quest for
Authentic Manhood, CA
Choir Room
9:45 a.m. Prism Sabbath
School, Spalding Gym
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
John Nixon, Church
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Church
10:15 a.m. Men Are Like
Waffles, Women Are Like
Spaghetti, CA Room 103
10:15 a.m. Steps to Christ/
Blue Like Jazz, CA Library
10:15 a.m. French Sabbath
School, Miller Room #201
11:30 a.m. Connect, Andy
Nash,CA
11:45 a.m. Renewal, John
Nixon, Church
2 p.m. Hungry 4 Jesus Homeless Ministry, Stu-

dent Center (Pack Lunch
Packages)
2:15-p.m. Flag Camp, Wright
Hall Steps
2:15 p.m. Sabbath Ministries, Door-to-Door Outreach
2:30 p.m. Westside 4 Jesus,
Wright hall steps
3:15 p.m. Hungry 4 Jesus
Ministry, Wright Hall
steps
5:30p.m. Evensong..:. King's
Quire - Director: Gerald
Peel, Church
6-9 p.m. KR's Place open
(Cafeteria Closed)
6-9 p.m. Student Center
open
7 p.m. New York Study Tour
departs, Wright Hall
7:30 p.m. Extreme Dodgeball, Des
New York Study Tour Begins
Sunday, November 22
2 p.m. Advent Home, Wright
Hall
Monday, November 23
11:30 a.m. President's Circle
Luncheon

Thanksgiving
Dinner: Ensemble, Southern RingPlanning to be at Southern tones, Destiny Drama and
during Thanksgiving? You Spalding Strings Ensemble.
are invited to participate in Hot drinks and doughnut
the first ever Thanksgiving holes will also be available.
Dinner hosted by Southern Come and join the festivities
for students/student fami- and ring in. the Christmas
lies and employees. The meal season.
will take place on Thursday,
Nov. 26 at 2 p.m. in lies P.E. General Conference VolCenter. We plan to eat, play unteers Needed: Twenty
games, watch football, cre- volunteers are needed to asate Christmas ornaments sist viiitors and delegates
and make squares for a blan- during the 2010 General
ket to give to someone in a Conference Session in Athomeless shelter. Please e- lanta, Georgia from June 22mail Kari Shultz at kshultz@ July 3, 2010. As h host, you
southern.edu to let her know would provide information,
how many will be coming so . directions, and general inforthat we can make sure that mation, sharing the friendly
·we have plenty of food.
Southern Adventist University spirit with people from
Christmas on the Prom- around the world. If you are
enade: The Tuesday after interested in this opportuniThanksgiving Break, Dec. 1 is ty, please contact Kari Shultz
the annual Christmas on the for details. Applications will
Promenade celebrati9n. The be available early December.
festivities begin at the tree
on T.1ylor Circle at 6:30p.m. AlA literacy Project: Southwith a sing-a-long accompa- em's Student Association and
nied by the Coliegedale Acad- other Seventh-day Adventist
emy Band. After the lighting colleges in the United States
of the tree, you are invited to have partnered with Hope for
stroll along the Promenade Humanity to improve literacy
and listen to various groups in Central America. This Friday,
that will be performing: Sil- an offering will be taken for this
verBrass, Southern's Jazz special project.
·

4 p.m. University Assembly
Tuesday, November 24
Student Center closed for
play equipment
5 p.m. McKee Library closes
Wednesday, November 25

THURSDAY,

November'19,

Saturday, N«rve~ml•
9 a.m. Adoration I
10:15 a.m. Adoration II
11:30 a.m. Connect, CA
.11:45 a.m. Renewal,
THANKSGIVING

THANKSGIVING BREAK

No Classes
McKee Library closed (Nov.
25-29)
University Health Center
closed (Nov. 25-29)
12 p.m. Offices closed·
Thursday, November 26
THANKSGIVING BREAK

Monday, November 30
Senior progress grades
Dec. graduates
deadline to finish

Thanksgiving Day
Offices closed
University Health Center
closed
2 p.m. Thanksgiving Dinner, Des PE Cent;.er (RSVP:
Kari Shultz)
Friday,_ November ll7
THANKSGIVING BREAK

Offices closed
McKee Library closed
University Health Center
closed
5:29 p.m. Sunset

Operation Christmas
Child: H.e!p Southern put
lots of smiles on many kids'
faces this Christmas. Pick
up your box ~t the SA Office,
and bring it back full by noon
on Friday, Nov. 20th (this is
the deadline).
Community Service Day
Site Coordinator: Community Service Day is just
around the corner. On Jan.
18, 2010, we would like for
everyone to participate in
this day of service. We need
volunteers and site coordi,.
nators. If you would like to
be a site coordinator, please
e-mail iServe@southern.edu
or call 2607. Please continue
to pray for the people we will
help this year.

BIRTHDAYS
November2o
Barbara
James,
Bryan
Stitzer, Carrie Francisco,
Desmond Suarez, Elizabeth
Hernandez, Giuliano Lombardi, Hans von Walter,
Heather Haynes, Joel Hanlon, Jon DeOliveira, Karrie
Barnett, Katie Hammond,
Mariah Gage,-Nardia Leo net!,

Travis Davis
November 21
Amy Greene, Bianca
Bob Young, Danielle
Karen Milen, Kyle
phrey, Lauren
Len Raney, Naya Allen,
Orrison, Stephanie Opp,
mara Scott
November22
Andrea Erhart, Anne
Cl'ystal Campbell, David
on, Holly McCallie,
Tolentino, Shari
November23
Bert Ringer, Daphne
wards, Esther Lee,
Koehler, Kristen Bailey,
lian Disla, Melinda H
Stefan Zafiu
November24
Caleb Fjarli, Grant
Jedediah Drumm, Kelli
drick, L J Spencer, Stacy
Tracy Tate
November25
Don Hart, Grace Lee,
Joo, Jason Rimmer,
Samaan
·
November26
Nerilyn Rosario,
Ludi, Tom Kyser
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Things to be thankful for
AuDREY CooPER
HuMOR

Ennoa

As we are on the cusp of the
Thanksgiving holiday season,
it is only fitting for thoughts
of gratitude to come to our
minds, and for ou&.thoughts to
fall on those things for which
we are most thankful. Perhaps
it is cr warm meal in our tummies, perhaps our significant
other (who we most certainly
do not fight with in public anymore thanks to the Accent Humor Page's scolding), perhaps
it is the dorm roof over our
heads each night. But there
are some things in our life that
we may forget about when it
comes to making our thankful
list, and these things should
not be forgotten in this most
thankful of times:
Our future mother-inlaws: We may ·not want to
admit it, but who do you think
will be financially backing
86 percent of our children's

wardrobes?
The Internet: Everyone
whv would rather bq searching through tangiolel encyclopedias for research paper material, raise their hand. Yeah, I
didn't think so ...
That annoying girl in
class who always raises
her hand to clarify absolutely everything: Yes, she
is annoying. But when that
test comes around and you
realize that, because of Clarifying Cathy, you know the dif-

ference between the Hundred ·
Years War and the War of
1812, you know you're thankful for Clarifying Cathy.
Cafeteria
casseroles:
They may not look good,
they may not feel good, they
may not even taste good,
but they certainly are fun to
whine about.
Corn: Do you have any
idea what would happen if
there was no more corn in this
country?? Google it sometime,
you'll be amazed ... -

CoNTRIBUTOR

i'

(/'

We see the "Go Green" slogan all over the place. Cereal
boxes, chip bags and water
bottles are all sporting the
proud fact that their company
has "gone green" and is saving energy. So how can we,
the general public, join in on
the "Go Green" effort? Well,
in my experimental research,
I have found that going green
by cutting down on water
use causes the proliferation
of fu~zy, green mold. Hence:
Going Green! Here are a few

T

BREAK: SOON! BREAK!
SOON! BREAK! AH!

Spirit Week is over: Guess we
can't wear our '8os and hillbilly
duds anymore ... or at least in
public ...
Christmas music: You
listen to it now without
people making fun of you.

Creative ways to "Go Green''
TRISHAMOOR

up
HUMBS down

ideas of how you can protect . Cut down on washing
the earth's H,O and go green:
dishes after each use.
A little mold on that plate
from last Sabbath's lasagna
Take fewer showers.
You might start to tuni couldn't hurt you, could it?
green, but it'll all be OK if
bathroom
you just remember to lay- Minimalize
er up on that deodorant to cleaning
Who actually likes cleaning
cut down pn the stench!
the bathroom anyway? You
Wear your clothes at least might be able to ge_t by with
five times before washing a little green mold at shower
check time.
them.
No one really cares if you
This is just a short list of one go
have grass stains on yo'llriootgreen aspect: saving water. Try
ball uniform or some spilled them and see what happens.
guacamole on your-shirt from
lunch yesterday.

Registration woes: Sorry,
freshmen, you guys are going
to get the shaft when all
the good classes are full ...
welcome to college.
Pancakes on the l'rt[)mleDlat
Yay! Our tWo favorite u.u.u6 .,,
breakfast and walking to
melded into one glorious
expenence.

Senior Exit Exams:
Wait, what?

Wednesday night, stufaculty and staff wore
as they gathered in the
churl'h. However,
December gathering was
celebrate Christmas, but
to remember Kirsten
, who was killed two
missionary.
a 20-year-old juliberal arts major, was
on the Microneisland of Yap, where she
the second grade at
Yap Seventh-day AdvenRed was Wolcott's
color.
went jogging the
of Nov. 18 and never
Local authorities
was stabbed to death.
FBI traveled to Yap and
an arrest in Wolcott's
last week, said Vinita
vice president for
and Enrollment
desensitizes
almost an anesthetKevin Kibble, one of
's chaplains.
J

-Students
mirror
Kibble's disbelief concerning
Wolcott's death.
"[She was] one of the first
~;>eople I ever met at Southern. I took my first class with
her," said Colton Stolenmeier,
a junior missions major. "It
just suddenly made [a reality of] all that horror and violence that happens so far away
from here."
Seventh-day Adventist universities across the country
have reached out t~ Southern
students in the weeks following Wolcott's death. Andrews
University and Oakwood
University both sent buses of
students to Southern
tend the m mo ·,
on Wednesday.
Across campus, students
have shown support for the
Wolcott family and the student missiol\s program by
writing letters to the Wolcott
family and student missionaries. In memory of Wolcott, the
school of Physical Education,
Health and Wellness renamed
the Fitness for Life Class sK
Run to the Kirsten Wolcott sK
Memorial Run, which will be
held .f'riday at 3 P. m.
The effects of Wolcott's
death can be seen in Yap as
well. The Yapese government
recently announced plans to
erect a monument in her honor, name a portion of the road
where she was murdered after
her and create a national holiday for her and other innocent
victims of crimes in Yap, said
Brennan Kirstein, a chaplain
at Southern.
"There's a lot of outrage
among the Yapese about

jfft
SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY

Kirsten's death," Kirstein said.
Southern's President Gordon Bietz, along with Rebeca
Clay-Flares, Southern's Student Missions coordinator,
traveled to Micronesia to offer comfort to Southern's 14
student missionaries serving
in the area.
Two student missionaries
from Walla Walla University

Kibble believes other students
will be inspired to serve as student missionaries, and at least
two Southern students have
already chosen to leave in January to become missionaries
in Yap.
Kirstein, who served as
a missionary in Yap when
he was a student, said the
combination of short tern-

•

isolated crime."
The Wolcott family held a
funeral service for their daughter Sunday, Nov. 29, at the
Tappahannock Seventh-day
Adventist Church in Virginia.
In lieu of flowers, the Wolcott
family is requesting that donations be made to the Kirsten
Wolcott Memorial Fund. The
money will go toward Chris-

Photo by Sean Brinson

Rhina Urdaneta signs Kirsten's picture and leaves behind her condolences.

were serving alongside Wolcott this year: Kristen Henderson and Seth Taylor. Henderson is returning home in the
wake of the tragedy, but Taylor chose to finish the year in
Yap, according to the student
missions office at Walla Walla.
In the wake of this tragedy,

pers and alcoholism among
the Yapese people make it
a dangerous place to live.
But Jose Rojas, director of
the North American Division
of Seventh-day Adventists
Office of Volunteer Ministries, said Wolcott's death is
"more likely to be a horrible

dars until

bfeak

tian education and to support
student missionaries.
"It's not something we'll get
over easily, especially if we
knew Kirsten," Kibble said.
"My comfort is in the fact that
Kirsten was doing the Lord's
work on the front lines."
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SM safety is a high priority SA executive yice president re
RENEE CEROVSKI
SuFF WRITER

In response to Kirsten Wolcott's murder, Southern's administration is looking to add
to safety measures already in
place to increase the safety of
student missionaries.
Although it is too soon to
know exactly what changes
will be made, Southern's
pre'!:ident, Gordon Bietz, said
Wolcott's death will cause an
emphasis on safety.
In his vespers talk following Kirsten's death, Bietz said,
"We will learn from this. We
will have added safeguards,
and we will continue to press
the enemy." Bietz said a committee is currently working
on guidelines for· all foreign
travel excursions sponsored
by the university, including
tours and mission trips. This
will include education on how
to be safe as well as protocol
for the university response
to crises.
Tanya Musgrave, a senior
film production major and
former SM to Majuro, did not
remember a strong emphasis
on safety in either. the Southern SM orientation class or
the orientation for the SMs to
the islands.
Brennon Kirstein, the university chaplain, said that future classes will focus more on
personal safety. "We need to
beef that up," Kirstein said.
Although it is impossible
for the student {Il.issions
office to personally evaluate
every mission site for safety,
Southern sends SMs through
well-established mission

organizations to ensure mor~ JuUANA McGRAw
·
During his semester as the position
accountability and better SuFF W.mR
executive
vice
president vice president.
familiarity with each site.
Arauz helped create the first
After the meeting,
Student Association Ex- senate
scholarship
com- Shelby Mixon, junior
"We don't ever just send
people independently," said ecutive Vice President Ste- mittee and the SA Senate ing major, said she was
Andrea Keele, the student ven Arauz announced his Scholarship program.
shocked by the r~;ig111ation.
missions
office
assistant resignation
at Southern.
to SA Senate
Before an organization is Nov. 17.
approved to receive SMs from
"I have acSouthern, they have to fill complished
a number of requirements, my work in
said Gayle Moore, former SA Senate,"
student missions coordina- Arauz said. "I
tor. The organization must be have fulfilled
Seventh-day-Adventist
and my purpose
be in good standing with the (and] I need to
local conference to ensure be freed from
that it is theologically sound. some major
The organization also must co)llmitments.
have a governing board. If As of DecemPhoto by Emily Kay
the organization is new, it is her 1, I will no Bradford Wise claps for a job well done by Steven Arauz, who announced
researched extensively.
longer be your his resignation as SA executive vice president on Nov. 17.
In addition, once it has re- chair, your SA executive. I
At the culmination of a twoceived student missionaries, · have resigned."
hour senate meeting, Arauz Arauz's resignation, but
it must maintain a good track
Arauz told senators he had praised the senators for their different reason.
record. If a student mission- overcommitted himself to his hard work and accomplish"Was I surprised? No,
ary is treated poorly, the site work. SA President Bradford ments. He told them how cause of the fact that I
is improperly managed or the Wise spoke of the good job excited he had been about what it's like to accept
country experiences turmoil, Arauz performed and said he this year's senate and all the many positions and
that location will not receive will appoint another exeGUtive prayers he has prayed for something needs
more student missionaries.
vice president from among them. He then explained his Nyamwange said. "I
Even with all precautions, the senators.
decision to no longer hold respect [Arauz]."
risks are inevitable. Kirstein - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - emphasized the need for caution at all times.
"The question of safety could
happen here on this campus,"
Kirstein said. "I wouldn't en.courage girls to run alone on
the Greenway at night."
"We have to be real th&tthere
are definitely risks," Keele
said. "Wealsowanttocommunicate that we want to do everything possible to keep [the
student missionaries] safe."
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WSM c experiences personnel chan
JASON NosEWORTHY
STAFF WRITE.

Two weeks after the resignation of WSMC's station
manager David Brooks, the
station's governing board
promoted development director Scott Kornblum to fill
the position.
Kornblum was serving as
the interim station manager
while the board searched for
candidates to fill the position.
"I view David as my friend.
He hired and trained me and
instituted a great foundation
here. I will always remain appreciative of all the support
that he gave the university, the
station and the community,"
Kornblum said.
"While David was here we
had started a strategic planning process and we will con
tinue to look at what we can
do to improve progranllffiing,
transition, and how we deliver each component of the
student learning process,"
Kornblum said.
Chris Carey, the university's
vice president ~f development,

made the announcement in an
e-mail sent to faculty and staff.
"Scott bfings -a wealth of
management experience and
radio expertise to this new
role," wrote Carey. "I am confident he will lead the station
in airing top-notch programming through national, local
and university performances,
programs and talent, while offering a range of learning experiences for our students."
Kornblum's new role is not
the only station position undergoing change. The fuUtime office manager's job description has been rewritten.
"With David's
resignation, my job has increased in
scope," said Jessica Morris,
office manager at WSMC. "I
am now in charge of supervising the student staff, helping
with their training and focusing on improving their onair performance."
WSMC is also working toward expanding and transforming the student learning
experience by increasing student involvement as part of
its new look at their strategic
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planning process.
"We have a few ideas
involving more Southern
dents in our operations
the station," Morris said.
The station is hoping to
more departments
to promote more student
volvement.
"We hope to be more
volved with the School of
sic and the School of J
and
we'd love to involve
journalism students
ested in productions
WSMC records
the community."
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.
value. The bakery, in contrast, Whary said. "We just kind of
will sell better quality bread.
have a vision that we will be
"We are focusing on high- done by then."
'.Southe1:n SIFE students are
Another part of this SIFE
to start a bakery in er-end, healthy bread, which
....,,uuc:", Uruguay, 22 miles
is lacking in Uruguay," project is starting a nonprdfit
umbrella company located in
of the capital city of Chaij said.
Pre-made pizza crusts and the United States.
"We are going to start a
business profes- frozen dough will also be sold,
Laurence Chaij, along depending on the need in nonprofit here whose job is to
13 SIFE memb~rs, began . the community.
start for-profit busipesses that
the bakery project ·
The bakery will be across support Adventist schools in
August. SIFE members the street from the Uruguay other countries," Whary said.
been heavily involved in Adventist Academy in an
With the project in Uruprocess.
existing building that · was guay SIFE members <!re
doing eve~mg previously used to sell baked earning credit and receiving
market research to pick- goods. However, the bakery knowledge of nonprofit and
the name [of the com- will be a separate business for-profit businesses. .
-The bakery covers many of _
to finding the mar- from the academy.
Students from the academy SIFE's competition criteria instrategy, to making a
plan," said Christina will have the opportunity to cluding success skills, educaproject manager and a work at the bakery and earn tion, financial, entrepreneurnonprofit and ad- an income for their families to ship and market economics.
major. "We are help pay their school tuition. It also potentially will cover
Student -empl~y.ees will also environmental and business
· Harlin, director of earn, . upon graduation, a ethics requirements.
.
To get involved in the Uruemphasized the benefit government certification of
will receive by help- master baker and pastry chef. guay bakery, sign up to be a
with this project.
This will provide them with the SIFE member. There is an
the students to paperwork to work for multiple application, resume and inof the leg work, as companies
throughout terview process and a $15 fee.
the research, gives the country.
Students of any major are enhands-on experience,"
SIFE, with the help of or- . couraged to apply.
"We have students from
ganizations ~uch as ADRA
~arlin.
introduced the idea and Outpost Centers Inter:- practically every department,"
recognizing the di- national, want to implement Chaij said. "The diversity comneed through his in- the bakery business in June or plements the whole team."
with the Uruguay July2010.
Registration • re-opens in
Academy.
"Right now we are not at , January 2010.
of the bread sold in the point that we can say
for sure when it will be up,"

Half-million dollar

budget approved
for remodel ofVM
STAFF WRITER

The Strategic Planning
Committee has recently approved a half-million dollar plan to remodel the
Village Market.
"Originally we were just going for a facelift," said Doug
Frood, vice president of financial administration. '"But
eventually we decided that in
order for us to be competitive
with places like Fresh Market
and Green Life, we needed a
whole new atmosphere."
A whole new atmosphere
is exact)y what they're getting, complete with a new
floor plan, tiling, lighting,
deli equipment, self-serve
hot decks and an extended
seating area.
"I think this is an essential
step in helping to create an en

''We decided that in order
for us to be competitive .
with places like Fresh
Market and Green Life,
we needed a whole new
atmosphere. ' }

Scene being used for Southern pictu~es
can now turn in
online for ·strawberry
and the yearbook,
Memories at http://

to approve conbefore . it gets posted,"
Turlington, a senior
journalism and
systems admi_nismajor who directed
Festival last year.
lllss!Sce11e allows Southern
and Strawberry
staff to edit the
sooner, said Lorraine
a senior history and
development
administration major
the yearbook editor.
Barker, a junior,film

production major who is able to use it for free.
directii:fg Strawberry Festival
"It wasn't too hard last year.
this year, said that she just _I just went to the guys who
sends people to Classscene wanted to do it," said Abner
when they try to give Sanchez, a junior education
her photos.
major who collected photos as
In order to upload photos, a resident assistant last year.
users must create a free ac- "ClassScene will be easier, but
'count, using login code 68886: probably the same amount of
To date, only 72 pictures people will do it."
have been uploaded.
. Barker said that the pictures
"I think people just don't will be combined with video
know enough about it," and other multimedia · for
Park said.
Strawberry Festival.
In preilious years, tables
"The whole point of the
were set up in the dorm lob- picture slideshow is to help
hies where students could kids remember the year,"
bring pictures. Additionally, Barker said.
resident assistants gathered
Turlington said Southern's
photos in the halls and then marketing department could
turned them in, Turlington use these photos in the future.
said. Park said that these colTurlington said, "Instead
lections usuafly 's tarted late.
of uploading to Facebook
-the· software was not used for the world to see,- peopl
last year because it would have can upload to Classscene for
cost the school $1,000. How- Southern to see."
eve~, this year Southern was

The changes are not just
skin-deep, however. Students
from the newly established
Market Research Institute run
by the School of Business and
Management are conducting
customer satisfaction surveys
that will be utilized later in a
marketing plan.
_"I'm really excited that students get to be involved in
this," Shockely said. "After all,
this whole project began two
years ago when students from
th~ School of Visual Art and
D~ign created a new color
scheme and logo for us."
The first reports from the
.Market Research Institute are
. not yet in, but the changes to
the VM have already begun
taking place.
"I noticed the new green
and oqmge paint as soon as I
walked ~nto the VM this year,"
said Jared McNeil, a senior

-DougFrood
joyable shopping experience,"
said Gary Shockley, manager
oftheVM.
Frood agrees, noting that
changes to the layout will also
help increase profitability.
"The current layout . is not
promoting the sit-there-andthink-about-it moment that
is essential to the shopping
experience," Frood said. "It's
creating a grab-it-and-getout-of-the-w y-of-the-nextcusto
atmosphere."
As a result, . consultants
and designers are looking at
ways to add space between
the aisles and create an
inviting environment.

\

mass communication major.
"I think it goes a long way to
making the store look more
modern and fresh."
The work will continue to
take place in sections at night
so that the store does not have
to adjust its re~lar operating hours. A completion date
for the project has not yet
been set, but administrators
are hoping the project will be
finished by next summer.
"Keep your . eyes open,"
Frood said. "Before you know
it the VM is going to have a
whole new look and a much
fresher atmosphere."
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· Students host inner-city
health-expo downtown
nursing major.
Su.FF WR!TfR
Various booths based on the
NEWSTART principles - NuSouthern Adventist Univer- trition, Exercise, Water, Sunsity students and various club shine, Temperance, Air, Rest
members sponsored a health and Trust ·in Divine Power
expo for residents of the West- - were -set up in the recreside projects in downtow_n ational center at the Westside
Chattanooga, Nov. 14·. .
projects and the community
Normally health. expos are members were invited to walk
challenging because of lack of around and experience someparticipation from community thing from each booth.
members, said Mariah Gage,
There were also three
the ~ursing club outreach co- booths set · up for children
ordinator and a junior nursing who received a ticket for each
student. However she added one they visited. Collecting
this one was a success because all three tickets allowed them
of personal invites to reside~ to jump in a large inflatable
from students participating in play area. The first so adults
Westside 4 Jesus, a new min- who went through ' the expo
istry working with residents of received a fruit basket after
the Westside projects.
completing their passport,
SurannyVillamizar, ajunior a card that was stamped at
nursing major, also helped .each booth. In addition to the
to organize the e~ent. "We NEWSTART booths, memhave been praying, 'God, we. hers of the National Guard
know you are not going to were also there educating parlet us down.' And even be- ticipants about the dangers of
fore we opened the doors we drug use.
had people waiting outside,"
Villamizar is excited about
Villamizar said.
the work being done in
Gage estimated more than the community.
100 residents attended to
"·What an honor to be
learn about healthy living and the Christian that puts a
more about -t heir personal good name on Christianity,"
physical condition from vol- Villamizar said.
unteers involved in checking
Participants from a variety
their basic health status. An- of locations enjoyed learning
other nursing student enjoyed about their health at the expo.
the learning environment.
La.mmorriouss Bradley, 37
"I wanted to do this health of Long Beach, Calif., said;
expo to get my hands wet "I learned about my blood
as a nursing student by tak- glucose levels, exercise, and
ing blood pressure, BMI I learned that massages
and blood glucose levels," are excellent."
said Cassie James, a junior

AIMEE BURCHARD
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Breeze hopes to incre_a se listeners
there has not been much con- ence even more. He
tent produced yet this year.
the Breeze will have the
The
Southern . Breeze,
The reason for this is time.
Southern's ·student-produced Cheney said that he and the Southern Accent enjoys.
podcast, is back this semester, other students working on has even considered
with one episode already pro- the ·podcast tl!is year have rating some video
duced ~nd more on the way.
found themselves with too do• video podcasting as
The Breeze is supported by little free time to volunteer to. although that goal may
realized for some time.
the Student Association and the Breeze.
the School of•Journalism and
Because of~s, the Breeze
Rose-Merlyn Louis, a
Communication, and features. has only produced one episode broadcast journalism
relevant,
student-produced and two mini-episodes so far jor, produced content for
content. Aaron Cheney, a se- this semester. The first avail- Breeze last year. She said
nior mass communications able episode has been down- although the Breeze is a
major, produces the Breeze. . loaded 47 times. This number able source of student
"The aim of the Southern · includes streaming from the it still has some growing to
Breeze is to give a more inter- School's Web site. On~ mini"I don't think [the
active voice for the students .episode produced just before that effective, because I
on campus using new media Thanksgiving break was a think. a lot of people
tools," Cheney said.
memorial episode for Kirsten -Mmf the Southern Breeze
Cheney also said the Breeze Wolcott, the student missiongives students an informal ary killed in Yap.
ern Breeze needs to work
news source that they can be a
Luther Whiting, a sopho- marketing, on getting
part of as well.
,:nore business administration · stuff out there."
Entrepreneur.com defines a major, is a current subscriber
Cheney hopes that
podcast as "a pre-recorded au- · to the Breeze.
"" gents will continue to
dio program that's posted to
"[The Breeze] is a way to
a Web site and is made avail- hear a unique perspective on the Breeze. He said
able for. download so people campus," Whiting said. "You
can listen to them on personal get a twist on campus life with
computers or mobile devices." the Southern Bree:w that you
Interviews, featUre stories don't get anywhere else."
want to produce
and public opinion are just a
Cheney also appreciates the themselves, .Cheney
few of the segments that the rQlethe Breeze plays in his life. ages them to come and
~For me, it pre5ents a unique
Breeze has traditionally ofa ~ember ofthe team.
fered students.
challenge ~use it f~rces me
To hear previous
The Breeze currently has to learn and use leadership Breeze padcasts, -go to
about 30 subscribers, which is skills that I don't always nee- journalism.snnt-h'"""
down from approximately So.' essarily use,~ Cheney said.
breeze/index.html.
'
last year. Cheney said this may
Cheney has an aim of inbe due in part to the fact that creasing the Breeze's influTYLER QUIRING
Sn.FFWRrnR
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(AP)
Electric
entertaindivision was always
odd fit.
One of the nation's iconic
businesses, GE
spent 23 years making
and blockbuster
along with jet endishwashers and
bulbs. The pairing of
entertainment and
manufacturing has
confounded investors
even has been ruthsatirized by .NB£'s
show "30 Rotk," in
a fictional netexecutive also heads
division that programs
ovens.
It's a marriage that will
soon end. As GE prefor an expected $30
deal that will ·give
of NBC to cable TV
r Comcast Corp.,
conglomerate is shiftits focus back to its
divisions.
is shrinking its fiarm that has been
buffeted by the
It has
and

a company like GE,
your roots are ultimately
in manufacturing," said
Nicholas Heymann, an
analyst with Sterne Agee
who once worked for GE as
an auditor.
GE has reached a tentative agreement to buy out
the 20 percent stake in
NBC Universal that is held
by French media company
Vivendi SA, according to
a person with knowledge
of the deal. GE and Comcast are then expected to
turn NBC Universal into a
joint venture, with Comcast holding a 51 percent
stake. GE would likely fully
leave the partnership in
a few years.
The financial crisis and
recession of the past year
have been difficult for GE,
which is based in Fairfield,
Conn., and has 323,000
employees. The company
was forced t9 slash its dividend by 68 percent. It lost
its coveted top bond rating
and its stock fell as much as
90 percent below the peak
it had hit in 2000. GE is
still trying to work through
big losses at its GE Capital lending unit, once the
source of half the conglomerate's profits, in areas like
commercial real estate and
credit cards.
GE eprned $8.1 billion
over the first nine months
of this year on revenue
of $115 billion - but that
marked a 43 percent drop
in profit and a 15 percent
· revenue decline.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) After almost two centuries
of wear and tear, weather
damage, gnawing insects
and the footsteps of millions of passing tourists,
Andrew Jackson's home
was ready for a face lift.
Visitors to The Hermitage
this holiday season will find
the historic home wrapped
in scaffolding with crews
working to repair the damage of time, tornadoes and
past renovation attempts.
The $1 million project is
funded by state grants and
local donations and is expected to conti.{lue through
December an~ possibly
into January.
"With any bu
age, every 30 or 40
or so, you're going to
to undertake a pretty maj
restoration," said Howard
J. Kittell, president and
CEO of The Hermitage,
the home Andrew Jackson
began building in 1819.
The last major renovation to the building's exterior took place in 1968.
In the 41 years that have
followed, rain has seeped
through leaky gutters and
cracks in the bricks, soaked
into walls and wooden facades, weakened brick walls
until they sagged, dripped
through the porch columns,
warped interior walls and

Teen accused in celeb home
burglary to stand trial

J,..9S ANGELES (AP) -

A
ruled Tuesday that
a teen ac'cbsed of burrizing the borne of
Orlando • Bloom
most
stand trial.
Los Angeles Superior
Court Judge Darrell Mavis made his ruling in
the case of Alexis Neiers
after a 90-minute preliminary hearing that included testimony by two
police detectives.
Neiers, 18, is accused
of being part of a group
that targeted the homes
of Bloom,
Paris Hilton, Lindsay Lohan and
other celebrities.
However, Neiers, who is
filming a pilot for a reality
television show, is accused
only in the burglary at
Bloom's house. She previ-

judg~

Nov. 18, 2008 file photo, Jeffrey Immelt, CEO of Gerreral Electric,
at a news conference in New York. As GE prepa}'es for an expected
billion deal that will give control of NBC to cable opera.tor Comcast
the conglomerate is continuing to shift focus back onto its big
divisions. (AP Photo/Mark Lennihan,file)

into rotting sponges.
The home's wooden face
- the distinctive Greek Re-·
vival-style portico, columns
and entablature - has been
peeled back to expose the
bones of the home Jackson
built before he became the
nation's seventh president.
Workers are replacing rot-

crisp
to recapture the
way it would have looked
in his time," said Tony
Guzzi, director of preservation and collections at
The Hermitage.
Guzzi has pored over old
photos and designs, trying
to ensure that the repairs
do nothing to change the

Greg
puts sealer on the Alaskan Yellow Cedar shingles that will be
roof of the 170-year-old slave cabin, Uncle Alfred's cabin,
placed o~he
at the He itage, the historic home of President Andrew Jackson, which
is getting a
h new look thanks to a grant, Nov. 23, 2009, in Nashville,
Tenn. The work is expected to be done by January. (AP Photo/Larry McCormack, The Tennessean)

ting beams, repaumg insect and water damage and
working to seal the building
so that all their hard work
doesn't have to be repeated
40 years down the road.
"We don't want it to look
ously pleaded not guilty to
the July break-in.
"The prosecution • has
one version of the facts,
we have another," said attorney Jeffery Rubenstein;
who represents Neiers.
"We look forward 'ro our
day in court so the truth
can come out."
Four other people were
accused of burglaries that
prosecutors said netted $3
million in stolen goods.
Their arraignments were
scheduled for Wednesday.
In a short interview on
cable network E!'s Web
site, Neiers said she was
eager to put the matter
behind her.
"I just learned my lesson
that I need to make some
better friends and some
better decisions as far as
my friends go," she said.

historical accuracy of the
home, and the 170-yearold slave cabin - Uncle
Alfred's Cabin
that
is being restored at the
same time.

Roy Lopez, Jr. appears outside
Superior Court in Los Angeles
Monday, Nov. 23, 2009, after his
arraignment on charges of being
part of a group accused of stealing
more than $3 million from luxury
homes of Hollywood celebrities
such as Lindsay Lohan, Orlando
Bloom and Megan Fox. The case
was postponed until Dec. 2. (AP
Photo/Nick Ut)
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Learning how to speak ·
the language of God
CHRIS CLOUZET
REliGION

EDITOR

Several weeks ago in Chris-tian beliefs class, Pastor Nixon
explained that our rationality
· was part of being made in the
image ()f God. He showed us
that speech was a part of rationality, and he defined it as
"the use of words to creatively
communicate with others."
We discussed how speech, as
a form of rationality and creative communication with
others, helps to distinguish us
as not being ~erely . animals,
but rather creations in God's
image. I like the idea of speech
being part of our capability to
be rational and how it connects us" with God.
There is an elderly woman
who comes to the ESL class I
help teach. She is a fragile old
woman who hobbles in with a
cane and gingerly takes a seat
at the table whenever she can
make it. She is sweet and enjoys learning about verbs. But

she is a little behind the others in the, group and sometimes hinders their progress
because her learning pace is a
little slower. Her eyes are also
weaker and she has a harder
time reading the workbook
than everyone else.
One week, she and I split
from the main group and
worked together one-on-one.
We seemed to do all right.
We practiced some pronun~
ciation and I taught her some
things about verbs. She's from
a Spanish-speaking country
and I speak a bit of Spanish,
so we spoke a little Spanish
so that we could make further
progress in English.
It was interesting to watch ·
her grasp concepts and relate
things she knows in Spanjsh~to
their English counterparts. At
times, it-was difficult for me to
explain things and difficult for;
her to wrap her mind around
some ideas or words, but we
were both thankful for the

\_
other's efforts by the end of creatively communicate. with
the lesson. When our time was others-can speak. Even still,
up, she smiled and thanked there are days when I feel as
me before she carefully made · though God and I 'don't speak
her way out the door.
the same language. He's paBeing able to communicate, tient with me while I learn,
to speak the same language, but my mind is feeble and
is important. God created us my efforts weak. I don't yet
with rational minds that can speak His language. But · I'm

. .

-<

learning, and He is
teaching me.
I believe that someday
will use just the right words
communicate creatively
each other in speech.
then, . I; like my elderly
dent, offer God a small,
cere smile and quiet

.

'

Living my message: When success needs niore than wor
my career .to understanding _about communicating through
the
most successful ways to our actions.
HuMoR EnnoR
communicate.
Already I have
The good news is that I don't
Each one of us has somehave
to register for "Commulearned
how
to
establish
go~d
thing we want to say. Our
relations
through
speech,
innicating
Well With Others
message might be as simple
form
others
through
writing
Through
Your Actions 101"
as asking for a glass of water
and
win
others
to
·my
causes
to
learn
this
highly valuable
or as complicated as proposskill. All I need to do is look to
ing a new law for our coun- . through persuasion.
Although these are abili- the -Bible for an excellent extry. But whatever . the message, it is to our advantage to ties that I will need in my ample: Jesus Christ. I believe
communicate it as effectively career, another type of com- that Jesus ultimately came
munication is often over- to this earth to communicate
as possible.
As a communication ma- looked-a type that is needed how much God loves each one
jor I have decided to devote every single day. I'm talk,ing of us, Although He was the
best preacher and teacher this
world will ever see, He spent
the majority of His time communicating through His actions, not His words.
Perhaps the most prominent example of Jesus' wordless communication was His
healing. The lame, deaf, blind,
dumb and sick flocked to J esus. With a simple touch of
His hand, The Great Shep~erd demonstrated love by
Photo courtesy of http://www.sxc.hu
forever changing the lives of
AUDREY COOPER

--.....---

so many afflicted by disease adapt the words of the
and disability.
Paul in 1 Corinthians 13 to
His healing touch was not own life and say that if I
limited only to those suffering the best news anchor in
physically. Many tormented world, but do not act in
minds and broken spirits were I am j.ust
"sounding
revived by the caring deeds of dr·~nging cymbal.~ If I
Jesus. He never passed up an 'the most acclaimed and
opportunity to eat a meal with nized journalist in the
a tax collector or raise a con- _ but do not act in love, "I
demned woman to her feet. -nothing." If I hav~ ..,.,.. .,u,,u..,.
He was not afraid to display every person on earth to
His love for those the rest of ca~se, but do not act in
society rejected.
"it profits me nothing."
Of course one cannot forget
I chose to study '-'v•uu•u•u-the action that spoke louder cation because of its
thim any words ever spoken, ity to prepare me to
that of Jesus giving His life for my goal of working in the
us on the cross. Had He never where my passion and
told the world of His great love ral abilities · intersect. But
for mankind through words, believe that the only way
this profound and powerful I can be truly successful
testimony would say it all. .
communicating is to "live
All the commu~icatio~ de- _ !Ile~~a~e" by foll~wing J
grees in the world will do me example to communicate
no good if I don't know how to my neighbor-and to
to communicate positively words only if I have to.
through my actions. I can

a
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reaction to deatH of Southern student missionary
heart is saddened, as
ofyours are also. Yet, I
to share this truth that

assume that if God
to prevent something,
, and that if God
prevent something, fli!-bave wanted it to napsome good reason. If
that God is in conthis world, then the
of logic is to assume
that happens
for a good reason beGod has no evil intenwhere does that lead
everything that tranthis earth according
will? Is rape accordwill? Or murder?
Lord's Prayer Jesus
we should plead,
be done on earth as
heaven." If everything
being done acGod's will on earth,
would Jesus say
for God's will to be
Bible does not be-

is no longer love.
something else, but
that love. There are
that God cannot

you a free will to

Photo illustration by Tanya Musgrave
)

-

choose to do what you want,"
but then He stepped in and
didn't allow you to act upon
that decision because it was
harmful to you or someone
else, then you wouldn't really be free. Whose will is
ultimately being done here
on earth? Collectively, humanity's will is bearing down
on other peoples'· freedoms.
Second Corinthians 3:18 says,
"We are living in a world that
has declared a civil war against
the Kingdom of God."
Consider, for a moment,
this aspect: "Again I saw that
under the sun the race is not
to the swift, nor the battle to
the strong, nor bread to the
wise, nor. riches to the intelligent, nor favor to the skillful;
but time and chance happen to
them all," (Ecclesiastes 9:11).
The free will of others impacts our lives. And not only
time and chance, but the free
will of Satan and the supernatural beings. In Daniel chapter
10, Daniel is pleading for understanding -through prayer
and fasting for three weeks.
Was God just waiting for him
to be more sincere before answering his prayer? "But then
a hand touched me and roused
me to my knees. The Angel
said to me . .. Do not fear,
Daniel, for from the first day
that you s~ your mind to gain
understanding and to humble
yourself be£ re your God, your
words have been heard, and
I have come because of your
words. But the prince [Satan]

of the kingdom of Persia opposed me twenty-one days.
So Michael [Jesus], one of the
chief princes, came to help me,
and I left him there with the
prince of the kingdom of Persia, and have come to help you
understand," (Daniel 10:1014). On what day did God answer Daniel's prayer? He an-

swered it on the first day. How
often do we give up after a day
or week and say, "Well, this
must not have beep in God's
will"? We must realize that
th~re is a supernatural battle
going on.
The freedoms of other people and the freedoms of other
supernatural beings also affect

our lives. Prayer 1s our weapon
in this spiritual battle. Can
prayer influence God? Yes.
Can it change our lives and
others also? Yes. Does prayer
give God the right to override the free moral choice of
another person? No.
God did not will Kirsten
Wolcott. to be killed. When
awful things happen it is
not a mystery of the Divine
will, but it is the result of
human free will.
There are some things that
God wants to prevent even
more than you want Him to,
but He can't. Any time God
can prevent something without violating human free will,
He will. God felt the pain and
terror Kirsten endured and He
feels the pain and loss that her
friends, family and students
are going through. Is there a
guarantee in following God
that nothing bad will ever
happen? No, He is not a God
of control, but a God of love.
He does promise that He will
never leave us in the midst of
the storm.
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Celebrating Christtnas a day late saves tnoney "Th_is
Weeke
Don't let the stress

ANGEIAMcPHERsoN
CARRIE FRANcisco, '
MUNECA RAMos
AND
CRISTINA HERNANDEZ PERSIA

~

You could be joining her in
the savings.
·
If the economy has thrown
a _punch your way this year,
fight back by waiting for BoxcoNJR!Bllloas
•
•
mg Day to purchase your mfts.
It's a wild concept, yes.
She walks into her heavily
decorated living room, strug- -· However, if you don't have t:l}e
gling under the weight of , money, think of this:
The day-after-Christmas
packages from name-brand
stores. Does her husband gasp has long been hailed as a barin horror? DQes he scold her gain buyer's paradise.
Last year Old Navy promfor obvious debt incurred? No.
Marcia Nowacki does most · ised savings up to 75 percent
of her holiday shopping the through Jan. 8, and at Toys R
day after Christmas and plans Us stores across the nation,
the family celebration post- prices on table games like air
Christmas day.
hockey went from $131.99 to
''You're not going to believe $19.99.
this," she says, as she flips
This year should be just as
through the price tags -and good if not better. US News
points emphatically to slashed & World Report is - forecastdollar amounts. She's not kid:. ing financial saving -granding. It's hard to believe how detir, saying that "consummuch money she's saved-and ers can expect rock-bottom
Marcia Nowacki is not alone. prices" this Dec. 26. Due to

the rock-bottom economy,
stores need to sell. Consumers
need sales. It's a big day for
everyone involved.
Here's how you can pull off
•
a day-after-Chnstmas financial -caper and still keep the
holiday spirit strong.
Have a family conference:
As a family, d;iscuss what
you are going to do. Make
sure everyone is prepared
for changes from your tradition. Talk everyone through it;
P.romise good gifts.
Make Chrisbna~ special
anyway:Just because you won't have
gifts on Christmas Day does
not mean that you cannot
celebrate it! Rustle up some
friends and loved ones, turn on
the oven and bake your special
delicacies. Watch your favorite Christmas movie with the
family snuggled on the couch

~1
~-

~1
:::;

w
11

andfallasleepbythefireplace
as you wait for Santa Claus !ill
over again the next day. _
finals get in the'
Plan your attack:
oif our holida
Make sure that you know
!!
Y
.
.
Thzs weekend there
exactly what you are looking
for in terms of gifts.
P_lef!ty ofpep:e:Divide and conquer:
· holzday actzvztzes.
Two heads are better than • • • • • • • • • •: • •
one. When you get to the store, SKILLET - The Alive&:
divide up the purchasing list Awake Tour
and go get your gifts.
Memorial Auaitorium
Delight in the savings:
399 Mccallie Av.,
Enjoy your gifts. Feel ac- _ Chattanooga.
complished. Not only did you Tonight 7 p.m.
buy something you enjoy, but -'$ 24 . 25
you also saved money along http· I
the way.
K
d· Skill t
ey or ·
e

W

With an un-traditional
outlook, you can save some The Chattanooga
major money. Get into the Choo-Choo presents:
spirit of Christmas in a whole · Chrisbnas Musical
Spectacular show
new way!
\._
1400 Market Street,
Chattanooga.
Saturday nights, now
the 19th 7:30p.m.
$15
http:/fwww.

,_j)

:¥11 ..~~

J
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"We always have Christmas crackers qui'christm~ ,.
meal-they are.Jittle things
pull anq~ey make so~d
and there 'is usnaUy a small gift inside." >;
:;,
"
,-])riiU)~Qr'sey, a}reskman chemistfy m1

you

Miller Park, ending at
Aquarium, Chattanooga
Saturday 6 p.m.-7 p.m.

"Myfamily' belebrates tne..12 days of Ch~tm~, )!aeh day
-leading up to Chrlstma,s we get to open o:h~ present. Al$(),
my grandn1a gives each of thegrand<:hildren a box olotha~
ments eachyear so eveJltua}ly we can decorate put

own trees."

,, .

.

_

.

-Shelby YixotJ, qjiljt_ior business administ;natitm/
-~
b
marketing,major A 1_ ~- . . • _,

,>~E~ezyCh~stma8'~ve ~~r~i!w Cpljl~iamily to~ether,~ -f~}Olll."~~he

'. ge~ ~Qt}n9,a pine ChriS~~ that~e);ll~t~. ~d ~

~.15ee~~Wintl>iggerapd~reachyear.My<Jadan4;~"-

;l

hang , tli~lights oni~the nigh'tbef9te· Then 'o/egath~eV'*

el-yon~together and sing a Christmas song. Then we ~nt

~9vmfromt~n.Atonemydad~Ul;DS()n~l);e~ghtsandi~
bright and beautiful, then afterwards

we eat hotdogs. We

·alsohave a tale that We tellthat night ~bout wil~'(,)lggs. 0~
our mo;mtainQ.aughs)~lo~ stpcy.r . ,'
,
• -Molly (Jpble, a $9phom()~ nursing mdj(J;r
~

~-

~hey gop9lW-d ~~-;n~1$b.Bgtho()dmvin' ou~ llii~.Gtn;~:

fruitbread to ou~homies • ; ~ usty:1lly,just a couple, goon~
neighbOrs or peepstheykn.qw,i' ." "

.....Jan Zinner7 a sophomorephotography·ma}'Qr
"Mvmom's side of the.familv\cooks lJkrainian food on

; . . ....:;. ·h·( c'

hSe.a(~

t ..

,

·

.· .-e'

•·· IOI t11Q

Chattanooga's
Satyrday

'l.rm+ho;~...

Free-

'
·
e
' tes IV >n-: ___ _

l .C

· -t • .• ·

L•nsmn EbJlOII

. One of my favorite Christmas activities . is searching
homes strung up with a

iilion"lights. this year, we

a

would ·]ike td ,put together
list of
best neighbdrhoods
;: in the oarea, but w~ need your

the

.

Studt

Holiday Market
First Tennessee Pavilion,
Chattanooga
1
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of mass e-mails confuses students
rested in playing intramural spo~ts
are having a hard
up with intradue to a change in
IIWJI~Al.Iull. Masse-mails
replaced with posts
Talk, an online toSouthern students.
and Univer ·
has made it so mass
are not allowed to be
students unless they
actual material perto classes. No longer
any student or faculty
there used to be.
previous years I guess
students complained
getting intramural ea..~n~·•h''" "said Darrin

a service, Campus
students now have
up for in order to find

on

Campus Talk, a forum on
Southern's Web site, where
university news and information can be shared. Advertising has been minimal, so stu-

'

Extreme Dodgeball provides
Saturday-night entertainment

dent life and activities.
The absence of masse-mails
about intramurals has caused
participation in sports to decrease, as well.

•

believe that the number
one reason why teams
have been left out of the
[intramural] seasons is
. because I cannot
send out mass e-mails. '
)-.- Mike Boyd
Photo by Sam Steele

dents may be unaware that
this site exists.
"We sent out an e-mail earlier in the year as to how this
new system worked, but I'm
not sure if students really
know the ins and outs of this
Campus Talk forum," said
Kari Schultz, director of stu-

"I believe that the number one reason why teams
have been left out of the
[intramural] seasons is because I cannot send out mass
e-mails," said Mike Boyd,
the i.ptramurals director.
"Not having mass e-mails
have cost us two games and

Abdiel Ortiz-Santana competes in Extreme Dodgeball for team Your
Mom on Nou. 21.

we never missed a game last
year," said Michael Conley, a
senior nursing major.
"All the information is online," said Deanne DeLong,
a senior nursing major. "But
the [mass] e-mails definitely

helpe~

to remind me of the
dates and eliminated a lot of
confusion."
To try using Campus Talk
go to https:/fwww.southem.
edu/ campustalk/Pages/
default.aspx.

-Masters teach gymnastics clinics at Acrofest
vention. With just two prac. tices left before the scheduled trip, Sophie Anderson,
the season in full a sophomore physical educaa lot has been going tion major and Gym-Masters
the lives of the Gym- team me~ber, said, "We're
During this semester_
filled their evenings
and a few small

bling and tossing have become
a lot better."
Overall, the team seemed
ready to perform and excited
for the trip.
This year, however, it was

nicians to come and teach high
schools and colleges more advanced skills in specified areas
of gymnastics. However, for
this Aerofest, SWAU had decided to abstain from hiring

members were able
the performance as a
pre-Acrofest practice;
them to see where
in the preparations
and get a feel for
areas of the routine
up.
team left for their
•lthtllfestem Adven"-to lty 1M ZinMr

tome team members
were excited but a
about the

Patriclc Blaclc, Kwm ~ding, Bnclc Lang and Alex Wade practice a routine with the Gym-Masters before their
show at Chisholm Trail Academy.

always ready for Ac~:o.fest. This
year we have a !ot more individual talent, and our tum-

said that Acrofest would be a
lot different. Previous years
the hosting school paid for eli-

clinicians and allow college
teams to do the clinics and stations, therefore saving money.

By doing this, they enabled a
bigger emphasis to be placed
on bonding between teams
and schools. However, since
the Gym-Masters were expected to be clinicians they weren't
able to benefit as much from
new skills and teaching as they
had in previous years.
Most team members said
they enjoyed Acrofest and
took away ·good memories and
new skills as usual.
Jordan Chedalavada, a
freshman animation major,
said, "'The Saturday night program was amazing-! wasn't
too nervous because we had
practiced so much that we
were confident."
He said he enjoyed Acrofest
immensely just like ~eryother
year and was impressed· with
the food and the team bonding
that oecurred.
The rest of the season will be
busy, and the team members
are looking forward to upcoming events and shows.
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The Melting Pot: A Humorous ·R eview
AUDREY COOPER
HuMoR EptmR

In an attempt to make myself more "cultural," I sat
down with a cultured restaurant frequenter, Mr. F.
Scott Young, and asked him
· to describe to me his experience at a local fondue venue,
the Melting Pot. Here is what
I discovered:
Q. How much does it cost to
eat at Melting Pot?
A. It starts at around $8o,
and it's best to get there early
because there's usually several older ladies parties going
on, that is, women are usually there celebrating reaching the age of so with their
20-year-old male assistants
in attendance.
Q. What is the meal like?
A. They give you pieces of
bread to dip in various sauces
and gruel.
Q. Gruel?
A. Yes, gruel.
Q. What was your favorite part of the meal/favorite
thing to eat there?
A. The goat-cheese gruel.
Q. What is the atmosphere
like?
A. Everyone whispers. It's
dark and hard to see the people across the table from you.

Q. Why is it dark?
A. The waiters are ugly.
Q. What is the decor like?
A. Somewhere between CK
andKR's.
Q. What does that mean,
~actly?

A. Well, it was really dark,
so it was hard for me to tell.
I can say for sure that there
were walls.
Q. Was the service good?
A. They kept talking to
me instead of my assistant,
which, I'll be honest, rather
annoyed me.
Q. If you could describe
Melting Pot in three words,
what would they be?
A. Classy, yet sophisticated.
Q. Why?

A. They have truffles, but
they were not the best I've
ever had.
Q. Mr. Scott, how many
times have you been to Melting Pot?
A. Oh, I've never actually
been.
In consider~tion of this information surfacing mid-interview, the rest of Mr. Scott's
opinions of the Melting Pot
have not been included in this
review.

To find out what Melting
Pot is really like, experience it
yourself
It's located at 2553 Lifestyle Way in . Chattanooga.

a fondue resta ra t
Graphic courtesy http://brandsoftheworld.com

table female buzz, which will,
in due time, encompass the
campus-and in defense of all
Dear Twilight Fans: I get those tote-bag carrying, Team
it. When I first saw the trail- (insert-character's-nameers for Twilight-when I first here)-wearing females, I've
saw the chiseled jaw lines developed a few theories about
brooding in the rainforests of the "why" behind women
Washington state-my first and Twilight.
thought was: "Oh, no. Another
I first cite blatant girly esgirly movie."
capism. John Eldredge and
That thought, however, was. his cronies will tell you: A girl
quickly supplanted by my next wants to be swept up into an
thought..-which was, "I secretly adventure, swept off her feet.
want to see it."
She wants an apple bounced
This thought caused a bit of off a boot. She wants to be
conflict, though, because I am pursued, protected, praiseda 24-year-old woman. Twen- though, in real life, I doubt
ty-four-year-old women do she'd actually want to roll the
not watch Twilight; they watch dice with her Type 0 blood berespectably broody movies ing drained. Anyway, it is kind
starring James McAvoy. Plus, of an epic daydream.
if I were to watch Twilight, it
Second, I think we enjoy
would take away my inherent watci.1ing a protagonist strugability to point and snicker at gle, grapple and battle against
the whole franchise-and it's his darker desires. For further
so much cooler to mock Twi- reference, see Lex Luthor of
light than to embrace it.
Smallville and Hayden ChrisHowever, I did watch it. And tiansen/Darth Vader.
I liked it.
Third, there's a temperance
So in light of New Moon's message to this, really. On
recent release and the inevi- one hand, he wants to drink

CoNTRIBUTOR

Thanksgiving..break is over:
.No more sleeping in or
tofurkey jokes ...

Thanksgiving leftovers:
I don't know about you, but
I'm still eating them ...

Det!per musings to soothe the preteen squeals
ANGELA McPHERSON

Christmas house decor
can be seen from space:
Bring those astronauts

her blood. On the other, he's
in love with her. What to do,
what to do? Definitely temperance. That, or a major campaign for vegetarianism sponsored by the True Love Waits
Society of America.
Fourth, it's a "wallflowergets-the-guy story." Someone
notices her. Someone sees
her intrinsic beauty. Someone
likes her for who she is inside. (I~sert triumphant background music and girly soapbox here). I'm being partly
facetious, but really? I'm serious. That's pretty nice. We all
want that.
Finally, I think we girls were
made to have a supernatural
being fawn over us. Yup, I'm
going there: I'm talking about
the One who isn't afraid of
a cross (as in standard vampire fare), I'm talking about
the One who died on it. It's a
pretty radical thought: Jesus
loves you more than Edward
loves Bella. Put that on your
bookmarks and read it.

Post-Thanksgiving food
coma: Why is it that we will
never learn year after year
that going back for fifths is
NEVER a good id~a?!
Christmas on the
Promenade: Doughnut
are the BEST way to usher
the season ...
Finals are coming:
Everyone else was
thinking it ...
'.__j'
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amily Feud comes to Southern

Two graduates

leave for Yap
to be missionaries
EMILY KAY

has be-

PHQJQ Epnow

Photo by Emily Kay

Kaleb Stock, Daniel Hodgson, Robert Reiber, Daniel Morgan and Qwynn Marcelle celebrate their
$500 win with host, Abner Sanchez, on SA's version of the Family Feud Saturday night.

"' felt like I was on a real TV
show," said Daphne Martin, a
junior education major.
Five screens were set up,
all with some type of Family
Feud feature on it. Students
were also encouraged to text
in their answers for each category before each round.

Three rounds were played,
pitting six teams against each
other. Only one team was able
to win the $soo prize that
night. The participants seemed
to enjoy their time up on stage.
"The prizes were great and it
was fun for the participants,"
Martin said.

deals with so
because .Plant Services was
ta.a-~-------=-- able to fix the pipe quickly,
said Eric Sclloonard, associate

on campus.
a water pipe in
Center burst

director of Plant Services.
•[We] always have problems
with Hickman, because of the
way it was built,• Schoonard
said. Certain cabinets haw to be
left open and the water must
be left: running, be added. Plant
Services bas also had more
service calls lo keep boilers
and beaters working.
Schoonard said Plant· Services bas a list of precautions
they take during-oold weather

~

(continued on page 4)

(continued on page 2)

freezing temperature

called the •freeze list.'" This
list ~osists of measures such
as turning off exterior drink.ing fountains around campus.
The roads were also a problem for some students.
Grady Todd, a sophomore
business marketing major,
was driving back to Southern
from Atlanta when he was involved in a car accideht due
to the icy roads. Todd said he
hit a patch of black ice on an
overpass, which caused him
to fishtail and swerve across
both lanes, and he eventually

INDEX

Although the participants
were enjoying themselves, it
did not seem like there was
much for the audience to do.
"A welcome back party
should be something where
everyone can participate,"
said Spenser Lim, a senior

Last week, two Southern
Adventist University alumni
traveled to Yap to fill two of the
four slots that were left open
in . the aftermath of Kirsten
Wolcott's death. Alex Bolanos
and Andrea Keele will spend
the next six months serving as
teachers in Yap for grades five
and two respectively.
"I'm just so proud of both
of them," said Pastor Brennon
Kirstein, chaplain of Southern. I think that both of them
have stepped into the void
created by what happened
to Kirsten, and it goes to the
heart of why we exist."
Both Bolanos and Keele
graduated in December 2009
and were unsure of what Uteir
futures held. The spiritual
call to go to the mission field
began to grow in them, and
since they had no post-graduation plans, the door was left
open.
Bolanos said that he did
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crashed into the guardrail.
"It's a miracle [I'm alive],'"
Todd said.
The cold weather conditions
also affect parking.
"People don't like to walk
in the cold," said Don Hart,
Campus Safety acress manag~r.
"[So] everyone tries to park a5
close to the buiJding_ as po9!1'Ne •
"Now that it's cola I'm driving to class,• said Scott Young,
a junior psychology major
who walks to class in the
warmer months. Young added
that because more people are
().)
~

~
().)

''

SAU longboarders
and skateboarders,
4-1
0 be smarter.
~
. . pg 7
c:;r
opm10n

''

driving, it is harder to find a

parking spot.
Tennessee has experienced
record temperatures this
mon1;h. According to the National Weather Service Web
site for Nashville, •[the] first
ten days of January of this
Year have averaged 20.9 degrees,_which is 16.1 below normal." The site also says that
this New Year's Day in Nashville was the third coldest New
Year's Day on record.
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Senate gets new leader Road next to Biology Trail raises con
EMILY DANA

ALisON QUIRING

SuuWama

NEWS ED!IDR

A new Student Association executive vice president
was chosen at the end of last
semester to replace elected executive vice president
Steven Arauz.
Cassi Sommerville, a sophomore elementary education
major, took over Arauz's duties in December and chaired
the final Senate meeting
last semester.
"Cassi was really enthusiastic about being the new VP and
she is very qualified for the position," said Bradford Wise,
SA president.
Sommerville, a senator who
chaired the scholarship committee last semester, was appointed by Wise after Arauz
resigned. Wise said he consulted with Arauz who had
experience working with Sommerville in SA Senate. She
then went through an interview process before being appointed as the new executive
vice president.
Sommerville is looking forward
to working in her new position.
"I like a challenge," Sommerville said. "I like getting to
know other people and working
with people. I felt like I could
do a good job as executive VP."
The executive vice president has many duties, but the
main job is being the chairman of the SA Senate, which
includes controlling the meetings, making agendas and
overseeing the committees.

Cassi Sommerville

According to an article in
the Dec. 3 issue of the Southern Accent, Arauz, the former
executive vice president, resigned from office last November because he had overcommitted himself to his work and
needed to be freed from some
major commitments.
Kari Shultz, the director of
Student Life and Activities,
said although Sommerville
has a learning curve; her commitment will make it easier to
adjust to her new office.
"I think she's very conscientious and of course she has
a lot to learn, but she's very
coriunitted and she's taking
her job very seriously so far,"
Shultz said.
Wise agrees with Shultz.
"Sommerville has stepped in
beautifully to make the transition from Steven's departure
as smooth as possible," Wise
said. "She has a positive energy that is invaluable to our
SA team."
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The western slope of White
Oak Mountain in Collegedale
has been partially cleared
to make way for a road that
reaches to the top of the _ridge.
The excavation site is only so
feet from the Biology Trail's
White Oak Trail.
"I was hiking up there and
found it," said Brandon Robison, senior history major.
He was so disturbed by the
excavation, he decided to find
out more.
"East of the Mississippi
River, it is impossible to walk
10 miles in any direction and
not find a road," Robison said.
Because the untouched area
of White Oak Mountain is one
square mile with no roads, it
qualifies as a pocket wilderness, he said, and it should
be protected.
"It's an asset for the community, and I hate to see that
asset damaged," Robison said.
Marty Hamilton, assistant
vice president for financial
administration, was unaware
of the excavation until Robison approached him with
questions. Although Southern
owns 1,000 acres of property,
the White Oak Trail is near

the western property line,
"Human activities,
Hamilton said. Sometimes the disrupt the natural
trail even meanders off the ity of ecosystems,
property line.
shown to disrupt
"I did talk with the city and ulation movements;
some of the property owners," said. "As humans alter
Hamilton said, after learn- habitat, the native
ing of the situation. "Our big- pushed back more
gest concern was that [the and this -rarely results
developers] were staying on thing positive for the
their property."
Because the road has
The developer is Paul created near the top
Smith, who built the Legacy ridge and White Oak
Oaks subdivision on Legacy Robison is concerned
Oaks Drive. He asked the city erosion. Biology
for permission to extend the • Dave Ekkens said this
road up the side otWiiite Oak happen·over time, but
Mountain, but was denied the rock on the ridge
official permission.
hard, he thinks it would
"We told him the grade was longtime.
too steep to be a city street,"
It remains to be seen
said Rodney Keeton, director the developer has in
of public works, utilities and for his private road, and
parks and recreation for the the effects will be, if
City of Collegedale. The paved Southern property.
portion of Legacy Oaks Drive
"We have to rerneintiE!I"
is at the maximum grade the White Oak Trail that
city allows, Keeton said.
Robison said Smith was also
denied a building permit for
the houses he planned to build
is in our best interest to
into the side of the mountain.
The excavation could have a big fuss over this. We
a negative impact on ·t he area wish that we owned the
wildlife, said Richard Se- ridge top. But we don't,
idel, assistant professor of we need to be good
biology wl\(1 teaches ecology by not trying to tell
at Southern.
else what to do."

Yap
Continued from Pg.

1

not decide to go as soon as he
heard the news about Wolcott,
but later felt the voice of the
Holy Spirit telling him to go.
It was a Friday night, when
Gordon Bietz, president of
Southern, was speaking, that
Bolanos knew he was being
called to Yap.
"As soon as Dr. Bietz started
speaking, I felt the Holy Spirit
tell me to go ... ," Bolanos said.
Keele has always had an incredible passion for student
missions and since she graduated with her masters in counseling she felt that, in addition
to teaching second grade, she
could be useful in helping the
people of Yap cope with their
grief, Kirstein said.
"I think it's just a really
powerful message to the Yap
community and the SMs who
are serving there and are
now a part of the Yap com-

munity for this year," said
Rebeca Clay-Flores, student
mission's coordinator.
Even in the wake of the
tragedy of Wolcott's death,
Bolanos and Keele are staying strong for God and are
not giving in to the fear of
the situation.
"It doesn't scare me, it
makes me want to go. It's a
war against the Devil and if
we become afraid when people
die, then there wouldn't be an

army left for God,"
said. "The main thing is,
be afraid. There are a
unknowns out there. •
In this winter
11 student missionaries
task-force workers will
headed into Uganda,
Hawaii, Kazakhstan,
and Nicaragua.
Kirstein said, "If God
leading you to go ............
there's no better place to
than in the center of His
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·shing touches for roundabout almost done

on University
Several contractors are
designs and bidding
job.
centerpiece will consist
concentric brick walls
a school sign on the outwall and a fountain in
with landscaping
it. School officials are

.VUIJlUaluv•n

pushing to get the walls and collecting bids and trying to
work out the final cost. HamSouthern sign put in quickly.
"We want to make a state- ilton explained that there are
ment that you are on the cam- many different technical oppus of Southern .Adventist . tions and the school is being
University, and that is why careful about choosing the one
the signage is so important," that will work the best .
said Marty Hamilton, associ"We want to make sure
. ate vice president of financial that we make the right deciadministration. "And, it looks sion and get the right produnfinished the way it is."
uct for the money," said
Construction on that phase Mark Antone, director of
will start as soon as designs landscape services.
are approved. The fountain
Antone said that maintewill not go in until later how- nance is a major factor in
ever; landscape services is still the design. They plan for

the fountain tb require little
upkeep once finished. One
maintenance feature is to dis·courage pranksters. A large
drain and a mainline system
are being worked into the designs to empty and re-fill the
fountain very quickly.
Collegedale city engineers
have told sch()ol officials that
the fountain, no matter how
high, will not interfere with
traffic in the roundabout. The
crucial area for cars to see is
the area to the left of where
they will enter the circle. The

20 feet of landscaping and
concrete around the fountain
ensure· good visibility of cars
in this area. A car on the opposite side of the roundabout
doesn't affect the entering car.
The actual installation will
be tricky with traffic. Antone
said that they will have to
stage supplies in Taylor Circle
and bring them to the roundabout one pallet at a time by
forkl~ft. By doing this, workers
should only have to stop traffic
for a few minutes at a time.

shman bloggers get introduction videos

site.
it would be great
who were reading
to get to know them
"said Isaac James,
~tmic:ati4::ms manager.
seven bloggers each have
that shows them in their

are. Each video, two
minutes long, has a difto tell.
cause. they each

have different backgrounds,"
said Theo Brown, a senior film
production major and video
prod~cer. "You ~an see differe,nt views from people doing
different things in college."
The blogs are a way for prospective incoming freshman
to get a good idea of what the
first year of a student's life in
college looks like. The videos
add extra personality to the
blogs, providing the readers
with a face and a vision of who
these freshmen are.
"It's a ~ay to reach out to
two types of crowds, the readers and the watchers," said
Naomi Jackson, a freshman
blogger and nursing major.

The blogger intro videos are
just another way the university is updating the Web site.
"We're trying to get
more video on the Web
site, make things more
interactive," James said.
Other blogs that are featured on the Web site include
a blog written by Gordon Bietz, Southern's president, and
a parents' blog. You can find
these blogs, as well as the videos an_d posts by the freshman
bloggers, at https:/ jwww.
southern.edu/blogs/.

Advertise Here!

ebrate Rec9yery begins new session at Collegedale Church
said. "Basically any sin problem you have can be dealt with
. in this program."
Celebrate Recovery is based
on Jesus' teachings of the Beatitudes, found in Matthew
s. Each step in the recovery
process relates to one of the
Beatitudes. Currently, Cel·
ebrate Recovery is reading
through the book "Life's Healing Choices" by John Baker.
An anonymous Celebrate
Recovery member said, "In
traditional 12-step programs,
the emphasis is more on politSchoonard, the pas- ical correctness than anything
director of spiritual else. Phrases, like 'high~r powat the Colleg- er' or 'god of my understandChurch, is in charge of ing' can be used, but if you
Recovery and the mention the ~arne of Jesus,
people get very offended. But
center.
not just for alcohol or in Celebrate Recovery, you can
addictions," Schoonard feel comfortable sharing your

beliefs about Christ."
Anyone can join Celebrate
Recovery at any time. There
is no cost and a person does
not have to be a member of the
Collegedale Church to attend.
The confidential 12-step program is continuous and can
be entered in any stage of the
process. It meets every Mon.
.
at 6 :30 p.m. m
d ay< evenmg
the youth activity room in the

lower level of the church.
The program is not only
beneficial to area adults, but
also to Southern students.
Schoonard said that if enough
college 's tudents were to join,
she would have a separate
Celebrate Recovery session
1
for students only.
•
"In Celebrate Recovery y~u
can find a safe environmedt
where you find out that you;e

not the only one going through
stuff. You can relate to other
people," said Eduardo Cornejo, a former Celebrate Recovery praise and worship leader.
To find out more about Celebrate Recovery, visit the program's Web site at https:/ jcelebraterecovery.com.
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Family Feud
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nursing major.
As is customary r in almost
every event, there were some
technical difficulties . . As the
game began, the. e-mail that
was being used to hold all the
texted answers crashed. Ortega and his social committee
then had to type in all _the answers by hand.
"Everything was being done
on the fly," said Corey Johnson, a senior business administration major.
Johnson also said people
need to realize the effort that
was put in and Ortega said
there were unforeseen problems that SA could not control
or resolve.
"It's really hard for people
to realize how hard it is, especially when people get upset," said Ortega. "We've had .
a good year so far, though.
Some people were happy and
at the end ofthe day, that's all
you can ask for."
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Sold in the SA office, Cafeteria at lunch,
and the Dorms in tP.e evening

•••••
Ocean Journey Experience $35
River Journey Experience $25

Entree choices: fettJtdirr'aifredo, eggplant parmigiana, penne pasta primavera
~toccoli,i~arlicsti~s, b~se ~alad, sparkling white grape juice, assorted de$Serts
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pticl~,inc1UdE!S your meal .and entertainment.

·
made by calling Nancy Soapes at 236 2710
Nal)CY your name, number in your party, student ID card
in your party, if paying separately. ·
meal plan, or yoq can pay with cash or ere~~ card.
llSt;I?~, J;IJLaaeby January 25th (Seating Limit; 84). -
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InSpired to live life to the fullest
KRISTEN THOMAS
CONUIRIJTOI

The world has lost a beautiful soul and a bright light for
Christ. I went to Kirsten Wolcott's memorial service and
allowed what happened to
sink in.
I didn't know her, but I wish
I had. Every description given
of Kirsten gave the impression
of a young woman just bursting with life and love. She
loved the outdoors, she was
active, she was kind, cheerful,
spontaneous and full of adventure. I know that at memorial services, we tend to focus
only on the positive, but I truly
got the impression that Kirsten was a wholehearted ser. vant of God who loved life and
loved others.
As I sat there, I asked the
question that everyone must

have asked when they first
heard the news. "God, why
her?" But I asked for a different reason.
I didn't ask God why because Kirsten was a good person and awful things shouldn't
happen to God's servants. I
asked because it seemed like
a strategically bad move to
me on God's part in this great
controversy. And I know deep
down that God sees the beginning and the end; He has the
whole picture already, and He
knows best. But I couldn't help
but think it for one reason.
Because I asked God, "Why
not me?"
As I listened to the word
pictures of who Kirsten was,
I couldn't help but think that
she had so much to offer
the world. And the thought
crossed my mind that her life
sounds like a much better tes-

timony of God than I feel that
my life currently is. And so I
thought, "God, why not me?"
But I realized that God has
a plan in this mess, and I'm
still here, while Kirsten is resting from this sin-sick world. It
was at that point that I made
a decision. It's a decision I've
made before to be sure, so I
suppose it was more of a recommitment.
I want to be a light. I want
my life to make a difference to
every individual God places in
my path. I want to be cheerful,
uplifting and vibrant for God.
I want to make the most of this
life that God has given me. Because I'm still here, and that
must mean that God still has
big plans for my life.
In honor of Kirsten, in honor of all God's beloved children laid to rest, I want to be
truly alive in Christ.

Kirsten Wolcott poses with a little girl in Yap.

GYC emphasizes being unashamed of Christiani
CHRISTINA

McNEILUS

CQNJR!Il!JQR

Generation Youth for Christ
is a grassroots Adventist
movement organized and led
by young adults from diverse
backgrounds. This movement
consists of young people
working alongside the Adventist church to further the gospel. GYC attendees are young
people who want more in their
spiritual walk with Christ, and
they are searching for a deeper
connection with God. They
are sick of the monotonous,
spoon-fed relationship they
once had and are searching for
that deeper relationship with
God that is real and intense.
This year's theme, "Unashamed," challenged young
people to become unashamed
about their belief in Christ, as
well as the mission of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
The GYC took a stand against
non-biblical teachings and
• tackled emerging issues in
the church.
This year, evening meetings
featured a mini-series on creation. A college student, a scientist, a theologian and an au-

thor each articulated a defense
for a biblical, literal, seven-day
creation. In his compelling
segment on the subject, author Clifford Goldstein said

ple brought in the New Year by
collecting 960 Bible study requests and giving out 34,000
pieces of literature from an
evangelism organization.

all time?" The crowds taunted
David. He was shepherd and a
boy, but most ~portantly he
was a son of God.
From a human standpoint

Photo by Alden J. Ho Photography; aldenh<'.com

People who attended GYC load the buses to go out and minister to the community.

in reference to the toleration
of evolution, "You can be an
Adventist, you can be an evolutionist, but you cannot be
both."
More than s,ooo young
people attended church on
Sabbath in Louisville, Ky. Attendees were charged with
the commission to further the
gospel. In a few short hours on
Friday, over 2,000 young peo-

It is the duty of Seventhday Adventist young people
to share the good news, and
to stand unashamed for God.
The call is powerful and intense. Often young people feel
unqualified and insignificant,
but think how David must
have felt facing Goliath.
"You are just a boy! Who
do you think you are, going
against the greatest warrior of

David was doomed to failure,
and so are we. But David stood
unashamed. With God on our
side nothing, absolutely nothing is impossible. David knew
it, and so should the Seventhday Adventist Church of today.
The challenge goes out to
anyone and everyone who
professes the love of God.
A young boy conquered the
greatest warrior of all time

with a sling and couple
stones. Just imagine what
could do if you took a
God has given His children
equally great mission.
it be that your .."'''"""vv'"""'
your classroom, or your
place is a mission field?
The sobering reality is
the mission of the
day Adventist Church
complete until your
bol'l'mtJft, your classroom
your workplace have
reached. As we approach
new year, will you commit
letting God use you to light
your mission field?
The irony of the David
Goliath story is striking.
stood unashamed because
came in the name of the
knowing lie would be
ous. Perhaps your
hood, your workplace or
classroom have been
in fear as through the eyes
the Israelite army. The
Creator who conquered
ath is waiting-waiting to
with you into your
field.
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Wake up to an awesome summer experience This
KALEIGH LANG
l!FfSIYI fS

EQIJOI!

Imagine with me if you
will...
•
BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! The
agonizing tone alerts another
day's beginning. You crawl
out of bed dreading the monotonous day ahead. Just like
the previous 46 days, you pull
on your uniform. Maybe it's
a purple Taco Bell polo, or a
blue service button-up or caddying khaki slacks. Nothing
about the day ahead excites
you. But hey, maybe today
will be different. Maybe today your manager will be in
a good mood. Or mayb~ your
co-workers will actually work.
When did summer vacation
get so boring? Oh the monotony and insignificance. As your
Pop-Tart breakfast toasts, you
dream of your younger years
when you actually enjoyed
summer break. You think to

yourself, "Why can't summer
br"'..ak still be fun?"
But wait, it can be! Lets try
something else ...
"GQ<>d morning. Time to get
up." Your friend kindly wakes
you up for morning devotions.
Opening your eyes you welcome the morning sunlight
pouring in the open window.
You've been at camp for 43
days and every day holds new
and different adventures. You
can't wait for the day to get
going. Throwing on a sweatshirt, you head toward the
group of friendly faces gathering outside. After closing
prayer everyone discusses the
day's schedule. Some begin
with wakeboarding or mountain biking, while others have
basketball or canoeing. And
the afternoon will consist of a
little swimming, archery and
rock climbing. As campers and
staff enter the dining hall for
breakfast, you feel the energy

pulsing through the room. It's
going to be a great day!
Why waste another summer
on a dull, pointless job? Summer camp is a dynamic and
spiritually uplifting option.
Keep in mind that summer
camp isn't just about playing
all day. Directors are looking
for people that have a heart for
ministry, that enjoy working
with kids all day, have energy,
are team-oriented and have a
good work ethic.
As you prayerfully consider
working at summer camp here
are a few other things to keep
in mind.

Dynamic Experience
Summer camp is one of the
most dynamic summer jobs
you can find. No two days are
the same. It doesn't matter if
you are an instructor, work
in the lcitchen or if you are a
counselor, each day is full of
new experiences. Staff members and campers . alike keep
each day interesting.

Finances (really!)
Many disregard the idea of
working at summer camp because they assume that it is not
financially possible. Although
camp may not be the highest
paying summer job, there are
some hidden financial benefits to working at summer
camp. Number one, for about
ten weeks you don't have any
housing or meal expenses.
Number two, you'll rarely
have gas and maintenance expenses for your car. Number

three, there's no temptation to
spend $10 at the movies every
night-no entertainment expenses. Camp provides more
than enough entertainment.
And finally, if you are planning to come back to Southern
next semester SAU has a camp
scholarship program-an extra $150 for each week spent
at camp.

Spiritual Growth
Summer camp is a place
where campers and staff_alike are spiritually uplifted.
As you minister to the kids
and teens, your own spiritual
life will be strengthened by
the challenge of faith sharing. Your work environment
will be a sacred one. Instead
of having co-workers that
couldn't care less about their
job, you will find yourself
surrounded by- people that
are striving towan~ the same
spiritual goals. These fellow
staff members will be there to
uplift you and bring you closer to Christ. Ultimately you
will see God's hand in every
aspect of camp.
Note: Camp directors are
packing up and leaving today. If you can't make it to
the Student Center for an
interview today, you can always jill but an application
and mail it in.

It's the• beginning of the
semester and students are
already getting sick. We'WJ
beard it all before, get yo1lf
rest, exercise and drink plenty of water. But
are just
a few more tips on food that
will boost your immune sy&. tem from nutrition professor

here

Beth Snyder.
It is important to get an
adequate intake of vitamins
and minerals. "Foods high in
Vitamin A, C, t>, E and Zinc
help the immune system,"

~ D - .J'olt1ljd
plaai( after..
natives), eggs and M oils.
Fifteelt minutes h1 ......

nDtil•· (cow and

is a peat way to-~

pther MaltbY meals. Here's D-f:lcept in J~ and
where you can find these key February because the rays
• are not strong enough hete in
CoDegedale.

supplements.

Vitamia A- Most orange
--colored fruits and vegetables
are rich in Vitamin A.

Vitamin c - Citrus, berries. tomatoes, peppers, kiwi
and cabbage fiu.ni1y veggia are an tkh sources of
Vitamin C.
)

.. .

Vitamin E - Almonds,
sunftower seeds and vegetable oils are rich in Vit8min E.

Zinc- Legumes (beans),
nuts and whole grains are
high in zinc. Meats and milk
also contain zinc.

.

.

\

.

Enjoy the good
tainment that's
to town!
Chattanooga~V1rnnhl

and Opera presents:
Dvorak Symphony
Copland Appalachian
Tivoli Theatre
Jan.14-15, 8 p.m.
$7.50 with student ID
http://www.

Brian Regan
Tivoli Theatre
Sunday 7 p.m.
$36.so
http://www
gov/EAC/2919_
bu}rvenuetickets.htm

Fox Theatre
66o Peachtree St. NE
Atlanta Ga.
Jan. 14-17, show times
Starting at $16
h_ttp:/ /WWW.•v-"'·""au.:;.u
or (404) 881-2100

Atlanta Hawks vs.
Sacramento Kings

How to stay healthy during cold Winter months
Snyder said. ~ foods
high in these ~13 is better than jnst a Jlpplement...
So tQ8s ~ One-a-Day
pill$ and -... putting to-

Weeke

Hish Plber Foods- New
studies are finding that high
fiber foods help the immune
system. Legumes are the
highest fiber food, and other
whole-plant foods contain a
good amount of fiber as welL
Key Tip: Snydln: says the
best thing you can do tofight
sickness is to Wash your
hands frequently tinil keep
your hands away.from your
mouth, nose and eyes-}ll$t
don't touch your face.

Phillips Arena
wo Techwood Dr. NW
tlantaGa.
Jan. 20, 7 p.m.
Starting at $10
http:/ /www.nba.com/
hawks/tickets/

Plan Ahead - Plan
a trip to Atlanta
a thrilling night of
hockey.
Atlanta Thrashers vs.
Florida Panthers
Phillips Arena
100 Techwood Dr. NW
Atlanta Ga.
Feb. 6, 7 p.m.
Starting at $1o
http:/ /thrashers ...uu.\..U~
club/ schedule.htm

SPORTS
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DAVIS WAU.ACE

sketball stclrts up at Southern
2010 winter semester
started which means the

ed players to make another
championship run. Other early favorites include: We Just
Wantto Play, Who Dat and Big
Tymers. And teams that should
be competitive all year include:

men's
Teams returnto A League include
Squad, Starscream
Mystic Splash) and
champiQns
The (AKA·squirrel
The five new teams
Hickory, Ballin, Awe1 2 3 Schwarz and
As the season goes
see if Team The

will

Crew and Yellow Fever s~ould
all be competitive throughout the season. All in all, this
should be a very exciting basketball season. We will see
how the different teams fair in
all the different leagues.
As the famous UCLA
coach John Woeden once
stated, "Don't measure
yourself by what you
have accamplished, but
by what you should have
accomplished with your
ability."
Starting Jan. 21, there
will be feature articles
including "teams of the
week," "players of the
week" and the "clutch
award of the week." This
applies to all leagues so
stayed tuned to the sports
page each and every Thursday for the latest buzz going on in basketball.

are more B
teams this year
to last year. In
the early favorto be Phenoms,
Nochey Noche. But
Photo by Emily Kay
like The Crabs, SuRick Rolled, Philip Dade attempts a lay-up, while Matthew
Haus (right) watches with the rest ofthe players.

Wms do not matter, Team Beddoe, Top Notch, Hawks and
Thunderl!orse.
Finally, in C League the five
teams, Fiber Nuggets, Roy's
Boys, The Comebacks, The

·t/18

1/19
1/19
J./l9

11iafsWatts Up/tntimatum
Court 2
6 PM Asian Fusion/Gym Class Heros
CoUrt3
7 PM Uke Mike/The Knockouts
Court3
6 PM aiJ::bpRNe precautions??/Sup3r Craw Court3

,.PM

Men's Division A
1/18
1/18

6 PM

1/19

6PM

7PM

Court2
Court 1
Court 1
Court2

The basketbaU
schedule can befuund at
https://www.southem.
edujintramurals/
basketbaU/Pagesj
basketballschedule.aspx

omen's basketball season starts
basketball

hilj;
Un-

expect each team to be competitive throughout the season and
leading up to the playoffs.
There are 10 teams in women's B League which is due
for more competitive play as
playoff seeds will be limited
and exclusive. Ultimatum will

A lot of us haven't
really played basketball
before, but we just go out
there and have fun. ' '
Team Fresh, SimFusion and dechamps, Kobe's Kids.
there are only five teams
these teams will play
numerous times and
with each other. So

~lStnng,

look for a &econd crown and
a second straight undefeated
season, which they seem to
do in many Qtllei sports. But
other teams like Asian Fusion, That's Watts Up, Gym
Class Heros, Heartbreakers,

airboRNe Precautions, Like
Mike, Shark Bait, SUP3R
CR3W and The Knockouts
are all going to stop that
from happening.
Team Captain of Like Mike,
Mia Linds~y, a junior public
relations major, had this to
say about her team's chances
this year: "A lot of us haven't
really played basketball before, but we just go out there
and have fun. I am really excited about this season." We
will see how these teams will
fair this season.
Some might say that women's
basketball is not as exciting as
men's basketball. But they do
play hard and a lot of the players have skill and talent. Just
like in the men's leagues, there
will be feature articles including "teams of the week," "players of the week" and the "clutch
award of the week," which applies to both A and B Leagues ..

Photo by Amanda Allen

Jennica Melendez attempts a shot, while Jane Mashburn defends.
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HUMOR EDITOR: AUDREY CooPER

When human contact becomes obsolete
NATHAN DEWILD
AND AUDREY COOPER
CnNDIBIODR ANn HuMOR

Enno•

This is the story of boy
meets girl, although not in the
same way you and I are used
to in the year 2010.
It is Jan. 14, 2020. The
technology-dependent trends
of the early 21st century have
escalated to the point where
people no longer communicate through voice and face-

enticing, so he does what any
normal 2020 guy would do:
He sends her a text.
• Billy: hi, my name is billy
Pretty Girl: mi nm b smntha
Hmm, Billy thinks to himselt:She obviously isn't much of
a conversationalist; this probably isn't going to work out.
Luckily for Billy, there's
more than one good-looking girl in the room. Since
"smntha'"s texting skills aren't
on par with her looks, he moves

''

•

This textually-driven
relationship continues
for two months before
they come to the next
big step in their relationship: Facebook
chatting.

to-face contact, but by every
gadget and device imaginable.
It's a Tuesday morning,
and Billy is heading to history class. It's only the second
week of school, but the pretty
girls in World Civ. II are already catching his eye. One
girl sitting three seats behind
him to the left is particularly

on to the next best-looking girl.
Again, society dictates that Billy
should establish contact via text
message.
Billy~ hi, my name is billy
Next Best-Looking Girl: hi
back :) my name is sally!
Ah! Billy is much more
pleased with this response.
Sally is clearly much more
compatible than "smntha."

She is intelligent (evident by
her ability to spell) and has
higher motor skills (she added
a smiley face). Yes, Sally could
be TheOne.
In order to let her know of
his intentions, Billy continues to text her throughout the
class (decidedly frowned upon
in the year 2010, but not unusual in 2020 as class lectures
are uploaded via iPhone app).
Sally is very responsive and
after a few hours, the two feel
comfortable dubbing their interaction a "relationship."
This textually driven relationship continues for two
months before they come to
the next big step in their relationship: Facebook chatting.
A much more personal and
intimate sort of interaction,
Facebook chatting continues
between the two Southern lovers for another six months until Billy is sure that Sally is the
one he wants to spend the rest
of his life with. Even though
this will ensure that their relationship can never go back
from being very, very serious,
Billy adds Sally to his Skype
contacts and e-mails her to indicate that he would like to set
up a Skype date so the two can
actually speak to each other.
Will Sally agree or will the
world continue its downfall
as technology slowly destroys
all forms of physical and talkable contact? The answer can
be decided by you; don't let
the phone call become extinct:
Call, don't text.

Avatar: The reason why
and animation majors all
Southern are giddy beyond
reason.
Cold: Sorry Floridians and
Californians, but this is the
reality of most of the rest of the
country. Welcome to our world.
Snow: It may b~ cold, but
Southern to cancel school!
.snow!

Snow: on the flip side,
is no school worth ubertreacherous death roads?

$500 SA Party Prize:
What's next, SAU? Price Is
themed Valentine's Day .....ow.."'~~
We're down!
Time Management: The
best idea since sliced bread.
The most depressing task
since slicing off your own toe
(not rec1nlrmended).

HUMOR EDITOR'S WARNING:

Which would JOU rather do?
Community Service Da
Monday.January 18.2010

The Humor Editor h.as determined that content found
the Humor J>a.ge is strictly humorous in nat\lre and
necessarily to be taken as truthful or offensive.
Enjoy only as directed.

..
I

I
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dents participate in cardboar4 boat race
QmRING

More than

of four paddled furlacross the Hulsey Wellpool Saturday night
whose combinations of
and duct tape could
the longest.
Super Sailors won
cash grand pnze
IDillJpleting 54 laps withThey paddled
won by beating
team's record of

700 serve
SHELBY LAMBERTSON AND

MELISSA CousER
Sun Wamu

participated in a boat parade
where judges graded them on
creativity. Teams were also given points for best costuming.
Alyssa Erskine, a senior biology major and a member
of the team The Mighty Minnows, said there may have

Instead of sleeping in on
Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
Southern students and faculty
became painters, organizers
and cleaners in the community. More than 70·0 students
and faculty signed up online to
use their time off to volunteer
at schools, nursing homes,
churches and nonprofit organizations for Southern's 16th
annual Community Service
Day. Some of their service
activities included painting
fences, reading to children,
cleaning churches and playing checkers and chess with
the elderly.
"If you want to Jearn how
to be a true witness for Christ
you need to know how to
serve," said Crystal James,
Community Service Director and a senior elementary

continued on pg 2

continued on pg 2

Aleesha Tremper and Caitlin Hobbs participate in Saturday night's Cardboard Boat Race.

competition."
year, 17 teams particiin the cardboard boat

COMMUNITY
SERVICE DAY

in the outdoor leadership pro- hectic too," said Nathan Ernst, a
gram and the coordinator of junior psychology major attending the boat race for the first time.
the cardboard boat race.
Teams met in the gymnaLedford also said that there
sium
at 6:30 p.m. and were
were fewer boats in the water
given
two hours to build the
this year than previous years.
best
boat
they could using only
However, the' gym was still a
cardboard
and duct tape. Mflurry of activity.
ter
the
time
was up, each team
"It's pretty fun, but it's pretty

tant biology profess~r commits suicide, campus shocked
would've left them if he was in
his correct frame of mind."
Before coming to teach at
_ Southern ' ~nly six months
·ago, Seidel taught at Miami
University, Spring Valley
Academy and Guam Adventist Academy. He also worked
as nature program director at
Camp Mohaven in Ohio.
Though Seidel only worked
at Southern for one semester,
he made an impact on students and faculty.
"It's something that just
makes your heart ache," said
John Howe, a junior biology major ~nd one of Seidel's

teacher's assistants. "Dwelling
on the closing scenes of his life
kind of misses the point. He
was an incredible thinker, researcher, teacher and friend."
After hearing about Seidel's
death, Candie Olusola, a junior biochemistry major who
was in Seidel's general biology
II class, created a Facebook
page in his memory. Since it
was created on Sunday, more
than 400 people have joined.
This tragedy is also impacting faculty and staff at Southern. Mindi Rahn, a history
instructor, decided to create
a faculty prayer group after

hearing of Seidel's death. The
purpose of the group, which
will meet every Tuesday at
noon for about 20 minutes,
is to spend time praying
for the faculty and students
at Southern.
!
Professors in the biology
department are also reaching
out by giving students a listening ear and teaching Seidel's
classes. Seidel's general biology class was supposed to have
their first test of the semester
on Tuesday, but it was delayed
in light of the tragedy.
"He was full of energy, life
and enthusiasm," Norskov

said. "We are sorely going to
miss him."
Seidel's classes resumed as
normal on Wednesday, with
Dave Ekkens teaching general
biology II, Ann Foster teaching general biology II lab and
Lucy Spencer teaching principles ofbiology.
A date for Seidel's memorial
service has not been set. The
Seidel family has delayed the
service so international relatives can come, according to
university officials.
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' ' When you
encounter a
celebrity just
treat them as a
human being.
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'
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Students give Windows 7 mixed reviews
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Wmdows 7 is now available at
the Campus Shop, but students
may face several challenges in the
installation process.
The first thing a student
must consider when choosing to buy Windows 7 is which
version to get: 32-bit or 64 bit.
"When I went to the Campus
Shop the lady asked me which
one I wanted and I asked her if
she could tell me what the difference was between them,"
said Caitlyn Taylor, a junior
management major.
"She
couldn't, but when I went to IS,
they helped me and I was able
to get the version I needed."
The version needed depends
on· the existing computer hardware. Most computers purchased in the last two years
should be 64-bit compatible,
but it pays to check first, since
the software is non-refundable.
Microsoft's Web site is another
good resource to see if your PC
is 64-bit compatible.
Another problem to consider
when purchasing Wmdows

7 is the version for sale at the
Campus Shop is meant only for
upgrading previous versions of
Wmdows. H a student tries to
install it on a blank hard drive,
the software will not work. The

run Windows 7 using Apple's
Bootcamp application are
also forewarned they must be
running an earlier version of
Windows, XP or Vista, before
installing the upgrade disc.

'1

used Vista and
I hated it with a
•
passion.
-Ryan Urbin

Campus Shop does not sell the
full retail version.
After installing it on her
PC, Taylor gives Windows 7 a
thumbs up.
"It's nice. It's more organized," Taylor said.
Other students report few, if
any, problems.
"I like Windows 7," said
Ryan Urbina, a freshr,nan animation major. "I used VISta
and I hated it with a passion."
Mac users who may want to

Advertise Here!

'

Still other s~dents are waiting to upgrade until they can
afford it.
"I have not gotten it yet because I haven't got the money,"
said Joshua Ortiz, a freshman
business administration major,
"but I plan to get it [soon]."
The student upgrade license
costs $20 plus tax thanks to
the university's license agreement with Microsoft.

•

YOUR WORLD
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in Haiti continues

-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)
world still can't get
food and water to
and thirsty one
an earthquake
naiti's capital.
remains a bottle:
port is a shambles.
government is
nobody has taken
charge, and the police
largely given up.
as U.S. troops landSeahawk helicopters
on the manicured
the National Palace,
...,,,u""''" efforts to help
proving inadequate
of the scale of the
and the limitations
world's governments.
exceeded what
, will and military
have been able to
so far in the face of
calamity.
has abandoned us!
have abanus!" yelled Micheline
tearing at her hair
rushed past a large
decaYing bodies.
of her children died
quake and her surviv•tlghter is in the hospibroken limbs and a
infect~ on.
groups continue
even though time

is running out for those buried by the quake. A Mexican
team created after that nation's 1985 earthquake rescued Ena Zizi, 69. She had
survived a week buried in
the ruins of the residence
of Haiti's Roman Catholic
archbishop, Monsignor Joseph Serge Miot, whose body
was found Tuesday sitting in
a chair in what appeared to
be his office.
Doctors said Zizi was dehydrated and had dislocated
a hip and broken a leg.
"I'm all right, sort of," she
said, lying on a foil thermal
blanket outside the Cuban
~ital, her gray hair cov• ered in white dust.
An ardent Catholic, Zizi
sang a hymn of praise and
thanks to God in a strong
but strained voice that resonated across the hospital
garden filled with ailing
quake victims on stretchers.
"This is a miracle," said
one of her sons, bank clerk
Joseph Josner.
Those who survived the
quake from the beginning
but had lost their homes and
possessions were growing
desperate as they camped
out in the streets and in a
plaza across from the National Palace.
"We need so much. Food,
clothes. We need every-

thing. I don't know whose
responsibility it is, but they
need to give us something
soon," said Sophia Eltime,
a 29-year-old mother of two
who has been living under a
bedsheet with seven members of her extended family.
She said she had not eaten
yet Tuesday.
It is not just Haitians questioning why a'\d has been so
slow for victims of one of the
worst earthquakes in history: an estimated 200,000
dead, 250,000 injured and
1.5 million homeless. Officials in France and Brazil
and aid groups such as Doctors Without Borders have
complained of bottlenecks,
skewed priorities and a crippling lack of leadership and
coordination.
"TENS OF THOUSANDS
OF EARTHQUAKE VICTIMS NEED EMERGENCY
SURGICAL CARE NOW!!!!!"
said a news release from
Partners in Health, cofounded by Dr. Paul Farmer,
the deputy U.N. envoy to
Haiti.
"Our medical ~ director
has estimated that 20,000
people are dying each day
who could be saved by surgery." No details were provided on how the figure
was determined.

THURSDAY,

Conan O'Brien in dicussions with NBC
LOS ANGELES (AP)- The
sticking point in Conan
O'Brien's complex exit negotiations with NBC involves
his TV staff, not Triumph,
the Insult Comic Dog, a person familiar with the talks
said Tuesday.
Although discussions
also focused on whether
NBC would keep the rights
to familiar O'Brien comedy bits including Triumph,
O'Brien's focus was ensuring severance deals for his
"Tonight" staff and crew,
the person said, speaking
on condition of anonymity
because the talks were intended to be private.
O'Brien is "dug in on that,"
the person said.
.
NBC fired back in a statement, saying "it was Conan's
decision to leave NBC that
resulted jn nearly 200 of his
staffers being out of work."
"We have already agreed
to pay millions of dollars
to compensate every one of
them. This latest posturing
is nothing more than a PR
ploy," the network said.
A spokesman for O'Brien
declined to comment.
So far, negotiations have
yielded a proposed deal that
could pay O'Brien more than
$30 million for leaving NBC

January 21, 2010

and "The Tonight Show," allowing Jay Leno to return
to late night from his soonto-be canceled 10 p.m. EST
show.
The proposal also would
allow O'Brien, who would
exit "Tonight" less than a
year after taking over from
Leno, to start work on a
competing network as early as fall. But he would be
barred from making NBC
the butt of jokes. ·
O'Brien asked to be released from his contract,
which has about two-and-ahalf years left, after rejecting
NBC's plan to push him and
"Tonight" to 12:05 a.m. EST
to make way for a half-hour
show with Leno at 11:35 p.m.
The network, hit by poor
ratings for its prime-time
experiment, "The Jay Leno
Show," and for O'Brien's
"Tonight," was trying to keep
both comedians on board.
O'Brien has seen his viewership jump in recent days.
His Monday night Nielsen
Co. rating, according to preliminary figures, was up 67
percent in total viewers over
the previous fourth quarter
average and up So percent
among advertiser-favored
young adults.
Ratings for Leno in the
same window, however, remained flat.
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R.EIJGION EDITOR: CHRIS CLOUZET

Service and love in trying tim
CHRIS CLOUZET
REIICION fDIIDR

For me, these are the perfect words of Scripture to look
upon during the recent happenings in our school family
and in Haiti.
Cling to what is good. Perhaps it is difficult to find anything good about a destructive
earthquake, except that we
can see hundreds of thousands
of people responding with aid,

prayer and financial support,
as well as Haitians still singing
together on CNN.
Be joyful in hope, patient in
affliction. The death of those
we know and hold dear is never anything we can take easily.
But we have an encouraging
God who giv~s us hope and
promises renewed relationships and a second life.

Keep your spiritual fervor,
serving the Lord. In these
"valley" experiences, serving

our Lord through service keeps
us in tune with His mission
and His messa~e. The Gospel

is never made more clear-to
others and to us-than when it
is lived out through our lives.

LOVE MUST BE SINCE

HATE WHAT IS EVIL CLING TO WHAT IS G

BE DEVOTED TO ONE ANOTHER HONOR ONE ANOTHER ABOVE YOu

IN BROTHERLY LOVE NEVER BE LACKING IN.
BUT KEEP YOUR SPIRITUAL FERVOR, SERVING THE
BE JOYFUL IN HOPE PATIENT IN AFFliCTION FAITHFUL IN
SHARE WITH GOD'S PEOPLE WHO ARE IN NEED PRACTICE HOSP
-ROMANS 12:9-

Movie analogies contaminate the gosp
BRIAN DUNNE
CONQIIliJOR

I have been troubled to see
how the enemy of souls finds
such an easy target among our
youth. And yet I am encouraged to know that Christ places His supreme regard over
you. He will fight for you.
Over the past few years of
teaching, I have noticed that
whenever my classes have a
moment of pause, when the
teacher is not speaking, the
conversation among our youth
is all about the latest movie
or the latest game. On one of
these occasions I was reading
• the Scriptures. I paused for
a moment, perhaps to help a
student with a drawing, and
again the conversation went
back to the latest sensational
release. When I picked up the
text again, I read aloud the
words in Galatians that followed: "0 foolish Galatians,
who hath bewitched you, that
ye should not obey the truth,
before whose eyes Jesus
Christ hath been evidently set
forth, crucified among you?"
Galatians 3:1. There was another momentary pause and
the class then burst out laughing. We all knew that the text
I had just read had broken the
spell of a conversation out of
harmony with the Spirit of
God. But in my heart I felt sad.
I cannot help but ask why
we are so fascinated by broken
cisterns when our lives are being weighed in the balances of

the- heavenly s.anctuary and
found wanting. Has Christ
not given you the treasuries
of heaven and poured out His
soul these many centuries so
that you might be equipped to
stand in this time?
The media is full of fasci-

and woven with some depiction of good triumphing over
evil, then the guard of many
will be dropped. For the intellectual, Satan clothes his
sophistries in philosophical
works so that they feel they
can indulge the darkness for

ture, but the underlying flaw
in the reasoning is that your
supposed allegory b.ow gives
the struggling soul a feeling of
religious endorsement in indulging in the works of unbelieving minds. They feel more
and more emboldened, even

Brittq_ny Nelund works at The Samaritan Center stocking shelves and taking inventory.

nating stories and scenes designed to addict the fallen human mind to the indulgence
of the creature senses and to
a belief in itself and its own
goodness. Intense levels of
creativity, art, skill and human intellect are devoted to
the altar of entertainment. For
those who know to turn away
from the viler and lower depictions, the enemy of souls
has sought to find another entrance. He has learned that if
many of his tales can be mixed
with some sentimental aspect

the sake of honing their intellect. He has something for
every human mind that is not
weaned from dependence on
human wisdom and the opinions of "the learned men."
I have ·been troubled by
several articles in the Accent
where students try to explain
how this or that blockbuster
really aided them in under'Standing the gospel. Often
these articles were written by
theology majors. I understand
that you are trying to do good
and to connect with the cui-

justified, in denying the testimony of God's Spirit to His
church. Do not endeavor to
use the methodE of a harlot in
order to reach a harlot or both
may be lost. God loves you
and approves of your intent,
but. you need to learn faith in
His method and see through
the shallowness of the fallen
human wisdom that often advises you thus.
The Socratic Method, so
treasured by academia, of
seeking truth through unsanctified inquiry, is funda-·

mentally flawed. It is
wisdom of the Spirit,
imagining of man that
son may engage the
the enemy and come
better. We have no
engaging in PAlrnr<>o"rC<>tin~
the ~erpent. He is en<iea\rol
to teach a gospel of
virtue over vice without
element of crucifixion of
flesh. The command has
given, "come out from
them, and be ye sep1arate,
Cor. 6:17.
The servant of
writes, ''It is often urged
order to win the youth
sational or worthless
we should supply them
a better class of fiction.
like trying to cure a
by giying him, in the
W1iiS1{y or brandy, the
intoxicants, such as wine,
or cider. The use of these
continually foster the
for stronger stimulants.
widespread use of such
at this time is one of the
ning devices of Satan. He
seeking to divert the minds
old and young from the
work of character building."
G. White, MH 446.2.
We must be careful not
walk "according to theof the authority of the air,
the spirit that is now
in the sons of dl~;ob,ed:tenll:!.
Ephesians 2:3. Let us
create media and
that will present the
uncontaminated with
of the creature.
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

ew year's resolutions: We all make them, we all break them
it. It's just a way of
My questions is: Why do
keep insisting on making
Year's resolutions when
the inevitable result?
failure. I must admit I did
some New Year's resolumyself, ones that some
may agree I have fa~
texecutmg. What is the' al-

" Or "I'm going to
harder." Or "I'm going
less time on FaceUseless, empty words,
ask me. I think we make
Year's resolutions beit's the only time we feel
can actually accomplish
Think about it, everyall hyped up and having
There is no time to really

sit back and realistically think
about these things. You're too
busy counting down and making toasts, popping poppers
and looking for that special

accomplish, but you've never
had the strength or willpower
to actually go through with
them. Now is the time, you
think, as everyone around you

someone you can sidle up next

holds their wine or apple cider
glasses in a death grip, concentrating really hard on what
their resolupon will be.
The moment arrives when
you must put into words what
you've been hiding the whole
year. Everyone nods politely
and agrees that it's possible.

toforanobligato~NewYear's

kiss. You're on top of the world
durip.g those last few seconds
of the "old" year. Nothing and
no one can bring you · down.
And so you voice desires deep
within you that you've been
hiding and secretly do want to

"Oh, you can do it, girl!" "Yo,
dude, that is a GREAT resolution! Very do-able." Of course
they're going to say that.
They want you to reciprocate,
which, of course, you do. And
the circle never ends. It's all a
never-ending cycle of lies and
deceit and a huge blank wasteland at the end of the tunnel.
There is no light at the end
of this tunnel, my friends. Five
minutes after you've made
your resolution, you fall right
back into your old routine.
I can speak with confidence
because I am one offhose unfortunate souls who actually
thought I could change myself.
I made aNew Year's resolution
that I thought was easy doin's,
so-to-speak. It should've been
no sweat to pull it off. However, seeing as I have lived the
way I have for more than 20
years, it's very difficult, nigh
impossible, to change the way
I am. Not even the ball drop-

ping in New York was enough
to crash my old life so I could
build a new one.
I think we should all just
bum upeverysingleNewYear's
resolution we've ever made.
They. don't do anything for us
but tear us down and stomp on
us until we're too flat to even
function correctly in the world.
Let's stop lying to ourselves.
Just stay who you are and the
changes will come naturally
if you really want them badly
enough. It comes from inside,
not from words you say when
you're on a high. And don't try
to change yourself because you
feel pressured to do so from the
world around you. You are who
you are. If people have a problem with that, well, that's their
problem, now isn't it? My New
Year's resolution is to ban New
Year's resolutions from my life.

etnories of a beloved professor and friend: A Tribute
new to our campus,
did not stop him from
a memorable' impresHe quickly became a beprofessor, mentor and
club sponsor. In his
I have compiled a few
of people who were
type of contact with
at Southern. He wa5
to these people as a
and a professor. It
insufficient when comto all he contributed,
the least we can do.

Asian

to the club.
to our meetings and
and was well-known
"Is there anything

five social VP's. After each
event, he took time from his
busy schedule to write me letters of accomplishment. Dr.
Seidel not only cared, but encouraged others to do well in
whatever they did. At first I
didn't accept the e-mail sent
by Dr. Bietzj I thought it was a
-:..horrible prank, but as I walked
~out of the bathroom and toward my ornithology lab from
the second floor of Hickman
hall on Sunday, I looked at Dr.
Seidel's office door with the
w~rds "we will miss you" written on his mini white board.
That's when it hit me; he re·ally is gone. Satan thinks he
is winning, but in actuality,
he just gave us more reason to
look forward to Christ's second coming when our Lord
will come and lift us all toward
His Home, where we will meet
Dr. Seidel once again."

A,j Pastor: student worker
"Besides the many people
who've lost loved ones in Haiti
these past few days, lost someone last week. After reading

day night, I only hoped that it
was a prank e-mail. I couldn't
believe it. I've never had this
feeling before. I've never lol?t
someone as close as Dr. Seidel. I've had church members pass away at home, but I

anyone could have told you
that Dr. Seidel was an inspiring Christian who loved God.
He taught many of my friends
in Guam. He had a Filipino
wife, which was pretty cool because I'm Filipino. He had an

Photo courtesy of the biology department Web site

Rick Seidel did reasearch at Harrison Bay State Park.

never knew them personally.
You could say that Dr. Seidel
was the very first friend that
I've lost. Dr. Seidel was my superior at work, the professor
that was to replace Dr. Ekkens
in the Bio department, the
next Asian Club sponsor and

intelligent 4-year-old son. He
invited me to his house and I
ate with him. I met in his office just a few days ago. And
yet, I still couldn't believe that
the message of his passing was
real. He passed away. I really
couldn't believe it."

especially trying and rough.
It has been riddled with loss.
It has been fraught with questions. The age-old question
has never been put to more
use than this year: "Why do
bad things happen to good
people?" All this pain and loss
has forced me to re-evaluate
myself and how I'm living my
life. All that's happening here
at Southern has only made
me realize how much stronger we are in our relationship
with God, as a whole. Satan
is working his hardest now
because we are stronger in
Christ and he doesn't like it.
The more pain and trials, the
stronger we become with God.
I'm not saying that this is easy
and that this is the only way it
has to happen. I'm just saying
that we can either be broken
down by these tragic events,
or we can take it as a signal of
hope from Heaven-soon we
will be with our Heavenly Father and we won't have to wor..
ry about any of this anymore.
We will meet all those we have
lost, and it will be a joyous oc-

........_
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You'll Never Guess Who I Ran Into:
A guide on meeting a celebrity the right way
Theyareh~antoo
DAVIS WALLACE

Srous Eo110a

Sitting in the airport waiting to catch a connecting
flight turned out to be one of
my most exciting days. On the

. Yes, we do see them on TV
all the time living the lifestyle
that we wish we had. But in
reality they are just th~ same
as you and me. They get up,
brush their teeth and put on
their underwear one leg at a

walk into a room. It's better
to be calm cool and collected.
Acting normal around them
makes for better conversations. Not to mention avoids
the weird stares you get.
During your conversation
it is OK to mention their ac-

''

The following day I was able to come
away with not one, but two autographs
from Ray Lewis.

''

time. When you encounter a.. complishments. If1t is an athcelebrity just treat them as lete talk about their career.
a human being. That is . one · For a movie star talk about
thing that I learned when I the most recent movie.· Picmet Scottie Pippen.
ture this as going in for a job
He walked by and then I interview. You wouldn't go in
without any previous knowledge of the company would
you? Running into a celebrity
is the same thing. Keep it short
and sweet. It's the little things
that can take you a long way.
AJwaysbereadyforaction
This is a crucial step in the
process. If you are going into
an event knowing that you
will run into somebody, be
prepared. That means bring
multiple .working sharpies; a
charged camera and an autograph item ... or two. Perfect
practice makes a perfect
Photo by Emily Kay
performance.
The night beDavis Wallace poses with former NBA player, Penny Hardaway.
fore you might want to praca camera and sharpie to take a started jumping around, go- tice what you are going to
picture and get an autograph. ing crazy like I won the NBA · say or what you want signed.
In this situation I got lucky championship or something. This may sound silly and
but, there were some things I Celebrities are use to people draw some laughs from your
should have done differently. acting like this when they friends. However, when you
way to the Bahamas, I had the
honor and privilege to meet
former NBA player Scottie
Pippen. I was star struck; my
camera died, and did not have
a sharpie. I was able to borrow

come back with a picture ·and
autograph you will be the one
laughing. He who laughs last
laughs best.
Over this past summer, I
went to the Baltimore Ravens
training camp and the night
before I practiced holding out
items I wanted to get signed. A
friend of mine laughed at the
idea. The following d<!y. I_was
able to come away with not one,
but two autographs from Ray
Lewis. My friend on the other
hand, did not get an autograph
from ·him. Perfect practice
makes a perfect perfomiance. ·
I£ you aren't planning on
meeting anyone famous, be
prepared just in case. Have
your sharpies and ~ cameras
ready because you know never
what could happen and it all
goes by so fast. When . I was
coming back from California I
contemplated if I should walk
with my sharpie and camera. I
didn't see anyone while I waS
there, and flying out of a small
airport made the chances slim.
I carried my sharpie and cam~
era just in case, but did not
have high hopes. Coming out
the security checkpoint I saw
none other-than R&B singer,
Mario. Since I was ready I got
a picture with him and an autograph on my plane ticket.
Anytime I am traveling I
have two sharpies, a camera
and white shirt nearby. Just
in case I do run into someone
· they can just .sign my shirt if
worst comes to wor~t. _This
strategy has worked for me in
the past as I have three autographed white shirts. The only
downside is that I can't wear
them again.
To be continued ...

Save Laundry Money: Replace 25 Bottles .
of Detergent With the GreenWash Ball
l<ALEIGH LANG
LIFFSDlfS ED11DR

Laundry can get expensive-especially in the donn.
If you're tired of throwing all
that money down the drain,
try the GreenWash Ball. The
Wash Ball is an environmental-friendly detergent replacement. Composed of natural

ceramics contained in a plastic
non-toxic sphere, the Wash Ball
is h)po-allergenic and antibacterial. And get this-just one
· $24 GreenWash Ball equals the
cleaning power of 25 bottles
of laundry detergent. Just one
Wash Ball can do 1,000 loads of
laundry; at this rate you could
do one load oflaundry a day for
about three years!

The GreenWash Ball is used
just like any detergent. Separate your laundry as usual and
just toss the ball in. According
to their Web site, the friction
created by the natural ceramics raises the pH level of the
water, making it easier for
stains to be released. It cleans
in the same way as normal
detergents and-leaves clothes

smelling fresh.
Coin-powered washers and
dryers may be here to stay, but
laundry detergent could be a
thing of the past. To order a
GreenWash Ball or any other
eco-friendly cleaning products,
go to http:/fwww.giveagreenbag.com or call201-847-1962.

This Wt:~eken1d-aet
and enjoy the
Chattanooga or
Atlanta!
••••••
Chattanooga History
Walking Tours on the
Riverfront
CI!;lttanooga History
615 Lindsey St.
Sunday 9 a.m.
$5
http:/ jwww.

Now through January 31,
times vary

$7
http:/

The Atlanta Zoo
Boo Cherokee Ave.
Southeast, Atlanta.Ga.
Open every day 9:30a.m.5:3op.m.
$14.99 with student ID
http:/ fwww.zooatlanta.org

evening in ....,..,,... LLc:u.•....,.,...
The Chattanooga Symphony Presents: -"",..,,.,.
K~ovsd~etterl~~~

Tivoli Theatre
630 Chestnut St.
Feb. 4-5, 8 p.m.
•$7.50 with student ID
http://www.
.
chattanoogasymphony.org
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tramural Basketball standings Gilbert Arenas charged
top three with a record of 2-1,
defeating Ballin and K.O.B.
K.O.B. are fourth with a 2-1
record including wins against
Hickory and 1 2 3 Schwarz.
Ballin stands at a record of
1-2 and teams like Awesome,
Hickory and 1 2 3 Schwarz
have yet to win a game. As

is a look at the teams
started off the basketball
on the right foot. In
A League, Toon Squad
3-0 with impressive victoover 1 2 3 Schwarz, Bal-

a record of 2-1. Team Fusion
has a record of 1-1-1, while
Simply Smashing round out
the Women's A League with a
record of 0-2-1. It seems like
the top three teams will be
battling all year for that number one seed, but Fusion and
Simply Smashing still have a

As of right now the favorites are
To ~ n Squad and Team The.
of right now the favorites are
Toon Squad and Team The.
In Women's A League Team
Fresh, Rolla and Kobe's Kids
(defending chruyps) stand at

Awesome. Team The
champs) are also

rounds out the

'

chance to move up. Since both
teams have a tie' that means it
is counted as half a win rather
than a loss. Sointheendthatcan
turnouttoplayin theirfavor.

·Eliud Sicard
Mens B North player of the week
As promised, we are now going to introduce players of the
week. Our first winner is none
other than Eliud "E" Sicard,
starting center for the Dunametha tea.rO. "It's a real privilege, Sicard said. I love to play
basketbalL I could not do it
without God's strength." During this span, Dunametha has
a record of 2-2. In the game
against the Phenoms, Sicard
poured in 15 points while grabbing 10 r~boundsin the narrow
30~5 defeat We will keep eye

on Sicard and his Dunametha
throughout the year to see how
they do. It is still early in the
season, so they have a chance to
be one of the top teams in the B
north division.
"As a team if we continue to
play hard an<} have fun who
knows ... finals. We won't go
far without teamwork. It's all
about teamwork," Sicard said
about his team's chances for
the rest of the year.

Emily Abernathy
Womens B League player of the week
~

In the ·women's league this
week's winn~r is Emily Abernathy of Sup3r Cr3w. Along
with Sicard, Abernathy's team
went 2-2 this week and she
achieved 15 points in a win
against Shark Bait. "I feel honored and kind of shocked at the
same time. Our team has only
won one game due to a forfeit,
but we are starting to have
better teamwork. So I think
we will do well tbr'the rest of
the sea'lon," Abernathy said

about winning this award and
her team's success. There are
mam·teams
in the Women's·B
.
league, so we shall see if Sup3r
Cr3w ·will be one of the favorites or just a team fighting to
make the playoffs. It looks like
both athktes could not do it
without their teammates and
feel good about their team's
chances as the season goes on.

.

with gun possession
DAVIS WALlACE

Sro!m EIMIOR

Last month Washington
Wtzards guard Gilbert Arenas
brought several guns to the
Washington Wizards locker
room. In the Washington D.C.
area it is illegal to carry a pistol
without a license. His reasoning for this was he did not want
guns at home with his children.
But is it better to bring them to
your workplace? As the weeks
went by, we later found out
that Arenas pulled a gun on
teammate Jarvis Crittenton
as a "misguided effort to play
a joke" for not paying a gambling dispute during a team
flight. This is now going to go
to court
Even though Arenas said

·

authorities and the NBA."
The lawyer for Arenas and the
NBA chose to decline
to
comment.
There have been at least
seven WIZards players along
with coach Flip Saunders that
have appeared before a grand
jury or been questioned by authori~. Possession of a gun
at an NBA arena is a violation
of the league's collective bargaining agreement. Stern was
particularly upset tl].at Arenas
joked about the matter and
said that Arenas' conduct will
"ultimately r$ult in a substantial suspension, and perhaps worse."
"We will continue to lend
our full support to Gilbert and
will assjst him in every way

followin~

' ' He came out the
night pretending to shoot h1s
teammates as they fell to the
ground during warm ups against
·
the Philadelphia 76ers.
that "this is not a joking mat- possible to see this matter
ter," he came out the follow- through," union executive diing night pretending to shoot rector Billy Hunter said.
his teammates as they fell to
Arenas was averaging 22.6
the ground during warm ups points and 7.2 assists this
against the Philadelphia 76ers season for the Wizards, who
on Jan. 5, which ultimately are 12-25 and in last place in
forced Commissioner David the NBA's Southeast Division.
Stern to indefinitely
sus- Many people have weighed in
pend Arenas.
on this situation and believe
Now, according to ESPN. that David Stem should take
rom, Arenas has be~n charged the Roger Goodell approach.
with a felony. However, he has That is, no tolerance whatbeen able to reach an agree- soever and Arenas should be
ment that would result in little suspended for at least the reor no jail time. Several sources mainder of'the season. Others
told the Washington Post that believe he should be kicked
if Arenas was indee,9. con- out of the league for
his
victed then he would serve a actions.
Mike Greenberg went on
maximum of five years in jail,
a fine and void the remainder to say on the Mike and Mike
of the six-year, $111 million ' Sho~, "If I ever brought a gun
deal Arenas signed in
sum- to ESPN and waved it around
as a joke I would be fired on
mer 2008.
"We are aware of the charge the spot, rio questions asked."
filed against Gilbert Arenas to- Whatever the Commissioner
day and will continue to follow decides to do I hope that justhe ongoing legal process very tice finds its place. There are
just too any athletes out thert
carefu~ly," the Wizards said in
a statement issued on .Jan. 14. that always get "special treat- ·
'" We will al!;o continue to co- ment" when it comes to . ituaoperate fully with the proper tions like this.
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9o ahead and be impressiv~, already
AUDREY COOPER
HuMOR

Emma

So Valentine's Day is coming up. It will arrive in approximately 24 days, actually,
so the next few weeks are a
time of mixed emotions that
I like to call the Valentine's
Preparation Period. The Valentine's Preparation Period
is marked by joy and by sadness, by laughter and by tears,
and, unfortunately, by winners
and losers.
You see, the Valentine's
Preparation Period is the time
when single guys and girls,
anxious to make sure they have
a date for the Valentine's Day
Banquet or other romantic festivity held on Feb. 14, switch
into turbo-mate-acquisitionmode. Traditional methods
of turbo-mate-acquisition in-

elude writing awkward poetry
and shouting it to the object
of your affection from atop a
cafeteria table, winning sports
games and making eye contact with that special someone after the winning play (as
if to say, "that was all for you,
baby") or simply being really,
really ridiculously good-looking. But this year, I've come up
with a few new techniques to
make sure you get the joy, the
laughter, and most of all, win
over the heart of the one that's
caught your eye.
Start a College Bowl
team: Seriously, College
Bowl may be the new hockey.
Kinda mysterious with slightly ambiguous rules and the
need for alternates, College
Bowl is a great idea for getting that guy or girl to notice
your hidden talents. You'll

have them from "The answer
is Lithuania."
Invent a new medical
procedure: Come on, there's
no way he or she is going to
resist you if you can start each
conversation with, "Yeah, so
55,000 more people were
cured yesterday using my new
leg-tissue-replacing-and-chinreducing surgery."
Disappear: Take the whole
idea of ignoring them to the next
level by simply dropping off the
face of his or her Earth, or anyone's Earth for that matter. Just
go into hiding for a few weeks.
When you return to civilization
that special someone will basically have a chance to meet you
all over again (as they'll probably have forgotten about you by
this j:>oint), and you can pull out
all your great first impression
stops again.

up
HUMBS down

T

Spring Break Drama: Does
anyone else feel like there's
already too many break options
and not enough break to go
around?
~

·Lack of McKay's seasoning wreaks

havoc ·for Collegedale resident
AUDREY CooPER
HuMo•

Eouo•

The world of a Collegedale
resident was turned upside
down last Friday as Jane
Smith found herself without
enough McKay's Chicken
Seasoning to complete her
Sabbath roast. Sources close
to Smith said she was in the
process of cooking her famous Jane's Heartattack-ina-Casserole roast dish when
she realized she did not have
enough - McKay's Chicken
Seasoning in her possession
to meet the 3-cup require-

ment of the recipe and that color of the seasoning down,
she would not be able to buy but the taste was nothing
any more because the Village like it."
Market had already closed.
Eventually,
Smith was
"There was a moment when forced to acknowledge that
we all realized that something her Heartattack roast was not
was horribly, horribly wrong," going to be completed in time
sources said. "It was right after for lunch the next day. Sources
that that the chaos started."
describe the moment of defeat
Sources said Smith con- as "a sad time for us all."
firmed that the Village Market
It is not yet known whethwas, indeed, .clesed before at- er Smith was able to find
tempting to make a McKay's something else to eat last
weekend or if she has purChicken Season substitute.
"She eventually ended up chased any more McKay
with a mixture of baking pow- 'sChicken Seasoning since
der and creamed corn," sourc- the incident.
es said. "She ·had the yellow

Annual Candy Fix: Thanks,
summer·camp booths for
us a plethora of sugary ~m>anea
to choose from.

Busy Work: Gotta love those
homework assignments that
have you doing questions
1-1,744·Qf chapters 3, 6, 5, 13,
and46.

Community Service Day:
Better than any feel good movie
candy bar.

.
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F~st Side 4 Jesus changes lives

Student Association

raises·funds and

awareness· for
liter~cy project

Friday and Saturday
Southern students go
West Side apartments
-·u"'w" Chattanooga for
program West

RACHELFEHL
SJAFFWRmR

Southern has joined Partners
in
Mission, a project of the North
Side 4 Jesus' mission
American
Division churches.
Eliud Sieard, a junior •
and
conferences,
Hope for Hucare major, believes
manity
and
the
World
Division
Side is a way to alof
Seventh-day
Adventists,
to
to use students to
fund
literacy
projects
in
Central
residences in the comAmerica, where volunteers teaCh
Sicard said that stuchurch members and people
purpose at Southern is
from
the community how to read.
education; it is also
According
to Hope for Huspreading the word of
manity,
almost
one million
to their neighbors.
people
in
the
world
today are
said that West Side's
functionally
illiterate.
Thanks
were -a miracle
to
SA's
literacy
project,
SouthSicard and some
Ezequiel Vasquez has proyer for his group before they go door-to-door proying with the community in the Ui'st Side ofChattanooga. ern can do something to
each went to the West
Semi-weekly, Clayton takes a pressure of religion. Students change that.
ap
-at different in heaven," Sicard said. "That
Last summer Student Asand sav. a place where is what ministry is all about." group to a poor housing complex who go also tutor these teens
sociation
Social Vice Presicould work. By chance Leader of West Side 4 Jesus, called the West Side Apart- to help them get their General
dent
Jason
Ortega traveled to
met up, created about Chett Clayton, a sophomore ments. On Fridays they play all Equivalency Diploma.
Central
America
with Hope
On Saturdays, participants
experience and West nursing major, said that West different sports with the teens
for
Humanity
to
organize
and
Side is an opportunity to serve · in the area. While there, they play games, sing songs, and tell
Jesus.
document
the
trip
of
lay
people
we are doing at West the individuals in poor neigh- try to get to know the people stories to about so children unfrom the North American Divinot be seen here on borhood in Chattanooga both and create a friendship and der the age of 12. There is also
bond with them without the
. ctmtinued onpg. 3 sion. He stayed for three weeks
"Our fruits will be seen spiritually and physically.
documenting as many literature circles as he could through
photography, interviews, story
gathering and mapping out lool JS. •
cations with a GPS .
. . . - )'CJQ by to
.........................
"Overall it's a dedication of
ft!Sant.aer~
A ......... .....- . . .-.
the teachers especially, and
~-~
of the students," Ortega said.
....................... , " ............... d; . .
"Couples who teach together
- - . . . ........ ....... Jlriaadea ......."'"aiel .....
walk [to class] an hour or two
-~~
several times a day. Some
................ ~- ........... to ........
- teachers are teaching even

labels crack down on file sharing at Southern
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ailments. Women who work
in the marketplace close shop
and take a few hours off work
to study and then return to
work to close up at night. People are putting in 14-15 hour

~

the JR..

--~
~abosaidthe~
~ J.ave ~ started~ hudlr to . . tile
.111..... .. I'"JI'IQDiile.
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Village Market to receive $500,000 for remode
VM's prices should be lower
than a regular health food
store because of the lessthan -appealing way items are
currently being displayed,
said Doug froo~, the university's associate vice president
of financial administration.
"You can't look like a
Costco and sell this kind
of upscale food;" Frood
said. "If we're really going to compete we need
to create an environment
that people are excited to
hang out in/'
Frood emphasizes the
importance that students

JAROD KEITH
STAFF WKUFK

Change is coming to the Village Market, Southern's oncampus grocery store.
With the help of Southern's
newly-opened Marketing Re-'
search Institute, the university's design committee.and a
$500,000 loan fr-om the Committee of 100, the Village Market is looking to redesign and
reorganize the store in order
to improve sales and appeal to
• a larger demographic.
The problem arises when
customers assume that the

know how the project
is being funded.
"The money comes from a
loan given to us by the Committee of 100," Frood said.
"It's not going to be coming
from tuition dollars."
Brian GOnzalez, a senior
graphic design and vocal performance major, has mixed
feelings about the project. "I
think that it seems like a lot
of money, but I think that if
it is used correctly, it could
h,!O!lP the Village Market compete in the health food world
alongside
other
stores,"
Gonzalez said.

The associate vice president . where things are
hopes that the changes at the Shockley said. "We
VM will benefit the university. · to purchase about
"The Village Market is one of new equipment
of the top five employers of
He explained that
students on this _campus, and ing color and floor
it generates about $180,000 yet to be chosen,
in student jobs," Frood said.
new flow of the
Village Market manager Gary been decided on.
Shockley said,
Shockley added, "We employ
about 45 students, which is im- ing within a month
portant. The more profitable we weeks we can start
are the more solid those stu- dust fly."
dents jobs l;>eoome."
Currently the project is in r
the final stages of planning, ~
Shockley said. "We've- pretty
much finalized the layout and

Nursing students must get HlNl vaccine or wear a mask to clini
get it and now are required
to wear a respiratory mask.
"I didn't take the H1N1
vaccine because I took
the seasonal flu vaccine
and I take good . ca..re of
my health, so I felt protected," said Rina Urdan eta,
a - sophomore
nursing major.
Although the main purpose of the vaccine is to
protect patients and health
care providers, some students feel reluctantto take it.

SARA BERNAL
STAFF WKrnK

Nursing students performing clinical hours at Erlanger,
Parkridge and Memorial hospitals are required to get the
H1N1 ·vaccine or to wear
a respiratory mask at all
times during clinical hours
at the hospital.
About 90 nursing students have chosen to be
vaccinated against the H1N1
virus. However, 15 did not

· "Some students are concerned it's a new vaccine
that has never been tested
before; they're worried that
it was rushed," said Jonathon Castells, a nursing
clinical instructor.
After taking the H1N1 vaccine, it ~akes 2-3 weeks for the
immune system to develop
antibodies. Most students,
however, have decided to
take prevention.
"I've heard of at least one
person that got sick even af-

ter getting the vaccine; and
I've heard other bad rumors
as well, but I'm happy with my
choice," said Suranny Villamizar, a junior nursing major. "I
don't have to wear a mask, and
I'm protected."
Despite the controversy and
the fear of possible side effects, experts say the risk for
getting sick after taking the
vaccine is minimal and so are
the symptoms.
"There's a minimal chance
of the ip.di\.idual- developing

minor flu symptoms
vaccine itself, which is
virus," Castells said. "If
son gets sick after
vaccine, it's likely
were exposed to the
or to taking the
After taking the
students should
wash hands and eat
Students can still get the
vaccine for free at the
sity Health Center.

Students asked to participate in SonRis
DEANNA MooRE
5T.uFWKmR

SonRise · coordinators are
encouraging
students
to

sign up before Jan. 29 to
get involved in the annual
SonRise . pageant hosted on
Southern's campus.
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SonRise is an Easter pag- tion. Dates and times of audi- overall production.
eant that walks thousands of tions will be gi.ven to_anyone auditioning for larger
people through the final days who has 'signed up. There will be required to
of Jesus' life. Using actors, will also be volunteers in the more lines, while people
animals and realistic town set- lobby of the dorms ready to fewer speaking parts
tings, SonRise adds a visual, help people find the role that asked to interact more
kinesthetic appeal to this com- best suits them.
the crowd. Kaline
"We are looking for peopl'e . that people audition for
. mon Easter story.
During the next week, ·- who are willing, who want that appeal to them and
Southern students will be to dedicate a lot of time to fit their: personality in
asked to volunteer their time God's work, who are willing to to make the overall
in order to make SonRise
more enjoyable.
happen. There are various
J ana Miles, a
In SonRise you're
roles that need to be filled,
swch as Mary Magdalene, the
actually interacting
12 disciples and a large numper scene in SonRise.
with the audience.,, that
ber of Jerusalem travelers
SonRJ.se is "different
who will help make the scene
a regular play because in
come to life.
work hard and who love being ular play you are on stage
Dave Leonard, the direc- around people," said Kaline away from the audience,
tor of drama and casting, is Valleray, the recruitment di- SonRise you're actually
encouraging anyone interest- rector of SonRise.
acting with the audience."
ed in participating to e-mail
Kaline stated that auditions
sonrisecasting@southern. will be different for each part,
' --r 1 a'"' '- ') ..,
edu and ask for an applica- but each part is -vit:al •to tre
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NEWS
olarship fund created in
ry of longtime teacher

West Side

ickson, believes the scholarship fund is a good way to
keep Erickson's legacy alive
because she gave so much
of herself during her time at
A.W. Spalding.
"She would go the extra mile
scholarship fund was to help her students learn,"
to financially assist Ruf said. She added that Erwho would not be ickson's positive attitude was
attend A.W. Spaid- contagious, and she never
who truly appreci- lost interest · in the lives of
benefits of church her students.
Frieda Blanchant;- 'Cooper said Erickson taught
at A.W. Spalding for almost 22
was always aware years by the time she left in
in need and she al- February 2008.
"She was j~st a wonderful
to fill that need,"
said. Sandy loved Christian woman, 100 perwho were possi- cent dedicated to the kids
being loved at home, she had in her classroom,"
Cooper said.
Erickson's death was a reand her mother
the Sandy Erickson sult of Lou Gehrig's disease.
Fund before Er- She was married to Richard
passed away at the Erickson, an associate proof January. Mur- fessor in the School of Busiprincipal of A.W. ness and Management, and
said that the fund had two children, daughter
Julie Cavanaugh and son
Jonathan Erickson.
Blanchard hopes the fund
will receive attention and people will become aware of Erickson's intentions and desires.

a door to door prayer ministry
asking the people in the apartments their prayer request
for that week and praing with
them. West Side is also having
roughly 30 Bible studies going

continued from pg. 1

Crackdown
continued from pg. 1
network when they connect to
the Internet through an Ethernet cable. Students can share
files by changing the permissions on their computer to
allow other students to view
their files.

from pg.l
sometimes, balancbeing providand teachers, all
J

2010

on at this time for 30 minutes
every week.
Laura Boyer, a freshman
business administration major,
said she enjoys playing with the
kids and praying with the people. Boyer said every time she
goes she is truly blessed.
On West Side's Web site,
http:/ /WS4J.org, leaders state

how they have been affected
and how much joy is received
when you are involved.
A mission statement at the
top of the site is Ephesians
3:20, "Now unto him that is
able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or
think, according to the power
that worketh in us."

"The purpose of the network
is sharing academic files," said
Nick Babin, a senior computer science major. "But that
doesn't really happen."
Connecting to the network
and sharing files is not necessarily illegal. However, the activity becomes illegal when a
student starts sharing materials that are copyrighted.

"I feel that students are
oblivious to the issues of copy
written materials," Mihaescu
said. "I think there should
be education at Southern so
students know what's ok and
what's not."

Corrections
In the Jan. 21 article of
the Accent the bottom line
of the 2nd and 7th pages
because of an error with
the printer. AdditionallY
on pg. 3 ..John Williams
art gallery opens in SVAD"
Photo was by Drew Forsey.

Nicholas Livanos stops to
look at a painting by John
Williams of Martin Luther King Jr., during Monday night's gallery opening.
also on Religion (page 6)
Brian Dunne speaks with
Brian Nyamwange while

..

he paints a portrait of Jesus during his gallery opening in the of winter 2009.
lifestyles page 8, "Davis with
famous person" - Photo by
contnoutor, not Emily Kay.
Photo of towels from sxc.}Ju.

..

1
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Project

THURSDAY, January 28,

Ryan Thurber, a senior history major and History Club
president, said he has already
committed to getting his own
group together and is encouraging oth~r~ to do the same.
A President Bradford Wise
is excited about this project
and said SA can use as much
encouragement and promotion as they can get.

·Available positions for
Campus Ministries

I'

2010~2011
• Assistant Chaplain

• Sabbath School Director

• Destiny Student Director

• Small Groups Director

' • Media-Marketing Director

.· • Outreach Director

• Talge Hall Student Chaplain

I

• Renewal Director

• Thatcher Hall Student Chaplain
• Wellness Director

Accepting applications thru February 5, 2010. Pick up applications at
Campus Ministries Office. Questions please contact us at 236 2787
I

Photo by Milllhew Hamel

,lranslatesjrol inthesummeroj2009.
a Student from La Barranquilla Literacy Circle dur-
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SA Valentin~'s Dinner goes-underwa
ALISON QUIRING
NEWS ED!IOI

This year Southern's Student Association Valentine's
dinner will be an underwater experience. The banquet
will be held at the Tennessee
Aquarium on Feb. 14 and will
feature two separate options.
"This is by far going to be the
classiest location we've ever
had for the Valentine's Banquet and the food is going to be
exceptional," said ,Jason Ortega, SA social vice president.
According to the SA blog, the
Ocean Journey experience,
costing $35 per person, is a
sit-down meal at two-person
or eight-person tables with a
view of the Tennessee River.
The Ocean Journey experience includes a plated dinner
as well as full access to both
the O~ean Journey and the
River Journey buildings for
the full two and a half hours.

The doors open at 6:45 p.m.
and attendees are asked to arrive at 7 p.m. so serving can
begin on time.
In addition, those attending
the Ocean Journey experience
will get discounted photo packages as well as a coupon for
Dairy Queen ice cream cake.
The River Journey experience, which is $25yer person,
will be a reception-style buffet with a chocolate fountain
for dessert. Those attending
will have access to the building during and after the meal
and will be able to explore
the Ocean Journey building between 9:30-10:30 p.m.
The doors open at 7 p.m. and
discounted photo packages
are available if bought ahead
of time.
The Valentine's Dinner is
black-tie optional, but women
should be aware that there is
some walking involved and
wear appropriate footwear.

·ortega wants students to
know that, although the Valentine's Dinner prices seem
high, they are actually quite
reasonable. According to the
Tennessee Aquarium's Web

per adult. Ortega said either
Valentine's Dinner option is a
better deal than just going to
the aquarium because of the
access to both buildings plus
the catered meal and desserts.

· p lays tn
· the exh r·brt
· at t he Tennessee A quarrum,
· Photo by
A pengum

site, the price to visit both the
Ocean Journey and the River
Journey buildings is $21.95

With this banquet, Ortega
wants to create the ability for
couples to be able to go to-

gether, but also for
pie to have a good
"That's the
aquarium,., Ortega
so big you don't
with everyone else,
can be in groups if
Karl Shultz, the
student life and
the banquet provides
portunity for students
out something new.
"First and foremost
, experie.n ce of going
the aquarium,"
"It's all about the
ence, not to mention
fun event."
Tickets for the
Dinner will be .....uau''"''

between 9-11 p.m. until
For more information
the SA Valentine's
check out http:/
edufblog/.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Southern to host regionaJ history conference

ACAtovisit

Graduating history class larger than

other local universities will be
presenting research papers and
professors will be exchanging the
latest infOrmation in the field at
this yearly event, Diller said
Each year this conference
is held at a different school.
This yest· Southern is bOOing
the oonference.
The attending universities will
include Lee University, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.
Uni\'ersity ofTennessee at Knoxville and Covenant College.

next month

AMANDA LEFURGY
SDHWJIDIIl

AMANDA LEFt.JRGY
huLW~L------------

History majors and professors will be gathering at
Southern from the surrounding universities for this year's
South Eastern Tennessee Regional History Conference
onFeb.16.
"It's a great chance for us to
interact with the local schools
and for them to see what Southem is like." said history professor Dr. Lisa Clark Diller.
Students from Southern and

Social workmaster's to start in the fall
AMANDA LEFURGY

S:wtWaana _ _
Chattanooga area social
workers will now have an easier time of getting their master's degree thanks to the new
Master's social work program
expected to be in full S\\'ing
for the Fall 2010 sem~ter
here at Southern.
Previously, the nearest
school offering this program
was University of Tennessee
at Knoxville. Southern's prog~am is expected to be full

as applications continue to
steadily stream in, said Laurie
Cooper, research assistant for
the department.
Slated to be the program
director is Sharon Pittman.
Pittman, a global social work
educator, hw: taught in manx
countries including Peru, Cos:
ta Rica, Thailand and Italy,
according to the social work
Web site. Cooper said, she
will be joining the social work
department full time next semester as an associate dean.

EMILY HAMMOND

SI.urW!IIlU

Students interested in
studying abroad can Jearn
more about Adventist Colleges
Abroad when North American
Division Director for ACA,
Odette Ferreira, visits Southern Feb. 1 through 4·
During Ferreira' stay, an
ACA information session will
be held in the Presidential
Banquet Room on Feb. 2 at
6 p.m., said Beverly Orrison,
modern languages department office manager.
Carlos Parra, chair of the department of modern languages, said program director of
Escuela Superior de F.spafiol
in Spain, Juan Antonio L6pez
and program director of Seminar Schloss Bogenhofen in
Austria, Gaby Vogel will also
be visiting Southern.
All three guests will be present at the informFttional session on Feb. 2.

One of ~e largest classes in
the history department is expected to graduate this May.
"Usually, we only have four
or five graduate at a time,"
said Dennis Pettibone, chair
of the history department.
"This year we have 18. lt's

very exciting."
This spike in
ates seems to be a
trend. In a study
Mae, majors in the
social studies have
percent growth of
top areas for growth
criminal justice and
related majors.
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Community Service Day a blessing for all invol
ALYSSA ERSKINE
CONTRIRlttOR

His name is Dave.
He has a weathered face,
with lines that years of laughter have etched around his
eyes. Their faded blue-gray
see more clearly than I would
have ever guessed, and his
handshake is firm. He's.a tall,
older man sporting a blue rain
jacket and a tan vest that reminds me of a cross between a
fly-fisherman and Steve Erwin.
With a quick glance he sizes
up our group, brightly clad
in "He Served" T-shirts (with
slightly suggestive graphics)
and a mixture of appropriate and inappropriate working footwear. Although I can't
imagine what he sees in us,
he looks pleased. "C'mon," he
bellows, striding off, "If you
want to throw logs, you're
with me."
Trailing hehind him, I can
overhear several conversations focusing on what particular types of wildlife we

might encounter here, and-of
course-if they bite. It quickly
becomes clear that if there is
anythi~g to know aQout growing things here, he knows it.
He's been here his entire life,
marking and mappjng literally hundreds of . trees and
flowers. He may laugh at the
faces of those who try the
winterberries, but confides
that it's because he knows
just how bad they taste from
personal experience.
In the course of the day, he
takes us to bamboo forests
and hillside springs. He encourages and answers questions, shows us his gardens
and enjoys being with us.
"You know, I want ya'll to
know that what you did here
saved me two weeks' worth
of work," he says as we finish
hauling logs out of the woods.
"I can't get the tractor in lhere,
and with my back ... I'm an
·old man. But more than that,"
he continues, "I want you to
see this place, really see it." He
pauses and shakes his head for

the barest moment, and in
that gesture lies
the truth of how
m~ch this valley
means to him.
The moment
passes almost
unnoticed, and
he continues.
"Did you know,
I caught a copperhead here
once . . . " and
he's off, reciting Indian legends, showing
pictures
and
telling stories,
sharing himself.
A friend pojnted out the
key to this story when she said
that our day of serving Dave is
exactly like a friendship with
God. We tend to focus on the
work that God requires-the
time He takes from our frantic schedules, the possibility that we might get dirty, or
sweaty or hurt when we give
of ourselves.

But He gives just as much
and more. Like Dave, who
while we worked for him,
gave back to us his knowledge, made the jobs easier,
and pointed out the beauty
that our small amount oflabor
produced. There is so much
more to God than what we give
Him. He takes care to make
sure that there are spots of
beauty within the ugliness we

deal with every day. He
the work less onerous by
tly pointing out the
and weaving a silver
through the simplest
giving hurts, He shapes
pain into a resiliency,
has its o~ glow.
Serving goes both
you see: We give time,
gave everything.

Don't op.ly serve one day, serve for

Religion Word Scramble
I·I
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Unscramble each of the clue words. When you're done, copy the letters in the
numbered cells to other cells with the same number to find a hidden phrase.

CHRIS CLOUZET
REliGION

EonoR

My back, shoulders and
fingers were sorer after pulling privet than they have ever
been before. Privet is a militant
plant, the definition of invasive. I felt like I'd played tackle
football on a concrete field
against a· team of 300-pound
weeds, and they had won.
The pain of Community Service Day was certainly gain,
·though, as our group received
many appreciative thanks from
the folks in charge. We bonded
through shared struggles using
the long, bright orange metal
clamp known as the "privet
puller" (privet plants look innocent enough when "young"
but morph into small trees for
Community Service Day)~
Service gives us the opportunity to think of Jesus' ministry
and of how we can offer a helping hand to others. Service is
good, but its significance has
lost its value.
Now, in order to go help people, we have to be enticed. Now,

in order to serve others,
have to be benefitting a
or be raising money or be
filling our degree-required
unteer hours. Now,for
us, service has become a

temporary service?
It should be service for
We should breathe
others. I struggle with the
sion of how my life of
will work exactly. And I'm
sure that "service" comes
packaged the same for
us or that we can all use
same recipe. But I do
that the lifelong spirit of
and sacrifice seems to be
main ingredient that is
lacking these days.
Community Service Day
good, but Community
Life sounds even better.

OPINION
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

free market approach
to health care
.

der to ensure everyone had an
equal share to a house, would
the government have to step
the Presidential De- in and nationalize the entire
President Obama said, industry? How big of a house
to good health care would be allowed? Who would
be a right for all Ameri- build them? Could you have
This is a popular view ~backyard or a pasture? How
the mainstream because much land should be allotted
selling point is "People to each family? Food is a need
it." Basing rights on need as well. If food was a right for
can seem hanl} ess, everybody, should the governa closer look reveals that ment have the job of productype of thinking reaps di- tion and distribution of it?
How many calories would each
citizen be allowed to consume
per day? Would junk food be
terminated? Obviously, these
decisions are best made not
with layers,ofbureaucracy, but
rather by indiviS.uals pursuing their own self-interests in
an unregulated market. There
are plenty of needs in society,
~apitalism.
Instead but the best way to solve them
to government for isn't by forcing some to pay for
, we should instead others. Instead the path out
to phasing out the gov- is a truly free market, where
in the health care people trade voluntarily, with
altogether.
mutual trade and mutual bencare by definition is efit, where money, not force, is
field concerned with the the standard.
of the body or
Government is one of the
through the use of goods biggest reasons we have a
like medicine and "health care crisis." The health
visits. If this is a need, insurance industry is already
about other needs? If heavily regulated. For examgovernn1ent announced ple, it is illegal to purchase
everyone had a right to a health insurance across state
what would happen to lines; some states regulate the
housing industry? In or- ability of insurance providers

to exclude people from cover- Why are there so many difage, and so on.
ferent types of phones, cars,
Insurance companies measure cameras or computers? The
risk. When you buy homeowner's answer is because those ininsurance, the insurance compa- dustries are not regulated as
ny is gambling that your house much. Competition is what
won't be destroyed. When you makes it possible to buy these
buy car insurance, the insurance phones today; they are imcompany is gambling you won't mensely better than the ones
be in a wreck. Aild when you buy 10 y.ears ago and are cheaper
health insurance, the insurance
company is gambling that you
won't get sick.
Part of the new health care
legisJation does not allow insurance companies to deny
coverage based on "pre-existing conditions," Why on
earth would the government
take away from the insurance
companies' their greatest factor in measuring risk? How do
they expect them to operate
profitably if forced to insure
sick people? This is similar
to forcing car insurance companies to insure people after as well. If the same rule were
they wreck. Furthermore, why applied to health insurance,
should an employer have to one would have the option of
pay for a health care plan for many different types of coverhis employees that include ages: ones that cover dental
costs for access to abortion, health, ones that don't; those
mental health, etc.? Most of that cover mental health,
us don't need these things in a those that don't and so on.
plan so why should we have to The choice would be left to
· you if you wanted to buy cheap
pay for it?
This will ultimately prove health insurance. The quality
detrimental for the majority of these products and others
of us. In unregulated markets, always goes up and prices drop
the quality of every product due to the open competition of
goes up while tackling costs. capitalism. If regulation yields

uniformity and higher prices
with goods, then deregulation
gives us a wider array of goods
that are cheaper and better.
So what is the solution? To
me, the answer is simple. Get
government out of the picture in the workings of the
free market. Deregulation will
lead to more options and more

p going out to eat

for me until I graduate college,
and most likely will be paid off
by my parents.
So I ask you, I beg you and
I urge you (for your safety),
resist the temptation to go
out to eat and leave me a 19
cent tip on a $35 check. Or a
$1 on a $15 check. Or a $4 tip
on a party of nine with a $100
check. Or a $5 tip on a party of
25 with a $200 check and two
hours of my undivided time
(and ye~. all of the above examples are my own personal
experiences). Because I am so
on edge with you, and I know
you live in Collegedale, and I
promise that if I get one more
insulting tip from a fake "let's
shine our light to the world"

Adventist, I will sit in Rafael's
pizza (because I know that's
where you eat when you're not
at Chili's ruining my UFE)
and wait for you. And when I
find you, I will rub bacon and
shrimp and miniskirts and
nose rings and rock music
all over you until you're head
EXPLODES with all the overwhelming sinfulness. Sins,
which consequentially, are
the same characteristics that
define the people who actually have the heart, and lack
of being socially retarded,
to tip me well ...
Seriously.

a·

going out to eat. Please. I
For the sake of my sanGoing. Out. To. Eat.
know who you are. I
smell Adventists from a
away. I know what you
and I know what you
I know the clothes that
wear, the lack of jewthe 86ing of bacon, the
lemonade (often
with sprite), the fake
and nervous laughs,
you've never been out in

public before.
I know who you are.
STOP GOING OUT TO
EAT! I understand that you
are poor because you spend
$2o,ooo a year to be treated like a child, because I've
done it before. I understand
that often you do not have a
job, and if you do have a job,
it's for 15 hours a week and
minimum wage and most of
it goes to tithe and paying
off credit card debt for your
$1,ooo books. I get it.
But please, frequenters of
the Adventist teligion (particularly those who associate

with Southern Adventist University), understand that I am
also poor. Understand that my
rent, electricity l.?ill, gas tank
and stocked refrigerator are
not deferred loans that wait

plans. Over time, the price of
goods goes down while the
quality goes up, just as any
product under capitalism. If
only government would get
out of the way and let the free
market operate, many more
Americans would be covered and this crisis would be
averted. Until we learn that
more government is not the
solution, but the culprit, we
will continue to exacerbate
the problem.
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Planning-Spring Break around your bank account

Weeke

I<ALEIGH LANG
LIEESTYI ES EDITOR

Four weeks into school and
we are already only 3~ days
away from spring break. As
students, most of us can't afford an indulgent spring break
trip. College is expensive.
Feeling the financial crunch?
Don't settle for staying in the
dorm all week or simply driving home. A little searching
and creative planning can produce a great vacation.

The Week-long Trip
Begin your planning by
checking for flights and hotel
deals. If you choose to go to a
popular spring break destination (anywhere in Florida),
there are often great deals
this time of year. There are all
kinds of Web sites that claim
to have the best hotel and airfair prices; it can be quite timeconsuming to search them all.
Skip the hassle and go to
http:/ /www.mobissimo.com
they search all of the top Web
sites all at the same time. Once
you find a good flight on one of
these booking engines, check
the airline's site to see if you
can get the ticket for a better
price-the search sites often
tag on an extra booking fee.
The Short Get-away
Sometimes work schedule's
can make a week-long trip
impossible. But that doesn't
mean you can't get away for
a while. If part of your week
is free, try heading down to
Atlanta for a day or two or try
a Gatlinburg get-away. If you
don't have a car there are several options. If you're heading
to Atlanta, Groome Transpor-

Spice up your
end-here's what
going on around

UfC Basketball vs.
palachian State
720 Eas~ 40th St.
Chattanooga, renn.
Saturday 7:30 p.m.
$5 with student ID
http:/ /WWW.)<,UJ.UUUl•·UIIII;
Red Clay Pickin
Intersection of .. c.. u''"'"'
Switch & Old Lead Mine
Valley Road, Cleveland,
Tenn.
Saturday 7 - 11 p.m.
Free- $5 donation
423-240-3439
http: I ffyi. timesfreepr~
com/events/ongoing/
Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

tation costs $37 one-way, and
$69 round trip. Once in Atlanta the MARTA can take you
everywhere you want to go.
If you're wanting to head
to the Smoky Mountains,
Green's Transportation, located in Chattanooga, provides
a shuttle service to Atlanta,
Knoxville, Pigeon Forge and
Gatlinburg. Divide the ride
between four people and you
can get to ~<!..from Gatlinburg
for only $70 per passenger. To
schedule a shuttle service call
423-622-7678 or e-mail your
request to greenstowinginc@
yahoo.com. Once you get to
Gatlinburg there are trolleys
that service approximately so

miles in and around Gatlinburg and surrounding areas to
get you where you want to go.

Save on Sleeping
You don't have to spend a
lot of money on lodging. The
best option of course is to find
a friend or a relative to stay
with and then plan your trip
around that area. However,
if that isn't an optoin, http:/ I
www.hotwire.com provides
discounted hotel options. If
ou really want to save money
try beach camping. http:/I
www.compflorida.com, has an
extensive list of beaches that
allow camping. This can be an
adventurous option if it's rainy.

Don't Eat Away Your Cash
Vacationing gets expensive
when you eat out for every
meal. Don't eat away your
money. Make sure that your
breakfast is going to be freeplan on staying at a hotel that
serves a complilJlentary continental breakfast. Save even
more money by packing a sack
lunch. Take along plenty of
sandwich makings from the
cafe or pick some up once you
get to you final destination
and keep them in your hotel
mini fridge. This will leave you
with only one meal a day to
eat out.

.

You'll never guess who I ran into (part II)
DAVIS WALLACE

Srous Eorm•

At a young age your mother
taught you good manners.
Now is the time to put those
manners into good use. Show
her that you actually were listening and not zoning out (intentionally). Just have good
etiquette when you run into
a celebrity.
Call them by their proper
names. None of these cool
nicknames that you made up
for them. They are not your

This

best friend so do not treat former North Carolina and
them like they are. That way current NBA player, Marvin
they will not find you annoy- Williams. He was stationed
ing and will be more willing at a Game Stop and was playto talk to you. It is important ing Madden NFL 09. Since no
to remember that they are one else stepped up to play
doing you a favo.r by taking him, I decided to. During that
time out of their busy sched- time we were playing he saw
ule. Show them gratitude and · how polite and grateful I was.
thank them for the opportu- Just before everything was
nity. Who knows, they might wrapping up, he gave me the
remember you for if you run two wristbands off his wrist
as a gift.
into them again.
He went even further than
Last fall I was able to attend
a fan appreciation day in At- that by asking for my address
lanta. At that event I ran into so he can send me more stuff.

I was not expecting any of this
to happen, but I am glad that I
was polite and grateful.
In conclusion, there are millions of people who have had
great experiences running
into celebrities. I myself had
some great experiences because I treated them normal,
was prepare, and polite. Stick
to this game plan and I guarantee whenever you run into a
celebrity, you wilf have stories
to tell your kids and grandkids
for years to come.

Missionary Ridge
Six Mile Train Ride
4119 Cromwell Rd.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday 10:40 a.m.
$8-$14
http:/ /www.tvrail.com/

nooga 18 Piece Big
Lindsay Street Hall
901 Lindsay St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Monday 7:30 - 9:30p.m.
Free
·
http:/ /Chalttanoog:atun.. com~

Coming U
Add dinner for a
romantic evening
in downtown
Chattanooga.
The Chattanooga Symphony Presents: Rimsky-Korsakov Schehe.razade
Tivoli Theatre
630 Chestnut St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Feb. 4-5, 8 p.m.
$7.50 with student ID
http:/ jwww.
chattanoogasymphony.org
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Basketball.Power Rankings

Se':\n.LemQn
Men's A League play~r of the week

Women's A League:

-

Team Fresh (5-o) They are the
This week the winner is the Toon Squad
forwaril Sean Lemon. "I feel honored. It is
a credit to my team. They make the game
easier for me," Lemon ~d I~ a game
against Team The. Lemon ·had a game
high of 17 points, shooting 6/11 from the
field Toon Squad is the. only undefeated
team left in A league. "Being the only undefeated team makes us a target." Lemon
said·"Everyone is going to bring their best
game for us. So we have to play harder every night to stay undefeated."

Van·essa Diaz

•

'sA League player of the week
l~

For the women's side, this wee}c's win·
ner goes to Vanessa Diaz of Team Fresh.
"
Like Lemon. Diaz went 2-0 during the
week with a 42-24 Victory 6ver Kobe's
Kids and a 28-21 victory over Simply
Smashing. Diaz made 17 of her teams 42
points in the game against Kobe's Kids.
"Our t~am is very excited to be undefeate~ so far. We are hoping to keep it that
way.," Diaz said.

Men's B North:
Rick Rolled (6-o) They are the
one of two undefeated teams in

only undefeated team in the
league, averaging 32 points
per game.
Ho~ (3-2) Along with Team
Fresh, they are above .500 in the
league.

the league with an average of so
'points per game.
Khaos <s-o) They are.~ the other
undefeated team, averaging 40
points per game.

Women's B League:

Men's B South:

Gym Class Heros (s-o) They are
dominating the league as the only
undefeated team.
The Knockouts (4-2) They are
currently in second placet averaging 29 points per game;
~- .:

Team Beddoe (S-2) They have the

Men's A League:
Toon Squad (4-o) They are the
~only undefeated team in the league
with lln average of 45 points per
game.
Team The (3-1) They have the second best record in the league.

most wins out of any other team in
the league. They average 42 points
per game and allow an average of
32 points per game.
Who Dat? (4-1) They have the fewest losses in the league. They average 41 points per game and allow
an average of 35 points per game.

Men's C League:
Fiber Nuggets (4-1) Thw currently have the best record in the league.
They average 34 points per game.
J..toy's Boys (3-1) They have the
second most wins in the league.

Correction:
In last week's issue I stated that player of the week Emily Abernathy's team
Sup3r Cr3w defeated Shark Bait. However, I have made a mistake and it
was actually Shark Bait lead by Canique Brown who defeated Sup3r Cr3w
by a score of 27-20.

On cam~e~!heCQa~s§ig n·e rs
- -.

Monday_:_Staff discount day ·
Tuesday & Wednesday-Student discount days
.

-

$6 off ladies' cuts
$4 off men's cuts

396-2600-

.-,
')
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Avoiding too much surplus redundancy
AUDREY COOPER
HuMoR

~

.
~ ~·

r.lt
~-- ~I

~\
iJ.!

Eonn•

I would be correct in assuming that everyone has to take
an English class on the native
language of this· country during their college years at a university, right? Well as you possibly might recall, one of the
basic essentials being taught
that you would have learned in
this English course class is the
idea of the very unique redundant phrase. English teachers
the world over, whether or.not
they agree with it, tend to rise
up in arms when it comes to
redundant phrase usage and
the end result is usually most
of the time an entirely new
appreciation for the clear,
lucid sentence.
I don't want to be misunderstood, so don't get me wrong: I
am a self-confessed redundant
phrase user for sure, mostly
because I always want to follow after the crowds and participate in the current trends
and fads, .but this doesn't mean
I should resort back to the basic essentials of horribly bad

writing! And seeing that the
unfortunately unlucky state
of the average writing ability
is in an acute crisis, I feel that
something should be done. In
fact, if I had it my own way, I
would completely destroy any
remainder or remnant of redundant-writing.
However, on the other hand,
to give the opposing side of

''

I would completely
destroy any
remainder or
remnant of
redundant writing.
/./

the issue its fair and just time
in the spotlight, I must allow
that there are some instances, although few in number,
where perhaps it's best to not
keep watch on the writing
style method too closely. The
reason is because sometimes
writing needs to be done on

the spur of the moment in order to not depreciate in value.
For example, if you're at a
noon luncheon and you decide
you need to visit the re:;troom
(available to the general public) and there is a pair of twins
standing over a dead body on
the floor and you need to write
about it, there is not time to
sit and think about redundant
phrases! In the same way if
you have a sworn affidavit due
at 8 a.m. this ~rning or a
budget of your total operating
costs due at noon tomorrow
and the underground subway
that you usually take to your
regular weekly meeting is having a hard time commuting
back and forth, my consensus
of opinion is that you should
not waste time pondering
the great question of whether
or not to accept the free gift
of correct phraseology, but
to simply plan in advance
for the next time a similar
situation arises .
In conclusion, although it
could be a time saver, get rid
of those redundant phrases
in your life. If for nothing else
but to simply make sense.

~·
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Aud~:ey's Vo<;ab Moment
The New Year calls for some new vocabulary! Try your tongue at these:

Braggin': synonymous with Birthday: use like "right on."
"You like this dress?"
chillin'
"Birthday."
"You doing alright, man?"
"Man, I'm braggin'."

.

• • .-t.·

Brasserole: a casserole that On a Boat: ve~y trendy.
you eat for breakfast.
"Those new sunglasses are so
on a boat!"
"Hey give me another serving
of that brasserole."

I

HUM
Student Week of Yr"""'..... ·
Kudos to our student
Keep up the good work,

Tornado aiarins: Yeah,
remember those? Who could
forget the last noise all of
Southern's campus heard before
we all went deaf from the highpitched beeping.
The promise of an SA
senate "surprise": DOES
ANYONE KNOW WHAT
HAPPENED?

Being caught between
alarms: So the fire alarm is
telling me to get outside, but
the tornado alarm is telling
me t9 go·to the basement ...
hmm ... something is wrong
with this pictUre.
Crayons: Seriously, if you
believe me, try taking notes
a bunch of Crayolas and see
how much fun it can be.
__;.
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hony Orchestra performs annual concert
D ANIELL£ Q UAlLEY
SuFF WanER

The School of Music pre. sented its 20th annual concerto concert at Collegedale
Church on Sunday, Jan. 31.
Established at Southern in
1990, the concerto competition is an opportunity for
young musicians to perform
with a full orchestra, and
this year seven winners from
different parts of th_e country were chosen to portray
their individual style with
one instrument.
Each winner got a chance to
choose which movement they
wanted to play, and then performed that movement with
the orchestra.
Laurie Redmer Minner,
an associate professor of
music and the conductor of,
Southern's Symphony Orchestra said, "We are just
incredibly blessed."
At the clo.se of the concert,
many students went backstage to obtain autographs
and take pictures with some of
the performers.
Photo by Emily Kay
Chang, from!« University in Oeveland, Tenn. , pfa}'S rhe piano during che Southern Advt;nrisr University Symphony Orchesrr./r Annual Concerro Concert.

_.... _tion professor _leaves Southern after being hired by Disney
RoBERTS

-

Feature Animation.
Adams taught as
of animation at
2002. In Januajobto become
technical animation
Animation StuCalif.

-

"I feel like this is a great testament to our program here
at Southern?" said Zach Gray,
assistant professor of animation at Southern. "It says a lot
about our teachers here. Our
approach in the animation department is to have teachers
that can perform at a professional level."
Adams was involved in
'several animation projects at
Southern, including "The Lost

Sheep," which was -completed in 2007, and the ongoing
project "Rock in the Road,"
which began in 2007. He also
designed and helped visualize
plans for renovations in the
art department including the
lobby, art gallery and several
computer labs.
Many students said they remember Adams and his dedication to their success.
"I remember working with
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Humor............................................... 12

Aaron on the Rock in The Road
project," said Cory Goodwin, a
senior animation major. "He
was always understanding and
we worked well together. . . he
is a great teacher and a great guy."
"The thing I'll miss most
about teaching at Southern
is the animation students,"
said Adams in an online interview. "Producing projects
with them was the best part
of my job."

''

Adams continues to teach
an online class for Southern
animation students. The class,
self promotion, helps students
strengthen their portfolios, improve their resumes and create
strong demo reels. The class is
for juniors and seniors who are
looking to promote their work
to potential employers.

Longtime friends
become enemies, at
least on the court.

jf[

SEE OPINION PAGE 7
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Chemistry Club rais~s money for missions through Valentine's fun
JECSY

c. VILLAMIZAR

STAFF WRITER

The Chemistry Club is celebrating Valentine's Day in
a unique way this year. From
Feb. 10 tq 12, members will
be ·raising money with Valentine's Day test tubes filled with
candy to. help ~AMOR Projects-Touch of Love" a mission and clinic in Peru.
Matthew Hartman, a senior
. chemistry major and a student
missionary living in Peru, told
his friends at Southern about
their desperate need of labo-

ratory supplies in the clinic.
AMOR Projects works to help
people medically, as well as
teach people about Jesus.
When Tiffany Earle, president of the Chemistry Club and
a senior biochemistry major,
heard about Hartman's request,
she thought that Valentine's
Day would be a good opportunity to help others in need. Chemistry students and members of
the club are coming together to
make this happen.
"We want to help them
to have - adequate supplies,"
Earle said.

Mitch Menzmer, a chemistry professor, . brought the

''I

gave one to
my girlfriend
on our
first date.
.

. (~~

-M1tchMenzmer "",I

idea of the test tube with him
a couple of years ago when he
came to Southern. The idea

came from the Chemistry Club
at Clarkson University when
he was attending graduate
school there.
"I gave one ·to my girlfriend on our first date,"
Menzmer said
This is the third- year that
the Chemistry Club has used
the test tubes to raise money,
but this is the first year With a.
mission focus.
Melissa Blake, the vice
president of the Chemistry
Club and a senior chemistry
major, thinkS the test tubes
can be an inexpensive gift that

supports mission
same time.
"By selling the
Day test tubes we are
to raise money to
automatic micro
students serving at a
clinic in Peru," Blake
The micro pipette
able lab work to be
more efficiently and
helpful for students.
Earle said, "The
istry Club has
sire for
not

NEWS IN BRIEF
·census Bureau to hire'in Chattanooga, students encouraged to apply
'NoEL PEEK
Sr.uF WRITER

The US Census Bureau is
currently hiring census tak,ers for tl'l~ 2.010 Ceq:su$1 Ii,l
Chattano'Qga~ employee r~~a"'
' ries will sfurt at $13 an nour
with 20 to 40 hours of work
per week.

The number of . ,people
co®ted by the U.S. Census
will detern1in~ how many
seats each state will occupy in
the U.S. House of Representa:·
tives. l,{a;~ Stanley~ Cfitittanooga census office ma:Bager,
said it is important to make
sure every resident is account-

Applicants may qualify if
they are at least 18 years old,
pass a background check and
take a written test~f basic
skills. For more inf()rmation o.gJ"ilhb.w you can aPJ.)ly,
visit http://www.2010census
jobs.gov.

·o,pian~ and cello cono~~featul~s tQ.ree''·Qomp

~ Sch

in Ackeilnan Auditorium on
Wednesday, Jan. 20.
Coope1,; . and Fra;mil have
pia)lo
' cello
featuri
works. ()f composers Fr . . eric
Chopin, Samuel Barber .and
Robert Schumann was performed by guest cellist Stephen Framil and School of
' Music professor Peter Cooper

been. p~~ing recit!'l~ at

SOutherrl .Jor the. past'" t!l;ree
years, but''the year 2.0Hfhighlights the bicentennial and
centeruiia'f'b'irthdays of Chopin, BarBer and Schumann.
"This )~ something that
brings ~t · joy to !lfilusi-

~outh,rrn ~rrcnt
~~t.!ll1f:l~~edu

• •111e i<ttu!cnt. vo~ .~l'ri-N f921'i-
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ed for. , States with more residentS have a higher chance of
receiving more federal funds.
"There's $400 billion dollars available for the communities t(.) rl.$efor schools al)d.all
kinds of things ... That's :why
it's so cri,tical to get the information;'' Stanley said.

St.a>UAN~StRO-SHOl!MAKEa
lAYOUT & DESIGN

cianS' ~<>und the world/' ciation for the performance.
Framil said.
"'fs cool to see my teacher
The recital consisted of playing;" said ~ike Watung.
three ' ··
• wrltteu . ·f or a .~ nlirSing;wwJ:napiano ...•.•. cello, and ·:~w • jot wl_l~:~~es appliedw:p!ano
piece fe'atured the works lessons . from Cooper. . h t's
of one c6mpose:r;
really inspiring."
More than 100 students,.
.,
facultyand community members came .to the r~, and
some ~pressed their appre~

Renovation

The Hickman
ter ni:Ulways are still
progress" and the
the biology and
department is to
ence and the Bible
througlt art.
~rkon

hallway
sent tbe different
and the animals
that have . been found
illustr@ting the

the FlOod.
Keith 'snyder,

School

of

Biology
Health 'said, the goal
ptoject M/ 'to provide
believil\g'students
~tifi~y viable
to evo~)ltio~t."
~ project was
more than a year ago
artist Ron Hight and his
Snyder hopes to get
"the project done by
Conference session,
main goal is to show
that science and the
indeed.go together.
"You Can be sciE!nti1ie'.
beli,eve in short-term
Snyder said. "That's our

Clarification

"In last week's story
the social work"
ment's new master's
the artide incorrectly
the impression that
Cooper will be the
ate dean, but the dean
be Sharon Pittman.

NEWS

Campus Safety offirecently became certithe Department of
Security as First
bomb safety inafter attending a
program at New Mexin December 2009.
Turk, Campus Safety
officer, and Brooks
special projects
have been edqcated
the Department of
Security First ReTraining course on
signs, packaging,
and scenarios of
bomb threats.
are so many 9-ifferent
that could potentially

Brooks Kirschmann

be used to create a bomb,"
Kirschmann said.
Kirschmann specifically described what red flags are
watched for that mark a possible bomb threat. "It's important to pay attention to sloppy
handwriting, misspelled ad)

-

dresses,

leaky

substances,

bulky and unusually sized r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - packages, excessive postage and. overseas origins,"
Kirchmann said.
Individually, any of these DAVIS WALLACE
this community as they prosigns might be normal. How- SPO!liS Emma
mote brands such as North
ever, there is cause for alarm
Face, Patagonia and Mountain
For the second time in as Hardwear, which are all supmany years, Collegedale resi- ported in this area.
dents and Southern students
"I believe Southern 6 is a
will participate in the Southern wonderful initiative and ex6 Trail Race Sunday, Feb. 21.
ample of how outdoor leadThe annual race starts at 1 ership has worked with Ad"I could've died ... because p.m. outside the lies PE Cen- vancement to create a win-win
even in minor crashes you die. ter and continues on the Biol- concept" said Geovanny RagsWhen people saw the plane, ogy Trail until it ends outside dale, Director of Development,
they said they couldn't imag- the lies PE Center. More than "The proceeds from this event
ine how it's possible to get out 200 people have registered to. help to support the scholarof there alive."
run this to support Southern ship program for this departChris Swain, director of air- Adventist University's Out- ment and Southern is able to
port operations said there are door Leadership program.
connect with student, faculty
around 16,000 takeoffs and
"In last year's race we and staff as well as community
landings every yeat, and ac- made approximately $2500. members who might have nevWe hope to double that this er been on our campus before.
year," said Joy McKee, Corpo- Talk about witnessing in a real
rate and l<oundation Relations and direct manner." Ragsdale
and Volunteer Liaison. The also believes that McKee is
trail race cost $20 for a South- working to ensure this event
ern student and $30 for a non- is even more successful than
~ossible
student Packet pick-up starts at last year.
11 am. You can register at http:/I
"It's an exciting athletic
www.rockcreek.com/southern6
event that first came to camThe city of Collegedale, pus last spring and which proalong with Rock Creek, Sun motes outdoor, physical, famBelt, Panera Bread and Bi-Lo, ily-oriented activity. Anytime
are all sponsoring this event, Southern. has an opportunity
with several private donors like this to partner closely with
cidents like this are very rare.
also contributing. There are local businesses and commuAs for Karst, he said this three different categories, nity members it's a win-win
accident won't stop him from the 18-and-under group, 40 relationship for all involved,"
flying again.
-and-over group, and overall said Evonne Crook, director of
Karst said "(God] brought group. Each participant in the alumni relations. "The event
me down alive, he told me to race will receive a medallion. raises awareness for Southern
get out and I walked away... so The top three runners of each Adventist University as well as
He probably doesn't want me group will receive a South- funds benefiting Southern's
to die yet."
ern Adventist University mug Outdoor Leadership program.
The event also helps provide
worth $25.
"By running in this it bene- networking opportunities for
fits the biology trail and builds students, staff, alumni and
a relationship with health other members of the Greater
awareness," McKee said. Rock Chattanooga community."
Creek has a good following in

Students participate in trail race

e crashes near Collegedale airport
barely escaped death
off from Colleg.....,,..,P'"' Airport in the
of Jan. 14. Arthur
was training to bepilot with GasInternational
"'t''"""· .... a tree west of

bad recently received
pilot's license, and
to Jasper, Tenn.
a friend. The two .
on flying to.
he could obtain
to qualify for a
pilot's license.
he began preparmorningflight
did. He checked
loaded his plane
necessary. precausaying a prayer,.he
off, full of excitelong flight ahead.
of excitement, he
off of his instru-

veering toward
quickly corrected
it was too late.
crashed into
was the highthe highest area
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surrounding the Collegedale
airport.
Don Ashlock and his friend
witnessed the accident and
called and directed emergency crews to the scene.
.
"We heard the plane take
off, so that caught our attention, then we heard a loud
sound and saw the plane go-

''

When people saw the
plane, they said they couldn't
imagine how it's
to
get out of there alive.
-Arthur l,(arst

ing down on the other side of
the ridge," Ashlock said.
Meanwhile, Karst was still
in the plane. "I was in shock.
Everything was bloody," he
said. "It was almost like a
voice inside was telling me to
get out of the plane."
Karst was able to push the
door open and walk out. A few
seconds later, the plane caught
on fire and exploded.
Karst lost two-ofhis teeth in
the accident and also received
25 stitches.

''

,
.,
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Need «:ash!
Freshmen and seniors could win·
$50 for ~ompleting fh·e NSSE survey.
The survey will
come to your
Southern e-mai I
account. The
subject line will say
something like "Your
Opinion Matters to
Southern." If you are
the 1st, 1Oth, 75th,
150th or 300th
person to complete
the online survey,
you will be a
winner!

Number of female computing majors stays consistently low
CHRISTOPHER WALTON

SuEFWama

Females pursuing majors
from the School of Computing have been in the minority for years, and ·this year: is
no exception.
"I don't see any girls in
my [computing] classes,"
said Kevin Goodwin, a junior computer systems
administration major.
Records said that at the beginning of the fall 2009 semester, out of the 83 declared
computing majors, only four
were female. The records show
that this appears to be part of
a trend for Southern, with 84
male and four female declared
computing majors at the beginning of the fall semester of
2008 and 85 male and three
female declared computing
majors in the fall of 2007.
The professors in the School
of Computing also recognize
this trend. Michael Dant, an
associate professor in the
School of Computing now in
his second semester of teaching at Southern, said that

while he has already had two said it is an issue that has
women in his Introduction to been on their strategic plan for
Computing class, he has not years. Achieving this goal has
yet had any women in any of proven difficult, however, due
his upper-division classes. to the high demand for female
Dant suggested that the low · professionals in the industry.
Despite this . obstacle, Hall
remains optimistic.
"We're hopeful that we will
have a female faculty member
someday," Hall said.
Hall also discussed how the
·School of Computing is actively working to reverse the
trend by working at getting
girls, as well as boys, interested at younger ages. The School
of Computing works with the
-Tyson Hall
Adventist Robotics League
to get middle school students
interested, not just in comnumbers of female comput- puting, but in using math and
ing majors may be a result of science in a fun and practical
traditional stereotypes.
way. Hall said, there seems
Trying to reverse this trend to be no gender divide at
at the college level, both Dant that stage.
Hall added, "Frankly, many
and Tyson Hall, an associate professor in the School of of the girls do as well, or better
Computing, recognized the than the boys, at that level."
importance of female role
models. While there are currently no female faculty in the
School of Computing, Hall

Madden tournam
comes to Talge
JOSHUA WALKER

Su&Wa!JER

For the first time, Talge Hall
is hosting a double-elimination
tournament for the Xbox 36o's
Madden 09 video game, and
offering a $25 gift certificate to
the winner.
The tournament started on
Jan. 11 and is supposed to be
finished before the Super Bowl,
as to avoid conflict of interest.
The participants signed up
at the Talge front desk and after the final roster was posted,
they contacted their opponents,
played their games and reported the results to Talge Hall's assistant dean, Kevin Pride.
Pride originally proposed
the idea but has set'" student
dean Abner Sanchez over
the proceedings.
Pride said, "To get them
started playing, it was slow."
Sanchez also said the main
problem was getting participants to take initiative and seek
out their opponents, but this
was more than likely a result of
the event being new.
Pride also said while the tournament had a sl6w start, interest has increased and recently it
has been going fairly well.

''

Frankly, many
of the girls do as
well, or better
than the boys.

to see videos,_
in polls, read

news stories and
more about the
Accent staff.

tournaments there
stronger emphasis on
pants coordinating
tween one another.
Pride said that the
purchased the console
end of first semester
there are also plans to
basketball video game
meat during basketball
There are already
the basketball competilil
the dormitory.
Freshman participant
sports studies and
major Michael Oxley
heard about the
last semester.
"It's been pretty
Oxley "It would be
ers played their games
While said that he
to participate in
of this nature in the
Oxley said it would be
ful if they scheduled a
for them to play and
more organized.
Sanchez said there are

game system.

NATIONAL

.HINGTON (AP)
error was the probacause of an airline crash
a house near Buffalo,
last year, but the acroot problems exfar beyond a single
, a federal safety pan- ·
said Tuesday.
head of the NationTransportation Safety
Deborah · Hersman,
the accident cas1:s
on whether regional
are held to ~arne
of safety as ~re major
and sbe promised
board will pursue the
She also criticized
Federal Aviation Adtioil. for taking too
to address safety pro braised by the crash,
the same issues have
up before.
is Groundhog
and I feel like we are in
movie, " Hersman said,
·
to the 1993 Bill
movie about a Pittstherman who relives through the
day. "We have made
WWJW::uu.aLJlUJJlo:> time after
after time. They haven't
heeded by the FAA."
FAA said in a statethat it has driven sigimprovements in
professionalism, trainand background checks
past year. The agency
it will soon propose new

ANGELES (AP)
enforcement official
prosecutors plan to
Michael Jackson's
with manslaughter
thantakethecaseto
jury.
official told The AsPress on Tuesday
prosecutors will file a
complaint against
Murray in co.urt
than go through a
grand jury.
person is not auto speak pubabout the case and
spoke on condition
ty.
complaint would
prelude to a public
in which a judge
weigh testimony
witnesses to decide if
is probable cause to
him on an involuntary

rules to prevent pilot fatigue,
further improve training and
increase the qualifications required to be an airline pilot .
The three-member board
agreed unanimously that an
"inappropriate response" by
the captain of Continental
Connection Flight 3407 to a
key piece of safety equipment
caused the crash. The board

· The board discussed issuing more than 20 safety
recommendations as a result of the accident.
Hersman praised FAA
Administrator
Randy
Babbitt
for
initiating
regulation changes in response to the crash on
Feb. 12, 2009, when a
plane dove into a house,

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2010

Flight 3407, operated
for Continental Airlines by
Colgan Air Inc., was approaching Buffalo-Niagara
International Airport when
the twin-engine turboprop
experienced an aerodynamic stall and went into a dive.
The board said Capt. Marvin Renslow should have
been able to recover from

In this Feb.12, 2QOC),jile photo, wredroge lies across the area 'US a plane burns after it crashed into a house in Clarence, N.Y.
Nearly a year since 50 people died in the crash'ofa regional airliner in upstate New York, key Slifety reforms have yet to be
implemented in spite ofpromises ofswift action from federal regulators and launnakers. (AP Photo/David Duprey)

also said an incorrect airspeed entered into the plane's
computers by the flight's
first officer and the air carrief's inadequate procedures
and training for entering airspeeds for freezing weather
were contributing factors.

killing all 49 people
aboard and one man il).
the house. But Hersman
said Babbitt has been
unable so· far to .push reforms "across the finish
line" and that congressional action may be needed.

In thisNav. 23, 2009jile picture, Dr. Conrad MW7YI!J anives at his clinic in Houston. Michael Jackson's physician has anived in LosAly}eles in anticipation ofa
decision from the district attorney's office on whether to charge him.for the singer's
death, a spokeswoman said Thesday Feb. 2, 2010. (AP Photo/Pat Sullivan, File)

manslaughter charge.
dose. Murray maintains
Jackson died June 25 nothing he gave· Jackson
from an anesthetic over- . should have killed him.

the stall but that he did the
opposite of what he should
have done.
In the final seconds of
the flight, two pieces Of
safety equipment activated - a stick shaker to alert
tbe crew their plane was

Al-Qaida likely to
attempt attack WASHINGTON (AP)
Al-Qaida can be expected
to attempt an attack on the
United States in the next
three to six months, senior
U.S. intelligence officials
told Congress Tuesday.
The terrorist organization
is deploying operatives to
the United States to carry
out new attacks from inside the country, including
"clean" recruits with a negligible trail of terrorist contacts, CIA Director Leon Panetta said. Al-Qaida is also
insp1nng homegrown extremists to trigger violence
on their own, Panetta added.
The annual assessment of
the nation's terror threats
provided no startling new
terror trends, but amplified
growing concerns since the
Christmas Day airline attack in Detroit that militants

nearing a stall and a stick
pusher that points a plane's
nose down so it can recover
speed, investigators said.
The correct response to
both situations would have
been . to push forward on
the control column to increase speed, they said.
But Renslow pulled back
on the stick shaker, investigators said. When the
plane stalled and the pusher activated, Renslow again
pulled back tbree times.
Renslow's pull-back response, however, created a
stall, the board said.
Both pilots violated rules
against nonessential conversation during flight be10w 10,000 feet, which likely distracted them at a key
moment, the board said.
Colgan's pilot training
program was also criticized
for not giving Renslow remedial attention despite
his failures on several tests
of piloting skill and for not
emphasizing
procedures
for recovering from a full
stall, including how to respond to the stick pusher.
Colgan said in a statement that the pilots were
properly trained in how to
recover from a stall.
"We have taken a number of important and specific steps to further enhance all of our training
and hiring programs," the
statement said.

are growing harder to detect
and. moving more quickly in
their plots.
"The biggest threat is not
so much that we face ·an attack like 9/11. It is that alQaida is adapting its methods in ways that oftentimes
make it difficult to detect,"
Panetta told the Senate Intelligence Committee.
Several senators tangled·
over whether suspected terrorists should be tried in
civilian or military court.
At the same time, a group
of bipartisan lawmakers introduced legislation that
would force the Obama administration to backtrack on
its plans to try Sept. 11 defendants in federal court in
New York and use military
tribunals instead.
Al-Qaida increasingly relies on new recruits with
minimal training and simple
devices to carry out attacks.
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Staying afloat in a World of gra
ANDREW GARCILAZO
CONTRIBUTOR

Gray. Not white, not black,
but gray. The world is consumed with it. Examples can
be seen in cinema, literature,
politics and most of all, religion. Gray. We are consumed
by it. Adventists are consumed by it. Worse, we hardly
seem to care.
Is it so hard, nowadays, te
takes sides? White or black,
God or Satan, one or the other.
Should it not be that simple?
This, of course, is mucl~ easier
said then done. As a result, we
are stuck in a seemingly endless wasteland of gray. The
world is tough. It is a vile, evil
place, filled with nothing but
liars and cheats. Is it just me,
or are issues of diet, entertainment and Sabbath observance
becoming harder and harder
to comprehend? The right is
no longer as easily separated
from the wrong, and either we
are losing touch with God, o'r
God is losing touch with us.
To me it's quite obvious which
is the case.

Let's take the Sabbath, for
example. God wants us to
keep the Sabbath holy; the Bible makes-this perfectly clear.
Still, for a lot of us, it is hard to
say what constitutes breaking
this holy Day of Rest. rknow
a great many people who have
no problem going out to eat
at a restaurant after church.
Is this breaking the Sabbath?
Perhaps. Is watching TV on
the Sabbath in the same category? Possibly. A liberal Adventist wouldn't bat an eye
at the thought of either. The
conservative Adventist would
have a heart attack. Who is
right? Is anybody right? In
today's fast-paced world of
text messages and e-mails, it's
getting harder and harder to
discern what is godly and true:·
Satan is working hard to fill
the world with confusion and
deceit. Understanding is fleeting and infrequent.
This lack of understanding is especially evident when
looking at the various aspects
of entertainment, an issue just
as complex and confusing as
that of the Sabbath. In a recent

Accent article denouncing today's media, art professor Brian Dunne claimed, "The media is full of fascinating stories
and scenes designed to addict
the fallen human mind to the
indulgence of the creature
senses and to a belief in itself
and its own goodness." There
is no doubt; Satan is using the

everything is unholy. The good
stuff is out there. The good people are out there. To think otherwis~, brings cynicism of the
worst kind. But with God at
our core, we cannot go wrong.
When Jesus was on this
earth He surrounded himself
with drunkards and fighters.
He plucked grain and healed

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

media in his fight against God. the crippled on the Sabbath.
We all know that the bad stuff He was a radical and He was
is out there. We see the com- misunderstood for it. Why?
mercials and the billboard Because the Jews and the
ads, and sure, we can see that Pharisees were consumed by
Satan is trying to deceive us. their traditions and by their
But this doesn't mean that" law.
"<
·

Today, many of us
be consumed by our
and by our laws. We
others because they are
like ourselves, but really,
are we to judge? Perhaps
views of ·gray are
than ours. Who are we to
cide what is right and
That's God's job, not ours,
W$ need His help now
than ever.
Revelation 3:16 says,
then, because you are
warm, and neither cold
hot, I will vomit you out
mouth."·God will showus
right from the wrong. He
lead us in the way we
go. Study and prayer is the
to understanding. As we
come closer and closer to
the gray issues will
less and less gray. No
will we become confused,
longer will we have to
Then, the gray will fade
only to be replaced by an
lasting field of light. And it
at that moment that peace
understanding have found
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God's sno:w washes away sinful grim
CHRIS CLOUZET
RELIGION

EonoR

With the impending blizzard
approaching Collegedale last
Sabbath, I sat in my room and
thought about snow. Snow is
so white and cold and it likes to
fall a lot and disappear when it
get$ warm outside-kind oflike
me. Thinking of snow made me
- think of David and his famous
psalm. "Cleanse me with hyssop
and I will be whiter than snow,"
he informed God (Psalm 51:7,
Chris ClouzetVersion).
In the New Chris Clouzet
Version, it aptly says, "Scrub
me down with some concentrated bleach and I will be
wpiter than a sheet of printing
paper." As a student, a male,
and a person who writes on
paper, this version is especially applicable to me.

My apartment's kitchen
floor could use some bleach.
My shower could use some
bleach. I think even the dishwasher could use some bleach.
It is easier, it's nicer, to be

alive in a clean environment.
Paper has a lot of potential
when it is blank and white. Anything can be written on it It is
an 8 lf2-by-u-inch baby with an
entire life of possibilities ahead of

it How it is used depends completely on whose hands it is in.
As I thought for a minute or
two about the blizzard soon
to bury Collegedale last weekend, I realized that I was quite

doubtful it would ever
pen. But what I didn't
was the whiteness of snow
the""'trnbds of God. Not
did God create His world
His people with His hands,
took care of them. He still
God is the Creator, but
the Omnipotent Janitor
Omniscient Editor.
Last weekend it
In Collegedale, Tednessee,
snowed. I was able to
the beauty of winter's
scape and think of David
His God, "the God who
me." (v_e rse 14). The whitenl'.lllll
of the snow was a
ful reminder: in spite of
filthy grime, we can be
pure, new, clean. God is
faithful janitor.
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

urals: Why must everyone be super athlete?
basketball season is aldone and I, for one, am
to see it go. However, I do
a sense of relief as well.
it's the fact that this is
first season I've ever really
to watch games other
mine, but these games
been intense. ~me
become enemies, at
on the court. Roomfeel tension during
matches. Names are
thrown around. Arover whose ball it
or who fouled whom. It's
understandable for A
teams. I'm not saythis is right, but they
have more skill and can
bly back their words
B league teams ... well,
have more right than C
teams. C league teams
well, I11 leave that alone

I'm not saying
be competitive. I'm just
to figure out why people
so much pressure on in. I thought the whole
of having intramurals
for everyone to have a
to play sports. Some
competition.
Thursday night I witthe ugliest basketball
I have ever seen. I "'!Vas
forward to it, seeing as
teams had people I knew.
prepared to root for both.
first ten seconds of the
a foul was called. It was
downhill from there. Both
were playing fast-paced
aggressively-it was hard
to get called on a foul.
, it was the way that
handled these situations

It was the means to the
that was disappointing.
even heard one spectator
something about how the
game on the other court
more interesting. That's
blow, if you ask me. It

felt like every 20 seconds,
players were drawing fouls.
Words were exchanged. One
guy even went as far as calling a player on the opposite
team an idiot. Now is that any
way to treat a fellow student

players help them up. Fouls
are apologized · for. Missed
shots are applauded. Both
teams are encouraged and
supported from the sidelines.
I think that's what makes intramurals good for Southern

A Lyrical Response
I picked up the Accent and what did I find
But a scathing submission not very kind
Written on eating at restaurants like Chili's
And how bad tippers give a waitress the will1es
Why don't they pay more; what should I do?
To get more money write a review
Of the Adventist faith that left her quite sour
But now she is the one with the power
To stereotype an entire religion
And then they publish it in the opinion
Section so as to say wh~.t exactly
I ask this question matter-of-factly:
Why was it published?
To provide awareness?
To demonsbrate madness?
To show our competition
In winning souls for heaven?
Whatever the reason for such an article
I return to the writing of the waitress radical
Stereotyping a religion is bad
So please do not write ~uch things when one is mad
I understand that we all suffer from
A lack of funds for ~11 of or just some
Of the things that we need
But to write such is greed
If you do not like how we treat you
Then tell us yourself. Don't write a review
For not all are cheap as you might believe
Just a few about whom you may seethe
If you must
But you trust
That you understand the fact
That ranting requires more tact

Photo by Emily Kay

(Lefrto right) Alisha YounfJ, Jennifer Condado and Kristin Specht jump
for the rebound, while the1r teammates watch with anticipation.

here at Southern? And we call
ourselves Christians. One guy
put things in perspective during a different game when one
of his teammates had fouled
an opposing player really
badly. "Okay, guys ... we're
C league." The way he said it
made the harsh competitiveness just seem ridiculous.
I play in women's B league
and I can honestly say that our
team probably should have
been in a lower league, had
there been one. However, we
played our hearts out at every
game. We tried our best not
to let our competitive streaks
to get in the way of us having
fun. It felt really good to play
against teams that had the
same mindset. When one player is pushed over, opposing

and good for us. Don't let the
glamor of the champion Tshirts blind you to the fact that
it's not all about winning-it's
mostly about having fun and
showing God in all you do.

Thank you for your time
I tried to stay kind
Though your writing made me mad
I try to remain quite glad
That one day you will see the true light
And I hope you will believe in his right
To rule all within his sight.

-RyanLoga

CHINA KITCHEN
94011 APISON PIK~, SUrrE A.l
OOLHWA.H, TN 37)6)
FOU~CO~t~f

423.396.9898
PICKUP- 10<7o DISCOUNt WITH SAV tO
JHLIVEP-.Y- F~H DELIVEP-.Y ON CAMP
OVE~ $10 PU ~SCH>-.S€
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How to Properly Pay Homage to Groundhog Day
AuDREY Cool'ER,
KALEIGH LANG,
AMANDA LEFURGY,
AND DAVIS WALLACE
HuMoR

Eonoa &

CoND!BI/JORS

It's Feb. 2, 2008, 7=20
a.m. Thousands of bundled
groundhog enthusiasts have
made the long pilgrimage to
Punxsutawney, Penn. The moment they have been waiting
anxiously through the night
for, with nothing but a roaring
bonfire to keep them warm,
is fast approaching. The "Inner Circle,'' those nearest and
dearest to The Groundhog,
ceremoniously approach The
Hole. Dressed to the nines in
a black suit and top hat, Bill
Cooper, the Inner Circle president, clears his throat.
"Ladies and gentlemen, you
!J.re the true believers!" He commends the gathered crowd.
They cheer wildly, and" it is
then that Cooper and the rest of
the Inner Circle move in to see

what Phil thinks that the skies
have in store. After some pomp
and circumstance that would
make the queen of England
proud, the result is announced:
six more weeks of winter!
Linda Shaffer, the administrative assistant for the
Punxsutawney Chamber of
Commerce, said, depending
on the day of the week it falls,
Groundhog Day can attract 'hp
to 25,000 adoring fans to the
little city in northern Pennsylvania. But what about those
fans who just can't make it
out there this year, but who
desperately want to show
their love and support for Phil
and his amazing weatherpredicting skills? Even though
Groundhog Day has passed
this year already, here are several ways that you can appropriately celebrate in your own
backyard ne. ·t year:
• Get up at 7:25 a.m. and
make your family, neighbors or
roommate check for your shad-

ow. Feel free to go back to bed
for six weeks if you do see it.
• Dress up like an "Inner
Circle" member. Don't forget
your bowtie and top hat.
• Make Phil's favorite treat:
ice cream and dog food (granola may be substituted for
the faint of tongue).
• Flash your "Groundhog
Club Chapter" membership
card at every opportunity (especially first dates).
• Memorize the weather
predictions from all122 years,
then go to your town square
and recite them so everyone
can celebrate with you.
• Watch the movie "Groundhog Day" over and over and
over and over ...
• Name your firstborn child
"Phil" (even if he or she is already born ... )

THUMB

up
down

The iPad: Super, super cool
... however, "goodbye tangible
newspapers and magazines ...
was nice knowing you ... "
28 days in Februa.rY: Man,

now March'lias to start on a
Monday: ..

Superbowl Sunday on the
horizon: So many .parties ...
so many chips & dip ... so little
time ...

Can we stress enough that Valentine's Day (and subsequent banquetfestivities) are coming

up? Here are some suggestions/or popping the "will you go with me" question:
"Hey, you wanna get dressed up and go look at some sharks with me?"
"So you like ducks and hearts ... Valentine's Day banquet sound good?"'
"You make my heart swell like the waves of the ocean blue ... speaking of the ocean, the
Valentine's Day banquet is at the Aqu'!rium this year ... "

Having too much cafe
money on your card: Wait,
what am I talking about? This
is NOT a bad thing! Find a
friend and share.
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ea students.raise mone for Haiti
~dents

at A. W. Spalding
School and ColAcademy have raised
than $4,000 through
fundraisers to help
in Haiti affected by the
12 earthquake.
Students at A. W. Spalding
$5 to $15 to "dress down"
their usual school uniattire on Jan. 21, with all
going to the AdvenDevelapment and Relief
A. W. Spalding Office
Judee Spicer said.
would say a good Bo perof students participatSpicer said. "[We] raised
for ADRA, requesting
it go toward Haiti."
at Collegedale
conducted a fundHaiti as well. Shelly
an English teacher
Ulll<=l'.~'ua.•c Academy, said
furtdraiser idea originatfrom the Invisible ChilWeb site and consisted
teachers to cement
in the courtyard with
of duct tape that were
to students. Teachers

·

M aroin Thorman is taped to a pillar I?J students from Collegedale Academy to raise awareness and mtJnty for thepeople of Haiti.

who volunteered stood on
chairs until they were stuck
to the pillar by pieces of tape
that had been sold for $1 per
foot. Once securely taped,
the chair they were standing
on was auctioned off, and the
highest bidder got to pull it
out from under the teacher

leaving them suspended in see teachers taped to pillars,"
the air.
Dodd said.
Brenden Dodd, a junior at
"More than $1,000 was
Collegedale Academy, said the brought in through this fundtaping of teachers attracted a raiser at Collegedale Academy.
large number of students, and However, the school's goal is
people were cheering, laugh- ' to raise $10 per student and
ing and making jokes.
teacher, equaling $4,000, said
"It was kind of enjoyable to litchfield. She added that the

Photo by Richard Hickam

school is doing another fundraiser this week that involves
collecting change, and all the
money raised will be sent
to the Adventist Development
and Relief Agency.
"Together we can give
more," said Dodd. "We need to
help these people."

eping ·Tom spotted in Southern Village
sensor lights are
on the back of all
Village apartments
peeping Tom

While no one has been assaulted ,by any of the intruders, there have been two reported sightings at Southern
Village this year as opposed to
only one last year, Fraker said.
"We've stepped up patrol,
especially on the weekends,"
Fraker said. Campus Safety
also does regular patrols of the
area every hour and a half, 24
hours a day.
Although they are there to
help students feel safer, the
Campus Safety officers have
not always done this. The night
the latest peeping Tom was reported, Tiffany Earle, a senior

biochemistry major, felt uncomfortable when a Campus
Safety officer approached her.
"The officer was dressed in
all black and I didn't feel safe
because his Campus Safety insignia was not clearly visible,"
Earle said.
The officer in question
claims to have had his Campus Safety ID on his belt, and
a uniformed patrol officer visible near him.
Earle said she did not see
the ID or the other officer.
The officer extended his
apologies to whomever he may
have frightened.
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Some students are taking
"The big thing is us watchtheir own precautions to stay ing out for each other,"
safe. Kelly Baskin, a senior Mathis said.
wellness management major,
Fraker advises students to
has her boyfriend watch from keep the¥" blinds closed when
the car to make sure she gets changing and their doors
into her apartment safely.
locked, especially at night.
Josel,yn Glmlarn, a senior Fraker also advises parking in
nursing major, wanted to keep well lit areas, and always calla baseball bat .in her apart- ing for help.
ment last year after receiving a
"If you see something, im"creepy glare" from one of the mediately call. Call before you
peeping Toms who was pull- approach the peeping Tom or
ing out of a parking space in don't even approach them at
front of her apartment.
all," Fraker said. "It's no probSouthern Village deanMafhis lem if someone calls the police
urges students to be aware of
continued 011 pg. 2
their surroundings.

''

If you don't have
a "significant other"
don't dwell on the

fact...

jfrr

''
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AdmiQistration gives convocation redu.c tions to ease busy sched
I<AYCEFOOTE

Suu WR!TfR

Students with busy schedules might be able to get their
convocation requirements reduced by filling out a convocation reduction form, which are
available outside of the ,student services office.
Sfudents fill out the application with their schedule, and
return the form to Pam Dietrich, administrative assi!)tant
for Student Services. The application deadline i~ Feb. 25.
Once processed, ~n e-mail
will be sent within a week letting the &tudent j know how

many convocations they are
required to attend.
Students with children, six
credit hours or le&s or who
already have a degree are ex-.
empt from convocation. Nursing majors automatically get
their convq_cations reduced to
eight because pf clinicals.
Kelsey Larrabee, a sophomore public relations jllajor
and student services assistant,
said that whe1_1 deciding convocation reductions they look
at schedules and how many
convocations students can attend throughout the semester.
Larrabee addea that in most
cases, having class or work

before or after normal Thursday ·convocations or evening
convocations contributes to
the reduction.
'The average number of reductions is between eight and
10, and some students believe
that number is still too high.
Brandau Roberts, a junior
media production major,
said he works during normal Thursday convocations ·
and it can be hard to make
it to the night convocations
with a heavy class load. Roberts, whose . convocations
were reduced to nine, believes he should have gotten a
larger reduction. .

However, Dietrich does not
believe iliat all students need
a reduction.
"In the month of January
alone there were enough opportunities to get the full 14
convocations," .Deitrich saio.
Larrabee
advises
stu- .
dents ·to be_ honest with
their application.
"We do check your sched.ules online, and if they are not
the same we will not give you a
reduction," Larrabee said.
Dietrich said a valid reason to get a reduction would
include having clinicals ..d_uring both Thursday and night
convocations. Non-valid rea-

sons include class
during Thursday
There are no classes
during convocation.
Dietrich said that
third of the student

versity] and the
come to our programs,"
etrfch said. "And
students should know
advantage they have
of these opportunities.".

Navy chaplain coming to campus
, EMILY YOUNG

·Ennoa
-t.
Tickets are on sale . · 1~·
Thatcher Hall for the annual
Mother-Daughter Brunch, to
be held Feb. 14. This year's
. speaker "Viii. be Ad:rtJ'lJ1P-~
Townsend~ia .chaplain fofc;t he
U.S. Navy.
1
Townsend is stationed
at Marine Corps Air Station · b.). Beaufort, 8<>VcFP
carolina.. Before joining ithe
Navy, Townsend was an associate women's dean at
Andrews Uni\l'ersity and an
associate minister at An~
drews Unzye:risty's New Ufe
Adventist ~MowslUp.

To~;iJl-4 a~~ ,. fou

~t,,.Wt\,

EMILYYbuNd

One Touch 'Ministries., a
...
EOIJQJt
..
ganization with a mission "fu
empower individuals ·to obtain a life that is continuously
In addition to a half·milfulfille1l by drawing froni .• and . ,lion. d lar .remodel, th
l·
shatiP.g ~¢ wate:r of,ljf~ ,(~!f;l- lage M
· is making
sus) from the •well that never es to
offered
iufis dry/' according to ' the deli. So far~ they have added
minist:ry's mission statement. vegetarian sushi and three
Two years ago Townsend new sandwiches.
spoke .for~.;.worship se
The sq · is made
Thatehetilia!t While o ·
delivered
the VM
y.
pus she also did one-o
'J\ey also.offer wasabi, ginger
counsclinl{..students.
sauce, seaweed salad, spicy
Tickets cost $12.50 ,..hd mayonnaise and chopsticks.
can be. boqght from B¢Yerly Students , are~ already en~py
Rawson*· ;;J)ffice m~ag~t;,;'~"in ipg the ~~w addition '1i~~~,;Vt~
Thatcher: HalL
· w;,'' deli menu.
,
"I'm Japanese, so I really
appreciate having Japanese
food right here at the VM,"
said Joel Miller, a sophomore
theology major. "I don't haye a
• :Dle
car, so l can't go anywhere to
get it: It's really nice to have it
EMILY YOUNG
on campus!'
.
EDITOR
ALISON QUIRING
EMlLYKAY
The VM has also introduced
Ni:.WS-IDITOR
PHOTO IDITOR
three new sandwiches: the
MAlT ZUBat.KJi
meatball 5ub~ the barbecue
At!PRWCQOPER
HUMOR EDITOR
WEB. MANAG£11:'
meatball sub and the batbeeue Sushi is now ;sold. in the Village Market.
rib sandwich.
RICKY OLIV.ERAS
MA1THBWTAYLOR
LAYOUT&. D£SIGN
And the VM is not· finished
safety, and have de~>clitptitllll
with
of the peeping Toms-:continued from pg. 1 said, "They are very aware
instead of us. We just .want the situation."
someone to get called."
The police are alerted every
time a call is placed to campus
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tUdents to .participat~ in Meet the Firms job fair

on.

tied

finding a career can be a
task for a graduate.
fortunately Southern offers
fair, Meet the Finns, where
can network ~th
employers.
the Finns ~ be held

light•~nirlg

To help students prepare
for this job fair, a class meets
once a week called Preparing
to Meet the Firms. The class
gets students ready to make
a good first impression, said
Janita Herod, -the office manager for the School of Journalism and Communication.
"They learn skills that· will
give them an advantage in
this tough· market," Herod
said. We can't promise them a
job, but we can give them the
skills they need to find a job,"
Herod said.
Verlyne Starr, the associate professor for the School
of Business, stated that one of Justin Sharp, a Southern graduate, speaks with a professional at Meet the Firms in 2008.
-7
the most important things she to meet the firms are Jamie by department'representatives for the students to enter the
emphasizes while preparing - Thompson, office manager for to attend in their most busi- workplace, the employers are
students for Meet the Firms the English and history depart- ness-like attire to get a feel for ready to hire them because
is their appearance and how ments; Linda Marlowe, Progres- meetipg possible employers in of the skills they have seen
they interact.>with people. She sions coordinator in the School a professional manner.
them attain.
Harlin stated that maily
said that they give students of Nursing and Monya Khan,
"a distinctive edge" when it office manager in the School employers watch students go
conies to looking for a job.
through Meet the Firms year
of Computing.
The three other employees inEven if students are not in after year as they develop provolved in getting students ready this class, they are encouraged fessional skills. When it's time

ps to feature STD prevention

for biking is a young
from an Advencollege. He is also one
of five Americans inwith genital herpes as
of unprotected sex
college. This man, who
to remam anonymous,
example of a growing
on college eamp~es.
educate students on the
the Counseling Ceoand the University Health
will give a presentaabout STDs prevention
I treatment at Thatcher Hall
18. The presentation,
offers worship credit,
mainly focus on preventhrough abstinence, but
also teach students ways
they can treat disease
0

\

who is presenting the
talks. "We want our
body to be healthy, not
physically, but mentally
emotionally."

According to the CDC,
the percentage of STDs has
grown steadily ir\.. recent decades. "The reason it's a problem, is because we don't talk
about it," said Uane de Souza,
transition services coordinator. "It's a sensitive subject,
but we are here to inform,
teach about protection and
implications for life."
The University Health Center_h<.:!pes to take a more proactive role in educating students.
"We'd like to provide education
on future avoidance on this
kind of problems," said Bill
Rawson, a physiciari assistant
at the University Health Center. "We are here for any testing or counseling."
Presenters of the seminar
will teach students how to seek
the appropriate medical attention as well. "There's an increase on diseases, specifically
on high school and colleg~ students," Castells said.
For
more
information
on STDs prevention and
treatment,
students
can
call the University Health
Center or the Counseling
Center. They can also access information online at
http:/ jwww.cdc.govjstd.

CK redesign' delayed for two years
JAROD

KErrn
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The proposed remodeling
and rebranding of the Campus
Kitchen is officially "on hold"
for about two fears, according
to members of Southern's design committee.
Although ideas have been
presented and discussed,
university administrators
are cautious to move forward
~th CK renovations until a
way is found to enlarge the
eatery's dining space, said
Marty Hamilton, Southern's
associate vice president for
financial administration.
"We are already seeing line
problems at K.R.'s, the Kayak
and even the cafeteria," Hamilton said. "As the enrollment
continues to increase we have
to adapt to accommodate
students' needs."
It will be about one year
until the administration can
resume discussion about the
Campus Kitchen because the
design staff is focused on completing other projects such
as Florida Hospital Hall construction and Village Market
renovations, Hamilton said.

"Then we ~11 need another year of planning," added
Becky Djernes, un_iversity design coordinator. Many ideas
are being considered, including outdoor seating, taking
over other spaces in Fleming
Plaza and constructing meet-

' ' I t~ought
. they were
going to start .

-

d

,. ,;. ,._

soon, an novv I'm not even
...
g oinrlgro be
able to see it.
-Kevin DeBenedictis
' /
ing rooms for reservation.
The total time ~11 be about
two years, and the project
~11 cost about $150,000 to
$2oo,ooo, Hamilton said.
Not only is the Campus
Kitchen looking to expand, it
is also going to be reinvented
and possibly renamed.

"We are motivated to make
it more of a restaurant setting," Hamilton said. "We
want you to think you're
off campus."
Last semester, students in
assistant professor Randy
Craven's three-dimensional
graphic design class competed
to give the Campus Kitchen a
makeover. The five student
teams not only redesigned
the restaurant's layout, they
rethought staff uniforms, ereatedlo$os, revised the menu,
reconsi<lered--open hours and
gave the restaurant a new
name and purpose. These
teams prese~ted their . ideas
to a panel of Judges, who then
ranked the p~esentations.
Upon heanng that the renovations are now delayed, junior music performance major
Kevin De Benedictis said, "The
CK needs remodeling. It sucks
because I thought ~th the
competition they were going
to start soon, and now I'm not
even going to be able to see it."

"l
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Presidential Candidate Brian Nyamwange: Success begins with a v.ision
"Success begins with a vision." I ponder the words of
a former SA President whose
vision was founded on Paul's
words in Romans 12:12, which
emphasizes prayer. We may
not see it, but there are those
on the campus of SAU who are
hurting, seeking, lonely and
uncertain. We are often quick
to go out to the community
and the world to help, often
neglecting those who are beside us, but it is time for us to
make a change.
I reiterate the words of another former SA President
when I say: I do not claim
to have the abjlity to singlehandedly and miraculously
unify SAU in one year. How-

ever it is my desire to create a spark in our Student
Association, and prayer is
the key to unlocking all that
God has for us.
My platform is simple:
Annihilate Apathy. Headlines of felony, poverty and catastropl.!e - but do they strike
any answering chord in our
hearts? We need to have empathy for those. near~ that we
may reach those who are far. I
will continue to promote projects like "Literacy is Key" and
ministries like "Prayer Tag,"
which focus on reaching the
individual-your neighbor.
Abolish Ambiguity. The
promise of unity and spiritual
revival must be grouqded in

answers. What are the questions? Better yet-who is asking them? We start by encouraging students to get involved
in the committees that make
inquiries about where our
money is being spent, how we
can renovate our facilities or
even about the food in the cafeteria so that the power is in
the hands of the people.
Abrogate Arbitrarity. We
join Peter Marshall in his
pra:·er, Lord, "Give us clear vision that we may know where
to stand and what to stand for,
because unless we stand for
something, we shall fall for
anything." Our campus caters
to the singer, the sporty and
the sower. I will support stu-

d~nt-led

clubs and organiza-

tions which have a vision and
passion to do what they love.
We need our leaders working
closer together to help students make new ideas a reality. Indifference is the illness,
but courage is the cure.
An SA President cannot
change the cost of tuition,
restructure the dorms or extend breaks off from school,
but they can set the tone for
the student body. God calls
His people, this campus, in
this battered world to bruised
knees. I sound the war cry
with David F. Wells/'Petitionary prayer-is rebellion-rebellion against the world in
its fallenness, the absolute

Presidential Candidate Amanda Fox: I want to be able to make the stress of the week
Do you have a difficult time
paying for Southern? Do social
activities interest you? Well, if

you answered yes to either of
ptese questions, we have a few
items in common. Running for
president is a difficult task, hv.t
I have a good amount of leadership skills that will enable
me to be the president Southern deserves. I have been an
SA Senator for one semester,
dur-ing which I was asked to be
the Projects Committee Chair,
meaning all proposals from
Senators had to pass through
my committee.
The Social Committee is
another amazing committee
to be on because I am able to

plan innovative activities for
events such as Spirit Week.
This year I was also able to
be a site cordinator for Community Service Day. These are
just a few of the leader&hip
positions I have held while at
Southern. The reason I chose
to run for the presidency is
because I want to continue to
encourage the spirituality that
Southern values, get a hold of
interesting speakers for convocations and work towards
having a masquerade-themed
banquet. This position I am
running for requires more

than just calling the General
Assembly to order, going to
SASAU Cabinet meetings or
making executive de~isions;
it is about representing the
very same people who elected
me to senate, the ones who I
interact with on a daily basis.
It is about making Southern
the best place to be. Being a
student myself, I understand
we all have stress. Some of us
have A&P, accounting, chemistry, or calculus. Even with
all the stresseS of school, and
having to decide what it is we
want to do for the rest of our

..

ate when it comes
planning the events
able to put your mind at
My door is open to any
who would like to bring
ideas or challenge the
quo. It would be a
serve· as your president.
sider voting for me.

Executive Vice Presidential Candidate Kyle Cox: How may I help y
How may I help you? Seriously, I want to know. As your
Student Association executive
vice president, that question
will reflect my chief concern
for the coming .school year.
I cannot in good conscience
make many attractive prom-

ises to you. But this I can sincerely say: with your help, I
will do my very best to hear
imd heed your opinions, concerns and critiques.
I feel that the SA Senate is
a powerful vehicle through
which great things can happen

on this campus. This next year
has a lot of potential for beautiful things here at Southern.
But I also feel that this greatness can only be achieved if we
work together. That is why, as
executive vice president, my
main goal is to make sure that

at:ador
Mexican Restaurant
.
9203 Lee Hwy, Ooltewah
Next to Bi-Lo

238-6655

your Senate is striving to keep
in touch with the opinions and
ideas of our student body. I
fear that the Senate is a valuable tool for change that far
too many Southern students
under-appreciate. Many do
not really know what Senate is
doing, who is in Senate representing them and their peers,
or what the SA Senate even is.
As an executive officer, I
will strive to make sure that
every Southsrn student knows
who his or her representative
in Senate is, what that senator can do for him or her and
how to contact that senator. I
also want to find new, interesting ways for the student body
to hear about what Senate is
planning and has in store, allowing each student to get a
better feel for the impact Senate has on this campus. But
achieving this goal will require

your
Your senators are waiting
hear from you. And if you
for me, I will need you to
prepared to answer one
tion- how may I help you?

NATIONAL
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elatives in eastern Cuba say -wotnan has turned 125
HAVANA (AP) - Relatives
eastern Cuba claim to have
a 125th birthday party
a woman named Juana
de la Candelaria Robut it is not clear if
is really that 0ld.
The state-run news agency
Latina reported on the
last weekend in the city
Bayamo in Granma provattended by Rodriguez's
including 15 greatand four greatl!'eatt-graiJtdchil•dJ

In a phone interview with
media, Rodriguez

said she was happy and looking forward to many great
years ahead.
The agency added that civil
registry documents confirm
she was born on Feb. 2, 1885,
in the village of Santa Rosa,
where she continues to live.
The Guinness Book of
World Records says it has
never heard of the case.
"We currently have notre-ceived a claim relating to the
individual," spokesman Philip Robertson told The Associated Press on Tuesday.
Robertson said Guinness
gets claims via its Web site
about once a week involving people who say they or
someone they know have
broken age records. After an
especially old person's age

ops search San Antonio
dfill for missing baby
at least six days to dig to the
layer containing trash from
the hotel. The hotel's trash,
which is in a section that's
been cordoned off for weeks,
will be recovered and carefully
sifted, he said.
"We do remain hopeful that
Baby Gabriel is alive," McManus said at news conference
near the landfill's edge. "We
are, however, conducting a
missing-person investigation
and a homicide investigation."
He declined to offer any
details on the investigation,
which began as a missingperson case but was reclassified as a homicide to allow for
the landfill dig. McManus said
leads have-rome in from a variety of sources and investiga-tors are checking every one.
Safely conducting a landfill
search requires careful planning and specially trained investigators, McManus said.
Heavy rains, which create
toxic run-off, also have been a
concern, he said.
Johnson, who was arrested
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., on
in mid-December. Dec. 30, is jailed in Arizona
has refused to say on charges of kidnapping,
the baby is, but she told child abuse and custodial
, Logan McQueary, interference.
she killed the infant and
She told Phoenix television
his body in a trash bin- station KPHO that she gave
she later retracted in a the baby to a couple in a San
interview.
Antonio park and only said
Chid William McMa- she killed the boy to get back
Tuesday that authori- at McQueary, who had refused
began the arduous task to give the baby up for adopdown through 45 tion. Investigat9rs • say her
with hazardous descriptions of the purported
crews and cadaver hand-off were vague.
standing by. It will take

is verified, or death is reported, the number of claims
usually spikes.
He said the company only
sends genealogists and other
experts to trace family histories for the most promising
reports, however, and few
are authenticated.
Guinness is currently reviewing claims for the oldest
living person after Georgia
native Gertrude Baines died
last year at 115.
The highest fully authenticated age was 122 years,
164 days by Jeanne 'Louise
Calment, who died in 1997 in
Aries, France.

In this Ftb. 4, 2010 photo, ]11ana Ba111isla dt Ia Candtlaria RodrigNtz is assisted I!J htrgrand·
da11ghltr Marlarila Cabrtra a/ htr home near tht village of Ca~ch11tla, It-bert sht was born in
lht Granma region of eastern C11ba. Ba11fisla, who is also knolllfl as Cantbllia, was born in 1885
ammiing /o tht citil registry and ctlebraled htr 125th birl~ on Ftb. 2, making herpossib!J the
oldest penon in tht JIIOrld. ,/{?J'JiOkispmon for G11innm World &rords told the A P lh!J »>ert no/
a••m of Ba11fisla. (AP Photo/ Ismael Francisco, Prensa ulina)

Lil Wayne sentencing postponed for dentistry
NEW YORK (AP) - Rap
stat Lil Wayne has gotten a
temporary reprieve from jailfor dental surgery.
The Grammy Award winning rapper's sentencing in a
New York City gun case was
postponed Tuesday, because he
needs to finish a string of recent
surgeries before he goes to jail.
Lil Wayne, one of music's
biggest sellers and rap's hottest stars, is poised to spend as
much as a year in jail under a
plea deal, though good behavior could shave that to as little
as eight months.
Sentencing now is scheduled
for March 2. Manhattan state
Supreme Court Justice Charles
Solomon said it wouldn't be put
off any further.
The diminutive rapper,
his hair in dreadlocks, said

nothing at a brief court session Tuesday afternoon.
He left in a black SUV1
flanked by fellow rapper
Birdman and others.
Defense
lawyer
Stacey
Richman said Lil Wayne
was headed home to Miami for dental work Friday. She declined to specify
his malady.
"It is a medical situation
that, like (it would for) any of
us, has to be addressed," she
said outside court. She said
the rapper had planned to take
care of it before Tuesday, but
his dentist had been out of the
country doing charitable work.
Manhattan Assistant District Attorney Joan IlluzziOrbon didn't fight the rapper's
request to push back his sentencing, saying she had spa-

ken to the dentist.
Lil Wayne, 27, pleaded
guilty in October to a charge of
attempted criminal possession
of a weapon, admitting he illegally had a loaded .40-caliber semiautomatic gun on
his tour bus in July 2007. Police found the weapon when
they stopped the bus after a
Manhattan concert.
Last week, Lil Wayne reinforced his place in rap's pantheon with a commanding
performance at the Grammy
Awards ceremony. His latest album, "Rebirth," was released Feb. 2.
Meanwhile, he is preparing himself for jail, his
lawyer said.
"He's a strong man," she said.

Rapper Lil ll~n.', rz..~hl, en/= lht ro11rlroom al Atanhallan criminal co11rl, T11ut/ay, Feb. 9, 2010, in ·"" }ark. Sentencing in tht hip-hop artist~
1
2007 .~Nn-pomsQon case uw postponed until Marrh 2 dut lo his nttdfor oral s"'l!PY· (AP Photo/ Lo11is l.~nzano)
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Submitting my life to God: Challenging Satan and finding me_. . . . . . . .
COREY JOHNSON
CONIRIBIJIOR

Last year I came to a point
in my spiritual life where I
wanted a challenge. I felt independent of God as a Christian,
so I was looking for something
to put me out of my comfort
zone, challenge my faith and
raise my dependence on God.
A friend told me about literature evangelism by canvassing.
I had done it before and quit,
but because of that I knew it
was what I needed to do.
I was anxious to see how
God would work miracles for
me, but still felt independent
after a few weeks. This, however, changed one hot day. I
was dropped off on a road with
industrial businesse4 and I realized that there wrul going to
be more walking ~ usual. I
adjusted my bag, selected my
books, then prayed.
Now, fm sure a lot of us have
heard that we shouldn't say
certain things out loud beca.use
"Satan will hear us and use it
against us." After my prayer I
spoke out loud, challenging Satan to take his best shot at me.
It didn't take long for me to feel
foolish about doing this.

I was only an average canvasser, so getting rejected at
the first few businesses didn't
faze me. I walked a half-mile to
another bus~ness. The people
seemed interested, but again
I left empty handed. Returning to the main road, I reaijzed
my feet were hurting already.
I looked up and noticed that
no clouds were in the sky, just
the blazing sun at high noon. I
remembered the forecast; today was supposed to be hotter
than 100 degrees. I thought to
myself, maybe I shouldn't have
challenged Satan like that, but I
kept moving on.
This road was the longest I
would do all summer. It was
.over a 'couple miles of walking, filled with people cursing at me, being chased out of
businesses, doors slammed
in my face and threats. All
this combined with my acute
awareness of the weather, the high humidity, my
sweat-soaked clothing and
my increasingly sore body. I
thought of Job, and I felt despair as a new canvasser, as
there's pressure to get books
out. I thought to myself, I'm
not going to get any books at
all here.

As I passed a church, it
struck me. Yes, it was foolhardy for me to challenge Satan. However, the same God
who allowed me to be in the
situation has already defeated
him. All along I was focusing
on my failures instead of trusting God to do anything for me.

road-a gas station-! asked
that God would allow me to
get just one book out to prove
that He had heard my prayer.
There was a man fueling his
truck, so I went over and
started my canvass. · After he
finished yelling at me, I half
expected him to shoot me. I

''

I thought of.Job;
and I felt despair -

as·a new canvasser.
I said another prayer, and I
told God, "I know I told Satan
do give me his best shot, but I
know You have already defeated Him." I didn't suddenly feel
cooler or less sore, but I had
found resolve.
I still hadn't gotten any
books out and the people all
still seemed possessed. Coming to the last business on the

'

had to shake it off and then
walk inside.
I waited a while as the attendant served a customer. When
he finally came over, he told
me that he had gotten a book
from one of us a few days ago.
I couldn't believe it. I figured
I wouldn't get a book out because he'd probably seen them
all before. But the book he had

tended to another
When he came back, he
would help me like he
the other canvasser, so he
the book. I went outside
a smile, and immediately
down and prayed in
giving to God, who had
Himself to me.
Go'd heard and
my prayer; and it was
felt like I had reached the
of my rope that day that
came through for me.
White wrote that in times
greatest despair, God's
is just about to come .
I know God is amazing,
cause when I told the story
my leaders, none of them
been to that gas station
week, so no one knows
the attendant had gotten
of the books just a few
prior. This was the
point for me. I witnessed
tan's power, but our
erful God will make us
than conquerors, because
loves you and me. And
always come through.

Why hymns are meaningful: 1he poetry of so
CHRIS CLOUZET
REliGION fDITQR

I appreciate the weight of
the brown, cold, textured
book in my hands. Even when
the words are displayed on a
screen in the front, I prefer to
take hold of the hymnal from
its comfy cradle in front of me
and bow my head in improper
singing technique to read the
words from its wispy white
pages. I love hymns.
Number 388 has been sung
in my family ever since I can
remember knowing my name.
On Friday nights when I was
growing up, the time would
always come when Dad and
the piano would start up the
familiar tune. Its smiling melody would reach our ears and
already the words were skipping out. Don't forget the Sabbath, the Lord our God hath

blest ... Later, the refrain, it's
musical summit tightening
our throats so we could reach
the highest notes of the song
and then relax them when

the word Sabbath came. Welcome, welcome, ever welcome,
Blessed Sabbath day ... I love
to silently read the poetry in
church while the congregation .

sings it around me. The beauty
of it is that even without the
organ or the piano, even without the basses and the sopranos harmoniZing around me,
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at the health care debate means for students
despite the U.S. being the richest nation on Earth. Why? Because more and more people
Jackie Olivas can't afford health care and
have health insurance. the insurance that pays for it. I
she hasn't had any since am blessed to b~ under a good
to America from Nica- insurance plan at the moment
twelve years ago.
(Thanks Mom and Dad!). But
family goes to a free that will change in the future.
when we get siCk but it In response to Mr. Underto get appointments wood's thoughtful article on
this American citizen health care and free markets
She says her family only two weeks ago, ~ disagree with
the doctor when they are the idea that free markets can
really sick. My mom fix our broken system. Mr. Una surgery five years ago derwood likens health care to
is still paying for it." This, other economic goods such as
the fact that her mom cell phones and cars. This is a
mistake. Nobel-prize-winning
down two jobs.
'What you're think- ' economist Paul Krugman aranother article about gues in a July 25, 2609 column that health care cannot
be treated like just another
health. care reform product in the free market.
People don't know when they
are going to need it, and when
they do, it's mind-blowingly
expensive. One cannot rely on
past experience or comparing
· prices like you can with a car.
Krugman also points out
countries, are now that insurance companies are
up in Knoxville, Tenn., not out for your health inter-

ests. This is something that
Underwood defends. "How
do they expect [the insurance
companies] to operate profitably if forced to insure sick
people?" he asks. But wait,
isn't that the point of trying
to fix health care? To extend
coverage to more people who
need it? Close to fifteen percent of the American population is uninsured. If the insurange companies don't want to
insure sick people, somebody
has to, or they get sicker due to
lack of treatment. That's where
the government comes in, requiring insurers to proVide to
a greater number of people
and giving poorer people incentives to buy. Government
is not perfect, but they have a
vested interest in the health of
their citizens. Unhealthy citizens cost everyone money.
Underwood promotes individual health plans, those not
offered by employers. But in
Tennessee, these are very expensive and contain more barriers for those seeking medical
treatment. Mr. Underwood
also addressed the matter of

STUDENT INJURY
AND SICkNESS
INSURANCE PLAN

Photo illustration by

Allen

"pre-existing conditions,".
..... .., a if everyone earned the mpney
major highlight of the current to be able to afford health\ inbill being battled out in Con- surance. UnfortUnately, that's
gress. In Tennessee, insurance not the case. Poor people fill up
companies aren't required to emergency rooms because they
cover you based on what med- don't have plans to go to private
ical condition you have. Con- ·doctors; sick people who need
ditions such as diabetes can insurance .qui't obtain it.
disqualify you. That's a shame,
tm not an expert, but I do
since diabetes can be heredi~ care about what happens in my
tary and Tennessee is home to country and to fellow Amerimany people with this disease. cans like my friend Jackie.
They can't buy insurance to pay You, college student, soon to be
their medical costs because the taken off your parents' insurcompanies won't cover them. ance plan: you have a voice to
So they are supposed to pay be heard. It's time to help each
other out and fix our country's
their bills how exactly?
The free markets cannot fix health care headache.
health care. It would be great
.~

*

up blind dates: Doing something new and fun with friends
nights. This is
socializing time in my
AB of the end of last
my Saturday nights
spent with the same
of people. Don't get .
I love hanging out
friends. Sometimes,
it's refreshing to go
the town with a new
different group
Because I nev.er
knew anyone outside
usual group, this was
option for me. Remy friend group has
and now I do have
of hanging out
people.
of mine decided
be fun to go on .
blind date and bring
together to meet
. I was opposed
course. In my world,
are a tiny step up
dating, online

dating being at the bottom of
the heap. Who in their right
mind would let someone else
choose their date for them? I
don't know ,,aboqt you, but I

After a ·bit of convincing, I
finally agreed to go, but only
after bringing along a few of
my own friends. If I was going to do this, I wasn't going

tal bust. I would just have to
wait and see.
Saturday night rolled around
a bit too quickly. Truth be
told, I was nervous. I didn't

.

Graphic courtesy sxc.hu

don't like surprises when it
comes to things like these.
It could end up being something serious-and I like to
be in control of serious things
that happen in my life.

down alone. At first it was
exciting. Who knew? Maybe
my friend had good taste and
would perhaps choose an
amazing guy for me. On the
other hand, he .could be a to-

really know what I had gotten
myself into. The only comfort
my friend could give me was
that this group blind date was
for friendship purposes only.
It was a chance for everyone

to meet someone they hadn't
met before or didn't really
know too well.
To cut a long story short,
everyone had a great time together. It was fun and cornfortable, I think, because we
all knew that we were just
hanging out as friends. There
was no awkwardness that usually comes with blind dates.
I have made new friends because of it. I'm ghidi did it just
because it was something new
and different. I had never been
on a group blind date before,
and I didn't know what to expect. All the good things that
came out of it were well worth
it, though. I encourage you to
do something different. Don't
be afra,id to take a leap of faith
into the unknown. Get out of
your social bubble and reach
out to new people. Expand
your friend group. You can
never have too many friends.
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Take time to appreciate the faithful friends This
I<ALEIGH LANG
IJEESTYI ES
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Valentine's Day has quite
the hater following. But why?
Maybe they despise it because they believe it's a Hallmark conspiracy. Or maybe
because they hate the red and
pink, roses, stuffed animals,
chocolate or the romantic melodies. Or maybe it's simply
because cupid's arrow hasn't
struck in a while. Maybe the
holiday is a reminder that they
are, "alone."
Whether you're single, in
the awkward, in-between
stage, dating or married, Valentine's Day is a perfect time
to remember EVERYONE that
you love. If you don't have a
"significant other," don't dwell
on the fact because you are
never truly alone. Take the
time to appreciate the friends
that have stuck around longer
_than the last three girlfriends
or boyfriends.
Your Best Friend - They
have been there through it
all and still they stick by your
side no matter what. Show
them how much you appreci-

ate their constant companionship. Give them a certificate to
your favorite ice cream joint.
Frame a picture collage. Design a card with pictures and
special memory mementos.
Your Roomie- Thsy have
put up with your mess and crazy habits. They have listened
to you vent about this class
and that situation. Surprise
them with a goodie basket full

of their favorite things-even
if it's just treats from the cafe
or chocolate from the dollar
store. Or do them a favortake on the bathroom duty, do

the dishes, get the room spick'
and span. Or just leave them
a note. Make sure to let them
know how much you appreciate them this weekend.
Your Siblings - They
know you better than anyone
else. You've been through it all
together. You know what they
like. Give them a call. Send a
card or better yet, a care package. I have a nine-year-old

brother that made me a Valentine's Day card last year. They
miss you. Let them know that
even though college keeps
you busy, that you still love

them and miss them. It will
mean a lot!
Your Momma - She
stayed up all night with you
when you were sick, did your
laundry, and . cooked all of
your meals. She's sacrificed.
She should be acknowledged
more than just once a year.
The least you can do is give
her a call. Write her a letter
of appreciation. Frame a picture of the two of you. Have .
flowers sent. Or make her a
meal for once.
Your Dad- He helped you
perfect your lay-up, constructed multiple science projects,
and helped you train your dog.
Tell him how much he's meant
to you all these years-make a
thoughtful card or bake him
his favorite cookies. Or clean
and detail his car.
Make this Valentine's Day
the best one ever by loving
every special person in your
life. Just try it. You11 make
their day. And maybe you will
be converted in the process.
What once was a depressing
day for you may become a
special tradition:
~

Weeke
Spice up your
end-here's what is
going on around

..... .

The Creamy Bean
Located at Four Corners,
open for business
Open Sunday-Friday
a.m.- 10 : 30 p.m.

ents:
Big Band Fever
Tivoli Theatre
709 Broad St. ChEtttaiiOOii

I<ALEIGH LANG
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This last Christmas my cousin, Gloria, made the best sugar
cookies ever! These cookies are
perfect for any holiday. Pick
up some heart-shaped cookie
cutters, icing, and sprinkles
to make a special Valentine's
Day treat.
Sugar cookies are a great
way to send a sweet message!
Here's what you'll need:
• 1 cup butter, softened
• 1 cup powdered sugar
• 2 cups granulated sugar
• 2 eggs
• 1 cup salad oil
• 2 tsp vanilla
• 1 tsp grated lemon peel
• 4 1/4 cup flour
• 1 tsp baking soda
• 1 tsp crea.'ll of tartar
• 1 tsp salt

Cream butter and sugars.
Beat in eggs one at a time until
light & fluffy.
Beat in oil, vanilla and lemon peel.

Valentine Dinner
http:/ jwww.tvrail.com
Coming Up:
e Tivoli provides a
ety of entertilirume11t-pial
ahead!

Tenn.
Feb. 19, 7 p.m.
$10

http:/ /www.chattanoogaon
stage. com

Photo Illustration by Amanda Allen

C0mbine dry ingredients and
gradually add to sugar mixture,
beating until well- blended.
Wrap in wax paper, and chill
for several hours.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Grease two cookie sheets.
Divide dough into thirds,
and keep one-third out. Refrig-

erate the rest till needed.
Form heaping spoon full of
dough into ball.
Place on cookie sheet.
Flatten to two-inch diameter with the bottom of a glass
dipped in sugar.
Sprinkle with plain or
colored sugar and bake

eight to ten minutes until
lightly browned.
stand
on
cookie
Let
sheet two to three minutes
before serving.
Recipe courtesy of http://
recipes. wikia .comjwikij
sugar_ cookies

Ballet Tennessee
presents:
Dance Theater of Harlem
from New York
Tivoli Theatre
709 Broad St., cnauant:><>ga..
Tenn.
Feb. 27, 8 p.m.
$10 with student ID
www.chattanoogaonstage.
com
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at it takes to be a referee at Southern
they may call it soft and the
next game they may be stricter
with their calls.
students, SouthSources, who would like to
intramural referees seem remain anonymous, put a lot
have tro~ble getting the of the blame on Southern inright. Either the ball is tramural director Mike Boyd
yard short, or they miss for the poor officiating.
However, Southern graduelbow to the head on
ate and current staff member
student Keith Derek S~erbondy believes
believes that, overall, that it's not Boyd's fault for
referees do a goo& the poor officiating and that
His only suggestion is that he really tries his best to get
should be more consis- the most effective referees
in the way they call games. eachyear. .
"He has to work with what
you're going to call the
tough, always call it he has," Sherbondy said.
On hearing about people's
" Borja said. For Borja,
to learn how a referee complaints, Boyd responds,
"If you do not like how the
call a game. One game

Photo by Tanya Musgrave

An official referee officiates the basketball championship games.

officials referee the game,
then put on the stripes and
see what they go through."
It's hard to really know how it

is to referee .a game.mrftil it is
actually done.
Boyd said to become a
referee a person must have

prior refereeing experience
or be enrolled in Southern's
refereeing class.
Not all officials are suited to
referee the top A-league games.
Less experienced officials will
get their start on B or C league ·
games, where Borja believes
players are not as serious. After Boyd gets a feel of how well
those officials in B and C league
manage the games, he will
advance them to A-league as
needed.
If you ever have a problem
during an intramural game with
one of the referees, Boyd asks
that you leave the problem on
the field and take it up with him
another tinie.

ints win 1st NFL title by beating Colts 31-17
Bowl's postgame celebrasomething out of the
Quarter.
the trophy podium on
Drew Brees blew kisscaught confetti raining
as Dr. John and Profes.-"o""-'-' blared from the
speakers. Sean Payover the railing ~lap
shouting down to the

crowd as if he were rolling on
a Mardi Gras float, then waved
a newspaper with the banner
· headline "WORLD CHAMPS."
Who are the champions? The
-New Orleans Saints, dat's who.
The Saints overcame an
early 10-point deficit, pulled
off a risky -onside kick and
won their first NFL title by
beating the Indianapolis Colts
31-17 Sunday night. Brees
tied a Super Bowl record for

completions and was voted
the game's MVP, while the
Saints held Peyton Manning to
a single score in the final three
quarters, intercepting him
for a touchdown that sealed
the victory.
New Orleans knows how
to celebrate, but for the beleaguered city and its longbedraggled NFL franchise, the
championship touched off a
new kind of joy.

"Four years ago, who ever
thought this would be happening when 85 percent of the city
was under water?" Brees said.
"Most people left not knowing if New Orleans would ever
come back, or if the organization ·would ever come back. We
just all looked at one another
and said, 'We are going to rebuild together. We are going to
lean on each other.' This is the
culmination in all that belief."

Nearly an hour after the
game, Saints rooters kept
chanting their rally cry, Who
Dat? One player climbed into
the stands, others tossed their
sweaty padding to souvenir
seekers, and coach Payton
held up the Lombardi Trophy
so fans along the raM.ing could
touch it.

-

es Series prpvides .

rce competition
Umtpionsllip teams were
for. Some teams, like
The, were looking for a
of previous years. Other
were looking for their
's B League game,
Heros kept up their
record when they
UIUJllldiLUU.1, a team that
losses in the season.
C League the Fiused a full court

through the entire game. They
ended up winning the championship with a final score of
30-23.
In Men's B League the freshmen team Who Dat? were able
to beat Rick Rolled, capture
the championship.
In the most anticipated
games of the night, Holla won
the Women's A League. Down
by six at halftime against K-obe's Kids, Holla was able to
come out in the second half
and only allow three points on
route to their championship.
Last but not least in Men's A
League, Team The came away
with the victory against K.O.B.

Photo by Tanya Musgrave

Kyle Leeper dribbles down the court during the basketball championship Saturday night.
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Super pigs will take over the world
AUDREY COOPER
HuMOR
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What's 700 pounds, 3 feet
tall and out to get you? Would
you believe PIGS? Ladies and
gentlemen, you may scoff, you
may doubt, but I cannot urge
you enough to BELIEVE because according to a Discovery
Channel Web site tag line, the
global pig epidemic is "crossing borders and creating an
international wave of terror."
This is no joke, Southern.
Last week, after watching the
brand-spanking new episode
of "The Office," I decided to
do a little channel surfing and
came across a program that
had my blood running cold in
my veins and my heart stopping in terror. Also, I might
be moving to well, where?
Where in this world is safe
anymore!?! The answer is NOWHERE, my friends. Except
perhaps the moon? Or maybe in trees higher than four
feet. But I'm getting ahead
of myself.
"Americans who want a
glimpse of their wild pig future have only to look at the
global trend." These were the
words that left me stunned,
yet with a sense of reality and
understanding that I have not
felt in as long as I can remember. Fellow Southern-ites, I
am here today to tell you that

HUMBs· up

I am CONVINCED that pigs
Several other Southern stuare about to take over the dents were present for this enworld. But again, I get ahead lightening hour of television
of myself. . .
and felt the same panic I did.
The show is called "Pig
"Frankly, I'm terrified," said
-Bomb." Found on the good Luke Simonds, a junior arol' Discovery Channel, this chaeology and German major.
show outlines the major crisis "I think these pigs could eat
slowly taking over, apparent- me in my sleep."
ly, the entire world: wild pigs.
Jordan Sager, a sophom.o re
According to the Disg>very fine arts and graphic design
Channel Web site, the "intro- major, agreed.
duction of Russian boars into
"I don't know if [Souththe wild pig gene pool may be ern's] dorm is prepared for
causing a new kind of super this," she said.
pig." And this "super pig" is
Sager brings up a good
multiplying faster than any of point. If a massive, global pig
us can imagine. And that's not terror is on the horizon, mayeven the worst parf! The truly be Southern needs to provide
bad news is that "Pig Bomb" . better dorm safety measures
reports that the "pig database" against the capabilities of the
(which is apparently the da- massive, MASSIVE wild pig
tabase full of pig DNA infor- teeth. Or, at the very least,
mation) is "too limited" to do work on developing a text alert
anything about this. Yep, it's for the campus in the event
all over, guys.
that the pigs become truly orSo what do these "super ganized and get on the move.
I really don't think that I can
pigs" even look like, you
might ask. Well, remem- · put into words the feeling I was
ber those hyenas from Lion left with after experiencing this
King? These "super pigs" life-changing, very informationlook like a cross between al piece of television programthose ugly buggers, your ming. "Pig Bomb" itself actually
husky cousin Lo", and also said it best. "It's a fight against
mayb~ a grizzly bear. In fact,
time to get wild pig populations
"Pig Bomb" described them under control," the ominous
as "Bear Hogs." Basically, I narrator warns. "Someday this
cannot stress enough how will be a pig's world, and we11
much you DO NOT want to just live in it."
be caught alone in the woods
with one of these creatures.

'

President's Day: Aw,
Abe & George. We really
appreciate you guys both
birthdays in the same month
so February can have anotha
holiday.
Wild pigs,tilking over the
world: Like school wasn't
stressful enough, now we have
pigs to wm;ry about.
Chinese New Year: Yay!
Another chance to make all
those"-resolutions you forgot
back in tTanuary ...
Rainy weekends: Guess
everyone got to stay inside
and put together a good
jigsaw puzzle ... again ...

~<

15 days until break: Enough
said.

Think rm kidding?

Want to flnd out more abo-qJ;.IM!se "super pip" for yourself?
If you want mOre infonnation about •Pis Bomb," simplY check out the Discovery Channel

No date for Valentine's
Day: Singing along to "All By
Myself: never felt so good ...

Web site. Or do a Google search to find the (perhaps even scarier) vast 8JT8Y ofblogs
dedicated to wild pig discussion.
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Valentine's dinner an underwater event
More than 300 students went
underwater adventure
night at the Tennessee
llqllallllllll for the annual Student
Assc1Cla1lon Valentine's Dinner.
The banquet, which fell on
Day this year, had
separate dinner op ons.
100 students and facmembers enjoyed a formal
in the aquarium's Ocean
buildlng, while the rest
a buffet-style dinner in the
Journey building.
SA Social Vice President
Ortega was happy with
turnout, which was higher
in past years.
After eating, students and facmembers who attended the
Valentine's Dinner wandered
the aquarium looking at
of fish, seahorses, jelreptiles, butterflies, penand sharks.
Kari Shultz, the director of
life and activities,..said
liked watching students
themselves.
I thought it was fun for stuto hang out together and
the fish," Shultz said.
thought [the banquet] was
amazing. The food was
and the entertainment,
fish, was amazing too."
:Stutde:nts enjoyed the variety
aquarium had to offu..
....nmn>rNordell, a freshman

!.
~

josh Carithers and Rachel Knittelpet a stingnJ)' dumtr; the.\ 1 ! a/entme 's Dimur at the Imnmee Aqu.zrillln on .I tmdq_r night.

nursing major, said she liked
being able to explore.
"I loved•the fact that it was
in an aquarium. I thought that
was so .cool," Nordell said.
"The food wasn't that great,
but that's OK."
Ortega said his social committee did a lot of work to prepare for the event.
"My team worked really

hard selling tickets and trying the aquarium.
Clark said he took a chocoto make the Valentine's Dinner special," Ortega said. 'Tve late out of a Ferrero Rocher
wrapper and placed the ring
heard great reviews."
Also, a couple got engaged . inside instead.
· "I found a place where we
at the banquet.
Joshua Clark, a junior nurs- were alone and then told Keling major, proposed to his ly we should eat some of the
girlfriend, Kelly Shearer, a De- chocolates," Clark said. "When
cenber 2009 nursing gradu- she opened it up, I got down
ate, while walking through on one knee and proposed."

Shearer said she was
very surprised.
"I cried for a few minutes
before
eventually
saying
yes," Shearer said. "I think
the banquet was definitely
one of the best that Southern
has ever put on. It was really
well done."

o new Safety classes coming to Southern
TAYLOR

new safety classes,
aggression
defense
Stay Alive fire safety,
be taught on Southcampus within the next

buildings and build confidence in general, said David Houtchens, fire safety
manager and associate life
safety officer.
"Awareness·is what we're after," Houtchens said. "You are
responsible for your safety."
learned
through
Skills
R.A.D. classes "'ill revolve
around learning how to escape
and evade, said Kevin Penrod,
Campus Safety director. Students will be taught ho · to

INDEX

days .until

bregak

8

recognize a threat, formulate a
plan and execute that plan.
A male volunteer will be
dressed in a padded RedMan suit as R.A.D., while
students practice kicking,
punching and escaping an
attacker. Instead of a simulated class, everything will be
real and interactive to build
confidence.
"You don't· have to learn
how to control someone, ju t
how to escape," Penrod said.
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In addition to fire safety
classes, new emergency route
maps a.re in drafting, Penrod said. The recent tornado
watches oflast month sparked
Campus Safety to re-work
their fire escape and ffnado
shelter plans. New evacuation and shelte.( maps will be
placed in all campus buildings
in the near future.
"We. want to be proactive,
not reactive," Houtchens said.
Stay Alive fire safety classes

:0

Overall the Creamy
Factorv is a
fantastic addi~ion to

jill

11) ' '
C'lj
Bean

~
0

Collegedale. ' '
SEE LIFESTYLES PAGE

are tentatively scheduled for
later this semester or the fall semester and will be one to three
hours long, Houtchens said.
R.AD: will begin in the fa).l
semester and will take eight to
16 hours over four days.
The classes are open to faculty and current students.
"We can put out signs and
teach classes, but you have to
take action,'' Penrod . aid. "If
you train a certain way, you'll
react a certain way."
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Former student's animation project purchased for films
BRANDAN ROBERTS
SuEFWRJnR

A French wildlife filmmaking company has paid for thenon-exclusive rights to "Tezcatlipoca," the senior animation project of Southern graduate Robin George.
George's animation will be
the opening and ending credits 'to "Life on Fire," a wildlife
documentary produced by the
Saint Thomas Pro!fuctions
Company. The series is about
animals and their living environments around volcanoes.
"At first it seemed too
good to be true," Ge~rge
said. "I feel honored to have
my work shown at such a
professional level."
Saint Tho~as Productions
Company gave George $4,000
for the non-exclusive rights to
the animation.
George's animated short
film is the story of a jaguar de-

Robin George in the animation department.

scending from heav~n and attempting to escape an eclipse
after leaping into a volcano.
It is entitled "Tezcatlipoca" in
reference to the Aztec myth
of Tezcatlipoca, a deity who
descends from heaven in the
form of a jaguar.

The film was inspired by the
music from Peter Tchaikovsky's
"Swan. Lake," George said.
"I have always liked motion animation and the aesthetic movement of cats has
always amazed me," George
said. "One day I was listening

to Tchaikovsky, trying to find
inspiration for my project, and
the idea hit me."
The
animation
project
was started in 2007 and was
completed in 2009 .as part of
George's senior project.
It has been shown at the

Siggraph Computer
tion Festival, and won
dience Choice" and
Animation" awards at
SONscreen Film Festival
was nominated for the
Academy Awards.
AJter
graduating
Southern with a oac:neJ•orsl
gree in character cuu.•ua,U\111
2008, George took a
to serve as a student
ary in Thailand.
George
is
ly working as a
employee
in
animation department.
George's future plans
elude a job opportunity in
Diego at Sony Computer
tertainment Animation
his ultimate goal, to
an animator at Pixar
tion Studios.
To watch the full
sion online of the
tion, go to http:
robinlgeorge.com.

Annual Pops _C oncer_t turned into benefit concert fo_r Hai
DANlELLE QUAlLEY
STAFF WRITER

The School of Music took
part in the relief efforts for
Haiti by turning their ~nnual
Pops Concert into a benefit
concert, which took place in
Ackerman Auditorium on Saturday,Feb.12.
.
The Pops Concert, which
features music that is less formal than most classi~al concerts and contains familiar

songs written by familiar composers, is put on by the Wind
Symphony Orchestra, Southern Ringtones and Jazz Ensemble every winter semester.
However, this year's concert
was no ordinary Pops Concert.
Ken Parsons, the conductor
of both t)le_j.Vind Symphony
.and Jazz Ensemble, said that
it was only a day or two after
he had heard of the tragedy in
Haiti that he decided to turn
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the Pops Concert into a benefit concert to help with relief
efforts. The concert, called
"Hands across the Sea," had
an international theme, opening with the Olympic Fanfare
piece to represent the 2010
Olympic Games that began on
Friday, Feb. 12. The remainder of the Wind Symphony
portion of the concert featured
music from all over the world,
which Parsons said coincidentally represented · the different nations coming together
to bring relief and restoration
to the country of Haiti in the
wake of their tragedy.
Parsons said "[We are] extending our hand across the
sea to help Haiti."
Southern Ringtones conductor Laurie Cooper said that
the Pops Concert is enjoyable
to be a part of, and the Southern Ringtones are glad that
there was a fundraiser for Haiti this year.
Tickets were sold for $10
each, and in all, the concert
raised more than $1,000. All
funds collected will go to Haiti
through the Adventist Development and Relief Agency.
Some audience members

Photo by Sam

Adam Offenback plays the teno1· saxaphone with the_iazz ensemble
during the concert on Saturday night.

expressed their appreciation
for the concert as a whole.
"[The concert] made me
feel like my money was going
to a great cause, but it 'Yas
nothing short of amazing,"
said Carl Reiter, a freshman
public relations and music
performance major. "It really
made me feel proud of the
music department here at

for Parsons, the
was not. only a benefit to
ti, but it was fun to put on
well. Parsons said,
I had a lot of fun, and I
the other people had
fun so that the people in
will have a little less -------;,.L..
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Cafeteria hostess knows tnore than 1,500 students' names
also asks the Lord to help
her and asks the students
to pray for her to remember
Coming into the cafete- the names.
more than 1,500 South"I had asked God to please
students now hear their give me a job working with
e as they are greeted by young people," Case said.
hostess.
•
Part of her job description is
After five months of to visit with the students, and
at Southern, cat- Case said that it helps io_,her
hostess Linda Case has process oflearning names. She
the names of more sits and talks with students,
1,570 students.
trying not to seem partial by
•I feel like I'm on friendly spending time with some peoo- ple more than others.
with all the you
who come into the cafete"I like to make friends and I
• Case said.
like to meet people," Case said.
While some would do this
From experiences working
simply trying to memorize at evangelistic meetings and.
Joker, Case has learned meeting her children's friends
name through individu- while they were in academy,
contact with each student Case said she has seen how
they come through line in people are positively impacted
cafeteria. The first time when she takes the time to
sees them, she will ask learn their names. She sees her
their name. The next time job as a ministry and wants to
come through line, if she be able to affect students in a
't remember their name, positive way.
will ask for the first let"If I can make somebody
of their name to help her happy, that's my goal,"
She said that she Case said.

CHRISTOPHER WALTON

Photo by Emily Kay

Linda Case greets and directs (left to right) Jacqueline Burton and Natalia Torres-Colan to lines at the cafe.

Some students appreciate
Case's efforts.
"I think what she's doing is
nice," said John Slocumb, a
freshmen general studies major. "It's better than her just
saying 'line one' or 'line two,'

like we're in some kind of
sweatshop factory."
Others
have
similar
thoughts about Case's actions.
"It's nice that somebody
there actually takes the time
to get to know you,'' said Na-

than Ernst, a junior psychology major. "It's more than most
people do."

..
I·

rmation Systems sees more malware
's Information Sysdepartment has seen an
in the number of comafflicted with malisoftware, or malware,
year.
director of IS,
McClung, said that
has been the bigproblem kncountered
year on student and
computers.
said some types of
pretend to be antisoftware and offer a
of virus removal to
for a fee. If purchased
•CIO\'ml<>a<1e<1, the malware

to the point where it
painfully unresponWindows 2010 and Secuare two of the most
pieces of malware
IS has had to remove, said
IS technician James
_.uv•.uau•, a junior mass
major. Higalso said the num-

ber of affected computers has
increased considerably since
last year.
McClung said that because people have anti-virus
software on their computers, they often feel they can
be- less cautious while us. ing them. "The more secure
people feel, the more reckless they are," he said. He
added that the increase in
malware cases is more than
"likely due to greed. Malware
is becoming more prevalent
because people realize it is
working and it makes money. McClung said that some
malware creators make up
to $1o,ooo a day from the
software. "As long as people
keep falling for it, [malware
creators] will keep doing it."
· As far as preventative measures go, IS .technician Eli
Corey said, "Get a Mac."
If that isn't an option, McClung advises that students
carefully watch what links
they click on. If a link goes
to a site they don't recognize or know is safe, students
shouldn't click on it.

If you plan to get antivirus protection, McClung
prefers AVG antivirus and
antispyware.
"That's what we recommend
to people," McClung said.
He also said that people are
welcome to call IS if something pops up on their computer that they don't recognize, and they are unsure of
whether it is secure; the people at IS will help them make
sure they are not about to
download malware.

Correction:
The Feb. 4 issue of the Accent article "Campus
Safety increases bomb awareness," should have
said that Mark Turk and Brooks Kirschmann
went to bomb threat training in July of 2009.
The training occurred in New Mexico. Also,
Kirschmann was cited as saying Campus Safety
actively watches for signs of a package bomb, but
Kirschmann said they were simply taught what a
bomb would look like if they encountered one.

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

Pickup or Delivery With SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Ta~ and
Delivery charges apply.
Not Valid w1th Other Discounts .
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Social VP Candidate Guns allow~d in Collegedale P
Platfortn: Carl Reiter
1egal gun permits
· wo uld
be able to carry their guns into
Rachel Burgos is a mother local par~. Until that point,
The way to achieve this goal is who doesn't feel safe in lo- carrying a gun into any local
for each one of you to attend cal parks. This is because of or state park was illegal.
A Southern student who
the socials. It is my hope and a new law in Collegedale that
desire that we come together allows gun owners with legal wishes to remain anonymous,
as a student body. You may permits to carry their fire- is a gun OWller and IJ1ember of
ask how this will be achieved, arms in local parks.
the National Rille Association.
and the answer is, you. You
"I feel very unsafe or anx- He believes in his constitutional
all have ideas and opinio"'its of ious," Burgos said. "Now that I right to bear arms, but says he
what kind of events you will at- know people have the right to still doesn't think allowing guns
tend, and from past experience carrv a gun, it makes me think in parks is a good idea.
"It's surprising that Colf know that you will not attend if I cross someone the wrong
something tha~you don't like. way or make them upset, they legedale is one of those cities, considering that primarSo I want to hear what your can shoot at me or my kid."
Collegedale is one of three ily it's a U':liversity and small
ideas and opinions are. I am
here to service you by plan- cities in Hamilton County town," he said.
ning, organizing, and execut- where people with gun per- • Andrew, another gun ownmits can legally carry their er who doesn't want his last
ing the details of your socials.
I will have a committee who guns. This is a result of the lo- name to be printed, said, "I'm
is devoted and who supports cal parks bill that was passed glad that Collegedale decides
this same objective. I hope this by U.S. Congress in May 2009. to return some rights to me,
beromes one of your goals as This bill gave each respective instead of limiting what I can
well. With that kind of bond city and county in Tennessee do like the other cities,"
Even though the law
not only will we be stronger as _ authority to decide if people
a student body, but our socials
will be fun, entertaining and
nothing short of amazing! So
I, Carl Reiter, as a candidate
ematical tools, such as calculus,"
for social vice-president plan JECSY VLLLAMIZAR
SuFFWRinR
Hansen said.
to unify Southern by hearing
The general physics course
what you want out of the soNext
fall,
the
physics
depart(PHYS
211, 212) is currently becials you will attend. I am putment
will
offer
a
new
calculusing
offered
for those students
ting my trust in you Southern
based
physics
sequence
called
who
are
prepared
to use algebra
Adventist University to help
university
physics
(PHYS
221,
as
a
tool.
me strive for unity. I want you
222) for the first time.
Ken Caviness, a physics proto be heard.
This class will be an eight- fessor, will be teaching the new
hour sequence that will fulfill the class, which is more in line with
requirements for most ofthe pre- the standard for a large univerprofessional students prepar- sity like Southern. This calculusing for science-based graduate based physics class will also reschool applications.
quire a laboratory portion.
Chris Hansen, chair of
"University physics will me€t
the
physics
department, the need ofthe·students," Cavithinks students who take ness said. "It gives the best prepthe class will hone quantita- aration for farther physics."
tive problem-solving skills in
The new class will integrate
the contel{t of understanding calculus tools and will make addinatural laws.
tional space in the general physics
"[Students] need practice course since, last fall, students had
applying more powerful math- to move to a larger room.
NOEL PEEK
Snu W.tna

Some of the elements that
make Southern Adventist University what it is are its strong
beliefs in an exceptional Christian education, not only spiritually but educationally as well.
The one element that is missing seems to be unity; connecting with each other through
friendships and Christ. What
makes a university strong and
distinguished is the students
who attend, and how they impact each other as well as others around them. This last year
has been a great improvement,
and my goal is to further that
relationship among each of us.
The way I plan to further
this cause is to bring each of
us closer through fellowship.

mee

WI·th

,

·
g~ves

.
peopl e m
dale parks the right to
a.rms, gun oWllers and
OWllers alike are
on remembering where
laws apply.
~e biggest problem
now is that I can't carry
this city, but I can into
city," Andrew said.
are too many resmc:nom•4
where you cant carry a
that you can get
for so easily."
Representatives from
legeaale could not be
to comment on this law,
why it's in effect.
As for Burgos, she
doesn't feel safe.
"I personally think that
not a good way to stop
or fights," she said.
cidents can happen."

Physics department to offer new cl

thursday,
feb 18
Look;
for u1nttraShip
Apply:
for ajol1

Bring:

yourrioume
Dress:
for"""'"*'

El

Currently, students
to have university physics
their transcripts fbr
school must take the
applications of general
sequence (PHYS 215, 216).
Jonathan Gerrans, a
computer science major, is
rently taking this
prepare for graduate
"It would have been
have been able to take
physics back when I was
general physics," Gerrans
"Now I'm having to
calc. apps. into my last
at SOuthern."
The physics department
pects more than a dozen
tional students for this
this coming fall.

at:ado

Mexican Restaurant
9203 Lee Hwy, OoiT.cr..aJI'!:ln
Next to Bi-Lo

Chunh Atrium
and
Fellow<bip llall

-lht<l,tlot ....- . . .

238-6655
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Palin lashes out at
'Family Guy' -JUNEAU,
Alaska

Sarah Palin is lashing out at
the portrayal of a character with
Down syndrome on the Fox animated comedy "Family Guy."
In a Facebook posting
headlined "Fox Hollywood What a Disappointment," the
2008 Republican vice presidential nominee and current
Fox News contributor said
Sunday night's episode felt
like "another kick in. the gut."
Palin's youngest son, Trig,
has Down syndrome.
The episode features
character Chris falling for a
with Down syndrome.
a date, he asks what her
·n_, •.,,.,,,,., do.

She replies: "My dad's an accountant, and my mom is the
former governor of Alaska."
Palin resigned as Alaska governor last summer.
Palin's oldest daughter,
Bristol, also was quoted on her
mother's Facebook page, calling the show's writers "heartless jerks."
"When you're the son or
daughter of a public figure,
you have to develop thick skin,
My siblings and I all have
that, but insults directed at
our youngest brother hurt too
much for us to remain silent,"
she is quoted as saying.
"If the writers of a particularly pathetic cartoon show
thought they were being clever
in mocking my brother and my
family yesterday, they failed,"

THURSDAY, fEBRUARY

18, 2010

Bristol Palin added in the Monday posting. "All they proved is
that they're heartless jerks."
Palin wrote that she'd asked
her daughter what she thought
of the show and Bristol's reply
was "a much more restrained
and gracious statement than
I want to make about an issue
that begs the question: When
is enough enough?"
This isn't the first time Palin
has spoken out over an attack,
real or perceived, on her family. Last year, she condemned
a joke David Letterman made
about her daughter, for which
he later apologized.
A "Family Guy" publicist
didn't immediately return an
e-mail seeking comment.

A helicopter flies past the crater ofMount St. Helens Tuesday afternoon,
Feb. 16, 2010, during the search for a climber who fel/1,500 feet into the
dormant crater of the volcano Monday in Washington state. (AP Photo/
Ted S. Warren)

Rescue workers recover
climber's body- MOUNT
ST. HELENS, Wash.
The effort resumed at dawn
on Tuesday for a climber who
fell into the crater of Mount
St. Helens.
Skamania County Undersheriff David Cox says officials
have asked for a military helicopter to reach the climber,
identified as 52-year-old Joseph Bohlig of Kelso.
But Cox says conditions
Tuesday morning would not

permit flying because of clouds
and winds - or a ground rescue attempt because of the
avalanche danger.
J'he Skamania County sheriffs office says BohTig was
standing on the rim Monday
with a climbing partner when
a snow overhang gave way
and he fell about 1,500 feet
into the crater. Other climbers
called 911. The climbing partner made it down safely.
Attempts to reach Bohlig by
helicopter Monday afternoon
were unsuccessful.

ll!biJiitalion specialist Erica Lander, washes contaminants off a California brown pelican at the Interna-

Rescue Research Center (IBRRC) in San Pedro, Calif, on Friday, Jan. 22, 2010. The IBRRC rescue
has taken pelicans suffering from the cold, wet weather, which carries storm-drain contaminants that
into the bird'sfeathers, causing them hypothermia as they lose their waterproofing. (AP PhotojDamian
-

are maxed out, with no
room and little money
to help, spokesman Paul
said.
are usually about
pelicans among the more
2,ooo birds the San Pe-

dro center takes m every year, .
but it has received more than
300 pelicans in the last three
weeks. About 100 sick pelicans
from Santa Barbara were sent
to the IBRRC's Northern California cen.ter, and a quarter of
all the pelicans received at the
two centers in the last three
weeks have died, Kelway said.
"Many of them were severely emaciated and hypothermic, and we couldn't get
to them in time," Kelway said.
The Southern California
center released 14 pelicans
Wednesday afternoon to make
room for more of the ailing

bii:ds. At Royal Palms State
Beach in San Pedro, rescue
workers lined the pet kennels
along the rocky shoreline and
opened the doors. The pelicans flew right out.
The Coast Guard reported a
group of sick birds in the Los
Angeles Harbor on Tuesday.
'Rescue workers found around
30 dead birds and rounded up
30 more that were sick and wet.

After a week of record-breaking snowfall, snow is piled in front of the
Lincoln Memorial in Washington, Friday, Feb. 12, 2010, on Abraham
Lincoln's 201st birthday. (AP PhotojJ. Scott Applewhite)

t
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REUGION EDITOR: CHRIS CLOUZET

Surgeries open eyes to ·God's leadin
have two surgeries before going to SmartStart. They had to
be done before my .dad would
retire the following summer
so we could still get the health
benefits, which covered all
the expenses.
The first surgery was-to improve my lazy eye. I was born
cross-eyed and had already
had two major surgeries. One
when I was born because they
were inverted toward my nose,
and another when I was five
because the muscles were developing and pushing my eyes
in the opposite direction. Two
surgeries on both eyes.
Here's the catch: I had
My freshmen year of high an infection in my mouth
school was the first time I vis- from an open socket. I went
ited Southern. I realized then to the dentist and an X-ray
that God was going to lead me showed that all four wisto this school, but the issue dom teeth were trying to·
grow out. The top two were
was gettjng here.
I'd never had the opportu- wrapping around my bone
nity to have an Adventist edu- structure and the bottom
cation. There was just no way . two were trying to come out
to pay for it, and we were al- right on top, several major of
ways moving because my dad and sensitive nerves. All four
was a chaplain in the army. had to come out before going
When we were looking at col- to Southern.
We tried scheduling both
lege options, I requested to go
to Southern, though I knew we surgeries before SmartStart
couldn't afford it. Still, my dad so I ·could take advantage of
said that as long as I passed the "free" credits. I truly beall my classes he would sup- lieved that it was God's will
port me in any way he could. I for me to be there.
The doct~ said the eye
was finally getting my chance.
surgery could only be done 13
Southern here I come!
But the biggest obstacle was days before we had to travel
that we found out I had to to Southern. The dentist said
ELYSHA

UIZ

CONDIBIJTOR

we could only schedule the
appointment for about a week
after the eye surgery. That
was about six days before going to Southern. Of course,
that's not including the time
it would take to heal and then
remove the stitches from
my mouth.

the cause for the loss of vision. They said that the doctors must have thought that
I had brown syndrome in my
left eye. Basically, 1)1e muscles
in the e~e didn't shift correctly
so they cut part of tl!e tendon
and put that plastic in so the
muscle could shift correctly.

''

·I was born cross-eyed
and had already had two
•
•
maJor surgeries.

The doctors said there
wasn't any danger in having
the surgeries so close together.
But both the church and my
parents were worried about
the whole s~tuation. I simply
stated that if it was God's will
for me to have the surgeries
and go to Southern, then He
would provide the healing.
During the surgery, the doctors found a piece of plastic
in my eye from the surgery
when I was five. That piece of
plastic was there for the past
14 years and co~d have been

But I didn't have brown syndrome and the plastic was too
big for the slot.
During the surgery they removed the plastic and tightened and loosened certain
muscles to straighten out my
eye. They said \1: was possible
I would need another surgery
at Christmas since it was hard
for them to align the eye. The
eye was irritated and swollen
because of the plastic. ·
When I went to get my wisdom teeth removed, they said
they would have to break the

bottom teeth because
were sitting on some
nerves. They added that
healing went as planned,
stitches could be
the day before we
for Southern.
Both surgeries went
I healed fine and I got
stitches out all
for SmartStart.
.what an amazing God
have! I knew God's
for me that He stated in
miah 29:11. Iknowthatmy
and future are in His hands.
also love the fact that we
be found by Him if we go
Him with an honest and
heart (Jeremiah 29: 12-14).
There is no shame for
to come to Christ and lay
troubles and fears at His
In Matthew 11:28 Jesus
us, "Come unto me. all ye
labour and are heavy
and I will give you rest".
you just love the fact that
though we are unfaithful,
is always faithful? God's
and grace is everlasting. All
our lives are in Jesus'
He is the Alpha and
the Beginning and the
He is everlasting!

God's biggest concern is the state of our hearts
CHRIS CLOUZET
REliGION

EouoR

Many of us have grown up
hearing our parents, our pastors and our grandfatherly
elders pray to the "Great
Physician" on someone's behalf. They encourage each
other with Isaiah 53:5. "By His
stripes we are healed," they
say to the kids. And God hears
these prayers of faith. But I
think that He's also looking
for something else.
When God does surgery,
His first concern is with the

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

heruth of the heart. Remember the man whose friends destroyed a roof to gain access to
Jesus? Jesus forgave his sins
before He restmed the man's
legs. Jesus saw Job's healthy
heart-and deemed him able
to suffer at the hand of Satan.
Jesus made Saul blind so that
his heart would have time to
slow down and focus-so that
he could see true light.
This concept isn't radical
or surprising. It's not controversial. But how often do we
forget its importance? Adventists have the health mes-

sage, NEWSTART and some
of the oldest people on earth.
We're all required to take Fitness for Life. Yet, we let stress,
discouragement, judgments,
perceptions, miscommunications, failures and pride
keep our spiritual hearts at
a standstill."
When a heart stops beating, nothing keeps living. The
Great Physician wants to heal
the heart. Let Him.

OPINION

THURSDAY,

February 18, 2010

OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

campus epidemic: The infamous Vespers Rub
recent study was done
the epidemic that's been
Southern's campus.
very fortunate to intera colleague of mine who
happens to be an expert
particular issue. We
in one of the quaint
Village apartmen
this exclusive interThe girl I interviewed,
does not wish to
~rltiflted as having a bias
so has chosen to remain
I have taken the
of bestowing upon her
for this occaFollowing is the fictiand somewhat humorll-S4mcms account.
Urn, what's your name?
C: My name is Dr. C FostresearchE~r extraordinaire.
Well, Dr. C, I underthat you have considerlkntDwledl~e and have done
research on the issue
Displays of Affection
campus; am I right?
C: Yes. I have always
fascinated by the someobnoxious need to exbehavior that should be

C: Well, I can give you
but I want to talk today
my dissertation study,
I did on the Vespers Rub

here at Southern. Just a bit of
background: The Vespers Rub is
an exercise done mostly during
vespers. This is when one half
of a couple decides to rub their
partner's back while the service
is in progress. I noticed a few
years ago that this has become
quite popular on campus and
so decided to delve more into
the issue.
Me: Right. So, Dr. C, what
was your dissertation on,-may
we inquire?
Dr. C: The title of my dissertation was "The Vespers Rub
in Context of the Southern
Adventist University student
in the year 2009, and its Rela-·
tionship to the Social Statuses
of Undergraduate Stfidents."
Me: Very good. Very good.
That's quite a mouthful.
Would you please give the
meaning of your dissertation title for those of us who
may be inquiring about the
meaning of your long, long,
long title?
Dr. C: [gives a little laugh]
Well, as you know, here at
Southern we encounter this
thing called the Vespers Rub,
and I decided to do some research. I can now tell you the
variations of the Vespers Rub
and the context used for the
Vespers Rub. Any questions
about the Vespers Rub I am
very happy to answer. I am
hoping to publish a how-to
book ortthis phenomenon that
will help anyone out there find
their sty~ of Vespers Rubs
and make it their own.

Photo illustration by Emily Kay

Me: After studying this extensively I would imagine, is
there any advice you can give
for those of us, er ... I mean,
our audience who might
want to learn · about this but
who are too afraid to begin
the long journey that is the
Vespers Rub?
Dr. C: [nods] Yes. Absolutely. Well, the first piece of
advice or encouragement I
should say is that it is never
too late to start. I would encourage you to first find a partner. I think they call it vespers
dates here on campus. I don't
think people would appreciate
it much if you sat down beside

them and starting rubbing
their back while they were in
the middle of a praise song.
Me: No, I would imagine
not. [I laugh].
Dr. C: Now caution is always
advised because, as I said,
there are many variations to
this particular exercise. One
of the most common mistakes
made is the applied pressure
on the partner's back. But I
would rather not delve much
deeper into this issue as I
don't want to ruin the premise
of my upcoming book.
Me: Aaah, yes. Well, audience, there you have it. You
must buy the book in order

to !earp. more. We are running out of time, so Dr. C,
are there any extra comments you would like to share
before we go?
Dr. C: Yes, like I said before, it's never too late to start.
However, keep this exercise to
a minimum as it does cause
some discomfort amongst fellow students who may be seated in close proximity. But do
keep them up. it's what makes
Southern, Southern.

unattached b~ogger's reaction to-the month oflove
1-

student, who is
blogger and who has
been unlucky in the
love. This is her probstory that most likely
what every single
here has been going
this month oflove.

'""'"h•<>rn

can't help but think that each
year I am alone is sucking a
year out of my life. That means
. that, since arriving here at
Southern, I have lost four
years of my potentially long
old age. I will be turning, w~ll I
won't divulge that informatiQQ
here-who knows the weirdos
who stalk the Internet. Let's
just say that I am not 18 anymore. According to a friend of
mine, all the cells in my body
will not regenerate anymore. I
am beginning to die off! What

a happy thought. But I will not
dwell on that. Today is a new
day. It's a new year. A chance
for a fresh, new start. This
year is the year I will find my
soulmate! I just know it!
February14
Alas. My life is still an endless plunge into the bottomless abyss that is loneliness. I
am surrounded by roses and
sweet candies. They mock me.
They taunt my soul. If they
had fingers, they would point
at me and laugh. Couples

embrace on the Promenade.
Goodnight kisses in front of
the dorm. Soothing vespers
rubs given. I hate February!
I hate roses! 0 death, ease
my pain!
May2
Oh wonderful, beautiful
world! How cruel and inhumane I have been to you! Why
did I ever doubt that there
was love waiting out there for
me? I have found the love of
my life. All this time, he has
been a dear friend. He is even

dearer now. All those years
of longing for roses that were
not meant for me. Of dreaming my prince would come for
me. Thank you for showing me
that the wait is worth the little
sting of pain that comes with
loneliness. Love will come. I
should have known that. All
you single ladies and gents,
do not despair if this year does
not bring the buds of new romance. Your time is coming.

'
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EDITOR: I<ALEIGH LANG

Creamy Bean Factory comes to Four Corners This
Weeke

AIMEE B URCHARD
CONJR!BtliOR

Entering the warm, welcoming Creamy Bean Factory
is like walking into the first
day of the rest of ·your life,
specifically if you've been living in Collegedale, Tenn. for
a while without a coffee shop.
And I'll tell you, it's a good
life to come. Let me break it
down for you.
The Creamy Bean Factory
is a brand spank'n new gourmet coffee shop located at
Four Corners, right beside
China Kitchen. Let's just say
that I hope China Kitchen
survives. We've had the Mud
Puddle, we've had to drive
to Starbucks, we've had to
settle for gas station coffee and some of us have just
up and invested in our own
coffee-making capabilities at
home. But now we have the
Creamy Bean Factory.
How it is different from every other coffee shop? Their
menu is vast, including such
delectable delights as California rolls, otherwise known as
veggie sushi, panini sandwiches, gelato, sorbet, pastries,
exotic herbal teas, made-toorder juices and, of course,
the coffee, which is fresh daily.
Greg Cook, the owner, said
that he orders his coffee fresh
from a company in Atlanta
that makes it and delivers it all
in the same day.
He also makes his ice cream
bright and early each morning, and his wife, who is from
Korea, makes the sushi fresh

each day as well. His focus
on delivering a fresh menu is
frankly quite refreshing.
When examining the environment of the Creamy Bean,
a sense of. relaxation comes to
mind. They have a great classic rock mix that plays; from
the Beatles to Queen, there's a
bit of the good ole' days for everyone. The interior has a welcoming cafe feel, warm tones
of burgundy and comfortable
booths to sit in. They even
offer Wi-Fi. But my favorite
element would have to be the
outdoor patio equipped with
seating and cozy heater.
Walking in the first time can
Photo by Sean Brinson
be a bit intimidating when you People gather in the newly-opened Creamy Bean Factory.
are presented with so many
menu options. However, the that I was there they had a the perfect place for you. Just
employees are ready and will- particularly long line, but they about every category from the
ing to help you order to your were taking several orders and menu offers vegan options.
satisfaction. I overheard one making them, instead of fol- There is even delicious soremployee explaining to a cus- lowing through with a custom- bet for your ice cream-wanttomer what the difference is er's order. This caused those ing palate. I recommend the
between a latte and a cappuc- customers to wait longer to banana sorbet or the mango,
cino. This certainly creates pay. However, I only observed and their Avocado Melt Panini
an environment of safety for this one time, and have been is especially delicious. I like
customers who may be afraid there at least five times since to add pesto and Portobello
to try new things. The second they opened Jan. 25, and most mushrooms to mine.
Overall the Creamy Bean
time·I went in I was excited to of the time th~ line moves at a
Factory is a fantastic additry something new. It's like an reasonable pace.
If you are like me, a crazy- tion to Collegedale and a great
adventure every time.
One thing I wish they would busy college student, your eat- place to study or relax with
do is open a Facebook ac- ing patterns and choices are friends and family. And they
count. This would allow them as crazy as your schedule. If also offer a tp-percent disto get their menu online, as you have a family this is also a count for Soutliern students.
well as their hours, which great place to find healthy eatListen to a podcast
are Sunday 7 a.m. to 5 p.m., ing options, with everything
Monday to Thursday 7 a.m. made fresh, healthy juices and
about the Creamy
to 10 p.~ .....i!ld Friday from natural ice creams, gelato and
. Bean Factory at
sorbet, think twice before you
7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
http://journalism.
Another thing that could im- take your kids to a fast food
joint
over
the
Creamy
Bean.
If
prove is how they take orders
southern.edu/breeze
from customers. One time you are vegan, then this is also

Question of the w_e ek Ifyoucouldgoanywhere,wherewouldyougo?
"Well, what first came to mind, is I'd want to go to Haiti so
I could do what I could to help out with all the devastation
right now. But I would also like to go to Antarctica to go diving with the penguins. Can I do both?"

"Argentina! Because not only is it an amazing country with
so much variety in things to do and see, but having spent three
months there it will forever hold a special place in my heart."
-Caressa Rogers, a senio! liberal art education major.

-Noel Peek, a senior broadcast journalism major.
"Mallorca, Spain-it's a small island off the coast of Spain
in the Mediterranean. It's beautiful there."

-David Moore, a senior architectural drafting and construction management major.
"I think I would go to Japan beCduse I speak some Japanese and I'm in love with the culture!"

-FaithMasegoChikwekwe, afreshmanbiologymqjor.

"I would go to a place called Jade Mountain in St. Lucia.
It's tropical and a great place to dock my yacht ... and the ladies love the infinity pool. You have to check out the Web site,
http:/ fwww.jademountain.com."

-Kevin Spauldmg, a senior business administration
major.
"Paris, because I got engaged there and I want to go back
and see more of the city. Its such an amazing place!"

-Yvonne Saint-Villiers, a senior public relations mqjor.
"I'd head to Kematian. Philippines."
-casey Walter, a senior outdoor education mqjor.

Check out what's
on around town
weekend.

Gospelfest 90 Concert
Tivoli Theatre
709 Broad St., Chattanooa.
Friday 7 p.m.
$10
http:/

Chonda Pierce .... ro ... ,_
Comedienne
"Did I Say That Out
Laud?"
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie·Ave.,
Chattanooga
Friday 7-9 p.m.
$20.75
http:/ fwww.chattanoogaon
stage. com
Ripple Theater Pre""•nlll
"Measure for Measure•
3264 Brainerd Rd.,
Chattanooga
Saturday 7=10 p.m.
Free
http:/ fwww.rippletheater.
com

urc Basketball vs.
Davidson
McKenzie Arena
7 East 40th St.,
Chattanooga
Saturday 7=30 p.m.
$5 with student ID
http:/ /www.gomocs.com

Coming Soon
Plan a girls n·
out!
Ballet Tennessee
presents: Dance Theater
of Harlem from New
Tivoli Theatre
709 Broad St.,
Chattanooga
Feb. 27, 8 p.m.
$10 with student ID
http:/ fwww.chattanoogaon
stage. com
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long road to the Super Bowl

Lombardi trophy goes to Saints
JASON MAxiE
CoNu!IBliTOR

The lasting image that I'll
away from the Super
is not of the game itthough there were many
moments. The
I will take away was
a father and his son: Drew
Baylen Brees. Why, you
Because it was a remindme of the strength o the
spirit and of the purity
the sport that is overshadby so many immature
athletes.
Brees' story is wellThe franchise
of the San Diego
h~ was well-loved by
fans and his teammates.

New Orleans Saints quarterback Drew Brees (9) kisses his son Baylen
after winning the NFL Super Bowl XLW football game against the Indianapolis Colts in Miami, Sunday, Feb. 7, 2010. The Saints won 31-17. (AP
Photo/Mark J. Terrill)

that Brees would reto football. The Chargers
a decision to make. Play
wait-and-see game with
or go with the younger,
quite talented, rifle-armed
Philip Rivers. We
which route they took.
Miami Dolphins were in
market for quarterback
time and were looking

a

the New Orleans Saints came
into the picture.
Following Hurricane Katrina, the Saints were looking
to start over, and who better
than a broken and down quarterback to lead a city and franchise that had suffered extensively over its 39-year history.
No one expected anything out
of Brees or the Saints. Obvi-

What I saw after that game
was more than just a man in
tears with his son. I saw the
heartbreak. I saw the pain. I saw
everyone saying, 'You can't.'
to fill that position.
decided that the risks

ously, they got more than they
bargained for.
It took several years and
more heartbreak to get to this
point. Many players dream of
even going to the Super Bowl,
let alone winning 1t. With the
victory, Brees finally had the

title to go with the accomplishments. What I saw after
that game was more than just
a man in tears with his son. I
saw the heartbreak. I saw the
pain. I saw everyone saying,
"You can't." I saw . . . Vindication. Those tears spoke
volumes about the strength of
the human spirit. He wasn't
looking to prove anything to
anybody. He wanted to prove
to himself that he could do it.
He wanted to give something
back to the city that gave him
a chance. In an interview with
ESPN.cqm, Brees was asked
if he felt any extra burden
to win a title for the city, to
which he replied, "No, not at
all. We look at it as a responsibility. Our city, our fans, gave
us strength and we owe this
to them."
I respect what Drew Brees
has accomplished and find inspiration in it. I saw a proud
father at a defining moment in
his life. I saw a man silencing
the naysayers. I saw a spirit
that never gave up. That is tlte
lasting image that i took away
from the Super Bowl.

~DAY,FEBRUARY18,2010

This year featured two top
ti.er teams vying for the ultimate goal: the Vince Lombardi trophy. Super Bowl XLN
pitted the AFC Champion Indianapolis Colts against the
NFC Champion New Orleans
Saints. This game featured
'many storylines: Peyton Manning's legacy, the culmination
of Drew Brees' return from
shoulder injury, an Indianapolis Colts' dynasty and the
Saints franchise's first title
game appearan~ .i.n 42 years
of existence. ...
This game featured two
potential Hall-of-Fame quarterbacks and offenses that
employed quick strike air attacks, significantly different
from their predecessors who
used grind-it-out run games
and punishing defenses. Many
figured this would be a highscoring game, but surprisingly, after two quarters, the
score remained 10-6 with both
defenses holding potent offenses in check.
It was a tale of two halves,
though, as Drew Brees seemed
to settle into a groove and move

the ball almost effortlessly
down the field, leading his
team back from a 10-point deficit to a 24-17lead after a successful challenge of a 2-point
conversion attempt.
The stage was set for Pey""
ton Manning and the Colts
to march down the field and ..
make the Super Bowl their
8th come-from-behind win of
the season. Shortly after entering Saints territory, Tracy
Porter jumped on a short slant
route and intercepted a pass
intended for Reggie Wayne,
returning it 74 yards for a
touchdown, effectively ending
all hopes of a Colts comeback.
With the victory, the New
Orleans Saints won their first
Super Bowl title in the 42-year
history of the franchise in their
first trip to the big game. Drew
Brees was named Super Bowl
XLIV MVP with his outstanding performance, finishing
the game with 32-39 passing,
with 288 yards and two touchdowns. Peyton Manning's
legacy and the Indianapolis
Colts dynasty will have to wait
another year while the Big
Easy celebrates their Super
Bowl victory.

New Orleans Saints center Nick Leckey (6o) holds up u championship banner to the fans during a parade through the central business district of
New Orleans, Tuesday, Feb. 9, 2010. The Samts and fans were celebrating
the NFL football team's 31-17 victory over the Indianapolis Colts in Sunday's Super Bowl XLW. Quarte1·back Drew Brees ( 9) is behind Leckey. { 1P
Photo/Bill Haber)
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HUMOR EDITOR: AUDREY COOPER

_T ips for surviving Valentine's Day
AuDREY CooPER
HIFSY ALCUDA
AIMEE BRADSHAW
CHRIS CLOUZET
YvoNNE SAINT-VILLIERS
HUMOR EQIIOR

&

CONTRIRIJIORS

Ah, another Valentine's Day
has come and gone. M(e're n6t
really sure what emotion to
have: are we sad because our
favorite day of the year to
spend quality time with our
boo is over? Or are we happy
the attention is finally drawn
away from our singleness?
Whatever the case may be,
it's never too early to begin
preparing for whatever next
year may bring:
'
The Ultimate Valentine's Day 2011 Survival
- Guide for Singles
A bitter wind chews at
your bare ears as you trudge

through the foreign snowdrifts
•Accept your feelings. It's
back to your dorm all the way just not your time. Plus, you'll
from Brock. It's the first, last be happy to hear that accordand most intense blizzard Col- ing to Southern's School of
legedale has ever experienced. Journalism and CommuniYour eyes squint as you peer cation professor, Dr. Linda
through the darkness and Crumley, "Research shows
white. It's only4 p.m. and the that Valentine's Day causes
sun has already set.
more bad than good in relaYou notice the /new"'Stat- tionships. This holiday actuues that Southern has placed ally leads to the majority of
throughout the campus. Oh breakups in America."
wait, those are couples. Your
·Shave anyway. Just be- mind drifts back to the Ac- cause no one's impressed
cent's "Thumbs Down" com- by your legs (girls} o·r face
ment regarding
P-D-A-A (boys) doesn't mean you can't
(Public Display All-The-Time keep trying.
Affection). You wince as you
•Throw an anti-Valentine's
realize you are in fact not P-D- Day Singles Party!
A-A-ing. It's .Valentine's Eve,
•Conveniently
rememarid you are single, again.
ber to store away your roBut here's the good news:. mantic comedies around Feb.
you don't have to feel this 8 or so," just to be sure no
way. If you follow these in- one comes over and suggests
structions precisely, you will "Pretty Woman."
be guaranteed to enjoy this
•Avoid the radio, TV, Interfateful day.
-.net, other people, restaurants,
phones and trees. In'evitably,
you will be. disappointed with
their topic of the day.
•Create a playlist for anY.. ··
alone time you might be able ·
to enjoy. Try "Me, Myself & I"
by Beyonce.
•Console yourself with
the knowledge that you
will be helping to save the
flower population.
•Also a_ consoling thought:
Sweets are· bad for you. You
enjoyed enough chocolate at
Halloween anyway.
• Remember that Valentine's
Day is all about spending
money, meaning more money
for single 'ol you!
•Dress up like cupid and
go shoot people with real
arrows (police avoidance
recommended).
Graphic by Stephan Castro-Shoemaker

The Vancouver
Canadians have never been
happy, nor so deservedly
popular ...
No "Office" for 2 weeks: We
· might be wiliing to give up an
hour of lu_ge in exchange.

America's Funniest Home
Videos: Trampoline andjor
1
-~- baseh{lll bat and/or sheep=
· always funny
<_

Valentine's Day is over:..
Guess we have to wait another
year to wear pink and red in
the same outfit again~
Sigh ...

_

1

-l

Hockey Season: Canadians
"'happy again.
..

PDA: We can't say it enough:
please stop being all over each
other in front of us. Eww.

Photo by Kristine Barker

•

Brandon MtllliiJ Brandon Molt, Theodore Umenck and Brian ."~{yamu•ange plqy "!Fhose Histor;· Is it A'!)·u•tg?" at BCU night on Saturdq;·.

BGU Night showcases black culture
JOSHUA WALKER
STAEEWR!HR

Southern Adventist University students were exposed to the
sights, smells, tastes and sounds
of more than 12 different countries at this year's Black Christian
Union Night, held Saturday night
at the Des P.E Center. BCU Night
included authentic foods, dance
chains and improvisational
enterti.rinment.
The night began with people
browsing through booths which.
displayed the cultures and customs of various countries. There
was food, information and a
person from the corresponding
oountry dressed in authentic garb
at every station.
"It's always good to learn
from other people's cultures . . .
Knowledge is always good," said
Kevin Pride, assistant dean of

.mg_
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Talge Hall and BCU sponsor.
There were also various ·crafts
distributed to the crowd, and
some planned and unplanned
dance circles formed while people were looking through the
·
different booths.
"It is a pleasant surprise, the
great diversity qf black cultures
within Southern," said Ruth
WilliamsMorris, professor of
education and psychology and
BCU sponsor.
"I was blessed, moved, and
filled," said David Tilstra, sophomore film m~or, as a result of the
varied cultUres on display.
After more than an hour of eating and mingling visitors were
directed toward the stage area to
find seats.
An air of remembrance for
those affected by the January
2010 earthquakes in Haiti set
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in when a video was shown of
various celebrities singing, "We
Are the World" as clips of the
resulting devastation and relief
efforts were shown intermittently. ''We are recognizing
the fact that we need to suffer
with our brothers and sisters in
Haiti," said WilliamsMorris at
the video's conclusion.
Following the video, "Whose
History is it Anyway," a parody of ABC's "Whose Jjne Is it
Anyway" with a black-history
and SAD-lifestyle emphasis,
was presented.
During "Whose History Is it
Anyway", participants look jabs
at high cafeteria prices, •food
selection, campus shop prices,
church check and other small
grievances which students frequently express. There were short
breaks for musical performances,

audience participation and prize
giveaways. Pri.zes included boxes
of Ramen, gift cards, SAU clothing, and Kool-Aid. .
At one point during the show,
the audience even sang the
theme song from 'The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air."
The entire program started
at 8 p.m. and ended close
to 11:30 p.m.
BCU night is designed to expose people to the diversity within black culture, said Mia Lindsey, a sophomore public relations
major and BCU secretary. Junior
history and religious studies major and BCU president Kyle Cox
lioped people liked the food,
learned from the booths, and enjoyed the ''hilarious" program.
Cox said, "I hope they
had a great Saturday night. I
know I did."

''
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When Brett Favre retires
and un-retires, expect both
announcements t o be seen
on Twitter first.
SEE SPORTS PAGE
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'Attractiveness study to be presented at re~earch conferen
DEANNA MOORE
STAFF WRITER

Six students from the School
of Journalism and Communication will present the results
of their research project at the
Southern States Communication Association in April.
The students, Audrey Cooper, Katie Hammond, Emily Young, John Shoemaker,
Lauren Ysseldyke and Eden
Koliadko, explored the topic of attractiveness for their
communication
research
class last semester. They created a Zoomerang survey
with the title "How Hot Are
You Southern?" and sent it
to every fourth student in
Southern's Joker.
Katie Hammond, a senior
mass communications major,
said that from their results,
they wrote a research paper
titled "Self-Rated Physical Attractiveness,
Attractiveness
Standards and Expectation
Deviations in Romantic Partners Among Non-Married
College Students."

The students sent their paper in to the Southern States
Communication Association
and were asked to present their
research findings at the SSCA
Undergraduate Honors Conference in Me!llphis, Tenn. on
Friday, April 9·
Linda Crumley, professor of
the communication rese~ch
class, said that she was very
proud of her students for be-·
ing the first group from any of
her classes to take the initiative and send their paper in to
theSSCA
Audrey Cooper, a senior
public relations major, said
they asked basic questions
such as age, gender and class
standing. Then students were
asked to rate themselves on
a scale of 1-10 on how physically attractive they considered
themselves to be. Then they
were asked to give a range of
attractiveness they would accept in a dating partner.
Cooper said that the survey
showed men being more likely
to rate themselves more attractive as well as expect a more

,

Photo by

John Shoemaker, Katie Hammond, Emily Young, E(Jen Koliadko, Audrey Cooper and Lauren Ysseldyke

attractive partner than women
expected of men.
At the end of the survey,
students were asked an openended question on what would
cause them to deviate from
their physical expectations for
a partner. Cooper said that

men were less likely to deviate
from their expectations than
women. Women would deviate if their partner had compensating qualities such as
good character.
"I was surprised-at how some
guys rated themselves and how

high their expectations
Hammond said. She
that one guy rated
a 9, expected his future
ner to be a 9-10 and said
only reason he would
was if he was in a car
messed up physically.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Nyamwange, Cox and Reiter win race for SA positions
AusoN QmRING
NEWS EQ!JD!!

Student Association leaders were voted into office for
the 2010-2011 school year
last Thursday.
Brian Nyamwange, a junior biochemistry major,

was elected as next year's
SA president. Also elected
were executive vice president Kyle Cox;..rB junior hi~- ·
tory and religious studies
major, and social vice president Carl Reiter, a sophomore public relations and
music education major.

Nearly 6oo Southern stu- ·
dents voted in the election this
year. Out of a total of 586 votes
for the position' of SA president, Nyamwange received 85
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ter," said his first
hearing the results of the
tion was, "Praise God.~
Nyamwange said, "I
excited and humbled all
same time."

Call center raising funds for student missi
DAVIS WALLACE

Su.HWam•

~on them accent

percent of the votes to beat out
his competitor, Amanda Fox, a
freshman management major.
Nyamwange, whose campaign tagline was ...Decide to

The call center has kicked off
its campaign to raise money for
student missions. Since 2007
·the call center has raised more
than $30,000 for student missions. However, their goal is to
raise at least $30,000 this year

The

alone.
call center will be
calling for three to four weeks
specifically for student missions along with other calls for
Southern funding.
Evely y~ar Southern sends
So to lOQ student missionaries to various countries around
the world. The call center.is
looking double that number

tq

next ~ said Patrice
annual fund coordinator.
"The impact is living,
ing for both the student
sion and the people that
service,': Hieb said. "It
wonderful program
students get to practice
skills that they will use in
real world."

McKay Used Bookstore moves closer to South
SARA

BERNAL

Interested in books, movies
and music at half price or less?
McKay Used Bookstore has
relocated from Chattanooga
to Old Lee Highway and Bonny Oaks, and is now closer to
Southern students.
•

Students can find cheap
movies, music, software, iPods, games and boc>ks, as well
as sell tfteir own books and
other items.
"I've only been there once,
but I love it." Said Geoffrey
Simons. a freshman film productior. major "I bought four
DVDsj;fur and excellent price."

ACCfll'ding to McKay's
site, there's no limit for
amount of items people
bring to the store in
of cash or store credit,
though larger orders may
days or weeks to process.
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ow days not common at Southern despite repeated snow showers
more snow and ice this
, many local schools
for snow days while
classes stayed in
leaving some studisappointed and wonwhy Southern didn't
school.
thought [a snow day last
was really going to hapsaid Kristie Cain, a sophnursing major. "I was
bummed."
Young, senior vice presof academic adminissaid there are criteria

added when classes
canceled at Southern, the
starts with

Campus Safety, which monitors the weather. If weather
conditions are unfavorable,
Campus
Safety
contacts
Young, who confers with Gordon Bietz, Southern's president, Bill Wohlers, vice president for Student Services, and
Pat Coverdale, the director
of human resources, to m~e
a decision.
Potentially dangerous conditions for people commuting
to school are also considered
when deciding whether or not
to have classes.
Kevin Penrod, Campus Safety director, said he tests the
roads, and if he feels they are
dangerous he contacts Young.
He added that Campus Safety
closes the potentially icy hill
behind Summerour Hall, and
Landscape Services puts deicer on major srdewalks.
Southern has had very few
snow days in the past 10 years.

One ofSouthern's benches is covered with snow.

There are no snow days
built into the school schedule,
Young said. He added colleges
and universities are different
systems than secondary and
elementary schools.
The Unh1ersity of Tennessee at Chattanooga has snow
day stipulations similar to
Southern. Jim Pulliam, manager of the office of safety and
risk management at UTC, said ·

Photo by Shelby Mixon

there are no :Ulotted snow days
built into the UTC schedule.
"Our primary goal is safety when making the decision to close ot~d~Tay opening," Pulliam said. "We try
to be very sensitive to the
fact that we're primarily a
commuter campus."
At Collegedale Academy,
where school was closed
Feb. 15 and 16, Travis Craw-

ford, associate principal, said
the school tries to be proactive and sometimes closes
if there is the potential for a
lot of snow.
"It's not worth putting lives
at risk," Crawford said. He
added that CA has had at least
three snow days this school
year and that the decision to
cancel school is sometimes
made the night before or in
the morning.
In the event of Southern
closing for snow day, information is made available in a
variety of ways by 6 a.m. Some
of these ways include e-mails
sent to Southern accounts,
WSMC announcements, the
Southern call center and
notifications sent to Talge,
Thatcher and Wright Hall
reception desks.
Young said, "We are concerned about the safety of our
students and our faculty."

ngry 4 J e_sus reaches out to homeless in downtown Chattanooga
helping
with
new outreach ministry,
4 Jesus, are feedthe homeless on a physiand spiritual level every
Saturday.
Sicard, outreach diand junior pastoral care
said that the mission
4 Jesus is to reach
brothers and sisters
Christ by spreading love
them and spending time
them.
group of about 20 to
students participating in
ministry meet at 2 p.m.
Student Center to prethe food and get to know
group going. They leave
downtown Chattanooga
3:30p.m. and are back
5p.m.
downtown, the group
out bags of food as a way
IPPI·oac:h people and start a
with them. The
talk with the homeand try to build a friendwith them. Sometimes
group sings praise songs,
helps create an environto talk about God, said
Jesus

Jana Miles, Devin Neubrander and Joshua Walker help with the Hungry 4 Jesus ministry.

director and a freshman biomedical major.
"Food is only temporary and
you will get hungry again, but
with Jesus it is eternal," Lee
said. "The love of Jesus Christ.
is greater than anything else
you could give to someone."
Sicard oelieves that Hungry 4 Jesus will be able to effectively reach out and show
God's love. He said that this
ministry is more personal

than other outreach programs
at Southern. The students are
interacting with about 25 to
30 homeless people, so it is on
a one-on-one basis.
. "I feel different there than
any other ministry because
there is more peace and love
for God from the people we are
helping," Sicard said.
Lee had the idea for Hungry
4 Jesus from students having
left-over money on their meal

Kerrel Henry, a freshman
plan. That money was either
spent last minute or the school marketing major, said that
kept it. Lee wanted to set up she loves to hear the stories of
a donation box in the cafe the people and enjoys helping
for students to give food to them. She said she has been
going for a while and has been
the homeless.
Lee collaborated with Sicard · talking with a girl who is 20
to create a bigger picture of years old and homeless. Henry
feeding the homeless' physi- brought this girl her favorite
cal and spiritual needs. They color of nail polish and said
are hoping to put a box in the she was very happy.
cafe for donations at the end of
the semester.
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Alumni, students _and staff play football weekly Some Southern Village ap

to··receive new furni

JAMES HIGGINBOTHAM

RACHEL FEHL

SuuWa1nR

Southern alumni, students
and staff participate in · a
grass-roots game of flag football at 9:15 a:m. on Sunday
mornings at the Collegedale
Academy field.
These football games are
played almost every week
from Labor Day to the last
Sunday of the school year. Few
Southern students participate
in the games. Russell Atkins,
the unofficial group leader,
believes the reason for the lack
of Southern students may be
because 9:15 a.m. is too early
for most college students on
a Sunday. Atkins encourages
anyone to come out and join.
The group got its start play. ing flag football behind the
Village Market about a decade
ago, Atkins said. About seven
years ago Atkins received
the "flag bag," which holds
all the equipment, and he
has been bringing it Sunday
mornings ever since.
Atkins warned that the style
of football played on Sunday is
a little different from the type
of flag football played during
Southern intramurals.
"The primary difference between our games and SAU's
are the absence of referees,"
Atkins said.

· SuEF Warna

A search committee led
by Dwight Magers, Talge
Hall dean, is ~hopping for
new furniture for the Southern
Village
ap~ents,
due to the bro:Ken arms and
feet of the old furniture,
JP Mathis, assistant dean, said.
Tricia Lewis, a resident of
Hickory, said their couch has
two legs that won't stay in
place. "Whenever you sit on
the one side the couch tips
over and is lopsided ulltn
Photo by Emily Kay

Russell Atkins, a member of the community, tries to make a breakaway
from Evan Johnson so he does not get his flag pulled.

Most of the guys who play
are seasoned veterans of the
sport, and most are familiar
with the rules of flag football.
"When there are any disputes about penalties, we just
replay the down," Atkins said.
Another difference from
Southern intramurals is the
encouragement of blocking.
Andrew Knecht, a Southern graduate, said the use of
hands for jamming within five
yards of the line of scrimmage
and blocking down field after .
the ball is touched, makes the
game more physical.
"The physical aspect of the
game really adds to the fun,
but I understand why it is not
-·::·-"'"

-

allowed in Southern's intramurals, " Knecht said.
Even with the physical play, Atkins said he has
_not seen a dramatic difference in injury compared to
Southern intramurals.
"We are not out there to hurt
each other, we are out there to
have fun," Atkins said.
Theo Brown, a senior film
production major, said for anyone who enjoys the game of
football and has a pretty good
knowledge of the rules to come
out and join them each Sunday
morning at 9:15.
Brown said, "Its a fun reason to get outside and play
some football."

The service
is in charge
the current furniture
working·condition.
Donald Iighthall,
directoroftheservice
that they haven't got
about broken furniture,
students do have a
need to contact their
will then pass the word on
service department.
"Mr. Iighthall does
which he is very good at,
he is conscientious at

you prop it back up again,"._. ' ' Whenever you sit
Lewis said.
Tisha Gabriel, a Hickory
the one side the
resident assistant, has probtips over and is
lems with the couch in her
until you prop it back
apartment as well.
"Our couch has turned
into a recliner because two of
_the legs are broken," Gabrie~ them fixed in a timely
said. "Great for naps, not "for ner," Mathis said.
Iighthall said old age is
sitting though."
The oldest buildings, Oak, the only reason the
Hickory and Redbud, which is breaking.
"It's usually
were built in 2001, will be getvandalism, because of
ting new furniture first.
"He [Majors] has had some leaning back in their
samples that many students and doing foolish
and the other deans have sat Lighthall said. "Not per
in and gave their opinion," old furniture thing,
Mathis said. "Th~y have also sitting in them properly."
helped with celors. So far we
are still searching. [We're]
looking for some with a little
more comfort."

Social work professor digs deep into Appalachian cui
AMANDA LEFURGY

Suu WanER

Emotionally-c:harged church
services complete with a handful of rattlesnakes and a glass
of strychnine. Family bonds
that are stronger than iron
and that go back to the clans
of Scotland. Complex folk music played by skilled musicians
late into the night. These are
just some of the things that
characterize the lives of many
Appalachian people.
Appalachia, an area that
stretches from Georgia to New
York, is a region that is full of
history and tradition. Although
the Appalachian people are
chronically surrounded by stereotypes, Ed Lamb, an adjunct

teacher in the social-work de- main goal of the class is not
partment, has gone deeper to only to dispel the myths about
discover what it means to be the Appalachian lifestyle, but
an Appalachian.
to teach people about the cul"The stereotypes usually ture that surrounds us here at
center on a hillbilly image," Southern, he said.
Brittany Donohue, a juLamb said. However, in general this stereotype is wrong. nior liberal arts major and a
They are in fact an indiVidual- Clarkrange, Tenn. native, is
istic, hardworking culture with one of the four students taka strong love of family, music . ing the class. Although many
and their country, he said.
traditions in the Appalachian
"I identify with many of community have been lost,
their values," Lamb said. "I Donohue enjoys learning
am very comfortable saying about the origins of the ones
'I'm an Appalachian'."
that remain.
"It's been kind of cool to
Lamb, who is originally from
Colorado, has been teach- hear the history and realizing
ing at Southern for 38 years. that a lot of things that hapHe is currently retired, but pen in my community and
still teaches the Appalachian things that we still do come
studies course every year. The back from years and years

Ed Lamb

ago," Donohue said.
Donohue's family is currentlr learning how to log and
cut hay with their workhorses
from an older member of the
community, she added.

Joelle Marlin, a
cial' work major, has
learning about the ·
of the culture.
"It's interesting to see
Appalachia
isn't
enous," MarliJ,1 said.
much deeper thap.
may see on the surface."
The most important
to remember is that
palachian culture is
experienced firsthand.
"Students will come
. and then leave and
than Chattano.oga, they
never sample local
Lamb said. "We live
. here, why shouldn't we
understand them?".
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The power.of a humble prayer in a quiet plac
CHRIS CLOUZET
REliGION EDITOR

There is so much written
about prayer that I don't think
I could possibly say anything
new that isn't already available to anyone who looks for
it. I know personally, however, that frequent reminders of
God's goodness are necessary
and appreciated. This is my
simple reminder.
Several nights ago, I was
walking toward the back door
of my apartment. As I passed
my neighbor's apartment, I
saw a group of students inside
kneeling in a circle. They were
huddled close together with
- their heads bowed, absorbed
in prayer. I couldn't help but
pause for a moment and soak
in the scene.
It was so good to see people
praying in the quietness of
that apartment. They were
not putting on a show or praying into a microphone so that
all would see their goodness.
They were simply kneeling
together, • finding renewed
strength and power by talking
with their Lord.
When I think of great prayers, Daniel is one of the first to

come to mind. His devotion
to praying three times a day
gave him power. Not biggermuscles .Power or curse-youwith-my-magic-pointy-finger
power, but an inner fortitude
to stick with the program
even while people were )iating
on him.
Jesus showed us this kind
of power, too. After healing
people well into the night,
He got up early in the morning and walked off to find a
place where He could pray
alone (Mark 1:32-35). I wonder how many other times
He sneaked off to pray alone
that His disciples never found
out about?
When we get busy with
life and end up going to bed
late just to have to get up
early again in the morning, is ··
spending time in prayer the
first thing on our minds? .Do
we maintain a strict prayer
regimen like Daniel in order
to withstand the devil who
prowls· around like one of
Daniel's roaring lions?
Sometimes I think that
prayer is boring to people,
or scary or embarrassing.
We criticize long prayers, we
doubt the miracles we ask for,

we repeat the same words over
and over day after day.
I think praying is living. We
can pray as warriors, pleading
for answers, for healing, for
wisdom. We can pray as servants, submitting ourselves to
God's will, asking for Him to
use us and teach us. We can
pray as friends, sharing time
with God, sharing our burdens, our plans, our excite-

ments. And sometimes, we
can just pray for survival, as if
depending on it like food.
I think the most important
thing to remember is that
prayer is not poetry or journaling or thinking out loud. It is
dialogue with a real Being who
loves us with a fierce love.
My neighbor~ reminded
me that prayer is not a quick
"Thank You for this food,

bless it, amen." It can be
around shoulders, knees
the floor, head bowed
versation with God. It can
silent, pleading, angry, ·
wondering, consistent,
still, alone or together
munication with God.
My reminder? We all
need to pray more.

What I learned while I was sittingwithJes
JOSHMAl..OON

Josh is currently serving
as a missionary in the Philippines. This is a story he wrote
sometime last semester, just
a few weeks into his stay. He
has been in the Philippines for
about seven months.
Last month I began to think
of home. I was about to have
worship and start praying, but
I just didn't feel like it. Instead
of waiting until I felt lik~ray
ing, I decided to pray until
I felt like it. I'm glad I made
that. decision.
In my prayer I was honest
with God. I told Him how I
didn't always like what I was
doing; how my environment,
food and living arrangements
were harder to cope with than

what I had in America. I guess
I was just missing some of the
things we take for granted, like
food or a dry bed (my bed isn't
always wet, just when it rains).
As I was writing my prayer
out in one of my journals, I
asked God to speak to me, to
come into my heart and fill
me with His presence-and I
just listened.
I thought of a place, a perfect place. A garden, my secret
garden. There were beautiful
flowers, fields of tall flowing
grass and tall green trees that
covered me in a cool shade. On
the floor ofthis paradise was a
blanket of soft grass and thick
moss. But best of all, in this
place there was Jesus.
He was sitting with His back
resting on a thick tree trunk.
He didn't say 3:llything, and in

my imagination, I went over
and sat on His lap. Still He
said nothing, but I noticed the
holes in His hands.
This beautiful mental image
came to a close as I began to
cry. I had been frustrated with .

''

if you are truly serving Him,
your life is not going to be one
of ease.
I had been complaining to
Him about what I had given
up in order to come here to the
Philippines. In response to my

I was just missing

some of the things we
take for granted, like
food or a dry bed ...

• I had only been here
mon , but Jesus left
to become the ultimate
sionary for 33 years. He
the splendor and glory
en to become flesh, to
one of us. His life was not
life of ease, but rather one
constant service. The
He slept through the
on the Sea of Galilee was
cause of hunger and
He was selfless. He was
fun of, tortured and killed
myb~half.

When I
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the hard lifestyle that a mission life so often brings. No
matter what country you're in,

''

complaining, He showed me
His hands. He showed me the
scars that told of His life.
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not forsake me.
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on't lose your language
Imagine having to emigrate
another country because
offers a better life for you
your family. You arrive
everyone speaks a differlanguage. OK, that's cool,
think. Everyone in the
speaks English, right?
You end up stumbling
town for a few days beyou can't get your words
No one knows what
saying and looks at you
when you start speaking
with your family. You

know you must learn their language in order to live here, but
it takes time. You struggle with
it. Slowly, you learn the language. It becomes harder and
harder for you to speak your
own language, and it beco.m es
harder and harder to retain it.
Once you have children, you
don't even bother to speak to
them in English. They grow up
learning the native tongue of a
foreign country.·
What happens when you
lose your language? You lose a
part of your heritage and some
of what makes you, you. Why
then should society insist that

people who immigrate here
discard their own language
and speak English? Whatever
happened to the U.S. being a
"melting pot"? Doesn't the US
pride itself on its diversity?
What diversity would be left
if it forced other cultures to
discard their own and adapt
to the U.S. way of life and
speech? They lose a part of
themselves. I'm not saying
they should completely avoid
learning the language-just
don't force it upon them.
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en becoming a student missionary isn't th.e right choice
OLOMO
us above the rest. We
only as strong as what we
The Adventist educasystem takes pride in the
of their education, but
seems that quality is only
instead of global. Adeducation systems
hold up a high standard
schools in the continental
States. The standard
for schools in the isstandard
there is lower
emphasis

on

-----·~·J work is admirable.

hands of first-year nursor sophomore busimajors, how are we to
a brighter tomorrow? The
that go out to the isto teach at our Adventist
are often unprepared,
and unqualified.
what is worse, the ad... ct,.<>t"inn of those schools
those same unprepared
in charge of teaching
subjects or even a whole
level.

l&LANDS

Is ~is right? Is it fair? When four to five years of undera Student teacher finds that graduate training. They go
they are not mature eno1,1gh through thi~ much schooling
to help the kids learn to read, so they will be equipped with
who gets the short end of that the necessary skills to effecstick? The result is always tively mold the young and imcrippling for the children. This pressionable minds that they
is your everyday case of the are responsible for educatblind leading the blind.'Many ing. How would student misstudent missionaries are the sionaries compare when they
ill-equipped Christians of an- · go through less than a month
cient Roman times that were of orientation? Two years of
thrown into the gladiator ring. college plus one semester of
You may be asking who, am training does not equal a fourI to make such strong accusa- year degree program in educations? I was born and raised tion. It just doesn't add up.
on the island of Guam where
What I have noticed is that
this faulty practice is used, the islands have a certain apand. I am a product of this peal to students who want to
system. Yes, it is true that .I be missionaries. The pristine
made it into the elite society beaches <~nd warm welcomof higher education, but many ing weather call to them like
of my schoolmates have not, sirens leading them to shallow
and will not, because of the waters. Now there is nothing
lack of foundation in their wrong with wanting to go to
early education.
the islands as a missionary.
Before being able to teach But when that becomes the
in the U.S., teachers undergo sole reason for going, some-

thing is very wrong. Student
missionaries need to understand that this is not a vacation. Student missionaries in
the islands have a responsibility to prepare children for
life. They are not there to get a
scuba license.
Unfortunately, for some the
decision to be a student missionary has become a trend.
With Southern's emphasis on
student missi?ns, many times
the choice is made prematurely and on an impulse. What is
even more surprising is that
some students go just because
their friends are going or to
avoid a long-distance relationship. There has to be a way to
stop this from happening. I
understand that the student
missions office does require
prospe<;tive missionaries to
take an orientation class, but
is this enough? Missionaries
need to be sure of what they
are getting into because if
they are not, their mission will
be lost.
Furthermore, in years past,
there has been a no-fraternization policy for student teachers. One may not think that
this is necessary, but I assure
you, it is of the utmost importance that student missionaries adhere to it. What kind of
image are you displaying when
you are cha~ing after a fellow
student missionary (or even a
student) when you are there
to be God's example? Every-

one talks, and when people
talk they make assumptions
and embellishments. When
you are there to do a job, do
not give them the opportunity
to make assumptions about
your actions.
Please do not misunderstand me. I am not saying that
mission work is wrong_or that
only qualified people should be
missionaries. If you are called
to serve somewhere and know
it is where you are destined to
go, by all means, go. All I ask
is for those making the decision to be sure that they are
making the right decision, especially if the decision is to be
a teacher. Seriously weigh the
outcomes of an experience like
this. Think mostly of the children and their lives as leaders
of their island 20 years from
now. You cannot only think of
the here and now. You must
think of the future. The islands
only make up a small area on
the map, but that does not
mean that they are insignificant. As a prospective student
missionary, ask yourself, "Am
I ready to form the foundation
of an island's future?"

Got an opinion?

Write an

article!
E-mail submissions to
sedward®southern.edu.
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Five reasons college students should wait to get married
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If you were to stop any random girl on the street and ask
if she had ever dieamed of getting married and living happily ever after, she would probably say yes. For many girls,
the dream goes something
like this. Meet a boy. Fall in
love. He pops "the question."
You pick out the dress. You
get married and live happily
ever after.
Now if you were to ask
that same girl whether she
dreamed of going to college
and establishing her career
before getting married, her
answer might be a bit different. Some might say that if
they met the right guy, they
wouldn't mind getting married before finishing college,
while others might say they
think it would be difficult to
balance marriage and college.
And the latter would be right.
Here are five reasons why college students should wait to
get married.
The First Year of Marriage Is the Hardest: Most
married couples would say the
toughest time in their marriage was in the first year. If
the toughest times are during
your first year of marriage,
and that first year is inter-

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

twined with the toughest four
years of your life, it is a recipe
for heartbreak.
Money: So much power in
one little word. It is a fact that
most college students don't
have a lot of extra money lying around. And according to
Trend-watch.com, "One of the
biggest causes of divorce in the
United States is money issues;
if you get married before college then chances are that you
will have plenty of arguments
and trouble over money."
Time Management: A lot
goes into an average day in
the life of a college student.
There are classes, study dates,
meals, friends, work, sleep.
It could be hard for some to

add a spouse to the equation if
they feel like they have limited
freedom for both free time and
studying time. Lorraine Ball,
an associate professor in the
school of Journalism and Comu~tion, who married her
husband while in college, said,
"It changes your focus when
you get married. If you want
to finish school strong it's best
to wait."
Maturity: Are you the same
person today that you were
five years ago? What makes
you think that you will still
be the same person five years
from now? College students
are constantly growing and
maturing. They are becoming
the people that they will be

for the rest of their lives. The
average student starts college
around 18 years old and graduates around age 22. The fact
is that the ideals, values and
personality traits a person 4as
at 18 will shift by the time they
graduate. If college students
get married and each person is growing and changing,
it may be difficult to change
together without it affecting
your relationship.
An Unplanned Baby: If a
college student thinks they
are mature enough to get married, they should know that
life is full of little surprises.
Although sometimes those
surprises can bring more joy
into your life than you could
have ever thought possible,
one must think about the consequences. How will I juggle a
new baby and 18 credit hour&?
Will I be able to work right af~
ter I graduate to pay for our
unplanned bundle of joy? On
top of all those questions, you
also must think about how
your spouse will handle this
new addition to your already
hectic life.
Before you think about
walking down the aisle, think
about how it could affect your
walking down that other aisle.

Tbis .

Weekend
'

Pickin' in the Pulpit
Li:r~dsey Street Hall
90i Lindsey St., Chattanooga
F1b. 25, 8 p.m.

Ffee
~ltp:/ fchattanoogafun.com
~allet Tennessee presents:
Dance Theater of Harlem
ftom New York
:dvoli Theatre
709 Broad St., Chattanooga
Feb. 27, 8 p.m.
$twith student ID
h :ffwww.
c attanoogaonstage.com

UfC Lady Mocs BasketbaB

vs. Samford
McKenzie Arena
720 East 40th St., Chattanooga
Feb. 27, 7 p.m.
$5 with student ID
http:/ fwww.gomocs.com

Paul Lohorn's Chattanoop
18 Piece Big Band
lindsay Street Hall
901 Lindsay St.
~arch 1, 7:30 p.m. -9:30p.m.
Ftee
hhp:f /chattanoogafun.com

I

QUeStiOn Of the ~:week Ifyou could invent fl new Olympic. event, ~hat would it
"Toboggan jumping! Big Eskimo toboggans
.
and, lik~ 20·footjumps."
-Jordan Reichert, sophomore history major

"Girl-wooing contest? Steak eating? Pigeon
slaying? A big dance-oft? Something to do
with cooking maybe. Yeah, that should be in
the Olympics!"

"Pillow fighting. The official sport. First one
to get knocked out loses!"

-Gabriel Trujillo, senior theology major

-Aimee Bradshaw, a senior public relations
major

"How about snow donuts with a carl"
-Alyssa Vallieres, freshman liberal arts
education major

"I would invent rocket golfing. Two golfers
golf at the same time and race to finish the
course ... The trick is that you don't use
clubs. The golfer must shoot golf balls from
a hand cannon."

"Snow skiing/snowboarding where you have
a rope attached to a snowmobile. Like a
two-person team. One driver and one skierI
snowboarder."

-Markis Lindsey, senior mass communication
major

-Cassia GallimoreJ sophomore liberal arts
education major

·: "The downhill snowmobile slalom ... or
· maybe just downhill snowmobiling."
-Frank Farkash, a graduate nursing student.

"A sport involving hills, cardboard boxes
and going really fast! You wouldn't have to
build anything. Just the box-that's all you
have."

"How 'bout snowshoe racing?"
-Bryan Bridges, senior biology major

"

-HannaMelara, sophomore mass
communication and graphic design major

Switzerland's Carlo Janka, center, the gold medalist with
Norway's Jgetil Jansrud, left, who took the silver and Norwau's Aksel Lund Svindal, bronze, during the flower ceremony for the Men's giant slalom at the Vancouver 2010 Olympics
in Whistler, British Columbia, Tuesday, Feb. 23, 2010. (AP
PhotojGero Breloer)
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-Star games show camaraderie and com etition

•

s:

Classic featured a lot of
talent and even more
and excitement. The first
where the best women
the intramural season
off in an East vs. West
match-up.
Early on it seemed to be a batthe point guards as Emily
Abernathy (East), a sophomore
studies major, and CaBrown (West), a junior
health major, both quickthe pace with fast-breaks
precise passes. The Western
led 16-10 at the half.

11

ga

to its feet by a few dunks, but
by. the end it was clear that
freshman psychology major
Daniel Foster's execution was
unmatched. His long-distance
tomahawk jam sealed his victory
as the slam-dunk champion.
The women's game resumed,
and with six minutes to go.in th~?
game Geraldine Dry (East), ajunior clinical laboratory science
major, 1mocked down a threepoint shot to bring her team
within three. But Shel)ise Paige,
a sophomore biology major who
is known for her long-range
shooting, responded in kind
with her own basket from beyond the arc, and the West never
looked back. The final score was
34-21 West.
After the women's game there
was a furee..'point shootout featuring guys and girls mixed together. Both girls had a good

showing, but Daniel Frishman's
eight three-pointerS in 36 secondS could not be beaten.
Finally, it came time for the
highly anticipated men's all-star
showdown. The entire game
was played out on a small scale
within the first five seconds. After gaining first possession Sean
Bispham opened the game with
a three-point shot and his Eastern All-stars never really looked
back. With five minutes to go
in the first half the West came
within two points, but Bispham
pushed them back down with
another three-pointer. The East
led 32-25 at the break.
The Western All-stars, led by
Davis Wallace, a junior mass
communications major, continned to fight. Wallace and his
teammate Iars Hamer, a senior
nursing major, made their presence known in the paint, but it

was simply not enough to with-

stand the Eastern dominance.
Both teams were obviously
having fun though, and toward
the end it almost took on a Globetrotter feel. The final soore
was 73~3.
Foster, winner of the slamdunk contest, was without a
doubtthemostvaluableplayero~

the night. He brought his dunking skills into the game and was
notafraidtousethem.Fosterdid
everything from raining three's
from the outside to attacking
the rim downlow and electrifying the crowd with his vicious
shot-blocks. 7<" ~The An-Stat Classic was a perfeet way to cap off the basketball season at Southern. It was
definitely a lot of fun for competitors ana spectators alike. We
can only hope that this becomes
a tradition. ·
·

SHANE AKERMAN

ga
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The intensity of the intrabasketball season has
over into the start of
hockey, and many playhave too. For example, the
A-league cltampion
is fielding a hockey team
Five women from basketRolla have rejoined for
hockey ·season, and they are
another cltampionship.
it seems that SimSmashing, which finished
a losing season in basketis the favorite in hockey.
their first four games they
..,,:uu::u their opponents by
of nineteen goals to two
were undefeated.
the Men's Eastern Division
will· see team Avalanche
the familiar green
Tails" shirts. The everJordan The, a sophomore
health major, is an int{!nse
leader for his team.
being down 1-0 to the
Pucks, the Avalanche rewith four unanswered
earning their second
victory.
you have the opporto watch Men's Division
keep your eyes out for Norge
and Wheeze Kids, as

Photo by Sam Steele

Jordan The and Blake Splawinski work to get the puck to their opponent's
goal and score.

it looks like they will be doing
battle for the Division A crown.
If you're looking for -an under- _
need
dog to pull for, then
to come root for Manchesthair
United who scored just three
goals in their first four defeats
and gave up eighteen.
Nearly five hundred students,
deans and professors are playing this season. Even if you

yOU.

aren't on a team, come down to
Ties Monday through Thursday
and cheer on your fiiends. Or if
nothing else, earn some brownie points with a teacher or dean
by applauding their outstanding athleticism.
The regular season will
conclude the week after
Spring Break.

Twitter, I admit, has an embarrassingly frivolous and
childish reputation. On Facebook or MySpace you might
"post" something but not on
Twitter. No, on Twitter you
"tweet." The average person
might assume that Twitter is
merely a haven for narcissists ·
and celebrity stalkers. Indeed,
the Twitter universe is brimming with people whb want
to bombard cyberspace with
useless details about their
day-to-day activity. However,
hidden in the mire of selfabsorption is a sports lover's
great~t treasure.
After adding your favorite
athletes, sports blogs and team
beat-writers to your Twitter
feed it will essentially do all
your article scavenging for you.
People are constantly posting
links to mainstream sites like
ESPN or Sports Illustrated, but
also to local sports affiliates on
Web sites that you've perhaps
never found before. Inside information on your favorite team
might be tucked away in an obscure corner of the Internet. Let
somebody else do the searching
and enjoy tlieir findings.
And for those of us fascinated by the personality cults of

by

Photo
Sean Brinson
Arielle Hall dribbles down the court
during Sunday night's Rees Series
All-Star Classic.

players like Chad Ochocinco,
Twitter satisfies that curiosity
a<> well. I encourage people to
put athletes and sports journalists into two different lists
· so you can browse their tweetS
separately. If you're looking for
news then read your journalist
feed. If you're curious if a star
player has anything to say after missing the game-winning
shot, check xour athlete feed.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of ]Witter is that it is direct and instant. Many athletes
will likely make an announcement on their Twitter account
before notifying anyone else.
This is especially true for insider journalists. NFL reporters
like ESPN's Adam Schef):er or
. Fox's Jay Glazer will tweet the
latest breaking news before doing a full write-up. In the coming months when Brett Favre
retires and un-retires, expect
both announcements to be seen
on Twitter"first.
Twitter is the fa5test and
farthest reaching sports media
outlet. Regardless of how effeminate you might think the
Twitter bird is or how immature you find the Twitter subculture, it is all outweighed by
Twitter's outstanding efficiency
of bringing sports news to you.
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A crash course in figure skating terms

up
down

AuDREY CooPER

Hl.!M.WlEDno

If you are anything like me,
when the winter Olympics
roll around, you're super excited because you love them,
but you also really don't understand what's going on.
Half-pipe cross track downhill
Alpine triple 180 whatever
whathaveyou ... the terms just
fly over my head like a scared
pigeon. But this year I decided
my winter Olympics experience would be different. This
year I would learn, this year
I would be informed and this
year I would be able to make
a decent contribution to the
great Olympics conversation.
The sport I chose to expand
my knowledge in was that
super, uber mysterious of
events: figure skating. Triple
toe loop·, triple axel, double
lutz, quadruple Salchow (and
yes, that word that sounds like
"sow-cow" is actually spelled
"Salchow") ... yeah, I have no
idea what the commentators
are ever talking about. So after much study, it is my pleasure to share with you today
my understandings of figure
skating terminology so that
you too may become contrib-

Warmer weather: Yes, it is
kinda relative ... but we'll take
44 and sunny over 30 and rainfest 2010 any day.

Plloto illustration courtesy of sxc.hu

uting members of the Olympic
commentary community:

means that the skater jumped
up in the air and twirled
aro~nd really quickly.

• If the commentator informs you that the skater has
performed an axel jump, it
means that the skater jumped
up in the air and twirled
around really quickly.
• If- the commentator informs you that the skater
has performed a lutz jump, it
means that the skater jumped
up in the air and twirled around
really quic.kly.
• If the commentator informs you that the skater has
performed a Salchow jump, it

• If the skater falls down
and the commentator says
something along the lines of
"it's all over," what they really
want to say is "oh bummer,
this guy whas disgraced their
country big time."
• If the skater doesn't fall
down, but at the end of their
program the female commentator is not crying, he or she
will not be taking home. that ·
gold medal . ·.. winning skaters will make females cry.

Shaun White: Boy are we glad
he's ah American ... thanks
for winning America some gold
medals, buddy.
Not being in Vancouver:
It's just not fair: They have
snow, beavers AND lots and
lots gfpretty athletes ...
Spring Break tomorrow:
Tile real ques:tion is, will anyone
actually go to class today?
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Faux snow ~s for every
school but Southern: Yet
another reason to wish we were
still in grade school ... .in the
South ... where the rule of
thumb is: "If there is even a hint
of snow happening sometime in
the next month, cancel school."
I
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Midterms: Oh who, oh..wOO
invented y;ou, ye horrific halfsemester's worth of torturous
testing?
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Cleiut socks:· Never
un~erestimate their power, J.au.s~•:
an~ gentlemen.
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Etljoy only as directed.
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erform in annual SA Talent Show

tudents
Saturday night, the Des
Gymnasium resonated with
and applause as Southern
came out to support
local talent for Southern's
Talent, the annual SA
show.
This year, Social Vice President
Ortega decided to model
shows like "America's Got
, "American Idol" and "So
Think You Can Dance."

Photo by Emily Kay

J\fisael DonJing~~e:v josh J\!artin, Bnyatmil Castaneda, and Cbrist1a11 Pina11go, Peoples' Choice IJ'inners, petjor111 "! 'm )(mrs" at the talent sbon• Jaturdqy night.

-

People's Choice award
to the Island Boys. The
place award was pre-

sented to Yellow Fever. The
grand prize of $750 was awarded to Recess for their original
piece, "Church Hug."
Auditions were held and more
people signed up than expected.
The advertisements may have
had a hand in that, as the incen-

tives for participating this year
were higher than last year.
As with many events, however,
there were still mixed feeling:; regarding the success of the event
This was evident during the show
as audience members booed some
comments made by the judges.

"With all due respect, I personally felt that comments made by
some of the judges did not contribute to the talent show, especially when they asked the same
questions to all the contestants,"
said Ashlee Dollar, junior music
education major.

The good outweighed the bad

as many audience members
and participants praised the
overall program.
'There were atound Ssoplus people there and that was
definitely hundreds more than I
continued on pg 3

ew- etnergency text tnessage notification systetn released
"Southern

uses

a

multi-

pronged approach to communicating during emergencies,"
Futcher said "Doing so makes
it more likely that we will still be
able to get the word out even if

SpeculatiOns on the

one system fails."
Text ~e emergency notifications will be sent in ·case
of emergencies such as earthquake,fire,tornado,hazandous
materials, water supply threat,
a shooting situation, etc, said
Ingrid Skantz, director of Marketing and University Relations

I

INDEX

and chair of Southern's Crisis
Communication Team.
'"The system can be used for
any crisis that is an imminent
threat to lives on campus,"
Skantzsaid
new sys-

tem are diverse.

'"The lines are going to be so
bogged down .anyhow, it won't
go through," said Leslie Ann
Schwarzer, .Advancement administrative assistant.
"I understand the system is going to work way better than any-

~
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Being a student
~ missionary isn't
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o glamorous.
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thing we've ever had before,.. said
Ouis Carey, Advancement vice

president.
Privacy is ensured through
e2Campus' anti:-spam policy
and ail" agreement from the
Crisis Communication Team.
The team members are the
sole correspondents- for the

service.
"Employees ~bo have access to the system have agreed
that it is only to be implemented when the ability to• communicate urgent information can

I

protect the safety of individuals on campus," Skantz said.
Students and staff are being
encouraged to sign up for the
new system as soon as possible.
1be system is most helpful for
those who sign up to receive the
messages," Skantz said. "and so
our hope is that the nwnber of
students and employees who sign
up for the system will continue to

grow:"
To sign up online visit http:/I
www.southem.edufnotify.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
New library feature allows students to Roundabout construction··to be compl~t~ befor~
NoEL PEEK
wall will surround a fountain notblockadriver'sline'
e-mail scanned documents for free
Suu Wam•
and will feature spotlights and
"Most roundabouts
DANIEll.E QUAlLEY
SuEEWama

Students can now scan and
photocopies for free as
McKee Library copy machines
have been modified to allow
students to e-mail scanned
copies to themselves instead
of payi~g to cents for each
printed copy.
The new copier feature was
launched Monday, March 8,
and students are now able to
copy and e-mail multiple pages to themselves.
Katie McGrath, a reference
and instruction librarian at
m~e

McKee Library, said the reason for the change was to
make the library more convenient for students to use
and to breakdown any barriers that may inhibit students
fr~m getting the resources
that they need.
• .. .-.
Step-by-step instructions
are posted by each copier so
that the students will know
how to use the new feature,
and librarians are available to help students in need
of assistance.
McGrath said, "We want
to make the library as userfriendly as possible."

Construction is currently
in the progress to complete
a centerpiece for Southern's
newest roundabout.
The final product will be a
brick wall displaying the words
"Southern ~ntist University, established 1892." The

LED lighting.
,
The project is expected to be
completed
before · graduation, said Marty Hamilton,
associate vice president of
financial administration.··
Hamilton said the fountain
will be built to ensure that it will

Biological specimens come to ONA storage
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
SIAfFWanu

fossil specimens donated to and
purchased for the department
over the years.
"We are pleased to be able
to finally condense all 'our
specimens into one functional
space," said Keith Snyder, the
department chair.
Snyder saip ,the 9q}attnlept
decided it needed extra $lorage space when the specimens
in the current stonige -facil-

.LUUO'-'"'

ity exceeded
space available.
The storage museum
used for educational
Classes such as
entomology and orni~
be taught in this space,
students to come in
all specime~.
.• The . storage museum
pected to be
summer 2010.

The biology department has
begun its.rescue mission to free
various specimens from their
cardboard boxes and cramped
storage cabinets.
,-----,----------------------1.. The. School of Biology and
Allied Health is making use of
an extra storage room that will
rently participating in this pro- house different mammal, repgram have already been able tile, amphibian, bird, shell and
to appreciate the new space,
Outdoor Leadership majors improved classroom and better
l~lll:l~hes ne~~:~edesigned
have been able to take classes storage facilities.
therapeutic· trnissage, child~ or other activities
in a building they can claim as
The next project for the Out- BRANDAN ROBERTS
Wellnes& Center."
and inote.
, "·
their own since January of this door Leadership program will SIAfFW.ma
Sporting the ~otto
The new sjte ~ many
year. A building that was previ· be a roundhouse near the ropes
The Hulsey Wellness Center ~ ~bout th~ WeJ!ness Cen- come you to healthier
ously used as apartment hous- course Called The Cherokee
ing has been eonverted into Council Center. Outdoor Lead- has a new Web site to helps stu- ter easier to access, students say. the Hulsey Wellness
"'The new Web site is great," Web site has much to
Southern's new Outdoor Edu- ership director Marty Miller dents take adVantage of the reTo visit the new Web
Jeny Miller, a juruo~ nurssaid
sources
the
Wellness
center
has
cation Center.
said this 30-foot pa~on will
"It
is
eSpecially
ing
major.
to
http:/ jwww.southenu
to
offer.
The entire inside and outside allow students to learn in a way
The Web site offers links to helpful when fm ,1zyini to fig- well ness
of the building was remodeled that emulates the way Cherokee
exercise cl~, intramurals, ure out the hours for 'the pool
to accommodate classroom Indians used to have meetings.
and office facilities. A pavilion
"Circles are a good way for
was also added to the side of any format of teaching when Massages now offered at Hulsey Wellness Center massage
the building to allow teachers you want to hay..{[interaction," BRANDAN ROBERTS
claims, which typically cover So ciate the convenience of
to conduct their classes outside. Miller said.
percent of the massage cost With two masseuses at the
SIAEf...WJunR. - .
.Eugene Kelly, a sophomore
the insurance claim the prices of Center that are friendly
Construction on the Cherooutdoor emergency services kee Council Center is expected
laxing," :Weis said.
Massages performed by li- massages all range bclow $20.
major, said the 50 students cur- to be complete by April 22.
Brittany Weis, a sophomore
·censed massage therapists ·are
Two licensed
now available at the Hulsey allied health majgr and a front therapists, Christy
desk worker at Hulsey Welhieis and \""es~nia Tovar,
Wellness Center.
Normal rates for massages Center, believes that haviQg the massages.
To learn more about
are $30 for 30 minutes, $55 massages · available to Hulsey
for 60 minutes and $90 for members _is a great benefit to· !Jess Cente~ programs call
a&."t·enL<orthrnLat • T!
the facility.
90 minutes.
650-2087.
"I
ha~e·
heard
personally
from
file
AdvenThe
therapists
can
EMILY YOUNG
EDITOR
tist Risk Management insurance members how much they appre-

.Outdoor Education remodel finished

Hulsey Wellness Center
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Student Media Board still looking for n~xt year's yearbook e
STAFF REPORT ~ _ _ 7'"" _ _ _ _ •

No candidates have applied to
edit ne.xtyear's Southern Memories yearbook This year's editor,
Rainey Park, is graduating after
serving as editor for two years.
Stephen Ruf, Student Media
Board chair, said it's a great opportunity for students to eAJ>ress
themselves in photography and
graphic design.

"The Memories -editor is .the
official dpcumentat:i~ .. qf the
school year,'' Ruf said. "He or
she will ... forever capture what
Southern is like in 2010."
The $50,000 yearbook budget is funded by the Student Association, and the editor serves
as an SA officer. The editor selects a design and photography
team and works out of newly
. renovated offices. The Memo-

tools of the trade. Last year,
SA pruihased new ililac
puters and Adobe software.
Stud~nts can pick up an
plicatio!l.in the Student
office. The SA pays the
book editor an annual
of nearly $3,700. Once an
~t applies, the Student
Board evaluates the candidail
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NEWS IN BRIEF
New library feature allows students to Roundabout construction·to be complete before grad
NoEL PEEK
wall will surround a fountain notblockadriver's
e-mail scanned documents for free
Sun Wam•
and will feature spotlights and
"Most roundabouts
DANIEU..E QUAlLEY
SqEE W.llfl!

Students can now scan and
mllfe photocopies for free as
McKee Library copy machines
have been modified to allow
students to e-mail scanned
copies to themselves instead
of payi!_lg 10 cents for each
printed copy.
The new copier feature was
launched Monday, March 8,
and students are now able to
copy and e-mail multiple pages to themselves.
Katie McGrath, a reference
and instruction librarian at

McKee Library, said the reason for the change was to
make the library more convenient for students to use
and to break down any barriers that may inhibit students
from getting the resources
that they need.
,...,
Step-by-step instructions
are posted by each copier so
that the students will know
how to use the new feature,
and librarians are available to help students in need
of assistance.
McGrath said, "We want
to make the library as userfriendly as possible."

Outdoor Education remodel finished
NOEL PEEK

rently participating in this program have already been able
to appreciate the new space,
Outdoor Leadership majors improved classroom and better
have been able to take classes storage facilities.
in a building they can claim as
The next project for the Outtheir own since January of this door Leadership program will
year. A building that was previ- be a roundhouse near the ropes
ously used as apartment hous- course <!hlled The Cherokee
ing has been converted into Council Center. Outdoor LeadSouthern's new Outdoor Edu- ership director Marty Miller
cation Center.
said this 30-foot pa~on will
The entire inside and outside allow students to learn in a way
of the building was remodeled thatemulatesthewayCherokee
to accommodate classroom Indians used to have meetings.
and office facilities. A pavilion .
"Circles are a good way for
was also added to the side of any format of teaching when
the building to allow teachers you want to ~Y.fi~1nteraction,"
to conduct their classes outside. Miller said.
.Eugene Kelly, a sophomore
Construction on the Cherooutdoor emergency services kee Council Center is expected
major, said the so students cur- to be complete by April 22.
SJ.UF Wun•
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Construction is currently
in the progress to complete
a centerpiece for Southern's
newest roundabout.
The final product will be a
brick wall displaying the words
"Southern AdVentist University, established 1892." The

LED lighting.
The project is expected to be
completed
before
graduation, said Marty Hamilton,
associate vice president of
financial administration.
Hamilton said the fountain
will be builtto ensure that it will

Biological specimens come to DNA storage m
DANIELLE QuAILEY

SJ.UFWmu

The biology department has
begun its rescue mission to free
various specimens from their
cardboard boxes and cramped
storage cabinets.
The School of Biology and
Allied Health is making use of
an extra storage room that will
house different mammal, reptile, amphibian, bird, shell and

BRANDAN

ROBERTS

SJMFW.me

The Hulsey Wellness Center
has a new Web site to helps students take advantage of the resources the Wellness center has
to offer.
The Web site offers links to
exercise cl~. intramurals,

fossil specimens donated to and
purchased for the department
over the years.
"We are pleased to be able
to finally condense all our
specimens into one functional
space," said Keith Snyder, the
department chair.
Snyder said the .P~nt
decided it needed extra storage space when the specimens
in the cutrent stotage '(acil-

therapeutic massage. childcaie
and more.
The new site niai<es many
t:hings about the Wellness Cen-•
ter easier to access, students say.
"'The new Web site is great,"
said Jeny Miller, a junior nursing major. "It is esJ?eCially
helpful when rm ~ to figure out the hours for the pool

ity exceeded the
space available.
The storage museum
used for educational
entomology and orntitfMq

be taught in this space,
students to come in
all specimens.
The storage museum
pected to be
summer 2010.

or other activities
WellileS& Center."
Sporting the motto
come you to healthier
the HulseY Wellness
Web site has much to
To visit the new Web
to http://www.smtthern
well ness

Massages now offered at Hulsey Wellness Center massage
BRANnAN RoBERTS
Sun WRITER

Massages performed by li. censed massage therapists are
now available at the Hulsey
Wellness Center.
Normal rates for massages
are $30 for 30 minutes, $55
for 6o minutes and $90 for
90 minutes.
The therapists can file Adventist Risk Management insurance

claims, which typically cover So
percent of the massage cost With
the insurance claim the prices of
massages all range below $20.
Brittany Weis, a sophomore
allied health major and a front
desk worker at Hulsey Wellness
Center, believes that having
massages available to Hulsey
members is a great benefit to
the facility.
"I ha~e heard personally from~
members how much they appre-

ciate the convenience of
two masseuses at the
Center that are friendly
laxing," Weis said.
Two
licensed
therapists, Christy
and esenia Tovar,
the massages .
To learn more about
n~ss Center programs call
6!)0-2087.

Student Media Board still looking for next year's yearbook edi
Sun REPORI _
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'The Memories editor is the
official documentarian of the
school year," Ruf said. "He or
she will ... forever capture what
Southern is like in 2010."
The $so,ooo yearbook budget is funded by the Student Association, and the editor serves
as an SA officer. The editor selects a design and photography
team and works out of newly
. renovated offices. The Memo'

No candidates have applied to
edit ne.xt year's Southern Memories yearbook. This year's editor,
Rainey Park, is graduating after
serving as editor for two years.
· Stephen Ruf, Student Media
Board chair, said it's a great opportunity for students to express
themselves in photography and
graphic design.
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ries staff uses some of the
tools of the trade. Last 'ear,
SA purchased new il\lac roJIIol
puters and Adobe software.
Students can pick up an
plication in the Student
office. The SA pays the
book editor an annual sti
of nearly $3,700. Once an
cant applies, the Student M
Board evaluates the can ·

Student asked
to leave
after making .
a threat

Photo by Kristine Barker
n.~ht) Sean Bispham, Sidn~)' Latm; Corry j ohnson, Cha Tanac~' Keith Bor:Ja, Jory Giampa, Ricardo U ell'ei!Jn, Kim Q uiambao, Markis Lindsry and

.\III.l:graz•e perform an island dance during .Asian "ight.
i

sian Night features various cultures

the doors opened,
were greeted by a fire
show consisting of four
spinning fire Poi in the
sky.
was a good way to start off
night," said Scott Young, a
psychology major.
that, guests were herded
a cavern of smiling faces
out empty plates and

fortune cookies. Crossing under
the red moon gate, guests were
welcomed by the sweet and sour
smell of food as they entered the
warm glow of Asian Night lights.
"It's awesome how it lets me
explore different cultures from
around the world," said Keith
Coon, a senior computer science
major. "I was overwhelmed by so
much culture."
After traveling from India to ·
Japan to the Philippines by way
of taste and enjoying all the picture opportunities offered by the
booths, it was time for the start
of the Asian Night show.
Chad Tanag, Asian Club social vice president and junior

nursing major, directed the
show that was based on the hit
reality television show, "The
Amazing Race." The show was
a mix of pre-filmed video and
live on-stage acting. While the
four groups of tWo raced their
way around Asia, they were
greeted by local culture and
dances from each of the Asian
countries represented.
"[The dances] were choreographed really well," Young
said. "I liked the Indian dancing
the best."
The play included facts concerning each Asian destination,
while pop culture references, like
Batman and Pikachu, helped en-

gage the audience. The show
also featured a video of Southern
President Gordon Bietz with an
eye patch.
"I got a lot of my inspiration
[for the play] from YouTube and
1V shows," Tanag said.
Tanag also said Asian Night
turned out to--be a -success with
everyone doing his or her part
"beautifully."
Asian Night closed to the
crowd cheering as the Pacific Islanders danced.
'The last dance was probably
my favorite," said Kevin Klein, a
senior film production major. "It
had a lot of energy in it."
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I have som ething to
cure the March Slump:
a little someth ing called
YouTube.

j[[
SOUTHERN
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A student worker agreed to
leave school after making a threat
to an employee during Spring
Break, university officials said.
The student was sent to Southem's Counseling and Testing
Services, where the individual
decided to seek professional help
off campus. School administrators met to discuss an official
response and decided that the
student should leave school and
return home for the remainder
of the semester, for the safety of
everyone involved.
~When the safety of an individual is at risk, we're going to react
quickly and with all the re ources
necessary to react properly," said
Bob Young, senior vice president
of academic administration.
University officials said the decision for the student to be asked
to leave was not made lightly.
'The situation was reviewed
with great concern and care
for the student, the employee,
and the rest of the campus,"
said Ingrid Skantz, director of
marketing and university relations. "Certain criteria must be
met before the university would
consider allowing the student to
return to campus."
Kevin Penrod, director of
Campus Safety, encourages students to report any similar situations that they might encounter.
He assures that such reports will
be taken seriously.
'The university doesn't take
threats lightly, and we care about
our student and staff safety,"
Penrod said. 'The university has
counselors right on campus that
can help students with anger
management, depression [and]
suicidal thoughts."
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Tuition Freedom Day honors donors
pose is to create awareness
ah9ut the donations and how
those gifts help keep luition
lower. Many students believe
that the cost to go to school at
Southern is over-priced, but
it would be much more if the
school did not get donations
from alumni, community and
other contributors.
This day seems to go u'ii"noticed, especially by students
who are directly affected by it. If
Southern did not receive these
donations, students we would
be paying 25 percent more than
they are already paying.
Chris Janetzko, a freshman
mass communication major,
said he could care less about
the day.
When Lynzee Stewart, a
sophomore elementary education major, found out how
much more she would have to
pay without the donations she
said, "Good, because Southern
is too expensive as it is, and no
one would be able to afford it."
Jace Coston, a junior international business major said,
"I ani -definitely happy about
that because I know how much
more l would have to pay," after having the significance of
Tuition Freedom Day explained
to him.
Merryman said Southern is
lucky there are so many people
who believe in the mission of
Southern and
have the ability
, •.. .L
to help lower the cost of tuition
for students.
Hieb said, "It is all of us doing
our part to keep tuition low and
Christian education affordable
and available."

I<AYCE FooTE
SuuW1m1

Because of the generous
donations from community,
alumni and other sponsors, students had reason to celebrate
last Thursday.
Many did not realize, but
March 18 was Tuition Freedom
Day. On this day, the amount
of money students are required
pay for tuition stops covering
what it actually costs to attend
Southern. From March 18, 2010
until the end of this school year,
every student's tuition is technically paid for by donations, said
Jason Merryman, enrollment
services director.
Marketing and Enrollment
Associate Vice President Marc
Grundy said Tuition Freedom
Day is a·term that Advancement
uses to share with students the
gifts that help pay for their education from generous donors.
Advancement has calculated
all the contributions and the
amount that students pay and
found out that students are only
paying three-fourths of the actual cost to go to Southern.
Grundy wanted to make sure
students were not confused and
think they do not have to pay
their bill anymore. A way to understand how Tuition Freedom
Day works is to think that going
to Southern only cost $900 but
you are only paying $692 and
the rest is covered by donations.
And the amount that you pay
only covered up until March 18.
One of the creators of Tuition Freedom Day, Patrice
Hieb, Advancement annual
fund coordinator, said the pur-
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Kayak cuts morning operating ho
JAROD KEITH

The Kayak, Hulsey Wellness
Center's in-house food vendor, will soon be closing from
7:30 to 8:30 a.m. because of
lack of traffic in the mornings,
university officials said.
Associate Vice President
for Financial Administration
Doug Frood said students can
expect the morning closings
because the health-focused
eatery does not make enough
money to cover operating
costs in this time slot.
The Kayak closing is just one
of many ongoing operational
decisions that the administration has been considering since the first open-hour
shuffling began three years
ago. The financial administration along with the food
service team evaluates the
operating costs for each food

vendor on carJpus. The goal:
to keep food prices low while
still making a profit.
"It takes 10 to 12 people every half hour to make opening
the Kayak worthwhile," Frood
said. "Every moment we open
is a fixed cost."
Food Services Director
Sherri Schoonard said the
Kayak is not quite serving
eight meals every 30 minutes
in the mornings.
"We just aren't getting
enough business to keep the
doors open at that time,....
Schoo nard said.Eugene Kelly is one of the
two Kayak workers who works
duliing the hour set to be cut.
"Honestly, I don't mind it if
it's going to save them money," Kelly said. "We really just
don't get that many people in
at that time."
Other changes being considered by the administration

include replacing Kayak
with ID-chargeable
machines, hiring studenll
advertise special u•o:~,.n•
ous campus eateries1
ing a takeout option,
with outside restaurants
charging student
rather than cash and
sidering the Village
as part of the $975
food plan:
Schoonard said that
pus Kitchen have plans
shortening hours.
Both
Schoonard
Frood emphasized the
portance of student
throughout
the
reorganization process.
"The squeaky wheel
the oil," Schoonard said.
we can do is try ideas and
what happens."

Collegedale Academy staff members
EMILY HAMMOND
AIWfmSING

MANAGER

Collegedale Academy Princi:
pal Verle Thompson and Chaplain Leclare Litchfield will be
retiring at the end of the 20092010 school year.
"[I want to] quit while things
are going good and I am still
enjoying it," Thompson said.
Thompson, who has spent
41 years in education, 29 of
them at C.A., made the decision to retire in the past
six weeks.
"It was time," Thompson
said.
After spending 17 years at
C.A., L!tchfield also made
the decision to retire after
40 days of prayer, thought
and discussion with his wife.
He said there is no connection between his retirement
and Thompson's.
''I wanted to quit this job going 120 mph, not 30 or 40," Litchfield said.
Jonathan Jones, a senior at
C.A., did .not know about the
retire~ent plans.
"I was kind of surprised,"
Jones said. "I didn't expect it
at first."
Thompson and Litchfield
had positive things to say about
their time at C.A

"It's been a great 29 years,"
Thompson said. "Great people
to work with and great kids,"
he added.
Litchfield also enjoyed his
time at C.A, and will miss it.
"I love working with teenagers and I love working
with adults who are com- .
fortable
with
teenagers,"
Litchfield said.
After retirement, Thompson
plans to spend time with his
family, golf and relax, but will
miss the energy at the school.
"Every day around young
people keeps. you feeling
young," Thompson said.
Litchfield's "vife Shelly, who
teaches at C.A., \vill be retiring
also, and the two plan to travel,
conduct weeks of prayer in dif-

ferent parts of the U.S. as wei
as overseas and seek the Lord
and His plans for them in Chat·
tanooga. Litchfield will also be
the interim pastor at Hamiltoo
Community Church.
Thompson
and
field have left some
impressions.
"[Litchfield was] one I could
always go to to talk about cer
tain things. He's been a bigimpac.t on my life," Jones said.
He added that Thompsoo
did a good job as well.
"I think [Thompson's] do
well managing [C.A.] and It has
run smoothly," Jones said.
July 1, 2010 \viii be the offi.
cial beginning of Litchfield and
Thompson's retirement.
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Professor publishes memoir Nursing most popular
major at SOuthern
Andy Nash, an associate proin the School of Journaland Communication, republished "Pai>er God,., a
of his attempt at starta magazine and the chalhe faced with the pubhis family, his friends
his faith in God.
to make his dream of pubthe largest magazine in
world, the Front Porch, a reThis dream eventually took
toll on his relationships as the
~azir1e began to have probfinancially and eventually
had to end the publication

SARA BERNAL

Snu·WRmR

Andy Nash signs his book that was just released, "Paper God."

repeatedly met Peter in the mattered most to me: my faith
.context of fishing, He meets and family."
each of us where our natural
Greg Rumsey, dean of the
passions and interests lie." School of Journalism and
He goes on to talk about his Communication, was very
dream of publishing, "but excited to see Nash publish
Nash said that "Paper God" at some point for me, the "Paper God." Rumsey said
his explanation of how dream became to() important this book could still be apav"·"'"J""'o'"' can be a good ex- ... It became a god-and God plied to students who may
in our lives. He said doesn't give us other gods."
not have experienced extreme
sharing his difficulties
In the chapter "Renewal," challenges in their own lives.
failures in this book didn't Nash writes about what the "Anybody who has had a
problem was with his dream dream can relate to this stofor his magazine, the Front ry," Rumsey said. "I hope this
open and honest with life," Porch. "I had lost a sense helps students build a stronsaid.
of space and balance in my ger faith foundation that will
Throughout the book 'Nash life. Risking everything for a help students pursue their
r1nu•:~r••c: his life to the story
dream had once sounded so dreams and deal with setbacks
Peter, and how Jesus. heroic, so desirable-until as they come."
Peter fishing, and used I'd realized what the 'every"Paper God" can be found at
ambition to help Peter be- thing' was. By tethering my http:/ fwww.tabgha.org or in
own happiness to the ups and the School of Journalism and
a fisher of men.
In the book, Nash writes, downs of the business, I had · Communication.
the same way that Christ little left emotionally for what

Nursing is the largest
program at Southern with
about 700 students as nursing
majors.. But just why is it
such a popular career? It's no
doubt Southern has a strong
program. Besides having one
of the highest pass rates in
the nation on the NCLEXRN examinations according
to Southern's Web site, the
nursing school offers small
classes as well as-r'i .strong
mentoring program called
ASAP, Assisting Students to
Achieve Professionally.
That alone might be enough
for some. However, according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, nursing itself "constitutes
the largest health-care occupation, with 2.6 million jobs."
There are an kinas of nursing jobs: clinical nurse specialists, nurse anesthetists,
nurse-midwives, and nurse
practitioners. There are even
agencies that hire nurses to
travel anywhere in the country
and pay them even more.
Being able to use nursing
both as a job and a ministry

makes it a top pick at Southern also. "I love nursing as a
profession as well as a mission
tool," said Bianca Henriquez,
senior in nursing. With a median annual wage of $62,450,
according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, it's no wonder nursing is a top pick in
the medical industry as well as
at Southern.
Exactly what does it take
to be accepted into the nursing program? First of all, you
must apply to the school of
nursing. GPA and ACT scores
are key. Then a personal interview with an adviser will
determine the possible needs
and qualifications of a student.
"I tell students to see their
adviser as their cheerleader,
they are there to help students
succeed," said Linda Marlow,
Admissions and Progressions
Coordinator.
Once a student has been accepted into the program they
must maintain their grades.
"I believe it's a very fair process," said Marlow. "We are
committed and want students
to succeed."

dern Languages convocation series raises immigrant-worker issues
favoriteissues: the treatment
of immigrant workers.
"Nothing is more permanent than temporary workers," Parra said. "We say we
The Modern Laodepartment's film seconvocation on March 18
differently.
the film showing,
Parra, chair of the
Languages departpeeked through the
door, watching out
students gazing at the
in Miller Hall. He was
interested in watchmentary.
is because the Modern
department's film
was showing a film
presents one of Parra's

' ' To know that this
goes oninmy
hometown is scary.
-RoseMerlyn Louis
have abolished slavery, but we
still have it, just under a different name. [Guest workers] are
being dehumanized."
Named for the H-2 visa
designating a guest worker to
the United States, the awardwinning documentary "H-2
Worker" chronicles the exploitation of Jamaican sugar cane

workers in West Palm Beach,
Fla. The film was made in 1990.
Time has progressed 20 years,
but the treatment of migrant
workers has not.
This is Parra's point. The
students react accordingly.
"Oh my gosh, that's my
hometown," said RoseMerlyn
Louis, a junior broadcast journalism student, as the screen
panned across scenes from the
West Palm Beach community.
"I've been to that plantation.
They made it seem like a profitable thing; like it was good
.for the community. To know
that this goes on in my hometown is scary."
The· camera pans from shots
of white corporate sugar cane
owners in plush office chairs
to Jamaicans working with
machetes chopping down

sugar cane under blazing Florida heat. The workers live in
cramped conditions, earning
less than minimum wage, with
·"expenses," "transportation,"
and a "compulsory savings"
of 25 percent t~ from their
weekJy checks. In two weeks,
one worker earns $91.
Discussion after the film
was hearty, and Parra was
pleased. He has a vested interest in student involvement.
The department's film series
has been going on for three
years, showing one film per
month in Miller Hall. Each
semester delves into a new
theme, and convocation credit is given. The current semester's theme is "Technophagia," how technology involves
small communities.
"The point of this is to pro-

vide a platform for dialogue
about issues not seen in class,"
Parra said.
"We're not attempting toresol~issue, just to uncover
the issue. The question is, how
will we act when we know this
is going on?"
Clearly, Parra's act is to
raise
student
awareness
through the film series. His
colleagues approve.
"Dr. Parra is very interested
in the issue of immigrationhe's very concerned about
people being treated right,"
said Adrienne Royo, a Spanish professor who volunteers
her time to pass out convocation cards. Parra's. passion has
caused her to get involved, too.
Royo said, "If you don't
have an issue, you're just
standing there."
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Village Market remodel starts Ericounters Weeke
EMILY YOUNG

to cotne to South

E D!IO!!

Work has started on remodeling the Village Market, with
the first phase of the plan on
track to be finished in May.
The half-million dollar
remodel will not only improve the appearance of the
Village Market, it will also
make the building more environmentally friendly, said
Marty Hamilton, associate
vice president of financial
administration.
"Our new goal ... is to remove all old lighting and
install
eco-friendly
LED
lights,... Hamilton said. "Our
desire is to find ways to be
more green."
Phase one of the project involves new floors, ceiling and
lighting as well as rearranging

DANIELLE QUAlLEY
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certain sections of the 'store, in the early 1970s and was
said Gary Shockley, Village remodeled last in the early
Market manager.
1990s, Shockley said.
The second phase of the
"The package is so incred·
project,
the deli remodel,
ible, it's hard to get excited
should
be
finished by the time
about one element," Shockley
said. "It's long overdue."
school starts in August.
The Village Market was built

Students have a chance to
experience a close encounter with God as Campus
Ministries puts on its fifth
annual Encounters · Weekend, which starts today at
11 a.m., convocation.
Pastor Dick Duerksen, storyteller and assistant to the
president of Maranatha Volunteers International, will be
presenting the message this
weekend on the topic: "To Be
a Servant..,
Encounters Weekend is a
mini Week of Prayer ·~pon
sored by the Campus Ministries department in which

a guest speaker
spiritual issues relevant
· Christian young adults
day, said Kevin
associate chaplain.
The weekend of
emphasis takes place
times a year; twice per
mester. It begins with
day morning convocation
continues through
and Renewal.
Kibble said,
Weekend is· three
extra-spiritual impact,
the purpose is to expose
students to dynamic
ers who will inspire them
explore new dimensions
spiritual experience."
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McKee Library holds second recitation
ALISON QUIRTNG
NtwS

EwmR

Twelve students, staff and
community members presented recitations on Monday at 7
p.m. in the Knowledge Commons at McKee Library.
The participants either
recited memorized literary
works or presented dramatic
readings to an audience of approximately 90 people.
Marcella Morales, the coordinator of Friends of the
McKee Library, came up
with the idea for the event

from a scene in "Anne of
Green Gables."
"I thought of the scene
where Anne gives a recitation
of 'The Highway Man' and it
seemed like a fun thing to try,"
Morales said.
Morales organized the first
McKee Library recitation,
with only seWH-~esenters, for
Alumni Weekend last October.
Because that event was a suecess, a second recitation was
planned for this semester.
Byron Anderson, a freshman
psychology
major,
wished for more in forma-

tion about the recitation
ahead of time.
"Lfhe recitation] was very
enjoyable, but I wish I'd
known about it earlier," Anderson said. "I might have
done something, but by
the time I knew about it, it
was too late for me to get
anything prepared."
Announcements encouraging speakers to volunteer were
put up around campus, but
most of the participants came
from speech classes, although
two staff members and two
community members also pre-

sen ted on Monday night. ·
In the future, Morales
plans for two recitations
to take place each year:
one for Alumni W~kend
and another in the spring.
Morales said the goal of
the event is to bring students into the library in
untraditional ways.
Many people don't
even know what a redtation is," Morales said.
"It's kind of a lost art,
but it's a really great
Photo by Aaron <:heMy
learning qpportunity Ray .'Itinner, a community member,
performs a piece at the library recitation
for students."
on Monday.

Speaker uses different methods to make convocat~on interesting for students
KATIE HAMMOND
MANAGING EDITOR

Howling like a wolf, telling
stories about family and letting convocation out early are
a few ways K Lawson Younger
attempted to keep students' attention during the ninth annual
Hasel Lectureshjp Series convocation on 1tarch 18.
"With undergrads your first
goal is to try to keep them
awake," Younger said.
The Hasel Lectureship Series
was created nine years ago in

honor of Gerhard F. Hasel, current religion professor Michael
Hasel's father, and every year
hosts a biblical scholar of a -different faith to speak._Greg King,
dean of the School of Religion,
said the purpose of the series is
to engage students and faculty
in dialogue with the speaker.
Younger is a professor at
Trinity International University, and was suggested by Michael Hasel to be this year's lectureship series speaker.
At convocation Younger dissected Exodus 34:1-9 by dis-

cussing specific words like loyal
love, compassion and gracious
to reveal information about
God's character.
Younger also shared a couple
of stories about his family. At
one point, while talking about
the history of the Israelites,
Younger said the Israelites'
grumbling towards God was
actually more ·howling. He
then howled some phrases
like, "Where's the water?" and
"Where's the food?"
Some
students
enjoyed
Younger's presentation and

thought he was creative in keeping students interested.
"He told enough stories
to keep everybody's attention," said Gabriel Trujillo,
a senior theology major. "I
thought [the presentation] waS
very insightful."
Other students were not
as impressed with Younger's
presentation.
"[Tile howling] got my attention for a second, but in the end
I was more distracted by the fact
that he howled in convo than I
was interested in his message,"

said Tucker Coston, a junior
biology major.
King said he was sure that
students enjoyed the com-ocation because they got out
early. He also appreciated the
insig~t and passion Younger
has for the Bible.
King said, "I appreciated his
enthusiasm for the biblical message [he presented]."
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oogle ends 4 years of censoring the Web for China
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Google Inc. stopped
ing
the
Internet
China by shifting its
engine off the maind Monday but said it
maintain other operain the country. The
euver attempts to balGoogle's disdain for
na's Internet rules with
company's desire to
from an explosively
market.
Google's decision comes
an impasse pitting the
d's most powerful Incompany against the
ment of the world's
populous country. It's
not clear if Google's
n will resolve a
doff that began Jan. 12.
s when Google said it
no longer adhere to
s requirement that it
some Internet results.
Visitors to Google's old
for China, Google.
are now being redirectto the Chinese-language

A worker cleans the sign in front ofGoogle China headquarters in Beijing, Monday, March 22,2010. Google Inc.
will shift its search engine for China off the mainland and maintain other operations in the country. (AP Photo/
NgHanGuan)

service based in Hong
Kong, where Google does
not censor the search results. The Hong Kong page
heralded the shift Monday

with this announcement:
"Welcome to Google Search
in China's new home." The
site also began displaying search results in the

simplified Chinese characters that are used in
mainland China.
However,
the
results
can't all be accessed in-

side China, because government filters restrict the
links that can be clicked by
mainland audiences.
Google plans to retain
its engineering and sales
offices in China so it can
keep a technological toehold in the country and
continue to sell ads for the
Chinese-language version
of its search engine in the
U.S. The company, based
in Mountain View, California, also intends to keep its
mapping and music services on Google.cn.
But the revolt against
censorship thre~tens to
crimp Google's growth,
particularly if China retaliates by making it more difficult for the company to
do business in the country.
The Chinese government
could react by blocking access to Google's services,
much as it has completely
shut off Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, which is
owned by Google.

/

rganic activists protest San Francisco compost
wears its environmenconsciousness like a green
of honor.
separate and retheir food scraps. Streets
to cars so people can walk
bike them. A city departeven gives away "highnutrient-rich, organic
compost" to all takers.
But hold on there.
A public interest and enadvocacy group
the city's free compost,
by community, backyard
school gardens, is prosewage sludge - the
of anything flushed,
or dumped into the
llSt1'1w:~tl>r system.
The sludge, the group says,
potentially
thouof industrial, pharmaand chemical toxins
carcinogens.
sludge belongs in a
waste dump," said
Cummins, the Organic
...,.,.,,,.,....,...., Association's nadirector, before he poured
of the compost on carelaid out plastic sheetat the steps of San FranCity Hall on Thursday.
The protest, he said, was the
of a campaign the orfoods movement is planto wage against the use of

A demonstrator with the holds ajar of city-issued compost on the steps of
city hall in San Francisco, Thursday, March 4, 2ow. (AP Photo/Marcia
Sanchez)

bio-solids compost.
Several cities in California have bio-solid compost
giveaways,· including Los Angeles, San DiegO; San Juan
Capistrano, Santa Rosa, Fortuna, Carlsbad, and Calabasas, according to the Organic
Consumers Association.
Sewage or bio-solids compost
is also packaged and sold in major honse and garden centers
across the country.
Fertilizer made from bio-solids is used on millions of acres
ofland all over the United States
to grow plants, according to a report by the U.S. Geological Sur-vey. That fertilizer is not treated
and heated to the point where
it becomes compost and is not

Michael Jackson doctor interrupted CPR
LOS ANGELES (AP) Documents obtained by The
Associated Press allege that
Michael Jackson's doctor
stopped CPR on the stricken
star and delayed calling 911
so he could collec::t drug vials
in the room.
The account was given to
investigators on August 31
by Alberto Alvarez, Jackson's logistics director. He
was summoned to the pop
star's side by another Jackson aide who received a
frantic call from Dr. Conrad

-

Murray after Jackson was
unresponsive.
Jackson died June 25 from
an overdose of the powerful anest]?.etic propofol and
two other sedatives administered by Murray. Alvarez
said the doctor stopped CPR
so he could hand him drug
vials and told him to put
them in a bag.
Murray's lawyer questioned Alvarez's account,
saying that in an earlier
statement to police he did
not mention the vials.

Bank forgives $479 million Haiti debt

used for human food crops,
though it is used for animal
,
food crops.
CANCUN, Mexico. (AP)
San Francisco's bio-solids - The Inter-American Decompost has become the fo- velopment Bank said Moncal point for the issue pre- day i~ has agreed to forgive
cisely because it is so en- $4 79 million in debts owed
vironmentally
aware,
say by quake-ravaged Haiti.
organic groups.
Bank President Luis Al"San Francisco as the green- berto Moreno said the
est large city in the country bank's board of governors
should be the first to stop this," voted to forgive the debt
Cummins said.
· and will offer $2 billion
But The San Francisco Pub- in financing to the Calic Utilities Commission, which ribbean nation over the
manages the city's sewage treat- next 10 years.
ment, says that the one percent
"This commitment is good
of the city's 8o,ooo tons of sew- news for all Haitians, and
age that is converted into com- will help heal the wounds
post each year is treated and caused by the earthquake,"
tested to the point of sterility.
Moreno said at the inaugu-

ration of the bank's annual
meeting in the Caribbean
coast resort of Cancun.
The lAD~ debt was the
biggest single chunk of the
$1.2 billion Haiti owed as
of late January, according
to figures of the International Monetary Fund.
The measures are meant
to help Haiti recover from
the magnitude-7 Jan. 12
earthquak~ which killed an
estimated 230,000 people.
The new funds would be directed toward supporting
long-term reconstruction
and development efforts.
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The calling that changed my life foreve
RAcHEL BuRGOS
CONDIBIIIOR

She said there was a $300
credit on my account from
somewhere, and that I could
use it however t wanted toeven to pay for the trip. Praise
God! I started crying with joy
and gladly accepted. I ·final='
ly knew the answer t~ what

When I came to Southern as
a 17-year old freshman, I felt
God wanting me to do something for Him, but I could not
put my finger on it. I prayed
unceasingly and asked God
to show me an obvious sign
as to what He wanted me to
do. Time passed, and Spring
Break was approaching.
I heard of a 10-day mission
trip to Cancun, Mexico doing
constructiqn and painting. At
that moment I felt a still small
voice in the back of my head
telling me I should sign up for
it and help out. But I didn't
think I would have much to
offer on the trip. Besides, I
didn't have the money.
Time passed and once again
that voice was nudging me. Fi- God 'really wanted for my life,
nally, I went to the chaplain's which was to serve Him and
office and signed up. I had no bring lost souls to Christ.
idea why this was of interest to
That trip changed my life.
me, but I left it in God's hands However, my mission expeand told Him to take care rience did not end there. My
of the rest.
Master and everlasting Father
Fundraising covered all but spoke to me one day and said,
$300 of the trip's cost. How"Rachel, you're leaving the
ever, I did not have this mon- country, and going overseas
ey, and after much thought, I to serve me because there ate
decided I would drop out of people out there who need to
the trip altogether.
·hear the gospel."
As I was talking to the misI thought, "Wliat did You
sions office and explaining say? No! That is asking too
that I needed to drop out, much ... "
the secretary received an urI struggled with the thought
gent call telling me to make of being a student missionary
my way to the finance office for two years until after my
immediately.
sophomore year when I fiI was very concerned. My nally gave in and decided to
counselor asked me why I had follow in His footsteps. The
such a worried look on my previous summers working at
face. I explained to her about Cohutta Springs Youth Camp
the trip and how I could not and participating in literature
go because of the payment. evangelism, really prepared
She told me that God had me for this golden opportubigger plans.
nity. God knew exactly what

I needed to be prepared for
this adventure.
That summer, I joined
1,000 Missionary Movement,
an organization that helps
and trains missionaries. God
spoke to me and said, "Instead
of going to safe, comfortable

to Japan or Hong Kong where
they had McDonald's and
movie theaters, and they treat
you like movie stars.
Then I realized that I was
going for God, not for me. I
remembered the scripture,
"Your ears shall hear a word

Japan, you're going to dangerous, communist China to
teach English as a second language and Bible studies."
. Again I was blown away and
thought that it was not going to
happen. But at the moment I
had the thought, my pastor told
me Japan did not need any more
SMs, so I was going to China
I was nervous, scared and
disappointed. I wanted to go

behind you, saying, 'This is
the way, walk in it,' whenever
you turn to the right hand or
whenever you turn to the left"
(Isaiah 30:21, NK.JV).
For three years I was an SM
in communist China, teaching
ESL and Bible studies. I knew
that it was what God ~ted me
to do. Life was changed now. No
more was I that shy, soft-spoken,
young girl of 17 just testing the

would never experience to
God's purpose.
We don't know how long we
will live on earth. I have seen
bit of the world and know how
to face any kind of situation life
throws at me. God shared this
scripture with me: "No weapon formed against you shal
-prosper, and every ·tongue
which rises against you in
judgment You shall condemn.
This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, and their
righteousness is from Me"
(Isaiah 54:17).
After my missionary ex-perienc~ , I gave up four more
years of my life and education
to help my mom with her mission of supporting an orphanage in Haiti, while working at
Walt Disney World.
God has given me the
chance to come back and finish my education as a loving
single mom, a strong woman, a faithful daughter and a
humble servant. To Him be
all the glory and praise for
ever. Amen!
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

Health care in America: Ail ongoing dispute
WILL UNDERWOOD
CoNDIIlffOR

Two weeks ago, Ms. Ruf had
a thoughtful rebuttal to my
free-market views on health
care. I appreciate the time she
took to write a well-written article, and I would like to further 'expand on the points I
made in my first essay.
In her response, Ms. Ruf
failed to recognize the thesis of
my article: that basing rights
on need is disastrous. The fact
that health care and insuraren't the same as many
goods does not change
premise of my argument.
I did contend that, in
free mark~t, the quality of
care would rise while
price fell, I did not argue

If long lines
are the
problem,
I s~ggest
king to the
of supply
and demand
everyone would be able
afford health care. In this
, I will assume, for the
of the argument, that not
will be able to afford
care in a free market.
likened health care, a
to other goods. Those
more money would be
to afford better health
While some argue that
is an inherent evil in the
of capitalism, I conthat this is capitalism's
virtue. Money is a baofproductivity. Those
work hard and save are
with bigger homes,
cars and better health
If people earn their monhnn<>ct·t" they ought to have
to keep it and enjoy the

fruits of their labor.
In a free market, charity
would go a long way in helping
those who truly cannot afford
health care. The non-profi_!: remote area medical clinic, Ms.
Ruf points out, is a great way
to provide health care to those
who want it. In a free market,
people would be even more
inclined to give due to a lower
tax burden and more money in
peoples' pockets. But the clinic
Ms. Ruf talks about demonstrates the main <Jifficulty that
will arise if health care is separated from money: long lines.
If long lines are the problem,
I suggest looking to the law of
supply and demand.
Not only is this health care
legislation a bad idea, it is unconstitutional. A few months
ago, when the health care bill
was in high gear in Congress,
Democrats recognized that
forcing insurance companies
to cover people thai: were already sic!< would run them out
of business. For this reason,
they also required that everyone be forced to purchase
health coverage. To make up
for the money that would be
lost covering those with "preexisting conditions," insurance companies needed a pool
of low-risk customers to cover
the cost.
Remind me, in what section
does the Constitution give the
federal government the right
to force its citizens- to purchase a good? It's not in there.
In fact, the Tenth Amendment
stateslhat "all powers not delegated to the United States
by the Constitl!tion, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." Case
in point, mandated national
coverage is unconstitutional, a
mockery of free· choice and an
affront to individual rights.
Over the past few decades,
a radical change in thought
has occurred concerning the
roles of business and government. Ms. Ruf promotes
imposing on producers a legal duty to serve the needs
of others. Take note of the
implications of this idea. In
my view, the proper role of

business is to trade a good
or service with those who are
willing and able to trade. The
proper role of government in
business affairs is to enforce
contracts and protect against
fraud. Yet people have come
to expect government to
meet everyone's needs, all
in the. name of morality. AI
Gore stated in a health care
rally that it is everyone's
"moral obligation" to pay for
those who can't. How is this
a moral obligation? Why is

it moral to accept money to
pay for services if the money
is taken from another? To
the proponents of the health
care bill: consider what type
of morality you're imposing
when the mandate passes,
declaring "We have a right to
your production because our
gang is bigger than yours."
To conclude, businesses are
not incentivized to work by
force. They operate with the
purpose of exchanging goods
with customer~ n their in-

terests coincide. Government
should have no _place in the
economic decisions of Americans, and a free society should
not be subjected to the moral
agenda of those in power.
Even if you agree with the current administration's claims,
someday, different people will
hold office and you may not
like their agenda. The beauty
of the Constitution is that it
keeps the federal government
out of these topics altogether.
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The best forty-dollar personal trainer
I<ALEIGH LANG
LIEFSTY• ES

EDIIDR

Spring is nearly here and
summer's on its way, which
means shorts, T -shirts and
bathing suits. And every magazine (fitness related or not) is
offering the latest and greatest
secrets to getting your body
back to swimsuit perfection.
But those 30-minute, all-you
-need-is-a-chair-in-your-dormroom, miracle workouts probably aren't going to get you into
Michael Phelps shape by May.
It's tin;te to kick it up a notch!
The Nike Plus has been
around for a while, but I always thought that it was only
for super-intense marathon
runners. Guess what, though,
it's not! I'm not a "runner,"
but Nike Plus has become my
personal motivator, trainer
and log system. Nike Plus is
the only thing that has kept me
exercising for more than two
weeks. I can't decide if I enjoy
watching my progress online,
being able to run farther and
faster, the endorphins, or my
improved physique the most.
This personal trainer barely
put a dent in my bank account. If you have any type of
walking/running shoes and
an iPod, the Nike Plus is only
about an additional $40. It's
$30 for the Nike Plus iPod attachment, and about $10 for

the Nike chip Velcro-pocket
thl!t connects to any shoe, and
then you're ready to go.
When you first start using
the Nike Plus you will want to
make sure to calibt:ate it. Once
calibrated, it will accurately
track your time, distance, pace
and calories burned. As y.ou
exercise, you can press a button and your iPod will tell you
how you're doing. If you're
feeling burned out, you can
press the :'power song" option
to get yourself pumped up.
After you have completed
your first workout, you will
want to go online and set up
an account. This is where it
gets fun. You'll choose a specific coach that will help you
train for your personal goals.
It doesn't matter if you've
never run a mile in your life
or if you want to improve
your marathon time-there's
a coach with a mapped-out
program perfect for you. Once
you've selected a coach, you
will see a weekly bar chart
with blue bars specifying distances for each day. As you
upload your workouts, orange
bars will fill in the blue bars to
show how far you actually ran.
Then it will show your stats:
your distance, time, calories
burned, average pace and best
mile. Charting your progress
and setting new personal best
records becomes addicting.
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Check out the arts this
weekend.
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The Shakespeare Tavern
Presents: King Lear
The Shakespeare Tavern •
499 Peachtree St. NE
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weekends Now-April4
$12
http:/ /www.shakespeare
tavern.com/

Photo illustration by Sam Steele

For me, the challenge of bettering·my times and distances
became something I craved.
The Nike Plus Web site also
has a networking component.
Nike Plus members can chat
and share tips and running
courses. There is a mapping
component that allows you
to map your running routes
and share them with others.
Group challenges also help to
motivate. They have men vs.
women, to see which gender
will run the farthest within a
set amount of time. They have

country vs. country, state vs.
state ... the challenge options
go on and on. You can even
post your Nike Plus reports on
Facebook to share with all of
your sedentary friends.
Start exercising and find out
how much you can improve
in just five weeks. But let me
warn you-once you start exercising with Nike Plus it's
hard to stop!

AEC Spring Independent
Film Series Presents:
Fish Tank (UK)
Majestic 12 Theater
311 Broad St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
March 26-April1
The Chattanooga Symphony Presents:
Gershwin and Piazolla
Friday only: featuring Nadja
and Anne-Marie
Tivoli Theatre
709 Broad St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
March 25-26 8 p.m.
$7.50 with Student ID
http:/ jwww.chattanooga
symphony.org
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The four keys to developing a successful job search strategy
T o M D EZELL

Start building your network:
·
Years of employment statistics indicate that you will
likely obtain not only your initial job, but most of your jobs
throughout your career from
networking leads. However,
too many job seekers use this
strategy as a last resort. Starting the process before you
graduate will serve many purposes. You will obtain valuable insight into the market of
your field or fields regarding
potential needs and places to
look. You will also be b~tter
prepared to interview when
the time comes.
Think of people you know
in fields you hope to work in.
Ask your parents, friends and
family if they know people in
these fields. Check with your
professors, the alumni office

and career center for information on alumni you might be
able to contact as a resource.
Next, start contacting these
individuals to arran.ge information interviews. Trust me,
you will soon realize how easy
these are to schedule once you
start asking for the interviews.
Just indicate that you will
graduate soon and want to
talk with people in the field for
guidance on how to get your
job search started properly.
Do not ask about job openings
yet. In talking to them about
the field, you will get information not only about their company but about any potential
other. leads they can direct you
toward. If you present yourself
well, you will find out about
any openings at their 'place of
employment.
People love to offer expertise
and this can extend beyond a
job or company. For example,
if you're considering relocat-

ing, try to talk with someone
that did. What problems did
they face? Invite the people
you meet to connect with
you on Linkedin. Keep them
aware of your search. This will
keep your name on their "radar" and increase the chances
that they will remember you
when they come across a suitable opportunity. Also, refer
them to information you come
across. The more you prove
that a relationship with you
will be mutually beneficial, the
more these people will continue working relationships with
you. Continuously build this
throughoqt your career, not
just when you need a job.
Your online presence:
You can assure yourself
that every graduate will run to
the big job boards. Start your
search with sites specializing
in new grads such as collegerecruiter.com or gradspot.com.
You will also want to use the

niche sites for your field. Ask
those you speak with which
boards they recommend and
monitor the sites of prominent
associations in your field.
Find some career-related
sites that provide caree.r advice for people early in their
careers, such as Brazen Careerist (brazencareerist.com)
and Lindsey Pollak's blog,
lindseypollak.com/blog. Once
you settle on these sites as well
as any Linkedin groups, start
participating in discussions.
You can rest assured than
throughout your career, many
prospective employers, clients
and the like will Google your
name, so you want to establish a strong online presence.
This will also help develop
your personal brand, another vital factor to advancing
your career.
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eeze Kids, Simply Smashing,
ruiser Brothers crowned champions
"We have really gotten
," remarked Dale Pickett,
junior outdoor leadership
, and that was before his
Wheeze Kids, won the
A-Division champion-

\vith less than a minute to
play. Soon after referees John
Pangman and Mike Boyd
huddled up to discuss the
shot's legitimacy. From across
the floor the spectators could
tell what was being debated
as both men kept pointing to
their thighs while the player

The gym lit up with
enthusiasm when Norge
Ringerike scored a goal to
tie the game with less than a
minute to play. ·
Wheeze Kids held a 3-2
against Norge Ringerike
only 43 seconds left in
final period. That's when
controversy started.
The gym lit up \\lith enthuwhen Norge Ringerike
a goal to tie the game

who shot the goal kept trying
to reenact how he thought it
happened. Finally, with a wave
of his arms Pangman declared
the goal no good, the reason
being that the puck came off
the player's leg, not his stick,
making the shot illegal.

Perhaps distracted, and no
doubt disheartened by this
ruling, Wheeze Kids scored
a goal almost immediately,
putting them up 4-2 and sealing the victory. This is the
second year in a row Wheeze
Kids has won the men's
floor hockey title.
Simply Smashing continued dominating the Ladies
Division capping off the '10
season \\lith a perfect record.
They defeated Shot Clinic 3-0.
This is a team filled \\lith talent
but most of all \\lith the right
motivation. According to senior nursing major Samantha
Hanaway, the team's "goal is
to have fun and I think we've
accomplished that."
In Men's B-Division the
Bruising Brothers slid passed
Cross Sticks in a 1-0 victory. Afterwards Mike Johns,
a senior computer systems
major and captain of Cross
Sticks, credited the Bruising Brothers' victory to their
consistent hustle.

Southern's NFL connection
SHANE AKERMAN
SPORTS Emma

Last December I was in Seattle
to watch my beloved Tampa Bay
Buccaneers play the Seahawks. I
waited outside the Bucs' tunnel
eager for a glimpse of a player.
That's when starting quarterback Josh Freeman jogged out,
ready to take the field, and on his
way by gave me a high-five. As
exciting as that was for a sports
fan like myself, it doesn't compare to the NFL connection held
by others on our campus.
Southern students Andrew,
Lecbler are no
Melissa and Julie........
less than relatives to the Oakland Raiders' Shane Lechler.
Granted, Shane Lechler may
not be a household name like
Peyton Manning or Brett Favre,
but he is a star in his own right
to be sure.
Lechler is the punter for the
Oakland Raiders. It's certainly
a humble position on a humble
team, but Lechler has been outstanding. After coming into the
League in 2000 he has been
named the All-Pro at his position for seven years, including
'his rookie season. He has also
been voted by players, fans and

coaches to the Pro Bowl five
times. Not surprisingly, Lechler
was just recently named the AllPro punter of the decade.
Andy Lechler, a sophomore
biology major who can occasionally be seen sporting the number
9 silver and black, said, "I do feel
a sense of pride ... he seems to
be doing a good job at enhancing
the Lechler family name."
Julie, a senior nursing major,
and Melissa, a junior mass communication major, seemed slightly less enthused at the prospect of
having an All-Pro relative.
If you're curious whether any
of Shane's athletic ability was
passed on to our Lechlers, the
answer seems to be no. Julie
said, "I don't care to play football, although watching it can be
fun." Melissa added, "I Ibelieve
I donated my 'sports gene' to
Shane, considering I am probably the least athletic person
you1l ever meet."
They may not be able to pull
strings and get you tickets to an
Oakland Raiders game, but the
Lechlers are a part of our family
here at Southern.

ch Madness off to surprising start

\viii advance to the
16 of the NCAA BasketTournament. To get there
the shocking 69-67
of the Kansas J ayhawks,
were ranked number
overall.
The gutsy and memorable
of the night came \\lith
30 seconds left in the
half. The Panthers
up by only one point
rather than playing it
and trying to kill clock
Farokhmanesh fired off a
and drained it. That
shot was a microcosm
aggression and fearlessNorthern Iowa knew
would need to pull off

·was Cornell's sound

defeat of the Wisconsin Badgers 87-69. While Big Red
kept about a ten-point margin
throughout the first half, their
lead only \videned as the game
went on. Wisconsin never led.
Louis Dale led the charge for
Cornell, scoring 26-14 more
than his season average.
More than just Kansas and
_Wisconsin fans were unsettled
by these unexpected scores. It
is a longstand)ng college basketball tradition for fans to fill
out brackets at the outset of
the tournament and try to predict as accurately as possible
the outcome of a plethora of
games stretching from March
18 to April 5· Everyone, from
President Obama to the residents of Talge Hall, has made
their bracket and many of
them, including the President,
had Kansas picked to \vin it
all. Needless to say, such seismic upsets skewer the bracket
predictions dramatically.

Tonight the Sweet 16 \viii
begin a series of four consecutive days of play until on Sunday night the Final Four \viii
be determined.
The match-ups tonight are
as follows:
Top ranked Syracuse \viii
look to hold off the Butler
Bulldogs, and the winner of
that match-up will face the
victor of Xavier and Kansas
State. Cornell will need another dose of magic when they
meet number one University
of Kentuck'}' and look to advance to either Washington or
West Virginia.
On Friday night Northern
Iowa, after upsetting Kansas,
will face Michigan State. The
Tennessee Volunteers will·
look to oust Ohio State. Baylor will play the underdogs at
Saint Mary's, and finally Duke
will take on Purdue.

Northern Iowa forward Jake Koch shoots the ball before an NCAA college basketball
practice, Monday; March 22, 2010, in Cedar Falls, Iowa . Northern Iowa plays
Michigan State in an NCAA Midwest Regional game on Friday in St. Louis. (AP
Photo/Charlie Neiberga/1)
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Cure for the March Sl11:mp
AuDREY CooPER
HuMOR

EorrQ.L

I don't know about you,
but it seems to me like March
is the hardest month to get
through. It's long (well, compared to February), it's cold
(seems like it shouldn't be
since we live in the South) and
it's that last little hump to get
over in the winter semester
before April arrives and everything is downhill until graduation. Whatever the reason for
the month's difficulty, I always
find myself in a kind of slump
this· time of the semester. For
cute-sy, cliche's sake, let's
call it the March Slump. But
the good news is that I hiwe
something to cure the March
Slump: a little something
called YouTube.
Sure, we've all heard about it
and doubtless use it on a regular basis, but have we stopped
to truly think about its therapeutic possibilities? For those
of you who may be joining me
in March Slump land, here are
10 of my favorite YouTube videos to help guide you through
this last stretch.
Charlie Bit My Finger
Seriously, if you haven't seen
this already there really is no
way that you haven't been living under a rock. But just as

seriously, the more you watch
this, the funnier it gets. (Note:
It also comes in an auto tune
version, which is a whole different kind of fun.)
I Don't Like You Mommy Oh this poor mother. The
good news is tbat (a) her kiddo
does, in fact, love her and (b}
he also likes her ... but only at
snack time.
Boom Goes the Dynamite Wow. This one is a little painful to watch, but it's
worth it once you get to the
,basketball game.
Miss Teen USA 2007 South Carolina Answers
a Question Next time you're '
sitting in geography class and
you feel kind of silly for not
knowing what the capital of
Peru is, don't worry, there
will always be someone a little
sillier than you who unfortunately was a little silly in front
of millions of people ... and
also didn't get crowned queen.
(Note: Were you left feeling
a little confused? Check out
Miss Teen South Carolina
Makes Sense by Jimmy Kimmel to have some light shed
on the subject.)
Shane Sings 5 Octaves
on Piano It's hard to call the
"best part" of this clip, but my
vote goes to the facial expressions. (Note: As always, an

The Humor Editor has determined that content
found on the Humor Page is strictly humorous in
nature and· not necessarily to be taken as
truthful or offensive.
Enjoy onltl as directed.
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auto tune version is available
for more giggles.)
Hey Jude (adorable
Asian kid version) It's
prett;y incredible that a kid
. this young knows the lyrics
better than I do/has the bowing thing down pat. Also, this
is just kind of precious beyond all reason.
Baby Panda Surprises
Mom This is one of the best
ways to spend 24 seconds
of your life. If you watch it
enough, it might also get
you hooked on gnawing on
some bamboo.
Zombie Kid Likes Turtles So my questions are
these: (a) What is with the
costume, buddy? You're at a
"Waterfront Park." Seems like
you should be in your swimsuit with a little water gun and
some floaties (b) Turtles???
(;rape Lady Falls Nothing like this clip to ~ke you
NEVER want to try grape
stomping/really evaluate the
noises you make when you fall
on the.ground.
Pants on the Ground
This little ditty is so catchy, I
feel like this guy is going to be
very, very rich someday ...
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Sound effects: From convo
to Talge Hall hallways, nothing
livens up the day like a
well-placed sound effect.
Up-do poofs: We don't even
really know what these are, but
we;re pretty sure we don't want
to find out ...
April Fool's Day on the
horizon: Almost time to put all
those whoopee cushions to
good us~.
April Fool's Day on the
horizon: a.k.a. The Time of
Always Looking Over Your
Shoulder approacheth.
First day of spring: It
happened last Saturday; now
would the nice weather please
stick around long enough foF
outdoor studying and perhaps a
longboard derby.
Convocation
procrastination: All those
late Thursday morning nap
times at.the beginning of the
semester are beginning to .take
their toll ... any double convos
coming up?
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Gym-Masters show features medieval theme
BRANDAN ROBERTS

Sr.uF

WRITER

Southern's Gym-Masters performed a medieval-themed interpretation of the battle of good
vs. evil for the annual Home
Show last weekend.
The show featured a balancing chair act, teeterboard, aerial
rope routine, a foot-juggling act,
a dancing dragon, a toy horsejoisting_act and a group routine.
The story was the battle of
the city of "Ur Sole" in which
the Black Knight, representing
the devil, and his dragon fight
to take over the city by satisfying the senses of the people. The
battle swayed back an~ forth
through the acts and finished
with the Knight to Remember,
representing God, defeating the
Black Knight and rescuing the
city of Ur Sole.
The performance was made
up of six scenes with spiritual
parallels. Each act corresponded
with a Bible ver<>e.
The theme went along with
the Gym-Masters' motto this
year of TC2 (Totally Committed
to Christ) and was inspired by
the book "Holy War" by John
Bunyan, said Gym-Masters
coach Rick Schwarz.
"I was very happy with the
way things worked out tonight,"
Schwarz said. ''We had some injuries in the last week, and we
were worried about how things

Robbie Parrish, Leise/ Schram and Paul Campanella peiform the futssian Bar Routine during.the Gym-Masters' homeshow, Saturdqy night.

might turn out, but they really
pulled through tonight."
One of the performances
this year involved a creative
hula-hoop routine by freshman
nursing major Amber Arthur.
Bridgette Matthews, a senior
nursing major, thought the performance stood out from others.

"I really liked the hula hoop ...
it was something new and exciting that I had never seen before,"
Matthews said. "She really made
it look graceful."
Lori Foust, the Gym-Masters'
girls captain, felt the show was
an improvement from the past.
'The production of this year's

Home Show was amazing,"
Foust said. "I've been on the
team for four yeani now, and
each year it seems to get better."
It has been a tough year for
the Gym-Masters. Many health
issues, deaths of family members and injuries have plagued
the team this year, Foust said.

Both Foust and Schwarz agree
that although it has been a difficult year, the setbacks helped the
team grow closer together.
"The struggles ... this year
have been hard," Schwarz said.
"As a team, I feel like we have
had to depend on each other
more than ever."

Ca111pus safety ticket revenue goes to gener-al fund
KATIE HAMMOND
SuuWama

Contrary to popular opinion, Campus Safety does not
make money from parking violations at Southern. The ticket
money actually goes to a general
revenue fund.
"[I thought money received
from parking violations went] to
the
ary of the workers, .. said
Nate Dubs, a senior theology
major. "[And] to their vehicles:·
David Huisman, accounting services controller, said
that the general revenue fund

is not designated to support
anything specific. "[The general fund] is just for
the general operation of the university," Huisman said. "[It is]
not matched up for specific departments or programs."
Parking violation tickets cost
so much because they raise
awareness of the need for a
parking permit.
..Ticket fines are to get people's attention,~ said Don Hart,
Campus Safety access manager.
'111at's the purpose behind the
prices." Hart added .that Cam-

pus Safety has ticketed more this
year due to students not registering their vehicles and parking
in the wrong parking lots.
Dubs thinks that students
would have a better attitude toward Campus Safety if they understood where the ticket money
was going.
"[Not making money off violations] takes away the motivation
for them to give more tickets,
and that makes them more professional," Dubs said.
However, Huisman said it
would be difficult for students
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Cheering
can
be
heard across campus.
It's sometimes enough
to even be h eard inside
McKee Library.

''

to see where the general revenue fund money goes because
it is just recorded on financial statements, which are not
made public.
While Campus ~fety does not
receive any money from parking
violations, the department does
receive revenue from parking
sticker decals. Huisman said this
money helps cover things like
wages and office expenses.
Parking permit rates vary at
different schools in the area.
While Southern's parking permits_ cost $40 a semester for

undergraduate students, Lee
University charges students $45
for the entire year and permits
at the University ofTennessee at
Chattanooga cost between $92$220 a year, depending on the
level of permit a student buys.
Jace Coston, a junior management-international business
major, does not enjoy paying
for his parking permit, but does
think they are necessary.
Coston said, "Parking permits
are important because village
students and faculty do need
good parking places."
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. NEWS IN BRIEF·
Boys and Girls Club coordinated Southern graduate I WSMC to launch new Web site
DAVIS WAU.ACE
5DF£Wttuq

The Advancement Department at Southern has hired
Stephanie George as a Southern graduate assistant from
Outdoor Leadership.
Sh~ will be coordinating
with the Boys and Girls Club
of Chattanooga to help implement·nature programming for
their camp.
'

"I decided to take this job because I have a passion for woi:k:ing with children and helping
them enjoy nature:: George
said. "This is the first year of
operation for the camp."
As this camp becomes more
original George .would like
staff· members to be trained
so they can one day take over
her position.
"My short term goal is to get
this camp up and running,"
George said. "My ultimate goal

is to start my own camp in the
future along with doing some
missionary work."
It is a great opportunity to
help out Southern witlt our
community. This summer will
be the first time for the Boys
and Girls Club of Chattanooga.
The camp is about 10-15 minutes away from Collegedale
and runs from June 7 through
July30.

NoELP£EK

SwrWama

With the help of the School
of VISual Art and D~n,
WSMC is preparing to launch
a brand new Web site ~ey
have been working on since
the fall of 2009. This new Web
site will replace the one they
have been using for more than
five years.
Program director Scott Kornblom said he hopes the new

Web site will attract a greater
audience of both younger and
older listeners.
"We're ultimately working
towards including social media now, like Facebook and
Twitter," Kornblom said. "l'm
not saying we're there yet, but
we're getting there."
The new Web site will include videos, photos, streaming video, blogs and podcastjng. 'fo visit the Web site, go to
http:/ /www.wsmc.org.

Dusk 'till Dawn to come to Southern
"It's something different
that puts people out of their
element," said Lauren Ledford, the Adventure Programs
coordinator.
·
Admission to race is $15 for
students and $30 for community members. First prize will
be $200, second will be $150
and third will be $100, along
with door prizes for the other
contestants.
To register, contact Lauren
Ledford at Uedford@southern.edu, or visit the SOAP table at the student center. Registration is open until April 7.

NOEL PEEK

Sun Wa1na

Students and Chattanooga
commui:uty members have a
chance to race to the finish in
the Dusk 'Til Dawn Adventure
race that will take place April
io-u from 9 p.m. to 9 a.m.
The adventure race, sponsored by Student Activities and
the Outdoor Leadership Program is a 12-hour race consisting of teams of four who participate in a variety of physical
events, such as caving, zip lining and a building climb on the
side of Wright Hall.

Duerksen speaks for Encounter's• Weekend
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EMILY YOUNG

Dick Duerksen shares his experiences and message on Friday night in the church for Encounter's
Weekend.
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WSMC to integrate student input in programnting

e
a

community. It will also allow
students who are not employees of WSMC to gail? practiw
broadcast experience.
11tis two-hour program w91
air on Sunday nights and will
feature students, faculty and
other employees on campus.
Students will be able to per-

iti

WSMC is planning to start a
new program called Southern
Spotlight. Scott Kornblum,
director of WSMC, said this
program will allow Southern
to be more connected to the

fqrm and write content that
will be aired on WSMC.
Kornblum says WSMC is
currently stockpiling material
for this program and he hopea
it will start in the summer or
fall of this ,tear.
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Nursing building construction delayed because of rain
associ- ticed how the increased numLorella
Howard,
ate professor in the School ber of students accepted into
of Nursing. "It'll be one of the nursing program is pushing at the current building's
Bad weather has resulted those positive stressors."
in a semester-long delay for
Despite the delay, the nurs- limits, resulting in overcrowdthe grand opening of Florida ing faculty remain positive ed classrooms. This problem
should be solved once Florida
Hospital Hall.
and patient.
"We do the best we can Hospital Hall is complete.
The new School of Nursing
"I hope that [the delay]
building, originally expected with what we've got," Howard
to open for the fall 2010 se- said. ''I'm going to try and get doesn't affect the quality of edmester, is about 10 weeks things sorted out this summer. ,. ucatton for nursing students
behind schedule. Nearly 51 When Christmas break comes, at Southern," Ghulam said.
Jacob Faulkner, a juinches of rain in the past year I'll just submit my grades and
nior nursing major, had
and freezing temperatures pack up."
Nursing students. are dis- similar thoughts.
caused masonry difficulties,
"People are just going to
said Marty Hamilton, associ- appointed, but underst~d
ate vice president for financial the reasons for the delay complain," Faulkner said.
and that it was out of any "There's not a lot of room
administration.
in there. But why complain
The building is expected person's control.
"It's not that big of a deal. about it? We just go to class
to be completed by October,
Hamilton said. The move to Rain happens," said Mi- there. It's not like we just hang
the new building will occur· chelle Wildman, a sophomore out and live our lives there."
Faulkner found something
over Christmas break, with nursing major.
Limited space is a bigger positive in the delay.
a grand opening planned
"I'll be the first class to gradconcern for nursing students.
for January.
make
Christmas Joselyn Ghulam, a senior uate out of the new building,"
"It'll
break a little crazy." said nursing major, has already no- Faulkner srud.

• CHRIS WALTON
SuFF W •rn•

Photo by Emily K1J

Construction continues on the new nursing building, f1.orida Hospital
Hall, on Thesday.

Southern protnotes career Web site to graduating seniors
ALISON QUIRING
NEWS Eoont
So~thern has many career resources available for
graduating seniors.
Jeremy Moore, the Career Services coordinator for
the Student Success Center,
said Southern pays to have
NACElink and many similar Web sites as resources.
NACElink is the premiere career networking tool for students and alumni of Southern
and employers nationwide,
according to Southern's career
Web site.
Moore said students have
all the tools to enter the job
market, but they have to
know about those markets.
NACElink helps with that.

If you're

"It's incredibly easy to use,"
Moore said. "Graduating seniors can use NACElink to
look for work locations, markets and entry-level jobs."
Moore added that NACElink
is also a great place for juniors
to look for internships in their
career paths.
Lauren Ysseldyke, a sefflor
public relations major, likes
NACElink because it is so organized and easy to use.
"I love the site," Ysseldyke
said. "All you have to do is
type in the city you're looking
for a job in, and it brings up a
whole list of companies from
the area."
John Shoemaker, a senior
public relations and business
administration major, said
being able to use NACElink

l ook~ ng

and the other online resources
Southern subscribes to has expanded his horizons.
'The sites are really helpful
and easy to use," Shoemaker
said. 'They allow you to look for
so many different types of jobs
and internships completely outside the Adventist world."
Moore said graduating
students should be working
on resumes and looking for
jobs now.
"Everyone's saying the
economy's so bad and there's
no jobs, but there are all sorts
of jobs out there," Moore said.
"You just need to know how to
find them. "
Another resource is Career
Services itself. Moore said students can make appointments
with him to go over their re-

sume or get help with looking
for jobs.
"I just want students to know
there are really good resources
out there," Moore said. Stu.
dents appreciate the help from
Career Services.
"Jeremy Moore is actually
the one who helped me change
my major and helped me figure
out what my strengths were,"
Shoemaker said. He added
that students should take advantage of the free resources
Southern provides. "We're in
college for a reason, so in the
long run using these resources
can help you decide where you
want to be and ~hat you want
to do.''
Ysseldyke agrees.
"I definitely think students
should know that [Jeremy] is

there and that he knows all
about resumes and portfolios,'-' Ysseldyke said. "I think a
lot of people don't know that•
Ysseldyke also said she
thinks Southern should have
a whole class devoted to
career planning.
"I know that journalism and
PR majors have Meet the Finns
class, but I think there should be
a class like that for all majors.~
To use the NACElink database, students need to contact
Moore by e-mail. Then he will
set up an account for them and
e-mail back with their access
information.
For more career information
or for links, go t~ Southern'
career Web site at https:f
\VWW.southern.edujcareer
pagesjwelcorue.aspx.

for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800
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Priest defends Vatican's
handling of WIS. scandal
MILWAUKEE (AP) A priest who investigated allegations that another prie"st sexually abused
some 200 deaf Wisconsin
children over a 24-year
span defended the Vatican's handling of the case
Tuesday, saying it's unfair
to assume the current pope
knew about the investigation at the time.
The Rev. Thomas Brundage, who in the mid-1990s
helped investigate the allegations against the Rev.
·Lawrence Murphy for the
Milwaukee
Archdiocese,
said by phone from Alaska
that the Vatican's office
of the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith receives an enormous
amount of mail. He said it's
unfair to assume that thenCardinal Joseph Ratzinger,
who is now Pope Benedict
XVI, saw two letters addressed to him outlining
the abuse allegations.
Rembert Weakland, then
the Milwaukee archbishop,
sent letters to Ratzinger's
office twice in 1996 reporting the allegations against
Murphy, who died in 1998
and is accused of molesting
boys from 1950-74 at St.

John's School for the Deaf
near Milwaukee, where
he worked.
"It's a matter of protocol that when you write to
a department at the Vatican you write it to the head
of the department," said
Brundage, 47, now the pastor of St. Michael Parish in
Palmer, Alaska. "We have
no way of knowing whether
the letter got to his desk because of the volume of material he has to deal with. "
He likened the process to
writing a letter to the editor
of a newspaper, saying the
editor doesn't necessarily
read every such letter.
The Vatican has been under fire since the recent release of church and Vatican
documents that show that
Ratzinger's office halted
internal jl}dicial proceedings that could have led to
Murphy's defrocking.
Cardinal Tarciscio Bertone, who was Ratzinger's
deputy at the time of the investigation and is now the
Vatican's secretary of state,
told the Wisconsin bishops
to begin secret disciplinary proceedings, according to the documents. But
Bertone halted that process after Murphy wrote to
Ratzinger saying he already

Congratulations

to $50 winners
Shari Cherenfant and Jessica Aparicio.

Thanks to everyone
who filled out the NSSE Survey.
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had repented , was ailing
and that the case's statute
of limitations had run out.
The documents contain no
response from Ratzinger.
The Vatican has vigorously defended its handling of the Murphy case.
The Vatican newspaper
L'Osservatore Romano has
denounced what it called
a "clear and despicable intention" to strike at Benedict "at any cost. "
Milwaukee
Archbishop
Jerome Listecki on Tuesday said any mistakes in
the handling of the Murphy case were made not in
Rome ~ut in Milwaukee,
where officials should have
done more to seek justice.
"And for that I beg your
forgiveness in the name of
the church and in the name
of this Archdiocese of Mil·waukee," he added.
Mike Finnegan, an attorney for five men who
have sued the Milwaukee
Archdiocese alleging fraud,
said it's "disingenuous"
for Brundage or anyone In this photo taken Sept. 13, 1997, Parish deacon Gerald Ponec, left, listens
as Father Tom Brundage celebrates mass at Holy Family in Cudahy,
to suggest Benedict could Wise. Steven Geier says that four times in the mid-1960s, the Rev. Lawremain unaware of the al- rence Murphy coaxed the then-14-year-old student into a closet at St.
legations. The letters were John's School for the Deafjust outside Milwaukee and molested him, using
written directly to him, God to justify his actions. Rev. Thomas Brundage o} the Archdiocese of
Finnegan said, and only he Milwaukee wrote in a document dated October 1997, that some of Murphy's assaults began in the confessional, where he began by asking the
would have had the author- boys about their being circumcised. Brundage said at least 100 boys were
ity to stop the judicial pro- involved. (AP Photo/Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Mary Jo Walicki)
ceedings or have Murphy
defrocked.
if he had he would have in- While the words may have
"Not only was the infor- sisted an appeal be made been his, the handwriting
mation on his doorstep, it to the supreme court of wasn't, he said.
was in his lap, " Finnegan the church or to Pope John
The documents included
said. "And for Brundage to Paul II. He speculated that allegations that Murphy
simply try to deflect that Weakland didn't tell him solicited boys in the confrom Ratzinger, knowing about the decision because fessional by asking about
the way it works, is simply Murphy died two days af- circumcisiOn,
and
dejust protecting the pope. "
ter the letter was dated, scribed the stories as "h9r'Fhe documents include a · rendering the judicial rendous, " which Brundage
letter addressed to Bertone process moot.
said was his word. He said
in which Weakland said he
Brundage also disputed he didn 't know who wrote
instructed Brundage to for- previous media accounts, those documents or under
mally end any judicial pro- including reports from The what context, but he didn 't
ceedings against Murphy.
Associated Press, attrib- disagree with any of the inBrundage said he doesn 't uting to him quotes from formation in them.
remember recetvmg any documents with his name
such instructions and that handwritten at the top.
Southern Student Special:
L.arge 1 Topping, Only

Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery charges apply.
Not Valid Wi t h Other Discounts .
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REuGION EDITOR: CHRIS CwuzET

A te:xting conversation-with God
C HRIS CLOUZET

R£u.......,,._._........,....__ _
'When Jesus texted me a couple weeks ago, I never repliPd.
I'd written a blog about bein,g discouraged '"ith my dai~·
failu(es, and He"tbread it. He
was just trying to encour.age me. All His te.·t said was,
· "You're valuable to me. Will
worrying add a single hour to
your life? Call me sometime."
At first I figured it was probably meant for someone else.
Sometimes that happens.
Too many quick clicks of the
buttons and .. . oops, wrong
person. Sorry.
Later I realized that, wait,
Jesus doesn't make mistakes,
so it must've been for me after
all. I read it again, but then I
couldn't tell if He was mocking me. Re didn't have a smiley face after the question, so
maybe it \vas just sarcasm?
Like, come on, seriously.
You're a dork. Lighten up.
But that just didn't seem
like Jesus.
He texted me again the
next morning, but I was still
too busy to answer. Plus I
had burned my oatmeal because I got distracted while
it was boiling. who burns
their oatmeal? I didn't feel
like talking to someone who's
so perfect. He is a judge, after all. Maybe I could pull a
Jonah and disappear for a

while . Except, since I know
the story, I could do jt more
s uccessfully.
Nope. A couple days later I
got another text. "You look really tired. Don't worry about
your summer Or·)~OUr frienQships or even your attitude.
Seriously. I've got it under
control. I know you."

I looked back at one of Jesus'
texts I'd saved from several
weeks ago. It said something
like, when you're incapable
and tired, that's when you'll
•
r ' · .#£:
best notrce that I ain strong
and . . . something about a
yoke being easy. I wasn't sure

I see others runni ng the
what it all meant, but I thought
There have been some times
it sounded weird. A yoke?
when I am able to see past the same race. They also want to
How is it that Jesus has the promises Jesus makes in His do well and please the specaudacity to tell me wori}ing texts and personally witness tators. But at this point, I
is pointless? He says He is in His words take effect. They are · thin~ VIle 'll all just be excited
control and that I'll notice His usually quieter times. Or if not about making"it to a finish
strength and peace if I would quieter, they are the times I am line aliye! I think it's "a" fit1just be still. But my world- stressed enough to pause and ish line because we get con:.....
·the· teachers' requirements, give up for a few moments.
fused about it. We think it's
the judgments of others, my , But most of the time it just this assignment, or graduation or a happy career. Some
say we reach the finish line
when we get to heaven .
don't know.
All I know is that there have
been people before me whb
have made it. They somehow
left the bleegumbles (a madeup word that sounded fitting)
to Jesus and replied to His
texts. They gave Him a call.
They knew He was in control.
~ And they made it.
I'll never measure up to the
best of those runners. I have a
hard time not wori}ing about
what they, and Jesus, think
about my life. But maybe that's
what Jesus meant when He
texted about the yok~ being
easy. Maybe He has an answer.
I finally texted back: "You
know me well enough to know
that You intimidate me. You're
own standards, the finances, seems to be a hectic raoe. I so good it's crazy. Please,
the family issues, the abused want to walk for a bit, play search my heart and guide my
and poor and hungry and even some Tower Madness on my steps. Lead me in the way evthe occasional mental swear iPod, catch my breath and erlasting." He replied almost
word when I twist my ankle- think. And sometimes I do. immediately. "I am the Way.
they all tell me to fix this and But it's never long enough to Just follow me. "
accomplish that. And t-o do it figure out how to make the
right! And soon!
rest of the race enjoyable.

Will there be Scriptures in heaven?
CHRIS CLOUZET

Once upon a curious. moment, I wrote a few questions
in the little notebook I sometimes carry around in my back
pocket. Will we have the Bible
in heaven? Did the Author
ever get a copy? Did He send
it to the other worlds?
I'm sure I'm not the first one
to wonder about these grandiose issues. Perhaps some
6-year-old kid in Australia
stared at the stars one night
and wondered the same thing.
It's not a big deal, I'm sure.
But I am curious.

Isaiah 40 says that the word
of God will last forever. But in
Isaiah 40, "word" isn't capitalized. So, it must not be talking
about the same Word that John
is talking about in John 1. Still,
I think when people say "word
of God" they usually are referringto Scripture. So if Scripture
lasts forever, will we still read it
in heaven? Or will God have a
better version, perhaps?
Maybe
eventually
the
world will fall into such bad
shape that God will somehow
let the Bible fade into nonexistence. Then He'll come
to pick us up and we won't
need the written word be-

cause the real Word will be
there for us.
Does God have a .copy of the
Bible in heaven for the angels to
read? I guess He doesn't need

stand Satan to be pretty well
versed in Scripture based on his
confrontation.with Jesus in the
desert? Maybe other beings do
have a copy?

''

Maybe eventually the world
will fall into such·bad shape
that God·will somehow let the
Bible fade into non -existence.

one, but maybe Gabriel needs
to refresh his memory now and
then. Don't we typically under-

Maybe God sent several angels to other worlds to recite
different sections of the Bible

they had rr.emorized. Angels
are, after all, ~essengers.
Maybe they too would enjoy
some of David's psalms, find
wisdom in Solomon's proverbs or appreciate the importance of Moses· laws.
Will the Bible be in heaven? I don't know. But it certainly has become an important part of our lives here on
earth. It would seem a pity
not to have it available in
heaven unless God's prepared
something better.
'

•
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

as the gospel delivered on its promises?
years ago I was apby a friend who had
joined a multi-level
phone provider
ACN. I listened as he
described all

the company because
something it could
of us have joined
believing that it
on its promises.
us have sacrificed
Christians. We have
our $soo believing the

rewards will out-weigh the
start-up cost. We vigorously
go about persuading others to
do the same in hopes of building up the kingdom. But has the
gospel really delivered on the
things it promises? Let us take
a closer look.
The gospel promises that we
are saved by grace, through
faith in Jesus Christ, the Son
of God and His atoning sacrifice at Calvary. The gospel further promises that Jesus will
return in the future to bring
the saints to heaven for eternity. Both the Old and New Testaments unabashedly declare
that true righteousness comes
by faith and we are both justified and sanctified by it. Justification implies reconciliation of
sinners with God and sanctification denotes restoration into
the image of God. But has the
gospel really delivered on the
promise to sanctify its people?
Historically, some of the
greatest atrocities have been
committed
by
professed

Christians. Today, half of all
marriages end in divorce, both
inside and outside the church.
One in three girls is molested
before the age of eighteen,
both inside and outside the
church. More than half of
Christian men are aadicted to
pornography, and the same is
true of the secular community.
Here at Southern, we lie
when it's convenient, lust over
each other, break the Sabbath
when no one is looking, dishonor our parents, cheat on
tests, gossip about the unmarried couple that's having sex
and drink after room check.
Hearts get broken, students
fall prey to sin and professors
commit suicide. One would
think that we would see at
l~ast a marginal increase in
holiness within the church
compared with the secular
world. After all, do we not
have the Holy Spirit?
Unfortunately, this does not
seem to be the case. We look
good on the outside, but in-

side we are all dead. We are
hypocrites, and everyone else
sees it but us. Did Jesus not
say something about whitewashed tombs?
I have prayed and sought
for the peace that passes understanding and have begged
God to be sanctified through
and through. I have fought
tirelessly to put to death the
old man of sin-and walk in the
newness of the spirit. Thus far,
I have failed. The gospel tells
me that grace is more powerful than sin, and that Christ's
strength is made perfect in my
weakness, but can any of us
prove that true in our experience? I am tempted to simply
believe that Christ will return
someday and correct everything, but I cannot do this. The
gospel promises to work today.
If it is powerless to effect change
in the present, why believe it
can effect change in the future?
Many of us are holding on
to the hope that the gospel,
for which we have sacrificed

so much, is not a hoax. We
cling to the hope that one day
it will all get better. The gospel
promises change in the present, but has not delivered on
its promise. What then shall
we do? Continue in hopes that
we have not been lied to? Or
ask for our $soo back? Many
will read this and quickly label
me an apostate. Others will
decide that a quick study on
the origin of evil will set me
straight. In reacting as such,
these people only support the
above presented thesis and
show that the gospel has been
powerless in their lives just
like it has been powerless in
mine. Perhaps a slight minority of readers will prove. me
wrong by living the gospel in a
manner becoming of the name
of Christ. Only time will tell.
Prove me wrong, Southern.
Please prove me wrong.
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Ending with a bang: Southern's

orchestra has many performances
CHRIS CLOUZET AND
AuDREY CooPER
REliGION EonoR AND HuMOR Eonoa

Southern's Symphony Orchestra is staying busy this
semester, performing a Stalin
Concert last Sunday and preparing for a Lenin's-FavoritePieces Concert this coming Sunday in Ackerman Auditorium at
4:30 p.m. Quadruple convocation credit will be given.
"We're definitely staying
busy," said a senior violin performance major and senioritis
instructor for this year's graduating class. "It seems like we
never have a day without practice, but we keep things fun with
some paintball in the middle of
rehearsal sometimes."
After a recent weekend trip
through most of the Yukon
Territory of Canada, where
they performed at 12 Klondike Gold Rush museums
and on the summit of Mount
Logan, the orchestra hit the
music stands in preparation
for a busy month. They have
been practicing for the Stalin
and Lenin concerts since. October of 2007 and are excited
to be able to finally perform
these programs.
"[The Lenin pieces] are
[one of my favorites of all

time] ... because ... they really ... [symbolize] the struggle ... of humanity ... [in regard to their struggles]," said
a juni~r mass communication major and voice percussionist in the orchestnf.
According to the trumpet
players, there were about

''

According to the
trumpet players,
there were about
4,500 people in
attendance at the
Stalin concert.

people in attendance
at the Stalin concert-one of
the largest audiences ever for
Southern's orchestra. They
said they expect 6,ooo or so
for the Lenin concert.
Because of the lofty numbers, the orchestra believes
it will probably be necessary
to move the performance to
Lynn Wood Hall, where the
stadium seating houses about
4,500

150 people comfortably, based
on calculations• made by a
public relations major who is
friends with one of the cellists.
Well, friends with one of the
cellist's second cousins, who
chose to remain anonymous
"just because."
'There is nothing like a sellout crowd and some kettle-corn
popcorn to make a good concert
a great concert," said that second cousin's friend. "We're excited to finish the year up with a
bang-literally!"
As a final touch to the 200910 school year, the orchestra
plans on having each of its
members carry four pounds of
fireworks in their instruments
onto the stage with them at
the beginning of the program.
When the fi..gal note has been
played and the audience is astounded at the beauty and grace
of human artistry · performed
before their very souls, the orchestra will light their instruments as one body and block
their ears as about 300 pounds
of colorful explosives fill the hall
with benevolent charm.
Someone supposedly said,
"There is nothing better, besides a New York hotdog,
than lighting my violin on
fire at the end of a performance! I'm stoked!"

u

up
Sdown

- New soc~er field being
completed: It's always
kick off a good soccer
season with a little new turl
some big ol' lights and meacn1e~
and free Big Franks and who
knows what else.
Weather outlook for the
next month: Yep, it's going to
be raining solid for literally the
next 28 days ... guess spring
got canceled.
Campus card charges
at Taco Bell: Looks like
administration is finally giving
the OK for food balances to be
completely used up next school
year by extending usage of ID
card charges to Taco Bell.
May graduation
commencement time
change: We'llbecommencingthe
commencement at 6 am....
guess too many people are
graduating and we have to get
an "early start."

~

HUMOR-EDITOR'S WARNING:
The Humor Editor has determined that today is April Fool's Day and
therefore content found on the Humor Page .today is .absolutely, 100% untrue and showd not be believed in any way, shape
or form.
Enjoy only as di_rected.

Free parking Mondays:
How nice of Campus Safety
to be cutting us all a break by
giving everyone license (no pun
intended) to park wherever we
want on Mondays.
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Middle school
ahnost complete

green

EMILY HAMMOND

5IAfE. WRITER

More classroom space, a
higher enrollment capacity and
new job opening are just a few
changes the new Collegedale
Adventist Middle School will
bring when it opens on Aug. 19.
"I think it is a much-needed
addition to the Collegedale
school system"," said Caressa
Rogers, a senior liberal arts
education major and student
worker at A.W. Spalding Elementary. "There are so many
good things that come with
a new school."
Murray Cooper, the principal at A. W. Spalding Elementary, is looking forward
to the benefits of the new
middle school.
"The classrooms will be
much better," Cooper said.
He added that he is excited
about other features of the
new middle school, including
a lunchroom, teacher workspaces, storage space and an
energy-efficient gymnasium.
Currently, 430 students attend A. W. Spalding Elementary. However, 46o to 465
students are needed next year
to make finances work, Cooper said. This new space in the
middle school
allow for an
enrollment increase.
Though the tuition increases almost every year,
the, incr~e for the 20102011 school year will not be
unusually high.
"Aggressive tuition increases in past years kind of
took tlie sting out of a to-percent [increase] this year,"
said JC Urban, director of
finances for the elementary
school, middle school and
Collegedale Academy.
The opening of the new
middle school and the potential for new students will create a need for at least one new
. faculty member.

will
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JAMES HIGGINBOTHAM

To listen to students' demands to become greener,
Southern cafeteria administration is looking into reusable,
plastic take-out trays, called
Eco Clamshell. •
Sherri Schoonard, food
service director, said the Eco
Clamshell is something that
has been on her mind for a
while. The only thing she is
waiting on is feedback from
the students.
Schoonard and Doug Frood,
associate vice president of
finance, are working on putting together a student panel
to discuss the idea of the
Photo by Amanda Allen
Eco Clamshell.
jesus, played 1!J Colton S tollenmaier, ascends to heaven after his resurrection during Son Rise on Sabbath.
"The biggest challenge
on the washable take-home
containers is how to get students to bring them back,"
Verrill said that many of the Froodsaid.
of the feed the homeless minDEANNA MooRE
istry, and Daphne Bastien, homeless people were in tears
Schoonard said one idea,
SuFF W•m•
sophomore psychology major by the end of SonRise, and taken from another school usThe SonRise Easter pageant and co-leader of the ministry, they gave a standing ovation ing the Eco Clamshell, is to use
go downtown once a month to at the resurrection scene. She a token system. Students will
was the place to be Sabbath.
More than 10,000 people various locations. Their team said the performance had a be charged $5, which is the
cost of the Eco Clamshell, to
came to walk through this in- consists of Tyler Robertson, huge impact on them.
One of the homeless men receive a token. The students
teractive production of the Alex Arquitt, Aric Turlington,
final days of Jesus' life, said the Verrill family and a few wants to begin coming to the will then hand these tokens
Collegedale Church now, Bas- in to the cafeteria to receive
Dave Leonard, director of dra- other students.
ma and casting for SonRise.
Bastien said that the group tien said. She wants to begin an Eco Clamshell. In order to
Many students were in- goes to places such as the food going downtown more often receive their tokens back, stuvolved as well. Leonard said pantry where many homeless than once a month, and she dents must return their Eco
that more than 450 students hang around after it closes'. hopes other students join Clamshell to the cafeteria.
helped make this year's Son- They also go to a church down- them so that they can keep this
"If the student loses or
town where many homeless ministry going.
throws away their container,
Rise pageant possible.
"Pastor Carole Verrill and they will have to purchase anAmong those who came to people sleep at night.
Verrill said that the group her team are doing exactly other one," Schoonard said.
campus to walk through SonThis system is one of the
Rise was a unique group of asked their homeless friends what every Collegedale church
people. A group from South- if they would like to come to Jllillllber should be doing," many ideas being contemplatern and Colleged<,lle Church SonRise if transportation was Leonard said. "The purpose of ~ fo~ the system.
The Eco Shell is a washable,
dedicated to feeding the provided for them. Campus SonRise is to share the story of
homeless decided to bring 10 Ministries supplied a van for God's gift of salvation with oth- environmental-friendly coners, and that's what they did."
of their homeless friends to the group to use.
tainer.
Students interested in joinThe day of SonRise, 10
witness Jesus' life, death and
If implemented, the Eco
resurrection through SonRise homeless people showed up ing Bastien and Verrill's group Clamshell would not be rewith Verrill and Bastien and can e-mail Verrill at cverrill@ placing the current Styrofoam
for the first time.
Carole Verrill, pastor of walked through the interactive southern.edu.
take-out containers, but would
children's ministries at Col- closing scenes of Je_sus' life
act as an additional option.
legedale Church and leader with their group.

Hotneless cotne to SonRise
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Campus Ministries is giving students the opportunity
to get more involved with the
community and join an outITeachprogram.
Today Caippus M'mistries
begins their three-day. Outreach Awareness Weekend to
, promote the different ministries Southern offers.
Eliud Sicard, a senior pastoral care major and outrea(:}l director, said booths
will be set up in the dining hall throughout the day
where student$ can sign up to
*g~t e-mails _a nd inforniation

about what·is happening with
outreach programs.
Different outreach leaders will be at AfteriJ.ow
on Friday te talk ~ about
their ministries , and help
others invowed:
All outreach ministries
be. going out on Sabbath.
give students the opportunity
to experience outreach in ac::
tion.Tbeywill also bepromot:
ing awareness of ministries
and ttymg to find potential
leaders for next year.
Sicard said, "This event is
geared to get people involveq
next year and to give §tUt<_
dent& the chance to start
new ministry."

j

one mote chance this month.
,s,.,.. WI!IIQ
The date and time will be announced on the Southern AdThe Naked Juice cOm- ventist University Naked Juice
pany has been encoUraging Facebook page.
Naked, which ~- knQWD by
Southern students · to sample
and rate their new and ex- many for its healthful, but.u n.~isting products fur•• .oJforat- eonventional approach to put•·· i~g a sampling booth' iO tl\e ting as many passibl~ .fruits
and vegetables into one botuniversity's cafeteria.
Naked Juice bratfd atpbas-" tle, u~ their student brand
sadors Ari Guindon and Ricky ambassadorS to promol:e
Neiman give participants small awareness for their products
samples of several different on college campuses .across..
drinks, which the participants the country.
"This is a way fot Naked
taste and decide. whether they
like the drink Students have Juice to introduce ourself
already been given . f;Wo oppor-: to new consumers and also
ttini~es to sample. dri~ tl\is let existing con&tirl:Je:rs try
' semester, and they will,•• get new flavors," a N~d Juice

s

JARODKEmt

o:

\\

our products...

! So far, the sru:npllin_g;...fill. .
has almost reacl!ed -~-·- _.,..._
of passing ~t )<50
each session,~ ~d, ..~e ~""111
to achieve that . , goal
Guin\Jon said.
Southern student
Garner, a sophomore
leadetship and religious
cation major, participated
the Naked Juice sampling.
"some of the flavors
really good,,. Garher said.
some were just a bad idea."

Students to present research New vending machines will accept ID car
I<AYCEFOOTB
St4B' WI!IIQ

,

Students who have worked
on fElSeat'ch this year WiJl
'have a chance to present their,
research at Southem's Campus Research Symposium
onApri12o.
Most departments require students to do some
type of researclt, and South•ern is giving these students
the opportunity to show
off their w:ork.
Marge Seifert, public services librarian at McKee
Library, said that the symposium is a place where stu-

dents can showcase the . r&.
search they have done
p$ers, oral
'
sho\VS >and .,.,..,,.,..:;"'
' nts are U~Jfially
vendingrnachinesb
projeets where they
<h;.nks,snacks and san~ . .. ~
·to in-depth researchto pres~ .will be installed inJhe Stuaeht
ent on a specific topic.
Center by the- end of this.seSeifertsaid the Campus Re- mester, with more machines
search §ymposium gives stu.... to come to 9ther campus
de~ts the chance to practice locations later.
professional
··
The vending machines, will
find out how research
be installed in three units; one
feJ;¢nt . for s~c
, snack foods, one to~e, S«JJd.,
ments, realize that ..,.,,A,.'r"h l i ctrtJlkS and one for cold5an(l~.''
can be fun and
wiclles. Students will b€5 1able'
and contribute to the world•s to charge purchases directly
knowledge base.
to their meal plan. Southern's
Students in Free EnteJTPrise
team will be involved with

~on them 2lcccnt
i¥'C'

nt:¥-utlu•rP.etlu • '!'iw dU{icrtt :;oice ·;im'i! i\..l.:>n

maintaining the machines and
will retain some ·01: all of the
profits, whicll will g9 towatd
its yariol¥! projects."'
Last year~ SIFE
a, survey involvin
;tudents, which ,
ticipants about ' the possibility of vending machines,
~eir locations ~ii}d:.,. what
they would sell. _..,.
"The predominance of those
surveyed students Jl:re ' look.ing for healthiet f~~ekS,"
said Doug Frooo,' »-aSS()Ciate
vice president for financial
administration. "'By and ll}.rge,
we're trying to find healthy
food you feel good eating on a
regular basis."
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Harlin said, . ~It's a growing
project that's in phase one."

Dorm Donation bays to come t~ Southern's campus
-.,
The Samaritan. Center will
STAFF WRITER
gladly take it off your hands.
"There's not much we
The Samaritan Center will aren:t taking," said Angela
be on campus from 10 a.m. - 5 Berg, marketing and dep.m. April26-28 to collect just velopment director for the
about any useful and unwant- Samaritan Center.
The Samaritan Center is
ed items students might have.
The collection is not limited to Ooltewah's only social serclothes. Got a floor lamp that . vice agency. With the. donawon't fit in your storage bin? tions they received last year,
AMANDA LEFURGY

EMILY YOUNG

The machines are inte
to sen food to students
do not wish to stand in

they were able to assist more
than 4,100 people, according to a prepared statement.
Samaritan Center volimt eers
put in 16,ooo hours last year,
said Linda Buckner, the volunteer coordinator for the
Samaritan Center.
If you are interested in volunteering during Dorm Donation Days, call 423-238-7777.

.,
-

Correction - In the April1 issue the Dusk 'til Dawn article was attributed to Noel
Peek. It was written by Danielle Quailey.
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All of next year's SA new to positions SEYC
RACHEL FEHL

Suu Warna

_

New Student Association
officers will face next year
without the help of any past
SA officers, all of whom ·are
graduating. But Cassi Sommerville, the current executive
\ice president, believes they
can handle the job.
"The sponsors will be a
huge help, but the new SA
"'ill have to be constantly asking questions to get idea of
how past SA's have worked,"
Sommerville said.

Kyle Cox, junior history and
religious studies major, is participating in senate for the first
time this semester.
"I know that he will do an
amazing job. He has talked
with me about the responsibilities that he will have
for· next year and seems
ready to step up to the job,"
Sommerville said.
Because of the small number of candidate'S, primaries
were not necessary in the
election process.

to hold evangelism training program

SUZANNE OcsAI
Sn.EEWRITEI

In preparation for the upcoming General Conference
session in Atlanta this summer, the South East Youth
Conference, a student organization on campus, is holding a
five-week evangelism training
program from May 9 to June 13.
The SEYC evangelism training program is working in
conjunction with Southern
Adventist University's Field

School of Evangelism as well
as Atlanta area churches to
train soul-winners and assist
with evangelistic efforts in Atlanta neighborhoods.
Southern students who participate are able to earn up to
six hours of college credit.
"This program will hopefully build confidence in students that thw can give Bible
studies and then work for the
Lord in their career field," said
Matthew Tinkham, SEYC vice
president of evangelism and

a senior theology and international studies major. "We
want participants to not only
understand the theories of
personal and public evangelism but also to gain real-life
experience and a passion for
bringing others to Christ."
Students interested in attending can find applications
at http:/ /www.SEYC.org.

Two of three student media Senate gives money to-Move for u __
more
than
&
positions filled for next year
chilRACHEL FEHL
STAFF WRITER

SARA BERNAL

Sun

WR!UR

Southern's student media
board has voted to fill two
of its three Student Association media positions for the
2010-2011 school year. Andrea Taylor, a sophomore
mass communication major,
has been chosen to be next
year's Southern Accent editor, and Annalyse Hasty, a
sophomore mass communiAndrea Taylor
cation major, has been appointed as the new Southern
Memories editor.
Despite the low number of
applicants, the student media board is pleased with the
appointed candidates.
"If our applicants don't
meet our high standards of
student publications, we reserve the right to keep looking for the adequate candidates," said Stephen Ruf, a
professor in the School of
Journalism and CommunicaA-nnalyse Hasty
tion and chair of the media
board. "We're very happy ducer to put his or her own
artistic vision into the show."
with the candidates we have
The board is also looking
appointed and we look forfor
an advertising manager
ward to working with them."
for
the
three student publicaThe media board is still retions
and
the Joker.
viewing and discussing the
·
"The
advertising
manager
one applicant's proposal for
the position of Strawberry salary is based on commission and is a very well-paid
Festival producer.
"We want a year-end cel- position," Ruf said. He added
ebration that highlights that individuals interested
students' accomplishments," in applying for this position
Ruf said. "We also respect must have a unique blend of
the student's right"'as a pro- sales and design abilities.

&

.&..&.

CHRIS CLOUZET

REliGION EQITOR

30,000

dren abductStudent Association Senate ed by rebel
is giving $2,571 to host Move soldiers,
for Uganda 2010, a race/walk- he said.
a-thon event held in Coolidge
"We have
Park to raise awareness and the chance
money for the Invisible Chil- to define our
dren of Uganda.
generation
The proposal by John Howe as one which
and Adam Litchfield passed does
not
through senate easily, said _merely turn
Cassie Somm~rville, SA execu- away,
but
tive vice president.
as one who
"We have sponsored this stands up for
event for several years now, those in need
and our current senate de- and demands
cided that we should in- their justice,"
vest in ·, this cause again," Litchfield
Sommerville said.
said.
Because senate is sponsorMove for Uganda was
ing the event, proceeds will go started by Southern in 2008,
directly to rebuilding schools but is now promoted and orin Uganda through Invisible ganized by several colleges,
Children's Schools for Schools universities and high schools
program, said Litchfield, the in the Chattanooga area. The
event coordinator and a se- event has raised mor\e than
nior business administration $15,000 the past two\ years
major. The program helps to and has helped to improve
...
rebuild schools destroyed by Ugandan schools.
a war that has ravaged the
The event will take place
country for 23 years and left this Sunday from 10 a.m.
~

to 3 p.m. at Coolidge Park in
downtown Chattanooga. It
will feature a 5K race/walk,
an African village, live music
and Ugandan guest speakers,
Litchfield said.
· Anyone interested in supporting this effort can register
for free at http:/ /www.MoveForUganda.com. Participants
willl'eceive an event T-shirt.

L __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Taylor, the Accent's newly
appointed editor, is looking for new staff members
to produce the publication.
Taylor encourages anyone
interested to apply at Student Services or the School
of Journalism and Communication office. Taylor, a
current !;ltaff writer for the
Accent, is excited for the opportunity to continue to be a

source of news for students
and faculty.
"News writing has really
sparked my interest since
I came to Southern and I
plan to mature my skills
as the new Accent editor,"
Taylor said.
Hasty, the yearbook's new
editor, has had experience
with yearbook writing, photography and editing. While

in high school, she was part
of the yearbook staff for
three years.
Hasty said, "I really want
to hear from the student
body to see what they want
for their yearbook. It's their
yearbook, and I want to work
for that."
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Writing Center sees less use ·t his semeste~ but gen~ral growth
"We're set up to be a little
Writing Center," Higgens said.
"We've grown very big."
After record high numbers at
So big, in fact, that the
the Writing Center for the Fall number of sessions last
fall surpasses numbers at
2009 semester, this semester
· has seen a large drop. Howev- larger univer~ties.
"MTSU does not do these
er, no one is concerned.
"Nobody's worried. We'll numbers,,. Higgens said. She
continue to be ·here, and said the MTSU writing _censtudents will· continue to ter usually averages around
come," said Becky Whet- 1,000 sessions.
While Higge~s was pleased
more, the Writing Center
by the growth, she said
office manager.
Whetmore was not con- they would need more recerned with the drop in num- sources to keep up with the
Photo by Sam Steele
bers this semester because, increasing demand.
Jessica O'Rourke works with Nikki Creed in the Writing Center on Monday.
compared to other winter
"I haven't done as much adsemesters, the difference is vertising [this semester] be- more nursing major, ~ ~e
Although the construction
not dramatic. According to cause they haven't given us the turned in a Composition 101
of the new building is a little
Writing Center statistics, the · budget to grow," Higgens said. assign,Inent to Higgens.
continued from pg. 1 behind schedule, the middle
fall semesters have always
Some
have
questioned
school should open on- the first
The Writing Center has been
had more sessions than the whether the increased num- open for around five years.
day of school.
bers of people going for writ- Until ; the summer of 2007,
winter semesters.
"We have advertised for one
"Last fall, our numbers were ing help is a good thing. Hig- the Writing Center was on position at this point in tfme,"
sky high," said Erica Richards, gens said that she thinks it is. tlie second floor of McKee Li- Cooper said.
a senior English major and She said the Writing Center brary\ Now, it is in the basereceives a large variety of stu- ment/ of the library and is
Writing Center supervisor.
Fall 2009 saw 1,575 sessions. dents, from A-students to .ones open;from 1 to 9 p.m., Sunday
Winter 2009 saw 1,262 ses- on academic probation. She throlfgh Thursday.
sions; however, even though said another person check- .
Higgens said one of the reaWinter 2010 is only 75 percent ing .a writing assignment is sons ' the Writing Center has
completed, there have been always beneficial.
not ~eceived as many students
The Writing Center used this ~emester is the increase in
796 sessions, about 100 less
than last year at this time.
to only get composition stu- online classes. However, she
Writing Center director and dents, and they still make up said /t hey have gotten many re- .
English professor Debbie Hig- a large part of the Writing que~ts for the Writing Center
gens said though numbers this Center's clients.
to g(l online. Her next project
"I would not have been is to:decide if and how they will
semester so far were less than
previous winter semesters, the able to complete that pa- · maJ<le that happen.
Photo by Emily K.1y
overall trend is growth,
per without ):9.eaf," said MiI
On
Tuesday,
construction
continues
on
~he new Collegedale Adventist
!
chael Dunzweiler, a sophoI
Middle School
· ,
·
RENEE CEROVSKI
Sn.FFWRmR

Middle School

I

•

i
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Administration-asks Accent to make sensitive article less detailed
ANGELA McPHERSON
STAFF WRITER

Before every issue of the
Southern Accent is published,
student workers and staff advisors edit what students will
eventually read, but with some ,
stories, students may not get
all the details,
This was the case with an
article published in the March
25 issue of the Accent regarding a student who was asked
to leave Southern after making "a threat." The article was
sent to press, but administration decided _ the article
gave too much detail, so it
was rewritten and sent back
for publication.
Accent editor Emily Young
said that this is the first time in

three years of working with the
Accent that an article was censored after the paper had been
·sent to the press.
"Administration did what
they thought was best for the
people involved. They told us
they would still rather us not
publish anything, but they did
not stop us," Young said.
Others at the Accent · were
upset by the censorship.
"I was shocked to hear that
some university administration wanted the story pulled
after we had already gone to
press," said Alison Quiring,
·the news editor for the Accent. "~'m really glad that we
were able to rewrite the article so that it was able to be
printed, but the rewrite was
much too ambiguous, there-

fore students are not really
any: better informed about
what happened than they
were before."
According ·to administration, the ambiguous rewrite
was necessary. Bob Young,
senior vice president of Academic Administration, said
th~ article was rewritten becaU-se of concerns for the safety of the student involved.
~Administration was concerned that if the article was
too specific, it might provoke the individual," Bob
Young said. "We didn't want
to: make an already delicate
situation worse."
·
;He said the need to balance
journalistic· integrity . with student safety
()ften clashes. ·

"At a real world newspaper, the N-ew York Times,
the Washington Post, they
aren't going to care if [a sensitive article] hurts anybody,"
Bob Young said. "But on our
campus, sometimes goals
come into conflict: Wanting
to tell the story, and trying to
consider the consequences
of the ;tory."
English professor Tim Lale,
the Accent's faculty sponso~,
said sensitive articles are edited for detail on a case-bycase basis and that working
with administration has been
generally positive.
"We have a lot of freedom
here," Lale said. "They don't
just hand down an edict."
Emily Young said that she
chooses to fight for detailed

publication of articles that directly involve student safety.
"I try to choose my battles,"
she said. "With each controversial story comes some
amount of trouble."
Sensitive stories about crime
are_usually gathered by Accent
reporters through documents
filed by Campus Safety and the
Collegedale Police, not eyewitness accounts, Young said
Stories are transferred to the
Accent primarily from Campus Safety Chief Kevin Penrod,
who said he keeps an open dialogue with the Accent.
"I would rather put the truth
out than let 11lffiOr take over,"
Penrod said. "The question
now is liow you balance the
need to know versus the want
to know." ·
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FCC loses key ruling
on Internet 'neutrality'
-WASHINGTON (AP)
A federal court threw the
future of Internet regulations into doubt Tuesday
with a far-reaching decision that went against the
Federal
Communications
Commission and could even
hamper the government's
plans to expand broadband
access in the United States.
The U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia
ruled that the FCC lacks
authority to require broadband providers to give equal
treatment to all Internet
traffic flowing over their
networks . . That was a big
victory for Comcast Corp.,
the nation's largest cable
company, which had challenged the FCC's authority
to impose such "network
neutrality" obligations on
broadband providers.
Supporters of network
neutrality, including the
FCC chairman, have argued
that the policy is necessary to prevent broadband
providers from favoring or
discriminating against certain Web sites and online
services, such as Internet
phon'e programs or software that runs in a Web
browser. Advocates contend there is precedent:
Nondiscrimination
rules
have traditionally applied
to so-called "common carrier" networks that serve
the public, from roads and
highways to electrical grids
and telephone lines.
Car bomb hits Baghdad
market after blasts, 45
dead - BAGHDAD (AP)

Police and medical officials sa~ a car bomb has
exploded in a market in
southwest Baghdad, killing
at least six people.
Hours earlier, at least five
massive bombs hit apartment buildings across the
capital, killing at least 39
people and wounding more

than 130. It was the latest
sign Iraq's fragile security
could dissolve in the chaos
of the unresolved election.
Police and heaJth officials said the latest explosion happened around 1
p.m. in a Baghdad market. The officials spoke on
condition of anonymity as
they were not authorized to
release information.
Republican chair
resigns amid scandal WASHINGTON (AP)
Amid unrelenting criticism of how the Republican National Committee
has spent donors' dollars,
Chairman Michael Steele
on Monday accepted the
resignation of his chief of
staff and allowed one of his
senior advisers to leave as
he tried to reassure GOP
donors upset about his
leade'rship. The turnover
hinted at future changes
that some top Republicans
hoped would include the
chairman himself.
"The goal driving this decision has been your ability to do what you do best
- going on offense with
message, raising money,
building relationships with
key coalitions, getting out
the vote, grooming new donors, and crushing Democrats in November," Steele
said in a statement. "Every
minute spent on distractions is an unacceptable
missed opportunity to do
what you do best - taking
back our country for the
American people. "
The resignation of RNC
chief of staff Ken McKay
made him the highest-profile official to depart the
central committee after the
revelation that the committee had picked up a nearly
$2,ooo tab at a sex-themed
California night club. The
incident proved emba.rrassing and a midlevel staffer
was dismissed , a move that
was not enough to assuage
social conservatives urging
a fundraising boycott.

In NY's Central Park,
where goes Peter Cottontail? -NEW YORK
.(AP)

If anyone knows why the
bunnies have disappeared
from Central Park, wildlife
officials are all ears.
Though abandoned pet
rabbits perennially turn up
after each Easter in what's
affectionately called New
York's backyard, a wild cottontail hasn't been spotted in the park for about
four years.
".I've been here for 17
years, and there were not
many when I got here,"
Regina Alvarez, director of
horticulture for the Central Park Conservancy, a
nonprofit that manages the
huge Manhattan park for
the city, said in an e-mail.

THURSDAY, APR1L

"But I would see them once
in a while."
Only time will tell if they
are gone for good, said
Sarah Aucoin, director of
Urban Park Rangers for the
New York City Department
of Parks & Recreation.
Cottontails seek habitats
with lots of food sources
and thick brush for protection, so it's possible
there are still some hiding
out. Rabbits have lived on
the land since before the
park was established 161
years ago.
Because bunnies "mate
like rabbits," if there
are still a few, "we'll see
an increase, definitely,"
Aucoin said.
· Jeffrey Croft, of the
watchdog group NYC Park
Advocates, said at least two
other New Y~k City parks

8,

2019

have seen rabbits disappear
in recent years.
The Eastern Cottontail
used to be plentiful on Randall's Island, between the
Harlem and East rivers, but
Croft said the population
there vanished as its parkland was rehabilitated and
redeveloped, and some natural fields were replaced
with artificial turf.
Rabbits have also disappeared from Calvert Vaux
Park in Brooklyn near Coney Island, he said.
Bunnies are vulnerable
to a number of hazards,
including weather, predators and automobiles - all
features of urban parks,
said state wildlife biologist
Alan Hicks.
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RELIGION EDITOR: CHRIS CLOUZET

Religion page focus: Viewpoints on prayer
When God saved the day just in time
I'll probably be alive and kick~
CONIRIBIIIDR
ing tomorrow. But 1 -still get
all nervous and stressed when
Life is stressful. I still haven't things seem to go wrong.
Most recently I thought
figured out how to simply trust
God that I will make it to the · I wasn't going . to graduate.
next phase, and the next and Deadlines, you _know. Dead-·
the next. It seems that at ev- lines that I wasn't aware of
ery major turning poirit in my and a friendly e-mail from Relife, something goes horribly cords letting me know that if
wrong to make me think that . I didn't meet those deadlines
all is lost. But it all works out that I should go ahead and
in the end. I've made it th~~ fill out my senior contract for
far, right? I'm not a 23-year- December instead of May. Life
old stuck in the second grade. . came grinding to a halt, and I
In noparticular order, I ended thought my eardrums would
up passing my driver's test burst from the stress of it.
(the second time); I got into
God likes to help us. But He
college, I made it through my likes us to know that it wa_;
first Kiss, I passed- int~rmedi Him who got us out of "our ·
ate Spanish, I got back into mess, not us. God got me out
the country after my passport of the mess, but He made me
was stolen, I found my ID card . trust Him. To make a long and
today ... I'm alive today and complicated story short and
CHELSEA INGLISH

soihewhat vague, _after. doing
all that I could personally do
to ;meet the deadline, I--bad to
sit back and wait for grades to
come through, not knowing if
they would come through in
time. I got a letter in the mail
with the long-awaited grade
report the day before ·the
deadline. Phew!
Life is stressful. That will
never change, and we should
never use God's help as an
excuse to procrastinate and
then call for help when we find
ourselves in over our heads.
But there are things out of
our control that are never out
of God's control. I like it that
God got me through. I like it
that He made sure I knew it
was Him and not me.

CoNIRIBtirnR

Photo Illustration by Sean Brinson
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God gave me a miracle
frotn across the world
NATE DUBS
CoNU!BUIDR

"Your newborn Q.iece is
very sick. Pray for her. She's
getting worse."
I received this message from
my parents on MSN Messenger while I was serving as a
student missionary on a small
island in the South Pacific. As
soon as I got the news that she
was not doing well the Internet cut off. I felt helplessly isolated from my family.
As the sun sizzled out over
the Pacific I began to I?ray,
staring at my computer screen,
hoping to receive a message
of hope.
Hours passed with no word,
so I finally got up and walked

outside into the darkness of
the night and stared up at the
stars. And then I felt something begin to change. I felt
an overwhelming sense of God
covering everything around
_ me like morning dew. God
had showed up, and everything changed. I knew it would
be all right.
With confidence I walked
back to my computer and was
greeted with a simple mes-·
sage, "She's doing much better
. .. she'll be OK."
I believe it's a miracle that I
was able to talk to my healthy
three-year-old niece on her
birthday last month. I don't
always understand prayer, but
that night has solidified in my
mind that God is listening.

As shameful as it is for me
to say this, I am not a "prayer
warrior." My fervent prayers
are typically a pretext !O a big
test or decision to be ~ade.
The answer I get is usually
not as clear er immediate as I
would prefer. More often than

not, it seems that God leaves
.me with a deCision to make accompanied by an abHadance
of guidance from His Word, as
opposed to a miracle that gives
me a clear-cut answer.
This leads me to believe that
I need to spend, more time
through faith and prayer, developing a character that is
more like Christ's. Br allow-

ing Christ to conform my will
to His, it will be much easier
to see what needs to happ~n
when I am faced with tough
decisions. God loves to answer
our prayers! He also wants
us to take on His character.
So why not spend more time
praying that He would help us
to be more like Him? .

God sent tne a divine coincidence
TuCKER COSTON
CONDIBUTQR

Prayer is one of the greatest
gifts that God gives to all of
us. God reminded me of this
last summer.
The Sabbath at Cohutta
Springs Youth Camp starts
with an evening program on
Friday night. After that, the
campers separate by cabin to
their special worships. This
particular Friday night was
beautiful. It was . warm and
pleasant; with a soft breeze
and a clear, bright sky. I de:cided , to take advantage of
the evening, so I brought my
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Improving my prayer life with God's heir
DAVID MOORE

1

teen campers out to a clear- cabin, spoke up. He looked
ing in the:.woods, away from up into the sky anc! said simthe distractions of the rest of ply, "It's· amazing for me to
the camp.
· think that the God. who put all
When I started the wor- .of those stars up there is the
ship, I prayed, as I always did, same God who loves us and
that God would be with us chose to die for us." The rest
and show us Himself and His of us were looking at the stars
love, but I did so without real- as well, pondering the simple
izing the power of my request truth that Jared had shared,
and how seriously God took when a shooting star streaked
•
it. The worship proceeded across the sky.
like usual, me sharing while
Call it coincidence if you
my campers listened, de- like, but I call it divine. God
spite all my attempts to have hears our prayers and .takes
them join in.
them seriously, even if we
Finally, as I was about to don't. God . listens. God will
close, Jared, a camper re- answer us. All we have to do
spected by the rest of the is pray.
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OPINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

The health care debate rages on: A response
ANDREW BAUER
CONUIBLITOR

Last week, Will Underwood
wrote what is probably the
most reasonable criticism of
the recent health care bill I
have heard from a conservative viewpoint. I wish to provide a different perspective on
two of his major points: the
ability of the free market alone
to provide adequate health
care, and the constitutionality
of the health care bill.
Americans have no need
to imagine what a free market-based health care system would be like - after all,
our current system is largely
the result of the free market.
the U.S., this has resulted
of the most technoSystemS in the
The World Health Orl f>""""'"'' .. "'vu recently ranked the
care systems of developed nations based on performance. The U.S. ranked 37th.
Other industrialized nations
spend one-third of the money
capita on health care that
do, yet they have better reThe claim that we have
best health-care system in
world is as wrong as it is
........ uuuu., and is not factual.
The problems with our free
·wmtarJcP.T system are so. rampant
hard to know where to start
charity does not even beto solve them). About 47
ttW•u•u•u Americans do not have
insurance, and millions
are {mderinsured. A rel t1PrTU>rttlrn1ino-

cent Harvard study slwwed
that more than 40,000 people
die every year due to lack of
health insurance, and 60 percent of bankruptoies in this
country are due to medical
costs. The majority of those
people had health insurance.
People without insurance
don't receive critical services
such as preventive care, timely
diagnosis or appropriate treatment. As a result, our health
care system ranks dead last
in the category of preventable
deaths due to treatllble conditions. To put this in terms of
human lives, 100,000 Americans would live, not die every

year, if our health-care system
was as efficient in this area as
the single-payer health-care
systems in countries like Japan, France and Australia.
In his article, Mr. Underwood also mentioned the
common myth that universal health care would lead to
longer . lines. The conservative leiming Business Week
magazine recently aPntitted,
after studying the issue, that
"in reality, both data and anecdotes show that the American people are already waiting as long or longer than
patients living with universal
health-care systems." When

looking at the data, it is clear
that our free-market system is
far from meeting the needs of
all our citizens.
The second major issue I
wish to address is the constitutionality of the recent
health-care legislation . . Mr.
Underwood argues that the
tenth amendment makes this
legislation unconstitutional.
Unfortunately, Mr. Underwood's argument ignores
longstanding Supreme Court
precedent and actions taken
by the founders themselv~s.
Article I of the Constitution
gives Congress the power to
levy and collect taxes, provide

for the common defense and
general welfare and regulate
commerce. FoT nearly a hundred years the Supreme Court
has ruled that the federal government can regulate almost
anything that has to do with
economic or commercial activity (including the healthcare industry), most recently
in the 2005 case Gonzales v.
Raich. Most legal experts find
it extremely unlikely that the
Supreme Court would overturn the recent health-care
legislation on constitutional
grounds. Mr. Underwood may
not like the new federal healthcare regulations, but you don't
have to like something for it to
be constitutional.
In summary, the issue in
this health care debate is not
whether Americans have the
inherent right to health-care.
The issue is life and death. The
death of thousands of people
every year is hardly a virtue of
the capitalist system. The U.S.
is the only western, first-world
country that has not come to
the conclusion that decent
health care should be available
to all its citizens. Every other
developed nation on earth has
figured out that the government must play a significant
role in providing health care
to its citiz.ens so that their citizens may live instead of. die. I
am glad that our nation is finally taking steps to catch up
and, to quote the preamble, to
"promote the general welfare
of its citizens."

ve we gone too far in supporting our political parties?
Politics is now not only reto Capitol Hill, and
some of our
_.,u'"'uleaders believe it needs
be part of the hill of GolThe right wing with
agenda, and the· left
theirs.

bickering about how bad conservatives are. Then I get a
call from a good friend where
a pastor was willing to insult
the left wing with as close to
biblical cussing· as you could
get, and he feels like he is triumphantly planting the flag of
truth. Really?
What in the world are people thinking? Since when are
things like this OK? How can
you talk about your brothers
and sisters this way? Why all
the back-stabbing? Why all

the name calling?
I will tell you one thing: if I
wasn't so die-hard convicted
of the truth of the Seventh-day
Adventist message, I would
have been run out by this dysfunctional family a long time
ago. I have my own biological
family to deal with. No wonder
young people leave the church
by the dozens.
Why don't we try something
new, something revolutionary? It's called being united. I
am not saying that right-wing-

ers have to lower their standards and I am not saying that
left-wingers have to be forced
into convictions that they do
not hold. What I am saying
is that somehow, some way
the un-Christ-like animosity
needs to stop. Is that too much
to ask for?
If I have learned anything
about reconciling and unity
it's that it always begins with
you. After all, unity does begin
with a "U" and without the "U"
the n-i-t-y is just nonsensical.

I pray that something changes, and if you're in one camp
on the path for destruction
of the other then maybe you
should not only reconsider
the other person's ideas, but
also reconsider the condition
of your heart.
"By this all people will know
that you are my disciples, if
you have love for one another"
(John 13:35).

J
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Tattoos not banned at Southern, but uncommon This
Weekend

JULIANA McGRAW
CONU!B!!TOR

I

With today's celebrities
and athletes setting national
trends, it's no wonder that
getting some "ink" is becoming more common. As tattoos
go mainstream and lose their
associations with rebellion,
Southern students may see
more tattoos on campus than
in the past. But overall they
are not common and no rules
exist concerning them.
"I think the majority of the
kids see [tattoos] as a trend
and once you do it, it's permanent and hard to undo,"
said JP Mathis, assistant dean
of women. "So [tattoos are]
a little less than mainstream
[at Southern]."
In a 2006 study conducted
by the PEW Research Organization, more than one in
three people between the ages
of 18 and 25 have a tattoo and
40 percent of people ages 26
to 40. These percentages are
much higher than the 10 percent of people older than 40
with tattoos.
"It used to be a biker thing
,but now it's an everyone
thing," said Shaun Johnson,
a sophomore theology major
who got a religiously symbolic
tattoo when he was 19.

Johnson said that now he
has mixed feelings about his
tattoo. He said he wants to
live his life according to God's
word and not mark his body,
but his tattoo has been a part
of him and shaped his experiences, making him who
he is today.
"It helps me to connect with
some people where I couldn't
otherwise," Johnson said. "Especially being a theology student and wanting to minister
to other people, it can in some
ways be an advantage."
Joshua Walker, a junior
journalism and architectural
drafting major, said he does
not think tattoos are becoming
more acceptable at Southern
because he doesn't see many
tattoos, and students are likely
to morally disagree with them.
"Traditionally tattoos are
seen as something that is not
doctrinally sound," Walker
said. "I think a lot of the students here have taken on the
views of the generation before
them, so it's not something
that 'good Christians' do."
Two Talge deans, Dwight
Magers and Kevin Pride, said
that they do not think tattoos are becoming a trend at
Southern.
In a survey of 100 Southern
students, 11 have a tattoo, and

Go out and have some
fun'on the town.
•••••••••••••••

CONTRIBUTOR

Spring has arrived once
more with her showy array
of blossoms. But this is nol
all she has brought with her.
She has hidden away a secret bottle labeled "The Love
Bug" within her flowery bag.
Just when she thinks no one
suspects, she pulls it out and
mysteriously releases its magic. How does spring do this?
I · mean, "The Love Bug" is
not some rare disease found
only in some hidden mountain village-it happens all
over the world when spring
decides to make an appearance. She not only make trees
and flowers blossom, but also
human relationships.
I must say, I have not escaped this common bug. I
seem to catch it almost every
time spring shows her col-

87, who do not have a tattoo,
know students who do.
Dean Magers said most of
the tattoos he has seen were at
basketball games where athletic clothes make them visible instead of covered. Dean
Mathis said she has never
had an issue with a student
over a tattoo.
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"I think when a kid comes
here with a tattoo already,
what can you do?" Mathis
said. "I think we're more
open-minded than that. People change. Lives change. I
think I can look past tattoos. I
think God does too."

Chattanooga Symphony
and Opera Presents:
Hooray for Hollywood
Tivoli Theater
709 Broa<!_ Street
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday 8 p.m.
$38
http:/ jwww.
chattanoogasympbony.org
Jaguar Exhibit Now Open

Chattanooga ZOo
1254 East grd Street
Chattanooga, Tenn.
$6
Open Daily 9 a.m.-s p.m.
http:/ jwww.chattzoo.org,'
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Hawks

ors. How can I catch it every
year? Well, that's the problem with spring love-it does ·
not last long enough to save
me from catching it again the
following year.
This leaves me wondering
whether it is really safe to start
liking someone in the spring.
How can I tell the difference
between the mystic love of
spring and the true love sent
to me from God? I'm very
unsure whether I should give
into the longing ache in my
heart. But, in spite of all these
ponderings, the spring disease
seeps through me all the same.
Oh, how r long for that day
when I will find the love that
will thoroughly vaccinate me
against all springs to come.

Dedicated to Scott Cameron Cronin, who has vaccinated me against all springs
to come.

In

Chattanooga Green Festival
Coolidge Park
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Free
Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
For more info call Outdoor
Chattanooga at 423-643-6888

The spring love bug
SUMMER SCHLEIFER
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Intramural soccer at Southern has its ups and downs
AKERMAN
Srons Eouoa

Without any further delays, the regular soccer season should wrap up on April
19. Until then the fields
outside of Hulsey Wellness
Center will continue to buzz
with high-energy players and
passionate spectators.

Unfortunately, the fun and
in games are not always as .
lighthearted as one might hope.
At times referees like director
Mike Boyd have to make play-·
ers sit outto maintain the safety
and integrity of the game. The
team ironically named Call Me
Out was the recipient of one
such act just last week.

Injuries inevitably play a
part the game as well. We can
only hope that players can be
as resilient as Serge Castlebary, a junior biology major
and goalie for the A-League
Fluffy Chickens. After a frightening collision with an opposing player he seemed a bit
shaken up as he took a few

seconds to regain his wits,
but bounced back to great applause and continued to play
an outstanding match.
Most are happy to overlook
a few setbacks. For example,
senior nursing major Lars
Hamer always keeps it positive. His B-League team, Milan FC, is struggling and win-

less, but he said, "What's most
important is getting outside,
being with friends and taking
a break from homework."
And with that I think we can
all agree.

A p.ower rankings
With just a couple of weeks
left in the NBA regular season,
•conlPE~tition heats up as teams
\ie for the remaining play-off
and jockey for positionHere's a look quick look at
teams to consider in the
ten.
1. Cleveland Cavaliers:
Cavs were perhaps a bit
after their giving up 33
in the fourth in a loss to
Spurs, but they are still the
best. They've already
clin,che:d the Eastern Conferbut need to maintain
mo1ment1Jm heading into the

Orlando Magic: While
top spot in the East is alout of their grasp, they
still looking to lock up
Southeast division. The
trail them by only a
games, and they didn't
themselves any favors by
wuuu''""' the game to Atlanta
week.
3· Los Angeles Lakers:
have the best record in the
2.

advantage in a pasfinals rematc4.
(3-way tie) Phoenix
Utah Jazz, Dallas
,.v.~.-i .. lco;:· The Suns are hot
now (no pun intended)
down a streak of nearly
in a row. With a broader
you'll notice the Jazz
recently gone 30-10. Dalwas on a 13-0 run but has
more recently. It's

an easier schedule to close out
the year that keeps them in it.
7· Atlanta Hawks: The
Hawks recently took on the
t-op three tealllS in Cleveland,
Orlando and LA, and they won
two out of three, losing only to
the Cavaliers. That's not bad
for a team that has locked up
a play-off spot and is making its case to be a dark horse
come May.
8. Denver Nuggets: The
Northwest Division has belonged to Denver for. a while,
and Utah seems to be edging
them out ·now, but there's no
doubt: No division is more
competitive. The lowly Timberwolves aside, this division
has four teams either in or
close to a play-off spot, and at
this point the division crown is
still up for grabs.
9· San Antonio Spurs:
Everyone notices that Tony
Parker is missing, but that
hasn't stopped them from taking down some elite teams.
Manu Ginobili has stepped up
his game and is keeping the
Spurs afloat in these tough
times. They are well poised for
a wild-card slot in the West.
10. Portland Trail Blazers: Riddled with an unimaginable plague of injuries ea~lier
in the season, and now dealing with a front-office skirmish, the Blazers have seen it
all. But despite the odds and
everything fate has thrown
their way, Portland keeps
bouncing back. Camby is no
long-term solution, since in
Oregon the Blazers have been
looking up.
Cleveland Cavaliers' LeBron James (23) shoots over Boston Celtics' Kendrick Perkins (43) in the first quarter of
an NBA basketball game, Sunday, April 4, 2010, in Boston. (AP Photo/Michael Dwyer)
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Southern soccer: an observer's observations
AuDREY CooPER
H uMoR EmroR

I am, by no stretch of the
imagination, a sporty girl. My
athletic abilities, if they can
even be called that, are extremely limited and consist
mostly of a little ping-pong
skill brought about by a month
of extreme boredom and an
available table in my basement
during the summer of 2007. I
have been at Southern for four
years now and haven't participated in intramurals. My first
year I was completely unaware
of their existence (I was a very

.. sometimes ... ) and can generally run in the right direction. But, thankfully, the team
I am a part of is very accepting
of all soccer skill levels, and so
I think my run (pun intended)
as an athlete-wanna-be will be
a very pleasant one and give
me plenty of .stories to tell my
grandchildren ' about the one
time in the history of her life"
that their grandmother played
sports.
There are many great things
about playing soccer. You get
good exercise, hang out with
friends, possibly acquire a fan
club, feel the thrill of the. game

''

The ball gets kicked really high
into the air, the bad player will just
stand there, staring up into th~
heavens yelling "ahhhh!! !"

confused freshman), my second year I claimed I was "too
busy" and last year I gave up
on all pretenses and openly
acknowledged that I was just
too lazy to play sports.
But this year everything
changed. This year (my last
year at Southern), with graduation fast approaching, nostalgia set in and I decided it
would be a crime to have gone
my whole college career without at least trying an organized
sport. And so it gives me great
pleasure to announce that I ·
have joined a soccer team.
Let me preface the rest of
this article by reiterating that
I am by no means very good at
soccer. I get by at the rules (uh.

and, my personal favorite,
observe other soccer playet:s.
Now; befor.e I go any further
let me interject that, while I
am NOT good at soccer, there
are many, many Southern students who are SUPER good at
soccer. I envy you, just so you
know, and by no means wish
to take away from your mad
skills by my observations.
That being said, here are a
few Southern so~ field observations that I, as a sport
rookie, ·have made over the
past few weeks:
t. Soccer is a very, very,
very, very serious sport:
Let me tell you, where I come
from, matching shirts is a big
deal. And when I say match-

ing, I don't mean same general color, no, I mean matching
logos and everything. So I was
made aware of the extreme
seriousness of this sport here
at Southern when I saw that
there are teams that even have
matching SHORTS. I think
I'm right in assuming their
socks match as well.
2. Girl's soccer is very,
very, very, very entertaining: Guys, maybe you haven't
caught on to this because .it's
generally thought that the
most entertaining games are
the A-League Guys games.
FALSE. The best games to
watch are the girl games. Not
only do they have the same
basic soccer elements (the
ball does get kicked, people do
run), but there's a plethora of
comical relief! s~metimes if
there's a really bad player on
the team Oike me) and the ball
gets. kicked really high into the
air, the bad player will just
stand there, staring up into
the heavens yelling "ahhhh!!!"
as the ball comes crashing
down. (True story. Happened
to me. I was petrified.)
3· Guy's team ~n =
shirts Q:ff: Now, I don't pre-·
tend to know all the rules.
But I think one rule that
I've caught on to is that if
a guy's team wins a game,
it's expected/possibly required
that the players take off their
shirts and change into another
shirt/ carry their. shirt around
on their shoulders/throw it at
people. How do I know this is
a rule? I've seen it happen several times. In the same night.
By different teams. Must be a
winning thing.

up

HUMBS down
Successful April Fool's Day
jokes: Sorry about getting your
hopes up about the Taco Bell
thing ...
No more student_ discounts
at Subway: No joke. At least
every footlong is apparently $5 .
.. any, any, any of them ...
Easter: SonRise and eggs and
jelly beans ... oh my!

Crunch time: Yep, it's comin'
· folks. The final projects, the
stressful late, night study
sessions, the tearful meltdowns
... just around the corner ...
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Dusk 'til Dawn-ness: Gotta
love running and caving in the
middle of the night! No, but
seriously, you've GOT to!
Losing soccer games: All
that running and kicking and.
head-butting for naught .. .
saddest of all days .. .
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Students stay up all night for Dusk 'til Dawn race
JOSHUA WALKER

Sun WRITER

Fifteen teams participated
in Southern Adventist University's fourth annual Dusk 'til
Dawn Adventure Race, which
took place Saturday night and
early Sunday morning.
It was an overnight event,
took teams all over the
campus to complete various
challenges. There were 14 chaltwo of which were new
year. The challenges included rock climbing, caving, rope
ascension, trail running, ropes
courses, wilderness survival and
rescue skills and more.
Members of the first-place
finished at 2:42 a.m. The
included Alfredo Fuenta senior outdoor leadership
Abner Fuentel:), a junior
major, Wyntre Robina senior psychology and
outdoor leadership major, and
Victoria Wackerle, a freshman
mon11eaJca.t major.
"It was pretty awesome this
" Fuentes said. "They
modified a lot of the
challenges."
Proceeds from the race
go toward the Outdoor
Colton "':riplett, a st11dent at Collegedale Academy, participates in the D11sk 'til Dawn race on S afllrday.

n-catnpns sexual assaults incFeasing 'b~t going unrep.orttted
assaults on campus
more frequent than official
show due to hesitant
said Kevin Penrod, di·
of Campus Safety.
sexual assaults were ~
in 2oo6, but one was
in 2007 and one in
according to the' Office
Education·
site.
year, there were about
to 20 sexual assaults that
not officially reported,
Mark Turk, a Campus
patrol officer.
Howe'ver, the exact numof sexual assaults on

Southern's campus is vague,
Penrod said.
"Roughly ten percent or less
actually get reported," PenJed..laid. • Add the stipla of
a ChriStian campus, and that
number goes down."
There are several reasons
students are hesitant to officially report sexual assault,
Penrod said.
•Guys who are involved in
these situations are great at
making females feel ~nsi
l>le," Pf.nrod said of unreported sexual assaults. "The females are often embarrassed
about allowing themselves to
be put in that situation and
are in denial of it act\lally happening to them. Peer pressure
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from others not to report it
also
in the way."
After six victims of sexual
assault at Southern were contacted, one agreed to speak off
the record about two sexual
assaults that happened to her
at Southern.
'•1 didn't think [sexual assault] happened on campus,"
the. victim said. "I was naive
and i knew the person both
times. If you don't consent, it's
out of line."
Both attacks took place in enclo~ spaces where she could
not be heard. She wishes more
students knew what they could
do to prevent sexual assaults,
like avoiding being alone on
campus after hours and stay-

gets
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were available," said Jessica
Cathey. a ~more nursing

She encouraged other victims to report any aJ>v.se immediately .after it happens.
'1 was fearful of [my attack·
er] doing it to someone else,"
she said. '"It was my way of
saying, 'No, yon can't get away
with it.'lt's really important to
start that paper trail."
IJI'mall)' cases, attacks come
from people the victj]Jl knows,
she said
Other female -students on
campus are taking precautions
against dangerous situations.
"I used to go the music
building at six in the morning because it was the only
time when the practice rooms

try not to walk
around after nine at night."
Some typical characteristics
of potential attackers include
having a ".smooth-talking"
'peisonality and being manipulative, Penrod said.
Penrod also gave several tips
OJi.. avoiding cbulgerous situations. He.Jldvises that students
be -aWare of their surroundings, always have a way 'Out of
any situation, not let someone
else get your drink for you,
and stay in well-lit places.
Penrod said, "Even though
Southern is a safe place to go
to school, bad things can and
do happen to good people."
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Students' films chosen SIFE ~earn wins region~ competiti

for local fihn festival
BR.ANDAN RoBERTS

s.,.,w.m.

Two. student films, directed and produced by Southem film production majors,
have been accepted for the
Broad Street Film Festival in
Chattanooga.
"The 'IV," directed by senior Theo Brown and produced by sophomore David
Tilstra, is in the running for
best cinematography and best
original score.
The music video "Get Started," directed by senior Ben
Chase and produced by jll'nior Crystal Bueno, is up for
best music video, best editing,

LoRI FUTCHER

sxww.m.

best cinematography and best
production de;sign.
The Southern Adventist
Brown- feels honored to
Univel'Sity Students in Free
be a~ for the Broad
Enterprise team won its
Street 'Film Festival.
league at the Atlanta SIFE
"It feels incredible.te have
USA Regional Competition on
my film be shown· at this
April 6. Securing this cham.:.
venue," Brown said. "This is
pionship means the team, will
my first film that has been
participate in the National
a~pted into a film festival.
Competition in Minneapolis,
. This is the first step in getting
May11-13.
my films shown to the public,
During this academic year,
and I couldn't be happier."
the SIFE team organized 14
The film festival Will take
projects. These projects inplace on April 22 at the Ma.elude an entrepreneurial enjestic 12 Theater, with screendeavor in which students are
. ings at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
making a business plan to
For more information
build a bakery in Uruguay.
about times and showings of
Production of the bakery will
. the films visit http:/ fwww.
begin in the late summer. In
broadstreetfilmf~tival.com.
conjunction with this project
SIFE team members are also

working on a curriculum to
educate local academy students about the health bene- business ethics. Their
fits of wheat bread, t¥hlch tJte ects are judged at con11pe~
bakery will be offedng~
·
on creativity, innovation
Other projects students par-. effectiveness.
Southern's SIFE team
ticipated in included tax assistance, helping a local florist function of the
conserve energy and offering
free trips to Wal-Mart on Fri- agement, which is acc::recllll
by the International
days for Southern students.
A total of 52 SIFE stu- for Collegiate Business
dents worked for 1,500 cation.
hours and impacted at least
Home to more than
students, Southern
4,122 people.
SIFE is an international tist University is a
non-profit organization ac- ate and undergraduate
tive on more than 1,400 educational university.
university campuses in 48 academic program C011Silrts t
countries. SIFE teams cre- 78 undergraduate and
ate economic opportunities graduate degrees.
in their communiti~ by organizing outreach projects
that teach market economics,

Racquetball courts closed to community after 4
BRANOAN ROBERTS

SnFFWama

Norman Okot, a 71-year-old Ugandan elder, came and shared his experiences with those attending the event. About 200 partiCipants raced while
700 people walked through the village. Six thousand dollars was raised for
Invisible Children, and the funds are continuing to come in.
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ter opened," Garver said.
hours are meant to give
dents the priority. I'm
it frustrates community
hers, but this facility was
for students, and they wiH
ways have priority."

Pre-registration slow but steady
JOSHUA WALKER

SrAH WII.IIEIL

J<,~.

EMILY YOUNG
KATIE HAMMO D

The racquetball courts in
the lies P.E. Center are not
open to community members
after 4 p.m. This has been the
policy since the opening of the
Hulsey Wellness Center in fall
2008, but many people from
the community are not aware
of this.
Hulsey Wellness Center
desk worker Lisa Carrasco, a
junior nursing major, said this

year the matter has been a bigger issue than in years past.
"I have had several coqfrontations this year with community members," Carrasco said.
"It seems people are much
more adaman about getting
in to the racquetball courts
even though they know they
are not allowed to."
Phil Gru:ver, dean of the
School of Physical Education,
Health and Wellness, said the
hours at the racquetball courts
have always ~n !}lis way.

For the first time since the
online registration system
was fully implemented, Information Services reports that it
did not crash or lose anyone's
information during pre-registration for next fall.
Executive director of IS,
Henry Hicks, said IS had experienced problems with their
computers "locking up" in the
past, and sometimes the system would crash during registration periods, consequently
losing· people's registration
information.

Hicks said registration
worked this semester because
IS reworked their system to
put all the registration requests into a queue and han- die them one at a time, unlike
previous years where it would
be handling So to 100 requests at the height of its load.
The main problem now is
an increase in the amount of
time people have to wait for
their registration t9 actually
be processed.
Hicks said that the average wait for this year was five
minutes, while the longest
waits in the history of online
registration were about 85 ·

minutes. He said that
cally, when the system is
busy, the wait is expected
be about 20 seconds.
Other than a handful of
book users experiencing
difficulty utilizing the
tration site, the new
appears to be promising.
Hicks said, "I'm very
with it, and I think we
make it better now that
at a point
it's stable."

NEWS
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Web site for Southern
the group's ultimate goal, they
do not want to take on more
than they can handle.
"First and foremost, we
Four students are creat- · want to make it clear that we
a social networking site are doing this as a course projSouthern.
ect, and a functioning release
The site, currently named of this site for SAU students
oker" (not to be confused and faculty is still being delibthe recent jokervote. erated," Brown said.
started out as a database
The group is looking to exsystems class isting sites, like Facebook and
for computing majors MySpace, for ideas on how to
Alexander, Chris run theJoker. They are also
Michael Reynolds and consulting other computGumbs. However, they ing majors and faculty in the
their project might become Sehool of Computing.
"We would like to use
the resources we have at ·
a sophomore com- Southern," said Reynolds,
science major. "We a junior computer systetns
like we want to have an administration major.
Numerous features are Chris Brown, Jermaine Alexander, Michail Gumbs, Michael Reynolds.
planned for the Web site, features are also being
"In some ways, we want
including profiles, pictures, considered.
[theJoker] to be the hub of
comments and friends lists.
"We're not ready to disclose your Southern experience,"
However, the students also everything," said Alexander, a Brown said.
plan on creating features sophomore computer systems
The group hopes to have the
unique to Southern, like a administration major.
theJoker ready to launch for
featured Southern band or
The group also hopes to beta tests early in the fall 2010
musician of the month and integrate theJoker with oth- semester. Random students
virtual art exhibits to dis- er social networking sites · will be sent e-mails over the
play the art work of South- and also with Southern's summer inviting them to parern students. Additional existing sites.
ticipate in the test.

will

a salamander for the
essence of teaching,"
said, "is to get peaexcited about what they
learning."
journey of teaching bas
rewarding for. Ekkens,
will be retiring from
this year after 20
of dedicated service in
School of Biology and AlHealth.

He began teaching at Southern in August 1990 and has
taught anatomy and physiology, vertebrate natural history, entomology, histology and
other biology classes.
What breaks the monotony
of teaching at the same place
for 20 years?
"The fact that I can teach
different courses and the
way in which I teach them,"
Ekkens said. "What keeps
you going are the fun experiences. I'm really glad I decided to teach because it's alot of fun."
Madeleine Udonta, a freshman biology major, said
that despite the challenging
courses he teaches, Ekkens is
a great teacher.
"He knows how to incorporate fun and life lessons
with concepts of biology,"
Udonta said.
Keith Snyder, chair of the
School of Biology and Allied
Health, said Ekkens is a great

team player and was an excellent mentor to him.
"He's been a great pillar in
the department," Snyder said.
"I don't want to see him go."
Besides being a teacher,
Ekkens is an avid researcher
who hopes to get his findings
published in a technical journal someday.
After he retires, Ekkens will
continue doing research and
wants to eventually move out
West with his wife to be closer
to his family.
Ekkens said what he will
miss the most about working
at Sou~ern is the interaction
with students, and he hopes
that after he leaves, his students
will bold steadfast to Christ in
everything that they do.
"If I had to do it all over
again, I would pick the same
career," Ekkens said. "I just
hope that all of my students
will stay connected to God
and make a difference in
the world."
DaveEkkens

Photo by Emily Kay

Currently, theJoker can be
accessed at http:/ /bit.lyftheJoker where a temporary page
has been set up with a poll for
student input about whether
or not they would use the site.

Photo by Emily Kily
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Students learn how their tuition is use
NOEL PEEK
SuFFWanu

This year at Southern the
cost of education was $16,372,
without counting the extra
costs you pay for books, dorm
fees, food, etc.
But where exactly does all of
that money go? That's a question not very many students
knew the answer to.
"I have no idea where that
hard-earned money goes towards," said Jessica Tielves,
a sophomore elementary
education major. "I do know
it is way too much to be pulling out of my family's pocket
every year."
Tom Verrill, vice president
for financial administration,
said the cost of tuition can
be broken down into four
categories.
The first category accounts
for so percent, and goes toward the cost of teachers and
academic support. This includes the cost of running

each department, as well as
the McKee Library, Writing
Center, Records and support
for Academic Administration.
The next 21 percent pays
for institutional support. This
covers the cest of non-academic a~istrative offices,
like the president, accounting, information systems. -advancement and WSMC.
Approximately 15 percent
covers maintenance and operating costs, including academic and administrative
equipment.
The final 14 percent of our
tuition pays for student services including Student Association, the chaplain's office, marketing, recruitment
and more.
To a few ·students, seeing
the breakdown of where their
money goes was interesting.
"I was surprised on how
much money goes towards
things like [student association]," said Ricky Oliveras,
a senior media production

major. "It makes sense, but I
guess I never thought about it
like that."
Other students were not
as surprised.

14%
Student Services

"People need to realize that
we go to a school that isn't
as expensive as most other
schools," said Amand~ Hamilton, a junior intercultural

communication major.
don't care what Southern does
with my money as long as I get
my degree."

SuFF WRITER

The rlsing cost of tuition
combined with the economic
crisis has led several students
to struggle to afford tuition and
a few to leave Southern.
Normally, tuition prices go
up each year by five percent.
Because of the economy, this
year it only went up by three
percent in order to make it
more affordable for students.

"We have to raise the price
for tuition in order to pay the
bills," said Lillian Loza~ a student finance counselor.
The tuition -~t this year
was $16,372, but for the upcoming school year it will be
$16,886. For students living in
the dorm, the rate will go from
$23,145, to $23,886. This includes tuition, fees, rent, food
and an estimate of books.
Vanessa Kepper, a campus
visit coordinator, said though
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Economy crisis causes studellts to 1eaye
VIVIENE MARTINElli

G

tuition continues to become
more expensive, academy students still visit Southern and
are interested in studying here.
"Parents are committed
to Adventist education, and
Southern is the least expensive university out of all Adventist colleges," Kepper said.
Because of the rising cost of
tuition, several families have
been trying to make payment
plans with Southern because
they cannot pay on time.

Andrews University
Tuition
$21,550
Total
$28,882

LaSierra University
Tuition
$23,637 ·
Total
$31,563

Union College
Tuition
$17,600
Total
$25,050

Walla Walla University
Tuition
$23,229
Total
$31,173

Pacific pnion College
Tuition
$24,996
Total
$32,280

WashingtonAdv. Univ.
Tuition
$18,200
Total
$27,880

"Some students..have already
spoken to me and said they will
not be able to afford Southern
next year," Loza said.
A parent losing their job is
the main reason some students have decided to not
come back to Southern.
"When a parent loses a job
they can't get subsidy for a
loan," Loza said. "Most of the
students who are not coming
back are staying home and going to community college."
Joshua Walker, a sophomore- architectural drafting
and print journalism major,
said M has been struggling
to J?ay for tuition. He has not
been able to get a loan since
his first semester at Southern because he did not have
enough credit.
"I was able to come back to
Southern this year because I
work a lot during the summer
to pay the school bill and I fill
out the FAFSA every year,"
Walker said. "I've made paying arrangements with the
school and the balance kind
of builds up, but I pay an
amount monthly."

With the rising cost of tuition,
Walker is not sure how he will be
able to come back to Southern.
"Next semester I don't think
I will be able to come back
because the balance is too
high and the monthly payments I make are not enough,"
Walker said.
Sarah Faatz, a senior broadcast journalism major, took
only six credit hours last semester and worked full time
in order to afford studying at
Southern. This semester Faatz
is able to study full time because she made a payment
plan with the school.
"I can't take any more loans
because I don't have a co-signer/' Faatz said. "So they made
a payment plan where I pay
$300 each month."
Loza recommends that students in similar situations
seek financial aid options.
"Fill out the FAFSA and apply for scholarships," Loza
said. "Even though we are still
in this school year, it's a good
idea to look for scholarships
for the following school year.
Starting early is key."
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Guns in bars legislation
advancing in Tenn. Senate - NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)

Legislation is advancing
in the Senate that would allow handgun permit holders in Tennessee to carry
weapons where alcoholic
beverages are served unless
posted otherwise.
The measure, co-sponsored by Democratic Sen.
Doug Jackson of Dickson,
was approved 7-2 by the
Senate Judiciary Committee on Tuesday and will
now be scheduled for a vote
on the Senate floor.
A judge ruled last year
that the guns in bars law is
unconstitutionally vague.
Critics say it's unclear
where patrons can carry
their weapons. But proponents say the new legislation solves the problem
by allowing individuals
to carry guns where alcoholic beverages are served
·unless it's posted" that
they cannot.
Calif. bill would crack
down on child molesters
- SACRAMENTO, Calff.
(AP)

California would send
some child molesters to
prison for life after a first
conviction and monitor
others with tracking technology until they die under
legislation proposed Monday in the name of a slain
San Diego County teenager.
The
measure,
named
Chelsea's Law, seeks to
tighten California's already
stringent laws covering
convicted sex offenders.
"These offenders cannot be rehabilitated. They
do not deserve a second
chance," said Brent King,
whose 17-year-old daughter Chelsea disappeared in
a wilderness park during an
afternoon run.
Brent. King and his wife
Kelly spoke at a news conference at the state Capitol

YOUR WORLD
in support of the bill by Assemblyman Nathan Fletcher, R-San Diego.
"I will do all I can to
protect other daughters
and sons, and other mothers and fathers from going
through this incomparable
nightmare that I'm walking through," said Kelly
King, choking back tears. A
large, smiling photograph
of Chelsea stood nearby.
Convicted child molester
John Albert Gardner III,
31, has pleaded nat guilty
to the murder of King.
Gardner served five years
of a six-year sentence for
child molestation and was
on parole for three years
until September 2008.
Fletcher said he focused
his bill on violent child
molesters - "the worst of
the worst."
The proposed life sentence would be reserved
for offenders convicted of
forcible sex crimes against
children under 18 with aggravating factors such as
kidnapping, use of a weapon, torture, binding or
drugging a victim or a previous sex crime conviction.
That would represent an
increase from the current
15-year to 25-year sentence
for a first offense involving
a child under 18.
Fletcher's bill also would
double prison terms for
certain other sex crimes
involving children, and
ban sex offenders from
safe
zones
established
around parks frequented
by children.
Current law already requires lifetime electronic
monitoring for many sex
offenders. However, most
electronic monitoring ends
when offenders complete
parole because counties
and cities do not take over
when the state ends its supervision. Fletcher's bill
would make it the state's
responsibility to monitor
offenders for life.

THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 2010

Supporters of a proposed measure called Chelsea's Law, grab bundles of sunflowers during a rally for murder victim Chelsea
King, held at the Capitol in Sacramento, Calif., Tuesday, April13~iO. (AP Photo/Rich Pedroncelli)
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REUGION EDITOR: CHRIS CLOUZET

Keep God-in your day eve
AIMEE

day

BURCHARD

Staying dependent

in the summer

(

BJORN lfARBOLDT

· CoNTRIBUTOR

CoNTRIBUTOR

I've been trying something
a little different lately with my
prayer life: I'm stepping it up.
Trying to find balance in a crazy schedule amidst]uggling all
the "to dos" is rather daunting,
and prayer can slip through
the cracks., sometimes even
more so during the summer.
While reading my devotions the . other morning, I
had an epiphany, or rather, ·
I was awake enough to ask
myself why I've been confining my relationship with God
to a devotional book? There
are many opportunities each
day to apply my faith to life's
situations, yet I often let
them roll past. .
It ·is easy to forget that my
relationship with Christ is
strengthened most when I am
applying His love, faith and
hope to the life He's given me!
Israelite that I am; my prayers
are often uttered quickly with
·
notes of doubt attached.
But wait! Thars how the devil
. wants me to think: in terms of
· doubt and in haste. He keeps
me busy, he fills my schedule,

~ould anyone

he even gives me good things
to do for people. You may
think this an absurd statement, .
but quite frankly, he has been
studying you from the time you
were born: If he can use good
deedS to keep y~u so busy that
you forget to connect with the
One who inspired that love in
your heait, if he can suck that
well of love dry, keep you giving and forgetting to refill your .

love in the Love of your Creator, works for you to keep your
prayer life alive. Keep a jourthen he will do it.
We have tye privilege to talk nal, pick up a copy of Oswald
with· our Savior and to draw Chambers' "My Utmost for His
our strength from Him.' living Highest" from McKay's, and
·in Christ, we can overcome the please listen to the song "In the
distractions, and we can inspire Words of Satan" by the Arrows
others to walk with their hands · on YouTube. Let's step it up and
in the Savior's. We have the op- · stay connected.
1
portunity to be revolutionaries
for Christ.
I challenge you to find what

Paul rejoiced iii trials. Why
rejoice in them?
I've realized that for me it's
because, during good times, I really do forget my dependence on
God. It's happened repeatedly.
I'm so quick to think that I've got
everythjng under control. It really seems that I need to struggle
to remind myself that I'm not
self-sufficient.
The challenges of the school
year make my dependence on
God tangible. I'm always floundering, praying for help and trying to give my burdens to Him.
I'v~ grown distant from God
during several summers. Our relationship has suffered because
I've ended up in these easy bubbles where there are no struggles.
There are fewer reminders of iny
need, and I, like Eve in the garden, start to get the idea that I've
got things under control. Why do
I need God?
Standing at the brink of another summer, I'm in a funny
situation. I want to have a funfilled, relaxing time. I don't
want trials, but more important, I dqn't want to· drift away
from God.
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Learning to .;t.rust in God's perfect timing
BEAU SHERMAN
CONTRIBUTOR

My aunt's body was finally breaking down after four
years of battling cancer. But
she wasn't a Christi11n, and I
never had the guts to explain
my beliefs to her. I planned
to visit and talk with her right
after my graduation and then
head back to Southern to finish a project I was working on
while waiting to hear about
an internship at a studio
in California.
After graduation, while I
was packing, 1 noticed myself
getting a cough, so I thought it
was better not to ri~k visiting
my aunt. I told her I'd go and .
see her in July:
Back at Southern, I later
found out I didn't get the internship after all. In June my
parents called to say my aunt

had been taken to .the hospital
and wasn't really responsive.
' The next day they said she'd
gotten pneumonia. I felt overwhelmingly guilty and thought
I'd missed my chance to visit
and ask if she'd accept Christ.
I quickly left to meet her and
my family in Maryland.
When I got there, I begged
God to give me the strength
to step up to the purpose set
before me and to open a door
for discussion about Him. The
next day I asked my aunt if
she felt that God loved her . .
Sh~ shook her head. I told
her Jesus had given me purpose in life. Her eyes opened
wide as I . explained that if I
had not become a Christian
in high school she probably
would have come to my funeral long ago due to my constant
battle . with depression and
suicidal thoughts.

I prayed With her that the weak, then I am strong"
Holy Spirit would ·work on (2 Corinthians 12:9-10).
her heart, and then I told
I realized that r had been
her to think about what we'd trying to convert my aunt. The
discussed. That night I real- text reminded me that God
ized I had forgotten to ask was the one ...who transforms
her if she'd accept Christ! I the heart, and · I wanted Him
felt like I'd missed anoth- to do it. I prayed once again
er chance, and had to pray that He~ouid open a door for
that God would provide another chance.
another situation.
Half an hour later, as I sat
The next day Iwas too em- with my aunt, she suddenly
barrassed tq talk with her opened her eyes and asked,
because of the people in her "What do you want me to do?"
room. I checked my e-mail I was stunned. I knew exactand saw a short message of ly what she was asking. 'she
er1couragement ending with a asked again and in my head I
. said, "Beau, don't let this optext that struck a nerve:
"But he said to me, 'My portunity get away!"
The Holy Spirit began to
grace is sufficient for you,
for my power is made per- work. I asked if she'd thought
fect in weakness.' There- about our discussion, arid
fore I will boast all the more she nodded. I told her J egladly about my weaknesses, sus died for her and that God
so that Christ's power may wanted to give her eternal life
rest on me ... for when I am without any more suffering.

I said, "What do. I want you
to do? I want you to accept
Christ into your heart as your
Savior! Will you?"
1\1Y aunt finally looked
over at me and nodded yes.
I prayed with her again <tnd
thanked God that His prodigal daughter had finally
come home.
"I feel better now," my aunt
said. She die~ three days later.
My aunt was once a strong
voice , against God. Now her
story is a testimony of His
grace, and I believe it i~ having
a.n impact on her family.
Patience is something that
I need to really understand
more and apply in my life.
I had my own idea of how
things would have played out
in th~ situation with my aunt,
but the timing apparently
wasn't right. But God knew
the best timing.
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O PINION EDITOR: STEPHANIE EDWARD

od doesn't call the qualified, he qualifies the called
Honduras. Before Spring
I read an article from
Accent called, ''When bea student missionis the wrong choice," and
have felt inclined to speak
When I read the ar1 was insulted and hurt.
can tell you from experience
being a student missionis anything but a lush and
_ •.•...,...." vacation.
My decision to serve as a
missionary was not
own; very far from it. I was
one day during my
year to stop by the
missions office on my
to class. I remember distelling them two things
was not qualified to do, and
two things were teacliand preaching. I knew
I wanted to work at an
vuaua~;c and left the rest in

supposed to serve my time in through me in leading the
Tanzania, Africa.
children in their education.
However, God had different
The article that I read asplans for me and changed my sumed that student missionlocation to the Hagar de Ni- aries are ill prep_ared. Assumfios in Honduras, a home for ing such a thing is "like telling
children who have come from God who He can' or cannot
bad home lives, but very few use. I know that I was not
are actual orphans. When I · prepared for what I have exleft I could not have been any J?erienced, and what I conless prepared for what I was tinue to experience every day,
about to embark on. I did not but God prepares me. Being a
know any Spanish upon arriv- student ·missionary is stressing here. I endure crying and ful, emotio~ally draining, and
screaming children while try- very difficult on most days.
ing to teach English to a class I face disrespect and bad atof 25 to 30 kindergartners ev- titudes along with the love
ery morning. I did not come and hugs. No matter where a
trained to teach. However, student missionary is located,
every morning God helps me there are going to be daily
through my classes and gives struggle~. It does not matter if
me creative new ways to keep there are waves and beautiful
the attention of the children, palm trees.
Philippians 4:13 says, "I can
and I can see that they are
learning. I am not going to do all things through Christ
take any of that credit because who strengthens me." Who
I know that it is God working are we to tell God, "I can't
through me. How do I know? serve now because I don't
Because I know that I am not have my teacher's license yet!"
qualified, but my willingness In the whole scheme of things,
is enough for God to work obtaining a teacher's license is

the least of our worries. When
Jesus returns, it will not matter if we have our doctorate
in teaching but whether we
used our gifts and our talents
to serve Him during our time
on earth.
Yes, one month of orientation is short for training a student missionary. However, in
the class, they were very specific in telling us that most of
the "real" training is handson. That is absolutely true.
One can read, study and spend
hours upon hours in the classroom learning a out being a
student missionary, but until
a person is out serving as an
actual student missionary they
will never fully understand.
I have grown and matured
while being away from home,
away from family, away from
friends and away from my
culture and language. Being a
student missionary is a growing experience, mentally, spiritually and emotionally, and
it is a very rewarding journey
as well.

I am proud of my fellow student missionaries/task force
workers who are out serving
right now and who are planning to go serve in the near
future. It is not easy giving up
a year of schooling, leaving
friends, family and comfort
zones. It is not a vacation, and
if we wanted to go on a vacation, we would not have signed
up for hard labor, humid temperatures and classrooms full
of potentially disobedient children to spend our time with.
I know I am not perfect, and
I know there is someone who
would be more qualified to do
l:he jobs that I have taken on.
However, I was, and still am,
willing. God is helping me.
I am blessed to have the opportunity to be here and to
share God's love with these
children, and not once have
I regretted listening to God's
call. This has been one of the
most amazing experiences of
my life, and I would not trade
it for anyth_ing.

p·p earances tnatter
appearance. Why is it
we are all, or most of us,
with our appearYou might not even realit each morning, but some
of your brain is deciding
you should wear, what
you should put on,
typeofhairdoyoushould
etc. For you guys, maybe
the right shirt to match
pants. I can't say since I
have much experience in
department.
As we were discussing the isof appearances, it dawned
me that some people use
Jove and self-appreciation
excuses. "Well, I love me for
artd if he doesn't, then it's
loss," you might say. I toagree with you there, but
if you could do better?
if this isn't the best you

can be? It baffles me when I
think that some people expect
to catch the woman or man of
their dreams, the curvaceous,
thin, classically beautiful or
finely chiseled love of your life,
when they aren't taking steps
to take care of themselves. It
reminds me of a quote someone wrote on the concrete in
front of the library that said
that people ha\1e to work on
being the right person before
looking for the right person.
In essence, before you go
try to catch someone's eye,
make yourself worth catching.
Do it the right way, though.
Take care of yourself and it'll
show. If you don't love yourself and work hard to take
care of yourself, don't expect
anyone else to.

CHINA KITCHEN
9408 APISON PIKE. SUITE AJ
OOLTEWAH, TN 37363
FOU!l.. CO!l..NE!l..S
MONDAY· SUNDAY II AM· 10,30 PM

423.396.9898

.

PICKUP- 10% DISCOUNT WITH SAV ID
DELIVER-Y- FR..EE DELIVER-Y ON CA.MPUS
OVER.. $10 PUR..SCHA.SE
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Want to get up and move? Try traditional early American dance!
ANGELA McPHERSON

This spring's forecast: Sunny with a high chance of fidgeting in class. As much as you
may try to fight it, you know
it's true. The last thing you
want to do is to sit still in class.
You need to get up and move!
Contra dancing, a long-kept
weekend treasure of Southern students, may provide
the answer to the springtimefidget reflex.
Based on Old English and
New England country dancing (and a little American
square dance mixed in), contra dances are composed of
lines, turns, "do-si-dos" and
"swing-your-partners." The
music is lively Irish, Celtic,
Old English or Early American traditional tunes played
by a live band. A caller stands
up front and tells you what to
do next as you dance with your
"partner," your "neighbor,"
and almost everyone else-in
a very kosher, early American,
respectful-yet-lively way.
This all happens downtown
at the All Saints Academy, located at 310 E. 8th St., every
two Saturday evenings or so.
The next contra dance is April

24. Students can get in for five
dollars, and the dance begins
at 8 p.m. If the sun sets a bit
later-no worries! It doesn't
end till around 11 p. m.
What does contra dancing look like? Watch proper
British classics like Pride and
Prejudice or the_ mo~ recent
Becoming Jane. See all the
lines, the turns, the bows?

"I don't know how to contra
dance!" you may say. That's
ok. There is a caller who provides commands, old-timers
who are happy to take you
aside and give you a few clues
and new-timers who don't
know what they're doing and
are having fun anyway. You'll
get it within the first few minutes to a half hour-and have .

''

You'll get it within the first
few minutes to a half hourand have rollicking, good
clean fun while you're at it.
/

Good. Now watch about three
minutes of Titanic, mainly the
Irish party in third class. Mix
them both up and add a little
flannel for square-dance infusion. Voila! There you have it:
a contra dance. If you want a
more literal, non-Hollywood
exaiiJ.ple, go to YouTube
and look up the Glenside
Swallowtail dance.

,,,

rollicking, good clean fun
while you're at it.
Contra dancing not only
provides an outlet to move
your feet-according to "Psychology Today" getting out to
"swing your partner" also results in your brain releasing
neurotransmitters serotonin
and norepinephrine, which
boost your mood. Further-

Make your own scaven
ANGELA McPHERSON
CONJRIBIUQR

Tired of spending outrageous amounts of money at
the movie theater every weekend? Free entertainment is
always the best, and entertainment that is interactive is even
better! Scavenger hunts are a
great way to get to know new
people or make great memories with your best buds. With
the walking bridges, Coolidge
Park and the Art District,
downtown Chattanooga is a
prime location for a massive
scavenger hunt . .
Begin by gathering everyone you know. Instruct them
to bring a camera or video
camera. Then split everyone
off into teams (this can also
be a great double date activity). Allot a specific amount
of time and an ending place to
meet. This is where it gets fun.
Each team creates a scavenger
hunt for another team/couple.
So, not only are you going on
a scavenger hunt, you are ere-

ating on~Putting a twist on
the traditional scavenger hunt
makes for an even more exciting time. Get creative-make
it a competition to see who
can think of the most original
activities. Having them interact with other people makes
it even more of an adventure.
Instruct them to propose to
the next person that walks by
wearing the color red, or have
them sing a song to the next
stranger that smil~s at them.
Have them do a handstand
against a building while wishing every passer-by a lovely
day. Leave five dollars for
them to purchase some ice
cream along the way.
Once you have finished creating an epic hunt, swap the scavenger clues to find out which
group was the most creative. Of
course, documenting all of this
by camera makes for additional
fun afterwards. By the end you
will have made a scavenger
hunt, gone on someone else's
hunt and have pictures to laugh
at afterWards.

more, proteins are made inside brain cells that egg on the
birth of new neurons aitd cell
connections-making
your
brain more "supple." This
could be good for homework
purposes later.
·
Here are a few tips for the
contra newbie:
·
1.
Wear cool, loosefitting clothing. Think long,
flowing skirts and blouses
or cargo shorts and a t-shirt.
It gets warm when you're
moving aerobically!
2.
Comfortable
shoes
are a must. Nothing with a
high heel or that is too tight.
Or that could flip-flop right
off and into your neighbor.
Tennis shoes or cozy flats
are perfect!
3·
Bring a friend. Or two
or four. New adventures are
less intimidating when taken
in by numbers. 1Uld you'll
want to bring friends with you,
anyway, when you come back
the next time. It's addictiveso start now!
Beat the gotta-move-springfidget-fever. Grab a partner
and do-si-GO! For more
information, visit the official
Chattanooga
Traditional
Dance Web site at http:/I
contranooga.org.

This
Weekend
Enjoy events around
Chattanooga through
the end of the semester!
•••••••••••••••
The Chattanooga Symphony Presents: The Sea
Tivoli Theater
630 Chestnut St.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
April15, 16
$7.50 with student ID
http:/ fwww.
chattanoogasymphony.org
Scenic CityVolks Folks
Present: Bug-a-Paluza 12
Camp Jordan
323 Camp Jordan Rd.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
April 16-18, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
$3
http:/ /www.bugapaluza.com
4 !Jridges Arts Festival
1826 Carter St.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, April18,
11 a.m.-5 p.m.
$5
http://
www -4bridgesartsfestival.org
Chattanooga Market
Opening Day
Live Music
First Tennessee Pavilion
1826 Carter St.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Apri12511 a.m.-4 p.m.
http://www.
chattanoogamarket.com
The Chattanooga Symphony Presents:
We Will Rock You! -The
Music of Queen
Tivoli Theater
630 Chestnut St.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday, May 1
$38
http://www.
chattanoogasymphony.org
ChattanoogaLookou~

Season Has Begun
AT&T Stadium
201 Power Alley,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Check out their home game
schedule
$2-8
http:/ /~.lookouts.com
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A year of intramurals winds down as soccer ends
.

I

·!
•

SHANE AKERMAN
SPOus Eo!IOR .

From the outdoor games
of softball and football to the
indoor sports of basketball
and floor hockey this school
year has seen a lot of great
competition. As soccer season
now draws to a close we're reminded of the end of another
semester. So expect the final
weeks of soccer to be the most
fun to watch and play because these remaining games
are a harbinger for a welldeserved summer break, and
for some, graduation.
One team that's made the
most of this last leg of intramurals is the Men's B-League
squad La- Tormenta. In their
first four games they fought
through and earned a perfect
record and in fact never sur-

.

rendered a single goal in that
time. This is, for the most part,
the same team which won
the B-League crown in floor
hockey just a few weeks ago.
Tristan Shaw, senior music
major and member ofLa Tormenta, remarked that "It has
been fun to watch this team
improve and slmyly realize its
full potential."
To no one's surprise the ladies group .known as Simply
Smashing is yet again asserting
its strength. But another team
is quickly making a name for itself in the Ladies divisions and
that's PFC. Junior biology major Lauren Caradonna explains,
"PFC truly is a unique team
because every girl ~n the team
brings different strengths and
abilities." PFC outscored their
opponents 14-0 in their first

Photo by Leo Macias

Ahad Kebede kicks the ball down the field as David ¥aeias and Alexis Ludi work to regain possession.

three games.
Finally, in the Men's ALeague the team with the cutest name is likely one of the
toughest to beat. The Fluffy ·
Chickens are in the mix to be

crowned champions come
season's end, but as freshman management major Daniel Hodgson notes, the Fluffy
Chickens are a team that "enjoys playing soccer more than

winning each game." The ALeague .is so closely competitive that there is no obvious
front-runner as there is in
some of the other divisions.

1
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Exactly ~m? 'weekfrqm tonight a .special primetime e!le~t the ffrstoou;rtd of the 20}0 NFL Draft will airbn ESPN.q.nd NFL Network. Here's a look at how
those first thirty-two picks are likely'tci look.
·
·

ifi

g

e

1. St. Louis Rams
'' "'froy Polomalu, Berry will fit Carroll runs an offense SpilJer ~1.• Cincinnati Bengals
27. Dallas Cowboys
-~gbtin.
Oklahqma, QB: Sam Bradford
is a no-brainer.
South Florida;~ DE: Jason USC, S: ..Taylor Mays
The Rams need.a fresh start,
8. Oakland Raiders
Dallas has needed help at
15· New York Giants
.
Pierre-Paul
and getting ,a franchise QB is Rutgers, OT: Anthony Davis
Missouri, LB: Sean Weath The Bengals defense needs safety for a very long time.
the firs~ step.
· It's a reach, and question erspoon
' help all around, out a good
28. San Diego Chargers
2. Detroit Lions
marks surround him, but that Rep~adng Antonio Pierc~~is a pass rush will hide a lot GrorgiaTffil,RB: JonathanDwyer
Oklahoma St., ar: Russell Olci.mg won't stop.Al Davis. ,
prionty in New York.
of problems.
Dwyer is a reach, but after unTheir top priority needs to be
t6. Tennessee Titans
22. New England Patriots loading Tomlinson and Sproles,
9· Buffalo Bills
protect_ing Stafford. Okung NotreDafne, QB: JimmyC1ausen
GeorgiaTedz.DE: DerTid<.Morgan Tennessee, DT: Dan Williams
the Chargers are in need.
The Bills won't be going any- The whole defense gets better . it's time to infuse some youth
cando that.
29. NewYorkJets · .
3· Tampa Bay ~uccaneers " wl\ere until they get a compe- when you add a solid lineman· into the Patriot defense, and it Georgia Tech, WR: DemaryNebraska, DT: Ndamukimg Suh tent passer.
like Morgan.
,
starts with Williams.
il.ls Thomas
Ranked last in run-defense last
For a team that is gearing up for
1o.JacksonviUeJaguars
17. San Francisco 49ers
23. Green Bay Packers
year, Suh will bring defensive Alabama, LB: Rolando McClain · Idaho, G: Mike Iupati
Rutgers, CB: DevinMcCourty
a ch~mpionship run another
swagger bhck to Tampa.
Del Rio, former linebacker, will Iupati will make Frank .G9re A solid corner will help Green weapon for Sanchez is huge.
like what he sees in McClain.
look even better.
Bay forget about giving up so
4· Washington.Redskins
30. Minnesota Vikings
Oklahoma, OT: Trent Williams
11. De:p.ver Broncos
18. Pittsburgh Steelers
toTheCards in January.
Florida Staie, CB: Patrick
Shanahan always has a top-notch Oklahoma St., VVR: Dez Bryant
Robinson
Boise State, 9[J: Kyle Wilson
24. Philadeleli.ia Eagles
run game because it all starts up- Brandon Marshall and the The Steelers are now play- ~ Florida, G: MaurkicePouncey
The Vikings could really use
Broncos can finally part ways ing second fiddle to Balti'- Pouncey will be-part of the sup- work at corner, even if it's for
front with the linemen. ·
s.' Kansas City Chiefs
after Bryant arrives. •
more, and they need help po~g cast for Kevin Kolb and the nickel package.
Iowa, OT: Bryan Bulaga
12. Miami Dolphins
to stop Boldin.
the new-look Eagles.
·
. 31. Indianapolis Colts
A struggling franchise needs a Texas, LB: Sergio Kindle
19. Atlanta Falcons
25. Baltimore Ravens
USC, DE: Everson Griffen
lot, but building a line for Cas- Bill Parcells will hope that Kin- ,Michigan, LB: Brandory Graham
Oklahoma, TE: JermaineGresham
Griffen will heal the wound
sel is a: good place to start.
dle can be his DeMarcus Ware.
Graham is a hybrid LB/DE Gresham. is the final piece to of the eventual departure of
6. Seattle Seahawks .
13· San Francisco ·49ers . and is a perfect fit to be the make Baltimore a great of- ·Dwight Freeney. ·
fense all the way around·.
next John Abraham.
Oklahbma, DT: Gerald McG_cJy Florida, CB: Joe Haden
32. New Orleans Saints ·
Seattle won't expect McCoy to This is likely a best-player20. 'Houston Texans
26. Arizona Cardinals
Florida, DE: Carlos Dunlap
be here, but he's the best play- available situation, and the Fresno St., RB: l?.yan Matthews
Penn State, DT: Jared Odnck He won't fill Charles Grant's
er available.
49ers could use help anywhere. Like Arizona in 2009, the 'S horing up the defense shoes, but he'll ease the tranground game is a glaring de- is Arizona's first prior- sition into the future.
14· Seattle Seahawks
.7· Cleveland Browns
feet in Houston.
Tennessee, S: Eric Berry
Clemson, RB: C.J. Spiller
ity. Eveiyorte knows they can
In a div-ision with Ed Reed and When you think of how Pete
put up points.
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Post-graduation backup plans
AUDREY COOPER
HuMOR

Emma

In exactly 18 days, many
Southern students, along with
their families and friends
(wow,does this sound like the
begini}ing of a wedding invitation or what?) will gather
together in downt6wn Chattanooga for a little something we
all like to call Graduation Day.
It's just such a nice thing, that
Graduation Day. Everyone
gets to dress up nice and have
their pictures taken a million
times and get presents (hopefully) and, best, best, BEST
of all, be done with college.
Graduation Day is a day that

'

you'll be filthy rich someday;
no one feels sorry for you)
pre-med majors or pre-law
majors, Post-Graduation Dayness doesn't come with any
stress. You'll be headed off
to med school or ·law school
withou~ a· care in the world.
Seniors who are so on the ball
that they already have .a nice
cushy job all lined up are also
not fazed by Post-Graduation
Dayness. They'll probably just
take a nice little vacation for a
week or two and then start the
9-sness no problem. But what
about the rest of Southern's
2010 graduating class, the
ones who have no idea what
they want to do with their

ate school or a job so that you
don't have to stress about the
Post-Graduation Dayness:
1. Get married to someone who already has a
job. Seriously, if you stop and
think about it, this just makes
so much sense. This is especially awesome if you're a girl
because then you get to spend
the next 10-ish months after
graduation planning a wedding and then - voila! -you
have someone to help support
your hopes and dreams for the
rest of your life!
2. Take up online gaming: It seems like there's got
to be some way that this is going to make money very soon.
It's been coming on f~r a while
now, and I just have this feeling that in about five years
someone, somewhere is going to want to hire people with
mad online gaming skills to do .
something ... for money. So
start practicing now and you'll
be at the top of the interview
list in 2015!
3· Get a reiili.ty 1V show
made about you: If you can
in some way convince TLC
and/or M'IV that you are crazy enough to get millions of
Americans to watch you just
lives now that they have that do whatever you "normally"
college degree that doesn't do, then you are set for life.
So start (a) working on havautomatically take them to
30 years of further schooling? ing a large family with your
What about their stress levels charming husband/wife, (b)
concerning Post-Graduation getting really famous and then
Dayness? I have a feeling that stop doing anything worth bethat stress- ~el is pretty high. ing famous about or (c) a fake
However, there is good news, gang that can "fight" with ana light at the end of the tunnel, other fake gang and have really
so to speak. I have come up dramatic fake confrontations.
with a list of activities that can
be your "Plan B's" to gradu-

l

tS·days until graduation:
Or a little over two weeks ...
whatever sounds shortest to
you ...
10 days until finitls start:
I wonder what takes longer ...
figuring out if you can pass a
class if you fail your final or
actually studying for the final?

Summertime around the
corner: It's about time. Rain/
Snow/Cold ...

just have this feeling that
in about five years someone, some':Vhere is going to
w~nt to hire people with mad
online gaming skills to do
something ... for money

every senior, for obvious and
previously stated reasons, looks
forward to. But there's another
side of Graduation Day that is a
little ugly. It's a side that people
don't really talk about and most
graduates choose to live in denial
about What I'm talking about is
Post-Graduation-Dayness.
For the lucky (or not so
lucky, sorry for you that you
have lots and lots of school still
ahead of you ... never mind,

Allergies: 'Cause every
college student really wants to
have a runny nose, itchy eyes
and break out in· hives at the
end of the semester.
Teacher sympathy: Isn't it
great how you get to the end of
the semester and all your teachers
~suddenly feel really sorry for how
busy you are because they get all
nostalgic about the end of THEIR
semesters in college? Or maybe
that doesn't really happen ...
Fighting on the soccer
field: Really? Really? I mean,
really? REALLY?
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LNertagin the b~bigh
Bghted Student Association's
aDIUIIl Welcome Party on

~-"'' Aug.

28. The party

..... at 9 p.m. as partygoers

popcorn, SnOW"
eaaes, GuShers, Fruit-by-theJloot, and Fruit RoDups before
attempting the Iilany activities
UOUDd the McKee Library.
Jnfl8table attractions included a four-man jOust, human foosball, dodgeball and
basketball. Other activities
ranged from hair-coloring and
face-painting to water-balloon
volleyball.
"Having been here for
four years, it definitely was
more than I had come to ex. . . . OD

ertag
in the
library was
an epic ide'~
Wk8 an epic idea, despite the
long line.'"
Fw the .evening's finale,
students followed a trail of
blue lights back.to the outdoor
amphitheatre for a showing of
the 1996film "Space Jam."

'"I should bave made sure
_...,___...___-.,.-__ that she stopped before I
;. ·
looked away and paid atten·
A senior liberal arts educa- tion aD the way throu&h the
tion major suffered only mi- eroawalk.•
nor iqjuries after a cross walk
There wme 4,378 pedesaccident in front Qf 1batcber triaD fatalities in the United
South on August 25·
States in 2008, dOWn from
The victim was checked 4.699 in 2fXY7, liiCCOJ'ding to
by EldTs on scene and was the ~ational Highway Traffic
then transported private- Safety AdininiMtation.
ly to a local hospital, said
Although this victim • had
Kevin Penrod, director of only SC!Jlpes and bruises,
campus safety..
a 2008 ci'osswalk acci"1 looked at the driver and dent victim "'has laad Tongthought that she saw me," ·term
medical
complicathe victim said.. "I looked tions since tile accident,
the other way to pay atten- Penrod said.
tion to a truck and the next
"She jumped back up
thing I knew, there was and thought she was OK,
pain in lOY leg and I was on but it turned out later
the ground.
that she wasn't." said Ka-
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For once,
an NFL star is
making head.:'
lines for all the
right reasons'

tie McGrath, reference and
instructioD librarian, referring to the 2008 acddent.
Traffic
and
aceidents
are stirring up plans for a
more effective erosswalk
system in the next few years.
Several possibilities are more
crosswalks that flash, more
speed bumps, more traffic
directors or possibly a .sky
bridge, Penrod said.
"Look both ways, take the
headphones out of your ears,
get off that cell phone and
be aware," McGrath said.
"Be responsible for your personal safety because, even
if you have the right of way,
you can be dead right."
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A Word to theW se

Jesus I.oves me, this I know (part one)
BRIAN NYA.MWANGE
est tool in saving sinners is
SA Pww....,
_ _ ___,_ His amazing love for the lost.

People
become
Christians
because
they realtheir
ize
n e e d ,
right?

Steps to
Christ by Ellen G. White gives
us one of the greatest form:tlas to truly understanding
pure religion.
American writer Harriet
Beecher Stowe once ~id, "I
would not attack the faith
of a heathen without being
sure I had a better one to put
in its place."
Satan has tried to make
people think of God as a severe judge without, pity. He
pushes that the Creator is
always watching for people
to make mistakes so He can
punish them. To show them
that this is not true, Jesus
came to live in this world.
The Bible doesn't say, "For
God so gave a great theological thesis on the depravity of
man and the supremacy of
Himself, that... " No. The Bible tells us that God's great-

He is love. And God uses
many ways to make Himself
known to us and bring us
closer to Him.
The apostle John saw how
high, deep and broad God's
Jove is. John wanted to tell
about it, but he could not
find the right words to describe it so he said, "See how
very much our. Father loves
us!" 1 Jobn 3:1 (New Living
Translation).

' ' People become
Christians
because they
realize their
need, right?
My question for you this
week is, "Do you know?"
Have you comprehended
what is the breadth, length,
height and depth of the love

of Christ?
The Son of God came from
heaven to give people a clear
picture of the t-"ather.
Let us get back to the principal pixels of Christianity so
that we can live His love in
high definition.

"When you come to the word of God, you are not looking for
something. you are listening to someone. •
-Brian Nyamwange

CHRISTOPHER WALTON
aN~~:CFWSID..JE""nLllnn.
......L __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Big changes have come
to the Village Market over
the summer.
The floors and ceiling are
new; every shelf has been
moved and there are new
energy-saving freezers. New
signs show where everything
j.s located; the walls have been
painted in bright, vibrant colors; there is new outdoor seating and the existing indoor
seating has been redone. Also,'
Southern Adventist University
students are now able to pay
for deli items with· their student card meal plans.
. "Nothing is the same. Everything has been changed," said '.
Gary Shockley, Village Market
general manager.
More changes are ongoing.
New high-efficiency coolers
for the dairy and produce areas are waiting to be installed.
Ceiling tiles are still coming,
along with more LED lighting, all to be installed by the
end of September. Additional
outdoor seating continues to
arrive, and new indoor seating should be opening up next
to the Village Market in the
coming days.
"It was so old-school before," said Anna Bach, a
freshman pre-dental hygiene
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major. "(like the tables outside. It looks a lot better; it
looks bigger."
The changes were made in
order to better compete with

ket will be paying the money
back over the next three years.
None of the funding has come
from tuition dollars.
"We're trying to think of

<la;tomer.; rnjoy the newliJ~ ren oval ed Village Market cht"f.-kottt!'i,

stores such as Earth Fair and
Fresh Market, Shockley said.
He also sees the improvements
as. a chance to use the store to
reach out to the greater Chattanooga community.
"It's been my drive to use the
store as a witness for Christ,"
said Shockley.
The majority of the funds for
the renovations were raised
by The Committee of 100, a
group dedicated to supporting Southern Adventist University. The Committee raised
$soo,ooo and lent it to the
Village Market to begin its
renovations. The Village Mar-

[the Village Market] as its own
business," said Doug Frood,
associate vice president for financial administration.
All of the changf}S made so
far are only part of phase one
for the Village Market's ultimate renovation. plan. Phase
two is to enlarge the deli area,
making it self-service, and
moving the bakery from the
Southern Adventist University
cafeteria to the Village Market, allowing the bakery to seJI
in both areas.

Expo showcases ministries
KALEIGH LANG
ED!]QI!

:k'Cl'IIIUoutho.'t'I\M.I •
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At the first vespers of the
school year, Chaplain Brennon Kirstein welcomed returning student missionaries and encouraged the new
student body to be missionoriented by signing up at the
Mission Expo.
"This year's vtston is Jesus-obsessively, undeniably
Jesus," Kirstein, said.
At the conclusion of vespers, !;tudents filed out onto
the A W. Spalding Elementary
School field where 29 booths
were set up for the Mission
Expo. The numerous booths
off@red a variety of local misThere
sion opportunities.
are ministries to match virtually any talent a student may
have: fro m evangelism, audio

visual, expressions of praise,
singing, feeding the homeless,
improve, working with inner
city children, to giving door to
door Bible studies.
"For southern to have so
many ministry options shows
that drawing people to Christ
is one of our main goals,"
said Khrisna Virgil, a senior
mass communications major. "This university is still
on target for speeding up the
coming of Christ by spreading
the gospel."
Although the exact number
of involved students is unknown, Kirstein is working
with more than 100 leaders
to make these local missions
possible each week.
Last year the student missions office sent out 91 students that served all around
the world.

Currently there are 74 active Southern student missionaries and the Evangelistic Resource Center (ERC) is
gearing up for more summer
evangelistic trips.
Students are welcomed
to sign up and get involved
throughout the school year by
contacting the campus ministry office.
Ministry Opportunities:
• Chattanoo~a for Christ
• West Side for Jesus
• Flag Camp
• Advent Home
• Prayer Tag
• Hungry for Jesus
• Wellbeing Ministries
• Life Groups
• Sabbath School
• Student Missions
and more ...
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Dorms use $60,000 for renovations

President Bietz noW interim pastor;
Nixon now professor
JAROD KEITH
SnnW•m•

Southern Adventist University President Gordon
Bietz accepted a position as
interim senior pastor at the
Collegedale Church of Seventh-day Adventists in August, following the resignation
of John Nixon, who is now
a full-time professor in the
School of Religion.

' ' With Bietz filling my former role,
I think it sends the
message that the
church and the university are united.
Nixon resigned citing ongoing health issues and a growing personal sense that he was
losing effectiveness as senior
pastor. In an interview last
week, the former pastor said
that the offer from Southern came at just the right
time. Since thiS year's freshman class is the largest in
the university's history, there
was a need for an additional
religion professor. •
Nixon · comes from a combined background of minis-

try and educatioq. He taught
graduate and doctoral level
theology courses at Andrews
University for six years and
the Collegedale Church is the
third university church that
he has worked for. While senior pastor at the- Collegedale
Church, he frequently taught
as an adjunct professor in the
S~hool of Religion. He was
also an adjunct professor at
Atlantic Union College and
Oakwood University.
"I don't feel like a fish out of
water," Nixon said. "I'm still
a pastor. Tm just exchanging
the pulpit for the lectern."
Nixon said that Bietz was
the perfect fit for his old job.
"With Bietz filling my former .role, I think it sends the
message that the church and
the university are united,"
Nixon said. "It shows how
much the school cares about
the church."
Nixon went on to note that
Bietz was a great choice be. cause of his previous pastoral experience in the
Collegedale Church.
"Dr. Bietz already has a
good rapport in th~ church
community," Nixon said. "He
was the pastor of the Colleg- ·
edale Church before becoming
president of the university. It's
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CHRISTOPHER WALTON
NfWS EDIJQR

good for people to see a familiar face in the pulpit."
Bietz has been adjusting to
balanci~g both his role as university president and church
pastor, spending ·Tuesday
through Friday mornings at
the church and those afternoons (plus Mondays) at the
university. Bietz said that
his pastoral duties include
preaching on a regular basis
and attending a few meetings
a week with church leadership.
He adds that the university
cabinet is having to pull extril
weight on various tasks that
would normally have more
presidential involvement.
"It's working really well;"
Bietz said, "maybe a little better than I expected."
Bietz said that, for him,
keeping a balanced routine during this time is
very important.
"I have found, from a personal standpoint, how important it is to maintain a sleep
schedule and an exercise
schedule," Bietz said.
President Bietz expects to
remain interim senior-pastor
through December.

Talge Hall and Thatcher
Hall have both received major
updates over the summer.
At the end oflast year, both
dorms were found to have
money left in their budgets,
giving each the opportunity
to use an additional $30,000
for renovations.
"These are highly used
buildings. You've got to put
money back into them to keep
them up," said Doug Frood,
vice president for financial administration.
Four of Thatcher Hall's side
lobbies on its first and second
floors Ita received new paint
and furniture, and the lobby
outside of Thatcher chapel
has received similar treatment. New carpet is coming
for the lobbies, and all of the
hallways on both the first and
second floors.
·
"I feel very blessed to do
these kinds of renovations,"
said .Kassy Krause, Thatcher
Hall dean.
Krause chose to begin renovations with the basement,
working her way up; the first
and second floors were the
next ones on her list.
Talge put some of the money into a current renovations
project: room improvements.
Talge's 3W3 Hall is having
11 rooms updated based on

student suggestions. Dwight
Magers, Talge Hall dean, said
the three main items students
asked for were more lighting,
more counter space and more
storage. Eight of the rooms are
completed with at least one
other to be completed by the
end of the month.
"Hopefully, next summer
we'll change 20 or 30 rooms,
now that we've got it down,"
Magers said. "My wish is that
we could do a whole floor."
Talge Hall's second and third
floor central lobbies were also
redone with new furniture,
paint and plants. Talge's basement was carpeted, and eight
more chairs were purchased
for the basement television
room. New furniture was also
purchased for the conference
room, giving the room a more
modem feei.
"We're trying to keep up
with the times; make the
building more user-friendly,"
Magers said.
Based on current estimates,
Frood expects to see each
dorm receive an additional
$4o,ooo to $so,ooo to continue with more renovations
next summer. However, he
states that the primary aim
is to make sure that the dormitories are making enough
money to stay in good repair
and to pay back debts, such as
the debt of $3 to 4 million still
owed for Talge's new wing.

Students promote Southern at General Conference session
SUZANNE OCSAI
SuuWama

Southern showcased the
creativity of its students at
the 59th General Conference Session held in Atlanta,
June 22-July 3.
The GC session is held every five years for the purpose
of approving changes to the
church manual and voting in
new church leaders at the GC
and division levels.
Southern recruited students to help spread the
Southern message at the
GC through creative and
supportiVe avenues.
Leading up the session,
students wrote and designed
an inspirational give-away
book telling their testimo-

location, being the first booth . year planning and constructmany visitors saw as they en- ing the final design for the
tered the exhibit area.
booth which included an
Ryan Pierce, graphic de- interactive wall.
sign manager for Marketing
Visual Art and Design stuand University Relations, dents collaborated to create
said Southern spent over
the wall based on the biblical
messages found in Luke 8:14,
Hebrews 11:6 and Matthew
5:14, explained Kenneth Willis, associate professor in the
School of Visual Art and Design, and Michael Reynolds,
jun1or interactive media major
who helped develop the wall.
While standing in front of
the wall, digital thorns would
start to encroach on a person's
silhouette. As soon as the person reached their hand toward
the ceiling, digital streams of
light would begin to descend
on the person and turn their
Southerns' information booth at General Conferance

nies of how Southern has
made a difference in their
spiritual,
personal
and
academic growth.
Because the GC was held in
the Southern Union, Southern
was given a prime exhibit-hall

a

silhouette white. If the person
then reached out and touched
someone, the light would fill
the second person's silhouette
as well.
"I think that there's a lot of
technology and applications of
technology that the Adventist
Church hasn't even thought,of
using for promoting Christ,"
said Willis. "Everyone who
came to experience the interactive wall left with a huge
smile on their face. "
At the GC session, students
also witnessed the Adventist church gain a new president when Ted Wilson was
voted to replace Jan Paulsen
as head of the Seventh-day
Adventist denomination.
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ANDREA TAYLOR

KALEIGH LANG

position: editor
year: sophomore
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: writer or editor
for magazine
hobbies: writing, photography,
reading , singing

position: managing editor
year: senior
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: work for a
mission organization
hobbies: gymnastics,
rock climbing, snow skiing

,
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KATIE FREELAND

position: news editor
year: senior
major: business administration
and public relations
career pl~s: attorney
hobbies: spending time with
family and friends, reading,
movies, music, games

position: photo editor
year: senior
major: mass communication,
photography and international
studies, Italian
career plans: photojournalism
hobbies: photography, traveling,
ukulele

MArrTAYLOR

AIMEE BURCHARD

position: layout editor
year: senior
major: film production
career plans: film editor,
photographer
hobbies: photography,
working on film projects

position: front page design
year: senior
major: mass communication,
advertising and graphic design
career plans: ADRA
hobbies: baking, art, decorating,
singing, playing guitar
i"

,.
t

(

ISRAEL GoNZALEZ

position: circulation manager
year: sophomore
major: mass communication,
advertising
career plans: television
advertising
hobbies: sports
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DEANNA MooRE

position: copy editor
year:Jumor
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: print editor
hobbies: editing, singing,
baking, gardening, eating

position: Lifestyles editor
year:Jumor
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: magazine editor
hobbies: tennis, swimming,
cooking, reading, photography

-DANIELLE QuAlLEY

CAITLYN MAYERS

position: Opinion editor

position: Humor editor
y, ar: senior
major: graphic design, print
career plans: Don Draper
hobbies: orchestra,
wind symphony, watching 1V

year:J~mor

major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: screenwriter,
journalist, author
hobbies: ice skating, roller
blading, writing, singing, acting

ANGElA McPHERSON

BRIAN GoNZALEZ

position: Religion editor
year: senior
major: print journalism a.nd
religious studies
career plans: author, speaker ·
hobbies: writing, thrift
shopping, adventuring, contra
and swing dancing

position: layout design
year: semor
major: vocal performance and
graphic design
career plans: opera singer,
college professor
hobbies: singing, reading,
media, music, photography

ANDREW GARCIIAZO

position: Sports editor
year:Jumor
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: sports journalist
hobbies: watching and playing
sports, reading books
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Abiding in the force-field
ANGELA McPHERSON
RELIGION fDITOI

"You can be Captain Picard,"
I stated with authority. "111 be
Counselor Troy."
I was 5 years old and already a sci-fi fan, by virtue of
my dad's love for Star Trekand my love for sitting on the
couch cuddled up with Dad.
It's been twenty years
since I've played •"Star
Trek pretend," but I still
th}nk a lot about one sci-fi
idea-force-fields.
If you're piloting a ship in
outer space, a force-field is
essential to your survival. It
keeps out enemy fire-also,
it sounds like this: "Ping!
Zip! Wahhhh! Khhhhhhhh,"
as enemy fire is being deflected. (It's cool to hear your
own triumph).
As long as the shields are
up, you've got a peaceful,
secure ride.
I've also been thinking a lot
about this other idea-abiding. I've been trying to figure out practical ways of un-

derstanding how abiding in
Christ works. Then I read this
quote and thought, abiding
in Christ is like living inside
of a force-field.
In "Thoughts From the
Mount of B}essings," Ellen G.
White writes, "The Father's
presence encircled Christ, and

' ' If you're pilot- .
ing a ship in outer
space, a force-field
is essential to
your survival.
nothing befell Him but that
which infinite love permitted
for the blessing of the world.
Here was His source of comfort, and it is for us. He who
is imbued with the Spirit of
Christ abides in Christ. The
blow that is aimed at him falls
upon the Savior, who surrounds him with His presence.
Whatever comes to him comes
from Christ. Pie has no need to
resist evil, for Christ is his defense. Nothing can touch him

except by our Lord's permission, and 'all things' that are
permitted 'work together for
good to them that love God.'
Romans 8:28."
God's presence encircled
Christ; it sbielded Him. Jesus
lived in God's force-field, and
nothing could penetrate it except by God's choosing.
So I've been walking around
this last month picturing myself inside of a bluish electrical, circular force-field, the
"Jesus force-field," as I term
it. Playing a bit of pretend is
helping me to gr.a sp what it
means to abide in Christ. :
I don't have to stress or worry about what happens today.
Christ is my defensive shield.
If I surrender to Him and put
myself in the force-field, whatev~r comes my way is either
deflected by Him (Ping! Zip!
Wahhhh! Khhhhhhhh!) or accounted for. I can trust Him
and He'll pilot me through it.
I've become a big fan
of abiding.

OutReach
Announcements

"Friday:

2:00pm

West Side 4 Jesus

6:00pm

Heritage

ursing Home.Ministry)

Sabbath:

2:00pm

We

t

Side 4 Jesu~

2:00pm
2:00pm

orne

2:00pm

God is our Song

2:15pm

Flag Camp

·Transportation Provided. Get Involved!

Keep it down: my battle with spiritual bulimia
ALYSSAFOLL
CONIMIBIJTOR

I have a friend who has suffered with bulimia the last few
years in college, and it's been
really difficult to watch this
eating disorder take its toll.
When I first met her, she
was vibrant and thin. I was
continually amazed at all the
foo~ ;he could eat and retain ~er slenderness-which I
wrongly attributed to genetics
or the fact that she was active
and athletic.
I didn't know that she was
also going to the bathroom
and purging after every meal.
She was obsessed with her
looks and while she appeared
that she was healthy, she was,
in fact, starving.
The road to recovery has
been long and painful for my
friend. After being confronted
by her concerned father, she
started treatment for her eating disorder. I have felt really

awkward around her. I want
to tell her to eat something or
take her out to an all;You-caneat buffet, but tha~ not what
she needs at all.
Apparently, she has to recover by eating really simple
foods and then keeping them
down. This process reminds
me of my finicky stomach after I've had the flu. Invariably,
I beg my mom for something
other than saltines or dry toast
and her response is the same,
"Wait. See if you can keep your
crackers or toast down." Now, .
it's the same for my friend.
I think she's had a few relapses; this disease has such
a vicious cycle. She's used to
hinging on all the food she
wants and then purging it
from her system. Now she has
to learn to allow the food to
digest and nourish her body.
Every day and every meal
is a struggle.
Actually, this story is not
about my friend at all. I don't

have a friend who is bulimic.
This is a parable about me ·
and my walk with Christ. I
have been convicted of being
spiritually buliinic.
I was first convicted of my
disorder while reading Shane
Claiborne's book "Irresistible Revolution" and the term
"spiritual bulimia" is one that
he coined, as far as I know. I
recognized my spiritual condition by the symptoms almost immediat~ly: hinging
without digestion.
My primary binge comes
from reading. I have this insatiable hunger to read, know,
and understand. I gorge myself on books about theology,
spiritual formation, missional
living and"discipleship.
But then· I can't· digest all
that I've read.
My reading sets up a false
.dichotomy that I can consume
all that I want, but neve~; allow what I've read to shape
and form me as evidenced

by my un-changed life and
practices. The irony is that
while I appear really healthy
because I read a lot" and want
to grow spiritually, I'm slowly
starving myself.
I wrote that a bulimic person doesn't recover from their

''I've become spiritually thin, all while
gorging myself on
a feast of Christian
teachings and
theological studies.

disorder by going to an allyou-can-eat-buffet; it starts
with PB&J that you can actually swallow and your body digests. I feel like God has been
saying that to me.
"Can you swallow what it
means to take up your cross
and follow me and actually
keep it down? You've just
read five books on justice and

hospitality, but are you living •
rlghtly and being hospitable to
others? You say that·you believe in the Sabbath, that you
keep the Sabbath, but your life
practices don't reflect the pace
and rhythm that Sabbathkeeping brings. Are you allowing my word to nourish you
and to give you energy to run
the race with perseverance?"
Appearances can be deceiving. I look like I am a healthy
Christian. I appear well-read
and intellectual. I look like
I've been eating. But the truth
is I've become spiritually
thin, all while gorging myself
on a feast of Christian teachings and theological studies.
Irony abounds.
I want to be changed by
all that I absorb. I want to be
transformed by Christ and His
word that is nourishing me. I
refuse to read a book, regurgitate its thesis to others, and
remain unchanged. I want to
be healed of spiritual bulimia.
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Church check: a blessing or a curse?
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
OnNKlN

Eorroa

It's Sabbath morni~g. The
birds are chirping, the sun is
• shining and I roll over and look
at the clock: 9:30 a.m. Ah, the
only day I don't have to wake
up before dawn. I wriggle out
from under the covers, stretch
my muscles and greet the Sabbath day with a smile. Time to
get ready for church. I think

door, and it swings open. My
RA, chipper as Bambi in the
forest, greets me with a smile.
I can only imagine the way I
looked-hair still wrapped,
pajamas still on, sleep in my
eyes, an annoyed expression
on my face; I'm positive I was
not a pretty sight to see. After giving me a once-over and
scribbling on her clipboard,
my all-too-chipper RA says,
"Don't forget to sign out!" And

''

I still have to shower,

and do my hair, and ...
I sigh.

I'll go to Renewal today, so I
have two hours to get readyknock, knock, "Church check!"
Before I can even fathom why
my -sabbath morning is being
interrupted before it begins, I
hear th~ click of a key in my

the door closes just as quickly
as it opened. I stand in the center of my room, dumbfounded.
How on earth am I supposed
to get ready for church and be
out of the dorm in one hour?
I still have to shower, and do

my hair, and ... I sigh. My glorious Sabbath day of rest turned
sour in only a matter of 30
seconds. After three years of
attending this school, I still
wonder: Why church check?
Convocations,
worships
and vespers are one thing,
but I h~ve yet to understand
the reasoning behind church
check. The fact that we are required to be out of the dorm
at 10:30 a.m. baffles me, especially since we have several
different churches on and off
campus that start at various
times. I would prefer that we
remove the "church check"
policy altogether, but if that
isn't possible, we should at
least remove the check-out
time. It takes time to get ready
for church, and we should
have the option of deciding
what time to leave the dorm
for the desired church service
we wish to attend.
It seems as though this
church check policy was put
in place to "encourage" us to

Express yourself: the

attend Sabbath morning Services, but I 9,on't think that
church attendance is something that should be checked
on; that should be left up to
the individual and God. We're
all adults here, you know.
This policy has turned relaxing Sabbath mornings into
running and hiding from the
RA to avoid church check.
Who wants to stuff themselves
into their refrigerators and
desk drawers every week just
to avoid having to leave the
dorm at a designated time?

God~given power

of opinion

open, employees get hired, power of opinion was given on for doing so. I had the idea
students
get accepted into the to us by God the Creator. The that stating my opinions were
OriNION Eouo•
school of their choice, rela- fact that He gave us the pow- a negative thing, and that I
The power of opm10n is tionships are formed or end- er of choice and the power to should keep them to myself.
something that everyone on ed and more, all depending think and reason for ourselves As I grew older, I realized that
this earth possesses. Like on someone's <_>pin- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , expressing my opinions
was very important, and
faith, the power of opinion is ion. I've even seen it
that as long as I did so
something that can never be here on our campus.
in a manner that was
controlled or taken away from Whenever a student
appropriate, it was OK,
you by anyone else. Every hu- wants to know whethwhether other people
man being has an opinion, er or not they should
agreed with what I had
even if that opinion isn't ver- take a class from a
..-to say or not. There will
bally expressed. You'd be sur- particular professor
never be a ti~ne when
prised at how many opinions . or ~at a certain meal
everyone will agree
are formulated in the minds in the cafeteria, they
with everything that
of individuals every second of usually go and ask
you say, so why not
the day. Opinion is crucial to ai-ound for people's
express yourself?
decision-making; an opinion opinions before makmust be formulated before a ing a decision. Someillustrated by Brian Gonza;ez One thing that I found
important to realize is
choice is made. It can be as times, the opinions of
simple as walking into the others help us shape our own is proof of that. That power of that being opinionated and
cafeteria, seeing what's on the opinions about certain things. choice allows us to formulate being rude is not the same.
menu and saying, "That looks
Keep in mind that opinions opinions that affect the deci- It is possible to be rude while
expressing your opinions, but
gross, I don't want to eat that," are not always accepted with sions we make.
It took me many years to the two are not synonymous.
to something as complex as open arms. In fact, through~That university seems like an
ut history there are several understand that my opinions It took me a while to differexcellent school, I think I want instances of people being are important. When I was entiate between the two, but
ridiculed, criticized and even younger I seldom expressed when I no longer allowed peoto become a student there. ·•
Opinions are very important persecuted for exercising my opinions about certain ple to make me feel as thougk
things for fear that I would I was committing a crime for
in shaping our society. Politi- that power.
I strongly believe that the be criticized or looked down expressing myself. Now, when
cians serve in office, schools
DANIELLE QUAlLEY

Sabbath mornings should
be spent in communion with
God, greeting Him on His special day and taking the time to
get ready for church or whatever other Sabbath plans one
may have. I think the RAs deserve to spend their Sabbath
mornings with God too, instead of chasing us out of the
dorm. I assume that's just one
of those policies we just have
to deal with, even though I
find it utterly ridiculous. But,
that's just my opinion.

people make comments like,
"you are so opinionated," or
"Danielle you are so blunt," I
just smile and thank God for
giving me the power to even
form an opinion. I also realize
that by others calling me opinionated, they are being opinionated themselves!
Southern students, I encourage you to express your opinions. This schoQl is our school;
we attend classes, make new
friends, connect with old
ones, eat in the cafeteria, go
to events and experience our
university in many different
ways. Therefore, this opinion
column belongs to you. Any
thoughts that you may have,
whether positive or negative,
are welcomed here. Do not
feel like you have to suppress
it. As long as your opinions are
expressed appropriately, go
for it! God gave you this gift
even before your brain was developed enough to even have
an opinion. Form it, share it,
express it-it's yours! Exercise
your power of opinion!

'
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Welcome-to lifestyles
DEANNA MooRE
l!FESJY!fS ED!Jl)R

Lifestyles-it's a broad word
right? So how does this word
make a whole section of our
newspaper? That's completely
up to you.
This section of the Southern Accent wants to highlight what makes your lifestyle unique. Just by being at
Southern you are exposed to
an array of diverse cultures,
music, worship practices,
fashion, cooking, technology and routines. So what
makes you stand out? The life

you live and the adventures
you've experienced construa
your originality.
This year you can expect to
see students' work on various topics emphasizing the
uniquenes~f their lifestyles
and the lifestyles they've experienced. Our goal is to inform,
inspire and ultimately change.
So you, as a reader, have the
opportunity to participate by
sending in your work.
If you are interested in
contributing
your
work,
e-mail your articles to
dmoore@southern.edu.

Fitness as a choice
SOPHIE ANDERSON
CONJRIBlfiOR

What is the number one fitness challenge that faces students at Southern Adventist
University? Through my extensive research (asking my
friends and classmates), I've
discovered that we all face one
giant dilemma-or perhaps I
should say the lack thereof.
Time is something we all
want more of. Honestly, take
a look at your daily· schedule.
Do you have an extra hour
or half hour to spare to fit in
a workout?
Consider the time it takes to
trek over to the Hulsey Wellness Center, running track
or just plain walk outside
your door. Add into that the
time that it takes to workout, then shower, because it's
SO HUMID here in Tennessee, and finally get ready for
the rest of your day. This can
be an extremely tedious and
time-consuming process.
"So now what do we do
about it?" you ask. Well, my
fellow university student, that
is a very good question. Here
is where it becomes a challenge. Using your time wisely
takes on a whole new mean-

ing. Not only must you be
wise with your time, but you
must also be efficient. I know;
it sounds like a pointless way
to spend 20 to 30 minutes of
your day sweating out three
miles on a treadmill or lifting heavy weights; however, it
will help you in all aspects of
your life.
Often, when we think of
exercise, a mental picture of
someone huffing and puffing
along, sweating profusely and
in utter pain comes to mind.
This is not how it has to be.
Make exercise fun. Make it
a part of your social time and
bring a friend along, not only
to keep you comp~y on the
elliptical, but al o1o keep your
morale up and even kick your
butt to keep going.
So whatever it is you enjoy
doing, go, be active and use
the body that God has given
you to reach your full potential. I ask you again-What is
the number one fitness challenge to students here? Well,
that is your choice. Make it a
choice, not a challenge.

Saying goodbye to Peru This
CONDIBUJOM

The old Peruvian man
stepped out of the cab. He took
a few steps down the dirt road,
then turned and addressed
the young American who was
still standing next to the car.
"iBendiciones!" (blt!ssings),
said the Peruvian to the American with a smile and a slight

' As

What pained him most was
leaving those he would probably never see again. There
were the families that had received Bible studies. Some
had received all the lessons,
but had backed out of baptism.
However, there were those individuals he had studied with
who had given their lives to
Christ and had been baptized.
He knew that he would prob-

he pas~ed through
town, his eyes rested on
the familiar sights of fruit
markets, motorcars and
children selling candy.

bow of his head. The old man
saw the young American smile
and respond, "Y a usted," (and
to you too). What he didn't see
were the tears that began to
form in the American's eyes
as he got back in the cab and
was whisked away through the
small town for the last time.
He hadn't known the man at
all, but he wished him blessings, and that's what got to
the American. As he passed
through town, his eyes rested
on the familiar sights of fruit
markets, motorcars and children selling candy. He passed
the tiny restaurant where he
had first ordered in broken
Spanish almost a year before.
What made his eyes a little
moist was that he was leaving
all of it.
He was leaving all those
patients who had come to the
mission's clinic. There had
been thousands of people who
had received penicillin shots
and parasite meds, and a few
that had even let him operate
on them. If only they knew he
was just a kid.

ably never see them again, but
they had all promised to meet
each other in heaven. He knew
for sure that he had to be there
to make sure they kept their
word.
He had learned many things.
He had learned that the richest experiences in life can only
be obtained if you step outside
your comfort zone. Most importantly, he had learned that
no matter how inadequate.;md
unqualified you feel, if you step
up to the task in faith, God will
equip you to do His work. In
the process, He will lead you,
not necessarily down the easiest road of your life, but on the
adventure of your lifetime.
As the cab continued to
whisk him away on his journey back home; as it took him
away from a country where
natives wish strangers blessings, towards a very differ~nt
country, the blazing Peruvian
sun sank out of the sky and
the coconut palms began to
sway, as ifto wave goodbye to
the young Anlerican as he was
taken away into the night.

Weekend
Go out on the town and

see the sights

•• •••••••••••••
Stratospheerius/Fiddle
funk jazz
Riverfront Nights
Music Series
Ross's Landing
Chattanooga, 1N
Saturday, Sept. 11, 7-10pm
Free
http:/ fwww.RiverfrontNights.
com

Arts in the Park Festival
Veterans Park, Collegedale
Sunday, Sept. 12, Noon-Dusk
Free
http:/ fwww.artsintheparkfes
tival.com/
Atlanta Braves vs. St.
Louis Cardinals
Turner Field
755 Hank Aaron Drive,
Atlanta, GA
Sunday, Sept. 12, 8:05p.m.
$12
http:/ fatlanta.braves.mlb.
comfindex.jsp ?c_ id=atl
Artist Anne Bagby's 'The
World Within'
River Gallery
400 E. 2nd St.,
Chattanooga 1N
Sept. 1-30
Free
http:/ fwww.river-gallery.com
31st Annual Mountaineer
Folk Festival
Fall Creek Falls
2009 Village Camp Rd.
Pikeville, 1N
Sept.10-12
Free
http:/ /www.visitfallcreekfalls.
com/events/

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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Glen Coffee: A higher call~ng
ANDREW GARCILAZO
5rous

EDITOR

On August 13, 23-year-old
San Francisco 49ers running

back Glen Coffee abruptly
retired. No reason was given, no official report was ~e
leased and, naturally, the
rumors swirled.
One minute Coffee was diagnosed with a rare disease,
the next he had simply had
. enough of the 49ers and coach
Mike Singletary. It wasn't until Coffee explained the reasoning behind his decision
that the clamor surrounding it
began to fade, only to be met
with respect and admiration.
Glen Coffee's journey began
at the University of Alabama.
Following a standout junior
season for the Crimson Tide,
Coffee decided to forego his
senior year and enter the 2009
NFL Draft. He was selected
in the third round by the San
Francisco 49ers and signed
to a four-year, $2.578 million
contract with an $828,ooo
signing bonus.
Young and talented, Coffee
quickly established himself
as one of the best young runnip.g backs during his 2009-10
rookie season. He rushed for

STATLINE

7

The number a pitches an
average major league base
ball lasts

20

The most homeruns ever hit

iA a single month
(Sammy Sosa)

42

The most interceptions ever
thrown in a single season <'
(George Blanda)

97

The most consecutive free
throws made
(Micheal Williams)

155
The miles per hour of the
fastest tennis serve ever recolded dl.irlng a match
(Andy Roddick)

226 yards and one touchdown
as the primary backup to probowler Frank Gore.
During the offseason, Coffee
worked hard to improve his
game, putting on 10 pounds of
muscle in an attempt to better
absorb the pounding he took
as a running back. As Coffee
reported to training camp in
July, there was no hint of the
retirement that came just a
few weeks later. On that hot
August afternoon, he suddenly
packed his bags, emptied his
locker and left.
Squashed in a single stroke
was the fame and glory of an
NFL career. Gone was the adoration of fans and the millions
of dollars that went with it. For
a 23-year-old running back,
the retirement just didn't
make s~nse. Why would such
a talented young man walk
away from a life and career
that so many people desired?
It's simple, really: Glen Coffee had a higher calling.
"True happiness is glorifying God and glorifying Christ,"
Coffee said in an interview
about hi~ retirement with
the Mobile (Ala.) Press Register. "That's what true happiness is .... And for me, that
wasn't the NFL. That wasn't

where I needed to be."
COffee is apparently considering a future preaching
the word of God. While at the
University of Alabama, Coffee
stumbled upon Christianity.
He was baptized in 2007 andf
soon began spreading his story at various speaking engagements. It was then that Coffee truly felt his life diverging
from football.
"It's something that I really felt like I shouldn't have
entered the NFL in the first
place," Coffee said of his
situation." I'll be happier,
not necessarily because I'm
without football, but because
I'm letting Him do His work.
Whether it was leaving football or leaving something else,
another job, it doesn't matter.
I'll be happy because I'rp following His will."
Coffee's clear and direct
calling in life truly is a blessing, one that he is fortunate
to have. Not many are easily able to drop everything to
follow their life's calling, let
alone walk away from millions
of dollars. His decision clearly
highlights his drive and passion for peace within.
"I've been considering fulltime ministry," Coffee said in

Photo by AP Photo/Paul Sakuma

San Francisco 4gers running back Glen Coffee (29) drives past Atlanta Falcons
players in the second quarter of an NFL football game, in San Francisco, Sunday, Oct. 11, 2009.

a separate interview with Paul
Bessire of SportsRadiointerviews.com. "I feel that that's
something that's got to come
to you. It's not something that
you can plan out 1ike, 'I'm going to ao this. I'm going to do
that.' Right now, I'm going to
let it come to me.
In a world so focused on,
fame and fortune, the news
surrounding Coffee's sudden
retirement has been a breath
of fresh air. For once, an NFL

star is making headlines for all
the right reasons.
Coffee wasn't caught dog
fighting or drinking oddly colored drinks. He wasn't arrested after a nightclub shooting,
nor was he accused of sexual
assault. No, Glen Coffee simply had a higher calling. And
maybe, just maybe, we can
learn something from him.

A new year, a new season for intramurals
G
ANDREW
ARCILAZO
Sroi!IS Enrro•
· -'~·

Intramurals are here.
·
It's only the second full week
of school and intramurals are
already underway.
"I'm excited for basketball
season so I can get out and
have fun playing," said Jos~ph
Thomas, a junior biomedical
sciences major. "I can't wait to
hit the court."
'This year students will
have a chance to play everything from basketball and
flag-football to volleyball
and soccer. Softball games
started this Monday and will
continue until early October,
outhern's
culminating in
annual All Night Softball
Tournament.
Flagfootball
is
the
next
sport in line, with signups
starting on September 27.

·.,..I loved in tram urals last
year, " sa1'd H asl e1 Toruno, a
senior international business
major said. "They were a great

to join a team."
But good athlete or not, the
main goal of intramurals is
simply to have fun.
"I look at intramurals as
very Christ-like," Seymour
After realizing I could have
said. "Sure we are competitive
but we go about it. the righf
fun and play without wor~ng
way. Playing has definitely
been one of the funnest areas
about how bad I was, I decided
of my col)ege experience.
to join a team.
"Students should definitely
sign up to play," said Hampway to meet people, take a Bryan Seymour, a senior reli- ton, "it's not something they
breather from your homework gious studies major. "Every- will regret."
and get a workout in."
one is trying to win."
The month of September
In Divisions B and C, the features softball and flag-footTeam signups generally take
place l!e week before play be- competition is less extreme ball with futsal (indoor soccer)
arriving in October. Volleyball
gins. In addition, games are but still enjoyable.
usually scheduled anywhere
"At first I didn't want to play . and 3-on-3 basketball start
from 6 to 10 p.m.
in intram urals," said Jillian in November.
To sign up for intramurals
Each sport is separated into Hampton, a junior elemenmultiple divisions to account tary education major. "After or for more information infor the different competitive realizing I could have fun and cluding the upcoming sport
levels of Southern's students. play without worrying about schedule, visit www.southern.
Division A carries the best of how bad I was, I decided edu/intramurals.

~. ~

the best, while Divisions B and
Care a few steps lower.
"The competitive nature in
Division A is intense," said
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Fail of the Week
Thumbs up: Everyone's back!
Collegedale can be a little lonely·
during the summer.

Thumbs down: Classes have
started. As much as we love
being here, classes aren't
THAT much fun.

w
C

Thumbs up: Campus is full.
Now more people can live in
Southern Village.

Thumbs down: No moretlf
home cooking for the next
few months. C

Thumbs up: The VM sushi. That
stuff is awesome!

Keep your eyes open for epic fails on campus: spelling fails. parking fails, you name it!
Snap a photo and send it to accent@southem.edu.
The best fail of the week will be featured in that 'week's issue of the Southern Accent!

p

HUMOR BDri'OR'S WARNING:

The Humor Editor has determined that content found on the Hwnor Page is strictly humorous in nature and not necessarily to be taken
as truthful or offensive.
liiMJ fJIIIy- directed.

•
~
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LOMA LINDA UNIVERSilY

I School of Dentistry I School of Medicine
School ofNursing I School ofPharm<tcy I School of Public Health
School of Religion I School of Science & Technology

School of Allied Health Professions

A Seventh~day Adventist Institution Integrating Health, Science, and Christian Faith

Please. visit llu.edu/explore
We offer over 200 programs in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behav•oral and Soc1al Sciences
B1olog1cal Sc1ences
Cardiopulmonary Sc1ences
Cl•n•cal Laboratory Sc1ences
Chn<('al M1n1stry
Commun•cat1on Sc•ences & Disorders

Loma Linda University will be at SAU
on the following 2010 dates:
tt

Allied Health Professions: September 8-9
Pharmacy: September 13
Medicine: October 25-27
Dentistry:. November 3- 4

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dentistry
EthiCS
Geomformauc Systems
Health Policy Management
Med1cal Bas1c Sciences
Medione

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nurs•ng
• Pubhc Health
Nutnt1on
• Radiation Sc~ences
Occupational The1apy • Rehg•on and the Sc1ences
Pharmacy
Ph'{Sical Therapy
Phvs1c1an Ass1stant

New self-defense class
available on.campus
JAIME JACOBSON
SuFFWam•

Campus Safety Patrol Officer
Josh Fraker, his wife and the
Collegedale Police Department
will teach students in Southern's new Rape Aggr~ion
Defense class (RAD).
Campus Safety and the
Collegedale Police Department will be teaching students to be 4tlert, instinctive,
aggressive and l)ltattive in
dangerous situations.
The focus of the class is to
fight back, create a distraction
and escape from a threatening
encounter. Volunteer instructors will use body suits for
hands-on practice in simulated
scenarios and teach techniques
for kicking, punching and how
to think and react efficiently.
. Chattanooga ranked
11
among the top 20 for the
highest crime rates among
U.S. cities, according to the
Ochs Center for Metropolitan
Studies in an article in Chattanooga Times Free Press.
Despite Chattanooga's prox-

A portion oftheHickman Science Center eel( exhibit is shown here.
A"'DREW GARCILAZO
Sro!JIS EODO!I

The second floor of Hickman Science Center is
slowly being transformed
into a museum-quality exhibit, complete with fossil collections, artwork and
interactive touch screens.
Work continues to progress
on the Origins Exhibit and
much of the display has now
been completed. The majority
of construction is scheduled
to be finished at the end of
this semester.
"We are moving forward on all fronts," said
Keith Snyder, chair of the
Biology department.
The self-guided exhibit is
separated into three major
parts: the cell, the geologic
column and intelligent de-

sign. Together, these exhibits cover most of the hallways on the second floor of
Hickman.
When finished, a large collection of fossils and artwork
will show how the geologic
column can be understood as
consistent with the biblical
account of creation.
"We are almost done,"
said Snyder, "but we are
still working on g~tting the
displays up."
Production on the displays
began two years ago as the
second part of a three-phase
vision to form an understanding of origins at Southern
Adventist University.
"We hear evolution is bad,
but not why creation is good,"
said Snyder. "We are trying to give students a reason
to believe."

The motivation for the Science Center exhibits was really the students. Southern
wants its students to realize
that origins £an be both scientifically strong and biblically
correct, Snyder said.
In addition, a group of
Southern professors have
formed a faith-science discussion group that meets every
three weeks to discuss various aspects of origins. Classes
have also become available
for students to gain a better
handle on how human beings
came to be.
"I think it's an important to
know where we came from,"
said Jillian Hampton, a junior
elementary education major.
"I am glad the school is doing
something to teach us how we
got here."
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imity to Southern's campus,
some students feel they are
confrontational enough to not
be in danger.
"In general, I think [the
class] is a good idea," said Annalyse Hastings, a sophomore
mass communicaction major.
"I might do it, but it's not a high
priority to me because I don't
live in an area where I feel like
that's going to be an issue."
Kevin Penrod, director of
Campus Safety, believes awareness is not strong enough and
wants to encourage confidence
and give students experience in
reacting to threats or attacks.
"If we train 60 people and
one person walks away victorious, we've succeeded,"
Penrod said.
So far, the RAD class has
attracted more freshmen and
sophomores but is open to
all ages. Whether students
are simply in the mall alone
out jogging or in a secluded
area, the goal is that they will
be trained well enough to
prevent harassment and attacks from occurring and
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Then in the
silence, God
would find me.
Or I would find
God. PAGE
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A Word to the Wise

Jesus loves me, this I know (part two)

---=---------BRIAN NYAMWANGE

Let's talk
about more
significant
things than
the love of
God. What
about sin,
prophecy
or heaven
perhaps? Wrong! There is
nothing more important
than knowing God's love.
St. Augustine of Hippo
once said, 1'he peace of the
rational soul is the ordered
arrangement of knowledge
and action."
So what does knowing
God's love really mean? Let's
break it down.
Last week I asked the
_q uestion, "DO you know?"
Does it mean that your life
is filled with comfort and
rest, joy and peace? Or does
it mean that you find your
greatest high spending time
in the word of God? Or even
that your lips continuously
burst forth with the ceaseless praises of the Lord Jesus
Christ? Not exactly.
Christianity is not about
regurgitating the facts but
about figuring out the point.
It is not enough to know the
who, when and where. We
need to understand what it

means to be a Christian and
why it matters. ·
It means much more than
just .kno~ about God.
God wants us to know Him
and His love, mercy and
goodness, in very personal
and real Ways;- to enjoy His
presence in~ our )ives and
to see and then join Him in
His activity and work in an<f
around us.
The Hebrew word for
"kno~edge•is"yada•(yaw

dah) which means "to know
in a relational sense" and not
just in an intellectual sense.
The word finds its context in
more than 900 places in the
Old Testament. God's sole
mission is to make Himself
known to the beings that He
has created in a way more
intimately than scholarly
(John 17:3, Exodus 7:5, Exodus 33:13, Psalms 48:3).
God's glory is His character and this week I want you
to begin to see t~at His glory
truly fills the whole earth.
And if you don't know anything else, know that he loves
you (1 Timothy 1:15).
The Bible unfolds truth
with a simplicity and a perfect adaptation to the needs
and longings of the human
heart (SC 107).
There is nothing more important than knowing God's
love.
,

"When you come to the word of God, you are not l<~oking for
something, you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange
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Southern launches Master of Social Work
COURTNEY CtJITER

SunWama

Southern Adventist University has launched its Master of Social Work program
With more than so graduate students having enrolled
this semester.
The program will prepare
students for careers in advanced social work, expand-

ing their education towards
one of the top ten careers that
is expected to grow within the
next decade.
Half of the curriculum consists of face-to-face classes
that meet twice a month, and
the remainder of the course is
done online through e-class.
Most students will graduate
with an MSW degree within
12 months.

"Next year, 75 students are
expected to be enrolled," said
Sharon Pittman, MSW director. The department will
continue to search for funding to go towards community
service projects and graduate
assistap.tships.
Interested graduates can
apply at Southern's graduate
website portal.

Library featu~es art by Barry Moser
INGRID HERNANDEZ

SunWa•n•

McKee Library will be featuring the art of Chattanoogaborn artist Barry Moser as
part of its 40th anniversary
celebration.
The works will be on display
in the library Sept. 23 through
the end of the semester with a
CQmplementary exhibit in the

John C. Williams Gallery lasting through this month.
Barry Moser has illustrated
and designed more than 300
books including Dante's "The
Divine Comedy" and Lewis
Carroll's "Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland." His work on
the Pennyroyal Caxton Bible
was featured in the first oneman exhibit by a living artist
at the Library of National Gal-

lery of Art in Washington D.C.
"For our 40th anniversary
we wanted to bring someone
of standing to appropriately
celebrate the event," said Joe
Mocnik, director of libraries.
"Barry Moser is of that caliber."
Moser will be on campus
Sept. 22 and 23 to give a lecture in the library.

Professor presents evening of music
CoURTNEY CUTTER

SuEE WRITER

reset the stage to perform.
The concert featured professors from Southern's School

of Music and a cellist from the
Nashville Symphony Orchestra and the Chattanooga area.

Piano, voice, violin and
cello-all were showcased
in "Ein Shumann Abend"An Evening of Music by
Schumann with Peter Coo~
per and friends on Sept. 6 in
Ackerman Auditorium.
The focus of the concert was
Robert Schumann's broad
range of compositions, written
during the 1830s and 40s.
Students, faculty and the
community were invited to listen to a German Arabeske on
the piano and eight love songs
Justin Peter
performed by Professor of Mu- Projessorspjrrrusic Peter Cooper and Julie Penner perform a German lied
sic Julie Penner accompanied · by Schumann.
by Cooper on the piano. After
a brief pause, a piano quartet
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INGRID HERNANDEZ

Sun WRITER

WSMC Classical go.s hired
a Southern Adventist University alumna as office manager
this past May.
Emily Kurlinski graduated
from Southern with a major
in music theory and literature.
As WSMC's new office man-

ager, she hopes to bring increased professionalism to the
station's music programming.
"I think WSMC has a unique
opportunity to help people
who don't consider classical
music realize they actually like
it," said Kurlinski .•
Kurlinski's description of
WSMC's roles in the community includes keeping a close

tie with the Chattanooga symphony, informing the public
on upcoming art events and
recording Southern events.
Her favorite part of the job is
working with students who
enjoy classical music.
·
"Clas\ical music relates to
everyone's experiences," said
Kurlinski, "there's something
for everyone."
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Students return to teach
at Southern
ROCHELLE BANNER

SnuWarna

At the English Department convocation on Sept.
9, Southern alumni Amanda
Jehle, Autumn Wurstle and
Melissa Turner gave advice to
students about what to expect
after graduation.
Jehle received her bachelor's degree in English with a
minor in religion and a certification in secondary education.
Upon graduating from Southern she was offered a spot in
Andrews University's English
graduate program. She took
her graduate record exam in
May and had her tuition cut
in half due to her high score.
She is now an instructor in the
English Department.
"Don't just wait around for
the opportunity to fall in your
lap; you have to start moving
forward," said Jehle. "If you're
not sure exactly what you
want to do, start pursuing several options. God will provide
opportunities in the direction
He wants you to go."
While a student here at
Southern, Melissa Turner be-

gan planning what she would
do after graduating. She made
the decision to attend Meet
the Firms, a program where
different organizations come
to Southern looking to hire its
students. At Meet the Firms,
she found Chattanooga magazine, where she did an internship for three months. She
later was hired by them and is
a writer for a teen magazine.
"Take advantage of Meet the
Firms," Turner said. "It's there
to help you, and the internships you do now can benefit
you in the future."
· Autumn Wurstle received
her bachelor's in English and
secondary education with a
minor in religton. She went on
to teach at Forest Lake Academy in Florida. Through them,
her graduate degree was financed and she was able to attend the University of-Central
Florida to complete her graduate studies. Upon graduating,
she made the decision to teach
English as a second language
in Taiwan. While there, she
accepted an offer as an assistant professor in Southern's
English department.
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Lawn Concert performed at the Goliath Wall . ·
Even the students who
chose not to perform their
own compositions selected
Despite a 30 percent chance songs which were important
of rain, Campus Ministries to them. Amanda Lefurgy, a
held its annual Lawn Concert senior public relations major,
for vespers at the Goliath Wall said she has wanted to perfor the first time on Friday, form in the lawn concert since
Sept. 10.
she first came to Southern. She
More than 20 students per- performed The David Crowder
formed 12 musical numbers Band's "How He Loves."
"It's one I heard rewith voice, guitar, keyboard,.
violin and even ukulele. The cently; it was easy to play,"
concert alternated between Lefurgy said. "It's kind of
songs and Bible verses chosen. been an encouragement to
by the performers.
me recently."
"We've always wanted to do
With the success of this lawn
lawn concert at the Goliath concert, more lawn concerts
Wall," said Bernelle Taitague,
campus ministries assistant
chaplain. "It was just a really
cool atmosphere."
The styles of music performed ranged from popular
contemporary Christian songs
to self-composed works.
"I loved how much people
wrote their own music; how
much creativity they shared,"
said Michael Pichette, a senior music education major.
"I liked the messages. People
told their own stories."
CHRISTOPHER WALTON

NEWS EDIJDII

at the Goliath Wall are being
considered fbr the future, Taitague said.
"If God wills things to happen, then it doesn't matteryour human efforts," Taitague
said. "He will still use it for His
honor and glory."
While there had been worries that the lawn concert
would be rained out, Taitague
reported at the conclusion of
the program that the storm
which had been heading toward Collegedale dissipated
before it could hit.

Photo by Niki l'l!nola

Mike Watung and Jhenifa Parker perform at the vespers lawn concert.

Students cre~tes fruit of t~e Spirit cP.alk art
,.

KEviN GUTIERREZ
SnuWama

Using pastels, students
drew different sce4es, people,
animals or objects. they felt
represented the fruit of the

Spirit. A panel representing
faithfulness features a captain at the wheel of a ship as
he braves a storm around him.

Another panel depicting selfcontrol, shows a marionette
freeing itself from the controlling strings.

More than 100 students
got down on
ground and illustrated the fruit of
the Spirit outside
Brock Hall during the School
of Visual Art and
Design convocation Sept. 9.
The artwork
is made up of 18
panels: two panels for each fruit
of the Spirit. The
panels will be
displayed on the
second floor of
Brock Hall, said
Giselle
Hasel,
assistant professor in the School
Photo by Leo Macias
of Visual Art Students !XJlor with chalk on the 2ndjloor dock ofBrock Hall for the School of Visual Art ana Design
convocation.
·
and Design.

Although~t

Wl\8--a-<lepartrnental
convocation, art majors weren't the only
studen~ attending.
Jacqueline Olivas, a
sophomore ~profit
administration and
developement major,
was one of the students from other departments happy to
help out.
"I really like art, and
it's such a stress reliever," Olivas said. "It
makes you feel good.
It's like exercise."
Every year, the
school has a convocation involving an art
project. Last year, the
school did a-chalk art

project featuring the story of
Creation. A local church used
the artwork for its vacation
Bible school over the summer,
Hasel said.
Randy Craven, dean of the
School of Visual Art and Design, hopes students will be
inspired to see art from a different angle as a result of these
annual convocation projects.
"The goal is always that we
try to help students understand that art can be used in
ways that are a witness, and
that art doesn't have to be
about advertising a product or
sorpething commercial," Craven said.
The fruit of the Spirit, as
found in Galatians 5:2223, is "love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and
self-control."

f
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·Foreign Film series begins
MICHELLE CARMONA
5JAHW.!HR

The Modern
Languages
Department's
foreign
film series begins Thursday at 7 p.m. in Miller Hair
room 201; and will continue
once a month at the same
day and time.
Since the foreign film series
was created, students have
taken advantage of stimulating discussions at the end
of every film, at a convocation pour that is usually
more convenient.
"They are not just films you
watch for fun," said Lorianne
NavaHo, · a junior international business major: "They
are films you watch to learn
something; they are films that
ma)ce you think. The timing of
the films are very convenient
since the mornings for me are
very busy."·
Before each film, light
snacks are provided for the
students. After every movie,
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Universit}r Senate begins new year

a discussion takes place be- BRANDON COBOS
tween Professor Carlos Parra, 5JAHWRmR
Professor Pierre Nzokizwanimana and the students about
Many
students
know
the characters, how they inter- about, or have at least heard
acted with each other, differ- of, the Student Association
ent topics cover:ed in the film Senate. However, when it
and what the audience. gen- comes to the University Senerally liked and did not like ~te, most students are much
about the film.
less aware.
"It was interesting seeThe University Senate, a
ing the different types of ·3o!.. member group comprised
themes and traditions pre- of faculty, full-time staff and
sented in the films," said academic administrators, has
Ingrid Hernandez, a junior a purpose of establishing,
public relations and business amending and reviewing uniadministration major.
versity policy, curriculum and
Not only does this film se- other factors relatiug~ to best
ries offer convocation credit; running the University.
students enrolled in French
Students are also encourclasses with Professor Nzo- aged to communicate their
kizwanimana also receive ideas to the University Senate.
extra credit.
"The students' voice is very
"I think it's favorable for important," said Joe Mocnick,
students, if they have missed director of libraries and this
a quiz or got sick;" said Lay- year's chair-elect.
la Suzuki, a junior nursing . Mocnick encourages stumajor. "Those extra cred- dents to take their ideas to
its can give them a well- those involved with senate or
needed boost."
to the SA senate, whose presi-

dent has a position in the University Senate.
The University Senate's
members arrive at their positions by varying · means.
Twenty of the members are
elected by the University As- .
sembly, the larger body of all
faculty and full-time staff. Five
are in position due to "ex officio"-the position they hold at
Southern. Five are executive .
positions, such as chair and
chair-elect, and are appointed
by nomination and election in
the University Assembly.
·Communication
within
Senate cari sometimes be a
problem. Lorraine Ball, assistant professor of journalism and communication, was
the Senate chair last year.
She feels that Senate could be
better structured to allow for
more efficiency.
"There are no precincts.
The~ not a designated senator for concentration, department or even building." Ball
said. "I think there could be

better communication if there
was an easier way of knowing
who your senator is by a logical structure instead of having
to look that person up online
or in a handbook."
While .there might be some
operational issues, Senate's
purpose still stands. According to the Senate section
of the university employee
handbook, the body exists
·"to bring into close working relationship spokespersons representing the major
interests of segments of the
University Assembly along
with a representative of the
Student Association."
The University Senate meetings, held the second Monday of each month . during
the school year, are open to
all faculty, full-time staff and
students as long as seats are
available.

Southern releases free mobile application
KATIE FREELAND
PHoTo Emma

Southern's website attracts
more than 39,000 people.
Shen Isaac James, eCommunications. manager at Southern, saw this statistic, he
knew there was a need for a
mobile application that would
make it easier for people to
find information.
"We first started talking
about it about a year ago,
when we saw a rising trend
in iPhones and iPod Touches
being used to access the site,"
said James. "We thought it
would be a great way to get
them more information that's
organic to their device."
With features like the dining hall menu, Wi-Fi authen- ·
tication, an event calendar,
and live-streaming of WSMC,
users ha~e found the app extremely useful.
"I like that Southern is making an effort to modernize its
experience for students," said
Kristopher Haughton, a senior
graphic design major.

Currently, iPad app is in the · al~o in the works.
works, specifically with more
"I can't wait for the Anfeatures for visitors to cam~ droid app to come out,"
pus, such as.self-guided tours, said Haughton.
Students appreciate the ease
said James. An Android app is

A student shows off Southern's new mobile app on his iPhone.

of use and how informational
theapp is.
"I use the dining hall app
the most," said Theo Brown, a
senior film production major.

"That thing is fantastic."
Some people have expressed
concern about the safety issues that the directory feature
could cause.
"When the user logs in on
the application, it authentiCates with Southern's website.
Only faculty and students can
see student profiles in the directory," said James, "so that
isn't a security issue."
Since its release, more than
500 people haye downloaded
the app, and it has a four-anda-half star rating in the iTunes
store.
"I'm actually very happy
with this app," wrote one reviewer. "It gives me easy access to things that are kind of a
pain to get to through Safari."
To learn more and download the app, go to southern.
edu/iphone.

-.
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Nursing graduates, students serve overseas
ROCHELLE BANNER
STAFF WRITER

Two nursing alumni have
chosen to do missionary work
in places like Mongolia, Chad
and Brazil, until God leads
them elsewhere.
After
graduating
from
Southern, Beaver and Rebecca
Eller bought an airplane and
headed to Mongolia, unsure of
where funds would come from,
to provide medical evacuation services where the roads
make emergency transport
almost impossible.
"The purpose of our ministry is to reach the people
of Mongolia, first physically,
then
spiritually,"

the Ellers wrote on their
online blog.
Another alumni couple,
Gary and Wendy Rob-

class on campus and was inspired by the personal-stories
of other missionaries.

erts, offer medical care ' '
in a small hospital in
Chad, Africa. They re.
main there even after
the loss of their firstborn son to malaria.
•·
•
Michelle Figueroa,
a nursing graduate
currently seeking h~r
B.S, was in Chad with
the Roberts this past
year as a student missionary. Figueroa says
that Southern's School
of Nursing effectively
"That class really had a huge
promotes service. During her
third year as a nursing student influence on my decision to
she took a missionary nursing be a student missionary,"

The purpose of our
ministry iS tO reach the
people ... first physically,
• • }}
t h en spiritua y

French Senate ·p asses ban on full Muslim veils
PARIS (AP) - The French
Senate on Tuesday overwhelmingly passed a bill banning the burqa-style Islamic
veil on public streets and other
places, a measure that affects
less than 2,000 women but
that has been widely seen as
a symbolic defense of French
values.
The Senate voted 246 to 1 in
favor of the bill in a final step
toward making the ban a law
- though it now must pass
muster with France's constitutional watchdog. The bill
was overwhelmingly passed
in July in the lower house, the
National Assembly.
Many Muslims believe the
legislation is one more blow
to France's No. 2 religion,

Figueroa said.
Southern's School of Nursing does more than just promote
mtsstonary
- work, they take students on short-term
mlSSlOn trips to
wherever medical attention is needed.
Dana Krause, associate professor of
nursing, has chaperoned trips in the U.S.
andothercountries.
During
_spring
break
in
2008,
Krause led about
15 students to Brazil, 450 miles down
'
the ' Amazon
River. Krause
and her students met with
Brad Mills, a Southern nurs-

France's Kenza Drider, wearing a niqab, poses during an interview with the
Associated Press in Avignon. (AP Photo/Claude Paris)

and risks raising the level of the nation's
Islamophobia in a country its secular
where mosques, like syna- ·a notion -of
gogues, are sporadic targets of contrary .to
hate. However, the law's many their faces.
proponents say it will preserve

values, including
foundations and
fraternity that is
those who hide

ing alumnus, and his wife
Lina, who are continuing the
Luzeiro Oight bearer) Pro- .
gram, which consists of boats
traveling the Amazon, giving medical care and spreading the gospel to otherwise
unreached areas.
For a week, Southern nursing students volunteered at
the medical clinic, gave evangelistic meetings and participated in activities with
the Brazilian children such as
gymnastics, swimming and
puppet shows.
"They did so good, . above
and beyond my expectatio):ls,"
Krause said.
Krause plans to take another group of stUdents to Brazil
this year.

Emotional Kanye closes VMAs
· Taylor Swift absolved Kanye
West of last year's onstage sin
with one somber song, and
West, also in song, beat himself up once again over his
misbehavior.
The Swift-West drama took
center stage at Sunday's M1V
Video Music Awards in Los Angeles, with both superstars addressing or dancing around the
incident that won't die.
- Both dramatic performances delivered on pre-show hype
of a Kanye-Taylor sequel and
overshadowed the evening's
other _ moments, including
Lady Gaga's eight-win sweep.
Among her awards was video
of the year for "Bad Romance."
The stage_ for both songs
was set last year, when West

interrupted Swift's acceptance
speech, saying her trophy
should have gone to Beyonce.
While West didn't address
the trophy-gate incident directly onstage, he rapped and
sang a song that mocked the
boorish behavior that has up~
staged his music: "I always
find something wrong; you've
been putting up with my (expletive) for too long," he said,
before launching into the an
unprintable chorus, which included the line: "Let's have a
toast to scumbags."
West was booed by some
members of the audience prior to h1s performance.

Chattanooga utility provides nation's fastest Internet servi~e
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.
Chattanooga's cityowned electrical utility has
started offering an Internet
service that is among the fastest in the world, and it is hoping the move will attract businesses looking to relocate.
The Chattanooga Electric
Power Board's new Fiber Optics network will provide a 1
gigabit-per-second · Internet
service. The -utility said the
service is more than 200. times
faster than the average national download speed today.
At a cost of $350 a month,
it's also much more expensive than the typical residen(AP) -

tial plan. Harold DePriest,
the Chattanooga Electric
Power
Board's
president ·
and CEO, said residential customers don't really
need that Iast a service, but
brl.sinesses might.
He said the high-speed service won't;___be ·costly for EPB
to operate, yet it should put
the Chattanooga community
at the forefront of attracting
businesses - possibly Internet providers - that can benefit from having it.
"Chattanooga represents
the next frontier in communications technology, with
limitless potential for new
applications for education,

entertainment, health care,
industrial development and
more," DePriest said in a
statement.
The Chattanooga utility is
working with telecom equipment maker Alcatel-Lucent
SA on the project.
DePriest said the fast Internet service is immediately
'available.
DePriest said providing the
high-speed Internet service is
part of the utility's $37 million
fiber-optic network venture.
EPB
provides
electricity,
television,
telephone
and Internet· service to more
than 169,000 residents in
a . 6oo . square-:mile area m

southeastem Tennessee and
northwest Georgia.
In a....community with a new
Volkswagen new assembly
plant and the Uni-versity of
Tennessee at Chattanooga's
SimCenter
computational
engineering lab, Mayor Ron
Littlefield said the Internet
service announcement has
helped put Chattanooga "on
the short list of progressive
communities in the world."
"It's a great place to imagine
the future,': Littlefield said at a
news conference Monday.
He said Chattanooga would
"welcome Google or any
other technology company"
that would be interested in

using such a high-speed
Internet system.
Google Inc. earlier announced plans to select one
or more communities for a
1 gigabit network by the endof this year and spokesman
Dan Martin said there _have
been about 1,100 responses.
Martin declined comment
about the planned service by
Chattanooga's EPB.
"We're excited to see enthusiasm for ultra high-speed
broadband," Martin said in an
e-mail - statement. "It's clear
that people across the country are hungry for better and
fa's ter Internet access."

'
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·The God phone booth
back. At first I listened \O the
radio a5 loud as I. could stand
it, but that grew old as com"Go out and talk in your mercials would interrupt and
phone booth," my Mom used "nothing" wpuld be on for
to say to me when the hour minutes on end. I'd, get fruswas getting late and our pa- trated and tum it off.
per-thin walls would tremble
Then, in the silence, God
against the sound of my voice would find me. Or I would find
on the phone. "We can hear
you. We're trying to sleep."
So I would leave my room,
cell phone pinned ·to my
ear, and walk out our gravel
barefootdrive-usually
tomycar.
This was my "phone booth." .
Safe from all prying-or sleeping:-ears.
I still do this at my house
here off of Apison Pike-even
though there's no need. Our
walls are not paper thin and I
have never been chastised for
talking too late or too loud. I
just feel comfortable in my
phone booth-I feel safe. It God. Or both, all at once, in
is there that I have my most peaceful succession. I started
deep, vulnerable and electric reveling in the silence, I startconversations.
ed longing for the silence-beIt is also there that I pray.
cause, in it, I started prayingI used to work 40 minutes to God. Audibly. Out loud.
from my home. I woke up and
I used to wonder what fellow
drove in five days a week-40 . drivers thought when I stopped
minutes there, 40 minutes at traffic lights, because God
ANGELA McPHERSON
REliGION EDITOR

Here is your Friday

AIMEE BURCHARD

l.uour

EDITOR

A lot of things come to mind
upon the · contemplation of
Friday's definition: day of relief due to the coming weekend rest; a sort of breather
fro1p. the week, another day of
work for some, or my favorite
-a day of preparation.
But why do I wait till this
day to prepare for Sabbath?
Sure I'm not off going crazy
during the rest of the week,
but I'm certainly not always
in tune and the room of my
heart is not always as clean as
it should be. I will not pretend
that I am perfect; I am not indebted to the world.
Yet there are times when I
feel I ha,ve a debt, but I amin

the dark as to whom I need to
pay. These are the .days that
come with clouds, covering

single shred of me, what in the
and I would be wrapped up in road trips, especially at night.
But the other day I was sit- world would He do?
full-on conversation. I would
I want . to know. 1 need
talk to Him as if He were sit- ting outside ofThatcher Sou!}l,
ting right next ~o me-or right and I felt an overwhelm- to know.
In that moment, I realabove my Windshield, because ing need to talk to God like
I usually looked up when I I used to-right there in my ized that though I have been
spiritually signed, sealed and
phone biloth.
was speaking.
My hands gestured and
So I laid my head on the delivered to Christ for yearsmy face "expressioned" and , steering ~heel of my Nissan- my emotional heart has not
the car was in park-and I been sold out. .
prayed. I don't even know for
I didn't even make a cogni- .
what-Ijust prayed for Christ. tive choice to "un-sell" it. It
And Christ gave me a thought: got "un-sold" for me. My emoI once heard some evange- · tions just go places before I
. list say-it was a famous one, even know they've gone. My
like Billy Graham or Charles heart can long and strive for
Spurgeon-that when he was 50 things at once-completely
young, he committed to selling devoid of peace. Completely
out completely to Jesus Christ. conflicted. Completely hurting
He said he wondered what and aching and longing.
God would do with someone
This, Jesus said, is not
who wasn't afraid to give him- being sold out-at least
self in his entirety to Christ, to not emotionally.
What would it be like to long
use as He pleased.
Photo illustration by Katie Freeland
And I was struck with a for just one thing? And what if
that one thing was Christ and
longing to do the same.
I would cry or laugh or vent
This longing was new. It Christ alone?
and resent the parking lot at was fresh. It was pounding
If I honestly gave Him every
work when I drove in. "Je- and inflicted and compelling. single shred of me, what in the
sus time" in my phone booth I wanted to sell out to Jesus world would He do?
was the best L'ling about Christ. Again. So completeI want to know. I need
ly that He is the only One I to know.
commuter employment.
I do so much running and
He healed me in those times. see or seek.
The question struck me: striving. It's time to strive for
He spoke to me in those times. I
still do this sort of thing on long If I honestly gave Him every Him. Again.
~

On Fridays I feel most of
the results of this debt lifted.
I remember I need not lean

One who knows and-loves me acter, all because I do not
best. He knows everything . take the time.
about me an~ ·yet I continue
Naturally, one will be drawn
to have love for another who
continually demonstrates love
for them, and thus ~ had been
drawn to claim my love for
Christ. My desire is to continue to know Him better and to
"Share what He has done in my
life with others.
Like preparing on Fridays
for Sabbath, I want to start this
semester with a clean slate, a
clean heart and a realization
·that Christ has _already given
· me the victory, I just have to
go out and claim it.
Like the picture at the top, I
don't want Christ to come and
Photo illustration by Matt Taylor
ask why my house, or heart,
was
clean last week but not
on my o~ ~trength, ,bt~(on .in .a state bereft of knowlthe everlasting . arms . of the . edge concerning His char~ · this one.

~~ lh®l!l~ w~ <S~~@Jj\}
~@J~~ w~~[!{

~~ ~ fNl~iJ !)IJ.
eyes and slowing steps with
threat of failure.
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Fo-o d for thought: what's not working with the cafeteria
KATHRYN MATIENSON
CoNTRIBUTOR

Tuesday afternoon is ticking away and you, have just
finished studying for your Old
Testament quiz.
As you put away your Clear
Word Bible, your stomach lets
out a growl that rivals Asian
the lion. Determined to find
sustenance, you make your
way up the stairs and head towards the cafeteria.
As you reach the first set
of stairs, you glance up at the
menu screen and what you
see stops you in your tracks.
Confused, you shake your
head a~d 1ook again to make
sure that your eyes aren't
playing tricks on you.
For ten minutes, you stare
up at the screen hoping against
hopes that it will change.
Just then your friend Christy
from developmental psychology walks up beside you, and,
before she can say hello, she
notices the befuddled expression on your face. ·

She shoots you a questioning
look, but you cannot find the
words to answer and instead
you raise a shaky hand and
point toward the source of
. your befuddlement.
Christy looks at the screen
and her eyes widen as she
· utters the phrase you've
been thinking since you first
walked in-"What in the world
is Succotash?"
If you are a student at
Southern AdventiSt University, chances are that you
have eaten in. the ~feteria at
least five times. It only takes
that many times for one to
realize that the cafe isn't exactly serving its students. I've
-walked into .fu.e cafeteria hundreds of times only to take
one glance at the hot bars and
walk straight to the sandwich
or salad bar. It's not like I expect to like everything on the
menu, but when I and other
countless students are bypassing the line four times a week,
there's a problem. I know that
we have other options such
as KR's place and the Cam-

pus Kitchen, but who really after month"? Bad!
wants to walk that far every
I would personally appreday? It only takes a couple of - ciate the cafeteria switchmonths into the school year ing things up every once
before campus eating starts ~o and a while. This is my third ·
look pretty grim.
year at Southern, and it sad-.

''

For ten minutes, you
stare up at the screen
hoping against h5)pes
that it will change.
''

Even worse is the fact that
the menu repeats itself constantly. Why do we have to
have pasta day every single
week? Why can't we have
another m~al added to the
Sabbath lunch rotation? Frichick? Good. Lasagna? Good.
Broccoli and · rice casserole?
Good. The same meals month;..

dens me that the menu has
barely changed.
My fellow students and I are
sick of eating the same things
over and over again. I'm not
· saying we should get rid of the
old favorites, but rather they
should be spaced out more so
that we don't get sick of them.
What's my solution to the

lack of student control ov~r the
menu? The cafeteria should
implement an online voting
system where the students
vote every month for their favorite and least favorite meals.
Then, every two months, the
meal that receives the lowest rating must be taken off
the list and replaced with
something new.
Also, whichever committee
chooses the menu should have
some form of student representation. Maybe even start a
taste-testing panel?
I know that the committee members are faced with
budget issues and time constraints, but I don't think that

means the student body's
opinion of food choice should
be left out.
I am not claiming to be an
expert on how to run a cafeteria, or asking for Panera and
Olive Garden to replace pasta
day, I'm just trying to provide
the cafeteria management
· with some food for thought. ·

Bringing together Christ and culture
So as. I pondered these two to BCU, LAC, Asian Club and
points;
culture and worship, I Student Missions, but that is ·
OPINION EDIJDR
began to think of something not nearly enough to fully unOne of the things that I
else: What if worship had a . derstand and appreciate those
love about Southern is its
cultures represented as ·
cultural diversity.
well as the hundreds of
Before coming here as a
other ·cultures that walk
student, I pad no idea what to
the promenade beside
expect culturally. Now in my
you and me each day.
junior year, I can honestly say
We have excellent culthat our campus has a beautitural diversity and excelful array of cultures.
lent worship_ services;
Being from New York City,
putting the tWo together
I grew up around a lot of dif- 'oam~zeme.
would be a great way
ferent cultures, but I've.never . As I think of the culturto further enrich tis as
had that up-close and person- al diversity here, my minQ
Christians and as a culal opportunity until I became also wanders to our worturally diverse campus. ·
a student at Southern.
ship experiences. I absoHow would we even
I have met several people lutely love and appreciate
go about doing this, you
ask? I would suggest gethere over the years from the vespers and church serplaces that I didn't even know vices. The connection between . more cultUral feel to it? What ting in contact with Campus
existed, let alone ever been students and faculty during if, several times throughout the Ministries and finding out
to. I would have never imag- these services makes me feel school year, the student body what time slots are still availined myself being friends the presence of the Holy Spir- got a chan~ to experience the able for student-led worship
with someone who lives in it, and I feel closer to God than way Christ is worshipped else- services this school year. Then,
another country because of ·I could have ever imagined where, and participate in those put together a worship service
the slim chance of ever meet- walking through . the doors worship services?
that represents your culture or
I am well aware of the five- a culture of your choosing, and
ing them in th~ li(eti~e, . of tpe Collegedale Church
had Southern's campus not asa~hman.
weekends per year designated · share it with the student body
DAN1ELLE QUAlLEY

brought us together.
I often find myself attending
the cultural events on campus with wide-eyed wonder
and an empty awaiting
paper plate. I love learning about cultures that I
had limited or no knowledge of before, and the
different languages, costumes, food and cultural
backgrounds of Southem students -never cease

so that we can learn other
ways to worship.
I love learning about new
cultures, and what better way
to do so than ·through worship? I encourage all of us
,this year to share a slice of our
culture With the campus. We
are all one great big family,
and that is all the more rea- son for us to invite each other
to be a part of our individual
cultures, so that we can all
become more unified in the
midst of our diversity.
_ It's a beautiful thing to see
all of God's children coming together, uniting under
Him who created us, so that
we can worship Him with a
song that is composed of our
cultural harmonies. -

.r
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·Editor's
Picks
My favorite albums
right now.
•••••••••••• •••
Jon Foreman
Album: Winter
Genre: Alternative

Florence and the Machine
Album: Lungs
Genre: Indie/Pop
Gungor
Album: Beautiful Things
Genre: Christian/Alternative
TheShapeOfTheEarth
Album: Do I Dare Disturb The
Universe
Genre: Indie/Acoustic
The Format
Album: Interventions + Lullabies
Genre: Indie/Rock

D~A

Namaste: Yoga ju~t got hotter
"Try it and see how 'easy' you
think
it is."
L•usnus Eono•
She also went on to tell me
I have a lot of lazy muscles.
that many athletes are using
yoga as a way to prevent injury
I have no excuse not to use
them, other than having no
andprollideadequateamounts
idea that many of them even
of balance and stretch to their
existed. I definitely
muscles. She said
got a wake up call ,..-----------------------,......,., that at one point
last week.
she was a triathMy trusty comlete, but feels in
panion, Kristina
better shape now
Kyle, and I debecause of the bencided it was time
efits of yoga.
to see what this
Kay emphasized
yoga craze was
the fact that the
hot room helps.-to
all about. I have
stretch and lengthalways pictured
en your muscles
yoga as a bizarre
thing that Scienand joints because
tology people like
the heat loosens
them softly. This
Tom Cruise were
can help any athprobably
really
Oeanna Moor9ete who is having
into: I obviously
had a lot to learn.
with
difficulties
We headed downtown to having such a high tempera- muscles and joints.
"I have a high respect for
North Shore Yoga and partici- ture. Among the list there are
pated in a hot yoga class. Yes, these points: "Enhances va- yoga now." Kristina said
they do have hot yoga classes. sodilation so that more blood once we left the studio. "I
And by hot, I mean 105 de- is delivered to the muscles. have discovered a new form
grees of humid air blowing di- Speeds up the breakdown of exercise."
of .glucose and fatty acids.
We came away from our exrectly on you.
There were about 10 people Makes muscles more elas- perience with a new appreciain our class, some of whom tic, less susceptible to injury. tion for the intensity of yoga
were incredibly experienced. Improves the function of the and also feeling very cleansed
of the impurities in our body.
Kristina and I, on the other nervous system."
hand, were not. But, with or
There are obviously many I would encourage any colwithout experience, one learns misconceptions about yoga; lege student who is up for a
within the first few minutes some being that yoga is a class pretty extreme workout and
what this exercise is all about. for women and that it is a sim- who also needs to lower their
Yoga combines flexibility ple stretching exercise. I asked stress levels, to give yoga a try.
and balance and then throws our instructor, Kay Baker, I definitely realized· that yoga
is not just a trendy way to get
strength training ~ top of about this. ·
that. Your breathing pattern is
"Yoga is stereotyped as in touch with your inner self;
an important element as well.
'you roll around on the floor it is a hard core exercise that
It took Kristina and me humming and chanting.'" leaves. your body feeling rejuabout 20 minutes to get accus- She pointed out laughing. venated and purified.
DEANNA

MooRE

tomed to the heat, and even
then we were still very aware
of how hot the room was. I
have never sweated that much
in my entire life.
On their website, North
Shore Yoga gives reasons for·

Listen to Amr Diab, the father of Mediterranean Music
CuFrON

ScHALLER

CO~WURIITOI

Food for my sister and
me was always different. At
school, we would look in our
lunch bags and see pitted ol-,
ives, falafels, and cannolis.
We would look around and
see the other kids with their
Lunchables and white bread.
We always knew something
was different. My mother
made sure her culture, and all
cultures ,were introduced to
our family. My music tells the
same story.
Amr Diab is an Egyptian
artist who makes great music. I have been listening to

him ever since I can remember. It took a little getting use
to, since his music is only in
Arabic. Great songs from the

The highlight of listening
to Diab was w]Jen I landed
in Egypt and got into the taxi
to ride to our hotel. Our taxi

' ' Listening to him
would n~t only sweetly
serenade your ears, but
also make you a
cultured individual.
"Wayah" CD are "Ilia Habeb"
and "Wayah."
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MooRE

driver spoke a little English,
and we spoke just a little Ara-

hie, thanks to Professor Philip
Saaman. Our taxi driver, not
wanting to make the situation
awkward, asked if we would
like to listen to some music.
I looked through his cassette
tapes and saw Diab. He put
it in the car and the whole
situation changed. Our drive~
took us to meet his family
and have tea.
Amr Diab is a great artist
and his music is not something you will hear on the radio everyday. Listening to him
would not only sweetly serenade your ears, but also make
you a cultured individual.
Who knows, you might even
get free tea out of it.

This
Weekend
Go out on the town and
see the sights.
•••••••••••••••
Chattanooga Symphony
Symphony No. 5 Schubert
and Shostakovich
630 Chestnut St.
Chattanooga, TN
Thursday, Sept. 16, 8 p.m.
$12.50 with student ID
http:/ jwww.chattanoogasymphony.org
Legally Blonde-The Musical
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie Avenue
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Sept. 18. 8-10 p.m.
http:/ jwww.chattanoogafun.
com/events
Walk for Farm Animals
2010

·Ross's Landing Riverfront
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Sept. 19
Registration at 10 a.m.
$15-20 registration fee
http:/ fwww.walkforfarmanimals.org

Chattanooga Market-Cast
Iron Cookin'
First Tennessee Pavilion
1826 Carter St.
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Sept. 19,
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
http:/ jwww.chattanoogamarket.com
Selah in Concert
Collegedale Community
Church
4995 Swinyar Dr.
Collegedale, TN
Sunday, Sept. 19, 6:30 p.m.
$21
http:/ jwww.collegedalecommunitychurch.com
Artist Anne Bagby's 'The
World Within'
River Gallery
400 E. 2nd St.,
Chattanooga TN
Sept.1-30
Free
http:/ jwww.river-gallery.com
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Matt Lein·a rt: from college star to NFL b~st
ANDREW GARCILAW

season for the Cardinals, he
played in 12 games and threw
Ryan Leaf, Charles Rodgers,
for 11 touchdowns and 12 inJaMarcus Russell.
terceptions. He even set a
These names are synrookie record with
onymous with failure;
405 passing yards
in a single game. As
that is the only reason
they are remembered.
far as rookie seasons
Russell was the first
go, Leinart played
pretty well.
overall pick in the
Then, during his
2007 NFL Draft. Leaf
sophomore season
and Rodgers were both
Leinart broke his
second overall picks in
collarbone, effective1998 ru:td 2003 respecly ending his season.
tively. They were desKurt Warner became
tined for greatness, or
so the critics thought.
the C~iils startToday, these three
ing quarter back
players are three .,.of
and remained the
the biggest NFL busts
starter for the next
two seasons.
of all time. Anq forDuring
, that
mer Heisman Trophy
winner Matt .Leinart is
span, the Cardinals
poised to join them.
·
AP Photo by Pat Sullivan were
as successMatt Leinart scratches his head during his .first practice with the Houston Texans Wednesday,
ful as they've ever
On September 4, Sept. 8, 2010, in Houston.
Matt Leinart was cut
;
been. In 2008 they
from the Arizona Cardinals, BCS National Championship.
hind starter Matt Schaub and reached the Super Bowl but
completing the collapse of a
"It was probably one of the backup Dan Orlovsky. If Lein- lost to the Pittsburgh Steelers
once-promising young ca- greatest feelings I've had in my art's lucky, he'll get a chance to 27-23. The following season,
reer. It was the lowest oflows entire life," Leinart told ESPN compete for the backup· spot, the Cardinals advanced to
for Leinart, a low that, six the night he won the Heisman. for whatever it's worth.
the second round of the playFor a former Rose Bowl offs, losing out to the eventual
years ago, was unimaginable.
Six years later, his professionMVP, Orange Bowl MVP Super Bowl Champion New
In 2004, Leinart, then the al career is in disarray.
Cut by the Cardinals, several and Associated Press Player Orleans Saints.
junior star quarterback for the
University of Southern Cali- t~s were found to be inter- of the Year, Leinart is a disIn the offseason, Kurt Warfornia, was awarded the Heis- ested in the former Heisman grace. But where did his ner retired and Matt Leinart
was finally on the brink of
man Trophy, college football's winner. The Houston Texans career go wrong?
most prestigious· award. He were one of those teams, and
During ... Leinart's rookie becoming a full-time startSrous

ED!TOI!

threw for 3,322 yards and 33
touchdowns during his stellar
2004 campaign and led USC
to their second consecutive

signed Leinart to a one-year
deal worth $630,000.
He became the Texans
third string quarterback be-

er. That hope, however, was
short lived.
When coach Ken Whisenhunt named journeyman
Derek Anderson the Cardinals starter in August, Leinart
sounded off.
"I'm frustrated and disappointed."
Leinart
told
the Arizona Republic. "I'm
not really sure what's being
askedofme."
A few days later, Leinart was
without a job. Now, he's the
third string quarterback for
the Hduston Texans. He was
once one of the best college
quarterbacks of all time, but
you wouldn't know it today.
Whether Leinart is too in
love with the Hollywood lifestyle, lacks the work ethic or
just hasn't been given a chance
is up for debate. For some reason, the guy simply can't perform at the highest level.
Sure Leinart may have won
the Heisman, but that doesn't
mean a thing in the NFL. College stars like Reggie Bush,
Vince Young and even Mark
Sanchez have all outplayed
Matt Leinart at the professional level, which goes to
show how tough it really is to
succeed at the highest level.
Just ask JaMarcus Russell;
he'll tell you.

Rumor central: !\nthony, Vikings and. Fernandez
ANDREWGARCILAW

Srou EnnoR

Carmelo Anthony trade
talk heats up
According to an ESPN report, the Chicago Bulls are
interested in trading for
Denver Nuggets superstar
Cannelo Anthony.
Anthony has been offered a
three-year, $65 million extension to stay with Denver _but
reports indicate Carmela has
no interest in resigning with
the Nuggets but would rather
become a free agent at the end
of next season or be traded. A
trade would ensure the Nuggets get something in return
for Anthony's departure.
When asked about his situation Mthony replied, ''I've
been hearing that for five
years. I'm a Denver Nugget.

I'm here, I'm with the Nuggets.
I don't become a .-free agent
until next year, if I decide not
to take that extension."
The 26-year-old forward averaged 28.2 points per game
last season and has averaged
i4.7 points per game over the
course of his career.
Minnesota Vikings to
become the IA Vikings?
An interesting story has
started to develop thanks in
part to a Forbes report stating the Minnesola Vikings
are contemplating a move t o
Los Angeles.
The potential relocation
centers on the Vikings stadium. Team owner Zygi Wilfs
lease on the Metrodome ends
after next season and so far
he'-s been unable to work out a
deal for a new lease.

According to Forbes, "If ·
Wilf does not have an agreement for a new stadium in
Minnesota he will probably
move the franchise to Los
Angeles, where two separate groups want to build
new stadiums. ~
The article stressed that
the Vikings owner "has
been doing everything possible" to keep the team in
Minnesota,
but
that
the process isn't going well.
Boston Celtics interested in Rudy Fernandez
The Boston Celtics have
one roster spot left on their
bench and according to the
Boston Globe, the team is
looking at·fiiling it with either
Portl!ind Trailblazers guard
Rudy Fernandez or ft;ee .ageot
Larry Hughes.

"We're just continuing to
explore available players
and trade possibilities and
see what sort of options are
there," Celtics ·president of
basketball operations Danny
Aing~ told the Boston Globe
a few weeks ago. "There are
some trade discussions that
we're having. I don't know the
likelihood of those happening, but we'll continue to not
rush into something unless it's
something that we're really excited about."
Fernandez is also receiving
interest from the New York
Knicks and Chicago Bulls
and averaged 8.1 points per
game last season. Hughes averaged 9.6 points per game
in 31 games for the Knicks
lastsea§on.

STATLINE

120

The average number of CI>OCUSSion&
' doting !he oou- of an NFL $11ooon,
Mlh one coming aboot
every O(hef game.

714

The t1Utllbe< of fights doting IllS!
year's NHL season Zenon Konopka

led !he leage -

33

142

Number oft"""" Atlanta lltaves

manager Bobbby Cox has been
ejedOO. He iS !he oll-llme ~.

660

The distance In feet of the longest
home run ever hit dun~ an MLB
game, courtesy of M1~ey Mantia.

Days

unt~

the start of the NBA
reoular season
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CAITLYN MAYERS

Confession of a Caucasian·
CAJTLYN MAYERS
HuMOR EorroR

to celebrate and embrace my
own culture too.
What would we do? First
off, I'd call it White Hot Night.
Everyone would wear white
to the party and we'd have
black lights everywhere, that
way I'm not the only one that
glows. No ·dancing would be

I am white. I am not your
typical white, I am translucent
white. I do not tan and you
can see me if the lights are off.
M~ybe that's why I've never
won a game of flashlight tag.
My family is white.
My morn is white andJ''
my dad is white. Mytt
family is predominantly
Irish, with a little British and German thrown
in. When it comes time
00
in the school year for the
"ethnic nights" to begin,
I feel quite left out.
I l6ve celebrating
·
other cultures. I'm a big
fan of the food of other
cultures as well. I have
travelled to many countries allowed because white peoand thoroughly enjoyed im- ple can't dance, and because
mersing myself in new expe- we're Adventists, we don't
"riences, but I'd 1ike a chance

know how to dance. I'd have
tunes pumping from my iPod.
What music? Celine Dion, The
Carpenters, Coldplay, Susan
Boyle and the latest American Idol winner's new album.
We would eat lots of food: vanilla ice cream, vanilla wafers;
crackers, milk, and lots and
lots of mayonnaise. After stuffing our faces,
we'd watch NASCAR
and play board games.
But seriously, why
can't we have a white
club? I'm very sad that

When it COmeS time in
t h e sch 1year £or the
"ethnic nights" to beo-in
there are nights to celo.a. ' ebrate every race but
I feel quite left out. wm
rn.y OWn. Ju.st because I
every tune ~ play
hide n' seek in the snow
doesn't mean I can't
have a party to celebrate my whiteness and the
culture that has helped define
who! am.

THU
Cooler weather: These last few
mornings have been absolutely
fabulous!

Homework: It's the third week
of school and we're already
swamped.

Deparbnent convocations:
Fun and convocation can finally
be used in the same sentence.
Pasta day was cancelled:
because of construction in the·
Presidential Banquet room.
Who uses that room anyway?
Happy hour at KR's: Those
slushes are even more irresistible
at half price.

HUMOR EDITOR'S WARNING:
The Humor editor has determined
that content found in Humor is
strictly humorous in nature and not
necessarily to be taken as truthful
or offensive.
Enjoy only as directed .
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it's a solemn day ...

. . . as we mourn the loss of
the parking space.

New "Joker" release
ANDREA TAYLOR
EDIIQI!

Student Association's Joker
release party, themed Battle
of the Sexes, began shortly after 9 p.m. on Saturday, Aug.
18, at the Iles PE Center.
The night began outside
with hot dogs and root beer
floats. Students then made •
their way inside to participate in a few rounds of tug
of war between the genders;
the guys won.
For the rest of the night,
events were featured on stage
including: a food eating contest, musical performances,
speed dating games, improv
skits and Taboo. The couples from the dating games
were given gift certificates to

various restaurants for their
pending dates.
"I liked how the night started out with an icebreakerthe tug of war," said Woosly

'

likedhow
the night
started out
with an
icebreaker''

Calixte, a junior biology major, "but the improv was my
favorite part."
Concluding the night, the
2010-'11 "Joker" was distributed to students.

Southern to focus on illness prevention
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
•Su.uWaog

Followirlg a year where
sicknesses were common,
University Health Services
has teamed up with the service department in an effort to
fight illness.
The service department has
recently hired some students
to go around campus disinfecting everything that many
people touch including doorknobs, water fountains and
handrails.
"This is a brand new job
that requires a let of self motivation," said Becki Wilson,
office manager at the service
departinent. Wilson believes
that this particular job is one
of the most important around

campus because it protects
the individual health of students and the health of the
campus as a whole.
This effort started when
health services discussed sick. ness prevention methods this
summer. They noticed the
high illness rate last school
year and wanted to do more
to avoid such an outbreak this
school year.
Betty Garver, director of
the University Health Center,
feels that student health has
everything to do with prevention. Sleep ·deprivation, dehydration, unhealthy diet and
stress are the main reasons
students get sick, Garver said.
"We are thrilled to have so
many students," Garver said,
hut with the addition of more
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students comes more risk of
illness.
Students are also happy
about the new efforts to reduce sickness on the campus. Lawrence Spencer, a senior physical therapy major,
was very sick last year at one
point. Spencer says he appreciates Southern's efforts of
keeping the students healthy
and strong to take on the tasks
of the semester.
As ttie disinfection of
Southern's campus is underway, Health Services encourages all students to wash their
hands thoroughly, drink a lot
of water and get plenty of rest
as the winter approaches.

ADVENTIST UNJVERSITY

SEE LIFESYLES PAGE 8
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Local art showcased in Veterans Park

A Word to the Wise

Loving the unlovable
li&..J:III--------Think of
the person
that
you
find most
detestable.
Someone
that pushes
all of your
buttons at
the same time. You know,
that person whose ·very
presence makes your blood
boil. Think about it. You
know them. You loath them.
But, the fact is that your
"great love" for God only
runs as deep as your love
for that person.
C.S. Lewis once said, "To
love at all is to be vulnerable. Love anything, and your
heart will certainly be wrung
and possibly broken. If you
want to make sure of keeping
it intact, you must give your
heart to no one, not even
to an animal.
"Wrap it carefully round
with hobbies and little luxuries; avoid all entanglements; lock it up safe in
the casket or coffin of your
selfishness. But in that casket-safe, dark, motionless,
airless-it will change. It will
not be broken; it will become

AsHLEY WAGNER

unbreakable, impenetrable,
irredeemable. •
Nobody said that loving
would be easy. It takes sweat,
blood and tears. However,
the greatest gift that God has
given us is the power. to love.
The loving heart of Christ
is displayed at • the cross
where God allowed those
whom He loved to hurt Him.

''Nobody said
that loving
would be easy.
It takes sweat,
blood
and tears.

SnuWR!uR

Art created by local students was the centerpiece for
the Arts in the Park Festival on
Sunday, Sept. 12.
The art came from grades
middle school students, with
more than 200 contributions
from 20 schools in the area.
The
Ooltewah ·Collegedale Chamber of Commerce
dreamed up the festival two
years ago as a way to bring
business to the local area, and

· : must have completed the ministerial trainee program, have
worked as an extern in a loThe School of Religion will cal congregation and proven
be recognizing this year's min- themselves both academically
isterial candidates as ready for and spiritually. This year the
school has 24 potential minservice on Sept. 24 and 25.
Students must be in their isterial candidates under consenior year to apply for ad- sideration for recognition.
"It is something of a 'way'
mission into the ministerial
candidate program. They also point, an exclamation point
AsHLEY WAGNER
STAEFW.ma

''

~nothern 2lcccnt

Photo by Marcella Morales
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ANDREA TAYLOR

Southern faculty and staff
from all over campus, along
with their spouses, went on a
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on their academic and spiritual journeys," said Greg King,
dean of the School of Religion.
"It is a time to publically affirm the students' calling from
the Lord to be a minister."
The speaker for this year's
recognition
weekend
is
Charles Bradford, former
president of the North American Division.

Faculty experience Israel trip

"When you come to the word of God, you are not lookilt(for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange

1-\ALEIGH LA!\(:;

is

Ministerial candidates to be affirmed

He is willing to put Himself out there to speak a kind
word to those who speak
gossip about him, to extend
a hand of fello-wShip to the
hand that will slap Him right
back in the face.
The awesomeness of God
is in the fact that He loves the
unlovable and the only way
for others to know this love
is through the way that we
love them. Because, the fact
is, we may be the only Jesus
they will ever see.

MANAGING EDITOR

to celebrate local talent. There the Arts in the Park Festival a
were 50 local vendors selling yearly event. Additional inforhandcrafted goods, photo- mation ean be found at www.
graphs, paintings and food.
artsintheparkfestival.com.
"We want to
celebrate
all
forms of the arts
through this festival," said Suzanne
Burrell,
volunteer coordinator
for the event.
The Ooltewah
Collegedale Chamber of Commerce
The Arts in the Park Festival was
h opes to m ak~ Park on Sept. 12.'

trip to Israel from May 5-18,
lead by Greg King, dean of the
School of Religion.
The trip took the group of
4 7 as far as Masada, the Dead
Sea, Dan, Golan Heights, Golgotha, Bethlehem, Nazareth
and Jerusalem.
"This was a great experience
for me knowing the reality of
the Bible," said Dennis Pettibone, chair of the history
department. "I felt honored
to stand on the ground where
our Savior stood."
The group visited biblical attractions like the valley where
David fought Goliath, two
sites where Jesus was r,eportedly buried, the 2000-year-

old Jericho tree and the
Sea of Galilee.
Faculty from various departments including history
department, School of Religion, School of Journalism &
Communication participated
in the trip.
"The reason for the trip
was to build stronger relationships between Southern
Adventist University employees, and to walk with each
other where Jesus walked,"
said Mary Anne Poulson, office manager of the School of
Religion. "It was an awesome,
unforgettable trip.··

'"

Pastoral candidates interview with conferences
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. Ministerial
capdidates
from the School of Religion
who have been recognized as
ready to serve will be given
their first opportunity on
Sept. 27 and 28.
Representatives from local
conferences will be on campus

to interview candidates for
pastoral positions.
Georgia-Cumberland Conference and Florida Conference will be present. Advehtist Health, who is looking for
chaplains, will also be present.
"It gives the candidates an
opportunity to express their
commitment to their spiritual
gjfts and their calling into i:he

.... '

ministry," said Greg King,
dean of the School of Religion.
Not every candidate will be
chosen for a local conference.
Larger conferences are able
to hire a couple of people every year, King said, while
smaller conferences are only
able to hire when they have a
specific opening.
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Southern plans to expand campus housing
MIA LINDSEY

STAff Wan•

The planning process for
the construction of two new
Southern Village buildings
is underway.
President Gordon Bietz
met with Board of Trustees
Chair Gordon Retzer on Sept.
8 to discuss the development
of the new buildings. The
proposal will be discussed at
the board of trustees meeting next month and is expected to be approved, said
Marty Hamilton, associate
vice president for financial
administration.
Each building will house 34
students, resulting in a maximum number of 68 residents.

The plan is for one of the housing units to be placed at the
end of Timberland Terrace
and the other right at the start
of the street in front of the
parking lot, said Clair Kitson,
director of Plant Services.
The enrollment of undergraduate students at Southern
has increased by JI)ore than 10
percent in the last five years,
according to the records and
advisement uffice, and with
a record high number of 630
freshmen students this year,
the plan to add more housing
is a necessity.
As a resident assistant, Zaire
Burgess-Robinson, a junior
social work major, noticed the
growing number of students in
the dorms this year.

"I saw Southern having a
problem with finding rooms,"
said Burgess-Robinson. "It was
very uncomfortable for several

Both dorms have hired student chaplains as part of a
new ministry. Jolene Shafer, a

Jolene Shafer

sophomore elementary education major, and Jeffrey Harper, a senior theology major,
have step~ up to take the
positions of student chaplain
in the dorms.
"We're providing pastoral
care in the dorms by praying, talking, giving advice and
helping the atmosphere of
the dorm feel more spiritual,"
Shafer said.
At approximately 97 percent
capacity, the dorms are packed
this year with 722 students
in Talge and 752 students in
Thatcher and Thatcher South
and 223 in Southern Village.
With these gr~wing numbers,
there is a greater chance for
students to fall through the
cracks when it comes to meeting spiritual needs.
"We've got to get smaller,"
said Brennon Kirstein, Southern Adventist University chaplain. "We don't want students
to get lost in the numbers. Visitation ministry and prayer is
an attempt to meet that need."
The students are also noticing a difference. Even though
it is a new ministry, students
are enjoying having someone
come right to them, where and
when they need it most.
"I felt like God was in this
ministry," said Janel Tary, a
junior English major. "It was

Designs have already been
drawn and Southern will receive free soil in an agreement with the Tennessee Department of Transportation.
TDOT is currently working on
widening College Drive East,
the part of the road past Collegedale Academy that leads
to Apison Pike. The extra soil
will provide the base area for
the two possible buildings,
Kitson said.
The budgeted amount for
this project is estimated at $2
million. Once approved, construction will start immediately in order to finish in time
for fall 2011.

Markers behind some of the Southern Village apartments
where the new buildings will go.

New student chaplains give spiritual encouragement
EMILY LYNES

RAs who had to have roommates ... but if we continue to
accept students to Southern,
we need space for them to live."

the first time that someone
took the time to knock on my
door like that, it was such a
surprise and a blessing."
The chaplains say they
have already seen a positive reaction from students
willing to help.
In Thatcher, students are
volunteering to be hall chaplains. and spiritual leaders for
fellow peers.
"I think that it's important to get the idea out
that there's a safe environment for students to come
to meet their spiritual and
·e motional needs." said Jocelyn Prado, a junior pastoral care major, one of
the volunteers.
In Talge there is a new student-led prayer meeting startingTuesdaysatg:tsp.m.called
"Unceasing Prayer (UP)."
"Given the fact thatther$ so
many people in the dorms this
year, I'm looking for a committed, spiritual guy on each
hall to be praying and getting
to know people," said Harper.
"There are a lot of guys that
just stay in their rooms. So,
another guy out there praying
would help a lot."

Computing students, faculty begin
$1 OOK project
JACQUI REED
SnFFW.ma

A $1oo,ooo contract is underway at Southern's Center
for Innovation and Research
in Computing (CIRC) for a
Veterans Administration (VA)
software development project.
Compared to the five completed projects last year when
CIRC was established in the
School of Computing, the VA
project is, CIRC's largest venture to date.
The goal of CIRC is to
enhance .student learning
in the School of Computing by engaging students
in real-world research and
development projects.
"It's a place where students
can work and make money
while getting experience to
put OQ a resume," said Richard Halterman, dean of the
School of Computing. "It's a
win-win situation."
The VA project includes
funding for one full-time programmer and one part-time
student programmer. CIRC
currently has two other students working on additional
projects simultaneously.
"We don't want. it to get
too big because it has to
be managed by faculty,"
Halterman said.

In addition to earning a salary and building a resume,
students have the opportunity to apply to be funded for
their own projects. All students and faculty in the School
of Computing are eligible to
complete an application for
grants from CIRC.
This executes several of
CIRC's guiding objectives,
stimulating creativity and innovation through extracurricular projects and enriching
students' educational experience, as outlined on CIRC's
web site. Furthermore, it is
supporting faculty research
and enhancing faculty-student
interaction.
CIRC uses two project funding models. First, CIRC acts
as a s.u b-contractor, billing
an external organization for
the student labor and services
rendered. CIRC . also funds
projects · that are selected
through a grant process during an annual endqwment
distribution like the VA contract. Grant funding for the VA
project will last through April
2011 according to Tyson Hall,
director of CIRC.
Some of CIRC's other endeavors include jobs for
U.S.
Express,
Brighten
Labs and departnients on
Southern's campus.
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Information Systems trying to cut costs
LEoNEL MAciAS
STAFF Wanu

The Information Systems
Department at Southern Adventist University is brainstorming ways to save money.
President Gordon Bietz met
with top staff members from
IS as part of a larger strategy
to find savings in various departments. The meetings did
not bring up many new ideas
but mostly reaffirmed the ones
that IS is already working on.
In a few years, there might
not even be a full fledged com-

puter for every monitor in the
labs. IS is looking into the option of virtualizing computers.
This would eliminate the need
for buying many computers because every workstation would
be running on a server, while
the user experience would be
relatively the same. The staff
is still rrtulling over the decision because of the relatively
low cost of computers.
Another option considered
is switching the entire campus e-mail system to Gmail.
While the larger-than-seven
-gigabyte inboxes and larger

attachment sizes would be
welcomed, the idea was considered and not found to be
feasible because of the costs
and problems of migrating all
accounts to the new sy~>tem.
"There are advantages and
disadvantages," said Henry
Hicks, executive director of
IS. "The problem isn't in being
there, it is in getting there."
The option will be looked at
again in the future.
IS has found that they can
save a substantial amount of
money by buying new computers with a one-year war-

ranty instead of a three-year
warranty because the reliability of the computers is
relatively good.
"We've been using these
computers for two or three
years now and we've h~d
relatively little trouble out of
them," said Mike McClung,
associate director of IS. 'fhis·
saves the school about $100
per computer they buy and
100 to 150 are bought per
year, which translates into a
savings of nearly $15,000.
The upgrade schedule in
the labs is also being changed.

Depending on performance
requirements, lab computers will go from their current
three-year update cycle to a
four or five year cycle. McClung says that the computers
used for heavier duty projects
will probably still be updated
every three years.
"As staff and faculty administration, we are trying to
do everything we can to keep
costs down because we understand it's not easy to go to a
private school." McClung said,
"We are trying to do our part."

Vending machines causing good problems
JESSICA WFAVER
STAFF WRDfl

The vending machines that
are convenient for students
may be a hassle for the Food
Services Department.
Vending machines in three
different locations on Southem's campus have been
equipped with a card swiping
optioQ.. Similar machines have
been in the dorm before, but
they required cash. Now ~tu
dents simply swipe their cards
and the food is paid for by
their meal plan.
"I wouldn't buy from a vending machine unless I could use
my card," said Megan Sutherl~d, junior nonprofit administration and development major.
"I really think it's a good move."

Use of these machines has
increased dramatically since
installing the option to put it
on students' bills, said Sherri
Schoonard, Food Services director. This is causing other
repercussions around campus.
Some of the vending machines are stocked with sandwiches from the Kayak. The
success of the machines is
causing a drop in sandwich
sales, said Kayak Manager
Jerilyn . Pewsey. They are
now in the process of creating new sandwiches because
of the competition from the
vending machines.
Stocking the machines has
also becom~ao issue, Schoonard said. Students in Free
Enterprise (SIFE) had a part
in the planning process for

getting the machines: They
agreed to handle the re-stocking for a percentage of the
profit. They planned to stock
the vending machines every
other day, but food is going
quicker than they originally .
thought. Because of the popularity, the machines need to
be stocked each day and even
twice a day for the vending
machine in Talge.
"We have to keep up faster
than anticipated," said Carrie Harlin, SIFE director. This
caused a need to hire three
new employees to stock the
machines, Harlin said.
Schoonard said that the
need for more employees is
causing a drop in profits, but
profits are not the reason for
having the machines.

Photo by Katie ftoeeland

Jonathan Southerd uses his Southern ID card to purchase a drink from
the vending machine outside of KR's Place.

"They are for convenience
for students," Schoonard
said.
The vending machines are
worth the extra trouble they
are causing, Schoonard said.

"We are trying to make students happy."
Harlin said that plans are
underway to get more vending machines in other areas
around the campus.

College student aids in pastor selection
SUZANNE OcsAI
SuFEW.ma

A Southern Adventist University student will have a
voice in whom the Collegedale
church of Seventh-day Adventists board will choose as the
next senior pastor.
Jason Dedeker, a junior history major and Collegedale
church member, has been a
bo~d member for more than
a year and says that he carries the concerns of students
with him when he enters
board meetings.
"I do "feel like I represent
a different part than the

other [board] members,"
Dedeker said. "We would
want [a pastor] who could
speak to all generations. I
felt Nixon did that well. And
we want to connect with
college students."
Hilary Prandl, a junior mass
communications major, is
glad that there is a college student on the board.
"I think that's wonderful because then he has the perspective of the students," Prandl
said. "Ideally I would want
· [the new pastor] to connect
the school and the church because one of their main audiences is the school."

Prandl said that she feels
having a student on the board
can help the church find the
best senior pastor.
At the same time, Dedeker said . that the board
doesn't want to neglect its
other members.
"Some
[non-collegiate
members] might feel forgotten," Dedeker said, of the high
focus the church places on college students. "I try to keep
both sides in mind because
I'm a member of both."
Dedeker grew up in the
Collegedale church having
been dedicated as a baby and
baptized as a nineth-grader

there. It's also the church
where his mother was baptized as a young person. He
said that he understands what
it is like to be part of the Collegedale church as a non-collegiate member as well as a
collegiate member.
While Dedeker is a college
student and was when he was
nominated to be on the board,
he said that is not the reason
he was voted in.
"I don't feel like I'm a special
member because I'm a college
student," Dedeker said. "I was
chosen because I'm a church
member. I'm ju~t . a .regular
board member and I have a

vote just like everyone else."
Wolf Jedamski, pastoral director of Foreign Mission and
church administrator, said
that board "meetings, which
are open to the church members, are not scheduled while
the board meets to select the
new pastor. During this time
the board is known as the pastoral search committee. These
meetings are closed sessions
because of the sensitivity of
discussion relating to various
pastoral candidates.
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Students needed for weight-loss research

Food Services promotes discounts

AMY VITRANo

JESSICA WEAVER

Suu W.ma

Students who do not exercise regularly or have a highfiber diet, but are interested
in losing weight, have the opportunity to participate in a
research project testing a popular diet this semester:
Harold Mayer, professor in
the School of P .E, Health, and
Wellness, will conduct health
research on students willing
to follow The Full Plate Diet,
a New York Times and USA
Today best-selling diet book.
The diet claims that simply increasing fiber intake will result
in weight loss, according to
fullplatediet.org. Debbie Beihl, a senior physiol9gy major,
will use the research results
for her senior project.
For eight weeks this summer, 44 faculty and community members participated in

the first round of research.
Mayer and a team of students
used the diet and several different lab tests to track the
most effective way to lose
weight. The first group of par- _
ticipants folloWed the diet,
the second group followed the
diet while exercising to bum
calories and the third group
followed the diet while doing
intermittent training.
"If the full plate diet does
-what it claims, it will bring
positive attention to the university, but more..importantly
to how God planned for us to.
live," said Richard Schwarz,
Gym Masters coach who ·
has had weight-lGSs success
with the diet.
The research is cond\Icted in
the Hulsey Wellness Center's
Human Performance Lab.
Equipment in the~ lab provides
Southern with the same capabilities as institutions such as

Florida State University, University of Southern California
and NASA.
"With the lab we can do
anything the big boys can do,"
Mayer said.
Lab tests can determine
factors such as a person's
body fat percentage, the point
where a person stops buming fat during exercise and a
person's resting metabolism.
Community· members must
pay several hundred dollars to
have tests run in the lab, however, students can have tests
run for free.
"We want to help students.
be the healthi~st they can be,"
Mayer said. "The healthier you
are the better student you are."
Individuals. interested in information on participating in
the second round of research
can contact Professor Mayer
at hmayer@southem.edu.

Residence halls packed: campus a full house
JASON UPSON"

IDEE Warna

During the first week of
classes, the housing department faced a considerable
challenge . accommodating
the growing stUdent body as
Southern's enrollment passed
the 3,000 mark, with 16o· additional students more than
last semester's total count,
said Joni Zier, director of the
records and advisement.
Additional beds were not
available until the second
week of the semester. Every
resident assistant . was paired
with a roommate during this
adjustment period, said Jeffery Erhard, associate dean
ofTalge Hall.
"We didn't have any empty beds about a week ago in
Talge or Thatcher. Which is
very, very, very over the top!"
Erhard said. "When you put
people in a residence hall, you
just can't fill every space because some people can't live
with each other."
Talge Hall is currently housing approximately 722 students; a 49-student increase
from last semester's total of
675. Thatcher and Thatclier
South saw a comparable rise

of roughly so students over
last semester, said Dwight
Magers, dean of Talge Hall.
"It shakes out to be over 100
students from last semester."
said Erhard, "Not just in Talge
but all residential housing."
Plans to accommodate any
future increases in enrollment
are. already underway. . Renovations for several apartments
in Southern Village are in the
works, along with plans to
build new buildings. ·
"They're going to do some
renovation ·on Upper State.
Side, Lower State Side and
Virginia apartments," Magers
said. "Then they're probably
· going to build two new Southe:J;"n Village buildings."
· If enrollment rises again for
the .fall 2011 semester, some
junior andsenior students will
be placed in Southern Village,
Magers said.
The amount of students who
registered for classes this semester was unexpected.
"I was expecting roughly 55
to 70 more stUdents. Not 160,"
Magers said.
Despite the unexpected influx of residents, the housing
department saw the scarce ac-:-.
commodations as a good challenge and not a major prob- .

lem, said Erhard.
, The records office also had
one of the smoothest registration periods as most of the
kinks in the online system
·have been worked out. Zier
said that the additional load of
student registrations was not
a problem. For more information see page 2.

STAFF WRITER

Change is happening this
year throughout the cafeteria, Campus Kitchen, KR's·
place and the Kayak. There
are new menus _ and improvements all over the food
service department.
The cafeteria is looking to bake more items on
their menu instead of ti;ied.
They are also trying to use
more fresh foods.
"The salad bar is awesome,"
said James Shoemaker, a junior pre-physical therapy
major, "You can get a million different thi~.that are
good for you." J
The cafeteria is also going to focus on a nationa)
food holiday once a week.
. They will sell certain items
on discount or do something
special to recognize that
national food day.
The cafe celebrated ·1V
Dinner Day on Sept g.
Other national food days
to come iriclude; Chocolate Milk Day, Sept. 27 and
Taco Day on Oct. 4·
Other areas on campus are
t~ng new options as well.
"Ali four _places are doing
different specials at different
times," said Sherri Schoonard,
Food Services director. · ·

Campus Kitchen will be offering breakfast all day on Fridays. They will also offer a free
milkshake sample with the
purchase of certain products.
KR's Place will be selling
s~oothies at half-price on
Thursday from 2-4 p.m. as
their new happy hour special.
The Kayak is in the process
of creating new sandwich options, which will be available
in upcoming months said Jerilyn Pewsly, Kayak Manager.
They also have a smoothie of
the month. This is a tradition
continued from last year after
the November pumpkin pie
smoothie was a hit.
"We are trying to make
food service inore exciting in
all four places," said Schoo. nard. "We're trying tq give
everyone a choice."
Students seem to en. joy the new options in the
Food Services department,
"They do a very good job of
providing us with a variety
of choices," said Josh England, . a freshman general
studies major.
Food Services posts these
changes on their website,
southem.edu/food. They are
also 'available on their Facebook page, or via Southern's
newiPhone application.
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I fear you will see who I really am. I hope that you'll love me anyway.
ANGElA McPHERSON
Rn1c1oN EonoR

'

I have this fear.
This fear and I have gone
head-to-head through long
rounds of tears and prayers,
yet sometimes it still sticks to
me, like silly putty to my brain.
I fear that I am bothering
people just by being me.
I don't know where it comes
from, but it's just something I
know I have to contend with.
The other day I was asked
why certain people hold a special place in my heart.
I said, "They each do something that comforts and speaks
to an tnner fear or vulnerability-something that makes it
go away for a minute."
Saying things like, "I
love you just the way you

with a friend before he left for
a trip. · I loved his company,
though I was sure my appearance must be paining him in
someway.
So, I apologized.
"I'm really sorry. Look at
me. I'm a terrible frump."
He stopped me.
"Don't even worry about it.
That's not even what this is
about. It's about this: us talk-

writes to check in on me. "I
haven't . heard from you in
ages! Tell me about your life in
Angela-style!"
This friend has a life. A busy
life. But this friend still writes
every few months to check in.
When I know someone is actively carving out time for Jl.le,
I feel special.
I have anoth'er friend who
is intent upon askipg ques-

tions. It sounds simple, but
it's a radical concept: to give
of your conversation-time to
make another feel valued.
Saying · 1hings
like,
''You're not bothering
me."
One friend just decided
to peg it in one sentence: "I
don't want you to ever feel as
though you're bothering me by
talking to me or sharing your

ing and having nice conversation. Ilike this."
Suddenly I felt happy just
the way I was. A check-in.
I have another friend who

tions-maybe she's just curious-but she'll ask things and
wait for the answers. Then,
she thinks about the answers,
responds, and asks more ques-

thoughts. You're ·not."·
I had no idea how much I
needed to hear someone say
that until it was said.
Each of these things, in their

are."
I am insecure about my
epidermis. I'll just say it. My
skin isn't the seamless porcelain vibrance that you see in
magazines. I worry about this
due to the aforementioned
deeper worry-the fear I will
disappoint someone just the
way I am.
Once, I woke up straight
from a sleeping bag to visit

own way, addresses a very important part of who I am. The
part which is in repair.
Donald Miller says this is
what it was like to be with
Christ, in "Searching for God
Knows What."
"It must have been wonderful to spend time with Christ,
with Somebody who liked,
you, loved you, believed in
you, and sought a closeness
foreign to skin-bound-man. A
person would feel significant
in His presence...
"It must have been thrilling
to look into the eyes of God
and have Him look back and
communicate that human beings, down to the individual,
are of immense worth and
beauty and worthy of intimacy
with each other and the Godhead...
"If somebody loves us we
will do all kinds of things in
their name, for them, because
of them. They will make us
who weare."
I have no problem searching
for a God like that.

r

Beats: a different perception of judgement
BRUCE PEARSON
CoNullliiDR

.

I've been reading about the
Beats and their Zen-influenced ideas of judgment.
The Beats were individuals
who perceived judgment as a
bad action from one person to
another. Consequently, John
Leland writes in "Hip: The
History" that, "The enlightenment sought by the Beats ...
involved an assumption of forgiveness .... not absolution but
a hard acceptance of themselves as unacceptable."
Leland also writes, "To live
in the present tense is to claim
forgiveness as you go, making
peace with your flaws even as
you erupt in new ones. It is to
live outside of judgment - and
to allow others the same grace.

There are no wounds left by
one's flaws, only new flaws to
replace the old ones. In this
forgiveness l}ip can be both
noble and ennobling."
Jacques Doukhan writes in
"Revelation: The Apocalypse
Through Hebrew Eyes" that
the Hebrew notion of judgment is redemptive. Judgment is vindication. Well,
that's true if you're innocent,
or absolved, but not if you
stand guilty.
I suggest judgment is necessary, and good, because
it requires you to recognize
your flaws. It challenges you
to change, to mature and to
love better. If no one says,
"You're self-destructing," or,
"You're harming your friends
and family," then you can keep
on doing it. When you're con-

fronted with your self, when
Judgment forces you to recognize your wickedness, ·yo~

giveness doesn't mean anything. If there is qothing immoral about being evil, then
there is nothing moral about
being good-nothing objec·tively praiseworthy or advantageous.
If there is nothing wrong
with living "wrong," there is
nothing to be made right; Chuang-tzu would be right when
he says, "Those who would
have... right without its correlative wrong do not understand the principles of the universe." Yet this is absurd. The
Beats devoured themselves.
Their philosophy proved fatal
in their lives.
Ginsberg
followed
his
mother into psychiatric conbecome better (with the aid of finement. Both Kerouac and
our Father).
Burroughs abandoned their
If there is no judgment, for- children. Kerouac had an open

'

I suggest judg-

mentis
necessary, and
good, because
it requires you
to recognize
your flaws.

affair with Neal [Cassady]'s
wife ... There was a murder
and coverup, drug addictions
abounded. They were broken
people who shrunk back from
the discipline of judgmentanq all its benefits-for a comfortable "acceptance of themselves as unacceptable."
Hebrews 12:1o(b), 11 (NIV)
says, "God disciplines us for
our good, that we may share
in His holiness. No discipline
seems pleasant at the tim~,
but painful. Later on, however, it produces a harvest of
righteousness and peace for
those who have been trained
by it."
Judge me, Father. Convict
me of all my wrong, and give
me repentance that I may be
made righteous.

•
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etter to the editor
I was surprised at the article I read in the recent
publication of the Accent
regarding the cafeteria. Not
surprised at what it said, as
I can agree with parts of it.
But I was surprised that afterhaving signs up for a few
weeks now to encourage students to join our Facebook
page for the campus Food
Services that this article toUtlly ignored it.
It has been said that you
can please some of the people
some of the time, but you can
never please all of the people
all of the time. While the author complained about pasta
day, personally pasta day is
the only day I typically eat
at the cafeteria. There are a
variety of tastes on this campus and the cafeteria tries to
provide a variety of meals on
a rotation that will serve a variety of students.
The best way to get involved with the cafeteria and
other food service areas on
campus is to "like" the Face-

book page. While on your
personal Facebook account,
search for Southern Adventist University Dining. Then
click .. like." What difference
does this make? For starters,
it will keep you informed of
the various specials that are
being run by our food senice
areas and how the cafeteria
is trying to ... do interesting
things during the emester
such as.food holidays. Also,
there is a discussion thread if
you have a favorite recipe you
would like to have the cafeteria try out. Remember that
even non-vegetarian recipes
can be altered to be vegetarian. You can even post to the
wall and the cafeteria staff
will bt! able to see your comments and suggestions!
·
I
You have a voice! Be heard
by joining the Facebook community and "liking" Southern
Adventist University Dining!
.-Natalie Stark,
Food • Services
relations manager

Letter from the editor
Dear Natalie,
Thank you so much for
sending us this letter. Neither the author nor I had ever
seen· the signs posted about
the Facebook page; maybe
posting some more signs
might inform more students
of the opportunity to share
their voices.

I am sure that we as students are pleased to know
now that there is a way for us
to have some input about the
cafeteria menu,. and we appreciate the hard work of our
cafeteria staff.
I hope that after this information, the students and
food services w111 work closer

together in a relationship
that is sure to satisfy everyone's tastes.
-Danielle Quailey

CHINA. KITCHEN
9 4 08 A PI SON PI K~ . SUIT( A3
OOLHW A.H, TN 37)6)
FO U"- COI'-.NE"-1
M ON DAY· SUNDA Y II ,lo..M • 10 30 PM

423.396.9898
PICKUP- 10% DISCOUNT WITH SAV ID
DELIYE"-Y- F"-EE DELIYE"-Y ON CA.MPUS
OVE~ $tO PU~SCHA.SE

Internet

Love-hard to find, -wotth the -wait
ROCHELLE BANNER
COHD!IIUJDI!

Abraham Maslow, a famous
psychologist, defines love as
"belonging." He says that it is
the third most important thing
humans need. Love is ranked
directly behind our safety and
shelter, after our need for food
and water.
However, as college students, we are determined to

assert our individuality and
independence. But, let's be
bonest-no matter how strong
or independent we are, it is
always nice to have someone
who loves and supports us.
People were meant to enjoy
the feeling of being embraced,
as well as loving and being
loved in return.
We all need someone wh6,
unlike the rest of the world,
is not always against us. We

all want someone whom
we can confide in, but most
importantly someone who
~ows all of our strengths
and weaknesses and still loves
}IS anyway.
The desire to be in a relationship is evident, especially
as the seasons change. As
the weather becomes colder
outside, you begin to feel the
coldness of being alone on the
inside. Even those who feel
content
with being single often feel jealous
on days when
couples
seem
to flaunt themselves as a way to
mock them for
their singleness.
Even worse is
the awkwardness, and in
some cases the
discontent, of
hearing friends
speak of their
"significant other." The worst
feeling of all is

when your closest friends begin getting into relationships
and there you stand, alone.

not always going to be pelfect,
but most things that are worth
fighting for aren't perfect, and
that is why you fight for them.
If you find someone who
... .if you are only
will stay with you through
whatever life throws your way,
living for yourself,
then
they are worth keepthen are you really
ing. A relationship should be
living?
both balanced and honest;
when this is the case you will
Of course, there is more to a be able to weather the storm
relationship than being loved; because you have built a
witli the joys of a relationship strong foundation.
come responsibilities too, but.
Love is a part of our lives. It
the good outweighs the bad.
is not something we find after
A good relationship offers we have established ourselves
you all the wonderful things of in society, rather, it happens
friendship, but with a special when we least expect it. When
closeness. A good relation- you do find love, you will find
ship will teach you to work as so much more than you had
a team, making both people hopedto gain.
think beyond just themselves.
For love cannot be meaSometimes, the reality of a sured, neither can the value of
relationship is that person- someone who has been with
alities will collide. However, you from the beginning and is
if you are only living for your- willing to stick it out until the
self, then are you really living? end. It may be a hard thing to
Relationships are about admit, and maybe some of us
learning to live with the good never will, but the truth is no
of another person as well as matter how much we try to
the bad. Your relationship is run, love eventually finds us.

''
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Seven stress-busters for your week
hmurEono•

T

Some days, it's as though
the alarm clock is incessantly
beeping in your ear, as though
you're hitting snooze every
ten minutes. You're sitting
in class, nodding off and trying not to drool on your arm.
You're running out the door
and realize you're still in your
pajamas. Or my favorite: Eating completely slips your
mind until you've passed outalongside the promenade.
Stress: A natural part of life;
too much of it and suddenly
you're standing in your own
self-constructed pile.
If you've experienced any
of the above, or have lately
dreamed that you're falling or
wake up in a sweat, this article
is for you. Remember, your
body is not bionic-without
care and rest, you will putter out and sink. Who says
you don't have time to enjoy
life? Try some stress relievers
this fall:
1. Enjoy the outdoors.
Take a walk, feed the ducks,
play some tennis or plan a
picnic. Regardless of what
you're doing, remember to
BREATHE while you're out in
the fresh air. Filling your I ungs
with oxygen combats stress

and gives you energy.
2. Grooveshark. Listen,
all you Pandora fans. Yes, I
was one of you once, but no
more because of grooveshark.
Dance for joy because now
you can play all your favorite
songs, manage your own playlists and replay songs or even
start them in the middle. And
my favorite part is NO COMMERCIALS. Visit www.listen.
grooveshark.com to begin
your free account.

3· Create something.
"Just create something ... new,
and there it is, and it's you, out
in the world, outside of you
and you can look at it, or hear
it, or read it, or feel it ... and
you know a little more about ...

you. A little bit more than anyone else does ... " said Holly
Kennedy in "P.S. I love you"
Bake something, make a
taco, fix something, brainstorm, paint, journal, even
·create laughter-it will make
you live longer!
4. Do some card.io. But if
you don't enjoy running, don't
run. Find something that
you enjoy and exercise will
become fun. Try one of the.
Hulsey's many exercise class-

es. I've been enjoying the cycling classes. I can't walk right
now, but my legs are going to
thank me later.
5· Enjoy good food. Delicacies are everywhere and
there is no excuse not to en-

This

joy something other than the
cafeteria. Here are some food
genres along with a local restaurant to match. Puruse this
list of three to try them!
Indian: The Curry PotFantastic lunch buffet.
Sandwiches: The Yellow Deli-the perfect college atmosphere and open
24/5. Sunday 5 p.m. thru
Friday 5 p.m.
Italian: Carrabba's Italian
Grill-blows Olive Garden out
of the water and has a better
date environment.
6. Enjoy good spiritual
food. Spend time in the Word
or start a prayer journal. Books
I've enjoyed include "The Four
Loves" by C.S. Lewis, "Blue
Like Jazz" by Donald Miller
and "The Naked Soul" by Tim
Alan Gardner.
7· Do one thing you love
every day. Take a break from
the grind for at least 10 minutes to clear your mind.
8. Be Positive. When
you're tempted to be negative
count out five of your blessings and watch in wonder as
your stress melts away.
It is not just surviVing life
that defines living; those who
thrive in life truly live.

Music review: Dave Barnes, hunk of a magic maker
JANAMILES
CONJ81811JQR

I've never thought of myself
as the crazed fan type. Well,
except for that one time, that
trying-to-jump-over-peopleto-touch-Josh-Groban time.
But that was four years ago.
I was in high school. I'm
now a "sophisticated" junior
in college.
I went' to another concert · recently and afterwards I thought to myself,
"I just calmly enjoyed two
hours of wonderful music,
and now I will calmly meet
the man who provided this
soul-shifting experience."
But when that adorable
hunk of a magic maker was
breathing the same air as me,
my body jumped into crazed
fan mode: heart beating like
a humming bird on drugs,
sweating in weird places,
and stuttering all over myself. I was a quivering mess

because I was .abalt to meet
Dave Barnes.
Dave Barnes is a musician
that can't seem to fit into one
genre. Sometimes he's acoustic, sometimes he's blues,
sometimes he's Christian, just
to name a few. But whatever
he tries, he does impeccably.
His soulful voice fits perfectly with any type of song.
His lyrics are always unique,
thought-provoking and relatable. His love songs are spoton, with the ability to make
any girl wish she had a time
machine to prevent him from
marrying his wife four years
ago. I often wish I had such a
device, but then I also think he
wouldn't be as good at writing songs if he didn't have his
own love story.
My friend Danielle introduced me to Dave Barnes one
night last spring, and I immediately bought all of his music
on iTunes -five CDs (the sixth
one hadn't come out quite yet).

This is an impulse I usually try
to avoid as a paycheck-to-paycheck student, but I have never regretted it for a second. He
has a song for every occasion.
Every time I listen, it makes
my heart happier.

''

His love songs are
spot-on, with the ability
to make any girl wish
she had a time machine
to prevent him from
marrying his wife four
years ago.

I got to see Dave Barnes live
for the first time in Knoxville
andl fell in love all over again.
He is even more magical on
stage, which is the ultimate
test of a true musician. He was
fantastically funny, making

us explode with laughter. The
only serious moments were
while he was singing, but every moment in between had
us in stitches.
Afterward, we stuck around
with some other fans, hoping
that he would come out. Right
before we lost hope, one of the
stagehands told us to go out to
the lobby and he would bring
Dave out. And here is where I
became a quivering mess.
My heart was racing, which
is dangerous because I have a
heart condition, but we made
it through autographs and a
picture without any accidents,
urinary or otherwise. Then we
went outside and screamed.
And got in the car and
screamed because this man
is truly gifted. I honestly feel
blessed because he has shared
his gifts with the world.

. ....

Weekend
If your looking to get
out of your room this
· weekend, check out
some of these options
••••••••• •• ••••
Free Park Entrance at
Point Park- Public Lands
Day
Point Park- Lookout
Mountain
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday,Sept.25
Free
The Fantasticks
Chattanooga Theatre Centre
400 River Street
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Sept. 25,8-10 p.m.
$10-$25
http:/ fwww.theatrecentre.
com/
HyperlliteSkyhoundz
World Canine Disc Championship
AT&T Field
201 Power Alley
Chattanooga, TN
Sept. 25-26, 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Free
http:/ /www.hyperflite.com/
AEC CultureFest
Chattanooga Market
1826 Carter Street
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Sept. 26, 11 a.m.-4
p.m.
Free
http:/ /www.chattanoogamarket.com/
The Music Man
The Strand Theatre
117 North Park Square
Marietta, GA
Sunday, Sept. 26, 2 p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ fwww.earlsmithstrand.
org/
Sara Groves Concert
Calvary Chapel
3415 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Sept. 26, 7 p.m.
$12 in advance, $15 at door
http:/ fwww.saragroves.com/
concerts/
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Coming down the stretch
ANDREW GARCILAZO

5roas EDDD!t

For baseball fans this is one
of the best and worst times of
the year.
The excitement of the playoffs is just a few· days away,
and if you're lucky enough
to be a fan of the New York
Yankees or Tampa Bay
Rays, the season is about to
get interesting.
For others, your team has
battled all year long for a
chance to play in October.
Of the 10 teams currently in
contention, only eight will
advance to the playoffs. Two
teams will endure the heartbreak of a season lost during
the final days of play.
Then there are the teams
that never had a chance to
begin with. Case-in-point: the
Pittsburgh Pirates. As of Sept.
16 the Pirates won 47 games
and lost 97, earning them the
worst record in all of baseball.
For fans in Pittsburgh, the last
week of September is a merciful end to a painful season.

Like the Pirates, 20 teams
are now playing for pride
alone. In fact, of the six divisions in baseball, only threethe NL East, the NL West
and the AL East-remain
up for grabs.
In the NL East, The Philadelphia Phillies are clinging onto first place. With a
three-game lea~d over the
Atlanta Braves, the Phillies are on the verge of winning their fourth consecutive
NL East title.
"Every game counts," Phillies outfielder Shane Victorino
told MLB.com. "That's the
bottom line."
In the NL West, the San Diego Padres have let their onceformidable lead slip away.
Now, with just a half game lead
heading into the weekend, the
Padres must hold off both
the"San Francisco Giants and
the surging Colorado Rockies. Any game won or lost for
any team can make or break
their seasons.

Softball midseason in review
In the AL East, two teams
have emerged as the favorites-The New York Yankees
and the Tampa Bay Rays.
Bot"Jl teams have had the best
record in the majors at one
point during the season, and
both have at least one player
in the top 10 in home runs
and RBis-Carlos Pena and
Evan Longoria for Tampa
Bay and Mark Teixeira and
Alex Rodriguez for NY.
As such, the Yankees and
Rays firmly hold the two playoff spots available. The Boston
Red Sox are not expected to be
a factor going into the season's
final week, leaving the division and wild card berths for
the Yankees and Rays. Likely,
who has won which won't be
known until the last few games
of the season. ·
The Minnesota Twins, Texas Rangers, and Cincinnati
Reds safely lead the remaining
divisions and all are expected
to make the playoffs. For the
22 teams that don't, there's always next year.

Who is more hated, Kobe or LeBron?
ANDREW GARCILAZO

SrollS Eouoa

A few months ago, LeBron
James was one of the most celebrated men in the NBA. Then
came his move to Miami and
LeBron went from hero to villain seemingly overnight.
According to the Q Score,
which was released by CNBC,
39 percent of those polled
view LeBron in an unfavorable
manner. This number is a 77
percent increase from January's numbers, when moi:e
people liked LeBron than
disliked him.
Now, only 14 percent have
a positive view of the reigning NBA MVP, a mfinber
that seems to be the outcome of James' signing with
the Miami Heat-and his ridiculous one hour decision
special on ESPN.
Despite all that, the most
hated man in the NBA is still
Kobe Bryant. Forty percent
of those polled dislike Kobe,
even though he just won his
fifth and second consecutive,

NBA Championship.
The average sports personality has a 24 percent "hate"
score. When compared, this
highlighting the hatred fans
feel towards the two NBA superstars when compared.
For Kobe, who was accused
of sexual assault in 2003,
there's not much left he can do
to heal his relationship with
the public. After wipning an
Olympic Gold Medal and two
consecutive NBA titl~, most
still hate Kobe, which bbdes
ill for LeBron.
lq January of 2010, well
before "The Decision," only
24 percent of people disliked
LeBron. With more people actually likeing LeBron than disliking him. After taking his talents to south beach, however,
everything changea.
Now, in the Q Score's list of
most disliked sports personalities, only Michael Vick, Tiger
Woods, TerreU Owens, Chad
Ochocinco and Kobe Bryant
outrank LeBron.

ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPOU$

EDIJQR

With the softball season in
full swing, teams have had
more than two weeks to show
what they're made of. Several
teams have emerged as favorites with impressive stats
all around.
In Men's Division A, Team
Fresco and Havoc look to be
the teams to beat. At the end of
week nyo, both had outscored
their opponents by 35 runs
or more, easily tops in Division A. The team with the next
highest score only had a run
differential of 14.
In Ladies Division A, No
Fear pulled ahead of the pack.
They were undefeated heading
into the third week of play and
had a run differential of over
27, the highest in their division. The Heartbreakers and
Ballistic Bombshells also continued to hang tough behind
frontrunner No Fear.
"The games were a little intense," said Jeanna Stewart,

a junior elementary education major, who plays for the
Heartbreakers, "but I made
it home a couple of times. I
had a blast. I love my team, go
Heartbreakers!"
In Men's Division B North
and South, Pants on the
Mound (B South) only surrendered 11 runs to their opponents while scoring 45 runs of
their own. By the end of week
two, they were undefeated.
Dollar Zone (B South) also
looked to be a formidable opponent. They too were undefeated after two weeks and had
a run differential of 40 while
only allowing 14 runs.
Finally, In Ladies Division
B North and South, The Runs,
Knee Highs and BLAZN have
all established themselves as
solid teams. The Runs and
Knee Highs (B South) were
possibly the most impressive
Division B teams during the
first half of the season, with
impressive run differential totals of more than 28 runs each.

OP.eration
STATLINE

23
The longest hitting streak of
the year (Josh Hamilton of
the Texas Rangers).

146
The average number of
pitc~es thrown during a
major league
baseball game.

16
The number of times a
member of the Washington
Nationals has been ejected
this season. They lead the
.majors in ejections.

227

The number of home "runs
hit by the Toronto Blue Jays
this season as of Sept. 17,
which leads the majors.
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Worship, Lunch, Community
Outreach, 8e Evangelism
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sabbath, Sept. 25

1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Wright Hall @9 a.m.
For Transportation to
,t; Atlanta North Church
:5 Arrive Back@ 7:30p.m.
~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ Pastor Joe Cirigliano
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CAITLYN MAYERS

The promenade
who had marinated in Hoilister
perfume that morning.
HuMOR En!TQR
Yes, perfume. I have nothI do not do much walking. ing against Hollister, just the
As an art major, most, if n o t ' '
all, -of my classes are in Brock
Hall. However, this semester
is slightly different. I am taking somewhere in the 12-16
hour bracket load and most
of my classes are generals. I
have classes in Hulsey, Hackman, Mabel Wood and Brock,
and this semester I am spending a lot of time walking from
'place to place.
This time spent hustling
from class to class is a time for
thought and reflection. Sometimes. Most of the time I am
people-watching. Sometimes
I see people I know and wave
or say something to them, but, people that smell as strongly
' '
as the store. It was all I could
most often I just observe.
I am overly sensitive to do to walk behind him.
fragrances. The other day I
That same day I overheard
was walking to Brock and I two guys talking about the
was stuck behind this one kid recent fire drill. This quote
CAITLYN MAYERS

I always

have the urge
to shove that
stick between
the spokes of
people riding
bikes.

is verbatim: "I don't understand why we have to leave
the building during a fire. Why
don't they just let us go into
the bathrooms and turn the
water on." I am serious, this is
exactly what the guy said.
If you ever see someone
walking around with a broom
handle, that's going to be
me. I always have the urge to
shove that stic~ between the
spokes of people riding bikes.
Additionally, I also want to
shove long-boarders off their
boards when they come up
behind me.
As you can see, I am thoroughly enjoying my walking
time, and will now take this
time to encourage you to get
out and walk. Next time you
do, pay attention to your surroundings, listen in on others' conversations. You'll be
glad you did.

THUMBS dup

wn

It's Thursday: which means
it's almost the weekend.
KR.'s playing Jack
Johnson's album: for the
26,593rd time this semester.

4 weeks : until Midterm break

Help save space; get a vespers date
SuZANNE OcsAI ·
CONDIBIITQR

Tired of not finding your
perfect pew during vespers?
Perhaps it's because you're
not attending with your perfect match.
Authorities state that if

more students would go with
vespers dates it would help
save an average of three inches
per every two people.
Studies from the Pew Research Foundation* agree
when showing that vespers
daters who sit closer make
more space available for other

attendees, classified as nonvespers daters.
With enrollment at a record
high this year, school officials
are looking for new and creative ways to utilize space.
They recommend you do your
part as well.**

4 WEEKS UNTIL
MIDTERMS!:
AAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH!

SOAP : Southern providing

awesome outdoor excursions for
awesome prices. Thanks SOAP!

*Not connected with the Pew Research Center.
**Actual school officials were not contacted during the writing of this article.

Rounding a'bout:
It's a yield sign, not a stop sign.

RUMOR. EDITOR'S W~G:
The Humor editor has determined that
content found in the hUJDOl' page is strictly
humorous in nature and not necessarily to
be taken as truthful or offensive.

lAC celebrates culture
It then contin·ued with dances
that represented
Thelles P.E. Center opened countries like Coat 9 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. lombia,
Puerto
25 for a "Carnaval" themed
Rico, Nicaragua,
Latin American Club Night.
Spain, Dominican
Once students entered the Republic,
Ecuagym they had the chance to dor, and a muparticipate in many Latin sic performance
American-based
activities. · from Mexico. The
Games from pingpong to hu- night ended with
man foosball were played on the last dance
different cornerS of the gym.
and the hosts
Tables were set up where thanked students
students could get their fac- for attending.
es painted, make their own
Hannah Thompmasks or play games like son,
freshman
dominoes and Uno. Students marketing major,
could also get their picture said her favorite
taken while wearing Latino parts of the night
clothing or sticking their were the dances
faces in scenes from Latin because she got to
America.
see all the differIngrid Hernandez, a ju- ent cultures. Thompson parnior public relations and ticipated in one of the dances
business administration ma- and said she had a great time.
jor, really enjoyed the way
"It was a new and exciting
the gym was decorated with experience that I won't forstreamers, flags and booths get," Thompson said. "I was
that
represented
many nervous at first but it was reLatin countries.
ally, really fun and I'm really
"I absolutely love the glad that I did it."
colors of LAC night," HerThe "Carnaval", Spanish
nandez said. "I think the for carnival, theme was about
carnaval theme is very rep- wanting to show how each
resentative of our culture." country celebrates its own
Around 10 p.m., students culture, while making stuwere ushered to the bleach- dents feel like they were part
ers where they were wel- of a real festival, said Nicole
comed by the hosts for the Garcia, a junior public relaevening, Larry MedinaJ a tions major and LAC presisenior nursing major, and dent.
Katherine Wilson, senior inGarcia said the club hopes
ternational studies and pub- to do a smaller cultural showlic relations major. Medina case second semester that
and Wilson spoke with Span- will focus more on the music
ish accents to set the mood of Latino cultures.
and even spoke some words
Go· to aceent.southern.
in Spanish.
edu to view a news video
The show began with Am- clip about the event.
ber Arthur, sophmore nursr
ing major and Gym-Master,
performing on the silks.
RAQUELLEvY

;:uSI(AJAFtJ:.F__.W11Rwmli:IL•--------,-

Students perform an Ecuadorian dance at LAC Night on Saturday evening, September 25.

Days·nrimbered for Hickman greenhouse
ANDREW GARCILAW
SwFWiml

... and the. excess water leaked
into the physics and engi-

Water leakage, mold and
mildew are forcing the biology department to remove
their; .greenhouse from the
Hickman Science Center.
Theprojectiscurrentlyup
for bid to various contractors
and construction should begin in a few weeks.
Built in 1<)96, the greenhouse has been unusable
for the past two years. The
problems began when the
rubber seals in the glass
shell of the greenhouse deteriorated, allowing water
to freely flow into the structure, said Clair Kitson, plant
services director.
The drains in the greenhouse floor were unable to
handle the additional flow
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The library
may be 40 years
old, but it's still
happening ' ,.
SEE NEWS PAGE 3

'~e
want you·
to thinK it [the

greenhouse] was
never there,"
Hamilton said.

''

neering department on the
floor below.
1"
A temporacy caulking fix
haS"kept the greenhouse from
future lea],cs as it aWaits construction"" Kitson said. Once
the project goes through the
bidding process, it will take
another three'to four months
until completion.
An estimated $150,000 is
expected to be put into the

removal, said Marty Hamilton, Southern's associate
vice president for financial
administration.
Hamilton '
said the project has been in
the works for more than five
years, but has never been a
top priority for the school.
When finished, a new room
will fill the s~ce the greenhouse once held: One of the
challenges this brings is for
the exterior of the newly rebuilt structure to look exactly
like the rest of Hickman.
"We want you to think it
[the gfeenhouse] was never
there," Hamilton said.
To do this, the outer glass
shell of the greenhouse must
I>e replaced with metal roof
roclC However, since the
shell is made out of glass, a
steel support structure must
continue.) on pg. 5
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A Word to the Wise

Collegedale K-9 Unit trains new narcotics dog

Exceedingly, abundantly, above all

BRANDON CoBOS
SnEFWamR

BRIAN NYAMWANGE
and that [you] might have
;aSAI!II..JI:Pwfw»Mr:Dli
. .IIIL-----~---- it more abundantly." John
10:10b (NLT).
He isn't asking you to enWhat if
you could ter for a chance to win His
go to heav- love. All you have to do is
en and you read the Word, know the Auwould have thor and tum your heart in
all of your with HiS name on it. It might
friends, all not seem that simple, ..but
your fam- God has promised to finish
ily, boundless resources and unlimited
time to do all your recreation
activities, but God wasn't
there. Would you still want
togo?
Heaven has been given as
an incentive for those who
follow after Christ, but the
King is the thing.
"To the believer, Christ is
the resurrection and the life.
In our Saviour, the life that
was lost through sin is re- the work that He has started
stored," Ellen White wrote in in you.
Wanting a nice car, beau"The Desire of Ages."
Life is full of chills and tiful house and 2.5 kids isn't
thrills that may seem fulfill- wrong, but they shouldn't
ing, but if we're being honest, eclipse your love for Jesus.
As Saint Augustine once
they are really temporary. My
argument is simple-Jesus is said, "Christ is not valued at
better! He is more beautiful all, unless He is valued above
and more awesome. He is all."
exceedingly and abundantly
above all you could ever ask
or think.
Jesus says, "I have come
that [you] might have life,

''

Christ is
not valued
at all, unless
He is valued
above all.

''

"When you come to the word of God. you ~t looking for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange
'
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The
Collegedale
Police Department's K9 unit
has a new trainee for its
narcotics division.
Kugar, a Belgian Malinois, is
being transferred from explosives to narcotics detection,
Cpl. David Holloway said.
The training, which Holloway said typically takes 16 to
18 weeks, will most likely be
considerably shorter because
the dog has already been
trained in another field.

Collegedale's K9 unit is job, and that's what they're
frequently called out to vari- here for."
ous cases and not just in Collegedale. The unit works with
K9 units in Chattanooga, East
Ridge and Red Bank.
"When East Ridge needs another dog, we send a unit over
there," Holloway said. "When
we need assistance, we can
ask Red Bank for a dog. We all .
help each other out."
Holloway also said that the
K9 units are not as ominous as
they appear to be.
Photo by Katie Freeland
"K9 units do not entail
Kugar is currently in training with
'mean' dogs, but they have a
the Collegedale police.

SIFE to sell food at All-night Softball
JESSICA WEAVER
STAFF Wann

··.

Southern's Students In Free
Enterprise (SIFE) team will be
running a concession stand at
An-night Softball on Oct. 2 to
fundraise for their organization department.
SIFE will be selling bean burritos from Taco Bell, a variety
of pizzas from Papa John's and
rice lo mein and egg rolls from
China Kitchen. Students will
also be able to purchase snacks
such as water, soda, Gatorade,
hot cocoa, nachos, popcorn, ice
cream and candy bars, Kayce
Foote said, SIFE's public relations coordinator.
SIFE decided to sell food

after Mike Boyd, who coordinates Southern's intramurals
program, expressed concerns
about students driving into
town at late hours. SIFE also
said that students might enjoy the convenience of buying
food from such a close proximity during games.

SIFE will be selling the food
from the building between
fields one and two. They will
be open from 8:30 p.m. until
3:00 a.m. depending on how
well things are selling. Students must use cash to purchase items; ID cards will not
be accepted.
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Library Celebrates 40th. anniversary with 2 events
INGRID HERNANDEZ
§DFEW.IH8

McKee Library celebrated
its 40th anniversary with.two
special events: a lecture from
renowned illustrator Barry
Moser on Sept. 23 and a 1970Sthemed party on Sept. 24.
The lecture was planned
with community guests in
mind. It was an event where
McKee Library was able to
honor its named donors, the
McKee family. Barry Moser's
work has been hanging in the
library since early September
and will remain on display for
the rest of the semester.
"Barry Moser comes from
a conservative Christian heritage," said Joe Mocnik, director of libraries. "We wanted to
bring him not only to celebrate
our 40 years, but also to engage the community more."
The event was open to any

student or communi!}' guest
who was interested in attending the lecture. The library
has a DVD on Barry Moser's
work and is planning to have
it playing in the Knowledge
Commons room for those who

CoUR1NEY CtriTER

Country, blues and ragtime
guitar artist Ernie Hawkins
visited Southern on Tuesday,
Sept. 21 to give the students,
faculty and community a taste
of an unfamiliar music genre.
Few hands were raised when
Ernie asked if any were familiar with ragtime guitar. As the
reflection from Hawkins' guitar bounced across the walls in
the dark auditorium, his first
song "Whatcha Gonna Do" let
many in the audience receive
their first impression of true
bluegrass roots.
Hawkins played many cover
songs from a variety of ragtime artists who use Piedmont
style an alternating finger
picking technique simultaneously played with a melody on
the treble strings.
The audience eagerly interacted with Ernie on a handful
of his songs. Many clapped
along with the beat and sang
the catchy choruses.
"Now that I know you like
to sing, maybe we'll do some-

their own shirts to the sound years old, but it's still happenof '70s music.
ing. People can't even tell it's
"It was a pretty good tum- that old."
For refreshments, the liout for being Friday," said
Shelby Mixon, senior business • brary served Tang and Little
administration and marketing Debbie snacks. The 1000 Litmajor. "The library may be 40 tle Debbie snacks were a donation from McKee Foods.
"We're the ~nly building
that has the name [McKee],"
said Katie McGrath, reference
librarian. "The family is a supporter, but McKee Foods donates separately as well."
According to McKee Library
Year in Review, circulation
for books and media is more
than 22,000 and database
downloads have surpassed
300,000. The latest significant donation was the Mark
Twain collection of books,
which marks the library as an
important center for the research of Mark Twain.

Paul Bordlee and Shelby Mixon tie dye shirts at the McKee Library 40th Celebration.

Ragtillle guitar artist
perfortns at Southern
SuuWarna

have further interest in his art.
The second celebration was
designed to be a fun event for
students. From 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. students were able to visit the front lawn of the library
to p~ay twister and tie-dye

thing else together," Hawkins
said. After a brief intermission, he came back with requests · from students and
closed out the performance.
· Hawkins has played all over
the world in concerts, festivals, workshops and different
celebrations. He has traveled
with many great blues guitar
artists including his teacher,
the late Rev. Gary Davis.
Hawkins is not only a ragtime guitar player, but has
filmed several DVDs on guitar theory, recorded five
CDs and played electric guitar for the Blues Bombers,
on~ of Pittsburgh's favori-::e
R and B bands.
At the close of the recital
the audience stood to offer
Hawkins an applause.
"Thank you for asking me
to come down here" Hawkins
said, "I hope you had a good
time as I did."
Hawkins' music can be
purchased from his website,
www.erniehawkins.com,
or in retail stores across
the country.

Photo by Katie Freeland
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School of Visual Art and Design d~ops interactive media program
KEVIN GUTIERREZ

said Randy Craven, dean of
the School of Visual Art and
Design. There are four
The School of Visual Art_ interactive media students
and Design has cancelled its remaining.
Craven said it's difficult
interactive media major due to
low student enrollment in.. the to find ..students who are
interested in both the artistic
program.
The
interactive
media and technical programming
program was a combination of aspects that the degree
graphic design and computer requires.
"That skill set of being a
science. It focused on creating
interactive experiences such designer and computer proas websites, computer games grammer is rare," Craven
and virtual environments.
said. "It's a combination of
The university expected right-brain and left-brain
a m1mmum of 24 students thinking."
enrolled in the program,
Janice Bowles, a senior

interactive
media
major, years to establish itselflike the from the catalog. Some of the
felt people have a hard time other art industries have.
courses were added to the
understanding
what
the
"I don't think it's time yet," graphic design program. This
degree is about just from ·said Kenneth Willes, associ- is because of an increasing exate professor at the School of pectation for graphic designreading the title.
Visual
Art and Design. "I think ers to be able to design for web
"You say animation and
everyone knows we're gonna what we were trying to do was . as well print, Craven said.
draw cartoons," Bowles said. too early."
Interactive media cours"You say film and immediately
The remaining students es began as a graphic deyou think we're gonna make were offered directed study sign concentration in the
movies. If you say grapl}ic courses, in which the course 2005-'06 school year. It bedesign, everybody thinks work is done outside of a tradi- came a major in the 2008-'09
magazines."
tional classroom. The profes- school year.
Unlike the animation, film sor checks in on the students'
and graphic design indus- progress one to three hours a
tries, the interactive media week, Willes said.
industries are fairly new. It
Not all of the interactive
hasn't had the decades of media courses were removed

SA president's council forms

Modern languages clubs restart

SnFFWama

BRENDA AnELEKE

special committees designed to
improve their leadership and
organizational skills.

Suu Wama

The President's Council,
a committee of student volunteers who want to develop
and eXperience as leaders,
has been newly designed and

skill

SA.

Praid~nt

Brian Nyamwange meets with his council members on Monday, Sept. 27.

implemented by Brian Nyamwange, student association
president, to provide an open
forum and an ideal training
ground for aspiring leaders.
The first President's Council
meeting, on Sept. 19, informed
the students of their duties
and upcoming projects.
The members of the council
will work with the SA president
on special projects and sit on

I"

"The first assignment I gave
the board was to read the application properly, knowing fully
well that there were mistakes,"
Nyamwange said. "I wanted

If you're

to make them aware that as
leaders in the near future,
they will have to read properly
before signing any _contract
or agreement."
The main project the council will work on this year is
called No More Thumb Prints,
in conjunction with Hope for
Humanity. The purpose of this
project is to help bring literacy
to El Salvador.

loo~ing

·
MICHElLE CARMONA
.,.St:u&...,ut....WIIll.lll•u•TE~:~RL__ _ _ _ _ __

Student
Org8.nization
for Deaf Awareness
Southern welcomes back
two clubs that have been idle
for the last few years. The
Student Organization for
Deaf Awareness and the Italian clpb are now active and
ready to get involved with
the student body.
The Student Organization
for Deaf Awareness (SODA)
has existed previously, but it
has been inactive for a while.
Then, the department asked
Chelsea Glass, a junior· Spanish major, if she would become the new 'club president
because of her strong interest in American Sign Language and deaf culture. She
accepted the challenge and
said she is ready to accomplish great things with this
new opportunity.
"The purpose statement for
SODA this year," Glass said,
"is that we will be able to promote and encourage students

and faculty at Southern to
get involved in educating the
hearing about deaf culture and
engaging in ministry as well as
service to the deaf community.
My wish is that we will have a
blast while doing it!"
SODA's plans for the year
include filming a public service announcement video,
volunteering at deaf organizations in Chattanooga and
Southern Deaf Fellowship and
with movie nights.

Italian Club
Last year, many people traveled to different countries
through the Adventist Colleges
Abroad program. One of them
was Lacy Edney, a senior international studies major, who
has accepted the presidency of
the Italian club.
"There hasn't been a club
for three years," Edney said.
"When I came back from ACA
speaking Italian fluently, I
thought it would be a great

social experience for students
to be part of the Italian club.
Southern is not offering Italian
courses right now and it can
also serve as a practice outlet
for the students."
The Italian club has
plal:med activities such as
film nights, hand-made pizza
dinners and an Atlanta trip in
conjunction with the French
club.
The modern languages department attracts international students who can also benefit from the Italian club.
"I'm an international
stu,
dent from Colombia and my
third language is Italian," said
Maria Estevez, freshman biology major. "It is great to know
that I can be part of a club
where I can practice the language and meet more people
that enjoy it as well."

for a place to stay,

ask for·the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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English department hires six new teachers
ROCHELLE BANNER
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Six new professors have
been hired by the English department at Southern Adventist University since January.
Kathy Goddard received her
M.A in creative writing from
Johns Hopkins University. She
now teaches creative writing
and college composition. Goddard describes her job here as
God-driven since she applied
and there were no openings.
Two days later she received a
call from Jan Haluska, chair of
the English department, asking
if she was still available; a week
later she signed a contract
with Southern.
"I feel very blessed to be
at Southern," Goddard said.
"I lost my job in mid-June
and watched God open up
this position here for me
at Southern."
After
graduating
from
Southern, Autumn Wurstle went on to teach at Forest Lake Academy in Florida.
Through the academy her
graduate degree was financed
and she was able to attend the
University of Central Florida
to complete her graduate studies. After teaching English as a
second language (ESL) in Taiwan, she rE!turned to Southern
and is teaching literature and
writing. She admits that with
this being her first year as a
professor, the biggest chalJange is getting through a <:lass

contiued from pg. 1
must be lowered into the
greenhouse and down into
the basement of the Hickman
Science Center, said Fred
Tum~r, corporate architect
for plant services.
,r
Construction is expected
to be difficult, especially wi~
fall weather approaching. Besides the insertion of the steel
support structure, rain will
also be a disruption, Turner
said.
Currently, no concrete
plans for a new greenhouse
have been drawn. If a new
greenhouse were to be built,
Hamilton said, it would be
built as its own independent
structure.

period without overwhelming
her students with lots ofinformation.
Amanda Jehle graduated
from Southern and then attended Andrews University,
where she graduated with a
M.A in teaching ESL. After
spending one year as a student
missionary teaching English
as a second language in the
Czech Republic, she returned
to Southem where she teaches
ESL and basic writing. She
said that she loved the time
she spent at Southern as a student, so she thought she would
enjoy working at Southern as
well.
"I couldn't have predicted
how wonderful it would be,"
Jehle said. "My colleagues
have been so supportive and
helpful I believe God knew
that this would be a great
place for me to learn and grow
as a teacher."
Laurie Stankavich enjoys
working with foreign students.
She teaches two ESL classes
and one basic writing class
here at Southern. She admits
that she likes being on a campus that is intellectual as well
as progressive. While attending Andrews University, Stankavich traveled to Taiwan as a
student missionary where she
discovered her love of foreign
cultures as well as languages.
While at Southern, she looks
forward to helping her stu- ~ ·
dents develop their abilities
in English and hopes that her

students will develop a passion for serving God and others with their talents.
Previous to teaching at
Southern, Janice Conerly
taught at private high schools
in Alabama. As well as Auburn University and Auburn
University Montgomery. She
moved to Tennessee to be near
her · family-especially her
grandchildren. Conerly teaches basic writing and believes
that teaching writing classes is
never boring. She said that the
best writing comes from pen
and paper, as famous writer
Truman Capote said of a word
process essay, "That's not
writing; that's typing."
Baley Whary is completing
her master's degree in English literature at the University
of Tennessee at Chattanooga
(UTC). Before coming to Southern, she was a professor at UTC,
where she is still employed. She
teaches college composition
at Southern and said that she
loves the .opportunity to help
students learn more about writing. Whary hopes her students
will learn to appreciate writing,
if notto enjoy it
Haluska expressed his excitement about the new professors.
"I'm thrilled with every one
of them," Haluska said."All are
full of energy, with successful
track records elsewhere. They
will add a lot to the quality
that's here already."

Kathy Goddard, assistant professor

Amanda Jehle, instructor

Autumn Wurstle, assistant profe6SOr

Janice Conerly, adjunct

Baley Whary, adjunct

Lauue Stankavich, assistant professor

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.·55
Pickuppr Delivery with SAU ID
All APplicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Is "getting through" the week good enough?
ANGELA McPHERSON
REIJCION

Enno•

If I live through Tuesday,
then I'll be fine.
If I live through Thursday,
then I'll be fine.
If, then. If, then.
These are some Of my most
used phrases.
I've stumbled upon something I consider to be qtlite
important: I've been living my
life as something to be "gotten
through" so that my actual life
can start.
I guess by life, I mean a life
that doesn't consist of studying and tests. But, before that,
I dreamed of a life that didn't
' consist of work every morning.
Before that, I dreamed of
what I would be when I grew
up-and before that? Well, I
guess I just lived every day for
what it could give me. (I think
I was about 5 years old when
that sort of thinking was applicable.)
I've described college life as
"taking a big breath on Monday, going under, and coming back up gasping for air
on Friday."

My weekdays are something
to be tolerated so I can get
through to the weekend.
My weekends are something
to get through to get me to
newmqi)ths.
New 'months get me to
holidays or, glory of glOriesbreaks-and all of those? To
new years. What· a way to live.
Sometimes I feel like that
poor kid in "The Book of
Virtues" story, "The Magic
Thread." It's a fable that I'm
sure formed the basis for the
movie "Click." A kid gets a
magic ball of string. The string
can be pulled and time could
be skipped. However, in my
version, I'm tugging at the
string and it won't come loose.
Time won't skip.
So I mentally buckle down
and live for weekends, breaks,
and the never-neverland, far
off in the future--"when life
really starts."
Yet, what is life really but
our moments and days?
What comes after college
for me? A job, maybe a family, maybe travel? But all of
these things will probably
have mundane moments that

I'll want to get through as well,
won't they?
I don't know if we often
think of living in the moment
as a spiritual virtue, but it's
something I want to explore.
I can't keep living my_life
as if it's something to wade
through in order to get to
something else. I can't keep
living today as mereiy a precursor to tomorrow-because
it's always today.

I can't keep living today as
yesterday's leftover because
yesterday is gone. I have to
live in the now. Jesus said sq..
In Matthew 6:34 (NIV), He
said, "Therefore do not worry.
about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself.
Each day has enough trouble
of its own."
So I'm praying about it. I'm
praying to learn to relish the
great with the mundane. The

weekends with the weekdays.
The holidays with the midmonths. The glitz with the
cleanup afterward. The whole
shebang.
· Five-year-old thinking.
As Ferris Bueller once
said (and he wasn't a fan of
the mundane, either), "Life
moves pretty fast. If you don't
stop and look around once in
awhile, you might miss it."

God loves every sparrow that falls
ABIGAIL DRAGOMIR
O)HDI81JJDM

There once was a man
named George Thomas who
was a pastor in a small New
England town. One Easter morning he came to the
church carrying a rusty, bent
bird cage and set it by the pulpit.
Eyebrows
were
raised
and, as if in response, Pastor
Thomas began to tell a story.
He told how he was walking through town the day before when he saw a young boy
coming toward him swinging
the bird cage. On the bottom
of the cage were three little
wild birds, shivering with cold
and fright.
He stopped the boy and
asked, "What you got there,
son?"
"Just some old birds," came
the reply.

"What are you gonna do
with them?" he asked.
"Take 'em home and have
fun with 'em," he answered.
"I'm gonna tease 'em and pull
out their feathers to make 'em
fight. I'm gonna have a real
good time."
"But you'll get tired of those
birds sooner or later. What
will you do?"
"Oh, I got some cats," said
the little boy. "They like birds.
I'll take 'em to them."
The pastor was silent for a
moment. "How much do you
want for those birds, son?"
"Huh? Why? You don't want
them birds, mister. They're
just plain old field birds. They
don't sing. They ain't even
pretty!"
"How much?" the pastor
asked again.
The boy sized up the pastor
as if he were crazy and said,
"$10?"

The pastor reached in his
pocket and took out a $10 bill.
He placed it in the boy's hand.
In a flash, the boy was gone.
The pastor picked up the
cage and gently carried it. to
the end of the alley where
there was a tree and a grassy
spot. Setting the cage down,
he opened the door, and by
softly tapping the bars he persuaded the birds out; setting
them free.
That explained the empty
bird cage on the pulpit.
Then the pastor began to tell
another story.
He said that one day Satan
and Jesus were having a conversation. Satan had just come
from the Garden of Eden and
he was gloating and boasting. "Yes, sir, I just caught
the world full of people down
there. Set a trap, used bait I
knew they couldn't resist. Got
'em all!"

"What are you going to do
with them?" Jesus asked.
Satan replied, "Oh, I'm gonna have fun! I'm gonna teach
them how to marry and divorce each other, how to hate
and abuse each other, how to
drink and smoke and curse.
I'm gonna teach them how to
invent guns and bombs and
kill each other. I'm really gonna have fun!"
"And what will you do when
you get done with them?" Jesus asked.
"Oh, I1l kill 'em," Satan
glared proudly.
"How much do you want for
them?" Jesus asked.
"Oh, you don't want those
people. They ain't no good.
Why, you'll take them and
they'll just hate you. They'll
spit on you, curse you and
kill you. You don't want those
people!"
"How much?" He asked again.

Satan looked at Jesus and
sneered, "All your blood, your
tears, your agony, and your
life."
Jesus said, "Done!"
Then He paid the price.
In " The Desire of Ages"
page 480, Ellen White writes,
"The soul that has given himself to Christ is more precious in His sight than the
whole world."
And in "Ministry of Healing", page 135 she writes,
"If but one soul would have
accepted the gospel -of His,
Christ would, to save that one,
have chosen His life of toil and
humiliation and His death of
shame."
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Love-Escape bad relationships before it's too late
ROCHELLE BANNER
CONJWIIlanl

Last week, Rochelle gave
her opinion on the positive
side of relationships. This
week, she continues with
some negative aspects.
Many times people enter
relationships because they
want a special someone, but
the truth of the l!latter is that
relationships entail much
worry and often a lot of drama. When entering a relationship, there are a lot of things
that need to be taken into
consideration,;such as money,
family, friends and yes, exes.
The person you are in a relationship with seems to occupy your mind even when
they aren't p~ysically present.
When you are not with them,
·you find yourself thinking
about what they are doing or
if they are being faithful. Who
wants to spend the majority of
their day worrying about such
miniscule things? More important things should occupy
that brain of yours.
Another reason relationships are difficult is because

people sometimes enter them
for all the wrong reasons. For
instance, many people commit
to a relationship because their
'significant other' has the credentials that fit their parent's
standards; but they _may not
be suited to their own liking.
If this, or similar foolishness,
sounds familiar to you, my
advice is to get out and fast!
You've put so much into your
relationship that it may seem
impossible to get out. You
may not want to end things
for fear of regretting it, or,
worse yet, hurting the other
person's feelings.
However, the reason why
most relationships are unsuccessful is. because when a
problem arises, it is pushed
under the rug instead of being
resolved. Many times it is assumed that insignificant problems in a relationship don't
need to be addressed. I'm here
to tell you that they do.
You may think that if your
'significant other' is moody;
you can loosen him or her up.
The truth is, you can't change
someone. People will be who
they are, and even if they do

change, it will be a temporary
change to please you for the
moment.
Take my advice and think
about what's best for you.

are not the ones who have to
deal with the stress of your relationship, you are. From my
experience, if there's ever any
doubt in your mind that your

percent guaranteed to last. We
are faced with hassles on a
daily basis, and no matter how
hard we try to avoid them,
they are impossible to escape.

Don't follow your heart, use relationship will not work out
your head and move on·. Take then it is bound to end.
some time and thi~ about
As college students, we need
it; forget what your parents - to avoid adding any more hasthink are good credentials and sles to our lives, especially for
make your own. After all, they something that is not even 100

However, there is one hassle
that you can control- your relationship. It is not worth the
added stress of your already
stressful life.

Feedback: the opinion~ of two girls
NATAUE MEVS AND

THEA KING

COHQ1auma

On the return trip from our
weekly Walmart run, one of
our fellow students brought
to our attention the humor
article "Confessions of a Caucasian." What started off as
a casual conversation quickly
turned into a heated debate of
opinions. While the idea of a
"white hot night" made sense
to some People, it struck others the wrong way.
Hurrying off the SIFE bus,
we ran to find the nearest issue of the Southern Accent.
Trying to prove our opinions
right, my roommate and I
quickly flipped to the back of
the newspaper to read the article. In no time our smiles and
subtle chuckles slowly evaporated into confused, blank
expressions, and murmured
"Okays?" escaped our lips.

In "Confessions of a Caucasian" the Humor editor's idea
for a "white night" included
wearing all white; listening
to music by white artists, eating white colored foods, such
as mayonnaise, and watching NASCAR. That's like us
having a black
night where
everyone has
to wear black,
;
The only way a Caucasian listen to Lil'
night could be taken seri- Wayne, eat
ously by Southern Adventist Oreos withthe filling
University students is if the out
and watch Tynight was based on culture ler Perry reand not race.
/ runs. The only
thing
these
two
nights
would
have
and Asian Club all get their in
js color:
common
own night to celebrate their black and white.
The real idea behind ethnic
different cultures, so it would
only be fair that Caucasians nights at Southern Adventist
get a night too.
Uniyersity is to share the nu-

This article had nothing to do
with culture; it was based on
the issue of race. . ·
We both agree that having
a day to acknowledge the culture of Caucasians is a great
idea! The Black Christian
Union, Latin American club

merous cultures that make up- too boring and definitely not
our student body. The only your typical white hobby."
way a Caucasian night could
"I don't think - we need
1
be taken seriously by Southern . a white club; I don't
Adventist University students feel left out," "That was funis if the night was based on ny," "I don't get it," "Ummm"
culture and not race. Cauca- and "Ok?"
sians come from so many difOne comment that stood out
ferent parts of the world such to us the most was: "It seems
as Italy, Russia, 1!r~ce and out of place; labeled "humor"
Germany, just to name a few. to soften the content.
Let's clarify that we did not
So, why not represent~hat?
Show us your way of dressing, write this to bash a fellow stugive us a tl1-'te of your cuisine, dent or to make a small idea
and entertain us with your tra- into a big controversy. All we
ditional styles of music, danc- want to do is share our opining and games. That would ion. We understand that the
be tho/ true definition of a content found in the Humor
Caucasian night.
section is strictly humorous
Don't just take it from us. in nature and not meant to
We took it upon ourselves to be taken as truthful or ofask around campus what other fensive, as the Humor editor
students thought of the article. warns. But, when you take
Some of the reactions we got away the title "humor," and
were: "I think we could have look at the article for what
a Euro-Club and celebrate dif- it really is, it sounds like a
ferent cultures." "NASCAR is personal opinion.

"
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Beauty and the Bietz: Part One
TARA BECKER
CONDIIUJQB

Up the steps, past the pillars
and through the front doors
sits the queen of Wright Hall.
"Southern Adventist University," I hear her say as I
walk in. She's sitting at the
front desk, with the phone
to her ear listening carefully to the caller's request.
With confident grace she
punches in the extension
and hangs up.
She doesn't even need the
directory anymore, I think to
myself as I approach.
Cynthia Bietz has been the
face (and voice) ofWright Hall
for almost 28 years now.
"I need something to drink
before we start," she says to
me and she disappears into
a room and comes out with a
Blue Machine Naked Juice.
"He brought this home to
me as a little gift. He knows
I love these things," she says
holding up the juice and letting out a giggle. I smile, getting all the more excited about
our meeting.
"He" is Gordon Bietz, Southern Adventist University's
president. He's been president
of the university for more than
13 years now. Before that, he
was the president of GeorgiaCumberland Conference, and
before that, he was the head
pastor at Collegedale church.

This couple has been in the
spotlight for years.
Mrs. Bietz and I look at each
other and start getting a little
giddy. Some serious girl talk is
about to take place.

"I always count this as my
miracle stoiy," she says with a
smile in her eyes.
In the beginning.
The setting was La Sierra
University, the year 1965.
Cynthia·Botimer, a freshman,
didn't have the ~st luck with

men, and her mom was beginning to get concerned.
"At night she used to lift
her hands in prayer, praying
for me in my dating experiences that I would end up with

a good one," Cynthia laughs,
putting her hands in the
air. "Because some were not
so good."
In fact, the man she was currently dating, Roger, fell into
that category. -He was a senior
and was fun to be around, but

they were not headed in the
same direction.
"I knew .it wasn't going to
work out because he wasn't
at all interested in spiritual
things," she says.
Little did she know, this
man would put her on her
future
husband's
radar.
Gordon Bietz
They called them the "frantic
five." It was a joke, of course,
but maybe not so much. They
were senior theology majors
and they didn't have wives, or
even serious prospects.
Gordon Bietz wa.s one of the
five, but he wasn't letting the
pressure of finding a girlfriend
throw off his game. In fact, he
was known to take a different
girl out each week.
"I wanted to give them each
an opportunity to get to know
me," he jokes.
Even though this was the
trend in those days, Gordon
wasn't out to just date. He
wanted to find the girl, and
had been thus far unsuccessful in his search.
But one night, he saw her in
a picture. A guy in the dorm,
Roger, had Cynthia's picture
on his desk. They were in the
process of breaking up. They
weren't lining up on some key
things, and they both knew it.
"She'd make a good minister's wife," Roger said. "You
ought to date her."
Next week: The first
meeting

Embrace repetition
BRANDON ROBERTS
COND!BUJQB

Journal entry, June

12,

2009

Life in Bangkok has become
a routine-off to 7-Eleven for
breakfast, back to the church
to edit video, off to the streets
for lunch, back to the church to
edit video. Help teach an English class or two in the evening,
Bible study after that. Find dinner somewhere in between and
end the night hanging out with
my Thai friends, discussing
the Bible or helping sharpen
their English skills. "Life has
become a routine. I used to
dread routine, but I have found
that routine is good. It is what
people get used to that makes
them comfortable. If it wasn't
for routine I wouldn't know my

"smoothie lady" friend and her
three cousins that now attend
our church. If it wasn't for routine I wouldn't get my everyday
smile at the 7-Eleven for my
daily dosage of soymilk. Yes,
routine is a good thing. And I
am happy that I discovered this
during my time as a student
missionary.
.
As I look back on my journal
entry of more than a year ago, I
can't help but think about how
much life has changed since
then. I'm back in the states,
back to school, back to the
same old routine. We say it all
the time.
"Hey man, how's it going?"
"Nothing new. Same old
routine."
We say it like it's a negative thing; like life would be so
much better if we didn't have
to go to the same class every

day, clock into the same job
and see the same faces every
walk down the promenade.
I know sometimes it feels
this way. Wishing we had
something different, something new. I've felt this way
many times, but I still can't get
past a routine. It's what makes
people comfortable. It's what
allows people to open up. For
us to see whom we really are.
When I look at the life of
Jesus I feel like he lived a
life of repetition. He spent
around 29 years of his life
as a carpenter-a life full of
monotonous work.
I can imagine Him talking with his fellow craftsmen
and clients as he perfected his
skill and built relationships
with his customers, not letting
the repetition of life get him
down, but instead taking hold

of it and making the. most of
every moment.
He had a life of routine, and
a life of purpose. He had a life
with reason. He lived an ordinary life just like we do. He
had a job just like, well, some
of us. He saw people walk by
him on his promenade every
day. I have a feeling he made
it something special. I have a
feeling he used the repetition
to his advantage.
So, next time you have to go
to work or attend that neverending class, remember that
repetition may not be so bad.
When you see those familiar
faces at the register at KR's,
give them a smile and a friendly "heHo." Embrace the moment. Embrace the repetition.

,.

..

Weekend
Go out on the town
JVith your friends!

•

•• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Rock City's Enchanted
Maize
Blowing Springs Farm
271 Chattanooga Valley Rd.
Flintstone, GA
Thurs.~Sun. Sept. 30- Oct. 31,
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
$7-9
http:/ jwww.enchantedmaze.
com/
Yeasayer Concert
The Masquerade
695 North Avenue
Atlanta, GA
Saturday, Oct. 2, 8 p.m.
$20
http:/ jwww.yeasayer.net/
Make a Difference Tour
with Third Day, TobyMac
and Michael W. Smith
Encore Park
2200 Encore Parkway
Alpharetta GA
Saturday, Oct. 2, 7 p.m.
Starting at $23
http:/ /www.makeadifferenc
etour.com/
Chattanooga Symphony
and Opera presents:
Beatlemania
630 Chestnut St.
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Oct. 2, 8 p.m.
Starting at $37
http:/ jwww.chattanoogasymphony.org/
Fiddler on the Roof
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie Avenue
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Oct. 2, 8-10 p.m.
Starting at $31.50
http:/ jmemorialauditorium.
com/
River Rocks
Coolidge Park
200 River St.
Chattanooga, TN
Oct. 1-10,7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Free
http:/ jwww.riverrockschat
tanooga.com/
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SPORTS EDITOR: ANDREW GARCILAZO

Tin1 Tebow: the hun1ble superstar
linebacker and tight end, but the league's biggest stars.
Today, fans can't get enough
the position he always loved
was quarte_rback. Aftei: a year of him. Teammates liken the
In Denver, Colorado lives a
at Trinity, Tebow and his fam- craze surrounding Tebow to
young rookie quarterback with
ily moved and that of a rock star. Crowds
a clumsy throwing motion and
he began to line the practice fields and the
questionable potential.
play at Nease stadiums where Tebow plays,
The funny thing is; he's the
High School- hoping for a chance at an aumost popular player in the
a
school tograph. Eyen some reporters
NFL.
known for its are unable contain their admiHe hasn't won a Super Bowl
passing game. ration.
or an MVP; he hasn't . even
. Tebow
Tebow has become the goldstarted a game. Regardless,
quickly
be- en boy of the NFL. Some say
his jersey is the number one
came one of he will revolutionize the game.
selling jersey in the country
the top high Others hail him as the Bronand soldout stadiums follow
school
re- cos' savior.
him wherever he goes.
cruits in the
But what's his draw?
There's just something fas-,
For Tebow, football is life,
country and
cinating about this young man
was
named but he understands that
from Florida. He's not your
Florida's there's more to life than just a
typical superstar athlete; but
Player of the game.
then again, that never was h~
"From being a lot of places
Year for his ·
goal.
with
my dad on mission trips,
.
.
junior
and
sePhoto by AP Photo/Ed Androesko •
Tim Tebow was different
kind
of find out what true
you
Denver Broncos quarterback Tim Tebow throws a pass during practice as they prepare for
mor seasons at
from the start.
pressure
is
and what is just a
Sunday$ football game against the Indianapolis ~lts.
Nease.
Born in the Philippines -to
game,"
Tim
Tebow told the ·
It was then
Christian missionaries, Tebow
view with CBS, "but he's .really Tebow stood up and yelled, that Tebow began to amass Boston (;lobe while in college.
was instilled with his parents'
tried to focus his life on eter- "We have to be the best frea- the following he has today.
"Even though we love it so
Christian values from an early
After a stellar high _school much, football is just a game."
nal things, and.-eternal things kin' offense in the nation toage. These' values still guide
career, Tebow committed to
Tim Tebow gets it. His priare people and God and his day."
his behavior to this d_ay. In
work."
"He .wouldn't even cus~" the University of Florida. In orities are straight and his
fact, that is perhaps his most
2006, he became the start- motives are pure. In today's_
You will never hear Tim Pouncey said.
famous quality.
That's just the kind of per- ing quarterback and in 2007 messed up world, he's the kind
talk bad about a teammate.
Every summer while in high
he was awarded the Reisman of athlete that moms can. enYou will never hear stories son Tebow is.
school, Tebow traveled to the)
Growing up in Jackson- Trophy.'
courage their.sons to emulate.
of his wild escapades out on
Philippines where hi;5 dad ran
the town. That's not who Tim ville, Florida, Tebow was
Then in 2008, Tebow and That's rare.
an orphanage. There he would
He may not he the Tom
Tebow is. When it comes to home-schooled for his en- the Gators won the BCS Naplay with the kids and share
star NFL athletes, he breaks tire high school education. tional Championship, further Brady or Peyton Manning
his testimony. ·
Lucky for Tebow, a state leg- increasing Tim's popularity at .. some expect him to be, but
all stereotypes.
In college, Tebow would
he'll always be himself: He'll
"For me, I just want to be a isl~tion passed in 1996, al- home and across the country.
inscribe Bible verses onto his
good role model," Tebow told lowing the home-schooled
When Tebow entered the always lead his team in prayer
eye black and lead his team in
the St. Petersburg Times. "I athlete to compete for his local 2010 NFL Draft, he was se-· and he'll always end his interprayer before and after every
want to be someone that kids high school, Trinity Christian · lected with the 25th overall views with "God Bless." That's
game. In th~ off-seaso!J., he
pick by the Denver Broncos just who TimTebow is.
can look up to in today's soci- Academy.
would go to prisons and speak
He's different.
At Trinity, Tebow played and instan~y became one of
ety."

ANDREW GARCILAZQ .

Srous Eo!Toa

to the inmates about Jesus.
"[Tim is] very passionate
about football," Tim's father
Bob Tebow said in an inter-

Former Florida Gators center Mfke Pouncey recalls sitting on the team bus before
a game against Miami when

Who's the highest paid ithlete ever? It's not who you'd expect
ANDREW GARCILAZO

Srous E01roa

With all the money raked
in by guys like Tiger Woodt
Kobe Bryant and Alex Rodriguez, you'd expect the highest
paid athlete ever to hail from
the modern era, right?
·
Wrong.
According to an ancient
Roman inscription, Gaius
Appuleius Diodes, a Roman
charioteer, has made more
than Tiger, Kobe and A-Rod
combined. That's right, with
career earnings of more than
35.8 million sesterces (ancient

Roman coins), Diodes blows
today's superstal1' out of the
wa.ter.

Discovery.com interviewedPeter Struck, associate professor of classical studies at the

''Translate that kind
of money into today' s
world and . Diocles's
career earnings werearound $15 billion.,,
-

...

University of . Pennsylvania
who stumbled -~pon the · inscription in a Roman monument built for the charioteer.
Called "the most eminent of
all charioteers," in the monument, Diodes career started in
122 AD- when he was only 18
years old. He raced for more
than two decades and won
.1,462 of his-4,257 _ry.ces, a winning percentage of 34·
In additio~,; Diodes ·made
nine horses 100-time winners
. and one horse, pompeianus, a
200-time winner.

According to Discovery, it
is estimated "Diodes's total
earnings of 35,863,120 sesterces were enough to provide
grain for the entire population of Rome for one year, or
to fund the Roma_!!..Jll'my at
its height fOr more than two
months."
Translate that kind of money into today's world and Diodes's career earnings were
around $15 billion. That's
soll1e serious dough.
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Maladaptive brain activity changes
"Ugh," you sigh heavily
while slouching down behind
your steering wheel and think
about what might have been.
But unfortunately Taco Bell
did it again. They added meat
to your strictly vegetarian burrito. What are you going to do
about it?
A piece of advice: don't get
mad, be glad because they
most likely weren't trying to
purposely ruin..your midnightsnack-fit-for-a-college-student; the worker probably just
had a maladaptive brain activity change, or more commonly
known as a brain fart.

According to authorities,
brain farts are not uncommon
in work places that emphasize
repetitive tasks such as endless bean prep. Nor are brain
farts simply a figment of our
imaginations. They are pure
science.
In an interview with Wikipedia's top officials early
Tuesday afternoon, Wiki disclosed the name of a scientist
at the University of Bergen in
Norway who has studied the
brain fart extensively.
According to research done
by Tom Eichele, a neuroscientist at Bergen, maladaptive
brain activity changes can be
identified up to 30 seconds
before the Taco Bell worker

swaps your beans for beef.
That's probably about the time
you made your order.
Urbandictionary.com lists
a "brain fart" as occurring
"when someone knews how to
do something right but at that
instant he does it wrong even
though he is pro at it."
Wiki also reported that researchers think the cause of
brain farts to be "the brain
attempting to save effort on a
task by entering a more restful
state."
But hey, if I was up at midnight preparing food for you,
I'd put my brain on sleep
mode too.

.

~ .

*Parts of this article are completely factual, other parts are completely fictional. It is recommended that you read this while in possession of a grain of salt.

u

BS down
InTents. InTents means
3 things: Spiritual biessings,
double credit, and cooler
weather.
Food Services' shortened
hours: I know it's InTents, but
students with late classes can't
get any food .
Preview Southern is over:
I don't mind all the highschoolers on campus, but there
were so many of the~!
The Mayfield cow has left
campus: Frankly I think
it should be placed in the
middle of the roundabout.
All-night softball this
weekend: One of the few
opportunities to sign out of the
dorm at absurd times of night.
Fall is here: Bad news for
leaf blowers.

2010

Havoc, Bombshells win
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SnuWamR

Havoc and Ballistic Bo~b
shells took the win at Southern's All-night Softball tournament tradition continued
on Saturday, Oct. 2, as 39
teams went out to the softball
fields to showcase their athletic talents.

Softball season started with
a competitive Men's A-league
division. Saturday night was
no different.
Fresco, the A-league .team
that was an early pick to win
in the season and to win the
· tournament, was beat in the
championship round by Havoc, a team they beat during
the season, said Mike Boyd,

director of intramural's.
Havoc played outstanding in
the final round by hitting five
home runs in the game, two of
them coming from the same
player, Andrew Busche, a senior sports studies major.
"We felt tired earlier in the
night, but during that game
we carried each other and got

three teams left in the tournament as they beat three Aleague teams along the way,
but they were finally eliminated by Fresco.
Martin Shaw, a junior pastoral care major and one of
the players for Blitzkrieg, expressed a bit of surprise for
beating so many A-league

on a role," Busche said. "It
feels pretty good."
At the beginning of the
night the best of the Men's Bleague teams were matched
up against some A-league
teams. Dollar Zone and Blitzkrieg were . both B-league
teams that upset two A-league
teams in the first round. Blitzkrieg even made it to the final

teams, but also said "we kept
stringing together hits and
playing good defense... we
were glad to do it."
The ladies playoffs saw a
few teams fight for the ladies
All-night Softball crown, including No Fear, Heartbreakers and Ballistic Bombshells.
The champiopship round
came between No Fear, who
continued on pg. 4

Security cameras now in parking lots
Nev.· high-definition
surveillance cameras are being installed around the parking areas of Talge Hall.
These higher resolution
cameras improve the coverage of the current surveillance
system by keeping watch over
all;. vehicle exits and more
than half of Talge parking ar-

eas. The cameras, valued at
around $2000 per unit, are
effective for capturing facial
details from several hundred
feet away and in low-light
conditions, said Dwight Magers, Taige Hall dean.
"There are a couple of spots
in the parking lots where we
might not be able to get facial
recognition," Magers said,
"but we have a small enough
stutlent body that we'd eventu-

ally identify any wrongdoers."
Despite lacking full detail
camera coverage for Talge
parking lots, the combination
of card door access data and
digital surveillance recording considerably strengthens
eampus security.
There have been a few security incidents in years past,
Magers said, but nothing
since then.

)I
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Poll question

Status will
get you

D~ou think the

sexual urity vespers
nowher~, was a ropriate?

SEE LIFESTYLES PAGE 8
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Do you trust your man?
BRIAN NYAMWANGE
SA PaEUDENJ

He tells
you that he
loves you,
but you're
just
not
sure. Your
friends like
him, and
your family
adores him, but can you trust
him?
Stephen Covey, who wrote
"7 Habits of Highly Effective People" said, "Trust .is
the glue of life. It's the most
essential ingredient in effective communication. It's the
foundational principle that
holds all relationships."
Every relationship is based
on two things: trust and
communication. The more
quality time you spend with
the person you love, the better you get to know them.
It's risky, but as you create
an environment where you
can express yours.e lf without
feeling judged, you begin to
trust that person. You begin
to open up to them, and you
feel comfortable sharing who
you really are.
God has been trying to
communicate his heart to us
through his love letter, the
Bible. Many people live with

.JASON UPSON
SuFF Warn•

fue fear that they fall short of
God's expectations for them,
or even worse, thatthey don't
deserve God's love at all.
"But God demonstrates
His own love toward us, in
that while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." Romans 5:8 (NASB).
This.th>e oflove is unconditional. Even though sometimes people may do things
that hurt us, if we value the
friendship, we choose to
make ourselves vulnerable.
God is all powerful and all
knowing, and yet His deepest desire is to be intimate
with you.

''glueTruStof life.the
is

,,

"Fill your whole heart with
the words of God," "Steps to
Ghrist," pg. 88. Even if you
are broken and hurting, God
has written to you to tell you
that He will never leave you.
He is still fighting for your
heart.
I am learning to trust my
man, and I want to love Him
with all my heart. His name
is Jesus. Do you trust your
man?

"When you come to the word of God, you a~ot looking for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange

..

•
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Talge Hall survives ViewSouthern

A Word to the Wise

~.
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vited their high school friends
to stay in their rooms for the
duration of the event, said
Johnny Hodgson, a Talge Hall
resident assistant.
"Night check was fairly
easy," Hodgson said. "And the
pizza guy [Papa John's] made
quite a profit, too."

Connect celebrates Purim
SUZANNE OCSAI

Sun WKnFK

The Connect church service
ended their month-long study
of the book "m'- Esther with a
Purim celebration on Saturday, Sept. 25~
.
Purim is a Jewish celebration that commemorates the
sa1vation of the Jews from
Haman as depicted in the
book of Esther.
Instead of a traditional sermon, the message time was
supplemented by a theatrical performance on the life
1

of Esther directed by Jesse
Rademacher, assistant professor for the School of Visual
Art and Design.
Southern students portrayed the lives of many of
the characters including Esther, played by Anne Kelley,
a junior mass communication
major, and Haman, played by
Zach Goldstein, a junior animation major.
The service and celebrations
were not just for the audience
to observe but also participate
in. During the performance,

tfie congregation was encouraged to jeer Haman and cheer
when Esther and the king
were on stage.
The Celebrations ended with
a Jewish-themed potluck and
Jewish dancing after the service.
"I gained more of an appreciation for the Jewish culture,"
said Bonnie Christiansen, a
sophomore film production
major: "[I] was reminded once
again how brave Esther was to
risk her life by breaking protocol to see the king and intercede for her people."

New ice cream a~ the
. Campus Kitchen

JESSICA WEAVER
Suu W•rn•

New ice cream options have
been introduced to the menu
at the Campus Kitchen.
Ice cream cones, root beer
floats, banana splits and
brownie sundaes have been
added to the mimu in addition to the shakes and
smoothies which have been
served all year.
The new choices were
added in an attempt to ex-

pand the variety because
other places on campus don't
have those options, said Shirley Menhennett, Campus
Kitchen manager.
Karolina Grekov, a senior
international studies major,
said she loves that there will
be more variety.
"There really isn't any other
outlet for the ice cream lover,"
Grekov said.
Also, Menhennett said that
all the ice cream at the Cam-

pus Kitchen is non-dairy.
"Most students don't realize that it's dairy-free," said
Grekov, "but that is just another reason to love the ice
cream options at the Campus
Kitchen."
11enhennett
encouraged
students to try the new ice
cream and said the Campus
Kitchen would love to hear
feedback so that changes can
be made if necessary.

irtC'>. ~~~:oro

ANDREA TAYLOR
EDITOR

Southern caught a glimpse
of the future as hundreds of
high school and academy students packed into the alreadyloaded dormitories for the annual three day ViewSouthern
event from Sept. 20- 22.
Even with the mass of potential college students, Talge
Hall managed the additional

population with no problems
to speak of, said Dwight Magers, Talge Hall dean.
More than 580 visitors arrived on campus with roughly
200 of those students spending their nights sleeping on
borrowed floor space in Talge.
Accommodations for View
Southern ¥isitors virtua,ly
handled themselves. Many
current Talg~ residents in-
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Apison Pike renovations continue
BRANDON

Cosos

SuFF WanEK

Future Southern students
will find it easier to get around
due to expansion planned for
Apison Pike.
The expansion has three
projects, said Jennifer Flynn,
regional community relations
officer for the Tennessee Department of Transportation,
Project one will build a road
from the new Enterprise South
Interchange on Interstate 75

to where Old Lee Highway will have a continuous turn
joins Apison Pike.
lane, bike lanes and sidewalks.
Project two will widen Api- · Project one is much further
son Pike from where project along, with construction hopeone left off to Ooltewah-Ring- fully beginning next month.
gold Road.
Project two is in its design
Project three will complete phase and project three is only
the expansion by construct- in very early-stage developing a new four-lane road from ment. If all goes as planned,
Ooltewah-Ringgold to East the entire expansion will be
Brainerd Road. A bridge will completed between 2014 and
be built over the train tracks 2015. '
near Southern and the road
..,.
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InTents meeting theme: 'Lost, but Found'
EMILY LYNES

Paul Vunileva was the
speaker for Southern Adventist University's seventh annual InTents meetings from
Sept. 27 to Oct. 1.
The theme this year was
"Lost, but Found."
Vunileva,
an Arkansas
youth pastor, showed students
examples through the Bible
of being "lost, but found" he
also used examples of his own
personal life and inspired students to have a personal encounter with Jesus Christ.
"I want these young people
to see regardless of what addiction or issues, we can always turn the page," Vunileva
said, "because God's grace is
enough for all of us."
Southern students had some
positive feedback.
"Sometimes in the craziness
of university life I feel like I
have momentarily los~ my focus on Jesus," said Kara Ack-

erman, a junior nursing major, "and the InTents meetings
last week centered on the fact
that even when that does happen, God is right there·waiting
to find you as soon as you a:e
ready and want to be found."
Vunileva believes in the
importance of Jesus' mission
statement "For the Son of Man
came to seek and to save what
was lost." Luke 19:10 (NIV).
Southern
students
responded positively this year
by breaking the attendance
record of past years with an
estimated 1,500 students per
night, said Bernelle Taitague,
assistant chaplain for campus programming and outreach. Due to rain, the tent
that Southern usually rents
was unavailable, making this
larger tent providential.
With the speaker, the music
and the stud~nt participation,
the meetings were deemed a
success in the eyes of some attendees.

Pastor Paul Vunileva speaks at the InTents meetings on Monday, Sept. 27.

"This years InTents had a
more home-grown feel to it,"
said Laura Brownlow, a junior
international business major.
"The simple humility from the
speaker was refreshing."

What Pastor Vunileva wanted students to take away from
this week was simple.
"There is a heavenly Father.
He's a risen Savior, He's alive,
He sits high, but He reaches

down so low that H~ picks
each of us up. And because of
His sacii_fice we're no longer
lost, but found."

Cooler weather comes just in time for triathlon
AMY VITRANO
5DFFW81HR

Many students are excited
about the cooler weather, but
the competitors in the 26th
year of the Cohutta Springs
Triathlon Sunday, Oct. 3
were among some of the most
grateful.
The first leg of the triathlon
started at 1~:30 p.m. with a
half-mile swim in the Cohutta Springs Lake in Crandall,
Ga. Although the water temperature was 71 degrees, many
swimmers thought the water
felt warm due to the 6o-degree ·
temperature air.
Throughout the swim, lifeguards were dispersed along
the course in kayaks in case of
an emergency. Two swimmers
were assisted to shore.
After the swim, the participants moved on to the 18mile bike trek. The ride was
an out-and-back course, with
mildly hilly terrain. Despite
the complaints many participants had about the strong,

Triathletes dive into the water on Sunday as they commence the first part of the race.

cold winds, there were no bU<e
wrecks this year.
After transitioning off the
bike. and into running shoes,

the final leg of the race was a
four-mile run. The out-andback course, which also had
mildly hilly terrain, covered

some of the same ground as
the bike course.
Robert Benge, professor
in the School of P.E., Health,

and Wellness, who helps run
the triathlon each year said
Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) was especially grateful
for the cool weather because
most calls are made concerning dehydration and heat exhaustion. Fortunately, EMS
was not called ~nee.
Competitors of all ages had
different goals in mind. Richard Schwarz, Gym-Master's
coach, said his goal was to finish. Jessica Marlier,~ senior
physical education major, said
her goal was to simply have
fun and do her best.
Not only did Marlier meet
her goal of having fun, but she
also took tirst place overall in
the female division with a time
of 1:35:34. The overall male
winner was 19-year-old A.J.
Meyer from Cohutta, Ga., who
finished the race with a time of
1:22:56. There were nine age
groups and three relay groups
this year.

-..
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Two students, one teacher build faculty housing
REED

are also building an efficiency
apartment in the basement.
When .t he first duplex was
Faculty housing is expand- built, the masonry and other
ing as two construction man- specialized jobs were conagement students work to tracted out. VVith Youngberg's
complete the interior of a du- experience in so many differ-.
plex and efficiency apartment ent aspects of the construction
on University Drive.
process, students are learning
Andrew Fisher and Kirk more skills and are capable of
Shoemaker spend five hours building the faculty housing
on ~onday and VVednesday with little outside help.
afternoons under the supervi"VVe want them to be as presion of John Youngberg, asso- pared as possible," Youngberg
ciate professor of the technol- said. "I'm t:]:lroWing in little
ogy, completing the other half things about how to go about
of the duplex that was the con- ·doing something if you don't
struction management pro- have all the cool tools so you
gram's first-year project. They can still get the job done. The
JACQUI

SuuW.ma

Photo by Jacqui Reed

Kirk Shoemaker wqrks on
woodcutting to help complete the
interior of the faculty duplex on
University Drive.
.,

s·tudents needed to run AV

young people that finish the
program will be able to build
houses no problem."
The construction management program, which takes
two years to complete, is designed to teach students the
construction process from the
beginning to the end. During
the first year, students learn
about putting up the structure. During the second year,
they complete everything inside the building such as wiring, heating and air conditioning, plumbing and flooring.
"I like the finish work, but
we haven't gotten there yet,"
Shoemaker said, when asked

Student Association updates website
MIA LINDSEY
SuuW.ma

SUZANNE OCSAI
SxAEFWam•
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Campus ~inistries is looking for students who are willing to be part of the audio
visual team in charge 'of liye
streaming vespers and Renewal over the Internet.
This is the first year that
Campus ~inistries is overseeing the live streaming of vespers and the first year that Renewal is being streamed.
In previous years, the
School of Journalism and
Communication was respon-

rh

-11;

sible for the streaming of vespers each week but was unable
to continue because of a lack
of manpower, said ~ichael
Hadley, Campus ~inistries
audio visual assistant.
Campus ~inistries is also
looking to expand their team
of 15 students, who produce
vespers _- and Renewal each
week, to 30 so that each student team would only be responsible for one weekend a
month instead of two, as they
are currently.
Tom Goddard, Destiny Drama director and Campus ~in-

d1.

qCTO r 0 ~e\ ·

istries audio visual director,
said he trains each student in
the four main . tasks that the
production requires: audio,
video or romputer for song
service slides and other visuals, camera control, and technical directing.
"It's an opportunity for people to be involved in service,"
Goddard said. "It's a lot of fun
to operate as part of a team
[and] can be very satisfying."

.@

natural juices and"'

Creamy Bean Factory
Four corner (CoiJegedale)
423-396-3080

Show Student I.D. and Receive 10% off

-F.zee.S}Veet.Tea..with a RaDini Order

what he liked most about the
program.
"It's a break from studying,"
Fisher said.
The duplex and efficiency
apartment will take until the
end of the school year to finish due to the limited amount
of time and people working on the · project. However,
despite the slow process,
Youngberg said the university is already looking ahead,
and has tom down another ·
building in preparation for next year's project.

Student Association is in the
process of updating their website in order to increase interaction ~th students.
A few of the featu~ that
will be available on the website
are minutes from the senate
meetings and a list of upcoming SAeve~ts, said Carl Reiter,
SA social vice president.
Reiter said SA had a website
last year but, few people were
aware of it.
The layout is the same as
last year and the only part left
to finish is putting the new

SA members' photos in place,
said Kelsey Larrabee, SA public relations director. Larrabee
will be handling most of the
information on the website.
Once finished, students will
be able to go to ·sa.southem.
edu to stay informed on what's
happening in SA and share
their opinions on the blog.
"VVe want to bridge lhe
disconnect between Student
Association and the student
body," -said Sabine Monice, SA
parliamentarian. "Hopefully
in the future they will not be
afraid to stop by the office and
voice their questions."
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Students paiticip~te in.excavation
AsHLEY WAGNER
5wEWR!IER

This past summer, 62
students and staff, led by
Michael Hasel, religion
professor and archeologist,
spent six weeks at an excavation site near the Valley
of Elah, in Israel, where the
battle of David and Goliath
made Biblical history.
The archeological site
Khirbet Qeiyafa is located near Azekah and Sucoh, and close to . the valley where the battle took
place. Excavations have
uncovered the remains of
an Iron Age two-gated city
that has been identified as
Sha'arayim ("two-gates"),
according to the Institute
of Archaeology's newsletter, "Dig Sight."
The
newsletter·
also
shares that Sha'arayim is
mentioned in the Bible
three times. In 1 Samuel
17:52, it is mentioned in relation to the David and Go-

liath story along with Azekah and Sucoh.
Alex Voigt, a senior the-

in the Bible, but when you
are actually there, it all becomes real," Voight said.

member on the excavation
this year, oversaw a fourby-four meter section of the

stones in a line and you
better watch out. It may
be a wall."
Southern's Institute of
Archaeology has teamed
up with the Hebrew University to work on this excavation project for three
years. Next summer is _possibly the last year students
from Southern will be
able to participate in this
excavation.
"If you can go, do it,"
McGraw said. "It shows
you the lands of the Bible in
their original setting. You
experience the culture, see
amazing places, and meet
wonderful people. "
For information on next
year's excavation, you can visJosh McGraw, Ross Knight and Alex Meyes take a break from digging in square T30 on
it southern.edujarchaeology.
Professor Hasel will be
ology major and particiThe group was looking for site. In his square, McGraw · sharing the latest discoveries
pant in•t-he excavation, said more Iron Age artifacts, but and his team found pottery, from these excavations at 7
it was amazing to look over ended up finding mostly coins and a ritual bath.
p.m. on Oct. 7 in Lynn Wood
the valley ·from the excava- Hellenistic age pieces, with
"You've got to be careful," Chapel. Convocation credit
McGraw said. "You have to will be given.
tion site and be able to see some from the Iron Age.
Azekah.
-.
Josh McGraw, a senior notice soil changes and ar"You see all the names archaeology major and staff chitecture. More than three

Student's works featured at recital
JAROD KEITH
Copy

EDITOR

A recital featuring works
composed by a Southern Adventist University student took
place on Sunday, Sept. 26.
Ethan McGrath, a freshman music theory and literature major, composed all of
,:~r:::~s~

Havoc, Bombshell win

the pieces performed, which
included a vocal duet, a solo
piano piece and pieces for
voice and piano. Pelformers
included Holly Greer, local
choir instructor; Julie ~enner ,
professor of music; Kevin De. Benedictis, vocal performance
major; Justin Hipp, a local
graduate student; and Joel

Thompson, McGrath's friend.
"I was honored to be able
to perform a piece by a live
composer," DeBenedictis said.
"Most composers are dead, so
it was fun to get feedback from
the composer arid to.debut his
works to the world."
~cGrath said he has been
planning the recital since last

spring and that he was pleased published. "When Lilacs Last
in the Dooryard Bloom'd," a
with the outcome.
"I am thankful for every- song based on a poem by Walt
body who came to support · Whitman, was published by
the event," McGrath said. "I Earth Songs. The sheet music
didn't know how many people is available at earthsongschoto expect, but the turnout was ralmusic.com.
good."
McGrath recently had one
of his choral compositions

--.
Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

eontinu.ed from pg. '1

came between No Fear,
who only allowed 20 ru.ns '
against them, and the Ballistic Bombshells, who had
scored 92 runs d~ring the'"
season.
The game wen,t jnto ex-.
tra innings but the Ballistic Bombshells eventually pulled off the win and
claimed the Ladies Allnight softball 'Crown.

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID·
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433

~-··---
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When God ·called .me to'Scribble
ANGELA McPHERSON
REI !CION

,.

'I
4

~·

'I.

I

EDITOR

"Just put the cray6n down on
the page and color!" I said ·
Rosa stared at me, gripping the
crayon, white knuckling it
"It's fun!" I encouraged
She looked up at me with a face
that clearly said, 'This does not
look like fun."
There we sat, 6-year-old Rosa
and I. I was trying to convince her
to do one thing-scnbb1e.
Rosa is a little girl who has
autism. fve been her therapist
for the past four summers, and
I used to work with her full time
before I came'to schooL
For the longest time the thing
we worked on most was coloring.
For some reason, Rosa did not
like to color. She didn't like coloring books. She didn't even like to
pick up crayons.
I asked the behavioralist about
this one day, and she responded
with this: "Rosa doesn't like to
· fail. She likes to be right She likes
to do good If she thinks that she
could fail at something, she'd
rather not start it to begin with."
"Oh,"Isaid
Then the behavioralist started making ways that we could

get Rosa to move from a basis
of fear-of being incorrect, of
doing the "wrong" thing-to a
basis of having fun.
J ust·coloring.
Likeakid.
-:
Doing what she w~ created to do, instead of being
afraid of it.
This part was rough for me
because I identify with Rosa.
I haven't been able to open
my Bible once this week without seeing a passage regarding
fear and the disassembling of it.
The most hard-hitting of
these passages was Isaiah 41:810 from The Message:
"You're my se~t, serving
on my side.
"I've picked you. I haven't
dropped you.
"Don't panic. I'm with you.
"'Th.ere's no need to fear for
I'm your God.
"I1l give you strength. ~11
help you.
"I'll hold you steady, keep a
finn grip on you."
•
Don't panic? There's no need
for fear? I had to talk to God
about this. The conversation
went a little something like this:
Me: "What do you mean, I
don't need to fear? What in the

world am I afraid oft'
·~
God: "You know, you don't
color very much."
Me: "What do you mean?"
God: "Well, I've been watching you in your life, and you don't
color very much."
Me: "Elaborate."
God: "All this stuff about fear
and panicking-what I mean
by it is, you're reminding me of
Rosa."
Me: "When she wouldn't color?"
God: "Yes. And fm not talking
about literal crayons."
Me: "Goon."
God: "You've got a lot of fears

in your life. We've got to take
themapartandputthemaway.
Me: "Name some."
God: "You hawn't finished the
book you've been working on:
fear cf success and failure."
Me: "Gulp!"
God: "Sometimes you're super
loud and crazy in public-that's
the fear ofjust being yourself."
Me: "Gulp"
God: "I could goon."
Me: 'That's okay. I get it"
God: "It's like a big stutter.
You're wanting to color, to abide
and thrive in Me. To be the person I made you to be. And then
you get scared. You try, and then

I d.on'tloveyouryet
ScOTIKAI!EL
CQNDIBUTOR

Haveyouevertoldsomeoneyou
don'tlovethem? Not in the I-don'tlove-you-anymore sense, but in the
!-haven't-loved-you-yet sense?
To narrow the question further,
I don't mean in the fro-a-boyfriend-waiting-for-the-right-timeto-use-the-"L"-word sense, but
in the !-have-never-consideredloving-you-and-given-the-choice!-would-rather-leave-the-room

sense.
Narrower still, I don't mean
the it's-really-creepy-that-you'redown-on-one-knee-and-I -don'tknow-you sense, but in the
God-says-I'm-supposed-to-loveyou-but sense.
But others will know we are
Ouistians by our-what? love. A
circle is a circle because it is round
A Ouistian is a Ouistian because
he or she loves.

'Iiue love, that is self-sacrifice
without expecting reciprocation
and the ability to see each individual as bought by God, is at the
pinnacle of sanctification, whiCh
means that true love is the thing we
in our humanity fake the longest
But isn't it better to wear a mask
than to show your ugly face? To
'fake it 'til you make it?'
I leave the nicest apple. I act interested I give away things with no
strings attached But can a circle
fake being round?
Up to this point, I have apparently been operating under the assumption ~t the poople around
me are blind idiots. However,
last week, in the sense I described
above, I told a girl that I didn't love
her. It was .t he first time I had ever
said something like that
Co~tively, it was easier to
admit to stealing from my parents
or to my .porn addiction than to
admit that the identity-e&c;ential I

I

claim, by definition, doesn't apply
to me.

him or her and that you understand you're failing your God and

Youmightsay, "Don'tbesohard
on yourself, Scott God forgives
you." Deep down, I agree with you.
But go to a person you don't get

His religion.
And then you11 know what fm
talking about It's one thing to
know in your1 head tliat you don't
love someonJ-it's tough enough
to admit that-it's another thing to
say so out loud
Smprisingly, my moment of
honesty has led to my sipping of
the major paradox in Christianity-the admission of incapability
is the starting point to capability.
You know, like how you can't ever
seem to think of a forgotten word
until you ask someone for help.
It has caused ownership of the
weak collapsing distortion txeated
by my human thinking. It has reminded me that I've been manufacturing a veneer of. Ouistian
authenticity for myself rather than
going to the source of it
The real issue here is not tbatl
donllore this girl, it is in my re-

along with. Look that person in
the eye and soberly, solemnly and
apologetically say you don't lore

you get scared It's like Rosa with
the crayons."
Me: "I got it about the crayons
part."·
God: "Why don't you just
trust that I made the colors, I
made the page, and go ahead
and scribble?"
Me: "How do I scribble?"
God: 'Trust Put the crayon on
the page, start coloring, and don't
worry about it"
Today, I read from Isaiah 42:16. "But I'll take the
hand of those who don't know
the way, who can't see where
they're going.
"I'll be a personal guide to
them, directing them through
unknown country. ru be right
there to show them what roads
to take, make sure they don't fall
into the ditch.
"These are the things rube doing forthem-stickingwith them,
not leaving them for a minute."
As long as God is sitting beside
me, I guess fll start picking up
the crayons.

sistance to admitting that I cannot
·
love her on my own.
Love is so alien to us. The only
waytoexperienoeitsauthenticityis
to hear about it, we couldn't think
up something so pristine ourselves; believe in it, trust that such
a crazy thing as giving without expecting anything in return somehow makes sense; and surrender
to it, admit out loud that you are
yourself incapable of it.
' If you are failing to love som~
one, say so. It may be the beginning ofloving them. Besides, what
are you afraid of? People knowing
that you're not what you say you
are? They have probably figured
that out already.
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DANIELLE QUAlLEY

Response from the humor editor
I thoroughly enjoyed reading "The opinion of two girls"
last week. I am glad my article has· sparked such intense
discussion. I also agree with
their opinions expressed in
the article.
My article "Confession of
a Caucasian" was written as
satire. Although I do agree
with the premise of my article, the specifics I delve into
in the artide were purely intended for humor and not as
anything serious. I wanted to
stereotype white people pure-

ly for humor.
I also share in common
with these two ladies the
opinion that the ethnic nights
are purely for celebration
of culture. I think a European Heritage Club could be
fantastic, and ~oing some
of the activities they suggested would be wonderful.
In that sehse, like they suggest, we would have a true
Caucasian Night.
They conclude their· article
by stating they did not intend to bash me, which I do

not think they did. They did
write "it sounds like a personal opinion," and it is. I think
Southern needs a white club
and a white night.
My opinions were the impetus for writing the article,
but the article itself is not a
pure expression of my true
opinions. The authors also
stated that they did not want
to make "a small idea into a
big controversy."
I do not think this is a small
idea. I know several people
over the years that have at-

tempted to get a white club
started, and many white students have approached me
after reading the article and
have expressed their agreement with what I have said.
I think this is 1 something
that needs strong conside~;ation and, if necessary, I
\
will do what I can to get a
white club started.
I did not intend to offend
anyone, and ifl ltave done so,
I apologize. There is a warning on the ~as the ladies
who wrote "the opinion of

girls" have stated, that
content is strictly humorous
in nature and not meant to be
taken as truthful or offensive.
The humor articles are purely
my attempts at being humorous. My goal is to entertain
you and make you laugh, and
it certainly is nice to see some
intellectual processes going
on as a result of my content
as well.
-Caitlyn Mayers •
Humor editor

We don't want to see it: the problem with PDA
embarrassment before giving
me an apologetic smile. Yeah,
you should be embarrassed, I
It's a beautiful autumn af- think, irritated.
ternoon. The birds are singYes, I've made it into the
ing, the grasshoppers · are dorm, but seriously guys, is
chirping, and ine? Well, I'm there nowhere else you can
standing outside of Thatcher express your love for each
South waiting for the inter- other without making the
twined couple in front of the rest of us feel awkward?
door to move, so that I can go
I took the liberty of gostudy for my English literature ing on Wikipedia, because
test. Ugh. Where's the fire Wikipedia is so accurate,
hose when you need it?
to look up the definiI try not to look in the di- tion of the acronym PDA.
rection of Mickey and Min- Now, I've come up with
nie Mouse because I feel like my own definitions for
I'm interrupting something it, like "purely disturbby standing there, but I just ing activity," or "pretty
need to get inside. Oh no, darn annoying," but I've
pay no attention to me, I decided to stick with the
think to myself, tapping my definition we all know
foot impatiently.
and love: "public display
Finally, after about three of affection."
days, I muster up a mumbled
For those of you who
"excuse me" and awkwardly don't know what PDA is,
try to go around the couple .. just make your way to the outThe girl, realizing that yes, side entrance of any dorm on
people do need to get in and campus, and you'll get a front
out of the dorm, giggles with row seat. Thankfully, that kind
DANlELLE QUAlLEY

O..N!ON

Emma

of behavior is not tolerated in
any of the dorms, so at least I
can walk around inside without having to worry about
bumping into Harvey and
Sally trying to win the world

press that affection in one way
or another, but can we keep it
rated G please? I'm pretty sure
thatthereareplentyofwaysto
express affection towards each
other in a way that is appro-

awkward and uncomfortable
to us onlookers.
Some people might say,
"Well, if you don't want to
see, don't look," and I'm almost positive that someone
has thought that already
from reading this article.
However, since most of
us already cover our eyes
just .to get inside of our
dorms, maybe a better
solution would be for you
~ to expres~ your love more
a~propriately.
So, the solution to all
of this mayhem? Just
please be. considerate
of your fellow students
when expressing your
affection to your significant other. We're glad
that you are in love and
Photo illustration by Matt Taylor want to show it to one
another, and we wish you
well. But please, leave the
priate enough for others to see PDA-ing to the Blackberry or
without getting embarrassed. HTCDroid.
A hug or a quick kiss is fine,
but anvthing more than t at is

r------------------------.--__,.___...,

'·

record of the tightest human
pretzels.
I understand that couples
love each other and need to ex-

lf'you're looking ·for a place to stay,

ask fo-r .the Southern rate.

423-591 ..8500

423-305-6800

O'SfRINGS

'I
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Beauty and the Bietz: part two
T

B
ARA

ECKER

•

CoNTR•auxoa

Last week: Cynthia's college ex-boyfriend Roger suggested that Gordon Bietz ask
her out on a date.
The first meeting
Meanwhile, Cynthia heard
the name Gordon Bietz for
the first time. Another freshman on campus came up to
Cynthia, ecstatic. The girl had
been on a rare two dates with
the infamous Gordon and was
praying that therE! "'Would be
another, and apparently was
asking other people to do so
as well.
"Pray for me!" she said. "I've
gone out with Gordon Bietz a
couple of times. He's a senior
and I just love him. I want to
go on more dates!"
Later that semester, Cynthia
went on a date to an residents
assistants party. Gordon Bietz
was also there, with his date.
He was the life of the party that
night, heading up the games
and making everyone laugh.
And although he was having a
good time, he was also having

a hard time keeping his eyes
off a certain lady. Cynthia had
noticed it too, that night she
went home and talked to her
mom about it.

"There was this guy at an
RA party," she said. "He was
so funny. I felt like he was

looking at me all night long."
Third time's the charm
Her intuition wasn't far off.
Several weeks later she got a
call from Gordon Bietz. He

wanted to know if she would
go out with him on Friday
night. But she couldn't, she
had a date. Could she go Saturday night, he wanted to know?

Nope, ·she was going on a date
with someone else.
What
about Saturday afternoon, and
he'd get her back before her
date that night? Sure.
Now, little did Cynthia know
at the time, but Gordon never
did this. If he had to ask more

than once, he wouldn't be
asking again. But there was
something special about Cynthia that kept him asking.
So, that Sabbath morning in
December, Gordon took Cyn-'
thia on their first date. They
had a great time; she wore her
cute two-piece black dress and
he picked her up in his white
Chevrolet Corvair.
"We had a lot of fun laughing and talking," she said. "A
lot of people don't know the
funny side of him, but that's
what attracted me first."
They continued going on
dates for the rest of that year.
Then, after the summer, Gordon headed to Andrews University to attend seminary.
Although long distance was
hard, he and Cynthia made it
work by writing to each other
everyday.
And, when Gordon came
home that Christmas break,
he went back to Andrews with
a fiance.
Next week: "He never
did ask me to marry him"

"Tuesdays with Morrie:" An old man, a young man and life's greatest lesson
SuZANNE OcsAI
CONIRIBIOQR

'·,
'I
i

The book "Tuesdays with
Morrie" is the true story of Professor Morrie Schwartz and
his
former-college-studentturned-acclaimed-journalist,
Mitch Alborn. Referred to as
"Morrie's last class" Mitch is
the only student and the subject is the meaning of life. In
the 13 "classes" that Morrie
taught Mitch before the final
thesis (the book) was due, they
covered life and death, as well
as aging, culture, simplicity,
forgiveness and much more.
The book sat on my shelf for
some time before I picked it up
to discover one of the greatest
reads I have ever encountered.
A small page count promised a short reading time that
was perfect for my hectic college student schedule, and
it delivered effortlessly. Yet,
somewhere between page one
and page 192 I lost myself in
the story of Morrie, a former
college professor dying from
Lou Gehrig's disease, and his
former student, Mitch Alborn.
The yarn they weave through
these pages is one of hope and

meaning in the midst of despair and helplessness.
Lou Gehrig's disease, or
ALS, slowly eats away at a
p~rson's nerves, p~es the
person and slowly causes him
or her to lose control of various
_ bodily functions. Yet, despite
the disease, Morrie remains at
peace and feels it is his ministry to listen to the problems of
others throughout his illness.
Reading "Tuesdays with

tuesdays with.

Morrte

an old man, a young man,

and life's greatest lesson

IMitch Alborn I
Book cover design by Claire Vaccaro

Morrie" was like taking that
last class along side Mitch, a

THU.RSDAY, October 7, 2010

class that should be named
Life 101 with the description
of finding what is important
amid the torrent of what is
not. Morrie believed that what
the culture around us says is
esseatial isn't what is really vital to our lives.
Prestige, a high paying job,
lots of toys-that's not what
really mattered to Morrie.
Family, friends, the ones you
love-that's what mattered in
life. Being with them and sharing both the joys and trials together is what made life worth
living for him.
"Mitch, if you're trying to
show off for people at the top,
forget it. They will only look
down at you anyhow. And if
you're trying to show off for
people at the bottom, forget it.
They will only envy you. Status
will get you nowhere. Only an
open heart will allow you to
float equally between everyone" (pages 127-128).
Mitch's dying professor
teaches him how to appreciate what should really be important to society-the small
things. The things that make
each day a beautiful gift to unwrap every morning.

Toward the end of the book,
Mitch asks Morrie what he
would do if he could be perfectly healthy for 24 hours.
Morrie describes a day full of
simple joys. Such as getting
up in the morning and going for a jog; at this point in
the book, he is unable to even
stand because of the ALS. He
continues to tell Mitch about
sharing meals with friends.
"I'd ... then have my friends
come over for a nice lunch. I'd
have them come one or two at
a time so we could talk about
their families, their issues, talk
about how much we mean to
each other."
The book is filled with pictures of this kind of life. A life
that may seem a bit idealistic
yet produces the kind of peace
that Morrie felt as he neared
the end of his life. In the end,
it isn't just Mitch who Morrie
was teaching; it is the world
through Mitch that Morrie
impacts with the ideals that
experiencing moments with
loved ones is more important
than appearing perfect yet being out of reach.
Mitch Alborn is the comJO>cation speaker neXt week. ' ·

Weekend
Get out and get some
fresh air!

•••••••••• • •• • •
Rebecca St. James at SHE
Event
North Cleveland Church
of God
1846 Volunteer Drive
Cleveland, TN
Saturday, Sept. 9, 7:00 p.m.
$15-19
http:/ fwww.sheevent.com/
Ben Sollee at Chickstock
Greenway Farms
5051 Gann Store Rd.
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Oct. 10, 11 a.m.-7
p.m.
$5
http:/ fwww.chickstock.org/
The New Midnight Special Band
Chais Music Hall
The Walking Horse Hotel
Wartrace, TN
Saturday, Oct. 9, 8 p.m.
$10
http:/ fwww.walkinghorsehotel.com/
Josh Turner
Reaves Arena
401 Larry Walker Parkway
Perry, GA
Saturday, Oct. ·9, 7:30 p.m.
$28
http:/ /joshturner.com/
Bridge to Terabithia
Chattanooga Theatre
Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Oct. 9, 7:30 p.m.
$8-10
http:/ fwww.theatrecentre.
com/
Transformation 6 and
Jellies Living Art Exhibit
Hunter Museum of
American Arts
10 Bluff View
Chattanooga, TN
Through Oct. 24, 12-5 p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ fwww.huntermuseum.
org/

...........
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Ichlro Suzuki may be·the greatest hitter of all time
players to play regularly for an
MLBteam.
At age 27, Ichiro's talent
was instantly questioned by
the U.S. media. Many thought
he was too small and too frail
to ever succeed in the majors.
Ten years later, those critics
could never have been more
wrong.
During his rookie 2001 s~a
son, Ichiro lead the American league in batting average,

the jump to the MLB.
When he did, Ichiro was
5roas EDITOR
more popular than ever in his
Ichiro Suzuki is an aberrahome country. And he still is
tion.
today.
At 5 feet 9 inches and 170
"When you mail Ichiro
pounds, Ichiro's slender frame
something from the States,"
belies his incredible talent.
his agent Tony Attanasio told
He has one of the most feared
the Seattle 'Times, "you only
arms in all of baseball. His bat
have to use that name on the
is lightning quick through the
address and he gets it [in Jazone. His speed on the base
pan]. He's that big."
paths is that of a track star.
The Chi<:ago Times once
But you wouldn't know all that·
called Ichiro "both the Michael
just by looking at him.
Jordan and Michael Jackson
Naturally quiet,
Ichiro
of Japan."
keeps a low profile. Besides
During the regular season,
being one of baseball's pest,
more thjn . ..so members of
the 10-time All-Star seems to
the Japanese media follow
shy away from the attention
Ichiro's every move. They
usually sought by superstar
crowd around him before and
athletes.
after every game, getting his
He doesn't make outrathoughts on everything from
geous statements or call out
the day's game to his personal
his teammates. Instead, Ichiro
life. Ichiro truly is a rock star
Photo by AP Photo/Elaine Thompson
goes about his business and
in his native country.
Seattle Marirters' Ichiro Suzuki singles against the Oakland Athletics in
leads the Seattle Mariners by the first inning during a baseball game Saturday, Oct. 2, 2010, in Seattle.
Forsomereason,thatpopuexample.
larity hasn't joined Ichiro in
After playing nine seasons 0.351; hits, 242 and stolen but in 1993 for the Orix Blue- the United States. Sure Ichin Japan's Pacific League, bases, 56. He also became the Wave of the Nippon Baseball iro's popular in Seattle, but
Ichiro arrived in the United second player in MLB history League in Japan, Ichiro quick-. he's no Derek Jeter. He isn't
States with much interest. Be- to win both the Rookie of the ly became a household name. beloved like a Michael Jordan
sides being oned Japan's best Year and Most Valuable Player He won three consecutive or a Brett Favre.
playefS, Ichir'o was also one awards in a single season.
MVP awards as well as seven
Despite that, his production
of the first Japanese position
These Herculean stats aren't Gold Gloves before . making hasn't slowed one bit. This
ANDREW GARCILAZO

something one would expect
out of a skinny looking outfielder with an unorthodox
swing. But then again, no one
ever thought Ichiro would become one of the best hitters to
ever play the game.
The only problem for Ichiro
is that he doesn't get the credit
he deserves. In Japan, however, it's a completely different
story.
After making his career de-

Can religion and sp~rts live.in peace?
ANDREW GARCILAZO

5roas EDIJOI!

The year was 2001.
At the time, the Los Angeles
Dodgers were in the midst of
a fierce battle for first place
in the National League West.
Lead by slugging outfi~lder
Shawn Green, the Dodgers
were poised to make a run a1: a
playoff berth heading into ihe
final week of the season.
Then on Aug: 26, Green,
who was leading the club in
almost every statistical category, decided to sit out the
Dodger's game against the Giants. · Why? Green wanted to
respect the Jewish holy day of
Yom Kippur.
"It's something I feel is an
important thing to do," Green
told ESPN. "To basically say
that baseball, or anything,
isn't bigger than your religion

and your roots."
Dodgers' fans were upset
with Green, but when you mix
sports and religion, some-·
times that involves making the
unpopular decision.
When you live your life a
certain way, it's hard to toss
that aside just because you're
a profes~ional athlete.
Just ask Tim Tebow or Troy
Polamalu or Brazilian soccer
star Kaka. For them, religion
is as much a part of their lives
as the sports they play, s<;>metimes even more so.
The life of Troy Polamalu,
safety for the Pittsburg Steelers, revolves around religion.
On the field, Polamalu can't
help but let it show.
Before each defensive series,
Polamalu and few other teammates form a huddle.and pray,
-and after each play Polamalu
makes the sign
of the
cross.
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When the Steelers won the
Super Bowl in 2006, Polamalu
recognized there were more
important things in life than
winning a game.
"So what?" Polamalu told
the Pittsburg Tribune-Review.
"I didn't have th.at fulfillment
like what God could provide ·
for me."
Many athletes feel the same
way, but few display their faith
for all to see. Poiamalu is a rare
exception in today's world
But should religion have any
place in the world of sports? If
you live the life of a Christian
or a Jew or a Mormon, you
shouldn't have to ignore it for
a few hours.
Religion is life. Football is
just a game.

season Ichiro became the first
player ever to collect 200 hits.
in 10 consecutive seasons. Pete
Rose is the only other player to
reach that milestone, but not
in consecutive seasons.
In fact, Ichiro has been one
of the most successful players
of all time. He holds the record for most hits in a single
season with 262, which he accomplished in 2004. He.is also
a 10-time All-Star, a nine-time
Gold Glove winner, a six-time
MLB Hits Leader, a three-time
Silver Slugger winner and a
two-time MLB Batting Champion.
. Perhaps the only thing left
for Ichiro to accomplish is
winning a World Series. At 36
years of age, Ichiro still lias
a few seasons left in him. As
for the Seattle Mariners, well,
that's' a different story.
When Ichiro finally does retire, what a career it will have
been.
He began his playing days as
a skinny 140-pound kid with a
funny swing. He still has that
same swing today, but he's
one of the most accomplished
baseball players of alt time.
Who would've thought?

Quotes of the day
"The will to win is important, but
the will to prepare is vital.''
-Joe Paterno
"I always turn to the sports section first. The sports page records
people's accomplishment~; the
front page has nothing but man's
f a1'1 ures.. "
. -Earl Warren
"A good hockey player plays
where the puck is. A great hockey

player plays where the puck is go- .
ing to be."
-Wayne Gretzky
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